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PREF ACE 

TheDaoza吻， or Taoist canon， is a vast collection of texts in a wide variety of genrl自
由at comprehensively define Taoism and its scriptural development through the ag臼
Along with reveaJed books， ritual texts， inspired poe町" and other religious docu
ments， this library of the 1:￥o contains works on subjects of broad interest to students 
ofChinese thought- philosophy， cosmology， medicine -as well as encyclopedic com
pendia， literarγanthologies， and collected works of individual authors. At eve可turn，
由eDaozaψ hol也new皿d sigm且cant discoveries in store由at红e transforming our 
perceptions of Chinese religion皿d society. 

The exploration of this negleαed treas町e house of information has been held back 
by i臼app缸'ent impenetrability. To some extent，由is is due to the esoteric or ahistorical 
nature of certain Taoist writings. 1n large part， however， generations of scholars have 
come to regard the Taoist canon as inaccessible as a result of the manner by which the 

Daoza咽was assembled and org缸咀zed over由e centuries. As Taoism evolved through 
history， the Taoist canon outgrew its original rationale. 

T he first organizational structure， da由19仕om由e fi丘h century， separated由e canon
into three divisions named the Three Caverns. This struαure and its subsequent addi
tions relate sets of scriptures to grades of1:￥oist initiation. Subordinate to由is system， 
a twelve-fold generic org皿ization indicates the可pes of writings repr臼ented in each 
division. Beside scripture， exeg臼is， and ritual， we也ld categories comprising histori
cal armals and lives of saints， precepts， graphic materials， and works on miscellaneous 
Taoist红ts and techniques. The Daozaψ由山 char臼由e pa由 for皿 adept's initiation， 
while simultaneously functioning as a library for all branches ofTaoist learning. 

Successive editions of the Taoist canon were compiled under imperial auspices 
and distributed to selected temples. Clergy close to由e co山't generally supervised由c
editorial work. But Taoism at no time knew a determinant ecclesiastical au由ority.The 

Taoist canon is， rather， the仕山t of a prolonged nego口a口on.刀le "Repository ofTaoist 
Scriptures of the Great Ming" (Da M;吻由Oza1移jing大明道藏酌，由e basis of the 
work pr口ented here， was completed in由e Zhengtong reign (1436-1450)， a由0山皿d
ye红s after由e fundamental organization of the Three Caverns had been laid down. 
1t still stands 豁出e provisional conclusion to the drawn-out process of constituting a 
canonized co甲山for1:￥Olsm.

The T hree Caverns initially served to channel a flood of new， fo田由-centu巧r tex臼
皿d to integrate them wi由 eXls由19Taoist traditions. A comparable reconfiguration 
of the canon took place in early modern China， beginning in the tenth century， when 
local medium cults generated a new upsurge of texts clain1ing canonization. Many of 
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由eir scriptur口and rituals found a place in出eDtWza咿. At one level， therefore，由c
question of whe由er or not a work belongs in the canon reflects由e gtve四d take over 
the integration of distinct cul臼皿 d text traditions into the liturgical system ofTaoism. 
From由eTaoist perspective，由e object of this negotiation was由e evolving co甲orate
identity ofTaoism in Chinese society. 

The changing contents of the n刷m吻provide， on another level， a key to 由c
historical self-definition of the Taoist tradition within China's religious and intel
lectual landscapes. Some borderline inclusions are controversial: works from several 
Warring Stat臼(475-221 B.C. ) schools of thought were adopted alongside the Ltwzi 
老子and由eZhua吻'Zf旺子. At the other extreme， the Daoza1锣prese凹es 皿d trans
rnits a significant number of works of Clúnese popul红religion from all periods. T he 
original Three Cavems accommodated far-reaching assirnilations ofBuddhist thought 
and practices 由at were gaining ground in由.e fourth 四d fi丘h centuries. Whereas 
the Buddhist canon (Daza吻Jf吻大藏耀) upheld由e non-Chinese origin of a work 
as a criterion for canonici吼由eDωm吻was looked upon as a bastion of Clúnese 
ind伊nous tradition. Yet j山t as Buddhist writings ofChinese origin soon found由elr
way into the Buddhist canon， the DtWza咽also incorporated Buddhist-s叭e sutras， 
Tantric rituals， and h严nns boasting the s皿ctity of Brahmanism. The history of the 
Taoist canon， set out in the general introduction below， can be read as a core hist。可
of Taoism itself in its continuous interaction with the r臼t of the Chinese religious 
system. 

The concept "canon" is implicit in the Chinese designations ji吻锢， meanmg 
"classic" or "scripture:' and za1移藏， "repository?' The fundamental Taoist scripture， 
Laozi's "Classic of the Way and its Power" (DtWde ji吻道德租)， was aji1锣m由c
received canon of early Chinese philosophy. Later， the Buddhist and Taoist canons 
were referred to as the "aggregate scriptures" (yi，伊Jmg 一切程 ) in their respective 
domains. The first deliberate canon formation in China，由e "Five Classics" (Wujing 
E槌) made up of the ancient wri由19S revered by Confucius， was undertaken in由c
reign ofHan Wudi (140-87 B.C.) with a view to de位由19 the values ofChina's emerg
ing state orthodoxy. The DtWza吻， by contrast， reveals由e uno伍cial face of China. It 
constitutes perhaps由e richest， and still scarcely explored mine of primary so町ces on 
all aspects of the history， thought， and organization of the various strata of China's 
civil society由at were labeled as‘'Taoist?' Over the past centu町" a growing number of 
specialists have discovered the rewards of investigating this unexpected virgin territory 
in the midst of a civilizatibn as prestigious and well studied as China's. It is the editors' 
hope由at由e presentαmpanion will stimulate wider circles of China scholars and 
nonspecialis臼alike to participate in this discovery. 

The pioneering work of the original Tao-tsang Project is described in由e general 
introduction. The task of shaping the inchoate materials inherited from the early 
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research ph臼e into出e present book raised equally demanding challenges. An org缸11-
zation of the material on historical principles had been envisaged by Kristofer Schipper 
企om his inception of the project. The long editorial phase， meanwhile， spanning由c

period 1991 to 2003， brought由e benefit of new insights由at enabled us to sharpen 
the historical focus of thisα例r，panion. The fonnat fìnally adopted invites the reader to 
explore， for the first time， the whole of the Taoist c皿on in a historically meaningful 
chronological framework and by categories coπesponding to 由e needs of modern 

scholarship. 
The funding and institutional organization of the Ta。但angP叫ect were coordi

nated by由e European Science Foundation. The editors wish to express由eir deep 

appreciation of the Foundation's decisive role in this multinational undert达ing. At 
different stag风we were generously helped by由e m皿y colleagues and collabora

tors named in the introduction. Here 1 would like to acknowledge my personal debt 
to Mrs. Shum Wing Fong岑掠芳of the librarγof the Institut des Hautes Etudes 

Chinoises， Collège de France， for her painstaking assistance provided over由e years. 
The Institute for Advanced Study of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and 
Sciences opened its resourceful 皿d congenial facilities to both editors to work on由lS
project， myself as fellow-in-residence in 1996-97. Finally， 1 am honored to record in 

由is place our gratitude to Mrs. Monique Cohen， curator of oriental books and m皿u
scripts， for pern山sion to reproduce the illustrations丘om 由e Ming edition of the 

Daozaψm由e Biblio由èque nationale de France. Our special由缸业s go to Mr. Alan 
Thomas， editorial director for humanities and sciences at由e University of Chicago 

Press， with his expert staff， and to Professor An由onyC. Yu of the Divinity School， 

University ofChicago， for由eir unfailing support in seeing this work into print . 
Pranciscus Verellen 





US ER'S GUIDE 

STRUCTURE AND CONTENT 

Theα切rpanion assigns an entry to each work in由eDaozang. The works are identi
fied by their full titles and by "work nwnbers" in the sequential order of their original 
appearance in the Ming canon. 

For the intents of thisαmpan仰， the works in the Ming c扭on a比grouped here 
in categories based on historical principles. In the first place， all works are assigned 
to one of three periods: (1) Eastern Zhou to Six D归刮目口; (2) Sui， T;四g， and Five 

D归吕d白; or (3) Song， Yuan， and Ming. 
Within these chronological divisions，由e classi.fication fol1ows a町pological scheme 

由at applies roughly the s缸ne structural pattern across出e different periods. For each 
period， a first distinction is made between texts in general circulation (坷， and tex岱
in internal circulation (B). wi由10由e categ。可A，由e texts are classified according to 
subject， whereas in category B由e framework is determined by由e orders， schools， or 
texrual traditions to which the works belong. The principl口for the grouping of the 
texts by major categories is further explained in the chapter and section introductions. 
For an overview， see the tables of contents for volwnes 1 and 2 and由e classified title 
index in vol山ne 3. For further information on由e historical and thematic缸rangement
of the contents of the Ming canon for the pu甲os臼of thisαmpanion，由e reader is 
referred to由e general introduction， pp. 48-50. 

ln addition to the works included in the canon， a number of titles由at are not or no 
longer found as integral entities in the D刷m吻form由e subject of separate entries. 
These fall into two categories: (1) canonical works missing from the Ming c皿 on由at
can be recovered among the manuscripts from D山由uang， identified according to 
man山cript numbers in the respective col1ections Stein， Pe出ot， and DX; and (2 ) major 
works由at are扭由ologized in two collections contained wi由10由eDaoza吻([032
mψ何ian and均Xiuzhen shωu) but do not feature as separate titles in the canon. 
These are nwnbered by a combination of the work and first chapter numbers of the 
皿由ology in which由ey occur (吨.，均26 Wuzhen pian denotes由e edition of that 
work preserved in 均Xiuzhen shishu 26-30). 

The Companion can be read as a historical guide to Taoist literature or as a classified 
and armotated bibliography of individual works. To find由e ent可for an individual 
work， the user is referred to由e indexes described below under the heading Accessory 
必1.aterials.
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E NTRIES 

Each entry consists of a heading， an article and， if applicable， a bibliography. 
Headi1锣. Set off from the main body of the en町， the heading compris口 several

lines containing the following categori臼 ofbibliographic information: 
1.咀1e complete title as given at 由e beginning of the work 
2.咀1e length ofthe work in chapters (juan) or folios (fols.) 
3 .  Attribution and date: the proper names of authors， commentators， and 

preface writers mentioned at the beginning ofthe work (inforrnation on authorship 
established by research in other sources is found in the main body of the article) ， 

也llowed by courtesy names (zi字)， styles (加坡)， and posthumous titles (shi益) as
applicable. This is followed by the date of comp诅ation of the work or its prefaces， if 
known， or 由e best available appro组mation in 由e form of authors' dates or historical 
period. Exceptionall队lacking all of these criteria， the work's placement wi由10 由c
chronological plan of 由e Companion indicates 由e editors' best estimation as to its 
date. 

4. The work number according to the title concordance by Shi Zhouren [Kristofer 
Schipper] and Chen Yaoting， Daoza1锣su钞仰， followed by the serial number of the 
fascicles in P红en由自由( fasc.) in the Commercial Press edition of 1926. Users of the 
Yiwen yinshu and xin wenfeng reprints of 1977 or 由e Sanjia edition of 1988 may 
obtain coπesponding volume and page numbers丘om the Finding List for Other 
D刷lzangEditions in volume 3. 

Art访.T he main body of each entIγf田山臼 on 由e following items: translation 
or paraphr臼e of the work's title; details of provenance， au由orship， 皿d tr皿snus
sion， based on factual evidence from prefaces， postfaces， colophons， or bibliographic 
sources; important independent editions outside the Ming Daoza吻; internal evidence 
bearing on chronological relationships 皿d affiliations with other works in the canon; 
description of the nature and 由e pu甲ose of tl1e work， including a characterization or 
brief summary of its contents. 

Bibl吻raphy. Here are included only references to studies 由at are exclusively or 
substantially concemed with 由e subject of the entry. References concerning poin臼of
detail appear in the text of the entry. All references are given in abbreviated forrn. For 
full details， the reader is referred to the main bibliography in vol山ne 3 .  

ACCESSORY MATE RIA马S

ln addition to 由e general index， the materials in volume 3 include: 
B吻raphical notices.四is section features short biographies offrequently mentioned 

Taoists. In the main body of the work， their n缸nes are typographically set off in 
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small capita1s (e.g.， TAO HONGJING， whose biography is found in volurne 3， on page 

1277). 
Bibl咱raphy.白白s is a list of the complete references to prim町and secondary 

sources cited in abbreviated form throughout the Companion. ln addition， selected 

titles of general interest conceming the Dtwzang and the historical bibliography of 

I￥oist literature are included here. 

Work indexes. The classifi.ed title index， work nurnber index，皿dpin;.乒n title index 

each permit由e loca1ization of a work's main en盯m由e Companion. The latter two 

indexes list in addition all cross-references to works outside their main entries. For 

the entries on Dunhuang manuscripts， the work indexes give the corresponding 

man山cript numbers in由e Pe山ot (町， Stein (S.)， 皿d St. Petersburg (DX) collections 

m由e place of Daoza吻 work nurnbers. 

CONTRIBUTORS 

The list of contributors is found at由e beginning of each volurne. The authors of the 

entries红'e indicated at the end of each article. The editors have endeavored to preserve 

individual contributor's translations and vocabulary to由e extent由at demands for 

consistency and standardization throughout theαmpanion permitted. Biographica1 

notl臼on the contributors红e found in volurne 3， followed by lists of their r臼pective

contributions identified by work nurnber in the Dtwza吻 for articles and by section 

number in the Companion for introductions. 
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Selected Chinese terms have been left untranslated to allow for multiple meanings in 

different contexts (e.g.， qi) or， occasionally， for lack of a corresponding concept or satis

factory translation (e.g.， zhenren， fu). As terms adopted into the English v旺abul町

of the Compan仰， these征e printed in rom皿可pe.

All references to works in the Dtwza吻，other由四由e title given in the main en町，
are m由e form of the complete or abbreviated title in p仰n romanization， preceded 

by the work number in italics (e.g叮印oD刷dezheηfJ1移动的.
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GENERAL INTRODU CTION 

Kristofer Schipper 

In the s山nmer Of1406， ZHANG YUCHU， forty-由ird successor to 由e hereditary 0ι 
fice of Heavenly Master， received an imperia1 prescript asking him to edit a complete 
collection ofTaoist scriprures and to present them to 由c 由rone.' Zhang， then forty
five years old， was not only the most eminent among 由e Taoists of his time， but a1so 
a recognized scholar and ca血grapher.> Zhu Di朱楝(1360-1424)， who issued the 
prescript for 由is collection， had only recently become emperor. From the beginning 
of his reign ( 1403)， he had ordered all 由e existing literature of his day to be collected 
and copied out， in order 由at it might be preserved as the Great Compendi山口of the
Yongle Period (Yongle白dian永架大典). His desire to have a complete collection of 
Taoist books may well have been inspired by this preocαpation. 

Similar Daoza吻道藏(Repositories of the Tao) had been compiled by earlier 
Chinese dynasties， a1ways under the au由ority ofthe Son ofHeaven himself. As such， 
these successive collections served not only to preserve出e spiritua1 inheritance of 
Taoism， but a1so to define and sanction 由e place thatTaoism ocαpied within the con
text of Chinese civilization. That 由e West referred to出口e repositories with the term 
canon is， therefore， well justified. Today， only the above-mentioned Ming Daoza吻
has survived. All the earlier canons have fallen victim to the vicissitudes of Chinese 
hist。可·

As soon as ZHANG YUCHU received the Yongle emperor's request， he started to 
collect the works he deemed fit to be included. He may have found many of these 
works in 由e library of his own temple on the Longhu shan捷虎山in Jiangxi.l Some 
works may have come仕om the imperia1 library， as， for instance， the imperia1 commen
taries of 由e Daodejing道德扭(The Book of the Way and Its Power). The yo吻leda
dian a1so contained a great number ofTaoist texts. T he editing work took place in the 
pa1ace. The works were presented to the throne， examined by 由e appointed 0面cia1s，

I. 1462 Hua咽 Mi:吨�enmi咽 shilu 3 .4a-b 皿d 1232 Daomen Sl地Ut 2a. 
2. See Zhang's biography by Sun Kekuan 寐克竟， "Mingchu tianshi Zh皿g Yuc hu ji qi 

Xia叫uan ji明初天嗣强宇初及其明泉集了 in Hanyu刷 刷。lun， 如3-47. On Zhan 阱a rnv lty
m由 respe ct to 由e Daoza嘲� see below. 

3 τbe Longhu shan Shangqing zheng yi gong 上清正一宫te mple was rebuilt in 1299， and 
a revolving libra ry for 由e Daoza咽was installed in it. According to 由e ÚJ咽加shan Daoza吻
bei髓虎山道藏碑 (Chen Yu皿， Daojia jinshi l仰， 967) by Yu Ji 虞集(1272-1348)， this colle ction 
was much larger 出 皿the old one， 由e la ner being， in all likelih ∞d， 出e Zhe咽he向oza咽政和

道 藏 ， destroyed in 1281. 
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and then either authorized to "enter into the canon" (ruza吻入藏) or discarded. It 
took alrnost forty years， untill445， for the c皿on to be completed. By由at由时， the 
Yongle emperor had died and it was his successor，由e Zhengtong em严ror， who had 
由e collection printed in 1447. The canon， which bore由e official name Reposit。可of
Taoist Scriptur臼 of the Great Ming (DaMi咽伽oza吻}tng大明道藏耀)， w豁出ere
upon distributed to m句orTaoist centers， 豁出e emperor's gi仕y

The Ming D.刷lza吻remains the last. The Qing d归asty (1644-1912) did not un
dertake皿y endeavor of this kind. Instead， it sought to reduce由e status ofTaoism in 
Chinese culture. The repressive meas町臼 instigated by the Manchu rulers and contin
ued by由t町succ臼sors were so etfective由at in由e 1920S only two or three copi臼of
由e Ming canon remained extant. From these copies it was luckily reprinted in 1926 by 
photoli由ographic facsimile process， al10wing it to be pr臼erved 皿d m达ing it avail
able for由e first time to a wider public. 

The Ming canon comprises some 1，500 different works.' These works vary from 
only a few pages to several hundreds of scrolls (juan巷) in length.6 The texts vary 
not only in size， but also in form and subject matter.古le Ming canon contains m皿y
different categories of writings. One would expect th臼e categories to cover mostly 
mystical or scholastic works， but in fact these writings are in the minority. Although 
由e philosophical texts ofLaozi老子， Zhuangzl旺子， and others， toge由er wl由由el r
n山nerous commentaries， figure prominently in由eDaoza吻，由ey do not anlOunt to 
more由an some 200 titl臼. Other subjects由at readily come to mind when one由inks
ofTaoism， such as alchemy and Tending Life (ya吻'She，锣妻生) practices， including 
medicine and dietetics， are also represented by m皿y hundreds of texts. Yet由 自e texts 
also do not constirute由e most important part of the c四on， 四d neither do the works 
on cosmology and hagiography. The place of preeminence， in terms of ranking and 
volume， is given to lirurgy. This vast category compris臼 the scriprures to be rirually 
recited， the hymns to be chanted， the memorials to be read， as well部由e insttuctions 
for meditation and visualization to be performed within the framework of the Retreat 
(zhai膏) and Offering (jiao醺) services. All in all， these works account for some 800 
texts， more由an half of the Ming canon. As to volume， these texts take up not less由四

4. See VDL 38， 46， 58. 
5.币le exact n umber of texts depe nds on the method of separating cert但n works. In th is 

study we have 1，487， but 由is figure is open to revision. So me tex臼have sep 缸ate nu mbers for 
由e table of contents and for the main text. These texts should normally be assi gned a single 
nu mber. Others 红e in fa αco Uec rio ns ( amgshu草鲁) and should have multiple nu mbe ring . See 
also below. 

6. On the more or less standard length ofthe juan， see VDL60-61. A juan in 由e Ming canon
averag es approxi mately 7，000 Chinese chara αers. 
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3，000 juan， out of a total of 4，551 .  Ritual is as centr赳to由e canon as it is to Taoism 

itsel[ A strong link ties scriptures to ritual in ì泣。ist history， and this relationship has 

inf1uenced由e wayTaoism由inks about texts， as well as about writing in general. 

Scriptures are essential to由e transmission of the ì泪，as shown in由e founding 

m严h ofLaozi，出e keeper of the books， who on rus departure from由is world tr四s

mitted theDω'deji吻to由e guardian of the Pass. This revelation marks， for Taoism， a 

beginning or a renewal， a new covenant with the Tao and with all beings.古leD刷de

ji1侈� like many other Taoist texts由at were to follow， do臼 not contain any personal 

n缸曰白，place n缸曰白，or dates由at would allow it to be reduced to a temporal context. 

T he message of由臼e writings is me皿t to be universal， yet it is considered accessible 

on1y to those apt to receive it. As the ÐfUJde ji吻(chapter 41) states so forcefully: when 

inferior people laugh at由eTao，由ey prove thereby its very value; on1y superior people 

can understand it 皿d put it into practice. 

That the transmission of the Tao is a ma忧er of initiation is clearly perceptible in 

由e Zhuangzi. A great many of its stories concem由e passage of the true Tao仕om

master to disciple. T hese roles are played by a great v红le可of rustorical，semihistorical， 

m严hical，and allegorical persons.7 These stories of transmission make import:皿t dis

tinctions， between those who are apt to be initiated and those who are not，8 between 

Taoism and sh缸n缸úsm，9 between Zhou sacrificial religion and 由e initiates of 由c

search for Long Life，lO between those bound by由e outer values of human society and 

those who have chosen freedom by realizing由at the entire universe is within them

selves." As a fundamental paradox， that wruch holds "those who love the Tao" toge由.er

and founds their institu∞ns is each person's individual relationship to由eTao."

1n the hagiography of the immortals that developed along wi由 their worsrup in由c

late Warring States (牛75-221 B.C.) and early Han periods (206 B.C .-A.D. 220)， initia

tion is ag也n a central theme.咀lere is also growing evidence由at由e places of worsrup 

of a given immortal saint became organized in regional or even national networks.叼

7. One of the m但n 由em口of theZInω咽'zi is the conversion of Confucius by Taoist sag'白，
and the conversion by Confucius ofhis own discip!α. 

8. See， for instance， the story ofNü归女偶and Nanbo Zikui南伯子蔓in chapter 6. 

9. This is one of the meanings expressed in the story of Liezi列子， his master Huzi壶子，
皿d the shaman in chapter 7. 

10. This is a recurrent theme in stories about animals 由at would rather not be used for sac
rifice and about ancient trees 由at survive because 由ey are useless. 

11. See， for instance， the dialogue between Jianwu屑吾 and Madm an Jie归狂接舆in chap

ter 7 

12. See Schip严民 "Dao严lWU道舆吾f m D呵iia wenhua yanjiu 道教文化研究1 5 (1999) : 
399-403.  

13. On the wo础ip of Tang Gongfang， see Schipper， "Le culte de !'immortel 11皿g Gong
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There is no evidence， as yet，由at由e adh臼ion to these communities entailed spec凶c
nt臼 of passage. Future discoveries， especially由rough红chaeolo自r， may yet contrib
ute to our knowledge in this field. After all， most of what we know from由e religious 
associations of the ancient Mediterranean world com口企om dedicatory inscriptions 
and tesserae. ' .. 

In the institutionalized Taoism of medieval由n白， adepts were initiated and or
dained through the ritual of the transmission of scriptures. As we shall see，由e very 
way in which the Taoist canon became organized bears witness to 由is fact. Its later 
division into seven p缸ts， called the Three Caverns and the Fo山Supplements (san均增
sifo三洞四辅)， was originally conceived to coπ口pond to the successive stag'臼on由c
way to由e ultimate union with the Tao or， to put it 0由erwise， to establish the grades 
of the Taoist hierarchy. We will retum to由is question later.咀le vast majority of the 
books in the DtWza吻红e those由at in principle should be transmitted only within出E
framework of initiation and ordination. This method of transmission is a可picallyl马0-
ist institution called ke科(literally，气lassification勺，皿d由e liturgical tradition由rough
which it is e∞na缸αed i岱s 由由ek均η

. are transmitted in this wa叮y 臼nb忱efc岛:>und only in 由el汪油01町s沉t 臼non or.民'，moωs筑叫tly in ma皿nu吐
s仄cnp严t fo口n， in 由e p  口vat优epoωss优es臼sion ofl汪油OlS挝t ma豁st臼ers who， as a rule， do not transmit 
them to outsiders. Before the commercial reproduction of the Ming canon of 1926， 

由自e texts were normally not available in general libraries.'l Not all works contained 
in the canon were， however， subject to ritually pr臼cribed transmission. Most wri由19S
by philosophers， doctors， historians， and the like， were intended for eve町body and
由山circulated freely. These tex臼C皿 therefore also be found outside the canon. 

The distinction between books in general circulation and those whose distribution 
was ritually restricted is of great importance for由e study ofTaoist literature. In the 
present work these books have therefore been separated into different categories. The 
bibliographical problems for由e two categon臼 are not at all 由e same. R口earch on 
ancient catalogu臼 and early editions， which constitute the main tools of sinological 
bibliography， is feasible only for those books in由el运oist c 皿on由at were in general 
circulation. This traditional approach based on external criteria is of little help for由c
identification and dating of scriptures in restricted circulation. For these tex岱， we 
developed a me由odology 由at corr臼ponds to what may be called "internal textual 
criticism."τrus method traces quotations and identical text passages and searches for 

fang，" in Cultes p脚切:res a sociétés而"叫ues， ed. A1ain Forest， Yoshiaki Ishizawa， and Uon 

Vandermeersch (Paris: r.:H缸matt町，1991 ) 59- 72 

14. See， for instance， J. T. Mi溢k， D描Cacesfaites par les di剧� (palmyre， H耐碍，巧r) a tks thiases 
sémitiques à 1哈oque romaine (Beirut: Institut fran归s d'archéologie de Beyrou由，19 72).

1 5. This fact is strikingly illustrated by the VD L  bibliography. 
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datable elements such as specific names 皿d tenns and-with due precautions-由c
use of叫istic and linguistic criteria. These internal criteria can be used to construct 
relative chronologi口consisting of dates tn切inus ante quem and tn切阴阳post quem， 
which then， whenever由ey can be linked to some clearly datable source， may be trans
formed into a fairly acαrrate absolute chronology. 

Between 由e two categori臼of texts， there is some inevitable overlap:由eDaode
ji吻， always a book in general circulation， became subject to ritual transmission in由c
early medieval Taoist ecclesia. T heη硝Iji，移隐符钮， although no doubt originally 
intended as a text for initiates， became a work in general circulation. T hese instances 

of overlap， however， remain limited， and we may say由筒， by皿d large，出e two cat
egories are mutually exclusive. A work in general circulation nonnally does not even 
quote a work in restricted distribution， and vice versa. 

ηle distinction between these two categori臼of texts is important not only for 
bibliographical reasons but also because of the particular nature of the works in lirnited 
circulation. 1t is the liturgical institution of the keyi that has regulated the transmission 
ofTaoist writings皿d由at has been由e pnma可factor in se忧ing them apart from the 
mainstream ofChinese literature and crea由19 a sep红ate canon for由em. Other histor
ical developments， such皿由e "parting of the Way" between Confucianism and Tao
ism in early imperial China， as well 豁出e influence of Buddhism， have been equally 
instrurnental. M皿Y of these factors have yet to be studied in detail， and a number of 
qu臼tions由at could be raised in this r，臼peαremain， for由c由ne being， unanswered. 
Yet the enduring presence and virtually uninterrupted development of an independent 
Taoist canon is a fact of such magnitude and import血ce within the general context 
of Chinese culture由at we have to make扭attempt to explain how由1S C皿on c缸m
about， even if the account we can give here is necess红诅y tentative and incomplete. 

THE HISTORY OF THE TAOIST CAN O N  

BEFORE THE MING DYNASTY 

Many questions related to由e o口gins of what we now call Taoism -the search for 
personal salvation and the lore of the transcendent x切，仙(immortals) ;由e exaαna
ture of the Hu四g-Lao黄老(Huangdi皿d Laozi) persuasion of the Warring States; 
也efa吻M方士religion of the臼rly imperial period -remain basically unanswered. 
For all we know， these fonns of thought and practice， which evoke由e myste可reli
gions of ancient Greece and the Hellenistic world， did not originally constitute a sepa
rate entity wi由inChinese society， although the ritual practice of adep岱may well have 
been distinct from the public religion of the Zhou d归asty and its blood sacrifices. 1n 
由e "Ti缸lXla夭下" chapter of the Zhuang匀， which pres山nably dates from由e late 
Warring States period and contains a su凹ey of different schools， the term功UJshu道
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街(出e arts of the Tao) is used not just for the由ought of Laozi， bur for all schools. 
币le teachings of Lao D皿老鹏(Old Long Ears) and his disciple Yin xi尹喜，由E
gu红dian of the P础， are singled out as representing由e most mystical of all ways of 
thought and are listed a10ngside other teachings， including those of the Confucians 
(Rujia儒家).

咀le termD呵切道家 itself does not occur in pre-imperia1 rinles for any school of 
由ought由en current， like M叫la墨家， Fajia法家，四d so on. We encounter it only at 
由e time of Han Wudi (r. 140-87 B .C.). lts appearance coincides with the emergence 
of the new syncretistic Confucianism as the imperial orthodoxy. It should be noted 
由at由e term Hua吻-Lao， which until then was generally used in由e context of the 
mysteries ofLaozi 皿d the worship of the immortals， tends to disappear at about the 
same time由at由e termD呵ïa appe町， and it may be由at由e latter was intended to 
replace由e former. ln Taoist literature from由Han period until the 11皿g (618-907)， 
however， the term Hua叨-Lao continues to occur frequently in all kinds of contexts. 
More research needs to be done on由is question. 

Sima Qian司属遣(145-86 B.C.) 山自由termDaojia in his biography ofLaozi.'6 
He str臼ses由e mystical and esoteric nature of the teachings of the Old Master but 
d侃s not give皿y information on any institutions of由e "sch∞1" (Iiterall队"family") of 
the Tao. As for Liu Xin's割自�Qil;能七略， the earliest bibliography in Chinese history 
(6 B.C.)， it also Iists由e Daojia philosophical works alongside those of other schools as 
a part of the literature of the time， without giving to Taoist texts any special status. 

Many misunderstandings 严rsist conceming由e term Da()f叽皿d 由is may be a 
good place to attempt a c1arification. It has become a sinological dogma to distinguish 
between由e so-called Taoist school (Daojia道家)， said to have produced the c1assica1 
mystica1 texts (a1由ough the term， as we have seen， occurs only later)， and the so-called 
Taoist religion (Da叮l ao道教)， often said to have begun in由eLater Han period. The 
successive Dacza吻never made this distinction. When we look at由e way由e terms 
D叫iaandD呵iiM occur in the texts preserved in the Ming canon， we see由at由ey are
practically synon归口ous皿d interchangeable. There are instances when philosophica1 
texts are considered pa口of Daojiao and when religious movements-for example，由C
ecclesia of the Heavenly Master (Tianshi dao天嗣道) of the Later H皿 period-ca11 
themselves Daojia.刀le distinction between Daojia and Daojiao由at we find today in 
sinologicalliterature did not originate within Taoism itself and cannot be related to 
由e difference between tex臼in genera1皿d texts in restricted circulation. The distinc
tion originated wi由 outsiders'7四d is ftawed by由e eπoneo山ass山nption由atjia

16. Shijï 63. The mythological antecedents of Sima Qian's narrative are clear. 

17. The 由eory was propagated by Zhu革l朱熏(1130-1200). See his " Lnn d叫iao �命道教了

Z切�zjyulei 125.3005. 
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necessarily means "philosophy" and f仰， " religion产咀le distinction has no taxonomic 
va1ue and se凹es no other p田pose由an to divide T坦oism into皿 acceptable皿d a
disdained form-to fundamentalist Confucians. It is therefore tainted by prejudice. 
Every religion has the right to define itself without outside interference， and Taoism 
should be no exception. As long as T运oism itself d侃s not distinguish between the 
Daojia and Daojiao， and moreover considers由at its mystica1 thought and its liturgica1 
practice belong toge由er， we should follow suit. That T坦oism did evolve in time and 

由at new forms did appear is only natura1. It is to由is historica1 dimension由at we 
now retu口1.

Wang Chong's DtUJza吻
According to our present state of knowledge， it does not seem由at in ancient 

China the teachings of Lao Dan and由e tenets of the Huang-Lao persuasion were in 
some way marginalized皿d由eir followers given a place apart in society. Only in the 
Later Han period do we find forms of polarization皿d sep缸ation， which appe缸m

由e context of the emergence of syncretistic Confucianism as由e dominating onho
d。可. Later Han Confucianism successfully absorbed and integrated all other ways of 
thought-such 豁出at of the Mohis包，出e Lega1ists， and由eCosmologis臼-with由c
exception ofTaoism. That the new imperia1 onhodoxy borrowed much仕omT与olsm
is well known， yet由eConfucian search for universa1 legitimacy is one of the m句or
factors in its own hostile stand toward， and therefore gradua1 es往回gement仕om，由c
living religion of its由nes.

卫ús growing Confucian partisanship is noticeable in the Lunheng揄衡。fWang
Chong王充(27-ca. 100) . Much of the红gumentation of由eLunhe吻centers on由c
questions whether the supernatura1 existed and whether the beliefs c山Tent at由e time
had any va1ue. Wang Chong's aim is to distin思血hConfucianism from the beliefs and 
praαices of the fangshi方士皿d由or阴道人， which he assin1ilates explicitly with 
Daojia. Nowhere is由is assimilation clearler由四in chapter 24 of the Lunhe吻，on
''The Spuriousness of the T泊" (彻oxu道 虚). w;皿g begins by quoting "由e works of 
出e literati" (rushu懦曹)由at contain stories about Long Life扭d immortali印出at
are completely irrationa1 and do not agree with the tenets ofConfucianism but belong 
to the teachings of Taoism. He criticÏzes the search for sa1vation through physica1 
practices and a1chemy and declares由at由eWay of Lao Dan for transcending the 
world is unwo时1y of credence.'8 W皿gChong wishes to remove eve可由ing related 
to Daojia from the true Confucian tradition as he understands 此， which suggests由at
at由enme由e two traditions were still intimately intertwined and由atW;皿gChong
wanted them separated. 

18. Lunheng 7.313-38. 
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That is not to say， however， 由at Wang Chong wished to do away with Taoism 

altogether and exclude it from the culture of scholars. D田mg 由e Later H an period， 

由e palace library was situated in a bui1ding called 由e Eastem Belvedere (Donggu皿

柬 酿). Tradition had it 也at 由is building once housed Laozi， when he was keeper of 

the archives (zhuxia shi 性 下 史 ) under the Zhou. Hence the place was sometimα 

cal1ed "Mr. Lao's library" or 叮ne Mount Peng1ai [i.e叮 paradise] of the Daojia."叩 Wang

Chong concurs by saying 由at al由ough 由e post of librarian was a minor one， 由IS

library was nevertheless a state-sponsored Taoist repository (dia叨ω DtWza吻典 圄道
藏) and was 山efu1 to al10w superior scholars (切吻ren 通 人 ) to acquaint themselves 

Wl由 it.10 Here we have， to my knowledge， the first occ町rence of the term DtWzang 
由 Chinese literature. Moreover， the definition given here to 由e exprl口sion resembles 

由at of the Daoza吻 of later times : a repository of books 由缸， whi1e part of Chinese 

culture as a whole 皿d placed under the aegis of the state， nevertheless belonged to a 

special domain and formed a separate body of literature. 

Ge Hong's Catalogue ofTaoist Books 
The B.呻u zt net仰n 抱模子 内 篇 of GE HONG (283-343)， and its ardent plea 

由at the search for immortality of the Daojia be taken seriously， m山t be seen in 由c

context of the above-mentioned Confucian and Taoist controversy. Ge describes his 

work as "spe达ing of 由ings like divine immortals and their drugs， demonic beings 

and 由eir tricks， Tending Life and longevity， expelling evil and averting calamities; it 

[therefore] belongs to Daojia."ll Al由ough Ge's treatise postdat自 由e institutionaliza

tion of the Tianshi dao， it is based on a form ofTaoism 由at is in fact more ancient.且

When he wrote it in 由e years around 310， 由e Tianshi dao had not yet penetrated， it 

seems， to southem China where Ge lived. The practices Ge describes in such great 

detail are in fact closer to the Han τ坦oism criticized by W:皿g Chong， whose Lunhe1锣
Ge had read.月 G E HONG'S arguments in favor of the Taoist search for immortality 

main1y 由rough alchemy are very much directed at countering skeptics like W.皿g and

his 岛llowers.

GE HONG devotes a whole chapter (19) of his book to the bibliography of Tao

ism as he knew it. As for the books listed in his catalogue， Ge claims 由at his master， 

ZHENG YIN ，  had original1y obtained them 仕om Ge's own ancestor G E  XUAN (tra

ditional dates， 164-244). The bibliography lists approximately 300 di阮rent works 

19 . See Schippe民 "Le monachisme taoïste产
20. Lunheng 13.604-5 . 

21 . u87 BaψU ZJ waJ户仰 5 0.3a.
22 . 刀山 严int has been made by Strickmann in ωThe Mao Shan revelations，" 1 35 . 

23. See II87 BaψU zi waipian 43.4b. 
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amounting to some 670 juan. 1n addition to由自e wo巾， Ge lists some 恤川ve talis
mans or collections of talismans. How many of出口e he had actually copied or knew 

only by title remains uncenain. 
GE HONG'S list is由e first extant catalogue exclusively devoted to Taoist books. Yet 

it would seem由at it did not result 企om the wish to create a canon but proceeded 

仕om由e opposition between Taoism and Confucianism.  Ge's other work， the Baφu 
zi wa争mn 抱朴子外篇， is entirely devoted to co由cianism. As reg础 由e ritual

transmission of the Taoist texts， Ge gives 山 some imponant details. Apart 仕om em
phasizing time and again由at由ey should be given only to those who are worthy， Ge 

tells us， for instance，由at his master ZHENG YIN said to him: 

Arnong由e Taoist books， none are more important由皿 the Inner Writs of the 

Three Sovereigns and由e Image of the True Form of the Five Sacred Peaks.24 The 
m回10rtal officials 皿d superior persons of old treasured their methods; those who 
did not have由eir nanles inscribed anlong 由e immortals were unable to obtain 

由em. They can be transmitted only once in forty ye凹， and at由e moment of the 
transmission， a丘er having daubed one's lips with [sacrificial] bl∞d， 四 刨出 [of
secrecy] should be swom and pledg口 given for由e covenant. ZJ 

There are a number of similar passages in the Baψu zi neipian， some giving concrete 
information about the kind of pledges to be offered， the oaths to be proffered， 皿d so

on. They constitute由e first references we have of what may have been a much older 

ritual tradition of initiation.甜 However， while publishing a catalogue of1￥oist books， 
G E H 0 N G did not yet make distinctions anlong由自e texts as to which were "canoni

cal" and which were not. 1n fact， conceming由e m四y handbooks and methods for 

meditation， GE HONG writes由at there were thousands of different kinds， "yet all 

have由c让 c面cacy!"Z7

The Canon of the Early Taoist Ecclesia (Zhe吻ryifawen 正 一 法 文 )
1n the preceding paragraphs， we have seen由at it was the Han Confucian r句ection

ofTaoism由at provoked the separation between the two traditions. Taoism did， how
ever， also have a natural tendency to exclusiveness owing to the esoteric nature of its 
initiation， and this tendency cert组n1y was reinforced by its relationship to Confucian
ism. One of the comerston口 ofthe Tianshi dao is由e rejection of the worship of the 

24. On these texts， see Schip严r， "Gog汰u shinkei zu产
25. BPZ 19.308. 
26. On the ritual for trasmission of these texts， see D山由uang manuscripts Stein 3750 and 

Pelliot 2559 and lz81 Wuyue zhenxi咽xulun.
27. BPZ 18 .297. 
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Six Heavens (liutian 六 天 )， a term 由at， in Han Confucianism， denoted the pan由eon
of saints and gods of the state religion. These figur臼 were branded as abominable 
demons， filthy and treacherous powers， whose reign had come to 皿 end with the 
new covenant 由at 1ρrd Lao 老 君 had made with his vicar on ear由， Zhang Daoling 
强道陵， in A.D. 142产 The proscription ofConfucian divination text and their related 
practices is documented in the early set of precepts for libationers， 出e Taisha1移Laφ'un
yibai bashi jie 太 上 老 君 一 百 八 十戒 .'9 Also within Taoist literature， certain distinc
tions appe红 between books 由at adepts should read and those they should not. ηle 
R叫es Governing the Family of the Tao (D础。jial吻pe 大 道 家 舍戒， in 789 Zhe咽[yf

fawen tianshi ji，呵iie keji吻， a docurnent 由at can be dated A.D .  255)， has the Heavenly 
Master say to his followers : 

None of you， who should apply yo山selv，口 entirely to what is g∞d， accept 由c
words of the scriptures. Instead you transmit to one another what is heterodox; 
you are familiar with falsehoods 皿d 叫侃 出e tru由. 1 former忖 made a list of un

principled 皿d heterodox writings， and ordered them all to be destroyed. But the 
libationers lacked [moral] strength， 皿d hid 由自e writings in secret places， so 由at
出ey continue to exist until the present day. The students of 由目e latter days revel 
in superficial words; 由ey point to 由e false and call it true. All this contravenes 由c
interdictions ofHeaven. Those who do 由is shall suffer and never obtain grace.JO 

The scriptures 由at were transmitted within the Tianshi dao were， as far as we know， 
出eDalJde ji吻 and the Ta仰w png 太 平 耀 . The ecclesia also had its own writings. 
These writings appe红 to have been， for the most pa凹， p町ely ritual in nature 皿d
linked to 由e initiation of the members of the communities， at di能rent stages in 由elI
lifeY These writings consisted mainly of cosmic diagrams and signs (tu 圃p 户 符 )
S严nbolizing divine powersY The graphic representations were accomp缸咀ed by texts 
由at identified the transcendent powers， giving their names and sometimes their ap
pear;四囚， in order to guide the adept in invoking them mentally. These documents 
were called registers (lu 臻 )， and the sacred texts 由山 transmÏtted were called tulu 圃
簸 。r声lu 符鲸. To these texts could be added the ritual for transmÏssion， the rules to 
be observed by 由e adep臼 who received the text， 由e story of its origins， i臼 transnus
sion， and its e伍cacy. Other materials， such as instructions for meditation， rules to be 
observed， and models for 由e petitions (zha吻 章 ) to be presented to the divine agen囚，

28. See the introduction to p红t I.B.I.
29. Preserved in 786 Taisha栩 仇φunjinglü (由ird century?). 
30. Da句。jialiψjie 17a. 
31. See Schippe民 "Taoist ordination raI水s产
32. Such as 由e above-mentioned Wu严e zhe即ing tu.
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could also be added. So， from the core of the cosmic diagrams or the revea1ed text 
whole scriptures developed， which， for 由e Taoists， retained the sacred qua1ity of a lu. 
As mentioned， the Tianshi dao used and transmitted not only its own holy writings of 
由e One and Orthodox Covenant wi由 the Powers (zhe吻�t me吻wet 正一盟戚 )， but 
also the Dtwde jing. This fundamenta1 book of Taoism had been made into 由e Text 
in Five Thousand Characters， giving it 由e status of a cosmic writing expanded from 
由e symbolic number five. 

The early Heavenly Master ecclesia united its own texts under the title of Zhe吻�t
fawen 正 一 法 文 (Statutory Texts ofthe One 皿d O由odox [Ecclesia]). When exactly 
this uni且cation took place we do not know， but it is certain 由at 由is Heavenly Master 
c皿on existed in the Six Dynasties period， because a text from 由e Zhe1叨lifawen is 
quoted in the Wusha1移 b今lao 架上秘要 (ca. 563).H It is thought that the Zhe咐�ifawen
at one time counted no less 由四 100 different texts. As shown by 由e status given t。
由e Zhengyi Statutory Texts in 由e later Dtwza1侈， this collection repr，白白臼 由e core 
liturgical tradition of1注olsm.

The Books of the Three Caverns (Samúmg jiψ 三 洞程)
Many of the prominent families 由at fted from the north to South China follow

ing the invasions of the nomadic Central Asian peoples in the e红ly fourth century 
belonged to the ecclesia of the Heavenly Master.l4 These families spread 由e new form
of liturgica1 T坦oism also in the south， where， as we have seen， it was still unknown to 
G E  HONG a few decades earlier. That 由is endeavor was successful is borne out by the 
fact 由at 由e aristocratic Xu 苛 farnily ofJiankang 建康 (N叫ing)， the main recipient 
of the revelation of the Shangqing 上清 scriptures by YANG XI，  around 360 adhered 
to 由e Tianshi dao. As to the legendary matriarch who was at 由e origin of the Shang
qing revelation， WEI HUACUN， she was reputed to have been a libationer (jijiu 祭
酒 ) of the Heavenly Master ecclesia. Moreover， the liturgica1 Lingbao scriptures 由at
were revea1ed a quarter of a century later to GE HONG'S gr皿出ephew G E  CHAOFU 
contain m皿y elements from the rituals of the Way of the Heavenly Master.ll As for 
Lu XIUJING (406-477)， who made 由e first inventory of the canonica1 scriptures of 
the Three Caverns (see below)， we know 仕om his writings 由at he belonged to 由c
Tianshi dao.l6 

At the s缸ne time， these scions of aristocratic families in the south were heirs to 由c

H. WSBY +6.16b--I8a. 
3+. See Strickmann， Le taoïsme du Mao Cha风 3+tf.
35. Such as the rites for 出e consecration of the incense bumer and the presentation of me-

morials， etc. 
36. See II27 Lu xianshe1切 由omen kel缸
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no doubt older and perhaps more refined Taoism of the "arts of irnrnortali旷' 时皿smit
ted by G E  HONG.  It may well be 由at this xian Taoism wω at first rejected by the new 
masters who came 仕om 由e northY If 由at is so， 由is old form of Taoism may have 
experienced some kind of rehabilitation through 由e new revelations. 

Best known 缸C 由e texts of the Sha吻qZ1锣}t1锣 上 清牺 revealed to YAN G  XI in the 
years 364-370卢 They amount to some forty complete books and many fragments 由at
were collected into such famous compilations 豁 出e Zhen'gtuJ 真 话 . Also important 
and most inftuential are the texts of由e LingbtuJ ji:吻 噩 曹 钮 ， received by GE  HONG'S 
grandnephew GE CHAOFU around 400.l9 Soon YANG XI and G E  CHAOFU found 
many epigones who added similar works to those 由ey had received， 由us greatly 
increasing the stock of newly revealed texts. It is in this co甲山 出at 由e hypo由esis of 
由e "rehab诅itation" of southern 1泣。ism is most easily verified. It has been shown 由at
many Shangqing 皿d Lingbao scriptures were inspired by books 由at were mentioned 
by GE HONG .4-0 Most ofthese scriptures， especially 由e Shangqing， were beautifully 
written， in contrast to 由e texts of the Zhe吻ryifawen. As a result， 由ey have exerted a 
great inftuence on Six Dynasties and Tang literature. They were also given a prominent 
place in the Taoist canon. 

The wave of revelations was by no me皿s limited to these famous works. Other 
works of a different kind but certainly no less irnportant had appeared at 由e turn of 
由e centu可 m 由e Jiangnan area. These works were， in the first place， 由e Dongyz.ωn 
shenzhoujiψ 洞湘神咒陋4-' and the similarly inftuential but now partly lost Shengxuan 
neijiao ji嘲 弄 玄 内教耀. The Do吻ryuan 加nzhoujing is a vast apocalyptic prophecy 
anchored solidly in 由e Heavenly Master tradition. Here the charisma of the newly 
revealed books is expressed most explicitly. The newly revealed books are called the 
Scriptures of the Three Caverns (San伽wjing 三 洞 粗 )， or often simply The Three 
Caverns. These texts， 由eDo吻ryuanshenzh仰}t咽 says， "circulate from now on; all true 
adepts receive 由em" (2.牛b)， in the Middle .Kingdom (7.ra). 咀1ese texω were to be kept 
and recited in the dioceses (zhi 治 ) so 由at 由e people could be healed and proteαed 
against 由e onslaught of the demon armies 由at would come to exterminate evil per
sons in this world. The Scriptures of the Three Caverns comprise 由e Shangqing， 出c
Lingbao， and 由e S缸rmel 三昧 (i.e.， samtidhi) scriptures， the latter being a different 
name for 由e D01纫户ωn shenzh仰j吻 i臼elf (see 5.4a and 8b). 

37. See Strickman， "The Mao Shan revelations;' 131-39. 
38. See the introduction to part r .B.2. 
39. See the introduction to part r .B.3.  
4-0. See Bokenkamp， "Sources of the Ling-pao scriptures，" and Schipper， introduction to 

C例ordance du H 01偏咽-讥'ng kii咽E
4-1. At least the original ten ju皿. See Mollier， Une apocalypse taoïste. 
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From the term Sanmei， as well as from many other textual elements， both in 由c
Lingbao and in the Don自ruan texts， Buddhist influences are manif臼tY Ofuchi has 
righrly pointed out 由at 由e period of the revelation of these new scriptures coincides 
Wl由 由at of the massive introduction and translation of Buddhist tex臼 in North 
China， notably by such scholars as Kumãrajïva (350-409)卢 Like the Buddhist sûtra， 
由e S皿dong scriptures were supposed to come "from 由e West?' At 由at time， many 
Chinese considered Buddhism to be a foreign form ofTaoism， and there was a belief 
由at the Buddhist texts introduced by 由e frama1Ja had been originally written by 
Laozi after his departure for the West.44 When these texts were instead found to be 
quite different and not Taoist at all， 四d were claimed by the Buddhists as 由elr own，
a "nativist" reaction ensued， resulting in the creation of a comp红able Taoist literature 
of true scriptures (zhenji吻 真 粗 ) . As for the methods by which this was effected， we 
know 由at tr皿ce techniques played 四 import皿t role. 

Ofuchi has also shown that， contr:红Y to a commonly held view， 由e term sando吻 三

洞 (Three Caverns) did qot derive from the Bud也ist Tripiraka (由ree receptacles)， but 
had quite a different 吨nification. The con叩 w叩 由于rst place cosmological. One 
of the most important and inßuential definitions of sando吻 occurs in an early Lingbao 
text.41 It starts out by describing the cosrnic eras 由at preceded our present world and 
由at were govemed in succession by the Three Treasures : Tianbao 天 霄 ， Lingbao 噩
雪 ， and Shenbao 神 曹 . These treasures represented the Three Primordial qi (pneu
mata). They originated in 由e Three Caverns and the Three Pure Ones (sanqing 三
清 ). From this fundamental triad， 由e whole universe (由e ten 由0山and beings) was 
created户 Here， then， we see 由at the Three Caverns correspond to 由e primordial 
chaos 由at engendered the three original pneumataY The idea 由at writing appeared 
spont皿eously with the creation of the universe as 由e beginning of all phenomena is 
a traditional Taoist belief. It was further elaborated in the Lingbao scriptures. These 
primordial characters were considered to be the True Writs (zhenwen 属 文 )， and 由elr
mar让festation at the beginning of time is recalled until today， each time a Taoist ritual 
area is installed: 

42. See Zilicher， "Buddhist influence 00 early Taoism?' Buddhist influeoce is remarkably 
absent in 由e Shangqi:吻ji吻·

43. Õfuchi Ninji， "The formatioo of the Taoist canon，" 253-57. 
44. We cannot enter into the important issue ofthe "cooversion ofthe barbarians" (huahu 

化胡 ) controversy here. See Zürcheτ， The B时'dhirt ω叫uert ofChi棚， 288-320.
45. 318 DOngX1ω:n lil咽bt:W zilγ'an ji:ω饵:n sh仿飞'gshen zhangjing 1a. 

46. Õfuchi's conclusion 由at the Three Caverns were assimilated with the Three Vehicles of 
Buddhism is based on sources of a later date (see below). 

47. 00 this cosmogony， see the introduction to part r .B.r. 
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τhe True Writings， 
Heavenly treasur，臼 in vermilion writing on jade table包，
Were bom before the Original Beginning， 
In the middle of the Void Caverns. 
τbe universe had not yet taken r'∞t， 
Sun and m∞n did not yet shed 由eir radiance. 
Obscure! Dark! 
No originator! 
No lineage! 
When the marvelous writings appeared， 由ey ga由ered and mingled， 
Now present， now absent. 
Yin and yang nurtured them into distincmess， 
The great y皿g assisted them in obtaining brightness.48 

币le appearance of all these new texts duru咆 出e fourth and fi丘h centuries was a major 
turning point in the history ofTaoism. The nature of the writings is complex. On the 
one hand， the fact 由at 由ey are all， or nearly all， of mediumistic origin may reduce 
由eir irnportance in our ey臼. However， once we study them carefully， we see 由at
由ey combine different and sometimes contradictory elements : the old T坦oism ofthe 
south with the liturgical institutions of the Ti扭shi dao from the north; the doctrines 
of Buddhism 由at conquered China during 由at time and 由e most traditional and 
ancient cosmology of China proper. In elaborating this multiple syn由esis， the books 
of the Three Cavems recentered T泣。ism and at 由e s缸ne time created the conditions 
for the development of its c皿on.

Lu Xiujing and the Canon of the Three Cavems 
Lu XIU]ING served as Taoist master at 由e court of the Liu-Song dynasty (420-

479). In 437 he presented， at 由e requcst of the emperor， a list of "gen山ne" Taoist 
scriptures.40 Indeed， since 由c appe红ance of the new texts、 not only the true heirs to 
the legacy of G E H 0 N G had "received" holy texts， but m四y others as well. Hence the 
necessity 由at someone knowledgeable and of undisputed rcligio山 川出ority establish 
an invcnt。可 ofscriptures to be considered as canonical. This Catalo思JC of the Scrip
tures of the Three Caverns βando吻卢切 mulu 三 洞 扭 目 鲸 ) comprised， apart 仕om
由e above-mentioned Shangqing 皿d Lingbao texts， also a book， or more probably 
a set of talismans， callcd the Writ of the Three Sovereigns (Sanhua吻 wen 三 皇 文 ).
This documcnt， originally the pridc of thc 且brary ofGE HONG (see above)， had bcen 

48. Lingbao ritual for the consecration of the altar. See Schipper， The Taoist bo，觑 87伍

49. This is the date of the preface to 由e Catalogue of Lingbao Scriptures (Lingbao ji咽mu

m 噩费昭 目 序 )， preserved in YJQQ 4.4a-6a 
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"rediscovered" by BAO JING (26O-330?) during the Yuankang era (均1-299) of the Jin 

d归asty in a cave on由e Song shan 届 山 . BAO J ING w豁出e governor of N anhai 南
海 (modern Canton)， as well as GE HONG'S fa由er-in-law.1o He was also the master 
o f the farnous hermit Xu MAI， the elder brother of Xu MI， the main recipient of the 
Sha吻'qi咽jiψ· 古1山， BAO J 1 N G'S "discovery" of a "new" version  of the Sanhua吻
wen may in several respects be considered the forerunner of the wave of "revealed" 
rewriting of ancient texts由at produced由e Shangqing and Lingbao scriptures. This is 
由e reason Lu XIUJING attributed one of the divisions of his Catalogue Gf the T hree 

Caverns to BAO JING'S scripture. 白le catalogue therefore looked like由1S:

1. Dongzhen 洞 翼 (由eCavern [Penetrating] Tru由)，1' containing the texts of 

也.e Sha:吻q叼)':咆·
2. Dongxuan 洞 豆 (由eCavern [Penetrating] Mystery)， containing the texts 

of the Li吻btWji:咽·

3 .  Dongshen 洞神 (出eCavern [Penetra由19] Divini咐， containing由e texts 
of由e Sanht视!咱 wen.

How many works were listed in each category is not entirely clear. According to由e ex
tant fragments of Lu's catalogue，由e Dongzhen division comprised由irty-four works 
totaling forty-one juan， and the Dongxuan division twenty-seven works， possibly wi由
later additions by Lu's disciple皿d succ臼sor SONG WENMING (ca. 550).12 As for由E
Dongshen division， it appears to have been quite small， comprising on1y 也ur scrolls 
(juan) of what must have been essentially talismans and invocations. 

More important， however， is由e faα由at in Lu XIUJING'S scheme， each of the 
primordial cavems is associated with the revelation not just of cosmic writings but of 
a particu1ar group of texts. Each of these groups， moreover， had not on1y， as we have 
seen， its particu1ar history， but also its own characteristi臼.

The Shangqing texts concern almost exclusive1y τending Life techniques， includ
ing meditation， visualization， and (spiritual) alchem予 The praαIC es由ey contain were 
intended to be performed by the individual adept， 豁出e highest and purest form of 
se1f二cu1tivation， in the search of immortality. 

The Lingbao tex臼 were meant to be recited in a liturgical context. They are linked 
to the Retreat (zhai 费 ) and Offering (jiao醺) rituals and contain many instructions 
for由e perform皿ce of these essentially collective re1igious services. 

50. See the introduction to part I.B.4-. This story is independent from 由e tradition repre
sentcd by GE HONG， so there is no reason to suppose 由at 由e Sanhua，移jing mentioned by 
him (see above) is 由e s缸ne text as 出at "discovercd" by BAO JING. 

51.  In Taoist scholarship， the concept of do咽" cavern， is defincd as t01移 通， "to penetrate." 
See ÐfWmen dalun 道 阿 大 揄 in YJQQ 6.Ia. 

52. See Öfuchi Ninji， "On Ku Ling Pao Ching:' 四d Lagcrwey， Wu-shang pi�仰， 222ff. 
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币le Dongshen writings were used for "calling upon 由e gods of Heaven and Ear由
md mak.ing them obey one's ordcrs. Their e面cacy is fathomlc::ss; hence 由ey were 
glven 由e n缸ne of shen (god， divine)户"

In other words， the first division is concerned with the individua1's search for 由c
u1timate truth (zhen 真 )， the sccond with the myste可 (刷刷 五 ) ofTaoist litur町， 皿d
由c 由ird is dedicated to intercourse wi由 由e gods (shen 神 ) as practiced by groups 
united in 由e worsrup of a partiαl1ar deity. The texts 由at compose 由is part of the 
cmon bear 由is out. They contain not only ta1ismms 皿d spells， but also divination 
techniques for predicting 由e future， at all 由n臼 m in1portant aspect of these clli臼.
Indced， the Three Sovereigns， to whorn the third (or Dongshen) division was de
voted， were the most in1portant deities of ancient China、 md their veneration was 
widespread even in the imperial period. As such 由ey stand herc for all 由自e fonns of 
veneration， such as， for instmce， the worship of the Five Sacred Peaks (阳庐u: 五 撮 ).

Lu XIUJ ING'S categorization goes much beyond a mere bibliographical dassi
fication. It aims at bringing togc由er in one coherent struαure the three main aspects 
of any religious tradition: (1) the individual mystical search for trmscendence， (2) 由c
liturgical celebration ofthe myste町， 皿d ( 3) the worsrup ofthe deities， saints， 皿d 皿
cestors. Lu XIUJING'S categorization provid臼 a scriptural legitimization for each of 
由ese. If we compare 由is cmon with those of other great religious traditions， we read
ily s自 由at few of them have accomplished such a perfect integration. Lu XIUJING'S 
three-tiered canon is a work of genius 由at allowed Taoism to develop md remain a 
singlc tradition. 1臼 mu1tiple forms of practice did not resu1t in my schisms. 1岱 great
flexibili可 enabled it to survive many persecutions. 

Yet Lu XIUJING did not includc all the newly revealed scriptures ofrus tirne. As we 
have seen， he le丘 out 由e apocalypse of the Taishang 由ngyuan shenzhou ji叨 and othcr
major tcxts. A reason for 由ese onuss10ns IS s唱gested by the fact that all 由e works 
he did include were in somc way or another linked to 由e texts of G E  HONG'S bibli
ograph予 In this wa队 由rough 由e filiation wi由 由is undisputed patriarch of southem 
Taoism， Lu established 由e canonicity of the new revelations. 

Other texts not included in Lu XIUJING'S cata10gue are those of the Heavenly 
Master ecdesia. These texts werc not exduded because Lu considered them unca
nonical， but， on 由e contr红y， because 由e Tiansru dao， to wruch Lu himself belonged， 
already had its Zhengyifawen.l+ Later， when the successors ofLu XIUJING compiled 
a new cmon， including not only the newly revea1ed texts c1assified according to 由c
Three Caverns system but a1so the older groups of texts， 由ey gave 由e Zheng)哑 scrip-

53 .  Preface to 由e Three Caverns， in YJQQ 6.rb: 洞 神 者 召 教 鬼伸 ， 其 功 不 测， 故 得 名 神 -
54. Compare Ofuchi Ninji， 叮ne formation ofthe Taoist canon，" 165. 
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tu r臼oftheHeaven1 y Masters the sevent h  divi sion. As the last， and un even， divi sion， 
it serv ed as the s in gle and u niversal fou ndation of the entire strucnI re. 

τb e  Seven Pans 
I n  the cou rse of several centu ri es duri ng 由e e红 ly mi ddle agc s， N ort h  and Sou th 

Chi na uo derw ent q山 tc separ ate developments. As w e  have seen， on1 y  in the fo山由
centu ry did the Tianshi dao penetrate to t he south. As for the new ly reveal ed scriptu res 
of the T hree Cavern s， there is no evi dence 由此 由ey becarn e  know n  in N orth Chin a 
before the sixth centu叩. Yet， in an ironical shi丘 in ideology， the north， w hich had 
been forcibly conven ed to state Bu ddhi sm in 由e ear ly phase of the peri od of divi sion 

( four由 century) ， tum ed to 1泊 ism in the middle of the fi丘 h cenn町 ， right at the time 

Lu XIUJING compiled hi s Sandong ji，锣 mulu .'l 古l ereaft er， i n  th e  sou th it w as Bu d
dh ism 由at in turn established itself am ong 由e higher str ata of society， w hich led to 

由efi rst 0伍 cial严 rsecu tion ofTaoism， du ring the Liang d归 asty (50 2-55 7) . 

In the later hal f of the si xth centu呵， th e  N orthem Z hou dynasty (5 61-5 80) began 

its drive for the unifi cation of the empire. Searching for a fai由t hatw ou ld assist him 
m 由i s ambiti on， E m严 rorWu u lti mately chose a form of state Taoism. Arouo d 5 74 ， 
against a back grou nd of anti- Buddhist measures， 由e emperor fouo ded an academy， 
named Tongdao gu an 通 道 亩 ， purpon edl y for the stu dy of t he T hree Religions 
(sa巧iÜUJ 三 教 ) in order to show the fu ndamental uo ity of all doctri nes， old and new . 
For the fi rst time， the eq uali ty of the 1br ee Reli gions becarn e offi cial poli cy.抽 Such a 
policy agreed w i由 Taoism.l7 咀l e daoshi of the Tongdao gu四， u nder the direct ion of 
WAN G  YAN ( d. 604) ， w ere asked to mak e a critical appraisal of all Taoist texts. At the 
same由n e， a vast summa theo句，在ae ofTaoism w as compiled w i由 由e title ofWushaψ 

biyao in one hu ndred ju an.l8 I t  mainly consists of citations tak en fr om 由eSandong 
scriptures as c叫ifi. ed by Lu XIUJ ING .  It also refers to the Daode ji吻， 出 e Z hengyi 
canon， and the Shengxuan neijïao ji1移 .T here are four degrees of initiation and tran s

mi ssion: (1) 由eDaodeji吻， ( 2) 由eSanhua，侈 ，咐 ， ( 3) 由eLi咽bao ji，秽 ， 四d (4) 由E
Sha，锣qt:吻l'吻， 由 e last 由ree stag 臼being 由ose oftheτh reeCaverns ofLu XIUJ ING.  
刊 e Z hengyi ordination degrees are notably absent fr om 由is scheme， probabl机 as

55. This is related to 由e famous patriarch K ou QIANZHI (365-<<8). See 78s Laφiunyinsong 

JteJI1锣·

56. See Lagerwey， Wu-sha吻pi-YIUJ， 10-13. There is much confusion surrounding this episode 
in Chinese history， making it di血αllt to give a more circurnstantial account here. 

57. Taoism forrnerly maintained 由at Confucius was Laozi's disciple， and the Buddha the 
latter's avat缸 Hence the Three Religions had a conunon origin in Laozi. 

58. The WSBY 四d 出e history ofits compilation are srudied in detail in Lagerwey， Wu-sha咽
pl-ylUJ. 
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Lagerwey has pointed out， for political reasons. 59 There is as yet no trace of any other 
ordination degree or classification system. 

The work of collecting 皿d collating the texts continued a丘er 由e fall of the Zhou 
under the S山 dynasty. The name of the Tongdao guan was changed into Xuandu 
guan 五 都 颤 . A manuscript of the Ltwzi bianhua ji咱 老 子 费 化 程 discovered at 
Dunhuang has a colophon indica由19 由at it was copied in 612 under the supervision 
of a master of the Xuandu guan， in order to be included in 出e in1perial library. 60 This 
work m山t have been pan of the general editorial effort undertaken at 由e Xuandu 
p皿. Moreover， 由is evidence shows 由at the work by WANG YAN and his colleagues 
was no longer limited to 由e scriptures of the Three Caverns and 由e Zhengyi canon， 
but had been extended to encompass such works as 由is popular text 仕om 由e Later 
H皿 period. The editors treated the primitive messianic text with much respect， as all 
ancient and corrupt characters were copied verbatim. 

According to the Buddhist polemical work Xiao彻o lun 笑道 揄 ， by Zhen Luan Ii 
慧 ， which was pr臼ented to 由e court in 570， the Taoists of the Xuandu guan produced 
a cataiogue of the texts 由ey had copied 皿d edited. The entire collection amounted to 
2.040 juan made 仕om 40，000 sheets of paper.刷

We have seen that WANG YAN and his collea伊es pursued 由eir work under the 
No时1ern Zhou in an imperial foundation called the Tongdao 伊四 通 道 翻 and 出at
由is foundation was 严甲etuated by the S山 dynasty after the fall of the Northem Zhou 
(in 581)， when the Tongdao gu四 was renan1ed Xuandu guan. At some tin1e， perhaps 
during the S山， w-.皿g produced a new catalogue of the collection he had assembled， 
called Sando栩 zhuna吻 三 洞珠 囊 ， in seven juan. ó2 This cataiogue is reputed to have 
listed all Taoist works and books by the classical philosophers， but we do not know 
how m四Y Ju四 it comprised.句

We may speculate on 由e possibility 由at WAN G  YAN'S catalogue was divided 
into seven parts because it had seven juan， but there is no proof of由is. The first time 
we find re1iable evidence of the way the enlarged c缸10n was organized is in a work 
named The Order of Succession ofThe Taoist Scriptural Legacy (1I28 Daomen f吻向
X叨叨che栩 cixu)， written by 由e patriarch PAN S H I ZHENG around 680. After having 

59. See Lagerwey， Wu-sha嘲 pi-yao， 32 and p皿1m
60. See Seidel， La diPinisation de Lao Tseu， 59-毛0， and Ôfuchi Ninji， 布础 而句'õ: Moku-

仰kuhen， 325. 
61. Xiaodao lun in G侧'移 hongmi吻ji 9. See also the discussion in CGF 108-9. 
但. Now lost. To be distinguished 仕om 出e cncyclopedia SDZN. 
63. See CGF 108. Chen's rcconstruction， stating that the cntire collection amounted to 8，030 

juan， is confusing， and more so because titles of scriptures "not yct revealed" (we比hu 未 出 ) but 
still hidden in the Thrce Caverns werc includ.ed in the catalogucs. 
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introduced 由e cosmogony and the spontaneo山 birth ofthe primordial scriprur口， he 
says : 

The first， the Cavem [Penetra由19] Tru由， IS 由e Great Vehicle; 由e second， the 
Cavern [Penetrating] Mystery， is the Middle Vehicle; the thi时， the Cavem [Pen
etrating] Divinity， is 由e Lesser Vehicle. From all of the Three Cavems came 由c
Seven Parts: as Dongzhen， Dongxuan， 皿d Dongshen [are the Three Cavems]， 
so 'TI皿U四 太 豆 ， Taiping 太 平 ， and Taiqing 太清 contain the auxiliary scriptures 
侨侨吻 辅 扭 ). Taixuan is a山出红y to Dongzhen， Taiping to Dongxu扭， 皿d Taiqing
to Dongshen. The Three Auxiliaries toge由er W1由 [由e Three Caverns] form the 
Thi口y-six Divisions (sanshiliu bu 三 十 六 部 ).^+ The Zhengyi [One 皿d O时lOdox]
Covenant with the Powers (n仰伊Jet 盟 威 ) is pertinent to all [由e canon]. Toge由er，
[all these divisions] form the Seven PartS.61 

Th山， at some time during the S山 or the beginning of the Tang， the two canons， the 
Zhe吻Iifawen of the Tianshi dao and 由e Sandongji吻 ofLu XIUJING， were brought 
toge由er. All the sur飞riving ancient texts were a1so brought into the Daoza咐， 皿d these 
were given the status of"auxiliarγ scriptures?' This expression should be qualified. The 
word户 辅 literally means "support pole，" but the expression "fo山 supports" h豁 出c
specia1 mear四19 of the four ministers of state who surround the supreme ruler.66 

The contents of由自e "auxiliaries" were as follows: 

· 由e Taixuan bu 太 五 部， being the highest class， contained the Daode j吻� its 
commentaries， and the works of later Taoist philosophers 

· 由e Taiping bu 太 平 部 was made up by the only recently "rediscovered" 

B伊吻)t吻 in 170 juan) 
· 由e Taiqing bu 太 清 部 prese凹ed all the old literature on a1chemy， physical 

exercises， and other Tending Life techn.iques， these being considered the Lesser 
Vehicle ofTaoism 

· 由e seven由 division of the Zhe1切ryi bu 正 一 部 contained the Zhe吻ryifawen，
(Statutory Texts of the One and 0时lodox [Ecclesia] ) .  These， during the Tang， 
amounted to 100 juan. The texts of the Heavenly Master ecclesia， "founded on 
由e Dωde lji吻j， supportive of the 币rree Cavems， and encompassing the Three 
Vehicles;'67 were considered to be relevant (tongguan � 寅 ) to 由e teachings of 
the six other divisions. 

64. On the Thirty-six Divisions， see Chen Guofu (CGF 252-57). 
65. 1128 Daomenji嘲向 x饵，移动E吨!J cixu 1 . 1ι2a. 
66. This me缸ùng also has a precedent in Taoism， where the Three Officials are supported by 

Four Ministers. See 1016 Zhengao 19. 12b: Sanguan s伪 三 官 四 辅 .
67. Zhe栩ryiji栩tu 均·化pin 正 一程 圃科 戒 品 ， in 1I29 D，叫'iaoyishu 2. lIa-b. 
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The evidence that these seven divisions had the contents mentioned here can stiU be 
deduced from the arr皿gement of 1430 nωM吻 q叼iing mulu (q.v.). 

Much information about the initial composition ofthe Seven Parts， and especially， 
the Four Supplements can be obtained 仕om a cluster of related handbooks， called 
either DtWmm dalun 道 阿 大 前68 Xuanmen [da] lun 玄 阿 [大] 揄，叮D01纫刷刷 ling
bfUJ] Xuanmen dayi [ 洞 豆 重 曹 ] 玄 阿 大 莞 /O or D，叫iiaoyishu 道 教 莞幅.7T All of these 
texts are interrelated and date from the early Tang， around 700. All quote， or are 
attributed to， a certain Master Meng (Me鸣声rhi 孟 法 回 )， who， in one instance， is 
identi且ed as MENG ANPAI， a weU-known court 1￥oist from the time of the empress 
Wu Zetian (r. 684-704). One of these texts， 由eDaojiao yishu， twice quotes a catalogue 
ofTaoist works titled Yuwei qibu j;吻shumu 玉 梅 七 部 昭 雪 目 ， attributed to the same 
Mengfashi. 

There have been many discussions about the identity of MENG ANPAI， au由or of
由e D叫iitUJyishu and the above-named catalogue. He has erroneously been taken for 
a daoshi of the Liang dynasty (502-557).72 This eπor h皿 in tum induced many authors 
to date 由e introduction of the seven-part classification system of the Taoist c皿on to 
由at same period， 由at is， about two centuries before it actually came into existence. 
As a rωult， 由e history of the Taoist canon has been rendered so confused as to make 
it almost unintelligible. 

From the title of MENG ANPAI'S catalogue we c皿 S自 由at it was organized ac
cording to 由e seven p红臼 system. Not much else is known about 由is catalogue， but 
the above set of texts give detailed information about 由e composition of each part 
and its place within the structure of the entire canon. Interes由191y， the tex臼 in ques
tion continuously quote 由e Zhen目ri scriptures， or Zhe1纫ryifawen， as 由e au出ority
on which 由is classification system was based. 1n some cases 由e complete title of the 
text concerned is given as ‘寸he Chapter on Ordination Rites and Precepts Related to 
[由e Transmission] of Scriptures and Diagrams of the Statutory Texts of the One 皿d
Orthodox [Ecclesia]" (Zhe吻ryifawenji咽切 均iiepin 正 一 法 文 耀 圃 科 戒 品 ).7l

68. This text is partially preserved in ηQQ 6. 
69. Quoted in the encyclopedia SDZN 7.2归-
70. 1124 Dongxuan li1移bω xuanmen dayi. 
7I. I129 D呵iiaoyis加; according to its preface， derived from 由 original version of 1I24 Do栩

xuan lingbao xuanmen dayi. 
72. The eπor derives 仕om a faulty reference by Du GUANGTING in his prefacc to his 72S 

Daode zhenjing g侃'伊he咽yi as to 由e identity of"Da Meng产 This mistak.e has been taken over 
by Chen Guofu (CGF 1-4). 

73. See 1I29 n叫iiaoyishu 2.IIb. 
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Patriarch PAN SHIZHENG，  in 由e above-quoted text， mentions not only the orga
nization of the canon into seven p缸ts， but also the Thirry-six Divisions (sanshiliu bu 
三 十 六 部 ).74- Here he refers to a further 皿d more elaborate classification of the books 
m 由e Daozang. That such an additional subdivision was nec臼sa可 is evident when we 
由ink of the bu1k of different texts 由at now make up the Taoist canon. lndeed， above
mentioned treatises such as the Daomen dal:矶 山 Xuanmen dayi， 四d 由e D叫IUUJ

yishu all give the additional classification system of the Twe1ve Categories of texts (必W
lei 十 二 颠 )， also called the Twelve SectÏons (劝仰' bu 十 二 部 ). When applied to each 
of the Three Cavems， the Twe1ve Categories resuJt in a total of thirry-six subdivisions 
(whe由er 由is was acrually the system PAN S HIZHENG had in mind remains to be 
seen; we w山 retum to this question later). 

The Twe1ve Categori臼 as defined by 由e D呵Ïtwyishu 皿d countless other sources 
are as follows: 

1. Fundamental Scriptures， Benwen 本文
2. Sacred Symbols， She硝4 神符
3. Exeg白白， ηtjue 玉 扶

4. Diagrams， Li吻阳 重 圃
5. Annals， Pulu 藉鲸
6. Precepts，]ielü 戒律
7. Solemn Rit白， 即制 威懂
8 .  Techniques， Fa，饭向 方 法
9 .  Miscellaneous Arts， Zh01移'shu 柬 俯

10. Hagiography，]izhuan 缸傅
11. H严nns， Zanso够 理组
1 2 .  Memorials， Bitwzou 衰奏

M皿y titles speak for themse1ves. The "Fundamental Scriptures" are 由e original rev
e1ations of the 1注o. "Symbols" are the kind of cosrnic wri由19S 由at 0仕en constitute 
由e core revelation of a scripture. These wri由19s can be used in ritual and as talismans. 
Categ。可 3 holds the commentaries on 由e scriptures， and "Diagrams" contains the 
graphic representations of divine and cosrnic forces such as 由e Eight Trigr:组ns. These 
representations are also the basis of the registers. The "Miscellaneous Arts" cover 由E
whole group of alchernical， Tending Li丘， medical， and other manuals， and also tex臼
used for prognostication. 

We have found a few indications 由at 由is system may indeed have been applied. 

74. On the Thirty.six Divisions， see Chen Guofu (CGF 252-57). 
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1 .  The "Rites of Girding with thc Truc Writ of thc Impcrial lρrd of Suprcme Trin-
1旷 by Lu XIUJING rcfers to 由e "由町y-first juan of the fo山由 se出on of the Dong
zhen [division] (Dongzhen d.即 bu di sanshiyi juan 洞 属 部 第 四 部 第 三 十一卷 )?'7l This
small work concerns the method of 山ing a register， and the "fourth section;' 由at of 
"Di唔rams;' coπ臼ponds indeed to 由is kind of text. 

2. An ancient commenta可 to Lu XIUJING'S famous Pacing the Void stanzas refers 
to the "eighth juan of the third section of the Lingbao tex臼 of the Dongxuan [divi
sion] (Do吻翩翩 disan 切， Li1切bao dibaj�ωn 洞 豆 第 三 部重贾第八 巷)产 Here also， 
由e evidence is conclusive， as the third catcgory is devoted to exegcs口.

，. 刀le D山由uang m四uscript Stein 4226， which contains the table of contents of 
由e Ta伊吻l'吻产 refers to 由e "second juan of the Taiping division" (Taiping bu dier 
juan 太 平 部 第 二 卷 )， which would indicate 由at， as in the later Ming canon， only 
the texts ofThrce Caverns， not those of the Four Supplements， were subdivided into 
twelve categories. 

4. This last point is a1so bornc out by 由e "Record ofTru由ful Tra.nsmission of the 
Divine Flying Powder;' transmitted by Qi 1ì山 西推 and dated 812卢 ηlis text is also 
found in ηQQ 74. The recipe for Lingfei powder is there stated to have been tran
scribed "from juan 153 of the 11组qing division." 

Thc taxonomy of the Twelve Categories certainly deserves funher study. As to 由c
matter of the Thirty-six Divisions， it is further complicated by thc fact 由at at about 
the same time the twelve-categories system came into being， several other texts speak 
ofan org四ization of the canon into 由irty-six divisions of an entirely different nature. 
Here we fìnd not a bibliographical classification， but a list of 剧叮叮ix titlcs of texts， 
some known， others entirely new， which were seen as an ideal canon of cosmic dimen
sions， integrating all currents and schools. 币lis "Sanshiliu bu zunjing 三十 六 部 尊耀 "

becamc an import扭t theological concept， without ever， so it seems， having actually 
been realizcd.叩

The Liturgical Organization of the Tang 
The aim ofTaoist scholars of the early Tang period (618-907) was clearly to inte

grate all schools and traditions within the canon according to a hierarchical order. 

75. 1293 Sha吻'qi:咽 taiwei d&"un j.位，daizhenwen fa ra. 
76. 614 Dongxuan lingbao shengXJωn lnαu zhang xushu rb. 
77. See the article on 1101 Ta伊韧ii吻·
78. 943 Lingfei san chuanxin lu. 
79. For more information， see 336 Taishang dongxuan li1锣baoyebao yinYJωn}J:咐'， 337 刀wsha吻

do1纫翩翩 lingbao shihao gongde yinyuan mωojing and 8 Taisha1锣 sanshiliu 归 zunji咽. The prob
lem ofthe ηlirty-six Divisions is discussed by Chen Guofu (CGF 252-58). 
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These scholars induded not only 由e m勾or scriptural bodi白 白at made up the Seven 
Parts， but also lesser groups and sects. Thus the followers of the m山enarian proph
口口 of the Do吻ryuan shenzh仰户侈， who had 岛rmed an independent seα since the 
early 协 同rnasties period， were now recognized and given a place as a subsidiary 
group W1由m 由e Dongshen division.80 Each group of scriptures was subject to a 
special transmission 皿d ordination ritual. A Taoist adept could 由山 follow his or her 
individual pa由 to union with the Tao by going 由rough the successive stages as laid 
down in 由e c皿on 皿d institutionalized in the liturgical org缸咀zation of the religion. 
At each stage， the adept had to accept certain precepts and rules of conduct. These sets 
of rules， progressively more n山nerous 皿d detailed， were attached to 由e scnptur口 to

be transmÏtted at each level. To each stage corresponded also a p缸Licular ordination 
title， as well as corresponding ritual vesnnents (师ti:去 服 )， liturgical empowerment， 

and so on. Also， for each initiation and ordination， offerings of various kinds had to 
be presented as tokens of the disciple's sinceri可 (xinwu 信 物 ). 1n some cas白， such as 
for the attainment of the highest rank of transmission of the Shangqing scriptures， the 
xinwu consisted of precious objects of silver and gold. 

A number of Tang sourc臼 give detailed descriptions of the system and how it 
worked.8' It was wel1 unified， despite a number of minor discrepancies. In gene时， 由c
也rn of creating a 山lÏty between 由e religious organization (由e body of the ecclesia) 
and the scriptural co甲山 (由e body of writings) was fully accomplished. 咀让s was a 
remarkable achievement. The different textual traditions no longer represented differ
ent schools (ω may have previously been 由e case) but had become integrated into an 
overall system in which the adept could rnake his or her way 企om 由e first religio山
instruction during childh∞d to 由e highest levels in the divine 0伍ce. None has better 
captured 由e spirit of this process 由四 Wu YUN (d. 778) :  

Although for [obtaining] the Tao there i s  no recipe， its study has to proceed 
graduall予 Th山 one begins with 由 Zhengyi; then follow 由e Dongshen; one gets 
established in the Lingbao (i.e. 由e Dongxuan)， and final1y rl口ts in the Dongzhen. 
Ultimate peace is the foundation， perfect concentration is 出e means， 由rough 由c
observance of abstinence 皿d precep臼 we work at it; compassionate benevolence 
IS 由e most advanced stage.81 

The four mental conditions match the four stages of learning. Wu YUN does not 
mention the 11血u四 stage for 由e transmission of the DtuJde ji吻 and related texts， 
but this may be， as we can see 仕om 由e Dunhuang manuscripts， because it was closely 

80. See ZHANG WAN吼 叫 Do叨xuan [;吻btuJ 伽'shi sh翩 翩伽'lgji吻iefalu zeri li. 
81. See the inrroduction to pan 2.B， 町The general liturgical system of the Tang产
82. See 10S2 Z01纫xuan xianshe1移 xua1'lga吻 lun 9b. 
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linked to 由e Zhengyi stage. "One gets established in 由e Lingbao" probably refers 

to 由e faα that the previo山 grad口 were also for laymen， but the transmission of the 

Sandong initiation conferred 由e qualifications of a master. The idea 由at one "r臼臼 Ln

由e Dongzhen" may be related to 由e faα 由at in Tang 由n臼 由e highest stag臼 ofthe

Shangqing initiation corresponded to 由e final stag臼 ofone's life.8l 

Many members of the Tang establishment were initiated and ordained. The solemn 

ordination of one of the imperial princesses， first in the intermediate grade corre

sponding to the Dongxuan bu 洞 玄 部 and then in the highest grade of the Shangqi吻
ji吻 m 由e year 711， has been described.8+ Evidence yielded by the manuscript sources 

found in Dunhuang allow us to understand how all the ordination system was applied 

on a far lower level. It is evident， if not 仕orn actual scriptures then 仕om lists of texts 

pertaining to each division， 由at all degre臼 ofthe 't皿g Taoist ecclesia were present at 

Dunhuang. Indeed， in a remote place like D山由uang， 由e adepts did not always， when 

acceding to a cert也n rar虫， receive all 由e texts 由ey were entitled to own. Sometimes 

由ey received only the lists 由at came 剖 part of their ordination documents. These 

lists may have enabled adepts， whenever 由ey came to a center where the texts were 

available， to prove 由at 由ey were entitled to read and perhaps copy the works in 

quesnon.的

The Canon of the Kaiyuan Era 

We have seen 由at at 由e Tongdao 伊皿 ofthe N orthem Zhou d归asty二 Taoist tex岱

were transcribed in order to be included in 出e imperial library， which implies 由at 由c

texts were not destined to be united into a separate Taoist canon. Only special cata

logu臼 were made， such as 由e Yuweiji吻mu 玉幢幢 目 by YIN WENCAO (d. 688).86 

U nder the Tang， Taoism was 。因cially considered equal if not superior to Buddhism， 

and Taoist texts continued to be colleαed for inclusion into the imperial library. At the 

same time， a v红iety of encyclopedias and handbooks were published， some of which 

have survived户 The work of redaction and study culminated in 由e period of Tang 

83. See Schipper， "民pitaphe po町 une grue (ηheming) et son auteur，" in A Festsch叫ft in
honωr of Pro.作'SSI仰•Jao Tsung-i on the occasion of his seventy-fi..卢h anniversary (Hong Kong: 古le
Chinese University ofHong Kong， 1993)， 409-21. 

84. ZHANG WANFU， 1241 Chuansh仰 sa1UÚJ吻JÏ1切化户lu l:阳bω 2.18a ff. 

85. See Schipper， 叮aoist ordination ranks in 由e 1ì山由uang m皿山cripts." ZHANG WANFU， 
in his 1240 D07纫翩翩 lingbao 砌oshi sh仰 sa1UÚJ嘲弄吻'te户lu zeri li 4b， a1so states 出at the ordi. 
nan臼 received 由e catalogue of the books 由ey were entitled to read and copy (in this case those 
related to 由e Daodeji:咽).

86. Now lost. It should have listed Taoist texts of a total volume of 7，300 ju扭， again includ. 
ing， no doubt， many still unrevealed scriptures 

87. See part 2.A.8 on handbooks and encyclopedias. 
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Xuanzong (712-756)， especially in the later part of this celebrated epoch. During 由c
Kai归an period， 出e emperor ordered 由e most eminentTaoists ofthe capital to collect 
and edit all 由e texts wi由 a view to publishing a Daoza吻·

A similar undertak.ing was launched with respect to 由e Buddhist c皿on. The 
Buddhist catalogue was compiled by Zhisheng 智 升 . It bore the title Ka仰an s，均m
lu 阔 元膊教鲸 皿d was presented in 730. It contaÏned all existing works. Editions 
and translations of the sarne text were listed chronologically. The listed scriptures 
缸no山lte白，048 JU四. This catalogue laid 由e groundwork of all subsequent editions 
ofthe Buddhist Trip#aka. The same can be said for 由e Daoza吻. The Taoists pr臼ented
由eir catalogue probably somewhat later. It was called the Sandong qi01彻ang 二 洞
理锢， and 由e volume of the entered books amounted to 3，477 juan.88 In 由 段时的
year of the Tianbao era (748)， Xuanzong ordered 由at 皿 unknown number of copies 
of the texts listed in the catalogue be made， and 由at the collections of scriptures 由山
compiled be distributed to all major Taoist centers. This， then， was 由e first true Taoist 
canon.89 

The Kaiyuan Daoza叨 was to be the model for all subsequent Daoza吻 until the 
Yuan d归asty. Al由ough not a scrap of it survives， we know not only how it was or
g缸咀zed， but also some由ing about its conten臼. Not only ancient canonical texts， but 
also new， even contemporary， scriptures were included， for instance， the anti-Bud
dhist "Scripture of the Jade Purity of the Great Tao of the Most High (1312 Taisha吻
砌彻o yuqt吻Jt吻)90 or the notorious Huahu jing 化 胡 植 树 Wang Fu 王 浮 ， wnαen
around 300 and no longer extant. The inclusion of such works paved 由e way for later 
controversies. It also demonstrates the rapprochement between Taoism and Confu
cianism in Xuanwng's times. For the sarne reason， the Zhouyi can切'移 qi 周 易 参 同 契
became popular under Xu缸lWng， and we may suppose that it was incorporated into 
由e Daoza吻， probably in 由e seαion Taiqiψ bU.91 

The D01锣翩翩 bu certainly had become an import皿t part of the canon. Since the 
carly T:皿g， m皿y new Lingbao scriptures had been written， some having a regt址缸
length of ten j uan， others being shorter or even very short， aiming at expressing 由e es
sential wisdom of the 1￥o in one or two pages (daoyao 道 要 ). Although in later periods 
由e bulk of由ese scriptures would no longer e可oy 由e pop时缸ity they held during the 
Tang， 由ey continued to be transmitted and 红e still prominent in the Ming c皿on.

88. Different numbers have been advanced. Here we follow 由e Sanchaog翩翩 三 朝 圄 史

(see VDL 5). 
89. While in fact the Daoza咱 W笛 propagated in 由e Tianbao era， Xu四zong's canon is 

known 豁 出at ofthe Kai归an era. 
90. A Dur由uang manuscript of this scriprure (Pelliot 2257) carries a colophon showing 由at

it was copied for the emperor himself in 753. 
91. This 四 be deduced from 出e place given to this work in 1430 Daoza吻 '叫吻 mulu.
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Among other important developments of 由is era we must mention the trend 
toward a historical institutionalization of Taoism through the establishrnent of 
genealogies for its major traditions. Thus the Shangqing， Lingbao， and Zhengyi 
traditions were endowed with contrived genealogies of patriarchs linked to holy 
mountain sit口. 咀le Shangqing tradition became identified with the Maoshan 茅 山
in Jiangsu; 由e Lingbao register wi由 由e Gezao shan 固 巴 山 ， and the Zhengyi 町adi
tion wi由 出e Longhu sh四 捷 虎 山 ， bo由 in Jiangxi. Th优 identifications were to have 
far-reaching consequences. 

In its rnanuscript form， 出e Kai严1皿 canon was V\血erable. The revolt of An Lush四
安 棒 山 (755-757) 皿d Shi Sirning 史 思 明 (755-763) resulted in 由e destruction of the 
rwo caplt曲， Chang'四 皿d Luoyang， 皿d in the loss of the copies of the Daozang 由at
were kept there. Suzong (r. 756-762)， 由e successor ofXuanzong， immediately set out 
to have the l运oist scriptur臼 recopied. Nonetheless， 由e terrible civil war following 由c
rebellion of Huang Chao 黄 巢 (874--884-) 由at provoked the end of 由e Tang dynasty 
also destroyed most of the reIigious centers， and wi由 thern 由eir manuscript libraries. 
During the following Five Dynasties period (907-960)， several a位emp岱 were made to
restore at least part ofthe canon. The best-known example is the effort ofDu GUANG
TING (85t>-933)， a court 1泣。ist who became 由e spiritual leader of  the Shu kingdom 
in Sichuan.91 Du is especially known for his work as editor of the 1油ist classics， as 
well as for his outst皿ding expertise in Lingbao litur由r. In later periods， his au由ority
would always be invoked whenever import;皿t questions related to ritual surfaced. In 
由e present context， it is important to note 由at Du w且 由e first to have the works he 
edited printed， in order to give Taoist tex臼 a wider disttibution and therefore a greater 
ch皿ce of survival."l 

The Song and Yuan Canons 
It is weIl known 由at the Song tried in many ways to restore 由e glory of the Tang 

and to follow their example. They， too， extended imperial patronage to Taoism and 
set out， at an early date， to recollect lost Taoist texts and to rebuild the Daoza咽. Un
der Ernperor Zhenzong (r. 998-1022)， 由e task of collecting the texts 四d ma1由19 a 
new catalogue was entrusted to 由e most powerful official of the empire， 由e military 
commissioner WANG QINRUO (962-1025) .  w;皿g， who had also had a hand in edit
mg 由e new irnperial Taoist li阳町， 由e Luotian 匈仰 罹 天 大 醺，9. suggested 由at 由c
traditional organization of the Daozaψ be abandoned and 由at， instead ofbeginning 

92. See Verellen， Du Gua吻ting (8S萨步133).
93.  One of thc works we know Du had printed was his cornplete cdition of 33S Dongyuan 

shenzhou jing. 
94. See W;四g's 12衍 了ïshe咿 baode zhuan. 
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Wl由 由e Shangqing scriptur白， 由e canon ought to open wi由 Laozi'sDaode jiψ.9l This 
suggests 由at， at least for W:四g， 出e traditional transmission and ordination grid was 
no longer valid. WANG QINRUO presented his catalogue ofthe Dongzhen 切 m 10巧，
but it was not accepted. Two years later， he pr臼ented a new catalogue， 由is time of the 
entire canon， entitled Baowen to吻lu 曹 文航簸 ， which was prefaced by 由e emperor 
hirnse町"96ηle Sanchao guoshi 三 朝 圄 史 glV自 由e contents of the catalogue in numbers 
ofju皿 (here to be understood as chapters) : 

Dongzhen bu 洞 属 部 : 620 
Dongxtωn bu 洞 主 部 : 1 ，013 
Dongshen bu 洞 神 部 : 172 
Ta:仅uan bu 太 立 部 : 1，407 
T咿ng 切 太 平 部 : 192 
Taiqi咽 切 太清 部 : 576 
Zhe吻ryi bu 正一部 : 370 

It is noteworthy 由at 由e 4，350 juan listed here retained the sevenfold structure of the 
canon， and 由at 由e philosophical Taooωn bu had grown considerably， relative to 由c
other sections.97 

Ag町， as under the Tang， 由e listed texts were h四d-copied for distribution to Tao
Ist center矶 山让ike tlle Buddhist canon， which had been printed under imperial auspices 
and with governrnent money， in 983只 The copying of the Taoist texts was done in 
accordance with tlle catalogue of WAN G  QINRUO. But it seems 由at after Wang's 
death in 1025 some changes were introduced， perhaps while copies were prepared in 
regional centers. ηle Dongxiao 阳zhi 洞 害 圃 志， a monograph of the Taoist templ臼
on Dadi shan 大 精 山 (Jiangsu， near Hangzhou)， reports 由at one of the copies made 
under the auspic臼 of Emperor Zhenzong w皿 bestowed on this center. From 由"
set， 边er revision by an eminent Taoist scholar named Feng Dezhi 濡德之， new se包
were made under tlle title "The Bookcase of the Clouds with the Seven Labels" (η叫't
q句ian 雪笼七篝).99This title is of special interest because Yunji q勾仰1 is now the title 
not of one of the versions ofZhenzong's canon， but of the famous Taoist anthology by 

95. 770 Hu，飞yuan shengji 9. See CGF 81. Chen's criticism is unj山tified.
96. 1 t was listed in the imperial library of the Southem Song under 由e title Sando吻 5份 切

，咱mu 三 洞 四 辅 部招 目 (VDL 忡 35).
97. The Sanchao guoshi lists 4，359 juan， a figure 由at has been adopted by most scholars. See 

VDL 5 and n. 16. 
98. See Demié飞rille， "Notα additionellcs sur lcs éditions imprimécs du Canon bouddhique，" 

in Pelliot， Les 胁uts de 1切抖脚rie en Chine， 223-40. 
99. 1ρcal copics of the imperial Daoza嘲 were also made in Sichuan. See VDL 36-37. 
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ZHANG J U N FANG (fl. 1008-1025) .  In his preface， Zhang claims to have been one of 

由e compilers of the Song canon (which he refers to as the Da Song tiangong b，ωm吻
大 宋 天 富 贾 藏 ) nnder WAN G  QIN RUO and to have played 皿 irnportant role in 

the editorial work. His compilation， he says， was a condensed version of the canon， 

intended for the bedside table of the emperor. As Piet van der Loon has observed， 

ZHANG J U N FANG'S account is full of inconsistencies and errors， and therefore not 

trustw。由y.IOO Moreover， 由e title Yu叼ii qiq仰， referring explicitly to 由e sevenfold 

division of the c血on， was a fitting name for a Daoza吻r， whereas Zhang's an由ology

did not follow 由at arrangement 皿d completely omitted many divisions of Taoist 

literature， especially liturgy. A possible explanation may be 由at 由e Do吻'XtaO ω:zhi ac

connt is accurate， 出at 由e imperial Daoza吻 was indeed copied in Hangzhou and then 

distributed under the title η叫i qiqian. ZHANG JUNFANG， or possibly someone else 

borrowing his name， would 由en have compiled 由e an由ology using 由e s缸ne title. 

The Song canon was revised and considerably enlarged nnder Emperor Huiwng 

(r. 1I00-II25). Moreover， 也r 由e first time， the Daoza1锣 was printed. 币le cutting of 

由e printing blocks was to be done in Fuzhou， where pre叽ously the Buddhist c皿on

had also been reprinted. All 由e m四山cnpts were 往回sported there and lodged in a 

special librarγ m 由e Tianning wanshou gong 天 事 离 署 富 temple. The name given 

to 由C Hbt町 was Zhe吻hCl阴阳b仰 彻Oza1切 政 和 高 署 道 藏 . Work on the blocks be

gan in 1II9 and took a long time to complete. By the time the blocks were ready and 

transported to 由e cap'时， the end of the dynasty was near， and it is unclear how many 

printed copies of the Zhenghe wanshou 功wza吻 were made and distributed. 

After careful study， Piet van der 1ρon arrives at the conclusion 由at the total volUflle 

ofHuizong's canon amonnted to 5，387 ju皿.101 This was an increase of more then one 

thousand ju凹， or 20 percent， comp缸ed to Zhenzong's c四on of a centu可 earlier.

巩That new materials were added? Huiwng's reign was one of the most fervent Taoist 

peno也 in Chinese history. The emperor himself， as 1ρrd of the Tao (D叫m 道君 )，

extended his patronage to m皿y Taoist establishments and nndertakings. The period 

also witnessed， at court and elsewhere， the birth of a nUfllber of new Taoist schools. lt 

is， however， difficult to assess how many of the works produced by these new schools 

were included in the Daoza吻 102

During 由e Southern Song dynasty， the manuscript copy of Huiwng's c皿on

100. VDL 30-32. 
10I. Against 由e number of 5，481 juan given by CGF 135. 
102. See， for instance， the case of the 1227 Taisha7移 动ψωjiumin zo咽'zhen biyao， a Tianxin 

zhe7级向 天心正法 manual that appears to have been composed especially for inclusion in the 
canon. 
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was still kept at Fuzhou. Several new copies were made of 由is set 皿d distributed 
to temples in South China. The printing blocks of the Zhe吻he wa阳bω daoza吻 had
entered into the poss臼sion of the new rulers of northern China， the Jin d归asty. In 
1188， these blocks， previo山ly kept in Kaifeng， were tr皿sported to the Middle Capital 
(Zhongdu 中 都 ， modern Peking). There 由ey were completed and printed into a yet 
larger edition (6，455 juan)， titled Da Jin Xuandu btWza叨 大 金 五 都 曹 藏 . Here again， 
we have no clear indication as to the kind of new materials 由at were added， perhaps 
in connection wi出 由e m皿y new schools 由at developed in 由e twe监h centu可·

One of these new schools， which was to become 由e major movement of renewal 
in the modem history of religions in China， was 由e Quanzhen 金 属 . It was founded 
around I I70 by WANG Z H E  ( III3-II70) in Shandong. The rapidly growing move
ment， after initial difficu1ties， obtained recognition by the Jin state in 1197. In 1208， 由c
emperor presented a complete set ofhis Xuandu btWzaψ to 由e T:也xu guan 太 虚 翻 m
Shandong in honor Of QIU CHUJI，  htW Changchun ( I I48-1227)， one ofthe main ar胃
tisans of the Quanzhen institution as a monastic order. A丘er 由e conqu臼t of northern 
China by the Mongols and 由e destructions it wrought， the Jin DtWza，锣 was almost 
totally lost. Under the direction Of SONG DEFANG (1183-1247) 皿d his disciple Qin 
Zhian 秦 志 安 (II88-1244)， the Quanzhen order reedited 由e Daoza吻 on the basis 
of the sole sur叮叮ng copy of the Jin canon.'OI To all appe缸ances， 由e contents of this 
newDaoza吻， which was completed in 1244， were 由e same as those of the Jin Xuandu 
baoza吻. Only four new texts， related to the history of the Quanzhen movement， had 
been added at 由e end.'o+ 

The Destruction of the Old Canon 
During the early stage ofthe Mongol period (1206-1368)， 由e Quanzhen order en

joyed great official suppo口， enabling it to establish itself durably as one of the major 
components of modem China's religious system. This success also stoked 由e fir口 of
the ancient rivalry with Buddhism. Other factors must have contributed to 由e ensu
ing conßicts， but the fact 由at 由e DtWzang， since Tang Xu皿zong's tim白， contained 
many anti-Buddhist tex臼 and cou1d be considered slanderous with regard to 由at reli
gion became the focus of the controversy. A debate conducted at court in 1258 before 
the future emperor Kublai resu1ted in defeat for 由e Taoist side. A purge of some forty 
contentious works in 由e DtWza吻 was ordered.'Ol The tex臼 in question were publicly 
bumed. Twenty-由ree years later， in December 12缸， 由e o伍cial ban on Taoist books 

103. See VDL 51-52. 
104. See 1430 Daoza吻 queji啪 mulu and VDL 52， n. 3 .  
105. The list i s  given in 由e Bianwei lu 2 (see Qing xi凶， Zh01砌制 句号ω shi， 224).
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was sudden1y extended to all works wi由 由e exception of the DtUJde ji嘲·时 Not only 
all copies of the DtUJza吻 but all holdings of temples and monasteries and even 由c
books in 由e poss臼sion of individual daoshi were to be destroyed. The extent of the 
damage can be assessed thanks to 1430 DtUJza叨 queJ'吻 mulu， a catalo思le of missing 
books based on a comp缸ison of the contents of the Xuandu btUJza栩 with those of 
由e Ming canon:即 由e catalogue lists some 800 works as lost. However， according 
to 由e Gazetteer of Longxi xi皿 in F叮ian Of l悔， a complete man山cript copy of the 
Zhe吻he daoza吻 政 和 道 藏 survived at 由e Xuanmiao guan 五 妙 颐 (formerly Tian
qing guan 天厦翻) ofZhangzhou 7章 1i'1 •108 Even though not all l￥oist books were lost， 
由e proscription of 1281 st皿ds as one of the worst assaults on China's spiritual heritage 
by tyran臼 ofvarious descriptions.'09 

The holocaust did give 1注oism a chance for renewal. As we have seen， before the 
buming of the books， premodem China continued to live with a scriptural c皿on
belonging to the nùddle ages. Once ag也n， 由e Quanzhen canon of 124-4 was in all like
lihood virtually identical with the Jin canon， i臼elf a ree创on of H山wng's Zh吻he
wanshou 功Wza1侈， while the latter probably did not differ much from Zhenzong's 
manuscript c皿on of the early eleventh century. The compilers of this collection， a丘er
the innovative proposals of WAN G QIN RUO had been discarded， retumed to 由c
model of the Tang DtUJza吻 。f the K且iyuan era. Even if books had been added， the 
organizational principles had remained the s缸ne. But while 500 years had p皿sed wi由，
out any fundamental change to 由e structure of the c皿on， 1油ism itself had evolved 
in significant ways. 

Since the l'}te Tang 皿d 由e Five Dynasties periods， with the economic and cultural 
development of the Ji皿gnan area and the rise of its merchant cities， the local temple 
org缸1Ízations had seen a great revival. New scriptural and ritual traditions sprang up 
from these centers. 币le influence of Song Buddlúsm， not on1y 由rough its Chan and 

106. 刀lat is， a丘er 出e conqu臼t of southem China and the reversal of the military fortunes of 
the Mongols with their attempt to invade J apan. The reasons for Kublai's extraordinary decision 
to ban Taoist books are unclear. The defeat of his fteet may have been one of them. 

107. The authors of the DlUJza栩 queji吻 mulu evidently made use of tI1is catalogue. It is 
possible 由at theirs was an incomplete copy， as VDL 62 seems to suggest. 

108. Longxi xianzhi 髓 漠 膝 志 lI.34-b.
109. In his inscription to 出e memory of Zhang Liusun 强 留 寐 (124-8-1322)， patri缸ch ofthe 

so-called Xuanjiao 立 教 order of the Yuan dynasty， ZHAO MENGFU (1254-1322) records 由at
around 1295 由e newly enthroned Emperor Chengzong rl臼5sured 由e patriarch ofhis s严npha由y
to Taoism (see Chen Yuan， D呵切jinshi lüe， 912). ηle work of the Xuanjiao order in suppon of 
Taoism in 由e later pan of the Yuan remains to be studied. 
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Pure Land schools but especially through its 1l皿ttic traditions， was pe凹asive. This 
inftuence is clearly 严rceptible in Taoist texts. 

None of these new devclopments were easily reconcilable with the ttaditional 

仕amework of the canon， which， as we have seen， corresponded to the hierarchy of 
由e cler白， of the medieval ecclesia. 币le ancient Way of the Heavenly Master， with its 

elaborate lirurgical organization， had gradually ceased to exist in 由e late Tang and 

Five D严lasties periods- or perhaps， as future research may demonstrate， its com

munal struαure had transformed itself into 由at of the modern temple association (hui 
舍 ).The very lineage of the Heavenly Masters， which had continued since the Han 

d严lasty with its seat at 由e Yangping zhi 隔 平 治 diocese in the Guanzhong region in 
southwestern Shaanxi， was replaced wi由 a new institution， the hereditary Zhen回'1

patriarchy of 1ρnghu shan in Ji皿gxi.The clain1 由at 由is institution hailed from the 

founder of the Tianshi lineage has never been substantiated. 1ndeed all the available 
historical evidence points to 由e conttary. The transformation may have been a result 

of the Tang 0伍cial recognition of the 1ρnghu sh皿 Heavenly Master temple as 由c

seat of the lineage (see above). 1n any case， the modern Zhengyi order of the 1ρnghu 
shan bears no resemblance whatsoever with the religion of the Zhe吻ryifawen. This 

order is a perfect example of the transformation Taoism underwent at the end of the 

middle ages. lt is also a remarkable testimony of 1油ism's adaptability. 
The inevitable problems brought about by the discrepancy between the canon 皿d

由e living Taoist religion of the Song were not easily resolved. 1n his great liturgi

cal handbook Sha1例i吻 lingbao d，物 上 清 重 曹 大 法 ， JIN YUNZHONG (fL 1225) 
expressed 由e difficulties he experienced in matching 由e ritual practice of his times 
Wl由 由e o时lod。可 of 由e canon. ln order to accommodate the li叽ng Tianx切 zhe吻向
天 心 正 法 school， he decided to reg缸d it as representing 由e true Heavenly Master 
ttadition， while 叫αting the ancient Zhengyi rites. To legitimatc the powerful s巾。l

of the Jingming zhongxiao dao i争 明 忠 孝 道 promoted by the temple of Saint Xu Jing
yang 辞 施 隔 of Mount Xish皿 西 山 at Nanchang (Jiangsu)， Jin yí田1ZOng associated 
it with the ancient Lingbao division. ln fact， it can be induced from his prottaαed 

缸gun1ents reg缸ding canonicity 由at none of the new schools occupying most of the 

space of part 3.B in 由e pr臼ent study had been integratcd into the old canon at 由at
timc. lndeed， 证 any of thc works produced by schools like the Shenxiao fa 神 雷 洁 ，

由e Wulei fa li 雷 洁 ， the Tianxin zhengfa， 由e Jingming zhongxiao dao， 由e Qingwei
fa 清 微 法 -and many other works as well， such as the scriptures written in honor 
of popular saints-had been included， at least one or two of them would have fallen 

VIC由n to 由e great holocaust and presumably listed as such in 1430 Daoza吻 quejing
mulu. The fact 由at no work of the kind can be found in 由at catalogue suggests 由at
由ey either had nevcr becn admitted or had subsequently been expurgated. 
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From 由is perspective， it may be surmised 由at had the ancient c姐'On not been 
destroyed， the ultimate outc'Ome might have been even w'Orse: sclerosis f'Ollowed by 
radical ref'Ormati'On. Since the traditionaJ Daoza叨 had ceased t'O exist， 由e way was 
n'Ow open f'Or a renewaJ. 

THE MIN G  CANON A N D  ITS SUP PLEMENT 

The Compilati'On 'Of the Zhe吻to吻 彻oza吻 正航道藏
We n'Ow return t'O the collecti'On 由at is the subjeι:t 'O f  the present study， 由eDaMi吻

砌ozangji1移 大 明 道 藏 耀 . 币le fact 由at 由e Heavenly Master was asked t'O submit the 
new c阻'On indicates 由at since the politicaJ edipse 'Of the Quanzhen 'Order during the 
reign ofKublai， 由e patriarch 'Of the 1ρnghu shan had 'Obtained virtuaJ leadership 'Over 
all 'OfTa'Oism. His headquarters in Jiangxi had bec'Ome an imp'Ortant Taoist ordinati'On 
center with a 1红ge library. H'Owever， as stated earlier， the edit'OriaJ work was t'O take 
aJm'Ost f'Orty years. It must have advanced well during Zhang's lifetime. He himselfhad 
m'Oved t'O Peking in 'Order t'O supervise 由e editing. But after his death in 1410， and 由E
subsequent demise 'Of the Y'Ongle em严ror in 14抖， 吐白19S may have c'Ome t'O a stand
still. Zhu Di's success'Or， 由e Xuande 宣 德 emperor (1科6-1436)， was n'Ot interested 
in the enterprise. During 由e Zhengt'Ong 正就 reign， beginning in 1436， 由e w'Ork was
finally continued and c'Ompleted. We d'O n'Ot have much inf'Ormati'On ab'Out the edi
t'Ors， except 由at 由e registrar (彻olu si 道 鲸 司 ) Sha'O Yizheng 邵 以 正 was entrusted 
with the finaJ revisi'On in 1444."0 It was probably he wh'O included ZHANG YUC HU'S 
c'Ollected writings， 由e Xia叫uan ji 幌 泉 集 ， int'O the Ming c扭'On， 皿d 由e place of 
its inserti'On probably marks the p'Oint at which Sha'O intr'Oduced his additi'Ons t'O 由c
w'Ork of the �rmer Heavenly Master. The foll'Owing entries， numbered 1312 to 14埠，
c'Oπesp'Ond t'O a mass 'Of texts 仕om 由e Six Dynasties 皿d 由e Tang pe口'Od， 白pecially
Sh皿gqing scriptures 由at had n'Ot been previo山ly induded. Most 'Of these texts have 
characters aJtered in deference t'O S'Ong taboos， suggesting 由at 由ey 'Originally carne 
from a S'Ong can'On. Had it n'Ot been f'Or 由is kind 'Of afterth'Ought 'On 由e part 'Of the 
edit'Ors， much 'Of '0町 inf'Ormati'On ab'Out the great Shangqing traditi'On w'Ould have 
been ruefully inc'Omplete. 

The edit'Ors could have d'One much more. We kn'Ow， as menti'Oned ab'Ove， 由at
at the time the Ming can'On was compiled， a copy 'Of the Zhenghe wanshou 向。'za1锣
still existed in the Xuanmia'O guan at Zhangzh'Ou. Many '0由er， perhaps incomplete， 
c'Opies existed elsewhere， f'Or instance in Fuzh'Ou itself. Why did ZHANG YUCHU n'Ot 
reprint their contents? We can even ask m'Ore precisely: why was 由e cataJ'Ogue 'Of the 

I10. On Shao Yizheng， see Schipper， uMaster Chao I-chen." 
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Quanzhen Xuandu blUJza吻， which most evident1y was used by the editors of the Ming 
canon to make I430 DlUJza吻 仰伊吻 mulu， not included? This omission is all 由e more

strange since the editors themselves showed， in 由at same cata10gue of missing works， 

that cata10gues of earlier editions had been reproduced in previo山 canons. 矶'hat ex
act1y did the editors imply by marking all those books 由at were evident1y still extant 

in F叮ian at the 白白e as "missing" (que 嗣 ) ? 古lat 由ey were literally nnable to find them 

or 由at， a丘er ZHANG YUCHU had edited a DlUJza吻 according to his own ideas， it 

was no longer feasible or desirable to include them? To do so would have resulted in 

adding at least 2，000 ju皿 to 出e 4，000 由at had a1ready been collected by the former 

Heavenly Master. 
That the Heavenly Master wished to make a new canon c皿 be seen from the fact 

由at 由e great m句ority of the works he selected were modem， that is， dated from the 

Southern Song or later."1 We can g但n some insight into his ideas from his Daomen 
d韧Ut 道 阿十 规 (Ten Guidelines for Taoism)， a pastora1 directive probably written 

shortly after Zhang received， in 1406， 也e imperia1 request to present a new DlUJza吻

He presents 由e history and the role of1运oism as 由ey were understood in his tÏn1es. 

His historica1 perception begins wi由 Laozi as grand astrologer and archivist， fonnder 

of the Huang-Lao school. Taoism was subsequent1y domÏnated by different αlI"rents 

and sects. This situation resulted ultimately in the separation between his own Zhengyi 

order， with its mainly secular clergy， and the Quanzhen order， wi由 i臼 monastic insti

tutions. He credits his own 血囚徒or， the First Heavenly Master， wi由 having founded 

由e Zhengyi order; GE XUAN wi由 creatmg 由e Lingbao school; Xu Jingyang wi由 由c
Jingming zhongxiao dao; and the elder Mao brother with the Shangqing tradition. 

Each of these orders， schools， or traditions had in ZHANG YUCHU'S time become a 
seα (pai 派 ) with its own holy mountain， temples， cler，町" titles， and registers. 

Beside these sects there were 由e me由ods (向ofa 道 法 ) of the Qingwei， 由e Shen

xiao， and so on. The practice of such fa， Zhang says， req山red strict discipline and 
great purity， lest 由e performers became indistinguishable 仕om "back-alley shamans." 

This caveat gives Zhang 由e oppo世山1ity to dismiss the use of spirit writing as a me

dium unfit for ortl1odox Taoists. A specia1 paragraph is devoted to those in charge of 

temples， who can be laymen， but in 由at case should be senior citizens of impeccable 

conduct. 
In all these precepts there is no trace of the ancient canonica1 仕amework of graded 

initiations and ordinations. Although Zhang clearly saw himself as 由e supreme 

leader of the Taois民 he derived tl1is standing from 由e imperia1 request to compile 

由e DlUJza咐， and not 企om any empowerment given to him， either by 由e body of 

III .  See VDL 61 皿d n. 43.
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Taoist masters， or by decree of the gods or 四cestors. It is obvious 由at the ecclesia 
of the middle ages had no contemporary meaning， 四d that Zh皿g decided to create 
a Daoza咱 也r his time， in accordance with the 1￥oism of his time. It is likely 由at he 
was aware of the catastrophe that had befallen τ坦oism because of the contents of the 
Xuandu baoza吻 皿d 由at he wished to avert similar mishaps. 

Outlining the scriptural legacy of Taoism， Zhang de6nes 由e Three Caverns as 
containing 由e revelations made by the Three Pure Ones， 由at is， 由e Yuanshi tian
zun 元 始 天 尊 ， 由e Lingbao tianzun 噩 曹 天 尊 ， 皿d 由e Daode tianzun 道 德 天 尊 .
咀lerefore， he says， 由e Li1锣bao duren jit锣 噩 曹 度 人 醒 ， since it was "spoken" by 由c
Yuanshi tianzun， should be at the head ofthe canon，lIZ and that is indeed where it is 
now found. He also tells us 由at the most important texts revealed by 由e Lingbao 
tianzun were not 由e Lingbao scriptures， but the Dingguan 定 额 and 由e Ne韧uan 内
翻 .") As for the texts of the Daode ti四zun， these were 由e Daodeji吻 皿d 由e Riyong
日 用 ."+ Furthermore， Zhang makes a distinction between scriptures meant for per
sonal cultivation (nei er xiu ji 内 而 修 己 ) and those meant for saving the world (wai 
erji shi 外 而 糟 世 ). Scriptures such as 由e Be协u)t吻 北 斗 耀 and Yushu ji叨 玉幅腥
belonged to the second categ。可·

As a result of these principl白， 由e organization of the Daoza吻 became radically 
altered. Among 由e most conspicuo山 departures 丘om the traditional seven-parts c1as
sification is 由e placement of the Daode ji:吻 and the other ancient philosophical texts 
and their commentaries not in the Dongxuan 仰， as had formerly been the case， but 
in the Dongshen bu. This placement occurred under the aegis ofDaode tianzun， who， 
in modem l坦oism， is considered to be 由e deified Laozi (Taishang laojun 太 上 老 君 ).
Other momentous， but perhaps at first sight less visible changes are 由e transformation 
of the Dongzhen bu into a collection of modem 句ofa of the Qingwei， Yutang， and 
Thunder Magic schools， headed by 由e sixry-chapter Shenxiao version of the Li吻bao
durenji吻. The !Jhangqi嘲弄吻， which used to occupy 由is place in the first of the Three 
Caverns， is eliminated. As we have seen， we owe it to the insight， or 由e a丘erthought，
of Shao Yizheng 由at， in extremis， the ancient Shangqing scriptural corpus was saved 
and added at the end of the Daoza吻·

Needless to say二 由e attemp臼 by ZHANG YUCHU to pour new wine into old bottles 

1I2. IZ32 Daømen shigui sa. 
1I3. 古lese titles coπespond， rcspectivel机 to400 Dongxuan lingbao dingguan ji吻 zhu and 64J 

Taisha栩 如Ijun neiguan j叼� bo出 c呻 T皿g texts. B1川hile 由 Di1彻uan is indccd placcd in 
the DongXJωn bu) 由e Neiguan) as revealed by Laojun， is in 由e Dongshen 归.

1I4. Correponding to 64S and 646 Taisha嘲 问iun [nei) waiJ riyong jing. These shon treatiscs 
are probably 企om the Song or Yuan periods. 
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rendered the org四ization of the c四on obscure， especially to outsiders. The clas
sification not only of the Three Caverns but also， within each of these， of the Twelve 
Categories was radically changed. 1n the Ming c皿on what used to be a very clear 
classification systern r口UJ臼 in total disorder. 咀1山 由e Fangfa division oftheDongzhen 
伽 is a mixed collection of Qingwei rites， 1nner Alcherny h扭曲∞ks， sorne ancicnt 
Sh皿gqing texts， and so on. 

The Twclve Categories were defined in thc Tang period on the basis ofTaoist lit
erature as it existed at 由at time. Morc 由an seven centuries later， 出口e categories were 
totally inappropriate. All kinds of new books had appeared in the meantirne， such as 
由e texts ofInner Alchern队 由yulu 捂 鲸 (句，叫 ofthe Quanzhen rnasters， the rnono
graphs of sacred sites， and so on， none of which fitted the old system. While ZHANG 
YUCHU was ve可 much a rn皿 ofhis tirnes and well versed in all the different schools 
由at existed then， he decided to use the old seven-parts system， 由e rationale of which 
had become obsolete. The addition of the Twelve Categories did not help to render 
由e classification of the tex臼 any clcarer and， in sorne instances， resuJted in 皿 even
greater confusion.  Hence it is diffic时t to 位叫 one's way in the Ming canon. (See tablc 
1 for a s山nrnary of the distribution of texts of the Ming c皿on.)

Other factors rnay have playcd a role in m在mg 由e organization of the canon so 
confused. We have seen ZHANG YUCH u's explicit condcrnnation of spirit writing. 
Yet there arc a great many texts in 由e canon 由at state just as explicitly 由at 由ey were
produced in 由JS W部 Pride of place as one of the very first books of the Fundarnental 
Scriptur臼 ofthe D01移动en bu belongs to S Taishang w吵 剧'移动en Wencha吻 由dong
xianji吻" which was revealed by a "descent into the brush" (jiangbi 降 军 ) 血 由e year 
n68 in Wenchang tcmple in Zitong 梓桐 (Sichuan)， as rnentioned repcatedly in the 
prefaces to 由at work. Another instance is 由e 3I7 LiψblW tianzun shuo Hongen 1饨勿i
zhe叼'un mzaφ吻· 刀山 happens to be 由e ve可 first book in the next Cavern， 由e Dong
mωn bu， and equally a produα of the planchette， wielded 由is timc in 由e ternplc of 
the imrnortal Xu brothers 徐 仙 at Jin'ao fcng 金 黯 峰 in Fuzhou. The scripture has a 
preface by Ernperor Yongle himself， dated 1420."J 1t is evident 由at this new work w臼
included while the editorial work on 由eDIWZß吻 was already under way; it was placed 
at 由is prominent position because of its au思1St patronage. Many other exarnples 
could be quoted of books 由at must have been admitted into the canon because 由c
ternple orgar让zation 由at produced thern was rich or powcrful. 

Nevertheless， the worship oflocal saints does not stand out as prominently in thc 
Zhengtong c皿on as it would later in the supplement. Rernarkable， on 由e contrary， 

口5. See the rich documentation on the cult in part 3.B.12， '"四e Hongen lingji zhenjun 
Cult了'



TABLE I. Distribution oftexts ofthe Mi吻 canon of the Zh阴阳19 era
For each category we give the number of juan followed， between parentheses， by 出 number oftexts. 

THREE CAVERNS FOUR SUPPLEMENTS 

TWELVE Dongzhen Do
洞
ngx

五
U皿 Dongshen T血泪1四 Taiping Taiqing Zhengyt Tota1 

CATEGOR1ES 洞 民 洞 神 太 玄 太平 太 清 正一

Benwen 本 文 160 (77) 84 (71) 40 (51) 
Shenfu 神符 8 (9) 10 (c句 毡 (5)
刊iue 玉扶 1 1 1  (60) 36 (33) 707 (88) 
Li吻切 噩 圃 27 (17) 1 1  (13) 51  (6) 
Pulu í曹操 21 (13) 18 (12) 42 (14) 
Jielü 戒律 12 (12) 27 (11) 9 (η 
F防伊- 威慑 3 1 β0) 420 (81) 27 ρ6) 

Fa明向 方法 230 (51) 76 (24) 60 (63) 

Zh份'lgS协 提桶 19 (20) 20 (20) 104 (74) 
Jizh，ωn �己傅 124 ρ9) 35 (17) 37 (20) 
Za彻ong [冒颂 10 (6) 8 (8) 6 (7) 
Biaozou 表奏 9 (2) 29 (5) 6 (3) 

Tota1 762 (316) 774 β03) 1，097 β64) 553 ρI刀 410 (66) 179 ρ5) 776 (240) 4，551 (1，431) 

N OTE : The 1607 supplement of 56 texts raises 由e total number of texts in 由e Ming canon to 1，487. 
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IS 由e place 由e c皿on gives to Confucianism， exemplified by 由e indusion of the com
plete works of SHAO YONG ( 1012-1077). Numerous works by Confucian scholars on 
cosmology and Inner Alchemy are also noteworthy， such as Zhu Xi's 朱 熏 (II3D-1200)
comrnentary on the Zhouyi can酬!!1 qi. Here ag也n， public relations and the promotion 
of the ideology of the Three Religions must have played a role. 

The Supplement of 1607 
In 1585， 140 years after 由e completion of the Zh吻tong 句oza吻� Zhu Yijun 朱 坷

钩 ， 由e Wanli 高 居 empero巳 asked the 由en Heavenly Master Zhang Guoxiang 强
国 样 ， 由e fi丘le由 successor to the holy 0伍ce， to compile a supplement to 由e canon. 
Ag町， 由e patriarch rep缸red to Peking to start his work. Again it took him a long time 
to accomplish the task. Twenty-two years later， Zhang Guoxi皿g presented 由e results 
ofhis labors. His choice had fallen on just fifty-six books， with a combined volume of 
no more 由扭 曲 juan. Why did it take so long? Why so 的 books? And above all， 
why did 由e emperor all of a sudden express the wish for a supplement? Once again， 
we have little to go on to reconstitute the history of the compilation. Almost all infor
mation h画 to be distilled from the supplement itself. 

It is well known 由at the last two great rulers of the Ming， 由e Ji句ing and WaJ让i
emperors， favored Taoism. Since we have no clear indication as to what motivated 
由e request for a supplement， we can only presume 由at an update in keeping with 
the religious policy of the times was deemed necessary. The borderlines of Taoism， 
with r臼peα to those of the other two great doctrines (Buddhism and Confucianism)， 
had to be redrawn. Perhaps the growing importance of sectarian movemen臼 made it 
expedient 由at 由e position of1￥oism be strengthened. 

When we look at the kind of books 由at were selected for the supplement， any of 
these reasons could be advanced. The selection is indeed su甲rising. The supplement 
starts out wi由 a ft山可 of scriptures related to popul红 sects and saints. The very first 
text， 1432 Taishang zhonggdao miaφ lianhua妥协 is a pastiche of the Buddhist Lotus 
Sütra， produced by 皿 unidentified sectarian movement by me皿s of planchette writ
ing. The比e ninth entr叩y， I4斜40 Hua饱rji1吻E锣IJJi乒'tZ动hu凯:， 1βs an annotated edition of t由he l0 Ga刷05，均ha�锣， 
y川u彻伽b仇仰u仰a1叫F纶吻2锣fJ ben.侃也xi1吻锣切切J布亨t}i吻. This was the work ofLuo Hongxian 罹 洪 先 ， zi Ni扭扭 念 庵
( 1504-1567?) .  Luo was 由e distingt且shed zhuangyuan 肤 :7î: -laureate of 1529， who as a 
result of a difference of opinion with thc Jiajing emperor was dismissed from public 
office in 1541. He was 皿 ardcnt adrnirer ofWang Shouren 王 守 仁 ， zi Yangming 隐 明
(1472-1529)， and a friend ofLin Zhaoen 林 兆 恩 (1517-1598)， the founder ofthe Sanyi 
)laO 三 一 教 . Hua吻吻jizhu also contains a "preface to 由e original edition" by Luo 
himself proclaiming 由at， lacking the means of publishing his work， he presented it to 
the Heavenly Master for indusion in the Daoza吻. This preface is also dated 1585. By 
that time Luo is thought to have died， so 由e possibility of some sleight of hand by 
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the editor c皿not be excluded. The commentary itself， however， is manifestly written 
by a scholar familiar with the thought of W;皿g Y:皿gming. A special feature is 由at
the editor of this work is a cert缸n Zhou Xuanzhen 周 立 自 ， a Quanzhen master from 
Shandong， who also served as compiler of 由is very supplement of the Taoist canon 
(Zhou's complete title is given in the work as DaMi吻jiang da价1B xiu xuanzang si 
Quanzhen dizi 大 明;藕需道槌修玄藏嗣 奎 真 弟 子 )γI川11

There 盯e ma皿ny ot由he盯r links between t由he supplement of 1607 and eminent scholars 
oft由he la缸t忧e Min咆g. The two last works to be included 红e 1486 Laozi yi and 1#7 Zhua吻'Zt
yi by Jiao Hong 焦 立在 (1541-1620). Jiao Hong was still alive at the time his works were 
included， and it must be assumed 由at he gave his assent to 由is. The 1483 Tianhuang 
zh饰。 taiqi栩 如ce by Zhu Quan 朱 檀 (1378-1448)， seventeenth son of the founder 
of the dynasty， deserves also to be mentioned. But most astonishing is 由e inclusion 
of a work by Li Zhi 李 曾 (1527-1602)， a study of the 马五吻 WI由 a distinct Chan 呻
approach titled 1473 Y协 Sha�庐iajing. At 由e time of publication， Li had been dead 
for five years. His demise， possibly by suicide， had not allayed a raging controversy 
surrounding his personality and actions. The scholar-rebel， pursuing his Buddhist 
vocation while rem也rung 由e most prominent liberal thinker and writer of his time， 
had been 由e victim of furious attacks by the Confucian orthodox establishment， both 
during his lifetime 皿d after. The inclusion of his work in the supplement of the Dao
m吻 was politically significant. It amounted not only to a rehabilitation， but to an act 
of defiance towards the Donglin Party 柬 林 熏 and their allies. 

Here we should stress once more 由e presence of a great number of scriptures 皿d
hagiographies related to popular saints in the supplement， in contrast with the main 
c皿on of the Zhengtong era. Many deities， such as Bixia yuanjun 碧 雷 元 君 ， had 
never obtained official recognition in 由e form of a canonization title 忻吻hao 封 嗷 )，
in spite of great populari町， 臼pecially in the capital. The inclusion of their scriptures 
amounted to such a sanctÎon. We must conclude 由at there existed a political will be
hind 由is move. TheMi吻 shilu 明贾躁 。uan 哟， second month ofWan1i 15) reports 
由at candidates in the imperial examinations were wont to refer to texts in the Daoza吻
ra由er 由an to cite the Confucian classics and orthodox commentaries. This raises the 
question of what kind ofTaoism 由e supplement sought to foster and define. It was 
evidently something far more popul缸 and unconventional 由四 had previously been 
由e case. The legitimization of the cult (xianghuo 香 火 ) of popular saints， of Wang 

n6. The work identi且es yet another collaborator to 由e supplement. In a third， short preι 
ace dated 1588 Wang Jingcui 王 静 牌 identifies himself as responsible for copying texts to be 
included in the Wanli supplement. He must have also had a hand in 町皿♂ng 出e texts 由at
went into the present edition. 
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Yangming's thought， of Lin Zhaoen's teaching， and of Li Zhi's criticisms could be 
inte甲reted as an attempt to create an opposition movement to 由e Confucian ortho
d。可 of the times and， by 由e same token， to m山ter popular support for the W:缸ùi
throne. This hypo出口is is strengthened by other evidence， notably 仕om 由e stele 
inscriptions of the same period in Peking's pop叫红 templ白， where a similar spirit of 
opposition to 由e reactionary orthodoxy prevails. 

However futile such a位empts to provide a platform for opposition to 由e Confu
cian orthod。可 may have been and however miserably 由ey failed in later perio出
does not diminish 出e importance of the undertaking. The late Ming stan出 out in the 
history of Chinese culture as a moment of企eedom and creativity. 

Destruction and Rebirth 
A few words， 位lally， about the gradual repression ofTaoism during the Qing. The 

political bias undoubtedly goes back to 由e days when the kingdom of Hou Jin 後
金 (1616-16件) was a s四αu红y for fundarnentalist Confucians opposed to the liberal 
culture of the late Ming. The sectarian uprisings 由at ca山ed the demise of the Ming 
comforted 由e future rulers in 由eir opposition to pop叫红 religion. As early as 1663， 
由e Kangxt 康 熙 emperor assimilated daoshi wi由 sharnans (阳shi 巫 嗣 ) and medi
山ns (titwshen 跳神)， prohibiting 由eir exorcistic rites on p扭l ofdeath. 刀le foremost 
persecutor， however， was Qi缸咀ong 乾 隆 . In the four由 ye缸 of rus reign (1739)， he 
prohibited 由e recruitrnent of disciples by the Heavenly Masters. The next year he as
sented to 由e following petition by 由e chief minister of the Court of State Ceremonial 
(Honglu si qing 漏 撞 寺 脚 )， Mei Gucheng 梅酿成 (d. 1763):  ''Taoists are 叮le. 1t is 
Improper 由at 由ey pollute 由e cou民 with their fil由产 Thus a丘er 1740 the Heavenly 
Master was no longer adrnitted to 由e palace. In 1742， Taoists were dismissed from 
their role in the state rituals and Taoist music was barred 仕om state ceremonials. 1n 
17口， the Heavenly Master was demoted from rus dignity as a m皿darin of the second 
degree to 由e fi丘h. He was also barred from presenting proposals for 由e canonization 
of saints. Although some time later he was reinstalled in 由c 由ird degree and permit
ted to come to couπ once every five years， 由e l泣。IS旷 situation remained unfavorable 
and altoge由er different from what it had been during the Ming. It was to degrade 
continuously thereafter. Finally， in 1821， 由e first year of the reign of the Daoguang 
emperor， the Heavenly Master was barred not only from court， but from 由e capital. 

Another eloquent ex缸nple of the Qing gove口1ffient's ostracism is found in 由e Siku
q$ωnshu 四 犀 全 吾 Unlike the Yongle emperor， who gave a large place in his ηngle 
白dian to Taoist works， 由e Qianlong emperor banned virtually all of them. At a time 
when the Ming canon was by no means rare and was readily available in the capi时，
the old Manchu managed to reduce the presence of Taoist books in 由is "四llversal
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library" to some fo町， tides， virtually all of them commentaries of the Daode ji吻 。r
由e Zhua吻zi. The Dω'za1秽， which in Qing times was constandy pilfered because it 
contained so many rare ancient texts，I17 was severely criticized precisely for containing 
these works ! This and similar partisan 红鲁田lents abound in the review 由at 由e Siku
quanshu zongmu tiyao devotes not to the Daoza吻 itself， but to an annotated cata10gue 
of the same， the Daoza1切 mulu xiangzhu 道 藏 目 簸辞 挂 by Bo Yunji 白 雪 霄 (dated
1626).1l8 Th山 I运oist literature was placed outside 由e purview of Confucian leaming 
and condemned to oblivion. 

The hostility of the literati， encouraged by the Qing policy toward Taoism， became 
a factor in their programs for national renewa1. It was one of the driving forces behind 
由e proposa1s made by Kang Youwei 康 有 属 (1858-1927) during the Hundred Day Re
form (Wuxu biar由 戌 戌 壁 法 ) period. For Kang， 由e religious fervor of the Chinese 
was "the shame of the nation了， The decree issued by 由e young Guangxu emperor in 
1898 to "do away wi由 temples to open schools (卢imiao banxue 靡蹦蹦肇)" opened 
由e door for 由e gratuito山 confiscation of temple property 皿d 由e destruction of their 
va1uable patrimony. The immediate consequence was to destabilize the entire country， 
one of the causes for the so-called Boxer Rebellion of 1900. 1n 由e course of these 
tragic events， when the allied 町oops entered Peking， their gunfire destroyed the Da 
guangming di四 大 光 明 殿 temple in 由e w，臼tern part of the ci吼 where the printing 
blocks of the Ming canon were kept. They were all destroyed. 

The initiative by President Xu Shich皿g 徐 世 昌 (1855-1939) to reprint 由e Ming 
c皿on came in the wake of the May F谊h Movement in 1919. He financed the enter
prise and instructed his minister of education， Fu Yuanshu 傅沉叔 (1872-1939)， to 
supervise the task. The work itself was entrusted to 由e H皿fen lou 涵 芬 檀 bibliophile
association in cooperation with the Commercia1 Press in Shanghai. A committee of 
scholars endorsed the publication in a preface in which some of the main faαs related 
to 由e history of the Daozang were recalled. Among the signatories we 也叫 出e reform
ers Kang Youwei 皿d Liang Qichao 梁臀超.

The canon was reprintçd in 1926 in  reduced format facsimile， and the origina1 4，551 
JU皿 bound into 1，120 fascicles. The reprint is virtua1ly complete. Minor lacunae must 
have existed in the origina1 co件 Five hundred se臼 were made which were sold to 
sinologica1 libraries all over the world. The study of the treasure house ofTaoism could 
at last begin. 

117. It is in 由e D，ωm移 出at many important philosophical texts-such as parts of出eMozi，
the G01伊un Long;矶 时 the works Of SHAO YON G -as welJ as m灿ological texts such 豁 出c

Shanhaiji:嘲 have been preserved. Qing literati edited and published 由白e texts on a large scale 
but rarely acknowledged their origin 

u8. Siku quanshu zo吻mu tiyao 146 (end). 
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THE TAO -TSANG PROJECT 

Daoza1移 Studies after 1926 
It did not take long before scholars delved into the reprinted Daoza吻 皿d began 

publishing their findingS. This task w;皿 by no means easy as there was little to go 
on. Virtually no study had been made hitherto of the canon and its contents. As 
mentioned， scholars of the Qing period had mined 由e Ming canon for ancient texts 
由ey deemed of interest， without， however， asking why the 1泣。ists had prese凹ed
th口e texts， and without giving them credit for having done so. 1n consequence no 
Qing scholar had ever studied 由e Daoza吻 in its entirety， with the self二proclaimed
exception， at a late stage， of Liu Shipei i1J 嗣培 (1884-1919). Liu had spent 由e winter 
months of I9IO in the Baiyun guan 白 雪自 temple in Peking reading ten juan a day 
and had made a critical study of the whole collection.1I9 

Another claim to ha机ng read 由rough the entire canon before it was reprinted was 
made by Father Léon Wieger， S.]. 1n 19日， he published his catalogue of the Ming 
Daoza吻.1>0 It is doubt:ful whether the reverend fa由er ever saw， let alone read， the 
c皿on. His "catalogue" is an adapted translation ofthe above-mentioned catalogue by 
Bo Yunji .l1I On 由 basis of this catalogue， Wieger made his own classification of the 
texts according to a rather haphazard selection of fifty-six categories. Nevertheless， in 
the absence of any better work， Wieger's catalogue was used for m皿y years. His clas
sification of texts was even reprinted in the Daoza吻 index of the Harvard-Yenching 
Institute Sinological Index Series.112 

The general situation scholars found themselves in when tackling the Daoza吻 after
it became available has been aptly described by Maspero. A丘er stating 由at 由e reposl
tory had until recently been nearly inaccessible， he says: 

And the collection is vast， over a thousand volumes containing nearly 1，500 di能rent
works， many of them ve町 lengthy; so 由at the exploration， which will be long and 
difficult， has scarcely be♂111. . . . One of the chief difficulties of research relating to 
the history ofTaoism arises 企om 由e fact 由at 由e ancientTaoist books are undated: 

II9. A simple calculation shows that at 出is rate Liu would have needed a year and a half to 
complete 由e task. His 咀eading notes on the Daozang" (刷 刷oza:吻ji 't.fI. 道 藏 起 ) show 由
limits ofboth his labors and his understanding. His initiative did， however， set an exarnple 皿d
received much attentÎon. Its slender results were published in 由e wωcuixuebao 圄粹肇事自 75-77
(1911) and again in his collected works in 1934 (Du D，剧却吻ji in Liu Sh附加 品;ianshen如切 63).

120. L. Wieger， Ta睛me， vol. 1 ， Bibiographieg，仇érale (Hsien-hsien， 1911). 
12I. See the remarks by Liu Ts'un-y囚， "The compilation and historical value of the Tao

tsang!' 
122. Weng Dujian， Daoza咽 zimuyinde， 泪lI-XX.
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由eir authors are unknown， we do not know what period 由ey belong to， 皿d there 
is almost never either a preface or a prefatory or final note giving an author's n缸ne
or a chronological indication. For some of them， we can waver between Han and 
Ming- that is between dates differing by somc fifteen centuries.'2l 

Maspero、 first attempt at da由19 some of the tex岱 in the Daoza咽 is important， not 
so much for the r臼uJts， which are now largely obsolete， but for its me由odology.
Maspero first found a few "well established reference points产 Using these as poin臼 of
departure， he examined to what extent he could find these reference materials quoted 
in other works. Thus he established sets of cognate texts. Without any prcvious 
knowledge of由e history ofTaoist Iiterature， Mωpero managed to identi珩 what have 
since become known as 由e Shangqing and Lingbao co甲山es， '2+ demonstrating 由c
efficiency of what we have sincc narned "intemal textual criticism." 

It is beyond the scope of the present introduction to give a full account of the 
progress of Daoza吻 studies since the reprint of 1926."l Some m勾or contributions 
由at have been instrumental in 由e development of the fìeld shouJd， however， not go 
unmentioned. 

Chen Guofu 隙 圈 符 (1914-2000) issued from a Taoist family in Ch皿gshu 常
熟 (Jiangsu) and studied chemistry in China and in Germany. During his 山让versity
years he was attracted to 由e history of Chinese science and collaborated with Tenney 
Davis on a study of the B仰u zi nei仰n.'26 He retumed to China in 1942 and joined 
the Southwest Union University in Kunming. There he began to work seriously on 
由e history of the Daoza吻 under 由e guid皿ce of the great linguist Luo Ch皿gpel
罹 常 培 (1899-1958). A丘er 由e w缸" Chen traveled extensively in search of materials 

123. "An essay on τ与olsm ID 由e first centuries A.D.，" 313-14. τhis "Bibliograprucal introduc-
tion" m山t date from around 1936 (see ibid. 313， note 3). 

124. Ibid.， 3 14-19. 
125. There are several reports on 由e development ofTaoist studies in China， Japan， and the 

West: see Noguchi Tetsuro 野 口 蜡即 回d F吐ui Fun1Îmasa 福 井 丈 雅 in Diikyii 道 教 3:218 伍，
edited by F吐ui Kõjun 福 井 康 帽 et al. ; Qing Xitai 卿希 泰 ， Zhm即刷 刷ojiao shi 4:479 伍; Anna
Seidel， "Chronicle ofTaoist studies in the West 1950-1990;' Cahiers d'Extrême-Asie 5 (1990) :  223-
347; K. M. Schipper， "The rustory ofTaoist studies in Europe，" in Europe S切dies China， 476-91， 
edited by Ming 矶Tïlson and John Cayley (London: Han-Shan Tang Books， 1995); F. Verellen， 
叮与oism，" in D皿 Overmyer ed.， "Chinese religions: the state of 由e field (part 2刀'j，仰rnal of 
Asian S切dies 54 (1995) :  322-46. Our introduction here does not highlight the contributions 
of Chinese scholars such as Xu Dishan 静 地 山 (1893-1941) and others， as their work did not 
pnmar甘y concern 由e Daoza咿 and its sources. 

126. Tenney Davis and Chen Kuo-旬， "The inner Chapters of the Pao Phu Tzu，" Proceedi:吻5
ofthe British Ac，础'my (1941) :  74、 297.
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and evidence. The r臼叫t was his Daoza1切yz，ωnliu kao 道藏源 流 考 ， a pioneer study 
of the hist。可 of the canon 四d m皿y related topi臼. lt was first published in 1949 
and immediately exerted gr臼t inßuence on 由e then still nascent fie1d. 10 1963， a new 
en1arged edition was published， which comprised， in addition to 由e origina1 study， 
a number of important essays， notably on 由e early Tianshi dao， on Taoist music， 四d
on the history of Chinese a1chemy. Chen's work， all 由e more because he was not a 
professiona1 sinologist， commands deep admiration. It has been used by generations 
of students but never superseded. Yet it has one serious drawback. Chen's work adrni
rably reconstructs 由e deve10pment of the old canon， from the Three Cavems of Lu 
X IUJI N G  to 由e lastXuandu bωm吻 。fthe Quanzhen masters. But it d倪s not devote
any in-depth study to the sole Daoza吻 由at has come down to 山， 由at of the Ming. 
Chen considered 由e c1assification system of the Zhe吻阳� Daoza吻 chaotic， and its 
editors inept.127 Be 由at as it m町， his work otfers little he1p to those needing t。 由ld
their way about the canon. In the end， despite its wea1th of materia1s， Chen's historica1 
study promis臼 more 由an it delivers， by not taking into account 由e vast majority of 
modem texts contained in 由e Ming Daoza吻. 10 1983 Chen published a sequel titled 
Daoza吻yuanliu xukao 道 藏源流檀考， but it is sole1y devoted to a1chemy.1>8 

Daoza1锣 studies in Japan truly commenced with the work ofFukui Kõjun 福井康
脯， whose Dõkyõ no 始'oteki kenkyü 道 敦 白 基晦研究 (Fundamenta1 research in  reli
glO山 I注oism， 1952) broke new ground and opened up 由e field. Chen Guo缸's work 
exerted great in且uence in Japan， as can be seen 仕om Yoshioka Yoshitoyo's 吉 闹 事皇 堕
Dõ，民yõ kyõten shiron 道教耀典史揄 (Treatise on 由e history ofTaoist scriptures， 1956). 
Following in Chen's footsteps， Yoshioka added m皿y new materia1s， notably 丘om
Buddhist sourc口 and the Dun11Uang manuscripts. Most useful f'Or 由e new field 'Of 
Daom叨 studies were the indexes 'Of bo'Ok titles 'Occurring in 1泣。ist handbooks and 
encycl'Opedias 由at Y'Oshi'Oka appended t'O his study. These permitted tracing qU'Ota
ti'Ons and 由山 adv四cing the study 'OfTa'Oist bibliography. Yoshi'Oka continued in 由IS
way thr'Ough a large number of gr'Oundbreaking publications. He further collab'Orated 
Wl由 y'Oung sch'Olars fr'Om France and made their work known in Japan. Õfuchi Ninji 
大 潮 忍 雨 a1s'O contributed immense1y t'O 由e study of the Taoist can'On. Besides rec'On
structing such scriptura1 m'On山nents as 由e Do吻ryuan shenzhou jing and the ancient 
Lingbaoji1侈， he collected and edited all 'Of the Dunhuang manuscripts related t'O Tao
ism. He a1so made an imp'Ortant contributi'On t'O the study ofTa'Oist ritua1. 

It was 由组虫s to the w'Orks of these last three sch'Olars 由砾， at the time 1 studied 
the Han Wudi ne亿huan 漠武帝 内 博 as 由e subjeα 'Of my dissertation， 1 was able 
t'O identify it 吕 a literary w'Ork re1ated t'O 由e Shangqing scriptur臼 and to explain i臼

127. CGF 177. 
128. Published by Mingwen shuju in T;但pei， 1983.
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narrative in terrns of a ritual for the transrnission of sacred tex岱.四 This dissenation 
induced rne to delve into the vast source rnaterial on liturgy in 由e D刷lza吻， only to 
find it vinually incornprehensible. No guidance was available， whether 仕om books or 
仕orn field rnaterials. Chavannes's groundbre汰ing study of the Lingbao ritual Casting 
of Dragons (ti仰 切切tan 投髓筒 )，'jO then the only study on 由e subject ofTaoist ritual 
available， sh'Owed 由at he also had been at a loss as t'O 由e rneaning of rnany aspects 'Of 
由e liturgy. 

A few years later， in 1964， 1 was priv过eged t'O study with 1油ist masters in Tainan 
(Taiwan) 皿d f'Or 由e first tirne t'O witness zhai 膏 andjùw 醺 services. The Lingba'O 
Qingwei 噩 贾 清 微 liturgy is relatively well preserved in s'Outhern Taiwan.'l' The 
rnanuscrrp臼 handed d'Own 仕'Om generati'On t'O generati'On contain scriptures and ritu
als 由at in rnany cases are als'O f'Ound， in identical 'Or cognate versi'Ons， in the Ming 
can'On. 

τbe study 'Of由e living traditi'On 由山 opened up a field 出at hithert'O had remained 
inaccessible， and at 由e same tirne all'Owed 山 t'O pr'Ogress in 'Our understanding 'Of 
由e rn'Ost irnp'Onant c'Ornp'Onent 'Of the can'On. 1n 'Order t'O facilitate 由e identi且cati'On
'Of rnanuscript s'Ources and 由e expl'Orati'On 'Of the Daoza吻， 1 c'Ornpiled a nurnber 'Of 
research aids. One 'Of these was a c'Oncordance t'O the titles 'Of the Ming can'On， which 
was useful f'Or identi命ing pertinent terrns within the 'Often l'Ong-winded and 'Obscure 
titles 'OfTa'Oist texts.'l1 

Th山， during my years in Taiwan (1962-1970)， 1 began laying the gr'Oundwork f'Or 
an 'Overall study 'Of the Ming Dtwza吻. This ente甲rrse， 由e dirnensi'Ons 'Of which 1 did 
not truly fath'Orn initially， appeared tirnely as m'Ore and m'Ore case studies 'On specific 
scriptures and rn'Overnen臼 began appearing. H'Owever， these early， topical researches 
were 'O丘en di伍cult t'O c'Ontextualize. M'Ore'Over， under the influence 'OfJapanese sch'Ol
arship， research 'On 1马'Oisrn tended t'O f'Ocus incr臼singly 'On 由e Six D归asti臼 period.
Later devel'Oprnents， with the excepti'On 'OfQuanzhen Ta'Oisrn， rernained virtually un
t'Ouched. The discovery 'Of the living traditi'Ons n'Ow rnade it p'Ossible， and nec臼sa町，
t'O include these in 'Our study as well. 'll 

129. See L'empereur wt阳 des Han.

130. Chavannes， "Le jet des dtagons产
13I . 刀le rituals have been published by Õfuchi Ni巾， Chl切okuJ切 no shu钞'õgirei.

132. First published as Concordance du 加-tsa嘲 and again as a companion volurne to 由C
Yiwen 内lShu gu皿 reprint of the Zhe栩栩锣 Daoza咽 (11也wan 1976)， and， more recently， in a 
revised version published wi由 ChenYaoting 隙耀庭 asDaoza吻m伊n 道 藏 索 引 by the Shang
hai shudian in 1996. 1 made my own inventory of me conten臼. This resulted in a slightly dif
ferent n山nbering of the texts. On me ηmji q句ian index， see below. 

133. ηle dangers of introducing medieval data in me study of the contemporary field has 
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The Beginning of由e Tao-臼ang Pr叮eα

At the Europe四 Conference of Chinese Studies in Paris in September 1976， I 

proposed to create a research program for 由e study of the Daoza咱. The aim was to 

provide 由e first comprehensive， systema缸， and 皿alytical bibliography of the Ming 
canon. All texts were to be investigated for their date， au出orship， and signific皿ce， as 

well as abstracted. Indexes were to be made of all hard data the texts might cont扭1.
Finally the contents of the canon would be reorganized so as to contextualize each text 

by giving it a me皿ingful place in terms of modem scholarship. This reorganization 

would throw light on the historical evolution of1油1sm 皿d give 由e canon a transpar

ency it had hitherto lacked. 

The proposal obtained the sponsorship of the Europe皿 Association of Chinese 

Studies， and work began right aw邮 The headquarters of the pr叮ect were established 
at the Center for Documentation and Research on 1与oism of the Ecole Pratique d臼

Hautes Etudes (EPHE) in P缸is. John Lagerwey nndertook his study on 由e Wtιrha吻

b秒剧， an import皿t compendi山n in the history of medieval Taoism. 

In 1978， 由e Tao-臼皿g Projeα was recognized by 由e E田opean Science Fonndation 

(ESF) as an 咀dditional Activi旷' of由e Conncil for Humanities. The duration of that 

activity was set at four years (1979-1983). The ESF installed a steering committee for 

由e project composed of Professors Wolfgang Bauer (M山llch)， Piet v;血 der 1.oon 

(Oxford)， Maxime Kaltenmark (EPHE， Paris)， Hans Steininger (Würzburg)， Erik 

Zürcher (Leiden)， 皿d myse正 Three working groups were created， one in P缸1s， one

in Würzb町g， and at a later stage， one in Rome. The Paris working group consisted 

of Catherine D臼peux， Caroline Gyss-Ve口nande， Marc Kalinowski， Pauline Koffier， 

Kwong Hing F∞n， John Lage阿ey， Christine Mollier 四d Isabelle Robinet. Four 

outside members， Poul Andersen from Copenhagen， Adrianus Dudink from Leiden， 

Denis Allistone 仕om Zürich， and Franciscus Verellen from Oxford， were also inte

grated into the Paris working group. 

The Würzburg working group included Farzeen Baldrian-Hussein， Ursula

Angelika Cedzich， Florian Reiter， and Hans-Hermann Schmidt. The Rome group 

comprised Lydia Bononll， Al丘edo Cadonna， Giovanna Fulvi， Alessandra Lavagnino， 

Ritsuko Mazzei， Fabrizio Pregadio， and Giovanni Vitiello. 

In addition to the subsidies provided by the E田op臼n Science Fonndation， several 

research orgar咀zations contributed to the undertaking. The Würzburg working group， 
under the direction of Hans Steininger， received two full 四d two part-time tempo

rary research posts from the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. Ph.D. scholarships 

where provided by the Nordic Institute of Asian Studies， the Dutch Organization for 

been aptly described by Strickmann， "History， anthropology， and Chinese religion，" Harvard 
fωrnal ofAs刷 Studies 40 (1980) :  201-48. 
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Scientific .R!臼earch， and the Swiss National Fund. The French Centre National de la 
Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) recognized and subsidized the projeα 由rough 由c
crea口on of a special c∞perative research scheme， RCP no. 625 "Bibliograprue taoïste." 
The participants held positions at 由e Ecole Française d'Extrême-Orient， 由e Ecole 
Pratique des Hautes Etudes， 由e Universities ofParis 111 皿d of Aix-Marseille. Several 
}田uor members were in due time appointed as researchers at the Centre National de 
la Recherche Scientifique. Pauline Koffier participated on a volunta:rγ basis. The Rome 
group， under the guid皿ce of Professor Giuliano Bertuccioli， received support 仕om
由e Istituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente but provided no research posts 
or scholarsrups for its members. 

The work was organized so as to progress in stages. First a number of training 
sessions and workshops were aπ皿ged in order to provide 由e participants with indis
pensable specialist skills. Professors Na由an Sivin (Pennsylva:rtia)， Michel Strickmann 
(UC Berkeley)， Erik Zürcher， Piet v四 der 1ρon， and 1 conduαed tr也ning sessions. 
Workshops took place in Würzburg， Paris， and Oxford. At a later stage， Professor 
Piet van der 1ρon invited individual participants to training sessions at his home in 
Oxford. Professor Jao Tsung-i (Hong Kong) was often consulted. Master Chen Yung
sheng (Tc四1an) was also called upon to share his 由unense knowledge of the liturgical 
tradition wi由 由e p缸甘cipants.

On the basis of provisional lists of works， classifì.ed according to period and groups 
of texts (subject or sch∞1)， 由e participan臼 were invited to choose 由e books 由ey
wished to study. They were encouraged not to restrict themselves to one par甘cular
group of texts， but to extend 由eir acquaintance to a variety of different traditions and 
aspects ofTaoism. As can be seen 仕om 由e present work， 由is reconunendation was 
only pa时y carried out. ln spite of the precise gt且delin臼 elaborated by 由e steering 
committee in order to ensure consistency in 由e writing of the articles， the contribu
tions of the p缸ticipants reßected in many cases their individual approach. The editors 
have tried to respeα d让s aspect of the articles as much as possible. 

At the st町， all tex臼 needed to be indexed. All hard data such as book titles， names 
of persons， places， and temples， dates， deities， rites， and so on， were collected accord
ing to an established protocol. These data were then entered into a filing system. S∞n， 
Professor Erik Zürcher convinced us to 山e a computer to establish an electronic data 
baI1k. This， in 1979 Europe， was still a pioneer unden达ing. The data were entered in 
the mainframe computer of由e Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique at Orsay. 
That outfit had been d口igned for computation， not for what was s∞n to become， 
m 由e eyes of its engineers， a space-devouring monster occupying several megabytes !  
Each time 由e Tao-岱ang Project needed to sort its data， 由e entire computer facility 
was blocked for part of the day. First the resul臼 were compiled on printouts 由at
soon invaded all the available space of our small working room. Later 由ey were 
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proc臼sed on microfiches. 咀1e data were entered in pinyin transcription， as Chinese 
character codes were not available at 由e time. Mrs. Irène Schaeffer， 由e secret缸y of
the Paris working group， d.id much for 由e org缸1ization and the advancement of the 
work. Thanks to her effons， most of the texts had been indexed and processed after 
two y曰"- U1c data bank， with itp inevitable shortcomings， proved a workable and 
efficient t∞I for the "internal textual criticism" 由at had become our fundamental 
me由odology.

Other important research aids were produced in 由e meantime. Th缸虫s to 由E
labors of Kwong Hing F∞n， 由e Yunji 何ian index 由at I had begun in Taiw皿 was
位1a11y completed 皿d copied out in her in1peccable caIligraphy for offset reproduction. 
John Lagerwey contributed a most usefu1 study on 由e sources of the great encyclope
d.ia. η1e first volume of the Index du Yunji q勾ian appeared in 1981 and the second in 
1982 at 由e Ecole Française d'Extrême-Orient. Professor Piet v四 der Loon prepared 
a critical bibliography of aIl Taoist works Iisted in 由e catalogues of the Song period. 
He added a study of his sources 四d of the history of the Song and Yuan canons. His 
TtUJist books in the 1伽-aries ofthe Song constituted not only a great contribution to 由c
Tao-tsang P叫ect but a1so a model for aIl future bibliographical undertakings of this 
kind. 

As a guideline for 由e writing of the articles it was recommended 由at authors 
concentrate on 由e date， the author， the nature and the historical context of the work. 
AI由ough fUU evidence of bibliographical and historical findings were to be included， 
由e articles were to be as succinct as possible， normally not more 由皿 one type-written 
page. A description of the contents was a1so to be included， but， 唔扭1， limited: no 
"tables of contents"! We kept fast to the idea 由at we should ain1 to say 由e first word 
about a given text， not the last. Regular meetings took place within the working 
groups where 由e contributions were d.isrussed and， as necess缸y， amended. 

The Tao-臼四g Projeα a1so maintained contacts with researchers in 由e Far East. 
In 叩79 I visited the Institute of World Religions of the Chinese Academy of Social 
Sciences and made a presentation of the project. The next ye缸" Mrs. Wu Shouju 吴
受踞 ofthat institute came to P红is， 由缸虫s to a scholarship of the French MinistIγ of 
Foreign Affairs. She participated in 由e working groups and workshops and was given 
fu1l access to the research materials of the pr'叮cα available at 由at time. Mrs. Wu's ex
perience， as well as the materials， proved to be useful for the work on 由eD，刷础，锣 tiyao
道 藏 提 要 由at started in 1981 at the Institute ofWorld Religions， under the d.irection 
of Professor Ren Ji归 任梅愈 .

Contact was a1so maintained with the Japanese Taoist scholars， especially with 
professor F山山 Fumimasa 福 井 文 雅 of Waseda Universi可. Thanks to his untiring 
support， two workshops were org:u咀zed， one in Paris and one in J apan. η1e topics of 
由e workshops were not d.irectly related to 由e Tao-ts皿g Project， but at each occasion 
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reports on the work in progress were presented and discussed. By 由e time 由e "Ad
ditional A，αlVl旷 ofthe European Science Foundation and support of the Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft came to an end in 1983， the project had advanced remarkably 
well . τhe data bank covered 由e most relevant portions of the canon， several important 
studies and working tools had been published， and， last but not least， almost 1 ，000 
articles had been written. Nevertheless， the work was far from finishcd. M皿y articles
had been revised and corrected， but m皿y others remained first drafts. Moreover， 由ey
were written in four different languages: French， German， English， and Italian. In 
order to produce a scholarly publication with adequate indexes， these articles had to 
be translated into a single language. At the final sessions of the steering committee， it 
was decided 由at the work should be presented in English. 1 was entrusted with com
pleting the work and editing it for publication. An initial deadline was set for 1993. 
Many more years proved necessary. 

The Final Stage 
A!though much had been accomplished， still more work remained to be done. 

Fortunately， many coUaborators agreed to tr皿slate their own contributions. Several 
hundred texts in thc canon， however， had found no takers， and it feU mostly to myself 
to study and write about them. 

The editing also presented a daunting challenge. In the spring of 1991， 1 was most 
fortunate to find Franciscus Verellen willing to join me in the task of editor. His con
tribution to the final stages of the writing， correαing， and editing of the manuscript 
has been immcnse. Working most of the time at different places and at different tasks， 
we had to find time in holidays and in our respective family surroundings to work 
toge由er. This ch皿ged when， in 1995-1996， we obtained feUowships at the Nether
lands Institute for Advanced Study in the Humanities and Social Sciences (NIAS) at 
Wassenaar. During 由IS 由ne we regularly worked toge由er. The entire manuscript was 
revised and great advances were made in 由e reorg皿ization of the materials. 

Indeed， one of the main priorities of the project had always been to classifY all the 
tex臼 into appropriate categories. In order to open up 由e sources ofTaoism， a new 
arr皿gement of the materials was an absolute necessity. Whatever value the classi
fication into Three Cavems， Four Supplemen岱， and Twelve Categories may have had 
historically， it was abundantly clear 由at 由is system had outlived its usefulness by 由c
time it came to be applied to 由e conten臼 ofthe Ming Daoza吻. Other criteria， such 
as the distinction between D叫la 皿d Daojiao， were also not viable. An innovative 
approach was needed. 

An overall org缸lÏzation based on historical principles， while at 由e same time in
corporating a scheme of typologi叫 classification， eme唔ed as 由e most meanin阱ll.
For 由e chronological framework， 由ree broad periods were distinguished: 
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I. From the Eastem Zhou to 由e Six Dyn臼包臼
2. Sui， Tang and Five D归asties
3. The Song， Yuan， and Ming 

This division proved significant and operable wi由 respect to the long-term evolution 
ofTaoist textual traditions. Within the periodic divisions， we introduced a scheme of 
typological classification 由at produced， to 由e extent 由at this was historically justi
fiable， a consistent pa忧em of categories across periods. 

For each period， a first distinction was made between (A) "Texts in general circula
tion" and (B) ''Texts in rcstricted circulation?' Although Taoist institutions as well 豁
出e diffusion oftexts changed in the course oftime， the ritual tradition ofinitiation and 
ordination was always maintained. Even today， Taoist scriptures continue to bc copied 

by hand and transmitted confidentially 仕om master to disciple. \Vhen a given work 
could be classified on both sides of this distinction， cross-refcrences werc supplied. 

To thc chronological and 可pological divisions we added a 由ird level of distinc
tion， 由at of the individual groups of texts in each major subdivision. Choosing thcsc 
groups and sorting the texts into each of them involved a long period of trial and error. 
We were not guided by any dogmatic conception but aimed to approach thc problem 
cmpirically 皿d to let the texts speak for thcmselvcs. It became clear 由at within the 
categ。可 of texts in general circulation， a classification according to subject was 由c
most appropriate， whereas for those in restricted circulation， the diffcrent traditions， 
movements， schools， and orders to which the tex岱 belonged o陡red 由e most suitable 
framework. Eventually， appropriate slots for almost all texts were found. Thc groups 
wc比 arranged as systematically as possible， facilitating 由e survey of a given branch 
ofTaoist literature from one period to another. For most of the final groupings， short 
introductions have been added， explaining thcir rationale and composition. 

ηle majority of choices， whether wi由 reg缸d to conceptual categories or to the 
placement of specific texts within thcm， should bc unproblcmatic. Yct some w山
undoubtcdly cause surprise or raise objections. 1 can say only 由at certain decisions， 
such as classifying 由e Zhouyi can切吻 qi as a Tang work or the Zhenyuan 真 元 texts as 
Ming， have not been takcn lightly. In thc case ofhybrid tex臼 由at contain old material 
toge由er wl由 later additions and alterations， a form of arbitration had to be adopted. 
\Vhen the additions and modifications significantly affeαed 由c nature of thc tcxt， 出c
later datc was chosen. 1n cases where the subsequent changes could be considered 
minor (taboo characters， secondary glosses)， the earlier date was maintained. Thesc 
decisions involved much time and deliberation. 

During 由e final stage， the editors were joined by a number of new contributors: 
Dr. Vincent Goossaert (CNRS)， Dr. Jan Dc Mcyer (Leiden)， 皿d Dr. Yuan Bingling 
袁 冰 凌 (Leiden and Fuzhou) wrote anicles and introductions. On 由e editorial level， 
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Mrs. Shurn Wing Fong 岑 掠 芳 ， Mrs. F皿g Ling 方 蹄 ， 四d Mr. Pierre Marsone con
tributed greatly to the work of correcting 由e manuscript and comple由19 the bibli
ography and biographical notices. Special mention m山t be made of the contribution 
of Feng Congde 封徙德， who wrote a computer progr缸n for the conversion of the 
Wade-Giles romanization system into Pin泸n and supervised 由e electronic en町r of 
由e Chinese characters. 

The preparation of the final manuscript was entirely coordinated by Fr皿ClSCUS
Verellen. He also resolved the problem of forrnatting the text and directed the revisions 
of the drafts and 由e compilation of the bibliographic 皿d biographical sections. 

New Perspectives 
In the meantirne， work continued in other plac口. Dr. Judith Magee Boltz set out 

in 1981 to study the Taoist canon， paying special attention to post-11皿g literature. This 
focus led her to read and analyze some 300 Song， Yuan， and Ming texts and collec
tions. Her remarkable study A survey ofTtUJist literatureJ tenth 印 s{;IJenteenth centu仰5
presen岱 and discusses much of the historical， hagiographic， and literary materials from 
由自e periods 皿d plac臼 them in 由eir cultural context. Other young scholars in the 
United States also have turned to Taoist studies， setting a new trend in the American 
sinological environment. 

Scholarly progress also continued in J apan. ThaI虫s to 由e pioneering work of the 
great Japanese scholars， interest in Taoism grew rapidly， 因pecially after World W:缸 II.
咀le Dõkyõ Gakkai 道教肇舍 becarne one of the prominent leamed societies in 由c
field of Chinese 皿d J apanese studi臼. Its jo町nal， 由e 1ì耐'õshükyõ 柬 方宗教J has pub
lished many important conrributions to 由e field. Excellent monographs， especially on 
Six Dynasties Taoism， have been produced in the research center of Kyoto， toge由er
with valuable research 也缸， such as 由e Concord皿ce on 由 Zhen垃'aoJ Shinkõ sakuin 
真 话索 引 ， by Professor Mugitani 且lillO 萎谷邦夫 . Great efforts were also made 
to introduce Taoist studies to a wider public. These efforts resulted in the success
ful 由ree-vol山ne encyclopedic work DõkyõJ which presented 由e state of the art to 

nonspecialists and included for 由e first time， next to historical studies， reports on 由c
living liturgical tradition. This work was s∞n translated into Chinese and has exerted 
a considerable influence. 

In China， the recent progr臼s in Taoist studies has been great. The Daoza吻 均m
道 藏 提 要 appe红ed in 1991. lt was the work of young Taoist scholars of the Institute 
of Religions of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. Apart from the above-men
tioned Wu Shouju， these scholars included Chen Bing 隙 兵 ， Wang Ka 王 卡 ， Zhu 
Yueli 朱 越 利 ， and others， under the guid皿ce of Professors Ren Ji严 任耀愈 and
Zhong Zhaopeng 锺肇鹏. Taking into account 由e di血cult conditions and the tight 
schedule for 由e writing of this work， it is a great accomplishment. 
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This research on 由e contents of the canon proved to be a powerful incentive for 
further initiatives. The Daoza1锣 was reprinted， 由is time not 仕om 由e 1926 Hanfen 
lou reproduction， but from the original Ming copies prese凹ed in China.ll4 The new 
reprint proved to be a great succ臼s. 1n its wak.e， Professor Chen Yaoting 隙耀庭 of
由e Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences published two series ofTaoist texts 由at had

not previously been part of the canon， under the title of Za咿阻明 白oshu 藏外道喜 IlS
Other important texts were published in modem typeset editions. Taoist diαlonanes 
皿d studi白， too many to be enumerated here also appeared. The Taoist Association of 
China (Zhongguo Daojiao xieh山 中 国 道 教 路 舍 ) has undertak.en the compilation of 
a new Taoist canon， to be called Zhonghua 句Oza1切 中 辈道藏 .

Meanwhile， at Peking Universi町� Professor Tang Yijie 渴 一 介 created the Center 
for Research on 1￥oism (Daojiao y皿jiu shi 道 教 研 究 室 ). This development was fol
lowed by Professor Chen Guying 隙鼓膺， who stimulated research on the classical 
I运oist texts wi由 his new editions and commentaries and with the publication of the 
scholarly joumal D呵iia wenhωya可zu 道家文化研究

The other import皿t center ofTaoist studies in China is Chengdu. 咀lere， at Sich
uan University as well 豁 出e Sichuan Academy of Social Sciences， m血y scholars work 
under the gl且d皿ce of Professor Qing Xitai 卿 希 泰 . After a nunlber of provisional 
publications， his complete History of Chinese Taoism (Zh01彻例 加够仰 版 中 圄道
教 史 ) in four volumes has recently been completed. Here， 阳， we may say 由at， as a 
first complete historical study， it is a true achievement. The Sichuan center publishes 
the journal Z01切·仰 xueyan}tu 宗教肇研究.

In Taiwan， Professor Li Fengmao 李 暨桥 of the Academia Sinica has launched 
an ambitious program for 由e digitalization of the entire Ming canon. Not only the 
texts w山 be entered on computer 血e， but also all diagrams， talismans， and illustra
tions. Much research is being done to overcome the technical challenges of 由is vast 
proJeα. 

并 争导 并

One century ago， Taoism was threatened with death. The society in which it lived and 
由at it informed to a f:缸 greater degree 由皿 has been generally assumed w笛 rapidly
disintegrating. 1t had， indeed， for the greater part， ceased to exist. Its temples 扭d
monasteries had been expropriated or destroyed， its scriptural legacy was on the brink 
of being irrevocably lost. One hundred years ago， no scholar had yet undertak.en any 
serious study ofTaoism's history and literature. Today， Taoism revives. Although st出

I34. Jointly published by 由e Wenwu chuban she 文 物 出 版社， me Shanghai shudian 上海
菁店， and 由e Tianjin guji chuban she 天 津 古 籍 出 版 社 .

I35. Compiled by Hu Daojing 胡道静 et al. 
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far from its former glory， it is not likely that it w山 encounter in 由e near future 由C

kind of crises it has weathered in the past. We may expeα wl由 some con且dence 由at

Taoism will regain a new lease of vitalit民 pur温ed and sttengthened by its ord臼h

h 也is renaissance， the work of scholars has its modest place. We have always felt 

it to be a gr'臼t privilege to study 由臼e important materials and explore 由eir mωung

for the history of the h山n四 spirit. To be s田'e， 由e r，臼叫臼 of our labors are far 仕om

严rfect 皿.d w诅 invite many coπ配tions. We hope 由at 由臼e may be forthcoming， 姐d

由at other studies w山 s∞n improve on the work presented in 由臼e volum臼.



p art 1 
Easter11 Z11011 to Six DV11asties 





1 .A Texts in General Circulation 

This section contains the works of ancient Taoist philosophers or those who were 
assigned to 由is school by tradition. Foremost among 出口e works is the Laozi or Daode 
ji咐r， which was canonized as a classic (f吻 程 ) probably in the early Han period (206 
B .C.-A.D. 220). 

Later， the Daode ji吻� also known as the Text in Five Thousand Characters (Wuqian 
m 五 千 丈 )， became 由e fundamental scripture of Heavenly Master Taoism which 
tr皿srnitted it alongside with the xi皿g'er 想雨 commentary. The transmission of the 
Text in Five Thousand Characters constituted a distinct degree in the hierarchy of 
ordination grades as officially established during the No时lem Zhou d归asty (557-581) 
(see lu8 W阳hang biy.刷 37 for 由e corresponding transmission ritual). Later， with the 
division into Seven Parts (qibu 七 部 ) by WAN G  YAN ， 由e Daode jing and its canonical 
commentaries constituted 由e Tawωn bu (see 1238 Chuamho叨叨.盯i 动ujue for the 
ordination ritual corresponding to the ranks of disciple ofthe Golden Button [jinniu 
dizi 金 姐 弟 子 ] and of master of the Rites of Divine High M yste可 [taishangg.翩翩翩
户rhi 太 上 高 五 法 肺 ]. ln 由e Ming canon， 由e Daode j吻 皿d o由er philosophical 
scriptures made up 由e core of the Dongshen bu (see general introduction). 

币le mco甲oration of philosophical works of the preimpe口al period into the 1泣。
ist canon has been a controversial issue. τhe Zhua1叨zi， although not a ji:咽 before
由e eigh由 century A.D . ，  was very influential in Han Taoism and later， and 出us its 
inclusion c皿 be j山tified. The San1e obtains for 由e Liezi 列 子 and such later Taoist 
philosophical texts as the 防仰 文 子 ， 出e Hωinan zi 淮 南 子 ， and so on. However， 
the Ming canon also contains the Mozi 墨 子 ， the Han Fei zi 髓 # 子 ， 出e Gongsun 
Long zi 公 踩 穗 子 ， and others. There is evidence 由at 由e Mozi goes back to a copy in 
由e Song c皿on (see Wu Yuji皿g， Mozi jiaozhu). 

ln incorporating these texts， 由e compilers of the Ming canon continued a well
established tradition 由at goes back to the above-mentioned WAN G  YAN .  HisXuandu 
jiψmu catalogue was presented to the throne in 570， and it contained a great number 
of philosophical tex臼 (zhuzi lun 藉 子 揄 ). ln hisXiao缸。 lun (9.153b)， Zhen Luan criti
cizes the fact that the canon contained the Han Fei zi， the Huainan zi， 由e Taw仰}t1移
太 玄 钮 ， 由e Yilin 易 林 ， and 由e HuangdiJÏ1锣uz 黄 帝 金 匮 ， all works still present in 
由e Ming canon. Among the works now lost but cited by Zhen Luan as incorporated 
into the Northem Zhou canon are the oracle manuals Liamhan j重 山 and Guiza吻
前 藏 . lnterestingly enough， even 由e Me1纫.zz 孟 子 was considered to be a Taoist 
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canon (see CGF 108). The col1ection ofTaoist books under the Northern Zhou was 
undertak.en against 由e background of the Buddhist and Taoist controversies of the 
time. It would appear 丘om 由e above-mentioned evidence 由at 由e compilers 也med
at defining Taoism as 由e way of thought and ritual in ancient China， reprl臼enting all 
those traditions of Chinese 由ought 由at were not explicitly Confucian (由e Me吻.ZZ
became recognized as a fundamental Confucian scripture only in Song times) .  

Later， the editors of the Siku quanshu echoed Zhen Luan's indignation， when 
discussing 由e contents of the Ming canon in their article concerning the Daoza吻
mulu x叨叨wu by Bo Yunji . 叽That 由ey 皿d m皿y Qing scholars wi由 them failed to 
acknowledge， was 由at without the Daoza吻 many precious philosophical tex岱 (such
as 由e Moz毛 出e Gongsun μ叨 刃:， and o由ers) would have been irretrievably lost. 

The Ming canon contains a number of philosophical texts in plain， un-annotated 
versions， presented as Fundamental Scriptur臼 (benwen 本 文 ). These are 由e L刷'zi and 
由e Zhua吻'zi. Other 皿cient philosophic texts， such as 由e ß切ZZ， 缸.e represented by 
annotated versions of a later date only. These works 红e discussed under 由e period 
when their commentaries were written. 1n 由is chapter 由ey 红.e only listed， with the 
indication as to where the relevant article c皿 be found. 

1 .A. l Philosophy 

l .A. l.a Texts 

Daode zhenjing 道 德 舆 幢
2 JU皿
Attributed to Laozi 老子 (traditional date six由 century B.C. ) ; Warring States 

(475-221 B.C. ) 
664 (fasc. 346) 
叮he True Scripture of the Way and 1ts Virtue." This is 由e book of Laozi as Fun

damental Scripture (benwen 本 文 )， without comment缸y. Sima Qian， in his biography 
ofLaozi， speaks already ofLaozi's book "in two p红白， expounding 由e meaning of the 
Way 皿d Its Virtue， in some five thousand words 著 喜 上 下 篇 ， 言 道 德 之 意 ， 五 千 富余

言 " (Shijï 63 .2141). 咀1anks to 由e manuscnp臼 found at Mawang dui (see 665 Daode 
JZψguben pian)， we know 由at 由e present division into two parts and the title of 
The Book of the Way 皿d its Virtue was already current at 由e beginning of the H皿
dynasty (206 B.C.-A.D.  220). The present version is， moreover， divided in zha1级lu 章
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句 chapters amounting to 由e s严nbo1ic number of eighty-one， an arrangement 由at
probab1y dates from the Later H皿 period (A. D. 25-220). The titles of these chapters 
correspond to those of the HESHANG G ON G  commentary (see 682 Daode zhenji7移
动u). The word zhen (位ue) in the title of the pr口ent version became current in Tang 
times (618-907). Part of由e original text ( 1 .8ι10 b) has been 10st， and 由e nussmg pas
sages have been rep1aced with the corresponding ones of 665 Daode ji吻gubenpian.

Recent research p1aces 由e date of Laozi's book in the fourth century B.C . ，  during 
the Warring States period， but some parts of the text may well be older， considering 
由e vocabulary 皿d由e rh归E臼 used. The Mawang dui versions show already disp1aced 
and coπupt passages. The division of the book into two par臼， on Tao and De， on 
onto1ogy and strate町， is not clear1y evident in the r臼pec口ve contents， whi1e the divi
sion into eighty-one chapters mak.es the text appear as a series of separate axiomatic 
statemen臼. Doing away with this division， and reading the text as a continuous dis
course， allows one to deterrnine a few instances where formerly separated parts might 
be linked. The book as a who1e， however， does not read as a systematically developed 
ar驴lffient. It must have been from 由e beginning a collection of short axiomatically 
paradoxical texts， compiled without partiαl1ar order. The original number of these 
texts is di血cult to assess. There may have been fifty-five (see 1177 Han Fei zi) or sev
enty-two (see 句'3 Daode zhenji吻 zhig叽 preface， 4b) before 由e present division into 
eighty-one. 

Al由ough 由e exaα p1ace of Laozi's book in Taoist tradition has been， and will 
continue to be， a much debated issue， i臼 dominant position since antiq山ty is clear. 
Indeed， the book deals with the m句or topics ofTaoism wi由 a dep由 皿d insight 由at
have earned it 由e p1ace of the religio的 foremost scripture. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Chan Wing-町， The 阳ry ofLao Tzuj Henri巾， 吼e M灿aw阳皿g酬dω山 口ma旧a皿nu

Ka且rlgre目renαen叽1飞， 田叮The p严oetical p缸臼 in Lao-臼国I俨";汕Luωo G仕c田忘叽， ed. Gushi pian +; Ma Xulun， Laozi jiao

gUj Wang Zhongmin， Laozi kaoj Yan Lingfeng， Zhongwai Laozi zhushu muluj Yan Lingf吨，
Mawa1移 dui boshuj Xu Fuguan， "Boshu Laozi." 

Daode jing guben pian 道 德 陋 古 本 篇
2 JU皿
Edited by Fu Yi 傅 奕 (555-639)

665 (fasc. 346) 

Kristofer S命ipper

''Ancient Recension of the Book of the Way and Its Virtue产 This is the p1ain text 
of the LaoziJ without commentary， based on a manuscript discovered in A.D.  574 at 
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Pengcheng 彭 城 (X皿hou， Ji皿gsu)， in the tomb of a concubine of Xiang Yu 项羽
(233-202 B . C . ) . See 770 Hu印刷 she吻i 3 .20a. 币le date as well as 由e stylistic charac
teristics of the present text establish a relationship with the man山cnp臼 of the ÚUJzi 
found in 1973 in Han tomb no. 3 at Mawang d山 ne缸 Changsha (Hunan). The division 
into aD刷1jJian 道篇 and a Depian 德篇 may therefore well correspond to the original 
arr皿gement of the text， while the 町皿gement into eighty-one chapters， according 
to the so-called Hesha吻gong zha嘲仰:， as well 豁 出e indications on the number of 
characters in each chapter are probably of Fu Yi's own devising. 

The pr臼ent text contains 5，556 characters， almost 300 more 由皿 由e HESHANG 
G ONG cornmentary version of 682 Daode zhenji吻 zhu， which has 5，274. None of these 
numbers corr，口pond to 由e indications supposedly given by Fu yi on the versions he 
exan1ined in his time: 5，722 characters for 由e m皿uscript found at Pengcheng， 5，683 
or 5，610 for the WAN G  BI comment缸γ version， and 5，555 or 5，590 for 由e HESHANG 
GONG commentary version (770 Hunyt-ωn she咆1}i 3 .20a). The present text， however， 
shows greater a.ffiniti白 白 白e ext皿t WANG BI edition 由皿 to 由at attributed to 
HESHANG GONG.  

B I B L I O G RAPI王Y

Chen Guying， Lao Z加吻 xinlun; Xu Fugu扭， "Boshu Laozi." 

Nanhua zhenjing 南 草 翼 醒
5 )U皿

Kris时'èr Sch仰w

Attributed to Zhu四g Zhou 旺 周 (second half of the four由 cenn町 B . C . ) and 
his followers 
的o (fasc. 349-351 ) 
"True Canon of the Southern Florescence." This is 皿 unannotated edition of the 

Zhuangzi， under the canonical title bestowed on it by Emperor Xuanzong in 7-ρ. This 
edition is part of a series， comprising also the Guanyin zi (667 Wusha吻 miao，动w wenshi
zhe吵ψ)， 由e Liezi (ω Chongxu 劝你 zhe吵吻)， and the Gengsa吻 zi (6印 Dongling
zhenjiψ). Each of these editions has a preface 皿d a ponrait of the sage in qu臼tion.
The origin of this small collection of the four Taoist authors canonized by Xu缸1ZOng
is unknown. Sparse indications in 由e di佳rent prefaces mak.e it appear later 由an 由E
Song period. The preface of the present Nanhua zhenji吻 is mostly abstracted from 
Zhuang Zhou's biography in 由e Shiji. The division into five ju皿 does not respect 由c
aπangement into inner， outer， and miscellaneous chapters. 

Zhuang Zhou was a southerner， 由at is， he came from the region south of the Yel
low River. His native place， according to 由e sparse information we have 仕om 由c
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Shijï and a few other records， appears to have been the township of Meng， a place 
near the present town of Shangqiu in Henan province， in a region at 由e intersectÏon 
of Sh皿dong， Jiangsu， and Anh山 pro叽虹口. It was part of the ancient state of Song， 
and Zhuang Zhou is 0丘en referred to as a man of Song. A丘er 由e fall of Song in 286 
B .C . ，  the region fell into the hands of other principalities， including Chu. As a result， 
Zhuang Zhou is also known as a native of Chu. 

The dates of Zhuang Zhou are tentati时， but most scholars agree wi由 由e affir
mation in the Shiji 由at he lived during the times of 且ng H山 惠 of Wei 魏 (r. ca. 

369-325). He was also invited to 由e court of King Wei 威 ofChu 楚 (r. ca. 339-328). 
The exaα dates of these King s are still under discussion， butgrosso modo 由IS means 
由at Zhuang Zhou was active during the second half of the fourth century. Liu Xiao
gan gives his dates tentatively as 369-286 B .C .  (Liu， G阳ifyi咿 the Zhuangzi chapters， 
41) which would make Zhuang Zhou a contemporary ofMengzi 孟子 (tentative dates 
372-289). 

According to the Sh你 由e book of Zhuangzi arnounted to more 由an 100，000 
characters. The Han shu， "Yiwen zhi;' 30.1730 lists the Zhuangzi as h町ing fifty-two 
chapters (pian 篇 )， comprising seven inner， twenty-eight outer， fourteen miscella
neous， and three additional chapters with "expl皿ations" (jieshuo 解就). 咀le present 
edition of the Zhuangzi has only 70，000 characters， and 由e outer 皿d miscellaneous 
chapters number， respectÏvel队 fifteen 皿d eleven; no trace remains of 由e "explana
tions." The Shiji mentions explicitly 由e chapters "Yo曲1，" "Daozhi;' and "Quqie;' 
which occupy today the position of chapters 笋， 却 (miscellaneo山 chapters， zapian 黯
篇 ) 扭d IO (outer chapters， 仰伊tan 外 篇 ).

Guo XIANG (d. 312) is generally regarded as the editor of today's version in 
thirty-three chapters. According to his preface (see Guo Qingf四， Zhua吻zij;仿hi)， he 
considered sizeable parts of the work spurious or superfluo山 and therefore discarded 
由em. Problematically， virtually none of the discarded texts have survived elsewhere. 

卫lere is a general consens山 for ascribing 由e seven so-called inner chapters (neipian 
内 篇 ) to the author. These stand apart from the others in language， style， and vocabu
lary. They also have distinct three-character 由les， enunciating what may be considered 
to be their main themes (e.g.， "Xiaoyao you;' Free and easy wandering)， whereas 
the other chapters (wi由 the exception of chapters 28 to 31) 缸e simply named a丘er
their opening words. The dis由1∞ven口s and comparatively earlier date for the inner 
chapters have been demonstrated by Liu Xiaogan. Liu's argunlents are based on 由c
vocabulary of the inner chapters and on 由e more circumstantial， but evident， fact 由at
much of the text in the other chapters consists of explanations and developmen臼 of
writings contained in the inner chapters. 

The dating of the outer and mÏscellaneous chapters is far more problematic. The 
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general opinion， notably voiced by Graham， is 出at 由ey come from different periods， 
the latest， such 豁 出c 叮山1XÍa" chapter ( 33) being early Han (206 B .C.-A.D.  220). 
Some sets of chapters， such as 由e above-mentioned series of 28 to 31， 缸e disringuished 
by thematic， two-character titles. Graham thinks these chapters come 丘om a different 
school of thought， 出at of the hedonist Y;四g Zhu 榻 朱 . Liu Xiaogan considers such 
an ass山nption 山mec臼sary. The book of Zhuangzi is quoted extensively in 由e Lüshi
chunqiu 吕 氏 春 秋 (compiled ca. 239 B .C . ) ， in such a way 由at suggests it had found 
its definitive shape by 由at time. 

In spite of the long period during which the text of the book was written (rough1y 
between 340 B .C .  andA.D . 抖。)， there is a great coherence and unity of thought in the 
entire work， even if the influence of other schools of thought is very much in evidence 
m 由e later chapters. These chapters do， however， refer time 皿d ag组n to passag口
in the inner chapters， which does convey 由c lmprESSion 由at par臼 ofthe outer and 
miscellaneous chapters 红e equally old (this cross-referencing has inspired Gra1回到 to
supplement 由e text of the inner chapters with exce甲ts from the 0由ers).

We may conc1ude 由at 由e Zhua1纫zi is the recipient ofthe writings of a sing1e tradi
tion， 由at it was constitutive of the way of thought 由at later came to be ca11ed Taoist 
and that the older and the newer parts toge由er 缸e repr口entative of the evolution 
of this 由ought during 由e centu可 由at preceded 由e hegemony of Legalism and 由c
united empire (由ird centu可 B.C.).

Taking this into consideration， we may say 血剑 出e Zhua吻zi displays a marked 
absence of political thought， at least in the inner chapters. τhis absence contrasts 
Wl由 all contemporary schools， wi由 the exception of the Logicians (mi吻iia 名 家 ).
The relationship with the latter school is evident， but also of a controversial nature. 
The Zhuangzi is truiy philosophical inasmuch as its object of inv臼tigation is h山nan
knowledge and its relationship to cognition in all its forms. Zhuang Zhou's episte
mology g∞s farther 由四 most observers have noted. Most striking is his treatment 
of m同1OIogy and religion. The m严hical fish and bird (由e iconography of bo由 IS
pr臼ent on W;缸ring States bronzes) are compared wi由 ordinary animals and found 
lacking: too cumbersome! When Laozi sits in meditation with unfastened hair， this 
is not in conformity with a ritual prescription， but "because he had j山t bathed" 皿d
needed to let his hair dry. Through bodily exercises of 由e "nunuring life" kind， old 
Pengzu 彭 祖 lived on1y 800 years: what a pity! Humor is Zhuang Zhou's foremost 
maieutic tool. 

The treatIηent the Zhuangzi gives to logic is most remarkable: in the famous 
"Discussion on 由e Equality of Things:' the discourse of logic is used to su甲ass
causa1ity 皿d open 由e way to total understanding， which can be reached through 
intuition or through dream and tr皿ce statl口. Here Zhuang Zhou proceeds 丘om 由c
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bac地round of what may be called Chinese shamanism toward universal mysticism. 
M ystical tru由 (zhen 翼 ) is innate， familiar yet 山水nowable. The opposition between 
由is inward knowledge of the Taoist and the outward projected k.nowledge of the 
sharnan-portrayed respectively as Master Gourd and as Wuxian 由e great shaman 
of antiq山町， in the seventh chapter， "Rejoining the Supreme Ruler"一山山trates 由IS
mystical approach to k.nowledge. Although the very disciple of Master Gourd finds 
由e two "ways" di伍cult to distinguish， 由e Master confounds the shaman， because 
the latter is limited to 由e phenomenal world， whereas the Gourd incapacitates 由c
original chaos. Here 由e message of the Zhua咿'zi is truly 1￥oist. 

咀le Z，加angzi is no doubt one of the most penetrating and beautiful books writ
ten in Chinese and also one of the masterworks of world literature. Its influence on 
Chinese culture一四d on Far Eastern culture in general-has been profound， not only 
on 1注oism but on Confucianism and Buddhism as weU. Having been canonized as a 
"classic" only in the eigh由 century， 由e Zhua1纫'zi did not suffer from undue exegetical 
scholasticism: every reader could approach its message unencumbered by consider
ations of orthodo呵" hence the vast array of different commentaries. The Daoza吻 of
the Ming features more 由an ten editions of these. 

The Zhua1纫刃's influence on eve町 part ofTaoism has been considerable. We find al
lusions to and quotations 仕om 由e Zhuangzi in 臼rly works ofTending Life practices， 
m 由e poems of the 1016 Zhen�ao， and in 由e hyrnns of the Lingbao canon. 

B I B LIOGRAPHY 

Chen Guyi吨， Lao Z，仇ωng xinlunj Grah町， Chua1切-tzu; Liu Xiaogan， ZJn仰伊i zhexueji 

qi yanbianj Liu Xiaog凹， C阳'SifJi吻 the Zhua咽zi ch哼tersj Schipper， Zhua咽 Zij Tan Shibao， 

"D山由uang wenshu Nanhua zhenjing. 

Krisu卢r Schipper

Tongxuan zhenji，叨 通 立 翼 幢
12 Juan 
746 (fasc. 520-522) 
"True Scripture ofCommunion with Mystery产 This text corresponds to 由e Taoist

philosophical work ß切zi. It is present in the Daozang with the commentary by Xu 
Lin阱l 徐噩府 (ca. 809-815)， and the article is therefore listed in part 2.A.r .a. 
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Chongxu zhide zhenjing 冲 虚 至 德 翼 幢
3 Juan 
Attributed to Lie Yukou 列 繁 寇 (early fo山由 century)
668 (fasc. 348) 
''True Scripture of the Void and Supreme Vinue." The philosophical work Liezi 列

子 has been known under 由is title since 1007. It had previo山ly been granted the title 
Cho吻'XU zhe吵吻 in 742 Uiu Tang shu 24.926; Songchao da zhaoli，锣ji 135 -1a) .  

列
宁

F I G U RE I .  Liezi (668 la). Ming 

reprint of 1598. Courtesy of 
由e Bibliothèque nationale de 

Fr皿cc (Chinois 9546/663) 

Yin Wen zi 尹 文 子
2 Juan 

According to Grah缸口's study， 由e work's textual 
history is as follows: A Liezi in eight pian 篇 ， first 
mentioned in the bibliographic chapters of the Han 
shu 30.1730， was listed as lost at an early date. Liu 
Xiang's 割 向 (ca. 77-76 B .C . )  memorial presenting 
the collated text， however， is preserved. In the first half 
of the founh century， a LieziJ 由e contents of which fìt 
Liu Xiang's description， was written， probably by 由c
grandfather or fa由er of Zh皿g Zhan 强 温 (且 370).
Zhang Zhan was 由e first to write a commentary on 
由is text. In the preface to his commentary， Zhang de
scribes the rransrnission of the work (cf. 732 Chongxu 
zhide zhe叼iing sijie; for a s山nma可 and analysis of 
this preface， see Graham， "Date and composition，" 
I件 的.

The present edition contains interspersed phone口c
annotations and is preceded by an illustrated briefbiog
raphy of Liezi (fìg. 1 ; 仕om 163 Xuanyuan shizi tu). 

B IBLIOG RAPH Y 

Graham， "The date and composition of the Liehtz判代

Graham， The book of Lieh-tzu. 

Hans-Hermann Schmidt 

Attributed to Yin Wen 尹 文 (second half of the fi丘h century B . C . )  
1 173 (fasc. 840) 
"Book of the Philosopher Yin Wen丁， This book is mentioned， as comprising one 

chapter， in 由e section on logicians (mi吻M 名 家 ) of the bibliographical treatise in 
Han shu 30.1736. Yin Wen is said to have lived and taught at the famous Jixia academy 
at Qi during the reign of Duke Huan (牛另一405 B . C . ) 皿d to have known Gongsun 
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Iρng zl 公 探 髓 子 .TheDaoza1锣 edition has a preface by a certain Mr. Zhongchang l'中
层 氏 ofShanyang 山 隔 (in modem Shandong)， who states that he obtained由e text at 

Luoyang during 由e Huangchu era (A. D .  220-226) and edited it in two juan. Several 

scholars have pointed out that 由IS m山t be Zhongch皿g Tong 仲 晨 航 ， a scholar of 
the late Han who carne from Shany:皿g.The latter fi思rre， however， died in A. D. 220. 

咀le authors of the Siku quanshu zongmu 吵刷 c1assified the work under "Eclectics" 

(均iia 雅 家 ) and identified its contents as a mixture of Hua咆-Lao Taoism and J句Ita
法 家 legalism. They did not expr口s serious doubts as to its au由enticity. Modern 

schol红ship has been less generous. Not only is 由e history of the transmission of the 

text full of contradictions， but the text itself is shallow and facile and manifestly draws 

on later works， such as certain passag臼from由eZhua咽'zi. By general consensus， 出E

present text is a late forgery. 

Mozi 墨 子
1 5  Juan 
By Mo Di 墨 霍 (active late 且缸1 century B . C . )  and his foUowers 

1176 (fasc. 843-845) 

Km切ifer Schipper 

The Daoza吻edition of the Mozi comprises seventy-one chapters. Eighteen have 

been lost. This is nevertheless the most complete version of the writings of Mo Di and 

his school 由at has come down to us. All modem editions are based on it. 

Bi Yuan has remarked (Mozi zhu I.la) 由at 由e Daoza吻edition observes the taboo 

on the character kuang 匡 m 由e personal name of Song emperor Taizu. The pres
ent edition therefore appears to be based on a Song version and may have originaUy 

formed part of the 刀angong baozang. 
The text has no annotation. It is divided into chapters as follows: juan 1， chapters 

I to 7， contains short sayings by Mozi and dialogues on a great variety of topics; juan 

2 to 9 contain the由irty-nine famous Essays， each topic being covered by由ree succes

sive chapters; juan 10 and 11 contain the chapters on Mohist logic (40-45; chapter 46 
is fonnd at the end of juan II but belongs to由e next category) ; ju皿 12 and 13 contain 

the dialogues， in Lunyu style， between Mo Di and his disciples， comprising chapters 
46 (in juan 11) to 51; juan 14 and 15 contain the so-caUed military chapters. 

A discussion as to由e au由enticity and dating of the Mohist canon falls outside the 

scope of the present bibliography. The question由at should be raised here is why the 

Mozi was included in 由e l￥oist canon at all. S严cific reasons have been studied by 
S. Durrant. Duπ皿t quot自 由.e hagiography of Mozi in 由e Shenxian zhuan (given 
in Ta伊吻gua1级ii 5 and authenticated by a citation in 1� San伽"Ið qunxian lu 16.3a)， 

and also draws attention to the important place given to Mozi's Taoist arts in BPZ 
and elsewhere in the Shenxian zhωn. Mozi is also mentioned as an immortal in 1016 
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Zhen>gao 5.12a. All 由is would sugg'口t 由at Mozi w豁 出e object of a popular cult in 
C缸片 medieval China and had become a Taoist saint. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

D山Tant， "The problem of the inclusion of Mozi in the Daoza叨，，" appendix to "An examina

tion of textual and gr缸nmatical problems in Mozi" (Ph.D. diss.， University of Washington， 

1975). 

Han Fei zi 曾 # 子
20 Juan 
H囚 Fei 睡 :]F (d. 233 B . C. ) 
II77 (f:缸. 84-6-84-9) 

K由时èr Schipper

"Book of M aster Han Fei产 The book itself is preceded by Liu Xiang's 割 向 (ca.
77-76 B .C . ) presentation of it by way of a preface. The text found in the Daozaψ 
belongs to 由e group of editions in 他y-threepian. 1臼 so町ce is probably 由e same as 
由at of the edition printed by He Fan 何样 (1267)， which was based on 由e copy ofthe
imperial libra可. He F皿 removed the annotations 由at are preserved in 由e Daoza吻
version as well as in 由e II65 edition of Huang sanba lang 黄 三 八 即 . Reproduced in 
由e encyclopedias of the beginning of the Song (960-1279) period (TPYL， YJQQ， 
etc.)， these notes probably date from the Tang d归asty (618-907). They may be Li 
Zan's 李理 (see He F囚's preface， Han Fei zi yupi吻 睡 # 子 迂 辞 ).

The present version in 由e Daoza吻 does not correspond to 由e quotations made 
by Gu Guangqi in his Han Fei zi shiwu， published in 1816. 

An extract of the Zhu 向。 主 道 is quoted in 盯QQ I .6b (1 .I4-a-1归) between two 
commentaries on the Ltwzi. Here， the notes are presented in an abbreviated form. This 
m由esis of the notion of true power cont:扭lS如仇。 解 老 ， which may be the earliest 
ext皿t commentary on 由e Daodeji;吻·

Huangshigongsushu 黄 石 公 素 蕾
21 fols. 

Jean Lévi 

Preface and commentary by ZHANG S HANGYI N G 强 向英 ， zi Tianjue 天 暨

(I04-3-II21) 
II79 (fasc. 84-9) 
"Book of Simplicity by the Duke of the Yellow Stone产 Huangshi gong is 由c

legendary figure said to have given Zhang Liang 强 具 the Art of War by Taigong 
(Taigong bi1叹声 太 公 兵 法 ; Shiji 55.2034--35). The existence of a Sushu attributed to 
him is attested only in 由e early twe监h centu町 (VDL 14-5-4-6). Zhang's exegesis is the 
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oldest pr'口erved commenta可 to this work. The Tongzhi 68.7a lists commentaries by 
Lü HUIQING (1032-1111) 由at are otherwise unknown， except 由at 出e Zhizhai shulu 
jieti 12.361 names Lü as 由e au由or of a Sanlüe sushu jie 三 略 素 吾 解 m one Juan. 

Zhang writes in his preface 由at the Sushu is 由e very text 由at Zhang Liang received 
from Huangshi gong. During the Jin d归asty (265-420)， robbers broke into Zhang 
Li皿g's tomb and found the book in his jade headrest. According to Zhang， 由e text 
comprised 1，336 words. 

In reality， the present main text has 1，257 characters. It is identical wi由 the version in 
Shωifu 90.14b-17a. A Sushu citation in IO万Daoshu 20.4a also derives 仕om this version 
of the text (19b). 

Doubts about the au由enticity of the Sushu were expressed at 皿 early date (]un
zhai dushu zhi 1 1 .486-87; 刀thai 140.19b)， and since Ming times an increasing number 
of voices name ZHANG S HANGYING as 由e au由or of the text (e.g.， 卫咽ryu jitan 
2lb-22a). Such 矶 attribution can be neither proved nor excluded today. But consid
enng 由e period of its emergence 皿d 由e "textual histo旷， as told by Zhang， it is not 
unlikely 由at Zhang really was 由e au由or.

The text， divided into six sections， gives general recommendations for ethical con
duct (1-4) and ad礼ce for political and military governance (5-6)，  often exemplified in 
the commentary by historical even臼. A number of passages (la-3a; 同b; 2Ob) come 
from the Huangshigong sanl:倪

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Bauer， "Der Herr vom gelben Stein气 Schmídt， Die drei Strat，电lJien.

Huainan ho叨liejie 淮 南 浦烈解
28 Juan 
Commentarγ attributed to Xu Shen g午惯 (d. A.D.  124) 
1184 (fasc. 863←867) 

Hans-Hernωnn Schmidt 

"Expl四ations on 由e GreatAch即'ements by [由e Prince 0叮 Huain皿 " 卫le philo
sophical work Huainan zi was written at 由e court ofLiu An 割 安 ， prince ofHuainan 
(179-122 B .C.) ，  and was presented to 由e emperor Wu in 139 B.C.  (seeHanshu 44.2145， 
where it is called "neishu 内 喜 ，" in twenty-one pian 篇 ).

In his preface， Gao You 高 窍 provides information about the life ofLiu An and the 
work Huainan zi， which he， Gao， had received from Lu U量 [Zhi 植 ] (d. A.D. 192). In 
205， Gao began to write his commentary. Later on， eight chapters of this commentary 
were lost， and Gao made up 由e defìciency only in A. D .  212. Earlier， toward the end 
of the fìrst century， Xu Shen had written expl皿ations on 由e H:ωinan zi. Although 
only Xu Shen is named as 由e au由or of the commentary in 由e present edition， it was 
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in fact a composite work: the commentaries on ju皿 16， 1冗 18， 21， 22， 坷， 匀， 皿d 28 are 
by Xu Shen， all the others are by Gao You. 

� 皿 independent work， Gao's commentary in twenty-one ju皿 was lost by 由c
early eighth century， Xu、 (also in twent】r-one juan) by 由e late tenth centu可� Versions 
in which both commentaries were merged did， however， already exist in the seventh 
century， and by the eleventh centu可 only 由is composite kind of Huainan zi commen
t缸y was available， with the entire commentary attributed solely to either Xu or Gao. 

By subdividing seven ju四 into sha1移 上 and xia 下， 由e D刷'za，切 edition arrives 
at a total number of twenty-eight ju皿. Of all extant versions， 由is is closest to 由E
Northem Song edition reproduced in Sibu congkan 四 部 草 干Ij .

B I B L I O G RAPHY 

Ro由， TextuaJ his阳，..

Guigu zi 鬼 谷 子
3 Juan 
Attributed to Guigu zi 鬼谷 子 ; four由 centu可 B . C .
1025 (fasc. 671) 

Hans-Hermann Schmidt 

"Master of the Ghost Vale?' Tradition considers the Master of the Ghost Vale to 
have been the teacher of Su Qin 酥 秦 (d. 317 B .C . )  and Zh皿g Yi 强 懂 (d. 309 B .C . )  
and 由us declares 恤η 由e ancestor of  the school of diplomats (Zongheng jia 耀幢家)

of the Warring Stat臼 period (475-221 B . C . ) . ηle legendary philosopher i s  supposed 
to have styled himself a丘er the location of his retreat. 

The questions of the authorsrup and origin of the work transmitted under this 
name 皿d 出e presence of many parallels wi由 出e Guanzi 管子 (Guanzi to咽;u 2: 
197-202 corresponds to our text 2.33b-39a) 皿d 臼pecially 由roughollt 由e Dengxi zi 
部 析 子 have up to now remained unresolved. 

AI由ough Sht伺lUan II. la-b contains a quotation ofGu伊 Zt 由at cannot be traced， 
a book of this title was described nei由er by Liu Xiang nor by his son， nor is it listed 
in the Han shuJ "Yiwen zhi." In its table of contents， 由e Qilu 七鲸 lists two texts， to
gether totaling fìve juan， under the category "Zongheng" (Gtω吻 hongmi吻ji 3.IIOC). 
Wi由 reference to a statement in the Yue Yi 撰童 commentary 由at Su Qin wrote under 
由e pseudon严n G山gu ZI， 由e Qilu presumably attributed the authorship of G吻u zt
to Su Qin (Sh秘� Zhe叨ryi commentary in Yuhai B.21b-22a). Su Qin's works， listed in 
Han shu 30.1739 as comprising 由irty-one pian 篇 ， were in part丘t retrieved in Maw皿g

d山 ffi lη97η3 (归se臼e Maw缸皿19 dui ha皿nmu旧u boωshu z由he∞ng阱且 X沮laozu叽， Zh切'a1叨E锣，俐 z邱01咱锣he1吻z锣IJjia s，必hu创)，
but山1芷t n∞o c∞on旺叫clu阳u山lSlons a血巾bo删u山t Gωu吻4ψ锣伊'u z勿i can be drawn from 由em.

The Guigu zi really enters histo町 only after Yue Yi (of whom we merely know 
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that he carne from Lu commandery 鲁 郡 and probably lived in the fo町由 cenrury)
皿d presumably Huan阱 Mi 皇 甫 艳 阳-282) annotated 由e book. According to 
Sui shu 29.1005， bo由 versions comprised three juan. Quotations in Song shu 18.496， 
in the Zichao 子 钞 by Yu Zhongrong 庚 仲 容 (476-549) -as preserved in 1262 Yilin 
2.15b--I6b)， based on Yue Yi、 redaction一皿d in 由e Beita咱 shuchao (passim) indicate 
由e existence of a text in 由e fi丘h to early seventh centuries resembling 由e extant 
Gu切u zi， al由ough it included material 由at is now lost. 

Huan阱1 Mi's comment町� said to have existed in Japan until the ninth cenrury 
(Nihonkoku genzaisho moku仰ku 2剑， seems to be wholly lost today. Some passages 
from Yue Yi's explanations， however， which still existed in their entirety during T:皿g
times， are preserved. Frorn one passage we can conclude 由at already at the tirne of 
Huan阱 由e text contained a section titled η物 qishu 隆 符 七 俯 (Zh皿g Yanti矶
Shiji zhe吻rytytwen )11仰" 225). 

In the received text， under the heading "Benjing 泸nfu qipian 本耀 隐 符 七 篇 f wc
find concepts apparently connected with individual Taoist practices 由at are not gener
ally believed to have existed before 由E 由ird or fourth century. For Liu Zon白ru皿 相n
宗 元 (773-819) 出c ηφ 吁伊an was an even later addition to what he already consid
ered to be a forgery ("Bian Guigu zi 黯 鬼 谷 子 ;' Liu Zongyuan ji 4). The additional 
fact 由at η物 qipian contains passages borrowed frorn De吻xi zi could also indicate 
由at 由e two texts might be conternpor缸y.

In Tang tirnes， apart 仕orn the Yue Yi version and one in two juan without commen
t缸y， a cornrnentary by Yin Zhizhang 尹 知 章 (d. 71的 is listed (jiu Tang shu 27.2032). 
In addition， a conternporary of Liu Zongyuan， Yuan Ji 元冀， had written an abstract 
of thc essential ideas (zhiyao 指 要 ) of Guigu zi (see Liuγ‘Bian Guigu zi" cited above). 
Since both of these works are lost， it is not dear to which edition the citations in TPYL 
rcfcr. However， 由ey give evidcnce of a text 由at differed frorn the present version in 
length， in the use of section titl白， and in 由e cornmentary. 白le reproduction of a long 
passage frorn the Guigu zi in Zhao Rui's 趟 藉 Cha吻duanji吻 员 短 耀 (716) 3 shows， 
rnoreove民 that at that tirne the work had a section titled Q呵iepian 怯筐篇， which was 
borrowed frorn Zhuangzi (Guo Qingfan ed.， Zhua吻'ZtJ'似 4.2.342-57). The nurnber 
of subsections， including 由is section， in 由e first two juan of the Gu伊 zi would have 
been thirteen， in keeping with the information provided in a preface attributed to Yin 
Zhizhang ("Bian Guigu zi;' cornrnenta可 of Han Chun 髓 醇 ， ca. 1177). 

By 由e twe监h century二 there app红ently existed only one cornplete， cornrnentated 
version of the Gu伊 Zt m 由ee juan. According t。 由 Zh01切xi吻guange shumu (in 
刀thai 53.22a) 由is version was the work ofTAO HONGJING， ofthe Eastem Jin period 
(317-420). Curiously， 由is connection is not rnentioned in earlier records. The descrip
tion， induding the erroneo山 dating ofTAO HONGJING (456-536)， co町esponds to 
information provided by a copy of a Song manuscript 仕orn the collection of Qian 
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Zeng 锺 曾 (1629-1701). The latter is essentially 由e same 豁 出e present Daoza吻 edi
tion， though app红ently more complete. 

The present edition comprises only twelve sections in its first two juan (cf. Zho咽
Xt.a1锣'gtω吻e shumu). TheJunzhai d:侃shu zhi II.502-6 1ists 由irteen se∞ons. Both cata
logues seem to refer here to 由e still existing preface attributed to Yin Zhizh皿g， of
which， however， according to Han yiwen zhi kaozheng 闵琦， two different versions were 
in circulation. The text records， moreove民 the loss of two 0由erpian， titled Zhuanwan 
膊 丸 四d Quluan 脏 乱 The commentator remarks 由at in some versions the chapter 
Q叫化 怯 筐 仕om 由e Zhtω吻'zi was inserted in place of the two missingpian. This in
sertion， however， he dismisses as incompatible with the spirit of the Guigu zi. Accord
ing to other inte甲retations， he adds， the lost sections Zhua仰'an and Quluan were in 
reality identical wi由 the sections Be叨叨 本 扭 扭d Zho嘲iing 中 程 ofthe 由ird juan 
(see 由e Gu锣u zi， 3 . 12b and 3.24b).  The fact 由at our commentator ob呐。山ly resorts 
(2.34b) to the ']皿g annotations from a corresponding passage in Guanzi r8.2b-3a by 
no means proves Yin Zhizhang to be the author of the present commentary. On the 
other hand， it does rule TAO HONGJING out 豁 出e commentator， a hypo由αis not 
supported by either the style or 由e contents of the work. 

τh山 由e commentarγ was pres山nably written before 由e redactions known dur
mg 由e ']皿g were lost. Material for comparison 由at was still available to 由e au由or
included Yue Yi's version (cf. our text 2.归， 2.I2a， or 3 .ra with Zhang Y;皿白血， Shiji 
zhe吻ryiyiwen jij刷� 225-26). 

In 180元 Qin Enfu 秦 恩 徨 compared 由e Daoza吻 version with the above men
tioned manuscript from Qian Zeng's coUection and subsequently compiled a revised 
and completed edition of this commentary to Gu纫u zi.

B IBLIOG RAPHY 

"Bian Guigu zi 黯 鬼 谷 子 ，" in Liu Zongyuan ji 4; G叫ik.， "Kuei-lcu-t:zu"; Wong Yuk， "Lao 

Zhuang dui Gu伊 zi de zhan叭"; Xiao Den阱， Guigu zi yanjiuj Zhao Tiehan， "G山gu zi kao

bian气 Zheng Jiewen， Guigu zi da zhihuij Zheng Jiewen， "Daojia xianshi Guigu xi皿sheng jiqi

Gu锣uzi."
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Gongsun Long zi 公 摇 撞 子
3 Juan 
By Gongsun Long 公 琛 睫 (b. 498 B.C. ) ; commentary by Xie Jiang 甜梅 ; zi 
Xishen 希 深 (995-1039)
II72 (fasc. 840) 
This is 由e work of the logician Gongsun Long， in si.x chapters (pian 篇 ). The Han 

shu， ''Yiwen zhi;' 30. 1736 lists 由is work as comprising fourteen chapters; the Sui shu， 
"Jin回i zhi;' 34. 1002， while placing it among Taoist books， lists it as Shoubai lun 守 白
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揄 . However， P四g pu has argued con叫ncingly (仇'切'sun μ由!9' zi yanjiu， 51-71) that 
由e present text coπesponds to 由e complete original， despite a certain number of er
rors and interpolations (such 豁 出e opening phrases of the first chapter). 

Xie's commenta巧， endeavors to s住自S 由e Confucian values of the text and remains 
very much at 由e su白白· 币le present Daoza1锣 text forms the basis of all modern 
editions. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

?皿g Pu、 Go:咆sun Lo:咽 ziya7.可iu.
Kristofer Sch增er

Y侃i 富于
2 JU皿
Attributed to Yu Xiong 曹 熊 (legendarγ date: eleventh centu可 B.C. ) ;
conunent町 by Feng Xinggui 渔 行 硅 (presentation dated 653) 

1171 (缸c. 840)
"Book of Master Yu." This work is supposed to have been written in pre-Han 

由刮目. The Han shu， "Yiwen zhi，" giv口 a Yuzi in 22 chapters (pian 篇 ) in the section 
on "Daojia" (30.阳的， and another in nineteen chapters under "Xiaoshuo jia." Legend 
makes Master Yu a councillor of King Wen of the Zhou d归asty (r. 1099-1050 B . C . )， 
who enfeoffed Yu in Chu. He is cited in the Liezi and in Jia Yi's Xin shu 9. 15b-16a. 

The authenticity of the text as a pre-Han work is much debated. τhe present version 
IS ve可 short and is not divided into di佳rentpian. Although the text m山t， 由erefore，
be incomplete， there is no obvio山 trace of falsification. 1臼 conten臼 缸e close to 由c
subject matter of the Lüshi chunqiu 吕 氏 春 秋 and could well be the work of a later 
writer ofthe Huang-Lao school. 

ηle commentary is by 皿 otherwise unknown scholar of the early Tang who pre
sented it to the throne in 653， claiming the work had been transmÌtted in his farηily for 
many generations. τhis annotated edition is attested since 由e Tang (see VDL I68). All 
extant editions derive from the present Daoza吻 verslon.

Sunzi zhujie 摇 子 在 解
1 3  Juan 
Late eleventh or early twel丘h centu可

1180 (fasc. 850-854) 

K由切如 Schipper

"Commentaries to 由e Sunzi." This work is a collection of eleven di能rent com
mentaries to "Sunzi's Art of War" in thirteen sections. The comrnentators are Cao 
Cao 曹 操 ( 155-200) ; a certain Mr. Meng 孟 氏 (Li皿g d归asty; cf. Sui shu 34. 1012) ; 
由e Tang commentators Li Quan 李 茎 (6. 750)，  Du You 杜佑 (735-812)， Du Mu 杜
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牧 (803-852)， Chen Hao 隙 埠 ， 皿d Jia Lin 贾 林 ; as well as the Song commentators 
Mei Yaochen 梅 亮 臣 (1002-1060)， Wang xi 王雷 (fl. 1082)， He Y:缸田 何 屉 踢 ， 四d
Zhang Yu 强 南 .

The present edition does not state when or by whom the collection was compiled. 
Sun Xingy皿 砾星衍 is of the opinion (see 由e preface to Sunzi shijia zhu 踩 子 十 家
注) that this work is the same as the Shijia Sunzi huizhu 十家强 子舍注， in fi丘een juan，
compiled by Ji Tianbao 吉 天 {果 ， which is listed in 由e bibliographic chapters of the 
Soψshi 207♂83. 古le Suichu ta吻shumu 29b lists a Shiyi jia zhu Sunzi 十 一 家 在探 子p
but without naming a compiler. Different figures of ten and eleven commentaries are 
due to the fact 由at Du You's annotations did not exist as an independent work， but 
were assembled from juan 148-162 of his To吻'dian (cf. Yu Jiaxi， Siku 均ao bianzheng 
1 1 .595-96) and 由山 cannot be considered as a sep红红e commentary. 

The Sunzi shijia zhu in thirteen juan revised by Sun Xingyan is based on the 
Daozang and another Ming edition. In many instances it has been supplemented by 
passages from the Tongdian and TPYL， resulting in considerable textual variants. In 
contrast， 由e text of a recent typ臼et edition， Shiyi jia zhu Sunzi， which is based on a 
Song print in 由ree juan dating 丘om the reign ofNingzong (1195-122纱， hardly differs 
from 由is Daoza吻 edition.

Baopu zi ne华饵" 抱朴 子 内 篇
20 juan 
By GE HONG 葛 洪 ， hao Baopu zi 抱 模 子 (283-343)

1 185 (fasc. 868-870) 

Hans-Hen仰nn Schmidt

"Book of the Master Who Keeps to Simplici町， Inner Chapters." Sun Xingyan 
强 星 衍 (1753-18 18)， in his preface to his critical edition in 由e Pi1叨ïnguan congshu 
平 津 筒 董 雪 ， demonstrates 由at 由is is a work altogether different from the II 87 

Baopu zi waipian， although the rwo are placed together in the Daozang edition. 
The work is recorded in the Sui shu， "Jingji zhi:' as comprising rwenty-one juan 
and is classified 缸nong 由e tex臼 of Taoism (34.1002). It is further documented in 
all m句or bibliographi臼 and appears to be complete. The present Daoza吻 verslOn
is at 由e origin of most modern editions， including the one by Sun Xingy四 quoted
above. 

The reasons 由at prompted GE HONG to write this famous treatise on the search 
for immortality are given by 由e au由or himself， especially his autobiography "Zixu 自
序:' which occupi臼 jU皿 50 of the II87 Baψu zi waipian. There 由e au由or retrac口 his
youth (he was born in Jurong 句 容 ， D皿yang 丹 踢 ， near present-day Nanking) and 
early career as a military 0伍cial during 由e Jin dynasty. He not白 白at by 由c 由ne of
由e disastrous Jianwu era (317)， when the north fell into the hands of the Tuoba and 
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Luoyang was destroyed， he had already written most of his literary works， including 
the present one. This work he chara，αenzes as conce口四19 matters pert组ning to "由c
drugs and recipes for becoming immortal， the marvels and feats caused by demons and 
spirits， 由e lengthening of years 由rough nunuring life， 由 [me由ods] for averting evil 
and warding off calamities belonging to 由e Taoist sch∞1 (Daojia 道家 )产 Written in 
由e most accomplished parallel (pianti wen 尉 髓 文 ) style， it is undoubtedly thanks to 
its literary value 出at 由is work has been prese凹ed.

Elsewhere in the book， GE HONG reveals that his knowledge of Taoism was 
transmitted to him by his teacher ZHENG YIN，  a scholar who taught the esoteric 
arts ofTaoism. Ju皿 19 gives a vivid account of GE HONG'S studies under Zheng's 
F且dance， as well as a list of the more 由四 200 books and sixty talismans he saw in 
Zheng's library， some of which he had been able to copy himse正 ZHENG YIN was 由C
student of the famous magician at 由e Wu court， GE XUAN， who was GE HONG'S 
granduncle， according to G E  HONG'S own claims. 

The book was written before 由e influx of refugees from 由e north was to profound
ly ch四ge 由e culture 四d religion of the Jiangnan region where GE HONG lived. 
Indeed， the Baψu zi neipian shows no acqu也ntance with the Way of the Heavenly 
Master (Tianshi dao 天 前 道 )， to which many of由e aristocrats who immigrated 企om
由e north 皿d founded the Eastern Jin dynasty (317-420) belonged. This implies 由at
由e present work bears t口timony to 由e traditions of the Taoism of the Han d归asty
(206 B . C.-A .D .  220) as 由ey survived in the south before 由e fall of Luoyang. 

τbe value of the Baopu zi neipian as a source for our knowledge of early T注Olsm
C缸mot be overestimated. Despite the marked partiality of the author for laboratory 
alchemy as the sole true method of obtaining immortali町， all systems and methods of 
early Taoism are presented and discussed in detail. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Han Xiduo， "Gu四严1 Rong Liul皿g keben BaψU Zt 飞 Hu Fuchen， 陈仓i]in she阳tan 句ojúw;
Lan Xiulong， BaψU zi yanjiUj Schipper， αncordance du Pao-p切-tseu nei-p知n; Sivin， "On 由c

Pao丁p'u喝风 Nei-p'i仰"; Wang Ming， Baψu zi neipian júwshi; Ware， Alchemy， medicine and reli

gion; Yang Fucheng， ‘寸皿 BaψUZt 叹ialan pi皿"，

Haopu zi waipian 抱 朴 子 外 篇
50 Juan 
By G E  HONG 葛 洪 ， hlUJ Baopu zi 抱 模 子 (283-343)
n87 (fasc. 871-873) 

Krisu乒r Schipper

"Book of the Master Who Keeps to Simplicity， Outer Chapters产 矶Ibile 由e lOoer 
chapters (II8S Baψu zi neipian) provide a wealth of important information for the 
study of Taoism， as a work of philosophy 由e present outer chapters are ce此也nly
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superior; 由ey also refl.ect more [;组d曲illy 由e genius of their author， who was in the 
first place a Confucian scholar. Al由ough some fragments have been found 由at may
have originally been part of the book but no longer feature in it， 由e au由enticity of 
由e present text is beyond doubt. 

Living at a time when Confucian leaming was in decline and many traditions of 
ritual and moral attitudes were being abandoned， G E  HONG maintained the high 
scholarly standards and the rigorous critical 由inking 由at developed in the Later H皿
period (A.D .  25-220) and w囚 maintained until the middle of the 由ird cenn町. GE
HONG'S Confucianism put great emphasis on personal cultivation， on 由e role of 
study and literature， 皿d on the ideal of an ordered society. 1n 由is context， these outer 
chapters recognize 由e validity of inner cultivation according to 1讪ist principles and 
therefore have their place in the Taoist canon alongside 由e neipian 内 篇 .

B IBLIOGRAPHY 

Lan Xiulong， Baψu zi yanjiuj Sailey， The Master 陈伯o Embr.伽利 Simplici;秒'j Schipper， Concor
dance du Pao-p�ω-tseu wai-p)ienj Y:皿g Mingzhao， Ba伽 zi waipian ji叫ωn.

I .A. l .b Commentaries 

Daode zhenjing zhu 道 德 翼 醒桂
4 Juan 

Kru切ifer Schipper 

Attributed to HESHANG G ONG 河 上 公 ; Later H四 (A.D . 25-220)

682 (fasc. 363) 
"Commentary to the True Scripture of the Way and 1ts Power by 由e Old Man on 

the River Bank了' 卫le date 皿d au由entici可 of this comrnent町， which in Hu皿阱1
Mi's 皇 甫 撞 (215-282) Gaoshi zhuan 高 士 傅 is titled Laozi zha1切iu 老 子 章 句 ， have 
long been the object of debate. The most radical view was put forth by the Tang his
torian Liu Zhiji 割 知 缉 (661-721)， who simply denied the existence of the book (see 
Liu Zhiji's biographies in]iu 1加'lg shu 102 四d X切 Tang shu 132). The dating of the 
present comrnentary has been hampered by the identification of H ESHANG GONG 
with Heshang zhangren 河 上 丈 人 ， who is supposed to have lived near the end ofthe 
Warring States period (475-221 B . C . ) . A date for 由e commentary is also complicated 
by the lore surrounding HESHANG G ONG in GE HONG'S Shen.xian zhuan and in the 
apocryphal '‘Laozi Daode jing xujue 老 子 道 德 程 序 放 :' attributed to the shadowy G E 
XUAN (traditional dates， 164-244). 1n 由is lore， HESHANG GONG is considered to 
be a contemporary ofthe Han emperor Wendi (r. 179-157 B . C . ) . 

Adding to 由e confusion， 由e bibliographical treatises in]iu Ta吻 shu 牛7.2026 皿d
Xin Ta吻shu 59.1514-15 mention a work wi由 the title Laozi zha咆仰 in two juan， not 
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authored by HESHANG G ONG but by Anqiu Wangzhi 安 丘 望 之 . The latter appar
ently lived at the time of the H皿 emperor Chengdi (r. 32-7 B.C. ) . Both ofthe Tang 
histories also mention， apart from Anqiu Wangzhi's work， HESHANG GONG'S com
mentary to 由e Daodejiψ in two ju皿. Sui shu 34.1000 mentions a HESHANG G ONG 
commentary of the early H四 (200 B.C . -A.D .  220)， while noting 由at under the 
Liang (502-557) there was a Laozi ji吻 commentary in two juan written by Hesh四g
zhangren of the Waπing States period. 

Hesh皿g zh皿gren， or the Elder from the Banks of the [Yellow] River， is first 
mentioned in Sima Qian's biography ofYue Yi 集毅 (Sh拼 80.2436) as the teacher of 
An Qisheng 安 期 生 皿d as 由e originator of a line of 出ought 由at eventually inßu
enced Cao Can 曹 雪妻 ， a prime minister under Emperor Gaozu ofthe Han (r. 206-195 
B.C. ) . Cao Can was noted for his sympathy for the Hu皿g-Lao doctrine. Contr缸y to
Hu皿脾 Mi's Gaoshi zhuan (quoted in TPYL 507)， however， 由e Shijï makes no men
tion of a Daode ji:吻 commentary by Hesh皿g zh皿gren.

Given the confusion surrounding 由e identity of Heshang zhangren and of HE
S HANG GONG and the role played by Anqiu Wangzhi， it  remains uncertain whether 
the work now known as 由e HESHANG GONG commentary dates back to the late 
Warring States period or to the early Han， as stated by GE H O N G .  There are s吐L
ficient reasons， however， to conclude 由at 由e present work dates at least from 由c
middle or the end of the Later Han (巧-220 A.D . ) . This date would imply 由at 由c
HESHANG GONG comment町 is one of the oldest nωde乒吻 commentanes now m 

existence. Rao Zongyi， in his critical edition of the Xiang'er comment町 想雨注 t。
由e Daodeji吻 (LaoziXia栩如 zhujiaozheng)) has found indications 由at 由e Xiang'er 
commentary quotes 由e commentary by HESHANG GONG (on this issue， see also the 
following article). It is 由us no coincidence 由at m 由e Tang dynasty transmission rite 
of the Daode ji:吻 to the so-called students of the Eminent Mystery (g刷仰an dizi 高
立 弟 子 )， the H ESHANG G ONG commentary was second only to the Daode jing itself， 
preceding theXiang)er zhu and four other texts dealing wi由 protocol and hagiography 
(see Benn， The Cavern-mysteη transm町ion， 84).

Formally， the title of the present commenta町 as mentioned by Huan阱1 Mi， Laozi 
zha咆U叽 is an indication of the Later Han as a probable time of composition. The 
Later Han w豁 出e heyday of the zha咆11u 章 句 (chapters and phrases) style of com
mentary. The reaction ag也nst the zha1经11"" style c缸ne m 由c 由ird century， with the rise 
of the so-called Neo-l注oism Of WANG BI (226-249) and others. As c皿 be expect时，
由e H ESHANG GONG comment町 is entirely free of the metaphysical elements omni
present in Neo-Taoism. 

Conversely， Huang-Lao thought， one of the dominant Han dynasty schools， 
looms large in 由is comment红y. It has been noted 由at in 由e course of the Han 
dynasty， Huang-Lao thought witnessed a shi丘 in emphasis from politi臼 皿d society 
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to longevity. The HESHANG GONG commentary bears witness to 由is evolution. 
The expression zhishen zhiguo 治 身 泊 圃， referring to 由e equal s山ten皿ce of country 
and body， is ubiq山to山 m 由is work. 1n the cornrnentary to Daode jiψ chapter 59， 
由e equality of country and body is explicitly stipulated (wω shen to叨ye 圄 身 同 也 ).
Despite HESHANG GONG'S insistence upon 由e equal sustenance of country and 
body， a preference for the latter is noticeable. 古1山， 由e constant Tao (chang剧。 常 道 )
in Daodeji吻 1 is explained as "由e Way to spontaneo山ly att缸n longevity?' And in 由c
cornrnentary to Daode卢1;9 64， it is said 由at "[ordina可] people study the adrninistra
tion of the coun町" whereas 由e sage studies 由e m皿agement of the body产 Frequent
reference is made to longevity techniques， such as in 由e cornrnent红Y to DtWde ji1切 6，
where the Mysterious Female (xuanpin 主仕) is for the first time likened to 由e h山nan
nose and mouth. 

Another noteworthy e1ement in H ESHANG GONG'S ideology is 由at al由ough cer
tain Confucian values are treated as inferior， others are given a high status. Thus， in the 
cornrnentary to Daode ji叨 地， it is stated 由at when the Great Tao w臼 active (i .e.， be
fore 由e appear皿ce of humanity and righteousness， which are regarded as pernicious 
in both the DtWde ji吻 四d 由e HESHANG GONG commentary)， filial piety and loyalty 
were to be found everywhere. S町Ularly， 山 由e commentary to Daode ji咱 27， it is said 
that the sage saves 由e people by constantly educa由19 them in loyalty and filial piety. 

B I B LI O G RAPI王Y

Benn， τ1比 Caver现-mystery transmissio:饵; Ch血、 τwo visions; Rao Zonl自i， Laozi xi叨叨'er zhu 

j侃侃加飞:g; Wan，巴 Ka， Laozi DlUJde jing H eshang g01.飞:g zhal咆ifu.

Laozi XiangJer zhu 茬 子 想、葡注
D山由uang man山cript Stein 6825 
Later Han (A.D .  25-220) 

]anA. M. DeMeyer 

"Xiang'er Cornrnentary to 由e LtWzi." This is one of the earliest glosses on 由c
Daodeji吻" and many sources mention 由is work， probably of the Han period (206 
B.C .-A.D. 220)， as once having been included in 由e DtWza吻. 1430 DtWza，锣 f叼'ïng
mulu I .ób lists 由e 'Xja11;g'er zhu Ltwzi 句odeJÏ1切 想 面 注 老子道德钮， in two ju四， as
lost. 1ts partial recovery among 由e Dunhuang manuscripts is， therefore， fortunate. 
Rao Zongyi has published 由e text in a critical edition. It has also been reproduced 
and studied by Ofuchi Ninji. 

咀le D山由u皿g m皿山cript fragment contains only the text of the first juan of the 
Daodeji咐， the so-called n呵ïng 道钮， and the first two chapters are missing. ηle text 
begins with the phrases of the third chapter: "By not seeing things that can be desired， 
由e heart w山 not be troubled" (bu jian ke yu ze xin bu lωn 不且可欲， JtiJ心不菌L) 皿d
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ends wi由 由E 由irty咄咄n由 chapter and the title the Book of the Tao by Laozi， First 
Part， Xi皿庐r (Laozi D叫吻� sha，移. Xia栩如r 老 子 道 钮 ， 上， 想 葡 ). The manuscr巾，
26.7 cm high and 9 m long， has 585 columns with an irreguJar number of characters 
written in neat clerica1 script. Remarkably， 由e commentary following each sentence 
is written in exactly 由e same way as 由e m也n text， without any punctuation or other 
mark to sep红ate 由e two. This style is archaic. The man山cript is not dated. Given the 
町le and 由e pape巳 it might date from the Six Dynasties (220-589)， and it probably 
came from N orth China (see Rao Zongyi， Ltwzi Xiang)er zhu jitwzhe咽') 5). 

It is not known who Xiang'er was. The earliest mention of the name occurs in 789 

Zhe叨ryifawen tianshi j，叫iie kejing) which contains a collection of some of the oldest 
texts of the Way of the Heavenly Master， dating from the Three Kingdoms period 
(220-265). The second text (12a-19b)， titled Rules Governing the Family of the Tao 
(Dωlao jiali吻JU: 大 道 家 舍 戒 ) and dating to about 255， is a short treatise on 由e reli
gious policy of由e ecclesia. It refers on page 14-b toXia吻)er as a book that 由e f:剑出fu1
should heed. However， as 由e passage is obviously corrupt (four characters are miss
ing)， it is impossible to decide whether it refers to 由e commentary of the DlUJde jing 
or to 由e cornmandments of Xian庐r (D毗 ji1锣 Xia，锣如卢 道 德 昭 想 商 戒 ) 由at
had to be obeyed by those who received 由is scripture (see 786 Taishang laojun jinglü 
la-b). ln 皿y case， the two， commentarγ 皿d comman企nents， are closely related. The 
name Xiaψ)er here refers to an important doctrina1 work 由at， toge由er Wl由 two
other fundamental texts (由e Hua叨i吻ji:吻 黄庭扭 扭d 由e now lost Miaozhen jing 
妙 虞耀 )， deserved specia1 respeα. Indeed， where豁 出e Way of the Heavenly Master 
apparently did not itself produce 皿y m句or doctrina1 work， it did transrnÍt and use a 
number of ancient doctrina1 texts， such 因 由 DlUJdej吻3 由e Ta伊ingjing 太 平耀 ， and
也le H侧饥庐:ngji，咆·

In later times， 由c Xiang'er commentary came to bc considered the work of Zhang 
Daoling 强 道 陵， 出e foundcr of the Way of the Heavenly Master， or of his grandson 
Zh皿g Lu 强 鲁 (d. 216). In his prefatory treatise (xulu 序鲸) to hisJi吻dianshiwen， Lu 
Deming 隆 德 明 (556-627) mentions Xiang'er (由e printed edition mistakenly writes 
气聊F切归4 想、余"; see Rao Zongyi， μozi Xia栩如 zhu jiaozhe1纫" 4) and states : "it is 
not clear who he is; some say Zhang Lu， some say Liu Biao 割 麦 产 Liu Biao (d. 218) 
refers to 由e famous military commander at the end of the Han dynasty. The lattcr 
attribution is so improbable as to suggest 由at by the time ofLu Deming 由e identity 
of Xiang'er was completely lost to oblivion. 

In 由e liturgical organization of由e Tang， 由e transmission of the DlUJde ji咽 皿d i臼
commentaries formed a separa也 stage of initiation and ordination. The coπespond
ing ordination ritual of 由e early Tang has been preserved in 1238 Chuanshou ji吻U:
yi zhujue. The au由or of this ritua1 discusses the rank.ing of texts 皿d says 由at 由C
Xiang'er commentarγ should come 由ird， a丘er 由e pl血1 text of the D刷dejing (由c
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so-cal1ed "great character text，" Dazi ben 大 字 本 ) and 由e HESHANG GONG com
mentary (682 DfWde zhe叼't1锣 zhu). According to 由is author， the comrnent缸γ deserves
由is rank because it was written by Zhang Lu， the Successor of the Master (xishi 系

酌， who assumed 由e name of Xi皿g'er 皿d wrote 由e work in order to instruct 由c
uncouth and primitive inhabit皿ts of Sichuan. Still later in 由e 'TI皿g period， Xiang'er 
became identified wi由 Zhang Daoling himself. In the prefatory chapter of the second 
comment缸y he wrote to 由e Laozi classic， Emperor Xuanwng (ι 712-756) lists the 
Xiang'er comrnent町， in second place (before HESHANG G ONG) and notes: "this 
commentary was made by Zhang Daoling， the Ritual Master of the Three Heavens" 
(see 679 Ta吻Xuanzo吻yuzhi Dω'de zhenji吻 shu) Waizhu皿 Ib). This text is taken over 
by Du GUANGTING， in his 725 DMde zhe叨叨gt仰-zgshengyi (preface， 2b). It is cle缸，
therefore， 由at 由e identification ofXiang'er with either Zhang Lu or Zhang Daoling 
occurred at a rather late stage and 由at 由e place of the commenta町 in the order of 
glosses on 由e DfWde jing was subject to discussion. 

These issues have been debated by modern scholarship， but without conclusive re
sul臼. The hypo由eSls 由at 由e Xiang'er comrnentary was written by the early Heavenly 
Masters raises the immediate problem of content and style. The cosmology and theol
ogy of the early Heavenly Masters as expounded in 789 Zhengyi fawen tianshi ji，呵'te
kejing 四d many o由er texts is well known and bears little resemblance to the system of 
由e Xiang'er commentary. Another di血culty is 由at if 由e Xiang'er commentaη really 
were the work of the founders of the Heavenly Master ecclesia， then why do none 
of the n山nerous texts 由at have come down to us from 由is ecclesia mention or even 
imply such a relationship? 

The Xiang'er commentary explains the thought of the DfWde ji吻 in terms ofTend
ing Life (ya吻sheng 费 生 ) practices in 0仕en highly contrived glosses with little or no 
relationship with what appears to be the original meaning of the Laozi text. Among 
other tenets， the commentary expl也ns 由at the Tao is pr'口ent in the human body but 
cannot be seen， and adepts should not a忧empt to visualize the Tao or， for 由at ma忧er，
由e deities of the body， such as 由e spirits of the Five Viscera and so on. The Tao is 
personified in Taishang laojun 太 上 老 君 ， and he is therefore also the au由or of the 
Laozi. Each time the word 1 occurs in 由e text， 由e commentary reminds 山 出at we 
have to understand 由is as the voice of the Tao ("脚) DMye 吾， 道也m
t阳ary addresses its臼s优叫elf旺f to a c∞ommuOl町町 of belie比ev，四ers (伊xin D刷 信 道 ) who a缸re en叮joined to O 

res臼P严Eα 由e c∞omm皿也U配ents岱 oft由he Tao (ρDa呵呵φφii勿6 道就). The叮y s血ho叫d wor臼shi臼ip (ωgω吻纫rya1吻E锣9 
供羹 ) 由由e Tao but not offer 邮址es (ji 祭 )， nor pray at 皿cestral shrines (伽哺
祠 ). This is one of the most stringent interdictions. Great importance is attached to 
sexuality. Sexual desires should be banned， sexual energy carefully preserved. Males 
should learn to behave like women， to curb their aggressiveness and ambition. There 
is a heavenly bureaucracy (tianω0 天 曹 ) 由at keeps records of human sins. Some， but 
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not al1， of由臼e tene岱 缸e also found in the ecdesia of the Heavenly Master， yet 由c
style， the tone， and the theology are quite different. For al1 appear皿ces， 由e Xiang'er
cornmentary represents an earlier stage of cornrnunity Taoism 由皿 由e ecclesia of the 
Heavenly Master. 

This brings us to 由e problem of dating. First there is the main text of the DlUJde 
jing as it features in the Xiang'er cornrnentary. As we have seen， we do not 位ld 由e divi
sion into chapters 由at are present in 由e HESHANG GONG and WANG BI versions. 
In other respe侣， 由e text is much 由e same. In two instances， however， 由e Xiang'er 
text omits a sentence: 由e words "wei wuwei 昂贵R篇" in chapter 3， 皿d "句un zhi h仰，
bi you xiong nian 大 罩 之 後 必 再 凶 年 " in chapter 30. lt is important to note 由at in 
both versions of the DlUJde ji吻 discovered in 1973 in Han tomb no. 3 at Mawang d山
near Changsha (Hunan)， which date 仕om the second centu可 B . C. or earlier， these 
sentenc口 are also lacking. Other minor evidence also suggests 由at 由e Xiang'er text 
is doser to 由e Maw皿g d山 verslons 由an to any other of the early Laozi versions. 
Even the special way the numeral 30 is written， which has been considered a typical 
indication 由at the version was made by Zhang Lu (see Rao Zon岛也 Laozi 刀a1切如
zhujiaozhe咐� 4-)， can be found in 由e Maw:皿g d山 man山cripts.

Could the Xiang'er cornrnentary be older than the HESHANG GONG cornmentary? 
Rao Zongyi has reached 由 opposite conclusion， pointing to many instances where 
由e two commentaries are similar and assurning 由at Zhang Daoling was 由e au由or of
由e Xiang'er commenta可. Other scholars have followed suit， without offering signifi
cant new evidence. Yet the question cannot be said to have been settled conclusively. 
Within the lirnits of the pr白白t 缸ticle， we c皿 observe only 由at in al1 the instances 
where the two commentaries are maI世臼tly similar， it is impossible to establish which 
COpl臼 the other or whether both draw on a cornrnon exegetical tradition. 1n condu
sion， the Xiang'er commentary could， 由erefore， date from 由e Later Han period， 
possibly 仕om 皿 early as 由e first century A.D.  

B I B LI O G RAP H Y  

Õfuchi Ninji， Tonkii dõkyii: Mokurokuhen， Zurokuhen; Rao Zongyi， Laozi Xia栩如 zhu

jiaozheng. 

Daode zhenjing zhu 道 德 翼 砸 在
4- Juan 
By WAN G  BI 王粥， zi Fusi 辅嗣 (226-抖的

690 (fasc. 373) 

K由旬ifer Schipper 

"Cornrnentary to 由e Laozi." The present version Of WANG BI'S commentary is 
followed by two colophons， one by Chao Yuezhi 晃 就 之 ， dated II15， and another by 
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Xiong Ke 熊 克 ， dated II70. This text shows a number of variants with r口pect to other 
received versions (cf. "Laozi Daode jing zhu 老 子 道 德 耀 注 ，" in Lou yi山e， 即切18 Biji 
jùwshi). The taboo for 由e character xuan 玄 is not observed. The text is divided into 
four ju凹， and there is no division into two parts. 咀le numbers 皿d 由e headings 岛r
由e different chapters 缸e also missing. 

As Rudolph Wagner's exhaustive study (四e C1ψ of a Chinese commen阳仰.) of 
WANG BI'S conunentarial tec阳uque has shown， one of the main original features of 
由e present work is WANG BI 'S emphasis on 由e epistemological value of the LtwziJs 
language. The original text sttesses 由e ineffability of the Tao and the incapacity of 1皿
guage to express ultimate truths. According to WANG BI， 由e struαure of the work's 
textual composition (wen 文 )， in particular its complex patterns of parallelism， termed 
"interl民king parallel style" by Wagner， was a key to 臼tablishing its unaß1biguo山
meaning. WAN G  BI himself adopted what he understood to be Laozi's rhetorical 
technique for his own analytic 皿d 红gumentative purposes. 1ntricate parallel prose 
became a hallm红k of Dark Leaming (xuanxue 玄肇) discourse， of which WANG B r  
was a leading exponent. 

W皿g Bi considered 由e Daode jing to be the coherent work of a single author， the 
historical sage Laozi. After several centuries of rival claims with respect to the relative 
status of Laozi 皿d Confucius as sag白， and wi由 vacillating Han pattonage now in 
favor of Confucian learning， now in favor of the new cult of Lord Lao， WANG BI 
and his intellectual circle regarded Confucius 豁 出e supreme sage， followed directly 
by Laozi. 1n 由is scheme， 由e Daode ji吻 toge由er Wl由 由e Analects and the Book 
of Changes constituted a set of fundamental classics encapsulating 由e metaphysical 
teaching of the ancients， embodied most perfectly by Confucius. 

B I B LI O G RA P H Y  

Chan， Two TJÍswnsj Rump and Wing-tsit Chan， 世ans.， αmm脚ent.切aryη阶j Wa唔gne叽r巳， "W，皿g B肌i's

阳ensi盯sior

I础M伪E巾RDωn帆et矶1鸟:， Wft，劝h an a拗拗nd仙um 句钞by Franci.阳c侃础u阳 V加ere，阳

Laozi weizhi liI如 老 子 微 旨例略
8 岛ls.
By WANG B I 王 酶， zi Fusi 脯 嗣 (226-249)
1255 (fasc. 998) 
"Some Examples of Laozi Hermeneutics丁' M皿y Song bibliographers have identi

fied WANG B I ， 由e great commentator of the Daode jing (see 690 Daode zhenjing zhu)， 
豁 出e author of 由is text. The work has been listed 山lder different titles since Lu 
Deming>s 隆 德 明 (556-627)Jiψdian shiwen. 

Wang argues in 由is short essay 由at 由e gist of Laozi's 由i出ing is in his emphasis 
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on essentia1s 四d disregard for 由e m缸gina1 (chongben ximo 崇 本 息 末 ). The other 
key is that "there is no obscure [myst町] 由at cannot be known" (阴阳 切rhi 熊 幽
不强).

B I B LI O G RA P H Y  

Wagner， "Wô四g Bi: The struαure of the Laozi's Pointers." 

Kris吵r Sιhipper and Yuan Bi吻li:吻

1 .A.2 Divination 

This section opens wi由 由e Ta仿uanji1移 太 玄 粗 ， a classic ofTaoist and Confucian 
d.ivination modeled on the Book of Changes 由at has recently been the subjeα of ex
haustive studies by Michael Nyl皿 皿d Na由扭 Sivin. The following text， 由e "Forest 
of Chang口" (ηlin 易 林 )， is an oracle book 咱也n based on a systematic elaboration 
of the sixty-four hexagrams in the Book of Changes. Despite 由e complicated history 
of its transmission， it has been widely accepted as a work of the Han period (206 
B.C.-A . D .  220). The "Book of Sublime Tokens" (Li1锣qiji吻 噩 棋 租 ) is traditionally 
also attributed to various Han masters， but its historical transmission c皿 be traced 
only to Six Dynasties (220-589) times. As the title ind.icates， its subject is divination 
by casting tokens like dice. 

The last three works are closely related treatises on the liuren 六 圭 system， 皿 astro
calendric method using the ancient divination board (shi 式). Placed traditionally un
der the patronage ofthe Dark Maiden (Xuannü 主 女 )， these works were said to have 
been first revealed to the YeUow Emperor 皿d tr皿sml忧ed to the world by him. The 
method was used， among other 由ings， for deterrnining calendrical corr口pondences
and divining a山picious and iU-fated marriages. D口pite their 仕agmentary state of 
preservation and partial fusion with later commentaries， these texts constitute early 
Six Dynasties writings， reflecting Han 由eo巧 and me由ods.

Jizhu 阳ixuanjing 集挂 太 玄 陋
6 Juan 
By Yang Xiong 榻雄 (53 B.C.-A.D.  18);  commentary by Sima Guang 司 属 光
( 1019-1086 ) 
1183 (fasc. 860-862) 
"Collected Commentaries on the Book of Supreme Mystery产 Literary sources 

of the Han period leave no doubt about 由e au由enticity of the Book of Supreme 
Myste町� nor about its attribution to Yang Xiong. It is also mentioned in the Han s，仰，
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"Yiwen 址叫， 30.1727. Between its diffusion during its author's own life由ne and 由E
Northem Song period (960-1127)， about fifteen commentaries were written. 

The work was conceived by Y:皿g Xiong on the model of the Book of Changes.  
It comprises two parts: 由e first part itemizes 由e eighty-one symbolic figur口 of the
Supreme Mystery (xuanshou 玄 首 ) accompanied by expl皿at。可 formulas; the second 
part comprises the eleven appendixes 由at offer an initiation-theoretical as well 臼
praαical-into 由e m缸咀pulation of the figures described in the first part. 

In 由IS r臼peα， 由e present edition in six juan is incomplete， 也r it compris口 only
由e first part of the original work. 刀山 edition was nevertheless conceived as a whole， 
since the absence of the appendix coπesponds to the original intention of Sima 
Guang， editor of the text and au由or of the "Collected Commentaries." The Song shiJ 
"Yiwen zhi:' 205.5172 mentions the prl口ent text and specifies a version in six juan. 

The Ming edition in ten juan， which was included in the Si，切 beiyIUJ 四 部 偏 要 ， IS 
identical to 由e Daoza吻 verslon as regar也 the first part of the work (ju皿 1-6). In 由IS
Ming edition we find slight variants in the content of the commenta可: sometimes 
由e text is abridged by a few phrases; sometimes， on 由e contrary， 由e text is enlarged 
W1由 passages 由at do not occur in the Daoza吻 version. The part cont也rung 由c
eleven appendixes (ju皿 7-10) is accompanied by 由e commentary of Xu Han g午翰
(eleven由ftwel丘h centu可).

In his preface dated 1082 (xu la-b)， Sima Guang gives the list of the seven com
mentaries he used. The only still e双皿t commentary is 由at ofFan Wang 范 望 (end of 
由ird centu可). It appears in the excellent Northem Song printed edition by a cert组n
Zhang Shi 强 贾 (cf. Siku quanshu zo咽mu 108.4<1)， which is reproduced in Sibu co吻
kan 四 部 蘸 刊 .

A g∞d bibliographical study of the Book of Supreme M ystery is found in Sui shu 
卢tgji zhi kaozheng by Yao Zhenzong， 4:407-10. 

B I B LIOG RA P H Y  

Nyl:姐、 刀�e Canon of Supreme My，由η.

Yilin shangxia jing 易 林 上 下 陋 (焦 氏 易 林 )
10 Juan 
Jiao G四 焦 赣 (end ofthe first century A.D. )  
I牛75 (fasc. 1101-1104) 

Marc Ktúirwwski 

"Forest of Chang'臼产 This text consists essentially of a list of 4，096 (64 times 64) 
derived hexagrams (胁，移ua 壁 卦 ) obtained from 由e sixty岛町 original hexagrams 
of the Book of Ch皿ges 四d consequently claims to be its logical and natural devel-
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opment. To each of the derived hexagr也ns coπesponds皿 oracuJar formula in fo田
character verse.咀1e same formula may be associated with several hexagrams at由c
same tlme. 

The tenju皿of the work are divided into two equal parts， sha吻吻 上扭 扭dxia
Jlng下钮 ， each numbered one to five.白白守严of division is unique. A丘er theMing，
all editions of the work adopt a four-juan pattem.刀1e other two Ming editions now 
ext皿t(see below) comprise sixteen ju阻， wruch corresponds to the number of juan 
given by由e earliest recension of the "Forest of Changes，" in由e bibliograprucal cata
logue of the Sui shu (3+. 1033). 

A!though the attribution of the work to Jiao Gan has often been questioned， none 
of the serious suggestions propose a date of composition beyond the Later Han period 

(25-220). See the preface 皿d postfaces of Ding Y;皿丁晏(mid-nineteen由 century)
to由is work in Yilin shiwen易林用文，Na叼't:叨shu严ancongs，加南菁菁院萤 吉 3; see 
also Yu Jiaxi， Siku 功'ao bianzheng 733-49， for a discussion of this qu臼tion. The first 
traceable quotation of the "Forest of Changes" (x均吻4.4b) is found in Dongguan 
Hanji柬颤漠言己 (see Siku quanshu zongmu I09.924). Similar instances mul即ly仕om
由e Six D归asti臼严riod(220-589) on. The earliest extant preface was written in 846 
byWangYu王前. It does not appear in由e present Daoza.吻edition.

Our text contains four colophons: 

1. The colophon of Chen Zhensun隙振寐，dated I241. It is less complete 
由皿the version in Zhizhai s，加lujieti I2.28a-b， but richer in concrete details 

2. The colophon ofPeng Hua彭辈， dated 1473. Its main interest lies in由c
indication由at its edition carne from the libraries of the Imperial Cabinet. 

3. The colophon of]iang Enshu姜恩毒， dated 1525. Ji皿g relates由c
cirCUfl1stances由at led him to publish the Forest of Changes on the basis of a 
specimen he obtained from Kang Hai康海(1475-1541).

4. The colophon of Ma Lin属麟，written nine years later (1534)， only 
describes the reprinted cdition quoted in the former colophon. 

The present Daoza.1移edition can be identified with near certainty as Jiang Enshu's. 
It forms， together with the editions ofMao Jin毛晋(]indai bishu津逮挝、 喜 )， and He
Y山1Zhong何允 中 (Gua1切 Han机专i congshu庸漠魏蘸蕾)， the three Ming editions 
known today. 

As regards the earlier history of the text， there is a Song (960-1279) edition 由at，
however， seems to have undergone considerable modifications in the course of its 
transmission up to the version we now possess (Shili ju co吻'shu士檀居草曹， dated 
I808)， as well as an edition of the Yuan period (1279-1368). The latter is， properly 
speaking， the oldest ext皿t version (Sibu congkan 四部草刊) and the only one to 
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include a major commentary， of unknown origin. One should finally note the excellent 
critical edition of Zh皿g Haipeng强海酶(1805)， established on the basis of the Song 
version and the three Ming editions mentioned above. 

Lingqi benzhang zhengji吻 重棋本章正回
2Juan 

A旬，τKali7WWski

Comment红Y by Yan Youming颜幼明(Jin [265-420]) and He Chengtian何成
天(370-447)
1041 (fasc. 719) 
"Original Stanzas of the Venerable Book of the Sublime Tokens?' This is a treatise 

on a divination technique carried out by throwing a set of twelve two-sided tokens. 
Besides the two ju皿 of the m扭1 text， the work includes a number of prefaces (xu 序
la-8a)， a table of contents (mulu目鲸la-7a)， 皿d two colophons (2抖a-56b). The text 
appears for the first time in由e bibliographical catalogue Sui shu， "Jin回i zhi:' 34.1034 
under the slightly different title Shier li1例i buji吻 十 二 噩棋卡耀 . In the bibliograph
ical catalogue of the S01锣5帆 "Yiwen zhi;' 206♂41 and 5242 it is mentioned under its 
more common title of Li咽qijing. The existence of the work during由e SixD归asties
period (220-589) is attested by由e Nan shi (36.950)， which quotes 皿 exce甲t of the 
text (coπesponding to 2.4a in由e present work). 

The present text does not mention 皿y author's n缸ne. The prefaces contain imagi
nary attributions to one or another of the Han au由orities on divinatory matters. 
The earliest extant version， the man山cript of the Yonezawa米潭Library in Japan， 
attributes the transmission of the text to the monk Fa Wei法昧of the Jin d归asty
(265-ρ0). The preface， probably from the Tang period (618-907)， dates tllls event t。
由e years 280-289.白le same preface is reproduced in the present work (preface纱，
where由e name of the recipient of the book， however， becomes Chang Fahe常法和
An identical account of the transmission of the work is found in the l'切m具苑(fi他
century) 5.沛， which gives由e same name for the recipient but a later date (373-375) 
由皿theYonezawa manuscript. Yu Jiaxi exarnines由is question in detail，山ing the edi
tion described in the Ji1叨iifangshu zhi韶藉苟言志 (Siku t;纱'110 bianzheng 13.730-33). 

The work has three commentaries: 
I. Yan Yo山ning of the Jin period (265-420). An attempt to identify this person is 

made by Yu Jiaxi. The date of the commentary is confirmed by the仕agment of our 
Li:吻qiji咿discovered at D山由uang(Stein 557). In由is fragment， one finds some pas
sages attributed to Yan Yuan颜制or simply to Yan. 

2. He Chengti皿 of the Liu Song d归asty(420-479). The three combinations (ke 
嚣) preserved in Stein 557 (100， 101， 102， coπωponding to 2.4Ia-42b in由e present 
text) come with two commentari臼. One is explicitly att巾uted to Yan [Yu皿]，由c
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'Other is simply preceded by由e termzhu注 (c'Ommentary). This fragment is neverthe
less cl'Ose t'O由e commentary by He Chengti皿. It sh'Ould be n'Oted由at由ls c'Ommen
ta町， which precedes Yan's， was probably c'Onsidered at由e time t'O be chr'On'Ol'Ogically 
anteri'Or t'O Y:凹's. This is n'Ot由e case in the prl臼ent version where Yan's c'Ommentary 
('Of由e Jin peri'Od) precedes He's ('Of由e Liu S'Ong peri'Od). 

3.咀le由i时commenta可is simply intr'Oduced by由e w'Ordjie解 (gl'Oss). All由E
editi'Ons，仕om Ming times 'On， agree 'On attributing由is commentary t'O Liu Ji割墓
。如1-137S). The 'Original editi'On 'Of this comment町， as presented in Deyue yi congshu 
chuke 得月f辈革喜初刻， considers 'Only the first part 'Of the entire gl'Oss (ωit is f'Ound 
in the 'Other editions， including the present Daoza叨versi'On). This preliminarγpart 
is always separated fr'Om the remainder仕'Om由e commentary by由e term ci此 ("由lS
means . . ?') 

币le vari'Ous prefaces and pos由ces are 'Org四ized as f'Ol1ows: 

A. Tang peri'Od (618�07) 
1. Preface 1 (XU la-2a) by Li Yuan李洼， dated， incongru'Ously， Huichang舍昌9

(849?) and reproduced in all由e extant editi'Ons except由eY'Onezawa manuscript. 
2. Preface 3 (xu 3b--Sb)， n'Ot signed. It does n'Ot menti'On Li Yuan's preface. Nu

mer'O山 factual elements related t'O由eSix Dynasties period 红e given. One finds in p红
ticu1ar the name ofWang Yin王版'Of the Liu S'Ong d归as町" t'O wh'Om the Yonezawa 
man山cript attributes由e invention 'Of the 'One hundred and twenty-five c'Ombinati'Ons 
that f'Orm the b'Ody 'Of the w'Ork. This preface is由e 'One f'Ound in the Y'Onezawa manu
scnpt. 

3. Col'Oph'On 1 (2抖a-ssb) by H皿Yun蝉莲. Internal evidence dates it t'O由eT:皿g
peri'Od (see 2.54a). It als'O appears as a c'Ol'Oph'On in the Y'Onezawa manuscript with a 
variant in the author's name， there given as Han Yunxiu睡莲休.

B. S'Ong period (960-1279) 
1. Col'Oph'On 2 (2.ssb--S6b) by Zhang Shi强拭 (1133-1180).
2. Preface 2 (xu 2b--3a)， unsigned.币le au由'Or refers t'O由eS'Ong由rough由e term

benchao本朝"由e present d严lasty."
C. Yuan peri'Od (1279-1368) 
Preface t'O由e gl'Oss (xu Sι6b). This preface is unsigned in the present w'Ork but 

unanim'Ously attributed t'O Liu Ji by all the editi'Ons since Ming times. One 'Of them 
glves由e year 1361 (Sh�侈Uω吻'chao j韭古董钞).

Al由'Ough由e presence 'Of the gl'Oss-if 'One c'Onsiders it t'O be authentically written 
by Liu Ji himself， ar'Ound the end 'Of the Yuan peri'Od -d'Oes n'Ot perrnit assigning a 
date earlicr than 1361 t'O由is editi'On 'Of the Li吻q�}t吻， it is n'Onetheless distinct from all 
the 'Other editi'Ons dcrived from Ming versi'Ons. The latter， wi由 their general presen
tati'On and supplementary elements such as由e c'Ommentary 'Of Chen Shikai隙嗣凯
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of the Yuan d严lasty 皿d由e 125 qijue七皑poems， derive from由e same source. The 
D山由uang manuscnp臼 (Stein 557 and 9766， Pelliot chinois 3782， 4048， and 4984)， 
由eYonezawa m皿山cript， and the Daoza吻 edition may all be considered as由e ante
cedents of this version. On the other hand， only Li Yuan's classical preface四d由c
preface of Liu Ji's gloss are found in由e typical Ming editions of the LiψqtJt吻. Pref
ace 3 and colophon 1 are those of the Yonezawa man山cript. Preface 2 and colophon 2 
come from a Song edition. They do not seem to appear elsewhere. In this respect，由c
presentLi吻qiji吻edition repr白白白血essential dOCUI11ent for由e systematic study 
of the formation of由eLi吻qiji够阻d its transmission from the Six D归asties on. 

Besides the editions quoted above， one should also note由e editions of the ß告n
m刷 切congshu文遣檀革喜 (for由e quality of its prefaces) and由e edition of the 
Mohaijinhu墨海金壶， which was used as a model for由e Qing editions. 

Anicles dedicated to由eLi吻qijiψare found in all Chinese bibliographical works 
from由e Song until the present day. 

Huangdi longshou jing 黄 帝髓首砸
2 Juan 
H皿 (206 B.C.-A.D. 220) 
283 (fasc. 135) 

Marc Kalinnwski 

"Book of the Dragon、 Head， Transmitted by the Yellow Emperor:' The preface 
(2b) explains由at when the Yellow Emperor was about to leave the world and ascend 
to Heaven on a dragon， he transmitted由is book (which he himself had received from 
Xuannü五支) to his descendants. Upon his dep红ture，由e dragon's head was the last 

由ing to be seen， hence the title. 
This is由e first of a series of three treatises in 由e Daoza1移出at deal with the 

astrocalendrical divination known as liuren六圭. Until Song times (960-1279)， this 
method was practiced with the aid of a divination board (shi式)， which we know to 
have existed since Han times (206 B.C.-A.D. 220)， 皿d to which the present text refers 
(see由e expression "to tum由e board" [ωishi推式] on 2.18a). 

The earliest references t。由μ吻 劝ωji栩町in BPZ 19.307， wi阳t1移句li 2.12a， 
andl切:shijit:t.xun 19.520-21. The Sui shu， ''Yiwen zhi;' 34.1029 gives由e present title 
and number of juan. 

Hong Yixuan洪颐眶， in the preface to his edition (dated 1805) of the Lo吻劝ou
户� (in出ePi吻ltn9uan co吻'shu平津简章曹)， shows the multiple relatio吐ups be
tween由is book and Han society. It m山t be noted， however，由at由e present text has 
undergone modifications， as a number of quotations， especially those given in由c
Wuxing dayi， c皿 no longer be found here. 
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The text is divided into seventy-two p红agraphs and is provided with an extensive 
commentary that quotes a gr臼t nurnber of ancient sourc口.In several places， the main 
text refers to由自e same so田ω(1.1抖， 17a， 21b， and 2.2Ib). It is由erefore likely由at
m由e course of copying， text 皿d commentary have become intermingled. 

刀le commentary (I.3a) giv臼 a list of correspondenc臼between the twelve equato
rial constellations (xiu 宿 ) and the civil calendar. The忧es优er时i比es刊iβ趴s盯i耐d出enti忧巾ticωalw川it由ht由ha缸tfOl∞un
O∞n 由e mos挝t ancient model of 1阳ttωurl仰ren b协oa缸rd出s， dated 1呐7η3 B.C.  (see防nwu文物no. 8
[ 1978]: 12-31).咀咀s is all由e more remarkable， since none of the Han astronomical 
treatises that have come down to us mention i飞nor do any of the other /iuren manuals， 
明白白e exception of 284 Hua咽dijingui yuheng ji吻·

Huangdi jingui yuheng jing 黄 帝 金匮玉衡陋
巧fols.
SixD归asties(220-589) 

284-(fasc. 135) 

Marc Kali1WWski 

"Book of the J ade Scales and Golden Casket， Transmitted by Huangdi?' The term 
jingui (Golden Casket) points up the esoteric dimension of the work (22a). Yuhe1锣
(J ade Scales) here refers to由e constellation of the Northern Dipper (la). 

The book has a short introduction (la-2a) where magical and ritual aspects of the 
mantic method-described in由e text itself-are emphasized. The work is composed 
of two parts:]i吻uizhang (2a-l4-b) and Yuheng zhang (14-b-2归). Each zha吻 章com

prises ten headings， nurnbered one to ten. 
Like 28 3 HUa1纫'di切tgshω}t栩p由e present text is a treatise of divination by由e

liuren六圭method. The basic 由eory is assurned to be known to the reader. The 
work limits itself to taking an inventory of a set of可pical examples. In most cases， 
a single ex缸nple corresponds to each heading. The ten headings of]i吻uizha吻are
organized in such way由at由e examples follow each other according to由emcre皿mg
complexity of the method. 

The Hua1锣dijingui yuhe1移}t1切does not appear in the ancient bibliographical cata
logues. However， it contains some elements由at point with near certainy to a date of 
composition in the Six D归asties period (220-589). 

The terrn liuren used by Yan Zhirui颜之推(531-591) is accompanied by a reference 
to由e]i:吻uiyuli吻(Yanshij:仰帆"Zayi雄事") .

Except for the variant (由e introduction to由e presentJiψui yuhe吻ji1纫p 巾， uses 
the title of the work in a slightly modified form; here too， me modification concems 
由e same character as the one in由e list ofYanshi j:阳仰:万叨叨物吻房)， we can inf町
由at由eJi吻ui yuhe嘲弄吻 occupied a choice position among the liuren treatises as 
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early as the Six问rnasties. On an other hand， Yan Zhitu.i introduces由e term协tgshω
睫首before由e mention of Jingui yuling. In由eDaoza咐r，Ji1锣ui yuheng jing is also 
preceded by 283 Hua吻di切'l，gshωji吻·

The Wuyue chunqiu吴越春秩quo邸，on four occasions， the first or the second 
p扭曲at com posed由e]i:吻ui yuhe吻JZ吻( yuhe1锣a p pears there also in a modified 

form:yumen 同; 5.57b; 7.17b and 22a; IO.65a; Sibu C07切阳n四部赣刊).ηle Wuyue 
chunqiu mentions the number of the heading to which each exam ple it uses is related. 
Therefore， it may be assumed由at由e au由or山ed，if not the work incorporated in 

由e present Daoza吻"then a sin世红treatise written according to由e same class的mg
criteria (cf. Kalinowski， "Les ins truments astro-calendériqu口").币le first elaboration 
of the present text should be either contem por:红yor anterior to由e com position of 

由e Wuyuechu叫iu(second to four吐1century; cf. Zhang Xinzheng，即告i shu伽tg.缸0，
661-63). 

Finally， one should note由occurrence (17a) of the same set of twelve equatorial 
constellations 豁出e one mentionned in the commenta可ofz84 Hua吻di切'l，gshωpng.
But while in this last work the set is presented as a sim ple annex to由e com putation 

technique described by由e text， in the ]ingui yuhen jing it forms由e actual substance 
of the work . It is unlikely由at the]i吻uiyuhengji吻was written much earlier由皿由E
Wuyue chunqiu. Nevertheless， it should be noted由at出eJi1切切yuhe吻ji吻is in part 
devoted to由e a p plication of shi式techniques of the Han period. 

A good critical edition of the text， based on由eDaoza吻version，by Sun Xingyan 
探星衍，is found in Pi吻iin guan congshu平津筒嚣喜

Huangdi shou sanzi xuanniJ. ji7叨 黄 帝 授三子立 女 回
4fols. 
Six Dynasties (220-589) 

285 (fasC.136) 

.Marc Kalinowski 

"B∞k of the Dark Maiden， Transmitted by Huangdi to His Three Disci ples尸This
is a short treatise on divination by由e liuren六圭method .

The presentation 皿d s刷e of the work are com parable to z84 Hω吻diJï1锣uiyuhe1锣
jing. A few rare commentaries come with the text. All由e prognostications are组med
at determining the luc忡or ill也ted character of matrimonial unions. From the frag
mentary nature of由is o puscule， one can su p pose that the present text is an extraα 
from a larger work devoted to由e liuren method， such as由e Xuannü shifi1切玄女
式耀.

Thc technical formula stated in the first lines of page la of thc text is also found in an 
inscri ption由at a p pears on a divinatory table shi式dating from the end of the Six Dy
nasties (22←589; cf. �协nwu cankao ziliao文物参考资料no. 7 [ 1958] : 20-23) . It also 
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ap严arslfl由eWuxi1锣dayi5.2b， which considers it to come from a Liurensh价移. Siku 
功'ao III.947C白白blish口a connection between the present text and theXuannü shijing 
y吨向要法mentioned in由e Sui shu (34.1029). Before the Tang period (618--907)，由c
existence of liuren treatises placed under the patronage of the Dark Maiden is attested 
by由eWuxi吻dayi5.4b. Part of the description of this liuren method by由eW侃叨叨
dayi is based on extraωfrom a Xuannü shi.J，吻. The quoted passages are not found in 
由e present version. 

Other editions are found in由eJindai bishu津遣挝、言皿dPi1切切guan congshu 平
津筒最喜 .

Marc Ktdi1WWSki 

1 .A.3 Medicine and Pharmacology 

Medical works entered into the Taoist canon with the ca时ogue of the Xuandu 
guan五都翻by WAN G YAN and his collaborators (s自由e general introduction). 
Medicine and drugs have been part ofTaoist practice since early times. In the Heavenly 
Masters ecclesia， spiritual exercises were to replace medicine for由cαlfing of illness， 
but soon， as for instance in the case of the sectarians of 335 Taishang由ngyuan shenzhou 
.Ji:吻，由e masters used acupunαure to alleviate the sufferings of the fai由ful.Medicine， 
especially herbal世ugs， also figur臼prominently in the Sh皿gqing scriptures， and their 
editor TAO HONGJING was also an irnportant scholar ofChinese medical science. 

Ancient medical tex岱have been reassembled and reedited time and again through
out history. As a result， many important old texts figure in the Ming canon in later 
versions. The reader is therefore advised to consult also part 2.A.3 and part 3λ3. The 
present seCtlon presen臼only the Yellow Emperor Classics and TAO HONGJING'S 
Zhouh伽同f吨·

The scholarly literature on ancient Chinese medicine is abundant and easily acc臼
sible to students of the discipline. It has therefore seemed sufficient to the editors to 
limit the present section to the discussion of the actual editions as prese凹ed in由C
D刷国咆·

Hua ngdi suwen lingshu jizhu 黄 帝 素罔重幅集在
23 Juan 
Edited by Shi Song史根; preface dated 1155 
1020 (fasc. 661-663) 
"Combined Commentaries on the Basic Questions and the Divine Pivot of the Yel

low Emperor?' The classic Inner Canon of the Yellow Emperor (Hua吻'di neiji 吻 黄
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帝内租) is traditionally considered to be composed of two parts， the Basic Questions 
and the Divine Pivot， each in nine juan. Al由ough由eHua吻'di neiji1叨may have been 
elaborated during由e Former Han period (206 B.C.-A.D.的or even earlier，由ere IS 

still much discussion about the formation of the text as we have it today. 
The preface of Shi Song stat自由at in his time the text of the Suwen was cuπent and 

well established， whereas Li吻'shu editions were q山te deficient. On the basis bo由 of a
nurnber of ancient m皿山cnp岱由at his family had handed down and of other old ver
sions， he edited由eLi吻'shu text. He divided the text into twenty-four ju扭扭d eighty
one chapters， adding phonological glosses (由e last juan containing 由e gloss臼). He 
does not mention any commentary，四d由e present edition does not contain any. The 
title of由e present version of Shi Song's work is由erefore eπoneous: it contains neither 
由e text of the Suwen， nor the commentaries. The text as edited here has only twenty
由reeJU阻， as由e phonological glosses have been distributed inside the main text. 

TheLi吻。'Shu as edited by Shi is mainly concerned with acupunture.咀lerefore it has 
also been called the Needle Classic (zheηlm9封耀 ). I臼au由enticity has been much 
debated，由e au由orship being ascribed to Hu皿屏1 Mi皇甫趟， and even to WANG 
BING. Much of the material it contains is certainly ancient. 

K由时èr Schipper al叫Y棚n Bi:咽ling

Huangdi neijing suwen buzhu shiwen 黄 帝 内 陋素罔楠桂悍文
50Juan 
Commentary by WANG BING， hao Qixuan zi理豆子(762)，corrected by Lin Yi  
林僵(1058-1064) and others， and ag血1 bySun Zhao踩兆
1018 (fasc. 649-660) 
"Questions on Initial Life， from the Inner Canon of the Yellow Emperor， Text皿d

Annotations?' The title of Hua吻di neijï:吻� not mentioned in由eSh悦:， does figure in 
由e bibliographic chapters of the Han shu， which lists it as comprising eighteen juan， 
according to 由eQil仰七略catalogue by Liu xin盟l敢(d. 23 B.C.). This title 由ere
fore existed some time before the beginning of our era. Its attribution to the Yellow 
Emperor was already questioned by Hu皿阱lMi皇甫撞(215-282) in his preface to 
由eJiayiji:吻甲乙程.Huangdi's early association with medicine， however， can also 
be seen，岛r instance， in the Biography of C皿ggong (Shijï 105). 

The title Suwen， not mentioned in the biographical chapters of the Han shu， appears 
m由c由ird century in由e Sha吻han lunf易事就 m 由eMaij'i1锣 服程 ， and in the pref
ace ofHuan阱Mi to theJ.均价'fg， where it is said: "At 由e present time由ere exists 
aZhenji:ψ针程 in nine juan and由eSuwen素罔in nineju皿.These two works form 
由eNe价'fg内耀in eighteen ju扭了'

WANG BING adopts由is viewpoint， but places出e Suwen first (preface， 1a). Th山，
the title Suwen appears around the second and由ird centuries. According to Yu Ji血，
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由is title may well have existed at由e time of Liu Xin， who may have on1y mentioned 
two encyclopedic works in his catalogue，由eHua吻di neiji吻in eighteen juan and由c
waijing in eighteen juan， without giving由titles of the component works (挑u 吵ω
bianzhC1锣 12.624).

For Quan Yuanqi全元起，出e first commentator of the Suwen (e红ly six由 century)，
the term su素 designates由e foundation of life. According to the Qianzuo du乾掣度，
su means Taisu太素， "the beginning of the manifestation of the qi， of matter" (I.Ia). 

Prior to由e commentary by WANG BING， there existed two other commentaries 
on由e Suwen， on which Wang based himself. The first of these is由at of Quan Yu皿
qi， of whom we know no由ing except 由at his仕iend Wang Sengru王僧儒died
in 503 (Nan shi 59.4459). His commentary， originally in nine ju扭， is mentioned as 
comprising eight juan in the bibliographical chapter of the Sui shu (34.10刊， based on 
the catalogue of the Liang)， in由ejiu Tang shu (47.2046)， 皿d in由e bibliographical 
chapters of the So吻shi(207列03). TheXin Taψshu (59.1565) 皿d由eT01移动俨Yiwen
lüe;' list the nine-juan version.币1e second commenta町， by Yang Shangshan榻上善，

titledHuangdi ne价移 taisu 黄 帝 内 粗 太 素， is in由irty juan. This is a dassification of 
由e text of the Suwen by themes， accompanied by commentaries. The au由or is said to 
have been an imperial physici皿 during the Daye era (605-618) of the S山dynasty.

WANG BING， whose hao was Qixuan zi，由山 based his comment町on由e two 
texts mentioned above， which he had obtained仕om his master Xuanzhu zi五珠子

(see 10习 Suwen li叫ixuanzhu miyu， preface， la). He also made 山e of the manuscript 
of an earlier m皿ter named Zhang， which he discovered in由e library of a certain Mr. 
Guo (preface， 3a). He not only commented on the text， but also modified the number 

(and order) of the juan to twenty-fo町and of the chapters to eighty-one. 1n order to 
mak.e the text more explicit， he sometimes added charaαers in red ink， to set them 
off仕om the original text (preface， 5a). His commentary is essentially based on cert也n
chapters of the Suwen皿d theLi吻'Shu，由e quotations of which are occasionally intro
duced nnder the title Zhenji:吻. Wang also wrote a preface dated 762由at is placed at 
the head of the book. 

Lin Yi and his group revised the text 皿d由e commentary on imperial orders re
ceived in 1057. Sun Zhao proceeded to mak.e a new revision. The work was presented 
to由e emperor before being published. The Daozang edition begins with a memorial 
(biao麦) pr臼ented by Lin Yi and his collaborators on由at occasion. 1n his revision 
notes， always signaled by the phrase "xin jiaozheng yun新校正云，" Lin Yi often 
quot口thejiayiji吻and the commentaries on the Suwen by Quan Yuanqi and by Yang 
Shangshan. Moreover on several occasions， he indicates variants from an unidentifìed 
"separate m皿山cripr" (bie伽别本 ). These notes are由e result of a painst达ing study 
comparing the redundancies of the different chapters and the commentaries to these 
passages by WANG BING. The notes also mention the ch皿ges in the titles and the 
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order of the chapters由at WANG BING made with respect to由e edition annotated 
byQu皿 Yu叫i (see由e comparative tables in Okanishi Tameto， Song yiqian yiji Iuw， 
1:11-14; Ma Jixing， Zh01切li wenxianxuc， 68-109). 

τhe Suwen presents itself as a dialogue between Huangdi and his mirùster and 
teacher Qibo歧伯， Wl由由e exception of由e last seven chapters (juan 49-50， chapters 
75-81)， where Huangdi transmi臼his knowledge to his minister Leigong. Hu皿阱lMi
writes in his preface to由eJiayiji叨:叮be marvelous treatise [ of由e Yellow Emperor] 
was received by Leigong， who transmitted it to posterity." 

This book is of a composite nature; it does not date 仕om a single period， nor 
does it represent a single school (see由e studies by Yamada and Keegan). At present， 
only seventy-nine chapters survive: chapters 72 and 73 were already lost when WANG 

BING wrote his commenta可'. Of the remaining seventy-nine chapters，出e au由entici巧F
of seven (66-71， 74) has been questioned by Lin Yi， who attributes them to WANG 

BING himself (preface). These chapters deveiop由c由eory of the five revolutions and 
由e six qi (wuyun liuqi五渥六氯). Besides these chapters， there are three others (4， 
8， and 15) 由at are never mentioned in the Jiayi ji吻and由at缸e therefore probably of 
later date; chapter 8， moreove鸟mentions 0伍cial titles由at c缸ne into being only a丘er
265. The other chapters date仕om the end of the Warring States period at the earliest， 
and仕om the end of the Later Han (A.D. 25-220) at the latest.币le chapters由at speak 
only of yinyang without mentioning由e Five Agents are仕om the late Warring States 
period， like the manuscripts found at Mawang dui. Some chapters onJy use cyclical 
characters to designate the time of day; these are of the early Han period (e.g.， chapter 
3)， whereas the chapters出at use cyclical characters where the first month of the year 
corresponds to由e sl gnym寅红e later由四 104 B.C. (cf. chapter 49). 

The Suwen， which expoun出medical由eory， diagnost闷，major diseases， and aα
puncture， repr，口ents an already elaborate syn由esis of medical knowledge 由at circu
lated among physicians who referred themselves to Huangdi 四d among由ej叼刷方

士. Certain principles (chapter 26) are close to由e current由.eon臼inHan astronomy 
and divination by wind (卢吻劝m凰占).

B I BLIOG RAPI王Y

Keeg凹， "The Hua吻di neijing气Ma ]ixing， Zh01切ryi wen.xian XU&; W;皿g Hongru， Hua1切di

neiji啪"叼iiu; Yamada Keiji， "Formation of the Hua吻di即乡't1切了'

Catherine Despeux 
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Ge xianweng zhouhou beiji fa吻葛仙翁肘後偏急方
8Ju四
By G E  HONG葛洪(283-343)， TAO HONGJING陶弘景(456-536)，and Yang 
Yongdao榻用道(preface dated 1144); ed.ited by Duan Chengyi段成已，hao 
1皿U皿xiansheng菊曹先生(1276) 
1306 (fasc. 1013-1015) 
"Vade Mecurn with Prescriptions for All Emergencies， by Old 1mmortal Ge户This

famous handbook of herbal medicine was originally compiled by GE HONG， with 
the title Zhouhou jiuzu j饵，肘後救卒方(Vade Mecum for Extreme Urgencies)， 
which m山t have comprised由ree juan， totalling 86 rubrics. About two centuries later 
TAO HONGJING made a revised ed.ition， sometimes condensing Ge's prescriptions， 
and sometimes adding his own， arriving at a total of 101 rubrics. This number had a 
symbolic meaning， because it coπesponded to the number of d.iseases， which， in Bud
dhist texts， are related to each of the Four Elements (ear由，wate民fire，and wind). The 
rubrics were classified into internal d.iseases， extemal d.iseases， and illnesses caused by 
anirnals or by exterior agen臼.

In the twel丘h centt町， Y;四gYongdao again revised Tao's work. He had obtained 
皿 edition of the Qiantong era (IIOI-IIIO). Yang added at the end of each rubric pre
scnp∞ns copied from ano由er handbook called Zhenglei benca.o 程颊本草 (Classified 
Matn切Medica)， by Tang Shenwei唐惯微(且1082).

According to Chen Jiru隙耀儒， who edited the present handbook during 由C
WaI让i period (1573-1缸。)， the work was included in由eMing Daozang at由e request 
of ZHAO YIZHEN. Zhao was himself the ed.itor of another medical handbook also 
included in the canon， II6S Xianchuan waike b件'移·

The present ed.ition has five prefaces: (1) by GE HONG; (2) byTAO HONGJING; 
(3) a continuation of this "old preface" written at Luming shan 1m唱山;(4) byY:皿g
Yongdao， who called his exp扭曲d ed.ition 由eFt侈ua1移动仰houfa1锣附属肘後方;
(5) by Duan Chengyi， who found a copy while on an inspeαion tour in Henan and 
had it printed. Duan， ajinshi of the Zhengda era (1224-1231)， was a famous man of 
letters， close to由e Quanzhen school of which his cousin Duan Keji段克己was an 
adept (cf. Ermiao j￥9a). 

1n addition to recipes of herbal med.icine，由e prl臼ent handbook sometimes pre
scribes acupuncture 皿d moxibustion， as wel1 as certain "shamanistic" practices， espe
cially in cases of possession (I.I2a-b). Incantations缸e pr口cribed in juan 3 (5b). The 
handbook also has some veterinary prescriptions. 

Catherine Despeux 
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l.A.4 Yangsheng 

The contents of the present section do not adequately represent the wealth of 
early textual material preserved in the Taoist canon conceming 由e arts of Tending 
Life. Indeed， here we find only those works由at we can surmise co町espond to pre
Sui (581-618) versions. Many more texts， however， survive in later collections of the 
Tang d归asty(618-907)， and the reader is therefore invited to consult also part 2.A.4. 
Moreover， many ancient ya吻'Sheng 蚕生pract ices were transmitted as part of the 
Shangqing revelations. Hence由ey were rewritten and also more or less altered; nev
ertheless the ancient forms remain ve可much apparent. In one famous case，由at of 

由e Book of the Yellow Court (Hua叨 U吻 l'吻 黄 庭 程 )， we happen to have the two 
complete versions: the ancient text (3 32 Taisha叨 hua吻 切切仰伊ng yψψ) as well as 

由eShangqing version (3 3 1  Taisha吻 hua吻切'lg neiji1切yu}t1锣)， which is listed among 
由e tex臼in part I.B.2. Critical studies of this kind of Shangqing material may yet yield 
m扭y new insights into the early history ofTending Life practices. 

The few texts assembled here are， nevertheless， import四t. Bo由出e original version 
of the above-mentioned Hua叨吻jing and由e newly identified Ltwzi zho吻吻 老

子中程(II68 Taishang 问iun zho吻iing)红'e highly significant works. Equally essential 
is the 818 Ta华吨，由φlin yangsheng ji吻� which c皿 be linked to the well-known Ma
wangdui m皿山cripts. The hitherto unstudied 132 Ta华吻 zhenren luomiψjue is also 
a remarkable source for the vision of the body and its transcendent dimensions. 

Taishang laojun zho吻ii吻太上老君 中陋
2Juan 
Later Han (巧-220)?
1168 (fasc. 839) 
叮'he Most High 1ρrd Lao's Book of the Center!' This work is one of the earliest 

manuals of1注oist cosmology to have come down to us. An identical version has been 
preserved in 盯QQ 18-19， under the title Laozi zh01纫i咱老子中程(Laozi's Book of 
由eCenter)， also named Zhugong yuli珠宫玉唐(JadeCalendar of the Pearly Palace). 
The comment町， by Liangqiu zi梁丘子in4ωHuaψti吻仰伊吻P伊'lg zhu 2.5b 
quotes a passage of chapter 17 of the present text under the title of Yuli jing 玉 屠
髓， 皿d again at 2.23a a pωsage of chapter 11. The work 388 Taisha气(fl吻bao wufuxu
I.I8b-19b 皿d 21a quotes different passage仕om chapters 3牛， 35， and 22 of our work， 
without indentifying由em.

The work is composed of fi句-five chapters， numbered in sequence and followed 
by the mention of divine immortals (shenxωn 神仙). The signific皿ce of由is term 
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here is unclear， unless we assume由at it was originally followed by由e wordxtωntu 
玄圃(mysterio山 plα町的. Indeed，由e fina1 chapter giv臼a book title由at may well 
have been由at of the present work: J ade Ca1endar of the Sun [and the M∞n?]， with 
Mysterio山Picr山es of the Divine Immortals， in Fi丘y-Five Chapters (She阳'UJn xtωn阳
对[户te?]yuli wu，刷刷zha吻 神仙 立 圃日[月 ?]玉唐五十 五章). It is由erefore possible 
由at fo口nerly each chapter was accomp缸ued by illustrations depicting the deities de
scribed. \Vhen these illustrations no longer existed， the editors removed the reference 
"mysterious picture，" lea叫ng before each chapter the truncated en山neration of d:今d
shenxian， dier shenxian， and so on. 

Chen Guofu (CGF 80) identifies由e present work wi由 aL叫iun yuli zhenji吻 老
君玉唐翼陋m出e library of GE HONG (BPZ 19.305). II2S Dongxuan li吻'hao san
dongfe1移向okej勿)吻而4.7a， however， lists a Yuli j吻(in one juan) as well as a Laozi 
zhO'l叨'tψ(in one juan) as two different works to be transmitted at由e ordination of a 
Gaoxuan fashi高立法嗣priest. However this may be， it seems cert:也n由at由e pr，臼ent
work antedates GE HONG (283-343). The final chapter mentions the titles of severa1 
talismans narned the Zhutai珠胎，Q拼 七楠，Hu吻ai莘盖， 皿dQi1彻uan 清白白le
bibliographical chapter of the Baψu zi mentions the talismans called Zhutai and QiJi 

(BPZ 19.307)， titles not found in any other Taoist text known today. Moreover， our 
text finish口with the following words spoken by Laozi: "1 e时oin you to search dili
gently for a master. 1 have taught eighty-one disciples， who have all become immortals. 
Ten of them have dispersed arnong由e people. They are gr也n immorta1s (gu.xian毅
仙)， who roarn everywhere， looking for adepts. 1 have traversed the times of Qin秦
[221-207 B.C.]皿dXiang填[i.e叮XiangYu填羽， 233-202 B.C.] without manifesting 
myself. N ow 1 shall appear for the Han， in accordance with由eYellow Era.币lose who
w山see me shall know great happiness!" This coming of a new "yellow" era recalls not 
only由e cosmologica1 speculations ofWang Mang's (r. A.D. 9-25)由n白， but especially 
由e Yellow Turban Revolt of 184. The termg阳ian is also given in 818 Ta中句，砌可zn
ya1纫'she1切}t1移出， where it is applied to Pengzu彭祖. This is undoubtedly an ancient 
work由at may date to由e Eastern Jin d严lasty(317-420). 

The work describes in detail all由e gods of the universe and of the h田nan body， 
giving由e exaα correspondenc臼between the two，仕om由e greatest and highest to 
the smallest and lowest. Farther on， the text places these gods in a liturgica1 ca1endar 

由at tak臼mto account由e phases of the moon， the sexag'自由la1 cycle of days， and 
the twelve hours of the day. The meditation on由e go出of the body is accomp缸ued
by visualization， massage， and invocations. Sexua1 exercises a1so appear to have been 
山ed， as women and men praαice toge由er(chapters 13 and 24)， while the latter红C
instructed to retain their semen (chapter 21). 

The J ade Calendar concerns not only these exercises， but a1so the cosmic cycl白，
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short and long，出at separate由e recurring periods of crisis. The book foretells (chapter 
52) the imminent end of a major cyde， when only imrnortals and Taoists will be saved 
from the wholesale destruction of the present world. 

B 1BLIOGRAPHY 

Schipper， "Inner world of the Lao-归u chu，锣-chi，纫产

Taiqing zhenren luomi咽jue太清晨人精命缺
9 fols. 
Third or fourth century 

132 (fasc. 59) 

Krist旷èrSch仰er

"Methods for a Lasting Life of the True Persons of Greatest Purity." This is an 
ancient manual for Tending Life techniques， quoted under由e present title in Song 
catalogues (see VDL 92). It quotes (on page 2a) a Shen.xian阳神仙圃(Illustrations
ofDivine Immortals). This is由e ancient title of Il68 Taisha吻问iunzho吻吻， where 
由e quoted p臼sage can be found in section 12 (I.7b). The names given here on pages 
3b-4b to由e different spirits of the body缸e also similar to those in Ta ishan g laojun 
zhongji吻， section 26 (I.21b; e.g.， "Dandan旦旦" for the spirit of the stomach， "Bibi 
f卑f卑" for由e spirit of the spleen， etc.). 

The manual draws on a v;红iety of sourc臼. It begins (1a-2b) with a few theoretical 
expl皿ations by Huang-Lao， 由e foremost saint of early Han (206 B.C.-A.D.220) 
Taoism. 

币1臼e expl四ations are followed by instructions for "serving由e Tao" (shi，句。事
道) given by a master (shi嗣). First the adepts， male as well as female， should atone 
for由eir sins and obtain pardon企om由e heavenly administration. Then由ey should 
visualize the spirits of the body by means of the techniques ofVisualizing of the Five 
Beasts (cun wtωω存五献) and Traveling through the Viscera (liza1移居脯).

The final pa口(5a--9b) is spoken by deity (shen神). He says: "Can 1 constantly re
main separated from mankind? If 1 am to dwell with mankind， it behooves to think 
of me. H山nans are neglecting themselves 皿d do not take loving care of their bodies. 
They r句ect me，由ey lose me，由ey shame me，由ey hurt me，由ey ffiJure me由rough
由eir married life，由ey tire me out wi由由elr sex， . . .由ey do not meditate on me 
according to由e Tao?' Thereupon， a Taoist (彻o道) asks由e dei可about the ways of 
prese凹mg由e vital energies. These ways are then expounded in terms由at are close to 
Il68Taisha吻切似nzhongji吻(compare the description of the CÌImabar Field [dantian 
丹田] here on page sb with II68μojun zhongjing， section 1冗I.13a-13b)， the main in
novation in由e pr臼ent text being由民in addition to由e dantian in the lower part of 
the body， there is also one each in the median and upper parts (zho吻budantian中部
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丹田and sha1切切dantian 上部丹田 ).咀1Ïs is a development also found in Sh皿gqmg
Taoism. In the absence， however， of other references to由is tradition， we may con
clude由at由e present text belongs to 皿 earlier stratum. 

Xiandao jing匾道砸
14 fols. 
T hird centu呵?
862 (fasc. 578) 

Kru切ifer Schipper 

"Exposition of the Tao." T his is an ancient manual of Tending Life praαlC臼由at
emphasizes practical methods， especially for reducing starches ("abstaining from 
cereals:' duaψu断费) and slimming， as well as for meditation. The praαice of the Tao 
is defined here as "entering由e room of the Tao" (ro彻oshi人道室).A丘er 皿 intro
duction into general and theoretical topics， a subtitle， "Explanati.ons of the Simple 
Tao"(Su彻0卢素道解)， aptly characterizes the conten岱. Few sources are given， but 
similar instructions can be found in 1:皿g works such as 830 Fuqi ji吻ryi lun by S IMA 

CHENGZHEN. At the end， the text refers to a Shenxian tu 神仙 圃 . This ti.tle could 
well refer to II68 Taisha吻laojun zh01切iing (q.v.)， and quotations here show many 
similariti.es wi由出at text;也r instance: "If you const四tly由inkof由el泊， the Tao will 
also由inkof you. In sadness， think of the 1与0; in illness think of the Tao; in poverty 
think of the Tao;山need and distress think of the Tao; when rich and noble，由inkof

由el￥0; when eating and drinking， d由1k. of the Tao. . . . The Tao is 1， and 1 with you 
shall together practice由e arts ofLong Life;勺32 Taiqi1移 动enren lU01ni:吻jue also gives 
a citation from the Shenxian阳出at in many respects is similar. Also， the parti.cular 
names for由e spirits of the Five Viscera (e. g.， Bibi f卑悻for由e spleen; see page IOb) 
are common to由c由ree texts. The present work should be of a contemporary， pre
Eastern Jin (317-420) date. 

Taiqing daoy仰 yangshengjing 太清事引萤生钮
1 9  fols. 
Fourth centu可?
818 (fasc. 568) 

Kri.由ifer Schipper 

"Treatise ofGreat Purity on Gymnastics and Nurt町ing Vitality." T his work is listed 
in the Bishu 加吻xubian彻o siku queshu mu (1145) under由e title of Daoyin ya1纫she1锣
}t吻毒引 蚕生陋， in one juan (VDL 150). The text is later由皿I427 Taiqi吻 Daolin
加�she1侈 lunJ to which it refers， and 824 S01纫'Shan Taiwu xia胁。18 qijingJ which it cites. 
It probably dates in its present form to a period after由e mid-eigh由 century. How
ever， the Zhubi吻yuanhou lun (dated 610 ) 皿d836 She阳ian shiqi jingui miaolu already 
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cite much the same material仕om traditional sources. On the basis of these citations， 
由e majority of the exercises described here can be dated to the late sixth century. A 
relationship between 由e present te:xt and the lost Yangshe吻Y呵ii萤生要 集 (fourth
century; see Barrett， "τransmission") can only be surmised. 

The partial edition of the work in ηQQ 34.la-13b coπesponds， wi由 vanan臼， to 
the section la-I归ofthe pr臼ent text. Another abridged version is found in juan 28 of 
1017 Daoshu. 

The work consists of a collection of gyrnnastics and breathing techniques， includ
ing those of Daolin道林(i.e.， Zhi Dun支道，如牛-366)， representing the schools of 
variousllnmnortals of皿tiquity (Chisong zi赤松子， N ing Feng zi事封子， Pengzu彭
丰且， Wangzi Qiao王子雷). Several of the latters' biographies in 294 Liexian zhuan are 
cited. 刀le brea由ing techniques and aI山nal-like movemen岱placed under由e patron
age ofNing Feng zi continue皿 ancient tradition. 

Remnan岱of this tradition dating from the Han period (2'06 B.C.-A.D. 22'0) have 
been unear由ed in recent decad臼 by archaeologists: the Gymnastics Chart (n刷岁阴阳
理引圃) in Maw皿gd山， depicting movements and exercises; and a set of commen
四阳 on 由臼e ill山trations， inscribed on bamboo slips discovered separately in Jiang
ling， Hunan (see 由e referenc自由 Despeux). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Despe山，"G归nnastics."

Iω槐LiPi and Fran出cus Verellen 

Taishang huangting w，叫jing yujing太上 黄庭外景 玉幢
3 Juan 
Before A.D. 255 
332 (也c. 167) 
"Precio山 Book of the E:xterior Lan也cape ofthe Yellow Court产1bis is由e original 

Huanti吻 ji咽， a didactic poem spoken by Lord Lao 四d describing 由e interior world. 
The epithet wai.fi吻 was later added by the Shangqing tradition， in order to dis由19t且sh
由is ancient text from their own 331 Taishang hua叨切锣仰伊吻 用ii:吻 (see， for instance， 
1344 Dongzhen ta伪ang shω zhihuixùumωzhenji1移I.I5b: 黄 庭 内 外 [景 耀]).

The oldest copy of the present text is by W;皿gXizi王疆之(3'03-379). Written in 
337， it has been reproduced on a stele， from which a number 'Of rubbings have been 
preserved. These rubbings have been studied and critically edited by Nakata Yüjirö 
(Ch电oku shoron shu， 83-142). 

The Huaψti1锣卢'Ig is， however， older than由at. Its prosody and rhymes cor
respond to Later Han (勾-22'0) or Three Kingdoms (220-265) usage (see Maspero， 
"Me由ods，" 489). 294 L仰ian zhuan 2.21a (biography of Zhu Hu四g朱璜) mentions 
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出e Lao;"un Hua吻切w卢锣皿d由e practice of its mulitiple recitations. It is， moreove飞
mentioned in 789 Zhe叨ryifawen tianshi þaoj化均iing 1臼(dated 255) as an important 
workfor由e instruction of adepts. 1ts specific vocabula可is also used in 1294- Sha1秽qing
hua吻'shuguoduyi 19b--20b. The work w皿part ofGE HONG'S library (II8S BaφU Zt 
ne刷刷 19.5a). 

1n the present edition， the text is divided into three short ju凹， which coπ口pond
to the version in the annotated edition of 263 Xiuzhen shis，加58-60.

B I B L I OG RAPI王Y

Gong Pengche吨，"ffm吻tingji1锣lnnyao"; Schipper， conco仰nceduH仰ang-t'i:咽ching;

Y皿g Fucheng， "Hua咽ti1移nei wai erjing kao"; Yu Wanli， "Hua吻ti嘲弄'移四世leng."

Taishang mingjian zhenjing 太 上 明锺翼髓
1 1  fols. 
1207 (fasc. 876) 

Krist伽Schipper

"lbe Most High True Scripture of the Clear Mirror?' The territorial units listed in 
O山text(6a)红ezhω，JunJx仰，皿d so on. The same text inμφ'unmt:吻waofaxushi 
老君明照法敖事(in YJQQ48劝)， in由e oa由 of transmission (劝ifa誓法)， omits
Jun郡from this list. The ;"un commande可was abolished凶a fom叫territorial unit 
during the early Tang (618-907).ηQQ 48.7a also shows traces of another revision of 
our忧xt (5a) in the substitution of li理forzhi泊， the taboo name ofTang Gaozong. 
We may therefore conclude由at由e prl臼ent text dates企om由e Six Dynasties period 
(220-589). 

The work is an assortrnent of instructions and charms devoted to由e p田suit of im
mortality. 1t comprises two parts， of which only the first deals wi由 mirrors， the second 
part concems a medicinal plant and由E由ree poIsono山 worms (sancho吻 三 矗).

Part 1 (Ia-6b) presents various methods of meditation由at make use of the powers 
of water and metal intrinsic to Chinese mirrors. From resolute self-visualization in 
one or several mirrors， the adept progress臼to由e technique of the four discs. These 
discs are implanted at cardinal points by由e four emblematic animals， each be缸mg a
looking glass. In由ls way由e adept may perceive his personal gods as well as the nine 
transfo口nations ofLaozi according to由e hours of the d畔For由e highest degree of 
meditation the text counsels the 山e of a single mirror. It gives details (but no drawing) 
of a charm， the tianyuan声天圃符attributed to Zuo Yu皿f四g左元放，由e master of 

GE HONG. Placed on the back of a small mirror to be wom by由e adept， this charm 
assures him protection ag也nst all evil. A formula of transmission for出口e instructions 
ends the first part of this text. 

Part 2 (7a-9b) consists of moral injunctions addressed to a Hu皿gting zhenren 
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FlGURE 2ηle Three Deities guarding against由t白rree

Afl1ictions of lust， greed，四d ambition (1207 IOb-ua). Ming 

reprint of 1598. Courtesy of the Bibli。由èque nationale de 

France (Chinois 95+6/II9I) 

daoshi黄庭真人道士concerningjiuheng 就衡 (m皿na)， used by Emperor Yao to 
nourish victims of the Deluge. This food is made from a nine-knotted， 由iπy-six leaved 
plant ga由ered by a Hu皿gting严mü黄庭玉女. It is associated wi由 four charrns of 
the cardinal poin问the channs are shown in drawings and identified in the text accom
p阻止d by their propitious dates， re思山ted to 由e calendrical system jianchu 建除.

The final instructions are aimed at fighting 由c 由ree pOlsono山 worms by means 
of three charms. Two of these charrns， the text stat白， derive from thc Ltwzi sansh布切
zhen户 老 子三十 九 翼 符 . There are no iUustrations of these charms， but a山plClO山
days for entering the mountains to prep缸e the remedies are given. Our text doses 
Wl由 由e illustrations of three gods complete in details of dress and identity， who， when 
invoked， wiU help the adept to fUI血1 the instructions provided (fig. 2) . 

Reference concerning the four discs sigui 四规 (2a) is found in BPZ队which lists 
among lost works a协ok of Four Discs (抬UJ}J吻 四 规程 ) and a Book of the Clear 
Mirror (Mi吻iingjing 明制里). BPZ 19 further lists a Charrn of the Fo同咀ne True
Mirrors (SishijÏu zhenjing 户四 十 九 翼 耀 符 )， which may weU be related to the Charm 
of由e Thi叮叮ine True Mirrors (San.劝ijiu zhenji吻 户三 十 九 真耀 符 ) mentioned in 
由e prαent text (9b). 

BIBLIOG RAPI王Y

Kaltenmark， "Miroirs magiques了'

Pauline Bent，句KojJler
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12 fols. 
846 (fasc. 573) 
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"Methods of the Great Purity Canon for Abstaining from Cereals." T his text 
comprises elements of a tradition由at can be traced at least to由e Han d归asty(206 
B.C.-A.D. 220). Among由e patron saints of this tradition is C山Yezi 崔野子， whose 
biography in LZIT 7.13b probably deriv臼仕om由e late Six Dynasti臼(220-589) Do ng
XÏR nzh ua n洞仙傅.T he present work probably dates to the end of the Six Dynasties 
period at the earliest. 

All of the six: recipes for which a source is indicated (see 2a-b， 5b， 缸， 由， and 9b) 
are said to derive from the Wujù ji吻 五符昭. Four of these resemble recipes found 
in 388 Taisha吻 lingbao wt;户 XU 2.2Ia-b， 2.30b--3Ia， 2.35a， and 2.36a， except for details 
concernmg meas町'es 四d quantities. 刀le recipes are also abridged. 卫le two remain
ing recipes attributed to由e W"户 jing(2.a-b， 但) 红e related only remotely to those 
found由ere: perhaps 2.I2a for由c户li吻 夜 幕 。两句ma ωcos) recipe 皿d 2.2Ia-b for 
hua吻吻 黄 精 (pol纫ona阳mgiganteum).

The pr口ent work (7a-b) contains a citation of the Baop u zi由at is not found in 
ext皿t editions. 

The book consists of a selection of exclusively plant-based recipes for preparing 
substitute foods. Some of the foods are themselves based on cereals， but in fermented 
form. All of the preparations 红e extremely simple 四d req山re only a few common 
ingredients. T he recipes refer to only 且ve plants :户ling 夜 蒂， 加a吻。19 黄 精， zhuJ忙，

jusheng 巨膀， 四d tia nme ndo叨 天内各.
Jean Lévi 

1 .A.5 A1chemy 

As with other technical tex岱(medicine，ya吻'sh e吻妻 生)， the early materials related 
to alchemy have been prese凹ed in a great variety of so田ces and in many di辰rent
compilations. Here again， later editions brought toge由er in part 2.A.5 should be 
consulted alongside由e present ones. Many alchemical recipes and techniques have 
also been transmitted within the Sh皿gqing scriptures (see part I.B.2). 

The works assembled here are of a varied nature. Some are highly technical (930 
Sa ns hiliu s，加份)， while others relate to m严hology(see， for instance， the "method " of 
由e five transcendental "mushrooms " planted by the divine Mao brothers on Maoshan 
茅 山 归89Ta iji劝 enrenjiuzhua n hua ndan ji吻y叫'ue). Some works， such as the ancient 
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a1chemica1 manua1 880 Ta叨叨jinyi shendan ji吻， have sections on ritua1. 刀U"oughout
由is secrion the role played by G E H 0 N G in the elaboration of a1chernica1 10re is appar
ent. As c皿 been seen from many titles in由is section and in part 2.A.5，由e compilers 
of the Xuandu guan 主 都 颐 cata10gue and subsequent bibliographers classified these 
a1chemica1 tex臼 m由e l1缸qing division. 

For the Zhωryt ιantong qi 周 易 参 同 契 and related texts，由e reader is invited to 
consult the introduction to part 2.A小 Al由ough the notion ofInner Alchemy was in 
a way a1ready present in later Han times (see 1168 Taisha:栩问iunzhongjl吻 38)， to all 
evidence由e work由at is now called Zhouyi 刷刷� qi belongs to a later development 
in 1泣。1St由ought and praαlce . 

Shenxianβur danshi xingyao fa 神仙服 饵 丹 石 行 费 法
26 fols. 
Attributed to Jingli xiansheng 京 里 先生 ; Six Dynasties (220-589) 
420 (fasc. 192) 
"Methods of the Divine Immortals for Ingesting Cinnabar and Other Minerals， 

and for Making Medicines Edible." This text includes a col1ection of alchemical 
recipes and a section dealing wi出由e genera1 principles of the treatment of mineral 
and vegetal substances. Apart from two references to cinnabar as coming 丘om Yue 
越(in modern Zhejiang; 7a) and B a 巴(in modem Sichuan; 9a)， which sugg臼t由at
由e text dates at least partially from before 由e Tang (618--907)， there is no de位世te
evidence on由e date of由Ís compilation. 咀le n缸ne of its legendatγ author， who is 
a1so credited with 836 Shenxian Shiqi jiψui miaolu， appears as Jingli 景里 xiansheng
in Bishu sheng xubian彻o siku queshu mu 2.36b， where the title of the work is given as 
She阳ian户shi ershi bing xi吻ryaofa 神 仙 服贪饵石 并行费法(Me由ods of the Divine 
Immorta1s for Ingesting Minera1s in Pills， and for Making Medicines Edible; cf. 
VDL I30). 

The conten臼 of the work may be divided into three parts. 白le first part (la-ua) 
includes twenty-one methods for making cinnabar edible. There fol1ow similar recipes 
for rea1gar (na-I7b) and other substances (勾a-26a). A third section (I7b--2sa， entitled 
Shenxian foshi ershi 神仙服贪锢石， a name close to由e varl皿t title mentioned above) 
discusses the value and use of common minera1s and plants for obtaining immortal
i町" as wel1 as 由e genera1 principles underlying由eir treatment and ingestion. The 
me由ods described in由Ís work seem to be related to traditions refleαed in the early 
hagiographical sources， where the ingestion of minerals and plan臼 IS 0丘en mentioned 
as part of dietary regimes. Severa1 recipes here红e in fact associated with names of 
legendary immorta1s of antiq山ty.

Fabrizio P吻adio



SlInshiliu shu份 三 十 六 水 法
12 fols. 
930 (fasc. 597) 
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叮rnrty-s皿 Me出ods for Lique命ing[Solids]产 刀山 work describes ways of tuming 
metals and minerals into aqueo山 solutions.A Sanshiliu shuijing 三 十 六 水钮， without 
attribution， is mentioned by GE HONG (283-343) inII8s B呻u zz ne仰n 19.4b. Some 
of 出口e me由ods were known to GE HONG since he spe过s of "transforming instantly 
由c 由irty-six minera1s (or ston臼) into water 三 十 六 石， 主 化 属 水 " ([[8S Baφu Zt 
m刷刷 3. Ib)皿d further describes two me由叫s for making aqueous solutions of re
algar and cinnabar (1附 加ψu zi neipian 16.9b-IOa). 刀lese two me由ods corr臼pond，
Wl由 some variants， to 2a-2b of the present text. The book is entitled Lian sanshiliu 
shui shifa 鲸 三 十 六 水 石 法 m 由e Cho吻wen zo吻mu (VDL 163). 

According to one tradition， the au由orship of the work is ascribed to Liu An 割 安
( I7!r-I22 B.C . ) .  His biography in由e Shen.xian zhuan 楠仙博 stat自由at he was given 
an a1chemica1 book in 由i町-SIX Juan 丹耀 三 十 六 卷 by his Eight Masters (B agong 
八 公 ). An excerpt from 由e same work in 曰QQ I09.24a adds: ''Alchemical scriptures 
along with由i呵吨lX reclp臼for mercury， etc. [ 丹 扭 及 二 十 六 水 丹 等 方" or: diverse 
recl严s of which 由irt)吨ix concem solvents and silver]. 

Supplementary information can be found in 88S Hua吻'dijiudi栩 如ndan 所勿仰
8.1a-2a， according to which Liu An not only received the Sanshiliu shu份 from the 
B agong， but also a Wuling shendan 胁，切吻 五 噩 神 丹 上 扭 . That source a1so in
cludes the line of transmission of由自e tex臼 (8.2b) and states由at Liu An transmitted 
them to Zuo Wu 左 吴 before ascending into Heaven. According to Gao You 高窍 ，
however， Zuo Wu himself was one of the B agong (cf. II84 Huainan ho叨liejie， preι 
ace 2a). 

Another tradition ascribes由e au由orship to TAO HONGJING. His bibliography in 
由e Huaya吻yinjuxiansheng be呻 lu (叮QQ I07.IOa)， by his nephew Tao Yi 陶踢 (ca.
502)， includes 由e title Fu户mmu zhu shiyao xiaohua sanshiliu shu�向ψ 服 雪 母 藉 石 费
消 化 三 十 六 水 方 in one juan. TAO HONGJING himself， however， not臼in his com
mentaIγ to由e Benωo 本 草 : "The me由ods of transformation [xiao 消 ] of nitre can 
be found in由e Sa时iliu shu�向矿， (Shennong be仰。Jt吻jizhu 巧， 皿d 769 码1吻yanyi
benωo I.28a). The sentence is a1so quoted， a1由ough incorrectly， in 88S Shendan ji呗lue
19.2a. There are indeed severa1 procedures for dissolving nitre in our text (4a-b);由c
由ird of these also figures in 88S Shendan ji叨iue 19且.

D臼pite由c 口tle，由e Sa阳hi.加 shu�向 compnses more由四 thirty-six methods. The 
text must have acq山red its present form during the Northern Song (9óO-II27)， if not 
already during the Tang: 由 88S Shendan ji1切切 includes a "rongyan shu份 戎 睡 水 法 "
excerpted 丘om由e Sanshiliu shu份 which figures a丘er由c由i呵r-six methods i n  our 
text. 
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The proced山es themse!ves are short; nitre (xiaoshi 硝 石 ) is generally used as 
solvent to obtain various solutions (al山风 gold.， realgar， cinnabar， lacquer， etc.). In
struction on the rirual used for the transmission of the text， attributed to a certain Gao 
Qi 高起， along with an incomplete list of days forbidden for the making of 世ugs IS 
found at the end of the text (IIb--I2b; compare 由is list with that of 88 5 Hua吻dijiu
d吻shendanf吻 I且; 880 Ta勾吻jinyishendan ji:吻iue I.7a; 皿d 908 Sha吻qingjiuzhen 
zh01切':1移 neijue 2b). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Chen Guo缸， Daoza吻户ωnliu xuluw; Tshao Thien-chhin et al.， "An early medieval alchemi

cal text，" 122. 

Farzeen B础irian-Hussein

Shangqing jiuzhen zhongjing neijue 上 清 九 虞 中 醒 内 抉
6 fols. 
Attributed to Chisong zi 赤松子; early Six Dynasties (220-589) 
908 (fasc. 589) 
"Secret Instructions on the Central Book of the Nine Authentic [1ρrds] of High 

Puri旷 This text is attributed to Chisong zi， who appears here under the appellation 
Taiji zhenren 太 懂 翼 人 (Zhenren of the Great Ultimate). No exaα details are avail
able about the origin and date of this short text， but its title and attribution suggest 
由at it may have been transmitted as part of the Shangqing co甲山. Taiji zhenren is 
also associated wi由 伪 币&ïzhenren jiuzhuan huandan ji咽y叼'ue and 1376 Sha1例ing
taisha吻 均iunjiuzhen zhongji叨， two other works related to 由lS corp山 and entire!y 
or partially devoted to alchemical methods. 

The text includes three methods for 由e ingestion of cinnabar (Ia-2b)， followed by 
由e description of皿 Offering (jiao TaiJl卢 醺太一法 ; 2b--5b) to be perforrned before 
由e preparation of the elixir. 

Fabrizio Pregadio 

Taiji zhenren ji附加an h，ωndan jing yaojue太面 翼 人 九曾遭 丹 但 要 鼓
8 fols. 
Early Six Dynasties (220-589) 
889 (fasc. 586) 
"Essential Instructions on the Book of the Nine-Times-Transmuted Elixir of the 

Zhenren of the Great Ultimate." This work includes the recipe for 皿 elixir (Ia-5b)， 
two me由ods for compounding minor 世ugs (5ιób)， and an account of five zhi 芝
(subst皿ces of a transcendcntal nature 由at only divinities can confer upon adepts) said 
to havc bccn planted by Mao Ying 茅 盈 and his brothers on Maoshan 茅山 (6b--8a).
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The text， which is listed for the first tirne as Tai)Ï zhen叫iiuzhuan huandan ji吻 in Sui
shu 34.1049， is presented here as revealed by Xicheng Wangjun 西城王君， one of the 
Shangqing immorta1s. 

Several quotations in TPYL from the biography of Mao Ying confirm 由at 由c
materials found in 由e prl臼ent text were once part of the Shangqing scriptural corp山
These quotations 红e derived 丘。m both the first recipe (e.g.， passages in la and 3b 
are quoted in TPYL 942.构， 8II.7a， and 812.7a; cf. a1so TPYL 67I.la and IOI6 Zhe吻ω
5.4a) and the account of the zhi (passages in 6b and 7a-b 缸e quoted in TPYL 718劝
阻d 986.3b). It is likely 由at these recipes were already ttansmitted before YANG 
revelations of 364-370， and 由at 由ey entered Mao Ying's biography仕om different 
sources， being later separated仕om it to forrn the prl臼ent text. The earlier origin of the 
section on 由e zhi， said to have been appended (户 附 ) to the elixir recipe， is attested 
by n8s BaφU Zt net抖an n.6b and 1I.7b. 

Part of the first recipe (summarized in Sttickmann， "On the a1chemy of T'ao Hung
ching:' 146-150) is quoted as )Ïu.动uanfa 九膊法 (Me由od of the Nine Cycles) in 附
Huangdi jiuding shendan ji1切加 (passages in 3b 皿d 5a are found there in 20. 16b--17a 
and 20. 1  b; the latter is also in 930 Sa阳hiliu shu份 nb). 古le recipes of the two corollary 
drugs are reproduced in YJQQ 77.IOb--nb. The account of the zhi was later inco甲0-
rated in 304}，缸oshan zhi 19.na-b， and in I3S3 Shangqi1锣 彻obaojing 4.9b. It is quoted 
in WSBY 78.3a-4a as coming from the now lost D，叼iji吻 道胁程.

B I B L I O G RA P H Y  

Srrickmann， "On the a1chemy ofT'ao Hung-ching产

Taiqing jing tianshi koujue 太 清 醒 天 闹 口 哉
15 [ols. 
Six D严lasties (220-589) 

883 (fasc. 583) 

FabrizÛJ P吻adÛJ

"Oral Instructions of the Heavenly Master on the Books of the Great Purity." This 
work includes a short introduction (Ia-b) and two different texts : 由e Ta叨叨shendan
)Ï吻仰 太 清 神 丹扭抉 (Instructions on 由 Book of 由e Divine Elixir of the Great 
Puri职 Ib--4b) and 由e Ch打仰'8 zi zhouh仰 Y吨M赤松子肘 後 费 抉 (Instructions on 
the Medicines by Chisong zi to Keep at H皿d; 4b-I5b). The first text commen臼 on
some p皿sag臼 of the Ta叨叨l'咽， a lost early alchemical scriprure repeatedly quoted 
here as be可i吻 本陋 (original canon). The second text gives 由e recipes of the Three 
Powders (sansan 三 散 ) and 由e Five Sa1ves (wugao 五膏)， revealed by Chisong zi after 
a dialogue with Yunyang zi 雪 隔 子 .

The introduction， on 由e pledges necess缸Y to receive the first text and 由e conse-
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quences of its illicit rransnùssion， is also found in 88s Hua嘲dijiud吻 shendanji吻仰
3.4a-b. The pass唔臼in the first text on由e acetic bath (仇ωchi 革 池 ; Ib) 皿d由C
crucible (阳ifù 土 釜 ; 3a-b) are also found in 附 Shendan ji，叨'ue I7.5a and 7.6a-b， re
spectivel予 In the second text， the method for making pellets for driving away demons 
(zuo 伊侈ui wany/Wfa 作 简] 鬼 丸费 法 ; I4a) is almost identical to a recipe given in 88s 

Shendanji吻仰 5 IOb， which also includes 皿 identically named talisman， and in SUN 
SIMO'S Ta切'移 danji吻yaojue 太 清 丹 陋 要 鼓 (叮QQ 7I.27a). The first recipe of the 
Five Salves also includes the so-called methods of the eight refinements (balian 八鲸 ;
7a-8b)， said to belong to a corp山 of early alchenùcal texts 皿d me由ods in 9S4 Taishang 
hunyuan zhenlu 7b. All由e pass唔臼quoted in 88S Shenda叨叨iue mention (wi由 some
vanan臼)由e title of the present text， showing 出at由e introduction and由e two other
sections were part of a single work already by the middle of the seventh cenrury. 

Taiqing jinyi shendan jing 太清 金 被 神丹醒
3 Juan 

Fabrizio P吻adio

Juan 1 attributed to Zhang Daoling 强 道 陡 (second centu可A.D.) ; juan 2 
attribured to Yin Changsheng 隐 臭 生 (且rst centu可A. D.); juan 3 by GE HONG 
葛洪 (283-343)
880 (fasc. 582) 
"Book of the Divine Elixir [Made 仕om] Liquid Gold， from [the Canon of] 

Greatest Purity." This is a collection of diverse texts， some alchemical， others indirectly 
or not at all related to alchemy. 古le title is mentioned， without the prefix Ta中吻� in 
由e Cho嘲wen congmu (VDL 118). The composite nature of the work is already mani
fest 仕om由e di能rent attributions given at由e headings of each juan. The structure of 
由e text itself does not in fact coπespond to由is tripartite division. The compilation， 
possibly undertaken by GE HONG， seems to draw on vario山 sources related to由c
alchemy of Yin Changsheng and his followers. 

Juan 65 of the YJQQ， in the section on alchemy ("Jindan jue" 金 丹 抉 ) of that ency
clopedia， is entirely devoted to excerp臼 of the pr臼ent text and provides some clues as 
to 1tS strucrure. 

卫le book begins with a preface by Zhang Daoling， who spe达S of himself as Dao
ling (归7) and refers to his disciples Zhao Sheng 趟 异 皿d Wang Chang 王臭. ηl1S
preface， written in a philosophical vein and an obvious forgery， may explain由e attri
bution of the whole juan to由e first Heavenly Master. The YJQQ version has a com
mentarγ to由is preface， which， in the present version， is added at the end (3b--7a). 

Following由IS commenta町" our text 7b一月a has a ritual of fasting and sacrifice in 
preparation for由e alchenùcal work， to be performed before producing the liuyi ni 六
-泥 sealing paste necessary for由e hermetical closing of the alchemical vessel. The 
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famous talisman of the True Form of the Five Sacred Peaks (Wuyue zhen.叨叨 阳 五 撒 虞
形 圃 ; see /28 /  Wuyue zhenxing xulu n )  plays an important role in these rites. ηus part 
is omitted in由c 盯QQ version， which giv口 only the 由lal didactic poem (13a-14b). 
The poem， in seven-character verse， is identified in a following note 豁 出e core of the 
B句t吻jinyi shen dan It was originally written in 山山telligible "ancient script，" 
but transcribed into Han-time characters (Hanzi 漠 宇 ) by Ym Changsheng. The biog
raphy of Yin Changsheng in 曰QQ 106.21b ("Yin zhenjun zhuan" 隆 真君傅) states 
由at由e (recipe) for the divine elixir made from Liq山dGold (Ta句i吻jinyi she ndan  
太清金液神丹) was bestowed on Yin by  his master Ma  M ingsheng 属 唱生. The 
biography is followed by an autobiography (zixu 自 敏 ) by m where he announces 
his departure from this world in A.D. 122. 

Chen Guofu has exarnined the rh归nes of the poem and dated it to由eLater Han 
period (25-220). Other fearures， such as place names， confirm由is date (Chen Guo缸，
ÐR，()za吻yuanliu xu切。， 289--92).These place narnes figure in the remainder of the first 
juan， which contains a recipe for making liuyi n i， a detailed explanation on the making 
of the eli刀r， and由e ritual to be performed before taking it. These tex岱 缸e consistent 
throughout. Chen concludes， therefore，由at the entire first juan is of an ancient， pos
sibly Han， date， 皿d由at由e two remaining juan are later additions. 

币le first part of the second ju皿 (Ia-sb) is also prese凹ed in ηQQ 6S. It contains 
explanations and elaborations on the themes of the above-mentioned poem. The last 
paragraph quotes "1ρrd Zheng:' 由at is， ZHENG YIN， GE HONG'S master， who 
pronounces a e时ogy of Yin Changsheng and his master Ma Mingsheng. 

The text continues (na) wi由 a story by GE HONG about his father-in-Iaw BAO 
JING， who met Yin Changsheng in由e first year of the Taixing era (A.  D. 318). On由lS
mee由恕， see also Jin shu 95.2482. The st。可 as it is told here is similar， for the first 
part， to由at of the D刷刷e zhuan 道串博 quoted in TPYL 663. Here Yin Changsheng 
prophesies about the future of the Jin dynasty (265-420)， 四dGE HONG concludes 
(page 9刨 出at由e events of 324 and 328 bore out the words of the immortal. 

The last juan is attributed to GE HONG. It contains a description of foreign coun
tries， especially of the south and the west. In a long pre缸nble，GE HONG larnents the 
lack of information about foreign regions and tells about his study of them and由elr
products， especially those of use in alchemy. He ends by saying : "1 now have written 
a record of those states由at produce cinnabar， in order to increase the knowledge of 
foreign countries and enlighten ignorant minds， and have added it at the end of the 
[B∞k of ] Divine Gold." We have no pr∞f由at由is text is by GE HONG'S hand， but 
neither is there conclusive evidence to 由e contr缸y. It would not seem likely由at a 
forger of G E H 0 N G 's Taoist work would have selected由is subject. In 皿y event， 出IS
work would appear to date to由e Six Dynasties period (220-589)， if not earlier. 

Kri.响fer Schipper 
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Ba叩u zi she制:ianjinzh.ωjing 抱协子神恤金 问 程
3 Juan 
Attributed to GE HONG 葛 洪 (283-343); includes tex臼 dating from the Han t。

由e Six Dynasties (206 B . C .-A. D.  589) 
917 (fasc. 593) 
"B∞k of the Golden Liquor of the Divine Immortals." This work includes texts 'Of 

different date， all related to GE HONG and his II8 S BaψU Zt n e伊an . The title is men
tioned for由e first time as S.加nxian jin zh俐，吻 in Ch o ngwen zoψmu (VDL 130). 

The first juan describes a method for the preparation of the Golden Liqu'Or， called 
jin zhω in the title and ji阳hui 金水 (Golden Water) 由roughout由e text. This de
scription corresponds in several details to the short and often unclear s山nm红y glven 
by GE HONG in II8 S Baopu zi n eipωn 4.16a-17b (cf. Pregadio， "The B'Ook of the Nine 
Elixirs，" 574-78). The recipe is divided int'O thirty short passages， each foll'Owed by a 
commentary. Two references to由e change in由e weight system between the Han 
(206 B.C .-A.D .  220) 皿d由e Jin (265-42'0) dynasties (commentary， I.Ib and I.8a; c( 
II8 S Baφu Zt n e吃pian 4.18a) sugg口t a Han date for由e text. On the evidence of the 
place names mentioned，由e c'Ommentary dates 仕om由e slX由 centu可·

币le second and由ird juan reproduce 1I8 S Baψu zi n eipian 4.la-7a 皿d4.7a-22a， 
respectivel予 Among由e most sigI凶cant v缸iants are由e reference t'O the method 'Of 
the divine elixir of the Great Purity (taiqing shen dan 太 清 神 丹 ) as c'Oming from the 
Taψ吻sha吻ii吻 太清上耀 (pb)， 皿d a method attributed to Bo xiansheng 白 先 生
(3.7b)， not found in GE HONG'S w'Ork. 

As described in this text， the main ingredients of the Golden Liqu'Or红e gold 皿d
mercury. The final product can be ingested， or it can be used to cast ea由19 and drink
ing utensils， or to obtain a cyclically transf'Ormed elixir (hωn dan 渥 丹 ). The c'Ommen
tary refers to由ejiudan ji吻 九丹程 (I.4b) for a "test preparation of gold and silver" 
(shizω jinyin fa 就作金银法); 由e corresponding method is found in 88 S Hua1切di
jiudii咽 如叫'an jingjue 1扭·

B IBLIOG RA P }王Y

Liao Guifen 皿d Ding Yizhuan， "Daojiao waidan shu"; Pregadio， "The Book of the Nine 

El皿rs户

Fabrizio P吻adio
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l .A.6 Sacred History and Geography 

The "Register of Primordial Beginning" ρ66 Yuanshi sha，移动en zho吻'Xianji) is a 
description of the pan由eon 由at includes an account of the 1￥oist creation m严h， a 
regular feature in subsequent Laozi annals (see part 2.A.6.a 四d part 3人6.a; 四 early
specimen of the genre has come down via the Dunhuang manuscript Laozi bianhua 
户18 老 子 壁化 程 ; see Ofuchi Ninji， Tonkõ diikyõ and Su Jinren， "D山由uang yishu 
Laozi bianhω }t吻). It is followed here by 由e "Scripture on the Creation of the 
World" (1437 Taisha，切 切"un kaitian ji吻) a work likewise devoted to cosmogony and 
the history of Laozi manifestations. Further accounts of the pan由eon include TAO 
HONGJING'S "Table of the RaJ:也 皿d Funα10ns m 由e Pan由eon" (167 Do吻'XUan
lingbao zhenling weiye tu)， which pr白白臼 由e Shangqing pantheon in the form of an 
organizational chart of。因cials presiding over 由e wlderworld and the terrestrial and 
celestial spheres. 

Yuanshi shangzhen zhongxian ji 元 始 上 真 隶 仙 自己
9 fols. 
Attributed to GE HONG 葛洪 (283-343); Six Dynasties (220-589) 
166 (fasc. 73) 
"Register of [the Heavenly Prince of] Pr由lordial Begin血ng， 由e Superior Zhenren， 

and Hosts ofIrnrnortals?' This work compris口 elements of two shorter versions listed 
in Song catalogues (c( VDL 82). The present edition adds both the alternative title 
"Inside a Pillow" and 由e reputed author's name as a subheading ("Ge Hong Zhen
zho吻 shu 葛洪枕 中吉、 Yu Jiaxi has demonstrated， however， 由at the work is later 
由an GE HONG， since it mentions (7a) 由e apo由eosis ofXu Mu �.午 睡 (i.e.， Xu M l  
施 ， d. 373; see Strickmann， Le taoïsme du Mao chan， I24 的 and Xu Yufu 玉斧 (i.e.，
Xu Hui 翩 ， d. ca. 370; see Strickmann， Le taoïsme du λ旬o chan， 156 ff.)， who both 
survived Ge. 

The work has been transmitted， wi由 its traditional attribution， under bo由 由c
present title and as Zhenzhong shu. Another version is contained in 446 Sha吻qt吻
zho咆.，jing zhu zhe阳he，移 b灯， and several later editions may be consulted in co吻'shu 盖
喜 ofthe Ming period ( I368-I644). In addition， Yu Jiaxi pointed to parallels between 
由e Yua阳hi sha，移动en zho吻xtan乒 皿d l016 Zhe吻ao I6， as well as to similarities with 
LÜQIU FANGYUAN'S edition of TAO HONGJING'S 167 Do吻xuan lingbao zhenli叨
wetye ttι 

The present text purports to be a revelation to GE HONG (la-2a). Despite its 
uncert扭1 origin， it constitutes an important source on 由e Taoist creation m严h. The 
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Liu Zhongyu， "Ge Hong Zhenzhong shu"; Rao Zongyi， "Lun daojiao chuangshi ji"; Yu Jiaxi， 

Siku t今棚 bianzhe吻 19.1220-23.

Taishang laψ'tn kaitian 

Franciscus Verellen 

hong仰'切ji Kaitian ji吻 w

Xu Gaose1锣 zhuan

Laozi kaitian 

e.g.， I66 Yuanshisha吻zhen zho吻'Xianji). 

Shiji 
(dωi 帝 嗣 )

770 Hunyuan 
she1切ii).

Earth 
(taichu 太 初 )，

cf. 

沌)，
(shanyue shen 山 崩 神) (shuishen 7.l<. 神 )，
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Rong 祝融， the Three Sovereigns 三 皇 ， and Huangdi 黄 帝 down to 由e legendarγ 
kings ofthe Sh皿g dynasty. The narrative ends with 1ρrd Lao's renewed manifestation 
as teacher (shi 嗣 ) under the Zhou. 

B I BLIOGRAPHY 

Rao Zongyi， "Lun daojiao chuangshi ji"; Schafer， trans叮 叮he Scripture of the Opening of 

Heaven"; David C. Yu， "τbe creation myth产

Dongxulln lingbllo zhenling weiye tu 洞 玄 重 曹 虞 噩位 囊 圃
29 fols. 

Fra阴阳 Verellen

Originally compiled by TAO HONGJING 陶 弘 景 (ca. 500); revised by LÜQIU 
FANGYUAN 固 丘 方 建 (before 893) 

167 (fasc. 73) 
寸à.ble of the Ranks and Functions in the Pantheon?' The title of this work by 

TAO HONGJING， preserved here in a revised edition by LÜQIU FANGYUAN， is not 
mentioned in contempora可 or early sources， probably due to 由e fact 由at 由is text 
originally formed part of 42I Dengzhen yi可'ue (q.v.). II28 Daomen ji，级fll xia，锣cheng
cixu 2. 1饵， for example， mentions a Zhenl:吻 附加j吻 as a subsection of the De栩wen
yz叼iue and provides a comprehensive quotation. Also the references to 42I De吻wen
y叼'ue m 斜6 Shllngqiψ zhongji吻 zhu zhenshe，移 bi 7.13b--l钊 皿d 8.9b--IOb seem to 
refer to a section in 由at work similar in content to 由is "Table of Ranks?' 

The present Zhenli吻 仰伊 ω refiects TAO HONGJING'S attempt to provide an ex
ha山tive s山vey of names， ranks， and administrative responsibilities of the inhabitants 
of the spiritual realms of the 山咀verse， structured in seven levels. In his annotations he 
apparently provided additional details about the proven皿ce and career of the deities. 
I马o based himself on 由e Shangqing literature， but for former historical persons， he 
also used non-Taoist sourc臼 for comparison. m句or part of the work-the descrip
tion of the offices in the mountain caves 皿d in 由e terrestrial 皿d underworld.ly 
realms- obviously taken directly from IOI6 ZhengllO 12-16， supplemented by investi
gations Tao himself conducted 由ere.

Al由ough no source is named， juan 83 皿d 84 of the WSBY are cert四世y based on 
Tao's Zhenling we伊 朗. There we find， in an ascending order， entries on 由e o伍cials
of the underworld (guigulln 鬼 官 )， 由e terrestrial level (d仿zan 地 仙 ， dizhen 地 震 )，
and the so-called nine palac口 (jiz侈0吻 九 宫 )， as well as those of the heavenly spheres 
ofTaiqing 太清 and Taiji 太 懂 ， wi由 丘equent additional remarks， brief)叹 typical for 
TAO HONGJING (see also the Dunhuang man山cnp岱 Pelliot 31剧， Pe山ot 3773， 四d
Stein 5751 ，  in Ofuchi N时， Tonkõ 耐ryõ: Mokurokuhen， 343一件; Zurokuhen， 772-75). 
The following sections on 由e Shangqing 上 清 皿d Yuging 玉 清 Heavens were 
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FIG U RE 3. 

Zurokuhen， 
Wu-shang pi-y剧 9

II28 Daomen ji1极向 朋ψche吻 cixu.

Zhenli吻 附加 切 of Dengzhen yinjue. 

(cf. II28 Daomen ji1级向xia，移che，锣 cixu

as II28 Daomen Jù级向xianchengcixu 
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2.IÓb10， and 2.17a7 with our text Ib3-5). Some由nes bo由 misunderstandings occur at 
由e same time， resulting in a completely unintelligible disarray (compare， e.g.， WSBY 
84.I2a7-9 with 0田 text ua9-ub4-). In other instances Lüqiu found himself compelled， 
because of the confusing order， to alter lines of commentary (compare， e.g.， WSBY 
84-.2a-b with our text 15a-b). 

Since it is， finally， unlikely 由at wrote a separate preface for a 
subsection of his De1移动enytηfue (/OSO Huayang Tao y均iuji does not contain such a 
preface)， we can only ass山ne 由at LÜQIU used Tao's general introduc
t。可 remarks and placed them， reworked into a preface and signed with Tao's name， 
at 由e beginning ofhis new edition. 

B 1 BL10GRAPI王Y

Ishii Masak.o， "Shinkõ no sciritsu oneguru shiryoteki kento." 

UrsUIa-A1纫elika Cedzω 

卫咀s section assembles six dassics of Taoist hagiography and m严hical geography 
由at stand as models for their r臼pective genres and have exerted major influences on 
the development of Chinese imaginative literature and narrative fiction. The work 
1031 Shanhai ji吻 is an early comprehensive description of the natural world and its 
inhabitants， extending outward 仕om the actual realm to increasingly fantastic l皿ds.
Composed nearly a thousand years later， S98 Shizhou ji is concerned with projections 
ofthe "rrue [i.e.， esoteric] form" ofthe re出s ofthe immortals. 

The work294 L即切n zhuan， probably ofLater (25-220) date， can be regarded 
as 由e prototype of an extensive body of colleαed lives of immortals. In one way or an
。由er， all later works of this sort look back upon 由e L即'ianzhuan as 由eir ancestor and 
authentic nucleus. The rem但血ng three works， dealing with the spiritual aspirations of 
rulers， form a genre of their own. Like the 1031 Shanhai ji吻， 由e 291 Mu tianzi zhuan 
1S 由ought to have originated in 由e fourth centu町 B.C. Describing 由e shamanistic 
journeys of囚ng Mu ofthe Zhou (r. 1023-983 B . C . )， it is similarly concerned with 由c
exploration of m严hical geograph予 Both works engaged the interest ofthe Jin scholar 
and au由or Guo pu 郭璜 (276-324-)， whose commentaries survive. 

The spiritual quest of King Mu， however， also relates this work to 由e historical 
romance about the Han emperor Wudi (r. 14-0-87 B .C. ) ，  292 Han Wudi neizhuan， 
which in time is doser to 由e Shizhou ji (ca. six由 centu可 A. D.). central feature of the 
adventures of both rulers is their respeαive encounter wi由 由e goddess xi wang mu 
西 王 母 ， who appears in more archaic form also in the Shanhai ji;吻·咀le work293 Han 
Wudi waizhuan， finally， continues the 由em臼 ofdivine revelations obtained by Wudi 
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ShRnhRi jing 山 海 陋

Shanhai ji吻 is
(Shiji 

Han 

piRn. 
Han 

Shanhai ji吻 to yi 

Pu， 
Jin shu 

Suishu 皿d Tangshu 唐 言 . Shanhai 
jing 阳zan 山 海 粗 圃 蠢，

B I BLlOG RAPJ王Y

The bibliography related to the Shanhai jing is extensive. See Fracasso， L必仰 dei monti e dei 
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mari， and references in idem; "Shanhai ji:咽� in Loewe， ed叮 Early Chinese Te.础， 357-67; Zhang 

Chunsheng， "Ping Zhe咽tong DlUJza7锣 ben Shanhai ji啪"; Zhang Chunsheng， "Shanhai ji咽

pianrnu kao." 

Mu tianzi zhuan 檀 天子傅
6 Juan 

Kris.切如 Schipper

Probably early four由 centu可 B.C.; d.iscovered in A.D.  281; cornrnentary by Guo 
pu 郭瑛 (276-324)
291 (fasc .  137) 
"The Story of Son of Heaven Mu产 The epic narrative of the life of King Mu of the 

Zhou (r. 1023-983 B .C. )， his travels through the world and his meeting with the Queen 
Mother of the West (Xi wang mu 西 王 母 ; ju皿 1-5)， as weU as of the death and burial 
of Lady Sheng Ji 盛姬(juan 6). According to由e undated preface by Xun Xu 苟 昂 ，由c
manuscript on bamboo slips was d.iscovered by robbers in Taikang 2 (A.D .  281) in the 
tomb of King Xiang ofWei (r. 318-296 B .C.)， toge由er with many other texts. It was 
ed.ited by Xun and other scholars. Apparently juan 1-4 are of a piece and correspond 
to the original state in which由ey were found， whereas juan 5 was rescontructed by 
Xun and his coUeagues from other remains. Juan 6 corresponds to a fragment 仕om
another work， the Zhou Muwa1切 meiren Sheng]i sishi 周 檀 王 美 人盛姬死事， which 
was also found in the tomb. 

The DIWZR吻 edition is based on a printed ed.ition of the Yuan period (1279-1368). 
According to 由e preface (dated 1350) by Wang Jian 王渐，zi Xu皿h皿 五翰， 由IS ec
centric scholar obtained a rare copy 仕om由e imperial censor Liu Zhen 割 自 (1289-
1361) and had it reprinted. The original Yuan ed.ition has not been preserved. The 
present DIWZR栩 reprint is therefore the oldest extant edition. The Ti皿yi ge reprint， 
企om which aU later editions derive， is probably based on it. 

TheMu t:仰'Zzizhuan is cited in Taoist works as a source related to the search of im
mortality. Central to 由is interpretation is由e episode of the meeting between the Son 
of Heaven and xi wang mu. This theme has been adopted in m皿y later hagiographies， 
由e most famous being ZIZ Han Wudi neizhuan. 

B I B LI O G RAPI王Y

Gu Shi， Mu tianzi zhuan xi zheng jiangshu; W:皿g Yùiang 皿d Chen Jianmin， Mu tianzi 

zhuan h叨叨ojishi; Wei Tingsheng， Mu tianzi zhuan jin阳0; Yang Shanqun， "Mu tianzi zhuan 

de 出enwel气 Zheng Jiewen， Mu tianzi zhuan to咱rl'e.
Kri.m卢r Schipper
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Liexilln zhulln 列仙傅

B .C. )  

Sui s，仰，

(zan 嚣)

f ngshu 

Siku 均'110

Zhayi 
Guang hongmi吻l'

B.C. 
B . C. 

Liexian zhuan， 

shu 
1016 

Zhengao In 
Da Song 

In 

B I BLIOGRAPHY 

Kaltenmark.， Le Lie-sien tch01ωn. 

Krist，。如 Schipp衍



Shizhouji 十 洲 3己
1 3  fols. 
Probably sixth century 
598 (fasc. HO) 

l.A.6 Sacred History and Geography [ IIS 1 

"Record of the Ten Islands." description of the ten parad.isiacal regions in the 
Eastern Sea where the irnmortals have their abode， with a further d臼cription of the 
holy mountain in由e w臼t， toge由er with that of three add.itional islands : 
F皿gzh皿g，F山皿g， 四d Pengqiu. Al由ough由自e four add.i∞nal regions are not part 
of the ten islands and are not mentioned at the beginn ing of the text， the description 
does not vary notably 仕om由e preced.ing ones and there is no reason to suppose由at
由ey are later add.itions. 

The opening sentences and evidence from 1281 Wuyue zhenxing xulun and other 
sourc臼suggest由at由e pr臼ent text was original1y part of a longer work that included 
292 Han Wudi neizhuan and 293 Han Wudi waizhuan (see 1281). The d.ivision into sepa
rate parts must， however， have occurred at 四 early date， as 由eSuishu， "Jingji z町' 四d
later bibliographies quote it as an independent work. Variant titles are Haiwai shizhou 
JZ 海外十洲 扭 扭d Shizh仰 san彻OJZ 十褂| 三 岛言已

Whereas 212 Han Wudi neizhuan is a narrative constructed around由e transmission 
of the ancient talisman called the Image of the True Form of the Five Sacred Moun
tains (W句lUe zhenxing 阳 五 撮 虞形 圃 ) and由e later revealed texts of the Shangqing 
canon， the present sequel is concerned with an analogo山 Image of the True Form of 
the Ten Islands (Shizh仰 zhenxÏ1锣 tu 十州 真 形 圃 )， also mentioned in 212 Han Wudi 
neizhuan. Since 由 narrative here assumes由e persona of Wud.i's courtier Dongfang 
Shuo 束 方 朔 (154-93 B.C.)， the text is trad.itionally ascribed to him. It is also included 
as an independent text in 

The description of the lands of the irnmortals is color也1 and picturesque. The text 
has exerted widespread influence， notably on Tang poetry. 

B IB L I O G RA P H Y  

Li Fengmao， Liuchao， Sui， Tang xian幽0， 123-85; Smith， "Record of the Ten Continents." 

Han Wudi neizhuan 澳 武 帝 内 傅
3 1  fols. 
Probably sixth century 

(fasc. 137) 

Kris.呻γ S伽'ipper

"The Inner Story of Emperor Wu of the Han?' This is a short novel in the classical 
s巧rle由at tells the legend of the visit of the godd臼s Xi w皿g mu 西 王 母 to Emperor 
Wu (reign 140-87 B.C . ) .  famous text of med.ieval T￥oism， it is 0仕en quoted in the 
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the ηltai 
ny

YANG XI 

Ilempereur Wω des Han， 

(Wuyue zhenxing 阳 五 撒 虞 形 圃 )，
B.C.-A.D . 

in 

B IBLIOGRAPHY 

Schipper， L桂mpereur Wou des Han. 

HRn Wudi wRizhuRn 漠 武 帝外傅

K由吨fer Sch�挝w

an
292 Han Wudi nei

zhuøn. ji 

HRn Wudi neizhuan， and 由e ηwen leiju

Han Wudi waizhuøn. 
ShmιrhRnge co栩5加 守

waizhuRn 
292 Han Wudi neizhuøn. 

292). 
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In its pr口ent version， the text can be subdivided into three distinct par臼. 古le first 
part relates to 由e legend of Dongfang Shuo 柬 方朔 皿d seems to come 企om 由c
preface to S98 Smzhωji， another work closely related to 292 Han Wudi neizhuan. 

The second p红t consists of six biographies， comprising those of the King of Huai
n阻 ， the alchemist Li Shaoweng 李少翁， and so on. It may be 由at 由自e stories were 
originally added to 292 Han Wudi neizhuan by 由e daoshi Wang Youy皿王游岩 10
746. Chao Zaizhi � 献之， in his Xu tanzhu 辅鼓助 4.76 (Congshu j;ωn锣 萤 毒 集成
ed.; see also Zh01伊吻gua1锣e shumu， quoted in Yuhai 58.则， quotes a colophon by 
Wang in which he stat白 白at he made 由is addition. The addition aimed at illustrating 
由e transmÏssion of the alchemical secrets handed down by the eight scholars (bagong 
八 公 ) who worked at the court of the king of Huainan. However，由 出is part， 出e sto
ries on Lady Quan 拳 夫人 and the dwarf Juling 巨 噩 appe红 to have been borrowed 
from the Han Wudigushi 漠武帝故事， yet another collection of stories surrounding 
由e great em严ror. The pr臼ent part must therefore have been remodeled. 

ηle third and last part comprises eight biographies， beginning with 由at of Lu 
Nüsheng 鲁女生 ， 出at all concern the transmission of the holy scriptur臼 由at were 
given to 由e emperor by 由e goddess臼 who visited him. 币ley 由erefore relate directly 
t0 292 Han Wudi nei:吻ωn and form a sequel to 由e latter's narrative. The biographies 
are ra由er close to those found in 由e Shenxian zhuan 神 仙傅. similar transmission 
is also given in 1281 Wuyue zhen.xi吻 xulun.

B I B LI O G RAPHY 

Shimomi 1l汰ao， "Sõ Shi-son no denki产

1 .A.7 Collected Works 

Huayang Tao yinju ji 辈 隔陶醒居集
2 Juan 

KriJ<割草èr Schi卸er

By TAO HON GJING 陶 弘景 (456-536)， compiled by Fu Xiao 傅霄， hlUJ Zhaotai 
dizi 昭噩弟子 (d. 町的， collated by Chen Jue 隙桶， hao Dadong dizi 大洞弟子
(自. 1131-1162)
1050 (f:副c. 口的
"Literary Works ofTao [Hongjing]， the Hermit from Huayang?' Fu Xiao， the edi

tor of the present version， was a well-known Taoist at Maosh皿. He was temporarily 
appointed by Song Gaowng (r. 1127-1162) to the Taiyi gong 太 一 宫 temple in the cap
ital， and he is named as one of the authors of a monograph on Maoshan， 由e.A缸oshan
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ji 茅 山 言己 of 304 Maoshan 
304 Maoshan zhi 

Sui shu Liang 
ηnju xiamheng Tao Hongj吻ji 梁隐居 先 生 陶 弘 景 集 m 由i町 JU扭 扭d a TaoHong
J"锣 仰伊 陶 弘 景 内 集 in

as 

AO HONGJING'S 
all 300 Huayang 

Taoy叫iu neizhuan to 
wenji 

yinjue; Yao zo吻rjue 费 穗 款 ; Zhouh仰 仰伊fa1锣
I306 Ge xianwe1移 动ouh仰 be价fa1叨，

Uηuú事-Angelika Cedzich 

1 .A.8 Compend.iurns and Encyclopedias 

Wushang biyao 辑 上 甜、要

gaoseng zhuan 

Wu-sha1箩 pi-y，剧，

Wu-shang 

Wusha吻
biyao 
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In its present 岛m 由e Wusha吻 biyao includes quotations from about 120 texts， 
69 of which are still extant in the Daoza吻 (Lagerw町， 268). 卫le great m习ority ofthe 
quoted texts come from 由e Dongzhen 四d Dongxuan canons. We may also note 由E
lmpo口ance ofthe liturgical texts contained in 由lS皿由ology: not only are 由ey among
由e most ancient complete texts ofTaoist rituals， the fact 由at 由ey are attributed to 
由e emperor himself (Lagerwey二 125) shows 由at already at 由at time 由e institution of 
Taoism as a state religion presupposed the realization of an 0时lodox liturgy. 

B I BLIOG RAPI王Y

Lagerwey， Wu-sha7移pi-yao; Yoshioka Yoshitoyo， D句õkyõten shi酬， 361-75.

}伽 I咽erwey
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1 .B. l The Way of the Heavenly Master 

(Tianshi 1430 
m吻 伊eji吻 mulu

615 Chiso叨 zi zha1移li)
1288 Yua即:hen zha饱1Jïao licheng li. 

790 Nüqing guilü C 山呵 1294 Shangqing hua1伊:hug:ωdu
yi. 789 Zhe1盼Iifawen tianshi f叫-化

II95 μφ仰 bianhua wuji ji咐， 785 Ltwjun yi阳'01锣j句ii吻， 皿d 1205 Santian neijie 
ji吻. 658 Taishang miaoshi ji咽，

Zhe1切ryifawen Úï吻) 正一法文 (槌)

ENG ANPAI (6. 

no kisoteki ken句玩 2 1

Zhengyi fawen tianshi jiaojie kejing 正 一 法 文 天 脚 教戒科腥
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B I BLIOG RAPHY 

Zhang Songhui， "Zhengyi fawen tianshi jiaojie kejing chengshu ni四d缸 kao."

Laojun bianhua wuji jing 老 君 费 化知捶陋

K而细如 S也ipper

白白

61S 

786 790 
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(1) 

(

ln 
A.D.  
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IS 

温度 )

B I BLIOGRAPHY 

Dudink.， 叮he poem Laojun bia�仿制 晌'.Ijiji咽?

Taisha吻 miaoshijing太上妙抽陋

Ad，切nusDudink 

120S 

(sando1切 三 洞 )

Zhengyi tianshi gllo Zhao Sheng koujue 正 一 天 嗣 告 趟 异 口 敌

] 

Kristt.扩èr Schipper
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774 ytω切18 ua

A. D. 
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Kris，切如 Schipper
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cf. 

I . 

IIZ7 

B I BLIOGRAPHY 

Bokenkamp， Ea均 Daoist scriptures， 186-229. 

UrsUla-A1移elika Cedzω 
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(mingshen ft1切勿吻
ru lü li1移 明慎奉行在日律舍 ).

(huangchi fa咽zhongzhi shu 黄赤 房 中 之街 ;
(chu 厨 ;

U々i shu Sui shu 

(t叼uan 巅券 ; 120S Santian ne仿p吻 I.6a).
(ershisi zhi 二 十 四 治 )

(ershiba xiu 二 十 八 宿 )，

790 N;句i咽gui.ω 5 33S Taishang do啪ryuan
shenzhouji吻 I. IOb)

B I B LIOGRAPI王Y

Chen Yinque， "Cui Hao 严J Kou Qianzhi飞 Mather， "K'ou Ch'ien-chih气 Shao Mingsheng， 

"Song Lingmiao bei"; Yang Lien-sheng， "Laojun yinsong jiejing jiaoshi." 

Lu xiansheng daomen kel伽 隆 先 生 道 阿 科略

Krist电fer Sch仰w

山阳n
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121I Zhengyi j伽'en chuan dt移ong ban yi 
120S Santian ne仿)t吻·

(Sando咽gu份n 三 洞轨 髓 ;

42S Sha吻qi咽 taijiyinzhu yuji1移 baφ仰)

(zhailu 宅 鲸 )，
chu (xin 

jiψ 靖 o旷叨'shi 静 室 ， 由e

(yaowu 袄 巫 )

B I B LI O G RAP I王 Y

Nickerson， "Abridged codes ofMaster Lu." 

N句J1叨guilü 女 青 鬼律

Kri白fer Sch幢w

(N:叫iψxuandugui lüling 女
Ni句ing

see Zha1锣 tianshi ershisi zhi tu 二 十 四 治 圄

Ch 吻wen Z01锣mu

1201 Daoyao li吻qi she吻Ut
pin ji吻 (early
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1201 She吻uipin jing 
Ni句ing

guilü 句 Chisong zi zhangli 
TheNüqingguilü 

M叫吻 lü 220 Wush，啕 阴阳m-n santian 抑制r.g dψ 13且
220 Yutang 

句fa wa队 220 刀ttang
In 

220 Yuta吻 功功
N:句Í1移guil;勿. ENG YOUGONG'S 

461 Sha1例。移Fωi li吻wenguilü 

in 

in 

All 
3 (daolü jiψ 道律禁忌)

suan 算 )，

(heqi 合 氯 ;
(zhongmin 踵 民 ;

(ge嘲zi 庚 子 )

mu zi san t ，

(J加angshu qili吻 黄 曹 契 余 ; 1294 Sha饵!ßqing huangshu g;制du yi
1343 Do吻wen huangshu 
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1294 Gtω'du 
yi 1343 D01移动'en huangshu b--

1294 Sha明吻 huangshuguodu yi 

Hua1移'Shu qili吻 黄 喜 契 合 ，

B I B L I OGRAPHY 

Li Fengmao， "-D刷刷'移 suo shou zaoqi daoshu." 

Dongzhen huangshu 洞 虞 黄吉

Adrianus Dudink 

主

1:\'悯1" 玉 ￥借机\\

.\: 

F I GURE 4. Diagram showing the 
order of the Nine Palaces (1343 8b). 
Ming reprint of 1598. co山1:esy
of the Bibliothèque nationale de 
France (Chinois 9546/1324) 
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(san户ren 三 夫 人 )

1299 Sha吻qt:吻 huaψ'Shugωduyi， 

HωWhu qil吻.

B I BLIOGRAPHY 

Wang Ka， "Hua栩如I kaoyuan产

Shangqing huangshu guodu yi 上 清 黄 曹温度僧

Kristt卢r Schipper 

(heqi 合氯) 由at

Book (Hua吻'shu qiling 黄 曹 契舍 ; ocum

(Hua咿rhu
h t 氯， chiqi 氯

1016 Zhen�ao 

1343 Do吻zhen htω吻'shu).

790 N:句ingguilü 1016 Zhen，垃'ao

taoïsme du Mao Chan， 
be gu皿 Bianhω lun

(1237 Sandong xiu向oyi in 由e Song
shi， Shangqi:吻;

Dongzhen hua1纫'shu，
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contains the rites of union， while the last part gives 由e texts of the memorials to be 
presented at the end as the Announcement of Merit (ya咐。咱 言 功 ) eamed by 由c
adepts. 

B I B L I OGRAPHY 

Kalinowski， "La rransmission du dispositif;" 781-801. 

Tais.加饵o，g laojun ji咽始 末 I二 老 君醒 辑
1 2  fols. 
Third centu可?
786 (fasc. 562) 

K由toferSchipper 

"Canonical Rules of the Most High 1ρrd Lao?' This collection originally contained 
four different codes， of which only the first two remain. No trace survives， either here 
or elsewhere， of the Taiqi吻 yinjie 太清除戒 or 由e Nüqi吻 lüjie 女 青律戒， which 
both appear， according to the table of contents， to have been intended especially for 
women (n彻uan 女 官 ). The relationship between the N:句ing 均iie and 790 Nüqi咽
guil必 is difficult to ascertain. 

The first rem血1ing code is called the Commandments of the DaoIÚ jing (DaoIÚ 
zunp吻pe 道 德 尊牺 戒 ; la-2a). 1t consists of two parts: the Nine Rules of Conduct 
(]iux吻 九 行 ) or Commandments ofXiang'er (Xia1切如'JZC 想 商 酌， and 由e Twenty
seven Commandments of the Venerable Book of the Tao and 1ts Power. Virtually the 
same tcxts can bc found ín 787 Taishang ji咆刃iie 17b一19a as well as 463 Yaoxiu keyi jielü 
chao 5 .4b and in 38.18a-19a. 

The other remaining code， One Hundred and Eighty Rules of 1ρrd Lao (μojun 
yibai bashi jie 老 君 一 百 八 十 戒 ; 2a-I2b) ，  is 皿 import皿t document for 由e hist。可 of
early Taoism. Especially intended for the male adept (nanguan 男 官 )， it is mentioned 
in S32 Taiji zhenren如 li咽bao zhaijie we�抖 动可ing y.吨ue 17a and should therefore an
tedate 由e revelation of the Lingbao canon at the end of the fo田由 century.

According to 由e preface to our present vcrsion (2a-4吟， this code is linkcd to 
由e transmission of the Taipi吻 p吻 太 平 耀 in 170 juan and ten parts (jiayi shi，切
甲 乙十 部 ). The preface says 由at during the reign of King Nan 郝 of the Zhou 周
(315-256 B .  c.) ，  Lord Lao transmitted thc Ta伊吻Jt叨 to G四 川 干 吉 at Langye 珊 珊 .
When lρrd Lao later returned， during the reign ofKing You 幽 (ofChu 楚 ; 238-228 
B. c . )， after convcrting the barbarians in the West， he found that the religion he had 
established at Langye， with its male and female libationers， had greatly degenerated. 
Therefore hc gave 由e present code to G an Ji. 

same text is found山463 Yaoxiu 均收lü chao p科-1归， with an abridged pref-
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ace， which specifi白 白at these commandments were spoken by 1ρrd Lao for initiates 
of the Alliance with the Powers (Me咿wei 盟戚). 田us specification would indicate 
由at 由e pr臼ent code was adopted by Heavenly Master Taoism. The code， with 由e
una1tered preface， is a1so given in 39.la-14b. 

B I B LIOGRAPJ王Y

Hendrischke and Penny， "四E 山 Pre，呻tJ Spoken by Lord Lao"j Rao Zongyi， 咀皿g'er jiujie 

户 口皿he yi"j Schrnidt， "Die Hundertachtzig Vorschri丘'en:'

Zhengyi fawen taishang wailu yi 正 - 法 文太上外罐罐
30 fols. 
Six D归asties (220-S89) 
1243 (fasc. 991 )  

Kristofer Schipper 

"Compendi山口 of the Exterior Registers of the Zhengyi Canon." These wailu are 
由 o血ation registers of the 。由町 people， as opposed to 由ose of the masters， 
由at is， the heads ofthe communities (see 463 YlIOxiu 句句iielü chllO IO.sb-óa). The Reg
ister of the Delegated Mandate (gengling 更 告 ) is given to children at 由e age of seven 
sui; from 由is initia1 stage onward， at interva1s of five， four， and three years， 由e young
people receive， respectively， the registers of One， Ten， and Sevent)吐ve Genera1s. Two 
years later， at 由e age of twenty-one sui， the adepts form couples and receive toge由er
the Register of One Hundred and Generals. At 由at moment， the ritua1 of the 
Passage (guodu yi 温 度 僵 ) is practiced (see 由e memoria1 on 20b-22a， 皿d 1294 Shang
qt吻 hua吻'shugωduyi 22b). This last register marks the highest level of the Exterior 
Registers and qualifi臼 the adept for 由e functions of master (shi 嗣 ). Those who wish 
to pursue such a goa1 have to undergo training as scribes (shuli 喜 更 ) at one of the 
dioceses (17ι18a). 

There are mora1 and ritua1 rules 由at determine the conferra1 of the Exterior Reg
isters， especially for the different categories of women (la-4吟， for those of inferior 
socia1 status， for foreigners (4a-5a)， 四d for 由ose who， for some reason， have lost 
由c让 registers and must consequently renew 由eir ordinations (巧b 皿d 24b). The 
latter have to begin again with the Register of the Renewed Order (ge吻li吻 更 合 ;
22a-30a; 10 由is case， the wordgeψ is pronounced wi由 由E 由ird tone， 伊始e1移 去 壁 ，

as indicated in 构 Yaoxiu kη句iielü chllO IO.5b). 
刀1ere are at least two quotations from a Ta伊吻jing 太 平扭 on 科. One quotation 

does not occur verbatim in 由e parts of the Ta伊吻ji1移 出at have come down to 山，
but it is sinlllar in style 皿d en山nerates six classes of superior beings (sages， immortals， 
etc.)， which 红e a1so found， in reversed order， in 71.8a of the pr臼ent Ta伊吻l'吻. A
second， longer quotation in 13b-I钊 of the present text shows affinities with Ta伊吻
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1':吻42. la-b， and ít may therefore be assumed由at 由e l'吻 耀 mentíoned on 14b.3 
coπ臼pon也 to由e Ta伊吻ji咐， a1beít ín a versíon different 仕om IIOla. 

Zhengyi fawen jing zba，叨uan pin 正 · 法文陋 章 官 品
4 Juan 
Síx D严lastíes (220-S89) 
1218 (fasc. 880) 

K由"如 Schi:回er

"Chapter on Petitíons and Officía1s of the Zhengyi Canon?' The títle indicates由at
this text was originally not a separate work but part of tl1e Zhengyi canon (Zhe吻d
fawen 正 一法文 ).咀le pr臼ent text deriv臼 from tl1e old Protocol öf tl1e Twelve Hun
dred Officía1s (Qianerbai guan yi 千 二 百 官酌， which go臼back to由e foundation 
period (second to tl1írd centuri臼) of tl1e Way of tl1e Heavenly Masters in Hanzhong， 
m由e border region between modem Sichuan 皿d Shaanxi (see 421 De嘲zhen乒可ue
3.23a， commentary). This manua1， now lost， listed the celestial 。而cía1s (guan 官 )
toge由er wítl1 由eír residences (go吻 宫 )， competenc臼(zhu 主 )， and subordinates 
(1:必i吻 吏 兵 ). Some fragments of tl1e origina1 work have been preserved ín tl1e由ird
juan of 421 De:吻'zhen yinjue. As can be seen from n山nerous repetítions in tl1e text， diι 
ferent manuscrip臼 ofuncertain date and of varying qualíty were used for由e prl臼ent
versíon. Two of tl1e 。而cíals， Chitían shiqi jun 赤天贪氯君 四d Shoushen tuming jun 
收 神土明君， were， according to TAO HONGJ ING， rev臼led only to WEI HUACUN， 
the ancestr'臼s of tl1e Shangqing tradition (compare l .Ia in tl1e prl口ent text with 421 

Dengzhen yinjue 3.22a-b). But tl1e text contains traces of a much later revision con
sisting in the observance of the name taboos of the Song founding emperor 'TI也u 太
祖 (Zhao Kuangyin 趟匡胞， r. 96时76) on 1.2Ib and his fatl1er Xuanzu 宣祖 (Zhao
Hon岛rm 趋弘殷; c( So ng shi 1.1-2; hence tl1e substitution of y切 号 I for hong 弘 on
7b and 4.Sb). 

The work lZZ4 Daomen di1移zhi 7 contains a number of models for memoria1s said 
to be quoted from a Qian erbai guanzhang j吻 千 二 百 官 章程， which Lord Lao gave 
to the First Heavenly Master. Inde时， in several of these memoríals， the names of the 
celestíal 0伍cia1s are由e same as tl10se given ín the prl臼ent work (compare lZZ4 Daomen 

d吻zhi 7.22a wí由 I.nb here) .  
The present text provid臼 tl1e names， attríbutes， and functíons of tl1e celestial 0ι 

ficia1s addressed in seventy memoria1s (zbang 章 )， without gíving 由e text of these 
memoríals. The títles， 缸nong other things， indicate 由at tl1e memoria1s concemed 
above all由e different of diseases 四d eve可day 尬 。frura1 society.白1山 reference
is made to many aspects of peasant life in early medieva1 China. Elements由at can be 
connected to the life of the gentry or literatí are notably absent. 
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The practitioners， men and women， 盯 given the title of 1ibationer (均ïu 祭 酒 ).
The celestial 0伍cials are invoked in order 由at 由ey may come and dominate (zhu 主 )
由e agents of disorder， or ag也n to contro1 and heal (zhi 治 ) diseases o r  contain (shou 
l& ) bad inßuences. From a comparison of the titl臼 ofthe memorials 豁 出ey are 1isted 
in the tab1e of contents with those given in the text itself， it appears that these titles 
a比 1argely interchangeab1e. 

B I BLIOGRAPHY 

Fukui Kõjun， Ðõkyõ nø kisoteki ken炒Ü， chap. 1 ;  Liu Lin， "S皿 Zhang wudou midao." 

Chisong zi zhangli 赤 松 子 章 眉
6 Juan 

Dynasties (220-589) with some 1ater additions 

615 (fasc. 335-336) 

UrsulR-Angelika Cedzich 

"The Petition A1manac of Chisong zi?' A calender by 由e same immortal is quoted 
m 由e introduction ( I . Ia) as being at 由e origin of the present manual (compare 4-句
Yaoxiu keyi jielü IO.8a ff.). Another import皿t source is the Protocol of the Twelve 
Hundred O伍cials (Qianerbai guan yi 千 二 百 官 懂 )， which is quoted frequently (I.Ia， 
1.1缸， 3 . ua， 3.28a， 5.3Ib， 四d passim). A 10ng passage entitled Invitation of the Officials 
(qinæuan ã青 官 ; 2.18ι22a) is also found in 4-21 De吻'zhen yinjue 3 -I4b-23a， where it is 
said to have originally come from 由is same Qianerbai guan yi， whereas 由e present text 
glV自 由e Taizhen ke 太 属 科 as its source. It can therefore be assumed 由at 由e ritual
ofthe Way ofthe Heavenly Master- the rites that4-21 De1移动eny均iue ( 3 .I3a) calls the 
Ancient Ritual from Hanzhong (Hanzhong ji物 漠 中 蕾 法 ) -forms 由e basis of our 
work. 

At the beginning of the protoco1 ( I . 2a-I7b) is a list of the p1edges (zha1移xin 章信 )
由at must be provided when presen由19 由e different petitions. This list is at 由e s缸ne
由ne an index of the texts of the petitions given in juan 3 to 6. Originally， there were 
134 different petitions， but， as indicated by 由e list itself， 68 of them have been 10st. 

The petitions correspond to a wide range of preoccupations: droughts， 1ocusts， 
tigers， diseases， poss臼sion， witchcraft， birth， death， 1iturgical festivals， and others. In 
由e case of illness 四d possession， divination is mentioned as a means for diagnosing 
由 origin of the 温iction (see， for examp1e， 3 .胁， 15a). In some cas口， human effigies 
made of metal (jinren 金人， 4.5a; or yinren dai.xÌ1移 跟 人 代形， l . ub) 红e offered as 
substitutes for a sick person or as a messenger to 由e other world. 

All petitions are presented by a master on behalf of a follower. A 10ng ordina口on
title， corresponding to 由e highest initiation grade of the Heavenly Masters 1iturgical 
org皿ization， is given in 2.22b. There is also a vivid d臼cription of the meditation 由at
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cunsi 
存 思 ;

(Xiao，由o xtanwa吻 孝 道 仙 王 ; 449 Xiaodao Wu Xu er zhenjun zhuan). 

Yuanchen zhangjiao licheng li 元 辰 章 醺 立 成 膺

Kru印户γ Schipper

(jia 家 ).
(nannü guan 男 女官 )，

(wudi 
五 帝 ) 330 Taishang do吻mωn
li吻bao zhenwen y，叫ïe sha咆币'移 7

615 Chisong zi zhangli. 

I 

fai由 (zha吻rxin 章 信 )，

Uinrenyixi吻 金 人一形)
(jiaofa 醺法)

As 
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' 

可f

4号

F1GURE 5 .  Diagr缸n of the a1tar with ind.ications for the placement of由e incense bumers and 0由er
items. On the West side， 出ree small a1tars are ded.icated to the ancestors， the Stove God， and 由E

Earth God ofthe home (1288 I.Ia-2a). Ming reprint Of1598. 臼urtesy of由e Bibli。由èque nationale 

de France (Chinois 9546/1270) 

1289 Liushi jiazi benmi1锣yuanchenli 

Liushi jiazi benming yuanchen li 六 十 甲子本命元辰膺
7 

K市时'èr S出'ipper

(benming 本 命 ).

283 Hua吻di /0吻劝oujing 

jiazi 
(C01彻uan 促

官).

1288 ηωnchen zha1旷
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jiao liche咽 li.

615 Chisong zi zhangli 
1294 S，胁'移'qiψ b仰'移加Iguodu yi 

o侃Cαωcu山r

(Sui shu ji:吻ii zhi 
Yuanchen benshu ji吻 辰本 届程 Sui shu， 

zhi?' 
Marc Kalinuwski 

l .B.2 Shangqing 

Le taoïsme du Mao Chan， 

La révélation du Shangqing 

(Sha咽qi咽
jingmu 上 清 醒 目 )， 由e Sandong ji吻 shumu 三 洞 程 菁 日 ，
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II2S Dot切mωn li吻bao sando吻ft吻dtw
kejie yt吻shi called ShangqÏ7移 dado叨 zhenjing mu 上清大 洞 翼 程 目 and

Il2S Dongxuan 
lingbao sando吻卢ngl剧。 均iieyiψhi 

San.伽"Bjing 
shumu 

Shangqing 彻IÚJng zhe叼;ing mu 

Sha1侈qing由dongzhenji1锣 mu;

( I.B.2.a) Shangqi吻 彻伽� zhenji吻 mu. More 由an
As 

scripture， 由e Sha吻qt吻dado吻zhe吵叨，
(960-1279) 

"Le 
Ta-阳吻 chen-ching，"



ShR饵!JqingjiutiRn shRngdi zhu bRishen neiming jing 
上 清 九 天上 帝 祝百 神 内 明牺
9 f01s. 

Eastern Jin (317-420) 
1360 (fasc. 1039) 
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"Scripture on the Esoteric Names of the Hundred Gods." This work contains 

fragments of original Shangqing texts， divided into four parts: ( 1 )  The hyrnns of the 

Esoteric Names ofthe Hnndred Gods (bRishen neimi1矶 la 则 ， mentioned in the title. 

They be10ng to the "Formula of由e Dtu如w zhe叼't1够产 The esoteric n缸nes are those of 

the heavens， as given at the end of each section in 6 Sha:吻qing 彻刷'移 zhenji1锣. (2) 
song to expel demons (归-7b)， also fonnd in 1344 Dongzhen taisha吻shuo zhihui xiaomo 
zhenji1锣 I.6a-lOb. method for the absorption of the mysterio山 r∞t (xtωwen 

This is an exercise in visual meditation， 1inked to 由e pra∞ce of the Dadong 
zhe吵吻. It is reproduced in 2poa-IIa. (4) Hyrnns snng by one of the gods 
who appeared to YA These h严nns are given， at 1east partially， in 1016 ZhengRO 
IOb-IIa， as weU as in 608 ShRngqi吻 zhuzhen zhR吻'song IOb-IIb 皿d in 1374 Sha吻qt1锣
zhu zhenren sh叫ii咿shi song jinzhen zhang la-b. 

Is，呻elle RDbinet 

ShRngqing tRishR吻yuqi吻yinshu miemo shenhui gRoxURn zhenjing 
上 清太上 玉 清 醒蕾械魔神 慧 高 立 翼 耀
42 f01s. 

Eastern Jin (317-420) 
1355 (fasc. 1038) 
"Scripture of the Divine Wisdom That Annihilates Demons?' This is one of the Se

cret Scriptures of the Yuqing Heaven of the Shangqing schoo1， closely associated with 

由e Dtu切�zhe可ing 大 洞 圄 耀 . 白le pr臼ent work cont扭ls h严nns as weU as talismanic 

wntmgs. 

The hyrnns c皿 be divided into three groups : First， a song (la-3a) 由at

quotes in 104 Sha吻qing 彻túJng zhe可ingYUJ仰yinyi as belonging to 由c

Dadoψ zhe叨叨. Chen notes a number of variants of the "Maoshan version气 these

variants coπespond to 由e present text. 
second group (4b-8b) is also 岛nnd in the introduction to 由e Dtu如w zhe叨叨

(6 Sha吻qt吻 砌伽W zhenjing 1刷-lOb and 7 n础吻yuji咽 大 洞 玉耀 I.4a-5b). The 
hYITIns of the Dtu切切 zhe叼It1移 (wi由 由e exception of those called Dadong yujing) 
make up 由e final group. 
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8b). 
42. 

Ziwen danzha吻 紫文丹
133S Dongzhen taishang ziwen 

Dado吻 zhenjing.

Isabelle Robinet 

Shangqing gaosheng taishang dadao jun dongzhen jinyuan baji吻yulu
上 清 高 堕 太 上 大 道 君 洞 翼 金 元八景玉 躁
1 7  

(317-420) 
1389 10牛5)

(jing 
景 ) on su 素 . Su 

(Xuanmu bamen 五 母 八 r� ; 1323 Dongzhen tai
sha吻 basu zhe可t1锣庐shi ri严e hua叨huajue 
Dω加w zhe可tng.

DωÚJngzhenji吻.
zhenji:吻·

G D .  355 20，230 D.取切切 zhen
}tψ 10，000 

1 Shangqing 
御街ng zhenji吻 mu.

B I B LIOGRAPI王Y

Robinet， "Le Ta-tu吻 chen-ching:' 415-16. 
Isabelle Robi，忧et
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Shangqing jinzhen yuguang bajing Jeijing 上清 金 虞 玉 光 八 景 肃砸

fu 

can 

b，ω如o biyan 八 道 秘 言
IJ76 Shangqing taisha吻di:funjiuzhen 

zho I II I

I3S9 Sha吻伊-zg danji:吻 daoji吻yindi bashu j吻.
fu Huoluo 

(wudi 五 帝 ;

(I324 Dongzhen taishang basu zhe吻。-zg
de吻tan户zha mia钞仰 3b--4a).

Shang伊1;g 砌d01移 动enji吻 mu.

An 

Shangqing taisha吻 basu zhenjing 上 清 太 上 八 素 翼陋

Isabelle Robinet 

(basu) 
I323 Do吻zhen tais，仰，锣 basu 劝叫iiψμhi ri严e huanghtωjue). Basu 

I3习 Hua吻hua jue. Ya咆l!Je
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jiuzhang 隔 歌 九 章 (see
Ziyang zhenren neizhuan 

8 Taisha吻feixiψ
jiuchen用iψ 2b-4a).

通 ).
(hu仰an 迥 元 ; Shangqi:饵， 归创a吻jiuzhen zho吻吻}UI1伊'he吻 shendan jue

637 Taisha吻feibu wuxing ji咽 4b-8b
138S Sha吻qt咽 d01纫zhen tianb，刷 刷tÚJ吻 m码ii1锣 baolu

co甲S臼 (sanshi 三 尸 ;
Dongzhen xi wa咽 mu baoshen q伊}t:吻 16b--I8a 四d in 句7 1协'ha吻feibu wuxi吻

}t啪 9a-lOa.

Dong.功'en 阳ishang basu zhenjing fushi riyue huanghua jue 

Isabelle Robinet 

Basu 
jing Sha1移
qing taishang basu zhenji吻， as

Basu zhe:叼i吻

Basuji吻.

Huangtian shangqi吻 }tnque 均iun lingshu ziwen sha吻吻，
Shangqing huangqi ya吻ing san伽o shunx吻 ji1侈， par也 1 D01纫zhen

sha1:例ingqi1纫ryao zishu jingen 
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(Xuanmu bamen 五 母 八 阿 ) ;

yu四Jun 八 素 元 君 ) 伪钞W 八 部 ).
Dadong zhenji;ψ

Shangqi吻gaosha吻 taishang 向彻o jun do咽'zhenjinyz，ωn 
baji;吻yulu and Shangqi吻gaosha，移jin，户ωn 严zha，移yuqt1移yinshujing， 四d 由c

1313 Dongzhen gaosha吻yudi dado吻 ciyiyujian 阴阳 b呵吻 22a-23a).

L吻伽 附加吻 duren sha吻吻

1220 

Dao_向 huiyuan
Sha吻qt;咽 剧而嘲

zhenji吻 mu
IsabelJe RDbina 

Do吻rzhen shanOlJing ωiwei dijun bu tiangang j剖 dijijinjian yuzi shangjing 
洞 翼 上 清 太 微 帝 君 步 天 嗣肃地缸金 筒 玉 宇 上 醒

(卢.ibu 肃 步 )
Paci，移 the

Zhe吻ryi cht伊an zha吻ryi Shaψ沪'移 huangshu
guodu yi 

B .  C .  

A.D. 
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m8 Do咱wen
taishang taisu yulu u 

1016 Zhen'gao 

(cf. 140 Sha1移qi1锣 WOzh01移j，即 四d 876 Taishang wu.xi1移 q�如ωn koψcha吻

茅君
Taisha咽 zishu 太上紫曹.

101S ]insuo liuzhu yin 

428 Taisha吻fei.xi吻 jiuchen
U8S Shangqi1切 由咽zhen tianb，刷 刷痴，移 sanjing baolu 

4- of由e Sha吻qi吻 彻伽g 劝叫Itng mu.
Isabelle &binet 

ShangqÏ1叨 taishang dijun jiuzhen zhongjing 上 清太上 帝 君 九 舆 中 陋

an 

1377 Sha吻qing taisha吻 jiuzhen zh01切吻jia吻'she1锣
shendan jue. 

(jiuzhen fa 九 真 法 ;
6 Shangqi1锣 彻dong zhenji吻 6ιe
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(niwan 泥 丸 ). aim 
138z Sha吻qz吻μdan sha吻hua ta拼吻 zho韧》吻 16b--26a.

2751， 200-365. 
(Ba彻o

i an ;
jiuzhen fa. 

430 Shangqing 
(阳shenfa 五 神 法 I.15归6b; 40s Shaψqi吻

zz}t:吻jun hua1移chu zili饨， 向仰 伽且向移 加明，.吻 盯

the 阳shenfa 

1377 Sha吻庐ng taishang jiuzhen 
zho吻i吻jia1纫'ShC1锣 shendanjue 15b--21b 

171-72)， 
77.7b--IOb; 

zss Taiwei 1吻'Shu ziwen 切彻an huadan shenzhen sha吻'Z1锣.
1377 Shangqing 

taishang jiuzhen zhongji吻 Jza吻'she栩 如ndan j仰，

B I BLIOGRAPI王Y

Robinet， "Introduction à I'étude du Kieou-tchen tchong-king产

Isabelle RDbinet 
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Shangqing taishang jiuzhen zhongjing jiangsheng shendan jue 

22 fols. 
Eastem Jin (317-420) 
1377 (fasc. 1042) 
"In stru cti on s on the Di vin e Eli xir of Li fe an d the C en tr al Scr ipr ur e of the Nin e Tru e  

On es;" Thi s scr iprur e  is closely r elated to由e precedi ng 1376 Sha吻qing t，臼Rr.s，缸ωha�锣� d均#伊u仰n 
jμiωuz约hen zh拗b加0吻'1吻 and tωO 由由e fo创b讪llowin咆g4梢0句'5 5，拗'ha1咱纫'qt1叨锣 z 均1:Jt1吻锣JU仰n huωa1吻纫chu zili州li，吻锣 砌φφ伽iU
d01栩级阶向F吻侈5蜘b加a，吻吻切切'1吻栩. Its ti tle r efers  to two distinct pr actices: that of the N i ne Tru e  On es 
(jiuzhen) and that of the di vin e eli xir (劝endan). These pr actices ar e absent fr om the 
presen t text bu t ar e  foun d in 1376 ]iuzhen zhongji:吻. Lik e  the latter ， our text i s  com
posed of sever al parts， all belon gin g to由e or igin al Shangqin g  revelati on (36牛-370). 

The fì.rst p缸t i s  devoted to由eFu切切 zhi 剧。 拂 童 之 道 ， also call ed由e practi ce of 
由e twen吁 four spir its (ershisi shen fa 二 十 四 神 法 )， or again the pr acti ce of the bri ght 
mirr or (mi吻iing fa 明 镜 法 ; l a- 2a): 由e pr acti ce of washin g由e ey es (r ead 仰19 踵
for 切切 童 ) wi th a soluti on of pure cinn abar ，  as descri bed in many other places， e.g.， 
Zhengao S.13 a. An other par t di scusses a precious for mul a  of the J adc Scri ptur e 
JZ吻 b呵仰 玉 租 曹 款 ; 2a-4b)， whi ch corr esponds to由e practi ce of the F ive Plan e臼
(wuchenfa 五 晨 法 ). third pr actice由atreceives attcn ti on i s  that of the Return to由c
Or igi n  (仰伊例如 牛b-na). These sarn e由r ee pr actices are r ecorded in a mor e  com
plete form in 40S Sha明i吻 ziji吻jun huangchu zili吻 句叨n 伽沪ng sha明i:吻.

The secon d half of the pr escn t wor k i s  devoted to the Scri pr ur e of the Ni ne Yin of 
由e lρrd Emper or (D仰njiuyinji吻 帝 君 九 隆 耀 ; n a-Is b) and to the Yuyi jielin 曹雪
健 秸 磷 pr acti ce(Isb-en d). The scr ipturc con tains in stru cti on s for meditati on on 由c
secr et spouses of the Gr eat Yin 太 隘 ， who r eside in 由e stars of the Di pper an d in the 
Min gtan g 明 堂 (a palace of the br也n ). These deitic s confer salvation ; their nam es 
r efer to由e powers  of in visibi lity an d tr ansformati on. The same text occur s in 1367 

Shangql吻 hetu neixuan ji吻 2.14-e时， 皿d in ηQQ 3I . IO a-en . F or the Yuyi j.化加
pr aαi ce in ISb-号时， see由e pr ecedin g 1376 ]iuzhen zhongjing. 

BI BLIOG RA P H Y  

Robinet， "Introduction à !'étude du Kieou-tchen tchong-king." 

Isabelle Robinet 
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Sha.ngqi钝'8 zijingj饵n hu饵ngchu zili吻 郎。j附 加ngJa.ng sha.ngjing 
上 清 紫 帽 君 黄 初 紫 重 道 君 洞 房 上 陋
1 9  fols. 

Six Dynasties (220-589) 

4-05 ( fasc. 19。
"Superior Scripture on 由e Dongfang Palace of the Brain?' The title refers to one 

of the palaces of the brain (i伽价ng)， as well as to two Shangqing deities (compare 6 
Sha.吻伊切 'Úui01移 动enJf吻， paragraphs 9 and 17) .  The present text is totally different 
from two others also called Do咽fa.ngjing (133 Taishang 白领àng neijing zhu and 879 
Sha:.咆qi;咽jinshu yuzi sha.ngji;咆r).

The title bears little or no relationship to its conten臼. τhe text contains a few ex

erClses 由at may have originally been interrelated， but the present version repr<臼ents

a later compilation. The contents of the work do not appear to be quoted elsewhere 

under the present title. The practices expounded are also to be found in many other 

scriptures， too n山nerous to be listed here (see， in particul缸" 1376 Sha.ngqing taisha.吻
均棚jiuzhen zhongji;咱 也，d I377 Sha;吻qi;饵!ð taisha.ng jiu:动en zhongji;吻jia咆'Shengshen
dan jue， as well as Robinet， "Kieou-tchen tchong-king"). The text under discussion 

contains the best version of this set of practices， four of which may be of earlier origin 

由an 由e Shangqing revelation (364--370)， as follows. 

First， the practice of the five spiri臼 (wushenfa 五 神 法 ; la-3b). The fìve spirits

those of the eyes， 由e h四ds， and 由e lungs -are divided into three groups， related to 

exercises to be performed in 由e morning， at noon， and in 由e evening. Here only the 

spirits of the h皿ds belong to 由e Shangqing pan由eon. The exercise consists in recit

ing a poem and in visualizing qi， which trans也rm themselves into dragons. The adept 

mounts these dragons in order to rise up to 由e sky.

The second practice is called the practice of the twenty-fo田 spirits (ershisi shen fa 
二 十 四 神 法 ; 3b-IOa). 币le practice begins with an enumeration of the twenty-four 

sp让i也 of the body (in three groups of Eight Effulgences [ji叨 景 ]， with the specific 

names these spirits bear in 由e Shangqing tradition. There foUows a visualization of 

the same spirits (9a-IOa). They appear in two mirrors， which the adept forms out of 

white qi. What we have here is an adaptation， by 由e Shangqing tradition， of an an

cient magical practice with mirrors， comparable to 由at described in BPZ 15.69. 

卫le 由ird practice is 由e practice of the Five Planets (wuchen fa 五 晨法; IOa-I2a). 
This is a visualization practice of the planets linked to particular poin臼 on the face 

(出e names of these poin岱 缸e not found elsewhere)， as well as a visualization of the 

sun and the moon， situated in the temples on each side of the head. 

The fìnal praαicc involves a table of the names of the stars and gods of the Dipper. 

These n缸nes corr口pond to those found in other Shangqing texts. This list is followed 

by a description of the praαice of the Return to 由e Origin， or Revolving Principles 
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(h例如ωn 沮 元 ).
(426 Shangqing taishai咆 阳胁:ng b.刷 zhe呵吻�

Shangqi吻
白白吻zhenjing mu. 

B I BLIOGRAPHY 

Robinct， "Introduction à l'érudc du Kicou-tchcn tchong-king." 

ShllnglJ.ing huønglJ.i yangjing slIndøo shu1.ιxingjing 
上 清 黄 氯隔精三道 帽 行 陋

Is，呻elleRobinet 

can 

(shunxing 
帽行).

639 Huø吻tianshangq吻1切que d&.un 1;'伊加 ziwen sha1切" 略
426 Taψ吻 taisha1锣 basu zhe叼

.吻 an 1315 Do吻wen sha明吻 qi吻/110 zishu jin.垃en
zhongji:吻.
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d.ate 由e adept with the rad.iance of the seven jewels. number of figures of 皿tiq山ty

and some immortals are mentioned as having praαiced 由臼e me由ods.

Complete par臼 and long extracts of this text are quoted in 盯QQ 9.12b--I3a， 23.la-

2a， na-I2b， 14a击， and in 1353 Sha，例t嘲 句oblW ji，锣 2.3b， 咽， sa， 而， 8b. ηlÌs work 

bears out 由e contin山ty between 由e Sh皿gqing texts and the Chinese m严hological

trad.ition. The names given to the stations of the sun and the lunar lodges here also 

occur m 由e Lingbao texts and in liturgies. This text coπesponds to number 8 of the 
Shai咽rqti咽 阳邸，羽 由叫叫fJ mu.

Isabelle Robinet 

ShanBlJ.ing waigωfa叨rpin Qj吻tong neiwen 上清外圄放晶 青 童 内 文
2 Juan 

Six Dynasties (220-S89) 

1373 ( fasc. 1041) 
"Esoteric Text of the Green Lad on the Goods Deposited in Foreign Countries." 

This work describes the lands of the other world， the fields of the cardinal poin盹 由c

heavens and subterranean regions， 四d 由e m红velous g'∞ds 由ey possess; 由e text 

gives their talismanic names， which are heavenly sounds. The Green Lad (qi栩栩1:9 青
童 ) is a Sh皿gqing god.

The present work is mentioned in 1125 ongxt刷 l吻blW sandong j叼彻o kejie 

yÏ1锣'shi S .Ia as one ofthe Shangqing texts. However， none of the original Sh四gqmg

writings， revealed between 364 and 370， mention this work or even allude to it. Other 

aspects- such as certain elements of its terminology (Buddhist tem毡， or expresslons 

originating in the Lingbao scriptures)， 剖 well as the fact 归t the work inco甲orates

fragments from 598 Shizhou ji (compare 0町 text 3b--4a wi由598 Shizhωji 2.3Ia-b， 32b， 

30a-b) 一 indicate 由at we are dealing here with an apoc巧phal work. The quotations 

in WSBY agree with the pr臼ent text. The two juan ap严红 to have been originally 

separate works. Each of them has an introduction， certain passages of which are iden

tical， as well as a conclusion. Moreover， both juan introduce the 白世ty-s仅 Foreign

Countries， giving them distinct n缸nes.

咀le text of the first ju扭， in which the number six donlÌnates， pr口ents qi-writings 

termed m吻 铭 (inscriptions) with indications of their pronunciation (yin 音 ). The 

nam口 of the furthermost regions of the four horizons， the center， 皿d the zenith 红C

also given. The second juan adop臼 a system based on 由e number nine and contains 

由e names of the 11世ty-six Heavens， divided into nine groups. Each of these groups 

is introduced by one of the Nine Shangqing Heavens. The same text then gives 由c

names of the Thirty-six Terrestrial Regions， divided into nine layers. 

This cosmology constitutes a form of compromise between different Chinese 

traditions concerning 由e islands of immortals， the stations of the sun， and the lands 
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革IS 219 Lingbao wuliang 伽-en shangjing 如rfa SIS D啕'Xuan lingb.刷 hau
ya1纫xie sansh伽 tian zhaiyi 

Shangqi咽 印刷饲!ß' zhe呵ing mu.

Huangtian shangqi吻ji叼ue dijun lingshu ziwen sha7.叨i吻
皇 天 上 清 金 嗣 帝 君 噩 曹 紫 文 上 睡

Isahelle Robinet 

1016 Zhen.主rao 421 

De吻zhenyinjue 
2SS Taiwei lingshu ziwen langgan huadan 

shenzhen sha吻't吻" 179 Taiwei lingshu ziwen xiaη;i zhe可ï sha1切't1纫" 442 ShangqÏ1锣
bω:she1锣 印钞iun 1句ii. All 

hun 魂 and

hun 

po 

(sanyuan 三 元 )， (sanyi 三 一 )， 由e
(dantian 丹 田 ). (xua吻ωn 立
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回 )
(mi吻men 命F吁 )，

388 Taishang li叨bao JV1，φ xu 

Li吻。'Shu ziwen 

hun po 
xuanguan. 

Tonkii dõkyii: MokurokuhenJ 

B IBLIOGRAP I王Y

Wu Jing-nu凹， Lit锣 shu or the 协作切al Pivot.

Taiwei 1;'，叨shu ziwen langgan huadan shenzhen shangjing 
太 微 量 喜 紫文琅歼辈 丹 神 舆上 醒

Isahelle Rnbinet 

ziwen 

1376 Shang伊'Ig taishang dijun 
jiuzhen zho吻i吻 2.9b-nb

B I BLIOGRAP H Y  

Strickmann， "On 由e alchemy ofT'ao Hung-ching:' 134-36. 

Isahelle Rnbinet 
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Taiwei lingshu ziwen xianji zhenji shangji叨 末 橄 董 事 繁 文 恤 忌、晨起上醒
4 

(317-420) 
179 77) 

Li:ψrshu ziwen 

(qiψtong 青 童 )

I06.l3b Dengzhen 
660). 

(xianxia吻 1W相 )， as 

Shangqing housheng 归:ojun
427 Sha吻伊切 xiu.xi吻 ji地η仰 22b-25a

2751 (Ziwen xi吻'shijue 紫 文行事故)， Iines
182-95. 

Shangqing housheng daojun liφ 上 清 俊 堕 道 君 列 把
13 

(317-420) 
442 198) 

lsabelle R且'binet

Li吻"Shu ziwen 639 Hua吻tian shangqi吻jinque dijun li吻"Shu ziwen 
sha咆l}Z1移 and

IOI6 Zheng，剧，

236-47). 
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The saint is 由en pictured as 由 judge at the end of tirne (3b--4a) 皿d as a mediator 
(7b--8a) who sends twenty-four teachers into the world under the guidance ofW;皿g
Yu皿you， whose task it is to transrnit 由e Shangqing scriptures (enumerated in 8a). 
The Latter-Day Saint also descends to reign over the world. 

The main pu甲ose of the text is to establish a hierarchy 缸nong the elect who are 
to be saved when the world comes to an end. From 9b on， our work describes the 
di能rent marks or signs of physical immortality (xianxia吻 仙 相 )， which differ 缸'

cording to 由e palace in Heaven where 由e n缸ne of the elected has been inscribed. 
These pa]aces correspond to 也lose given in 1379 Shangqing严di 伊he咱刷a呵ï huit;饵"
l'即仰ji1锣 17b-29b. 币lis text and 由c 由ree preceing ones correspond to number 10 
of也le Sha;咽早咱 也如咽 zhenjil咽 mu.

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Strickmann， Le ttWïsme du Mao Chan， 209-24 (translation of Ia-9a). 

Don萨hen 切ishang zi伽 yanguang shenyua川ianji咆
洞 虞 太 上 紫度 炎 光 神元赞砸
33 fols. 
Six D归asties (220-589) 
1332 (fasc. 1030) 

Isabelle Robinet 

"Rul臼 on Purple [Table叫， Book of Blazing Light， [Created by] Transformation 
from the Divine ystery [for yuan readxuan 五 ] 了' 白白 scripture materialized 由rough
the condensation of light and divine vital qi. 

TAO H ONGJING in 1016 Zhe吻ω 9.5a b and in 421 De吻zheny叼UC 3 seems to 
indicate 由at 出e present text is one of the Shangqing apocrypha. 1岱 context， how
ever， agrees perfectly wi出 由at of the other works of this school; quotations made by 
WSBY 皿d SDZN accord. This text could therefore date 仕om 由e beginning of the 
a臼1 century. It is incomplete (see 由e following article oru368 Shangqing huishen jeixùw 
dengko1i哩 zhω wux，:咆 shangfaji:咽r).

The pr臼ent work deals with light and its horiwntal expansion. It teaches long 
distance vision and the evocation， maste町.， and absorption of the luminous forces of 
the Five Directions. 

A丘er an introduction of a few pag白， 由e text presen臼 an exercise for 由e evocation 
of emptiness aowu 2b--7a) .  This exercise is found， in more succinct (perhaps 
its original) form、 in 1016 Zh仰望俐， 421 Der，移动en y'呵帆 and 1319 Do咽zhen xi wa:咽
mu baoshen 作'u1'吻. It consis臼 in visualizing 由e lirniω of the Five Directions (east， 
south， west， north， and zeni由) 皿d s山nmoning the Immortal 0伍cials of由自e places， 
until general enlightenment is obtained. The work 由en p比sents 由e Bell of Fire and 
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Flowi ng Go ld (liujin huoliψ 流金火抬; 7a-I7a)， fro m  the nam e of  an irn po rtant 
Sh皿gqi ng charm. Thi s part o f  the wo rk a1 so co ntai ns five o ther char ms and fou r 
fonnu las o f  in voc atio n. N ext co mes a ritual fo r the Empero rs o f  the Fi ve Di rections 
(1 7a-23 b). It co nsi st s o f li ghti ng lamps decorat ed wi th charm s. O ther practi ces i nclude 
an a1 chemi cal reci pe (巧 b-27b) fo r由e pu甲oseo f  sum mo ni ng由c 。而 ci alsof  the Fi ve 
P eak s， and a vi sualization and ab sor ptio n of the spi rit ual fo rces o f  the Fi ve Di rec
tio ns (27b-33 a). These fo rces appear i n 由 e fo rm o f  Di vi ne L ads b eari ng plan臼 皿d
beverages o f  lo ng li丘 ， o f  ade Mai dens asso ci ated wi由 由 e sh∞ ts (ya 芽 ) ofthe Fi ve 
Di rectio ns， and o f  co lo red halo s  that ar e ab sorb ed t hro ugh the mou th and sw allo wed 
to ge由er wit h  sali va. Instru ctio ns relati ng to 由 e practi ce o f  1 3 17 Dongzhen shangqing 
kaitian s，附加 qtxti咆yidujing are also gi ven. 

subst anti al part of ou r t ext (9 a-17a) i s  fo und i n  1 3 37 Do吻zhen taiwei jinhu zhenjù 
(7a-e nd). 

Shangqi吻 huishenfeixiao de吻kong zhao wuxi吻 shangfaji吻

5 fo ls. 
Si x D ynasti es (220-589 ) 
13 68 (fasc. 1040) 

Isabelle Robinet 

"Scri ptu re ofthe Superio r Me由o d fo r Returni ng to the Di vi ne， F1 yi ng up to Hi gh 
Heavens， Ri si ng i nto Space， and CaIli ng upon the Fi ve Planet s." The fi rst p缸t of 
t hi s  scri ptu re is li nked to 1 3 32 Dongzhen taishang zidu ya吻uaψ shenyuan bian ji叨，
b ecaus e thi s part i s  quot ed by 446 Shangqing劝仰':9jing zhu zhensheng bi 皿 d byWSBY 
9 7. r a-I2b under that tit le. Mo reo ver， th e co nt ents ofthis part co rrespo nd to 由 at o fI332
Shenyuan bian ji:叨: a metho d o f  vi suali zi ng由e di fferent go ds o f  t he Fi ve Di rectio ns 
as well as t he su n and the moo n. 

The seco nd part  i s  an appendix o f  so rts， i ntro duci ng th e evo catio n o f  the go ds of 
the Book of the Yello w Court (Hua1切切tgji叨 黄 庭 招 ) 皿d o f  6 Sha吻qiψ 彻dong
zhenjing 4， 5， and 6. Thi s  seco nd part i s  mentio ned as an apo cry phal wo rk by TAO 
HONGJING in 42 1  De吻zhenyinJ仰 pb.

Thi s t ext and the precedin g  o ne co rrespo nd to numb er II o f  t he Sha吻qtψ 由南吻
zhenji吻 mu.

Isabelle Robina 



Dongzhen shRngqing qingyRO zishu jin垃en zhongjing 
洞 翼 上 清 青腰紫菁金根隶醒
2 Juan 
S皿 Dynasties (220-589) 
1315 (fasc. 1026-1027) 
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"Purple Book [of the Celestial Emperor] of Qingyao， [Containing] the Com
bined Sc口ptures of Ga由ering the Golden Root?' Qi吻仰 (green waist) in ancient 
mythology designates either a celestial maiden or a sacred mountain， while jingen 
(golden rl∞t) refers to solar energies. This Sh四gqing scripture was at least partially 
revealed to YANG in 365 (see 1016 Zhen'gRO 2.7a). According to one source (S96 
XiRnytωn bianzhu 3.15a)， 由is text was revealed in the second century A.D. The pr臼
ent version corr，口ponds to 由e citations found in WSBY and SDZN but is perhaps 
incomplete since the remarks concerning it in 样 Sha1例吻 houshe吻 句号iun 1句ii 8a 
do not correspond to its prl臼ent contents. 

The book as a whole is attributed to the Great Minister Lord Green Lad (Sh皿g
xiang qingtong jun 上 相 青 童 君 )， but each ju皿 st缸臼 Wl出 the biography of the god 
under whose aegis it has been placed. 

Ju皿 I deals with praαices of absorbing solar and lunar energies (closely resem
bling 由ose found in 1323 Do吻zhen 阳括加吻 ba四 zhenji吻如hi ri'严te huanghua jue， 639 
Hua吻tiRn sha1例t1移jinque dijun lingshu ziwen s，切切吻p 皿d 33 Sha1纫qi1移 htωψqi
ya1纫Ï1锣 san彻o shu阳'ingjing). It also contains charms which enable one to escape 由c
catastrophe of the apocalypse and methods to puri句 oneselfof the pollution caused 
by the sight of a co甲se.

Juan 2 deals exclusively with descriptions of the 由ree paradises mentioned in 由E
Shangqing scriptures as well as ofthe rituals 由at enable adep臼 to gain access to 由自E
paradises. 白1Îs is one of the ritualistic texts of the Shangqing co甲山. It contains rituals 
(y伊 懂 格 ) for 由e presentation of memorials written on wooden tablets (yuzha 玉
札) and ends (18b ff.) with practic臼 ofvisualization that enable the adept to cross 由E
Three Celestial Pass臼 (san t;饵'移uan 三 天 回 ). The same text is found in 1317 Dongzhen 
shangqi嘲 kaitian sanω q1Xt咽yiduji1锣 la-b.

The present work corresponds to number 12 of the Shangqing dado叨 zhenjing mu. 
It is quoted in several plac臼 m ηQQ. Certain ritual elements have 也und 由elr way 
into later manuals， such as the invocation on 1 .6a-b， which is given in 219 Lingbao 
wuliaψ duren sha吻i吻 句向 60.8a-b.

Isabelle Robinet 
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Dongzhen 阳ish4ng s4njiu suyu yujing zhenjue 洞 翼 太上 三 九 素 器玉 精 提抉

426 Sh4n.押。'I，g
t4ish4ng basu zhenji吻 sb; 1331 Dongzhensh41侈，吻shenzhω qizhU4n qibian wutian ji咽

421 Dengzhen yinjue 
De吻'zhenyinjue 

(Tonkõ diikyi5: Mokurokuhen， 
Sh4ngqing s4nzhen 

(b4jie 伽cif4 八即投刺 法 )

influ

(zhen
shen 锺神)

Sh41例t1锣 由iÚJ吻 zhe吵吻 mu.

Isabel/e R!Jbina 
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ShanBqing sanyuan yujian sanyuan bujing 上 清 三 元玉榆 三 元 布 砸

[sanyuan 
[san)ωn 问ii吻]." 刀le

(lu 蟹)，
416 Shangqi:吻 pei声wen huangquan 

can 1ω Yuanshi gaoshang yujian dalu 

ocαlr 

1393 Sha吻qiψyuanshi bianhua baozhen sha1叨;ingjiuling 
taimiao guishan xf，ωnlu 

1313 Dongzhen gaoshang yudi ta做mg c切iyujian wulao 
Shangqing 印刷，移 动Eπiing mu.

Isabe/le RDbinet 

Sha1叨qing danjing daojing yindi bashu j，仰 上 清 丹 景 道精睡地八街陋

1348 Dongzhen taishang 
426 Sha咽qing taisha咽 basu
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1331 Dongzhen sha1例t1韧shenzhω qizhuan q必ian wutian jing 1016 
hengtUJ 

1016 hengtUJ 

(A.D .  

Hω Han shu Yindi bashu. 

(baji咿 八 景 )， 由.e (bajie 
八 部 ). ln 

fu m严h

Sha咽俨吻 刷刷吻 劝E叼't:吻 mu.

B IBLIOGRAPHY 

Kaltenmark， "King 严1 pa-king�' 

Dongzhen shangqing shenzhou qizhuan qibian wutian jing 

Isabelle Robinet 
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(Shenzhou qizhuan 
sha吻IJ叨 上耀 )， be 

in (Shenzhω qibian 
wutianj吻 酌， and 

426 Sha吻q吻 阳ha吻 b刷 zhe叼't吻 sb; 1016 Zhen'gao 
639 Hua吻tian shangqiψ }t呵ue dij"un li1纫'Shu ziwen sha嘲ltng

6 Shangqi吻 da
do吻 zh叫吻 皿d in 13归 Shangqt:吻仰阳hi bianhua baozhen sha1切吻jiuli1锣 taimiao
guishan xuanlu. Dadong zhe吵吻·

Sha啊。18 由dong zhe可吻 mu.

Dongzhen tR.iyi dijun ωidtJn yinshu dongzl1en xURnjing 

Isahelle &bina 

(Ta仰nyimhu 太

(Taiyi ji咽 太 一翻 )，
(D01移动enxtω可吻)

Dongzhen Dongxuan， 

Taishang yimhu 
426 Sha栩伊切 切isha吻 basu zhe叨11;ff 1016 Zhen'gao 
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由e original Sh皿gqing texts. nurnber of passages quoted in 皿由ologies (WSBY， 
SDZN) are not found in our text. The text is considerably altered and disjointed. Its 
contains (1忡， 2Ob) interpolations from a Taiwei hω咱"Shu 太 黄 喜 at is no lon
ger extant (comp红e， for ex缸nple， m8 Dongzhen taishang 阳isuyulu 1b-2b). In some 
plac白， a comrnentary is included. The text is closely related to 1313 Dongzhen gtuJshang 
yudi 彻助，锣 ciyi用阴 阳lao baoji咽， which may be of a slightly later date. 

As the title indicates， our text is 由e scripture ofì运1YI 太 一 . 1臼 themes are regen
eration 皿d fusion wi由 Taiyi and the Lord Emperor (d仰" 帝 君 ). It treats ofvario山
visual meditations 由at aim at 由C 缸nalgamation of all 由e deities with the adept and 
由 inscription of the adept's name on the registers of life. The gods acting in 由ese
exerc1s臼 are those who rule over 由e formation of the embryo and hurnan reproduc
tion. Among 由ese we find the Five Spiri臼 ofthe Registers， 由c ηlree Original Ones of 
the Cinnabar Fields， the Mysterious (.刷刷 玄) Father and Mother， and the generative 
spirits of the body (see ð Shang庐'移 剧h吻 zhenjing 5). ηle exercises described here 
often provide a key for 由e underst四ding of the relevant DtU如tg zhenji:吻 passages，
the latter serving as a kind of incantatory recapitulation of the former. The exercises 
are expounded， one after the other， without any clear transition. 

Shangqing dongzhen JURnji咽 wuji户 上清 洞 虞 元 陋 五 籍 符
5 fols. 
sα D归lasties (220-589) 

82 (fasc. 37) 

Isabelle Robinet 

"Five Register-Charms of the Mysterious Book [for yuan 元 read xt，ωn 玄 ] of 
由e Dongzhen C皿on:' This is a fragment of 1330 Dongzhen 抑制 伽n ta仙" 阴阳
伽tgzhen xt，ωnji1锣. Its title here is an altemate name f吐 出is Ta仰nyinshu. The latter 
(30a) mentions five charms， while only one ofthese charrns is reproduced in 由e text. 
O田 present text has five (la-2b， 2b-4b， and 5a corresponding to 1330 Ta仰nyinshu
3ob-3Ia， 33a， and 44a). 

Shangqing 阳iyi dijun 阳idan yinshu jiebao shier jiejie tujue 
上 清 太 一 帝 君 太 丹 睡喜解胞 十 二脑筋圃鼓
16 fols. 

Six 同masties (220-589) 

1384 (fasc. 1043) 

Isabelle Robinet 

"四山trated Instructions for ntying the Twelve Embryonic Knots according to 由C
Secret Scripture of Taidan:' 而IS IS 由e final part of 1330 Dongzhen 臼伊i dijun ta仰n
yinshu tÚJ叨zhen xt，ω叨叨 (38b--end). It explains， wi由 illustrations， the method of the 



Ta仰n yinshu 太 丹 隐 曹 for "untying 
the Inborn Knots" (jiej;化 解梧). The 
concept of Inborn Knots that make 
由e body perishable is proper to 由E
Shangqing texts， which contain vari
ous methods for untying them (see 
138z Sha吻qJ吻jiudan sha，锣hua taiji吻
zhongjiji吻 3b--I6b 皿d 1313 Dongzhen 
gaoshang yudi dado吻 咿 用iian wu

伽 b呵吻 job--53b; see also Robinet， 
Méditation taoïste， (figs. 6-9).  

The "knots" are here distributed in 
groups of four and located in 由e three 
main sections of the body: the head， 
由c 由or缸， 皿d the abdomen. The dis
ciple invokes the Iρrd Emperor (dijun 

and twenty-seven other go也， ln
three groups of nine. The kno岱 are un
tied as a result of the solemn decision 
of this assembly. 

This text 皿d 由e two preceding ones coπ臼pond to number 18 of the Sha，侈qing
dado吻 zhe吵'锣 mu.

[
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F I G U RE 6 . N田tunng 由e immonal embryo by 

untying 由e strings of d臼由 (1384 2a-b). Ming 

reprint of 1598. Courtesy of the Biblio由èque

nationale de France (CJùnois 9546/1365) 

Isabelle Robina 

FI GURE 7. Deities ofthe Twenty-four Knots (1384 7a-b). Ming reprint Of1598. Courtesy of 
由e Bibliothèque nationale de France (Chinois 9546/1365) 
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FIG URE 8 .  Med.itating when reclining (1314 13b). Ming reprint of 
1598. co山tesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de France (Chinois 

9546/(365) 

FIGURE 9 . ηle transmission ofthe method (1314 14a-b). Ming reprint 
Of1598. Counesy ofthe Biblio出问ue nationale de France (Chinois 

9546/1 365) 



Dongzhen shanglJ.ing kaitian santu lJ.ixing yidu jing 
洞 虞 上 清 阔 天 三 圃 七 星 移度髓
2 JU皿
Six Dynasties (220-S89) 
叼17(fo臼c. 1027) 

l .B.2 Shangqing [ IÓ3 1 

"Scripture on Dipper Transfer wi由 1bree Limits for Opening Heaven?' The Three 
Lin咀岱 (san阳1) or Celestial Diagrams (tiantu 天 圃 ) correspond to the Three Celestial 
Passes (san tia吻uan 三 天 回 ; I.Ia)由at由e adept m山t open. The seven stars (qixi吻j
mentioned in由e title 缸e those of the Dipper. Their intercession enables the adept 
to have his or her name inscribed on由e register of life. The termyidu (transfer) des-
19nat臼 at由e same tlme由e rotation of the stars由at tr血sport由e adept to the sk.ies 
and his transfer from由e register of death to由e register of life. 

This text is a Shangqing apocryphal work probably dating from the end of the fi他
or由e begin血ng of the six由 centu可. It is a replica of 1366 S仰ngqing tia，锣uan santu
ji，秽，由e title by which it is ordinarily cited. 

However， our work includes a first pan (Ia-8a)由at is missing from 1366 Santu ji饨，
and seems to have been bOITowed仕om 131S Dongzhen shangqi吻 qt吻ryao z伪u pn
gen zh01切't吻 2 18b-23b(an由.ologies quote由is passage under the title of that text). 
Moreover， the Huoluo qiyt仰Z 豁 落 七元 charms， which are missing in 1366 Sanωji吻
appear here on page 3a. The division of the text into two juan， which occurs in由E
middle of an exerc肘， is awkward and contradicts the indication of the text itself由at
it compris口only one juan (2.18a). 

Shangqing tianguan santu jing 上清 天 翩 二 圃髓
32 fols. 
Six Dynasties (22O-S89) 
1366 (fasc. 1040) 

Isabelle Robina 

"白u-ee Limits Scripture on由e Pass臼of Heaven."The Passes of Heaven (tianguan) 
are "the gates of life of the Nine Heavens" in the southeastern regions (see 1317 Dong
zhen shangqing kaitian santu qixing yidu jing I.Ia). 币lere are three gat，白， 皿d由ey are
also called tian切 (Heavenly Diagrams or Limits)， hence由e expresslOn san阳 (由c
Three Limits). 

The present text， which is duplicated in由e preceding en町， 1317 Yidu ji，纫r， belongs 
to由e Shangqing legacy but is probably an ancient apocryphal work of that school. 
白le title is listed among由e original works (see， 也r instance， 426 Shangqing taishang 
basu zhe叼iing sb; 1016 Zhen，主1ao 9.Sb)， but由e quotations of由e work in由e Zhengao do
not conform to由e present text. TAO HONGJING， in a commentary to the relevant 
passage， states由at the work has not yet " come out into由e world." The quotations in 
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as 

Huol;ω qtyuan 豁 落 七 元 ，

all 

1377 ]iuzhen 
zh01切iing

in Zhengao (wuli 
五 雕 )
五 、通 血 42ó S加咆qt:咆 taishang basu 

(xianytωn 仙颐，
ofXuanmu b.得ian 立 母 八 隔 in42óSha吻qt咽 taisha吻basuzhen

Sha1例ing
伽白，移 动e呵tng mu.

Isabelle Robina 

Shangqing jiUlÚln shllnghua 阳ijing zhongji jing 上清九丹上化胎精 中起惺

(mi吻men 命 阿 ;
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inspire life in the fetus. The Embryonic Essence m臼ns either the 臼sence 由at unites 
Wl由 由e qi in order to create 由e fetus (3a)， or the qi 由at tr皿sform themselves first 
into essence， then into cinnabar， and finally into a fetus (16b). 

The present text is part of the original Shangqing revelations. Its contents agree 
Wl由 由e n山nero山 quotations in WSBY. The entire work is devoted to 由e process of 
regeneration 仕om 由e embryonic state 由缸汰s to assistance 仕om the Primordial Nine 
Heavens. This scripture concerns the realization， in one's mind， of the divine origin 
of human life， which is 由 Fundamental Truth (伽zhen 本 民 see 2b， 16b). 

币le work begins wi由 an introduction (la-3b) on 由e general principles of the 
origin of human beings. The text is then divided into two main parrs. 

The first part (3Jr.16b) concerns a method "to untie the knots of the embryo" (jie 
btwzhong shier jie 解胞 中 十 二 部 ). The 由eory of由e knots， which 红e the inbom prin
ciples of death， is more or less the same 臼 in 1330 D吻.zhen Ta切 均un ta仰叼即hu
dm纫wen )c1，ωn}t吻， but the method 山ed here is di最renr. The untying is done by 由c
Original Father， the Mysterious Mother， the Kings of the Nine Primordial Heavens， 
and 由e Twenty-岛ur Effulgences (ji吻 景 ) of the body. Meditating on 由臼e fi♂E臼
must be practiced three times a day - at sunrise， noon， and sunset- for 由c 由ree p红ts
of the body: upper， middle， and lower. 

The second part (16b-2Ób) describes a method for reconstituting 由e process of 
gestation 仕om 由e Nine Heavenly Qi， 皿d 由山 creating a divine body. In order to 
achieve this， the disciple s山nmons the Kings of the Nine Primordial Heavens， one by 
one， and installs them in his own body. Then he achieves the union， in his hean (由c
central org皿)， of the Original Father 皿d the ysterious Mother， the former coming 
down from the Palace of the Br血1 (niwan 泥 丸 )， 由e la配r rising up from the Gate 
of Destiny (m吻仰n 命F吁 ) . Of all early Sh皿gqing scriptures， 由e present text is 由e
one 由at most dearly marks the first development in the direction of Inner Alchemy. 

In YJQQ 29.4a-17b， there is 皿 abstract of the first part of the present te.足， while the 
second part is quoted in extenso. slighrly abridged version of our text is given in 408 
Shangqt吻 仰伊吻jiji句iie xi1纫'shijue. The invocations in this work have been adopted 
in certain rituals (for instance in 1221 Shaψ伊W 1iψbtw dafa 2.nb). 

Sha咽#吻 taijingji jiejie x切 'Shijue 上 清胎精言己解 恬 行 事 故
1 4  fols. 
Eastern Jin (317-牛20)
408 (fasc. 191) 

IsahelJe RDbinet 

"Form叫a for 由e Praαice of Untying the Knots from 由e Records of Embryonic 
Essence." This work is similar to 1382 Sha吻qi吻jiudan sha吻b翩 翩。ii1移 动m切iiji吻，
of which it reproduces the essential passag口 (pag臼 la-I2b， 12b-I归， 四d 13b-14 in 
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our text correspond to pages 3a-1曲， 22a-b， 皿d 26a in 1382 1均'"锣 zho吻ïji吻). This 
text and the preceding one correspond to number 20 of the Sha咿庐'切 dado吻 zhen
}tng mu. 

Isahelle Robinet 

Taishang jiuchi banj如 wudi neizhen jing 太 上 九 赤 班 符 五 帝 内 提醒
32  fols. 
Eastem Jin (317-ρ0) 
1329 (fasc. 1029) 
"The Nine Crimson Speck.led Talismans of the Five Emperors' lnward Contem

plation." 卫le expresslOnμchi ba币I (Nine Crimson Speckled Talismans) refers to 由c
qi ofthe Nine Original Ones (here: 由e Emperors of the Five Directions and those of 
由e Four Seas). The second p缸t of由e title probably has a double meaning: it concems 
not only the "Five Emperors who inwardly establish" (read zhen 锺 for 虞 ) 由e spirits 
in their dwellings (as 由ey establish the nature of由ings)， but also the "interior tru由
of the Five Emperors"-an allusion to the inward contemplation (neisi 内 思 ) of the 
true form (zhenxi:叨 虞 形 ) of the deities concemed (2b， 缸， 2sb， etc.). 

The present text belongs to 由e original Sh皿gqing revelation. Its title is mentioned 
by a few works origina由19 仕om 由is revelation (e.g.， 1016 Zhen'gao S .3a). 1臼 conten臼
tal1y with the quotations in WSBY. 

The work is dedicated to 由e terrestrial divinities， 由at is， those of the Five Direc
tions， the Five Sacred Peaks， and the Four Seas. It begins with an exercise (2ι6a) that 
teaches the adept how to interpret colored visions during meditation - appearances of 
celestial guides or demoniac emanations- and how to interpret 由e true form of dei
ties. Similar exercis臼 町 found in other Sh皿gqing texts (e.g.， 354 Shangqi吻 sanyuan
yujian san)'$ωn b叼叼 and 1393 Shangq吻 "ωnshi bianhua baozhen sha吻t吻jiuli1锣
taimiao guishan xtωnlu). 

The two other exercises (6a-2sb and 2Sb-31a) are complemenrary. They belong t。
由e n山nerous Shangqing praαices for obtaining both the inscription of the adept's 
name in 由e registers of life and its removal from 由e registers of death. Here， 由e life 
registers are held by 由e Emperors of the Five Directions and the 1ρrds of the Sacred 
Peaks. 币ley are also related to 由e pl皿C臼 and to specific organs of the body. The 
registers of death are held by 由e Emperors ofthe Seas. The exercises group toge由er
visual meditation， the use of talismans， and invocations. 

The talismans confer on 由e adept 由e power to secure the mountains and govern 
由e seas. However， the n缸nes of the Emperors of the Five Directions are not those 
由at 由e Shangqing tex臼 attribute to them. They are found again in a commentary to 
87 Yuanshi wulia1锣 duren shangpin m叫iing 2.但由， citing a "Sh皿gqing zhenren 上
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The pr口ent text coπesponds to nwnber 21 of the Shangqi吻 伽dong zhe吻"锣 mu.

Do叨rzhen taishang shenhu yinwen 洞 舆 太上 神虎睡文
7 fols. 
Eastern Jin (317-420) 
月3牛 ( fasc. 1031) 

IsabelJe Robina 

"Secret Scripture of the Divine Tiger." 咀üs text is said to have been revealed to 
in A .D.  ，6S (see 1016 Zhe吻'40 I . I2a). It is also known as 由e Scripture of the 

Wisdom That Annihilates Demons (Zhihui xiaomo j吻 智慧 悄 魔耀 [or miemo j;吻
漏魔昭 ] ) and as the Secret Scripture ofthe Eight Methods (Bashu yinwen 八街隐 文 ;
see 由is tide on 7b 皿d 由e quota臼ons in 412 Shangqing peiβIwen qingquan jue 2b and 
413 Sha吻qingpei户wen boquan jue 4b). T刊he p陀res优ent t忧ex江t c∞Oη臼P严ond由s to 由e c∞omment岱s 

in 1016 Zh加en吻封刷 3弘μ.1凶6a←-b and η巾
The s仄criptur臼e l岱s essentially c∞omposed of two a叩pot町tropa缸ic hymns， chanted by Shang

qing deities in a jubilant celestial atmosphere. The first hymn， entided "Huishen zhi 
shi 撵 神 之 苦 " (Shaking the [Divine] Spiri叫， is intended to 世ive away (evil) spirits 
(Ia-3b). The second h归nn， "Jinzhen 祉世 shi 金 属 之苟" (Song of the Golden Zhen
ren; Sb-7的， is a form of Pacing the Void The first stanzas of each of 
these hyrnns are modeled on those of DaI切切 zhenji吻 (comp红e Ia-b and 6b with 6 
Shangqing 彻曲，移 动叫't吻 2.I2a-b， 14b 皿d 9b). A colophon (7b) mentions a further 
hYJTIn， revealed by the Celestial Maiden ofthe Nine Flowerings (Ji由ua Anfei 九 花 安
自己 ; 由e same maiden who appeared to This song， says 由e text， should have 
been recorded in a chapter ofTa缸hang bashu zhihui miemo shenhu yin wen 太 上 八街智
慧 漏 魔 神 虎 醺 文 ， a tide corresponding to 1344 Do栩zhen taisha吻 shuo zhihui xiaomo 
zhe吵吻. The second juan of the latter indeed corresponds， with some additions， t。
由e present text. The poem in question， however， is lacking. 

卫lÎs present text coπ臼ponds to nwnber 22 of the Shangqi1锣 句dong zhenjing mu. 

Sha明叼gaosha吻yuchenfengtai qusu shangjing 
上 清 高 上 玉属凰噩 曲 素 上陋
23 fols. 
Eastem Jin (317-牛20)
1372 (fasc. 1041) 

Isabelle Robina 

"Superior Scripture on 由e Emanations 仕om the Labyrinth of Phoenix Terrace." 
This scripture was created out of the cosmic qi of the Phoenix Terrace (乒吻tai) of 
Nine Meanderings (jiuqu 九 曲 ) in the Heavens， energies 由at pervade the eight 
directions of space， in correspondence with the Eight Purities (baω 八素; see 426 
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Shangqir.锣 taisha叨 basu zhe呢iing).

Shangqi吻 taishang basu zhe叼ii增 ，
D01移动'en sha吻qJ吻 shenzhou qizhuan qibian 附加nji1锣 2.7b， ZhenglUJ 

Shangqing pei声wen wen 
qi1移伊anjue Sha1切qit移pei户wen wen ba勾ωnjue 7 S，仰ngqJ吻pei户wen
1'a1移qωnjue Sha1锣伊19pei fowen wen heiquan jue Sha1移qingpei fowen 
wen hua1阴阳njue 4b).

A (阳叨叨 bifu 五 行挝、

Shangqi:吻 taisha1移 basu zhenji吻
Zhe吻刷 5.3a).

Shang伊移 zhuzhen zhangsong 
5I.7b--ua Gaosha1移yuchenyoule zhang 

Dongzhen taishang da吵叨 功叼iing

D呵t嘲弄吻 Qusu j仰'CJ 曲 素 就解 (Ia)，

Gaoshang yuchen youle zhang 高 上 玉 震 蛋 集 章

(317-420) 
1457 1064) 

Isabelle Robina 

Sha1例吻gaosha吻 yuchen卢ψai 伊su sha1叨.吻，

Shangqing 句dong
劝叫'J:吻 mu.

Isabelle Robina 
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Dongzhen taishang feixing yujing jiuzhen ShengxURn shangji 

1 3  fols. 

Six D归as口口 (220-S89)

13S1 (fasc. 1033) 
"Record on Wings for Flying on High?' This text expounds 由e method 由at en

ables 由e adept to "rise up to Mystery" thanks to 由e Nine True On口， 由at is， the nine 

gods of the Dipper (Ursa Major). 卫le subtitle， Hui严ωn}tu彻o 迥 元 九道 ， refers to 由c

same gods (the term hu吃YURn de吨nates the Revol白ng Principl臼 [see 曰QQ 8.20a-b]

as weU as the Return to 由e Origin [see 3a in 由e present text] ) .  
This work is quoted in WSBY， but the m句oriry of the quotations， as weU as those 

from other so山ces (such as SDZN， II32 ShRngqing 伽o leishi xiRng 皿d o由ers) come 

from 428 Taishang卢1Xt吻jiuchen yujing. The latter's subtitle is identical with 由at of 
由e present work (see 83 Bηu heihe li咆庐"咐。. these texts appear to have origi

nally belonged to the same work， 由e Be叨 heihefeixi够 用吻 由at corresponds to 

number 24 山 山 list of canonical Shangqing writings， 由e Shangqing dRdo1锣 zhe叼ii1锣
mu. However， the only early quotations of our text are found in WSBY. These quo
tations， moreover， concem only the rules of transmission and may weU have come 

仕om another source. In other words， the prl臼ent work is nowhere authenticated. The 

possibiliry 由at 由IS IS 皿 apocryphal text that borrowed the title of a scripture of the 

Shangqing co甲山 can therefore not be excluded. 

This "Record" describes a variant exercise of sanyi wudou 三 一 五 斗 (see ω 丑lamhi
tianzun shuo xuanwei miRo ji:叨)， which consists in meditating on the three major gods 

of the stars in the Dipper， whom the adept invokes and induces to descend into his 

Three Cinnabar Fields (由e names these gods receive here are unknown in the authen

tic Shangqing scriptur臼).
The text also shows evidence of interpolated glosses (lb6-2a2 comes from 426 

Sha吻伊tg taisha吻 basu zhenji吻 Sa 皿d sb-6b). It also has detailed prescriptions con

ceming other exercises as weU as comments on other Shangqing scriptures (compare 

"the oral formula" of 1376 Sha�何ing taishang dijun jiuzhen zhongji吻 na-13a).
τhe entire text is inco甲orated into 324 Shangqi吻 wuchang biantong wanhUR yu

ming jing 34b-end. Some 仕agments are quoted in 盯QQ 2s. 14a-lsb (corresponding 

to 8ι9b) 四d S2.4b-8a (corresponding to 4a-sa， 6b-9b). 
Isabelle Robinet 
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Taishangj社ixi吻jiuchen yujing 太 上肃 行 九晨 玉 醒
34- fols. 
Six Dynasties (220-589) 

牛28 (fasc. 195) 
"Jadc Scripturc of thc Flight to the Ninc Stars产 The stars rcfcrrcd to in thc title 

arc thosc of the Dippcr， pl山 由c two invisiblc stars Fu 蝙 皿d Bi 粥 (also callcd 
Kongch皿g 空 常 ) on eithcr sidc of the constcl1ation. Thc pr臼cnt tcxt is quoted in 
WSBY and SDZN under the title [Huiyuan jiu伽'1Feixing yujing [沮元 九道] 肃 行羽
租 (compare 1351 Dongzhen taishang feixi1锣yujingjiuzhen ShC1纫:xuan sha1切i). It bears 
由e subtitle Jinjian neiwen 金 筒 内 文 (Esoteric Scripture on Golden T油lets).

Fei.叨叨 yu;z吻 is a title belonging to 由e Sh扭gqing corpus (cf.， for cxample， 1016 

Zhengao 5.4b and 442 Sha吻qing houshe1锣 砌φ仰 l均ii 2a). Two parts of the present 
text m山t be distin矶山hed: 由e first part (up to 25 b) actually represents 由e Feixi嘲
yuji吻. The process of pacing the Dipper， which is expounded here， begins with a 
dance on invisible stars surrounding thc Dipper. These stars are the hun 魂 andpo 魄
souls inhabited by female deities. description of the Dipper stars and of the deities 
who preside over them fol1ows. 

咀le second p红t (勾b--end) is a shonened and slightly modified version of 1316 Dong
zhensha1例吻 taiwei d加n bu tia吻a吻fei dij句句iianyuzi sha吻.吻 7b--18b (q.v.). This 
second pan is never quoted by sixth and seventh-century anthologies undcr 由e pres
ent title. lt is probably this part 由at the subtitle of our text refers to. Indeed， the title 
f的jian neiwen is eq山valent to Jinjian yuzi 金 筒 玉 宇 . This last part therefore derives 
from 1316 Jinjian yuzi and was gra丘ed onto 由c present text at a much later date. 

The first part is linkcd to 由e Kongch皿g method (cf. 875 Taisha1锣 laojun da cunsi 
tu zhujue and 324 Shangqing wuchang biantong wanhua yumiψjing) 皿d to 由e Lo吻fei
chisu 髓肃尺素 formula (see 1326 D01纫劝en 胁，例吻 h吻feijiu.伽 chisuyinjue). The 
entire text is quoted in ηQQ 20. 

Boyu heihe lingfei y�户 白 羽 黑 翩 噩 肃 玉 符
6 fols. 
Six Dynastics (220-589) 

83 (fasc. 37) 

1s，呻elle Robinet 

"J ade Fu for the 矶Thite Feathered， Black-Winged Spirits Taking Flight产 This text 
owes its title to the white and black phoenixes under whose aegis it is placed (2b， 6b). 
In later quotations， one sometimes finds 10地桥i 撞开电 (dragons t达ing flight) instead 
ofli1级fei. The tcxt dates to 由e Sh皿gqing revelation (see 1016 Zhen主TRO 5 .4b). One of 
由e work's alternative titles is Feixi:吻 P伊栩 如吻'Xuan sha1切z 肃 行羽耀 异 立 上 起
( see 1326 D01纫zhen sha吻q吻 10吻feijiu.功ro chisu yinjue 6a). The latter text is connected 
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Taishang卢t.xt，移jiuchen yuji咐， a scripture 由at， according to tradition， was 
conveyed of the world by the phoenix at 由e s缸ne 由ne.

Our text is quoted in Sha1例。18 彻o leishi xiang (1-5b) under its present title. 
Shangqing pei户wznjim29quanjug 皿d Shangqing pei户wen heiqua盯衍:， as well 

as Shangqi吻pet声wen boquan jue and Sha吻qi吻pei户wen huangquan j毗 also
quote it under 由e title Huiyuan jiu句。fei.叨叨YU1" 锣 (see Taisha吻fei.叨叨jiuchen
yu)t吻). The Five Fu- one for each direction-that provide the main material for 由IS
work were used to perform 由e ritual of pacing the Dipper (卢ibu she吻xuan 肃 步 异
玄 )， as expounded in ]iuchen yujing. 

Our text is also found in its entirety in Do栩zhen shangqing Iongfei jiu彻o chisu 
yt叼仰 6a-fin and in Sha叨ïng wucha吻 biantong wanhua yumi，切1吻 28b--34a.

IsabeUe RiJbinet 

Dongzhen shangqing longfei jiudao chisu yinjue 洞 虞上 清 醒 肃 九道赤素隐抉
1 1  fols. 
Six Dynasties (220-589) 

1326 (fasc. 1028) 
"Secret Formula [ ofTalismans] on Crimson Silk. of the Nine Ways of the Dragon's 

Flighe' This work owes its name to the talismans included in the text-these are to 
be written on strips of red silk. 由ree feet long-as well as to its connection with the 
method of pacing the nine stars of the Dipper (由e Nine Ways) in 1协ha吻卢txt1切
jiuchen yuji1锣. It peπ血lS to 由e Shangqing revelation. 

The work comprises two parts. The first bears the title of BφIU heihe li绝gfei)'t1户
Here are invoked the Lads and Maidens of the Dipper stars， who 

were created 由rough 由e qi (brea由s) exhaled by the Ladies of the Black Stars of the 
Dipper (出e names of their palaces correspond to 由ose in Taishang feixi吻j切chen
y码fing). We also find 由e Lads 皿d ade Maidens from the palac臼 on the planets. 
Their names are 由ose given in Shangqing wuchang bianto吻 wanhuayuming jing 
17b--18b， a text related to 由e present work. This 且rst part is concerned with the method 
ofpacing 由e stars Kongchang 空常 (2a-b; cf. Taishang wuxing qiyuan koψchang 
jue) .  It is entirely reproduced in Yumi吻卢1;ß 24a-28b. The second part has been 
duplicated in Li1所ty物 (q.v.).

Isabelle RiJbinet 
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TRishRng WJιxing qiyURn kongchRng jue 太上 五 星 七元 主 常 缺

324 S仰ngqt1移 wuchRng biantong wanhua yumi，移ji，移.

1016 Zhengao 

637 1耐hangfei切 阴仰叨"秽， 40S Sha，纫
qing zijing jun huangchu zili咽 daojun do栩如移 sha，切.吻r， 1377 Shangqi，锣 伽hang
jiuzhen zho吻ii吻 jiangshe，锣 shendan jue， 140 Shangqing wozhong jue， 1316 Dongzhen 
sha吻qt嘲 Taiwei dijun bu tia吻a咽fei diji jinjian yuzi sha吻't1锣， 皿d Hu仰Rnjiu白。

An 

324 Shangqi咽 wuchang biRntong wanhua 
yumt:吻pψ).

Shangqi吻 wuchRng biantong wRnhuR yumÏ1骂!Jji吻
上 清 五 常 赞 通 高 化 警 冥 陋

Isabelk Robinet 

wucha1切 (Five

wuchang 

304 JI.旬oshan zhi 
Wudi yuming jing 五帝曹冥粗 wuchang 

As biantong wanhua 
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FIGURE 1 0 .  Choreography for the Dance ofthe Dipper Stars (876 sb-6a). 
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Taisha咽 WUXt咽 qiyuan ko吻.cha吻jue Koψcha，锣 IS

In 
(buga1切 步 铜 ;

Lo，级fei jiudao chisu yi叼仰，
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1326 Dongzhen shangqi1切 切'Wfeiji仰o chisu yinJ仰 la--6a， 28b--3+a 
83 Boyu heihe li明fei 户户. 币1e

I3SI D吻zhen taishang卢叨叨用吻jiuzhen 加吻mωn sha吻t.
24 Shangqing 

彻IÚJ吻 zhenjing mu. 

[ 174 J 

Isahelle Robinet 

Shangqi咽 qionggong li咽fei liujia zuoyou shangfu 
上 清 理 宫 噩 肃 六 甲 左 右 上 符
23 

(3 17-420) 
84 37) 
"Six-Jia umm Li吻fei

ZhenifM 14. -1 臼 ( ur

22a-2归). 1391 Sha1例i吻 qm吻。吻
li咽fei liuJ切 lu.

Liujia 
Suzou Zhe吻ao

BPZ f9. 307 jia 

La 
révélation du Sha1例i吻， 1 : 12-巧， 24-25).

(shizhou zhen.xing 
十 洲 真 形 ).

ZhenifM (13.2a 
20.7b--8a)， Xu Xu 

1210 Zhengyi fawen shilu 
zhaoyi lób--I7a). 

F IGURE 1 1 . 刀le J ade Maiden 
of由ejiashen period， wi由 a
dαcription of her a国re (且4 9a).
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Missing from 由is incomplete version are the talismans and descriptions ofthe Five 
Emperors of the cardinal points in WSBY 92.19a-20b - as well as in 412 Shangqing pei 

βIwen qt:吻quanjue and 416 Sha1移qt1切peiβtwen hua吻quanjue- titled "Suzou danfu 
素 奏 丹符" or "Lingfei liujia jing 噩 肃 六 甲 槌 . These talismans and descriptions are 
also present in the hymns of 6II Dongxuan lingbao 1:均iiayunü sha咆lEJonggezhaψ· 

咀le text contains spells (2a-3b) addressed to 由e J ade Maidens 由at should be pro
nounced on 由ejia days before as well as after absorbing 由e fu (reproduced on pag臼
3b-20b) of the sexagesin1al cycle. These talismans are classi且ed into six groups， each 
linked to one of the six Celestial Palaces to which 由e Jade Maidens belong. Each of 
由臼e groups has an image of the Jade Maiden who is in charge ofthe corresponding 
palace (see fig. 1 1) .  

币le text ends with two major talismans 由at are 由e progenitors (zo栩 宗 ) of the 
sixty others. 

Shangqing qionggo吻 lingfei liujia lu 上清理宫噩肃六 甲 罐
巧 fols.
Eastern Jin (317-420) 
1391 (fasc. 1046) 

Isabel/e Robina 

"Six]ia Register for Summoning the Li咆1fti [Maidens] of the Qionggong Palace?' 
This text duplicates 84 Sha明吻qÙJnggong li吻fei liujiazuoyoushangfu. ALingfei liujia 
lu is mentioned in 1239 Zhe叨叨uzhen lüeyi 18a anlOng 由 registers (Iu) ofthe Shang
qing tradition. The title of our text is also given in the Dongzhi yiwen 1仰 (VDL 77).

Do叨xuan lingbao liujia yunü shanggong gezhang 
洞 玄 重 曹 六 甲 玉女 上富歌章
4 fols. 
Eastern Jin (317-420) 

6n (fasc. 334) 

Isabel/e Robina 

"Hymns of the Jade Maidens of the SixJia-Periods in the Palaces on High?' The 
reference in the title to 由e Dongxuan Lingbao c四on is spurious. The pr臼ent work 
belongs to 由e Shangqing co甲us 皿d is linked to 由e fu of the liujia 六 甲 (see 84 
5仰ngqing 仰吻。嘲 U吻fei liujia zuφω shangfu). This link can be deduced from 由c
fact 由at 由e six h严nns correspond exactly to 由e fu given in 84 Zuφ仰 shaψrfu. The 
n缸nes of the J ade Maidens 红'e also the s缸ne (compare 由is text 1坷， lb4， 四d 3a4 with 
84 ZU句仰 shangfu 6b， 咐， etc.). Moreover， 由e s可le and terminology of the present 
work are purely Sh皿gqing; there is no discernible trace of Lingbao influence. 

The hymns were to be sung in 由e meditation room， onμ days， in co时unction
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Wl由 由e abso甲tion of the fu. 币lis text and 由e two preceding ones correspond to 
number 25 of the Shangqi吻 彻伽� zhenji:吻 mu.

Isahelle Robinet 

Taishang Yupei Jindang taiji jinshu shangjing 太 上 玉佩 金瑞 太 面金喜上睡
2 6  fo1s. 
Eastern Jin (317-420) 
56 (fasc. 30) 
"Superior Scripture Go1den Writ of the Supreme Po1e [in Honor] of Jade Pen

dant and Go1d Ring?' The title features 由e names ofJade Pendant (Yupei) and Go1d 
且ng (Jindang)， 由e two m扭1 deities to whom the text is devoted. It be10ngs to 由c
Shangqing scriptures， but according to Zhengao 14.a-b and 13 . 12a， it may have 
existed previo山1y and been 1inked to 由e Shijï吻jiψM吻声 石 精 金 光 符 which is 
at 由 origin of 由e Scripture of the J ewel-Sword (B叫iianji吻 曹 制 耀 ). The narne 
Yupei ]indang ji吻 is also 1inked to 由at of Master Zhang of Handan 即 串串 强 先 生 ，
who produced the method o f  the Three Ones and Five Bushels (wudou sanyi li 斗
三 一 ; see Zhengao IO.6a-b). 0山 text presents itself as a prep红atory practice for 由c
abso甲tion ofas町al emanations. It is typical ofthe Shangqing attitude to consider 由c
ancient scriptures it adopted as inferior. 

The present text， however， is 四 original Sh皿gqmg version 由at w吕 rewritten dur
ing the revelation. Its sty1e 皿d termino1ogy agree wi由 those of the other scriptures 
of this school. We find， nevertheless， a certain number of physio10gical elements 由at
are peculiar to 由is text: the Three Palaces of the median and inferior par臼 ofthe body 
(6b-9b) as well as 由e nam臼 ofthe deities 由at inhabit them do not occur in any other 
Sh皿gqing text. 

Except for the end ofthe text (beginning 23b)， relating to 由e Mi吻ta1锣 mωnzhen
明 堂 立 真 practice， all the quotations of the text found in antho10gies (WSBY， SDZN) 
agree 咀lisMi吻臼吻mωnzhen practice is peculiar to the Yupei ]inda吻jing. It belongs 
to 由e biography of Maojun 茅 君 (see 424 Shangqi吻 mt吻臼吻 yuanzhen ji吻iue).
This appendix might have been added 1ater. It is never quoted under the title ofYupei 
]inda吻ji吻·

Yupei 皿d Jindang are the hun 魂 andpo 魄 souls of the Primordial Nine Heavens. 
They incarnate the Green Yang and 由c 矶Thite Yin and are deities of imperial rank 
who dwell in 由e sun and 由e moon. The praαlces 缸'e expounded in two consecutive 
p缸臼: one conceming Yupei， 由e o由er Jind皿g. The adept recites invocations， comple
mented by 由e use of charms (which repr臼ent the esoteric n缸nes of the essence of 
由e Shangqing Primordial Nine Heavens) and the visualization ofthe Nine Zhenren， 
derived from the Three Princip1es (sanytωn 三 元 ) 皿d dwelling in the Nine Palaces of 
the body (由ree for each of the three parts of the body centered on the Three Cinnabar 
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lunar 

of由e Shangqi1叨 伽dong zhe呵叼 mu.

Sha咽.qingyuanshi bianhua baozhen shangjing jiuling taimiao 
Guishan xuanlu 上清 元始 费 化 曹 虞 上醒 九 噩 太 妙 蝠 山 玄 簸

Isahelk Robinet 

(lu) Kunlun. 

(jiuli气ß")
(bianhua 费化 )

[shishe1锣 始 生 ]， [yua叫t 元 氯 ])，

JU皿 1 1394 Shang
qi1切gaosha吻 。tishan xuanlu， 

d臼.

(zhen.xing 翼 形).

Bianhua 伊hisifa吻.吻 费化七十 四 万 粗 ，
Dadong jing 大洞钮， 1331 Dongzhen sha吻qi咽 shenzhou q伽an qibian 

wut，ωnpng. 
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1436 Shangqi吻yuanshi bianhua 
en sha

Isabelle Robinet 

Shangqing yuanshi bianhua baozhen shangjing 上 清 元始费化曹 舆 上 睡

1393 Sha吻伊移Y刷刷hi bianhua b.ω'zhen shangji吻1切li吻 taimiao Guishan 
xuanlu Sha吻q吻动uio吻劝'en
}Jng mu. 

Shangqing yudi qisheng xuanji huitian jiuxiao jing 
上 清 玉 帝 七 堕 玄 缸迥天 九 害 陋

Isabelle Robinet 

1016 Zhen垃'ao
Shangqing housheng 

砌φ'un 1:均'i.

(qishang 七惕) 一lewd

四旧 x仿制仰ng f山 丰目 ;

442 Houshe吻 印钞'un l句'1.
Isabelle Robinet 



ShlJngqing qisheng xuanji jing 上清 七 堕 玄 缸陋
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1379 S切'切勿� yudi qishe吻 mω可ï huitiR.n jiuxiao ji叨

ShlJ叨俨吻 句dong zhenji吻 mu.
1379 ]iuxiao ji咽·

Isahelle Robina 

ShlJngqing taishlJng huangsu sishisi fang jing 上 清 太上 黄 素 四 十 四 方 醒

(Taiyi zhi shi 太一之 事 ). 1330 Dongzhen Ta切
均iun ta:胁nyinshu fÚJ吻zhen xuanf吻 and 1313 Dongzhen gaosha栩如di da南部� ciyi
Y可ïan wulao b.叼ïng.

DtU如移 动E叼ii咱产
1016 

ZhengM 

(sando吻 àshi 三 洞 法 前 ) (白南栩如hi 大 洞 法 前)

1313 Wulao baoji吻

1016 Zhengao 1330 Dongzhen xtωnjt吻 and 1313 Wulao bao

Sha吻qi吻 dadong zhe叼iing mu.
Isahelle Robina 
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GlUJshang 臼ixiao langshu qiongwen dizhang jing 高 上太 雷 琅 害理 文 帝 章醒
29 

(220-589) 
55 30) 

anzas 

(hu侨'切 徊凰) 皿d [313 Dongzhen gllOshaψyudi 吵i
yujian 阴阳 b叫iingJ

Wu-shang 225-26) 
link. 

(ZlWXÍn 离 心 ; 26b) 

Taixiao la叨'Shu qiongwen dizhang jue 太 害琅 蕾 喧 文 帝 章 哉
1 0  

(220-589) 
129 59) 

Isabelle Robinet 

13S2 Do吻'zhen taisha1切 切衍衍。 仰伊hUJ

to 

30 Sha吻俨吻 砌伽移 动E句iing mu.

Shangqi咽gaoshang miemo do明fingjinyuan yuqi吻yinshujing
上 清 高 上 漏魔洞景 金 元 玉 清 醒 菁 陋
I I  

(220-589) 
1357 1038) 

Isabelle Robinet 

xuan 五 foryuan
元]

DtU切切
zhe吵叨r， 13S6 Shanqing glω'shang miemo yudi shen-
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1358 

B I BLIOGRAPHY 

Ishii Masako， "Gyosei insho kö产

上 清 高 上戚魔玉帝神 慧 玉清 醒 蕾

Isahelle Ro阮net

D取切切 zhe地l'ψ.

t锣， 

上 清 高 上金 元 羽 章 玉 清 醒 曹 陋

Is，础elle Robinet 

1357 

Isahelle Robinet 
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Dongzhen bajing yulu chentu yiηfu 洞 舆 八 景 玉 臻 晨 圃 睡 符

Dadot切 zhenjing
"Le Ta-tung chen-chi:吻了 417) 皿d an 

Sha吻伊移
gfUJsheng Taisha1切 由彻ojun dongzhen jinyuan ba i吻yulu， 四

Sha吻.qi吻gfUJsha吻1'nyωnyu.劝'ang yuqt1移
y时叨叨�

Shaψ伊切 彻d01移
动enjing 皿d Dong:劝eng，刷ha吻yudi 功UIO吻 吵i用iian wulao
baojing. Shangqingg，即如ng Taisha吻砌砌0
J.仰 dongzhenj切ryuan baji吻yulu

fu 

Dongzhen taishang ziwen danzha1叨 洞 虞 太 上 紫 文 丹 章

Isahelle Robinet 

Sha1切qt:吻gfUJshangjinyuan yuzhang yuqi吻 yinshu
Taishang do吻'XUan lingbao chishu 

yujue m 2 2

S，仰，侈qi吻gfUJshang miemo yudi shenhui yuqing yinshu 
Dadong zhe叼't:吻 (see "Le 

Ta-tung chen-ching:' 
Yuqi嘲ymwen 玉清隐文 (妇).
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of由e Sha吻，吻 句伽w zhenji吻 mu.
Isabelle Robinet 

Dongzhen 臼ishangjinpian hufu zhenwen jing 洞 虞 太上金篇 虎 符 属 文 砸
6 

1337 Do吻zhen taiwei jinhu 
1333 Dongzhen taishang shenhu yujing. 

Dongzhen taiwei jinhu zhenfu 洞 舆 太 微 金 虎 舆 符
17 

IB7 

Isabelle R且'binet

fu 
413 

Shangqt吻pei声wen bo伊an J仰 。 q as 1344 D01纫zhen taishang 
dω zhihui xiaomo zhe叼i吻-

1336 Dongzhen 
taisha吻jinpian h嚼t zhenwenji咐';
fu 

1392 S仰ng伊纫伊:sujueci 1u; (纱， 7a 
1332 Dongzhen taishang zidu yangua栩 如nyuan bian ji吻·

B I B LI O G RAPHY 

Ishii Masak.o， ，‘Kinko shi硝t， Shinko gyokukyõ 崩塌t kõ."

Isabelle Robinet 
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Sh.加IIn叨"BIJ币i切n叨g 阳阳1$，蜘.hll仰"吻"B hui.叼�yuωIIn盯y乒i切nd白40 ch伽u zu叫4侨jI卢jij庐i叨
上清太上迥元睡道除罪籍砸

1371 Shll叨.qi1切 切ishllngjiuzhen zh01叨;i吻jiø栩如吻 shendøn
}ue n . 

Shllngqing 
彻do吻 zhe吵ng mu.

Dongzhen ωishllng shenhu y颂叨 洞 虞 太 上神虎玉陋
5 

lSlÚ1elle Robina 

Xu DI to 

1336 Dongzhen tllishllψjinpiøn h听t zhenwenji吻 and
Shllng伊w 句曲吻 zhe叼iing mu.

B I BLIOGRA P H Y  

Ishii Masako， "lúnJw sm币1， Shinko gyokukyõ shi呐 kõ."

TllishllnJJ huø叨ting neijing yujin. 太上黄庭 内 景 玉 醒

lSlÚ1elle Robina 
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YAN G  Yüji币， Ch吻'oku shO'1棚 shü，

(332 Taishang hua吻由移 waiji1锣YUji1锣).

(]臼'u lu A 
Concordance du Hm仰锣d吻 ching.

1016 Zhen垃'ao MI 
Le taoïsme du λ仇。 Chan，

HUACUN Nanyue 
防哨ren ωn TPYL (1344 
Dongzhen 阳ω'ang shω zhihui xiaomo zhenji1锣 I . I5b

A HONGJING (421 De，移动enyinjue 

均 Xiuzhen shishu 
II2S Dongxtωn lingbaosa叨叨卢吻彻o

kejie yi吻'shi Shangqing 彻由咽 zhen

B I B LI O G RAPHY 

Gong Pengcheng， "Hua吻由移JÏ1锣 Innyao"; Schipper， conco7由nce du Hmω叩d咽 chi嘲;

Yang Fucheng， "Hua咽#叩 nei wai erjing kao"; Yu W;四li， "Hua嘲#嘲弄咽 xinzheng产

Taishang dongfang ne甘ïng zhu 太 上 洞 房 内 幢 注
+ 

yrnn to (.伽份ng)
ADo嘲向"ZgX饵njinjing 洞 房 先道耀 is 1016 Zhen'gao 

B. c . )  
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Zhen'gao 302 Zhoushi mi咽切把1;ß)t
Bianzheng lun 黯 正 揄p 皿d

303 Ziyang zhenren neizhuan. 
1313 Dongzhen 

gaoshang yudi dado吻 Ctyt yujian M彻o
1313 Wu切 b叼吻.

1313 Wulao 

Zhe吻ryiXuandu lü 正
188 Xuandu lüwen 

朋 Wulao b.叫吻 1330 Do吻.zhen ta切 均ún taidan yinshu 伽'lgzhen xua可吻.

Dadong jinhua yujing 大 洞 金 辈 玉 醒

勾4

Isabelle RDbinet 

由e nω切切 zhe叼tng.
1313 Do栩劝engaoshang yudi da

do吻 ciyiyujian wulao baoji吻.
ua 吻

Shangqi吻 彻由叨 zhenji吻 6.IOa-17b

(Cixio咱 zhenyi 雌雄 真 - ;
Isabelle RDbinet 
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徊风大混品带一毛
远存静如圃

品咽本腿存札'店都革主闸甫国存此τ神哽

冉臼&同题主γ不柏克也

§始￡ 

季
FIG URE 1 2 .  Stages of由e hua份ng meditation (ZS4 7a-b) 

Dongzhen taishang suli吻 dongyuan d.町ou miaojing 

D句lOU
Suli吻Jtψ is

dongxuan 洞 五 (foryuan 元)

all 
6 Shangqing 彻do1纫 zhenji吻 and 1313 

Do叨zhen gaosha吻 yudi 彻dong ciyi Y叼iian wulao baoji吻.
(sanqi 三 奇 ;

Suling jing 
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(sandoψ 三 洞 )，

Suli吻，吻.
P缸t can Dengzhen 

yinjue 
Suling 

Dongzhen taishang 
5路叼iu su'沪ityuj切'IØ zhe时悦

]iuzhen mi吻舵， 1协ha咽
jiuzhen mi1纫ke 九 翼 明 科 .

Suling 吻

(sandong 三 洞 )，

Shangqing suling shangpian 上 清素置上篇

lsabelle Robinet 

shang suli吻 do叨叨tan dayω miaoji吻，

lsabelle Robinet 
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FlG URE 1 3 .  Vision ofthe Dipper stars in spring (76S la-b). Counesy of由e Bibli。由èque nationale 

de Fr皿ce (Chinois 9546/758) 

Shangqing jinque dijun wudou sanyi tujue 上 清 金 嗣 帝君 五 斗 三 一 圃 抉

1016 

Zhengtw 

(jiψong 九 宫 )， can 421 Dengzhen 
yinjue， 2S3 Jinjue dijun 
m仰an zhenyij.吻).

1314 Do吻zhen taishang suling do吻ryuan dayou mi，呵iing 140 Shang
qing wozhongjue 60 Yuanshi tianzun 
必ω xuanwei mi.呵.吻 (a m勾or
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F I GURE 14.  The transmission ofthe scripturω (76S 17b). Ming reprint of 1598. 
Courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de France (Chinois 9546/758) 

ηQQ 

A
 

M
 

u
 

町U
 

Yuanshi tianzun shuo .xuanwei miaojing 元始天 尊�玄微妙幢

(wudou sanyi 五 斗 兰一， wudou neiyi 五 斗 内 一 ).
(shouyi 守 一 ).

(Zho叼仰 koujue 周 君 口 抉 ; 曰QQ

B.C . )  

1016 Zhen封ao

765 Sha吻.qt气!Jjinque dijun wudou sa仰 t可以 140 Sha吻q吻 wo
zho吻jue
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(dantian 丹 田 ). 1314 Dongzhen ωishang suli吻 do吻户ωn
dayou miaoji啪 8

(2b-7b) 

1404 Shangqing 
taiji zhenren 如阳'tan}t:咆·

Shangqing jinshu yuzi sha叨ïng 上 清 金曹 玉 宇 上 翻
8 

(220-589) 
879 581) 

Isabelle Robinet 

(Fangzhu do吻向吻，吻 方 藉 洞 房租 )，
un 君 )
1016 Zhengao 18 ， )， 421 Dengzhen yinjue (I ó

nb)， 
1016 Zhengao 2.22a， 

XI.  

1016 Zhen.主rao 421 De吻'zhenyinjue 

(2pób-20a 皿d 52.8b-na). 

Dongzhen taiwei huangshu tiandi jun sh悦，叨jinyang sujing 
洞 虞 太 徽 黄雪天地君 石 景 金隔素砸
12 

(220-589) 

81 

Isabelle Robinet 

257 Dongzhen taiwei huangshu jiutian balu 
zhenwen 7 
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(Sh制吻Jmya栩 5吵ψ 石

(taixi 胎息 )

Xu RONGDL 

Don庐hen taiwei huangshu jiutian balu zbenwen 
洞 翼 太 徽 黄 曹 九 天 八鳝 翼 文

Isabelle Robina 

81 Do咽'zhen ta仰ei hua吻rshu tiandi jun shiji1锣j切'Yang

(]iutian balu zhenwen 九天 八 鲸 虞 文 ). Taiwei huangshu 

B .C . ;  Dongxian zhuan 洞 仙 傅 m
1016 Zhengao 

YANG XI 

12.刃 Shang庐ng taiwei dijun jl化dai zhenwen fa， 
XIU]ING; II2S Do吻xuan lingbao san伽tg卢吻彻。 均iieyi吻'Shi

Taizben yudi siji mingke jing 太 翼 玉 帝 四面 明 科 腥
JU扭

Isabelle Robina 
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Siji mingke 1331 Dongzhen shangqing 
shenzb仰 qizhuan qib刷 刷tian ji吻 (29a) 1321 Dongzhen taishang basu zhe吃iing
xiuxigo吻le m叫iue

Dongzhen taishang suling do吻ryuan
13ρ Do吻'zhen tai

shang taixiao 1203 Taishang santian zhe1级向ji吻 8b-9a，

1344 Dongzhen taishang shuo zhihui xiaomo zhen
卢W Taizhen 

to 

An 

Dongzhen 
taishang suli吻 IÚJ吻户tan dayou miaojing 

1203 1协ha吻 santian zhe明向 ji1侈，

Dongzhen ωishang danji吻 daoji吻ji吻 洞 翼 太 上丹 景道精髓

(220-589) 

Isabelle Robinet 

(13S9 Sha吻qt;吻 da叼iiψ 彻ψii;吻 yindi
bashuji吻)， 由e

Qusu jueci 曲 素 鼠酣，
1372 Shangqinggaoshang yuchen fe吻taiqusu sha1切i吻).
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be G XI 

Isabelle Robinet 

Dongzhen taishang qingya shisheng jing 洞 虞 太 上 青 牙 始生陋

HONG]ING， 1016 
ZhengtUJ 184 Taizhen yudi 
sijï mingke 

184 Mingke jing 
ya 牙
388 Tai

M吻 li吻b刷 刷户 XU
424 Shangqi咽 mt吻仰13 yuanzhen 

352 Taisha叨 dongxuan li:吻btUJ chishu yujue 

(erren go咽tunyu shen tongyi 二 人共 吞 与 神 同 一 ).

Dongzhen jinfang duming luzi huinian sanhua baoyao neizhen shangjing 

由e Huaψi吻ji咽 黄庭程，
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Wu-shang pi-yao， 
250) 哗 Taizhen yudi 晰 mtψkejing 2 n (La 
révélation du Shangqing 

Dm如1:8 zhenjing 

to 

(jinren 金 人 ).
Kris时'èr Schi押w

Shangqing 阳ishangyuanshi yaoguang jinhu j切rgwen zha吻 baojing

1 5  
(220-589) 

1383 1043) 

1ts 
(shenhu 神虎)

La révélation du Shangqi吻 2:436).

365 

(Sanhua吻 三

(1344 Dongzhen 
taisha1切 政ω zhihuixiaomo zhe叼iing.)

Kris吨fer Schipper 
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E

hao 

(Qi吻'XU zhenren 胁'切iun neizhuan 清虚 真 人 王 君 内 傅 ， 盯QQ

Shangqi吻 b仰she1移 向ojun

(N anyue ß钊furen zhωn
南 撤 魏 夫 人傅 )， Tai
pi吻gua1切i

Le taoïsme du Mao Chan， 
Gushi wenfang xiaoshuo 颜氏 文房小就.

in ηQQ (Ta切ωn zhenren 
hψryue shangqing simiψzhenjun zhuan 太 元 真 人 柬 撒 上 脚 司 命 翼 君 傅). ηle same

as 

Le tao臼ne duA-缸。 Chan， 但-64; La révélation du Sha吻q:吻，

Qjngling zhenren Pei jun zhuan 清 噩 舆 人 裴 君 傅

Yuψ 伺ian

iβs 
(仰IOI6 Z劫hen吻垃ao

a部s 2却O∞O饵4
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zi 

Ziya曹JJJ zhenren neizhuan 繁隔 真 人 向 儒

Kris吵r Schipper

(Zhou Pei erzhen 

1016 Zhengao 

10 
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B I B LIOG RA P H Y  

Porkert， B咱raphie d';翩 翩tste 地.endaire.

Kristofer Sch仰w

Zhenji ji吻 真 胁 膛 ，

Zhen'gtuJ， 
All 
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613 
Zho吻xian 研制仰移 li咽zha:吻 皿d 980 Zhuzhen gesong. 1428 
Shi dichen Donghua shangzuo siming yangjun zhuanji. 

(zhu 7ft )  
(Sish前zhangjiψ;

1319 Dongzhen xi wang mu baoshen 
iu

304 λ缸oshan zhi 

Fe吻duji 事 都 自 .
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Zhengao 

B 1 B L1 0GRAPHY 

Ishii Masako， Kõhon Shinkõ; idem， "Shinkõ no seiritsu"; idem， Dõ，与IÕgaku rw ken.炒Ü; idem， 

"Shinkõ to Shijünishõ-gyi1'; idem， Shinkõ; M哺itani Kunio， Shinkõ sakuin; Robinet， La 仰'e7a.加n

du Sha1移'qing， chap. 3; Strickmann， Le taoïsme du A位。 Chan， chap. 2; Wang Liqi， "Zhen'gao 

yu chenwei"; Yoshikawa Tadao， 且如刷 刷刷 刷 ke1酬; Zhong Laiyin， Cha1纫'Jhe1锣 bωi de

tanqtu 

Taiqing jinyi shenqi jing 太 清 金 液 神 氯 陋

Isabelle Robina 

(Taihuang lingce 太 皇 重 策 ;

137Ó Shang伊移 师创a吻 d仰njiuzhen 

Tianhua吻
wen 天 皇 文 .

101Ó Zhe吻刷.

B 1 B L10GRAPHY 

Strickmann， "The Mao Shan revelations，" 25， n. 46; Strickmann， Le taoïsme duA缸。 Chan， 64. 

Isabelle Robina 



Daoji lingxian ji 道胁噩 仙 3己

l .B.2 Shangqing [ 201 1 

1016 Zheng，ω 14-16. 

De饵'8zhen yi饵'iue 登 慎 隐哉

Isabelle Robinet 

1016 Zhen垃'40

Huaya吻
yinju xiansheψ benqi lu 草 隐 隐居 先 生 本 起簸 ，

Cho吻wen Z01纫mu

(1016 Zhe吻刷，

植 )

Xuanzh仰 sha:吻
qing Sujun zhuan 立 洲 上 脚 蘸 君傅 m

(C( 1016 Zhe吻40
331 Hua叨ting
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Dengzhen yinJ仰
De吻wenyinjue 

as (均'te 尸 解 ).
Shijing ji咐'Uang

za1纫t1锣 lianxi，移 动E叼't1移 石 精 金 光 藏 景 镰 形 真 粗 ， Jianjing 卸l程，
1016 Zhen'gao 

Ton缸 dõkyii: Mokurokuh加en矶t，
(仪Xu仰n.例1S，伪sha1仰n di1吻E纫伊9庐5劝bμijρ.￥仰z

d砌6勾炒Fι

(167 Do吻'Xuan lingbao zhenling weiye tu)， 
(cf. 1128 Daomen .Ji吻向 刷吻

che吻 cixu 104 
Sha1例i吻 彻do吻 zhen.Ji吻yujueyinyi 304 Maoshan zhi 
424 Sha1纫qi1侈 mi:ψtangyuanzhen ji吨勿iue

Dengzhen yinjue. 

300 Huaya1切 Tao yinju neizhuan 
Dengzhen yi叼iue

1050 Huayang Tao y叼iUji 

lshii Masako， "Tõshin inketsu." 

Ursula-Angelika Cedzich 
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HONGJING'S 1016 Zhengao. ηley 红'e

1016 Zhengao
421 De吻zhengyinjue， 

(Tonko diikyo: Mokurokuhen， 
Zhenji 

HONGJING Zhen封ao.
H UAN 

HONGJING Zhengao 
not 

Zhengao 
Dengzhen yinjue. 

1016 Zhengao 
As 

421 De1移动enyinjue 
( 附fa 法

(xuanbai fa 五 白 法 ).

(cun ri.xiang zai jishou 存
日 象 在 疾 手 ; 1016 Zhe吻ao

421 De1移动m

yinjue 

De吻zhen
Tonkð 

dii.句10 Zurokuhen， 
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Tonkõ dðkyõ: Mokurokuhen， 

[Ziwen 紫 文];'

[LingshuJ ziwen [噩喜] 紫 文 ，

hun o 1016 ZhengfUJ 
639 

Hua嘲tian sha，例吻，叫ue d仰n lingshu ziwen sha吻iing

"Tun 叫ifa 吞 日 氯 法 (4a-6a)， "Taiwei yin 句i kaimi吻 li嘲向 太 徽散 日 氯
阔 明重符" "Tun户UJt吻fa 吞 月 精法"

(jiuzhen fa 九 虞 法 ，
(sansu yun 三 素 雪 )

(b，ωiao b仰n fa 八道 秘 言 法 ，

1016 ZhengfUJ 
1376 Sha吻qi吻 taishaψ 均iun jiuzhen zh01叨iing

Daoza叨

c zhen
fa Sh吻rxuan )t 异 豆 起 (cf. TPYL 421 Dengzhen yi1吃iue; 426 

Sha1移qing taisha1移 basu zhe叼't吻 ) 13S1 D01移动m
m伪a1移卢仰ng月't:咽jiuzhen she吻rxuan sha吻fi

Practic吨 位 ]iuzhen [Zh01叨叨rJ，"

A 1016 ZhengfUJ 
421 Dengzhen yinjue. 

421 De1移动en ymJue 
(ershisi shen fa 二 十 四 神 法 ; cf

1016 Zhengao 40S 

Shangqing z价wjun hua1锣chu zili吻 砌机n 伽:且向移 sha1切iing)，
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also explained within the framework of his De7移动en)吻饥 VirtualJy 由e same refer

ence in the s缸ne context appears also in the comrnentary of由e manuscript Pelliot 2751， 

line 245. 

Thus we may conclude 由at 由e Dunhuang manuscript does not repr口ent 皿 inde

pendent Ziwen xiψ'Shijue 紫 文 行 事 故 in one juan with seven sections， but rather the 

fragment of a juan 丘om theDe吻zhenyinjue that contained the subsections six (Ziwen) 
皿d seven σïuzhen zhongji:吻) within a larger chapter (on visualization， cunxiang 存
相 ?) ofthat work. lfwe take into account 由e abbreviated rendering of some passages 

and， especialJy in the second part of the fragrnent， the relatively brief annotations， it 

is also possible 由at 由e D山由u四g cop队 similar to 424 S仰ngqiψ mt:吻臼吻"ωnzhen
ji吻仰 (q.v.)， already represents a somewhat revised version ofTao's original text (see 

Ofuchi Ni叫i， Tonkii 而kyiiZurokuhen， 382--94). 

Zhoushi ming切吻ji 周 氏 冥通起
4 Juan 

Unu/a-Ai咽eli.阳 Cedz讪

By Zhou Zili皿g 周 子 具 (497-516); annotated and edited by TAO HONGJING 
陶 景 弘 (517)

302 (fasc. 152) 

"Mr. Zhou's Records ofHis Comrnunication with the lnvisible World产 This work 

is the written legacy ofTAO HONGJING'S disciple Zhou Ziliang. ln his visions， Zhou 

had met， along with cenain higher zhenren also known 仕om 1016 ZhenlJlUJ， a number 

of lesser immonals 仕om the subterranean Cavern-Heavens of Maoshan. He kept a 

diary about these m自由19S.

Zhou's generally sketchy but sometimes detailed (ju皿 1-3) recor，缸， covenng a 

period of sixteen months， were found by TAO HONGJING in a mountain cave at 

Maoshan 茅 山 ， where Zhou had hidden 由em-apparently shortly before he took his 

own life. Tao arranged and annotated the material， which included the recipe for an 

elixir 由at possibly caused Zhou Ziliang's death (4.19a-20b). Tao wrote 皿 introduc

tion containing Zhou's biography (remarkable especialJy for the dramatic account of 

Zhou's suicide on I.3b-牛a)， and in early 517 he pr臼ented the work， divided into four 

juan， to 由e emperor. The letter of pr臼entation by Tao 皿d 由e imperial note in reply 

缸e attached to Zhou Ziliang's biography. 

B I B LlOG RAPHY 

Bokenkarnp， ''Answering a surnrnons." 

Unu/a-A吻elika Cedzich 
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Shangq切r，g mingmng阴阳henji咽Ue l二清明 堂 元 填幢哉
I

1016 Zhenglω 9. 18a-b， 

1016 Zhengao 

(户 siji yunya 
加即ian sha，级向ng 服 四 憧 霎 牙 神 仙 上 方)， 由at

hao 

1016 Zhengao 

1016 Zhengao 

Zhengao 
421 De吻zhen yinjue 

421 Dengzhen 
p叼ue.

BI BLIOGRAPHY 

Schafer， "The Jade Woman ofGreatest Mystery." 
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Shangqing mi栩如ng xuandan zhenj仰 上 清 明 堂 玄 丹 真 陋

(220-589) 
1381 1043) 

140 

Shang伊切 wozhongjue p 3

Hall 
can 421 De，移动eny叼iue I 8 lO

1314 D01移动en taishang sul吻 伽'tßY'tωn dayou m叫吻 13ι25b. 币1e

zS4 Dω切切jinhuayujing 1只). La révélation du Shang伊侈，
1314 Suli吻JÏ1侈，

Taishang jiuzhen mingke 太 上 九 翼 明 科

(220-589) 
1409 1052) 

Krn切如 S命驷er

1376 Shang伊切 tai
sha，锣 哟"unjiuzhen zhongji咽. 1314 Dongzhen 
taisha叨sul吻 do吻ryuan dayou m叫吻 牛 b--e
ofSulingji吻，

134S Dongzhen taishang 
问iunyuandan sha叨叨·

3 184 Taizhen 
yudi s拼 mt1切ke卢切 1S
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number of Shangqing te炕s are mentioned. However， some of the more 由lportant
and authentic ones， such as 由e Basuji吻 (see Shal切伊zg taisha吻 basu zhenji吻)，
are not found here. 

The code is divided into three main parts. The first part (2b-8a) gives rules about 
delays to be observed between two subsequent transmissions， the time of abstinence 
and retreat of master and disciple， 四d 由e nature and quantity of g址s to be presented 
to 由e master. 

The second part (8a-I2a) en山nerates various ritual faults to be avoided: failing to 
confess one's sins before practicing Taoist exercises， infringing the rules of purity， or 
omitting 由e preparatory observances. 

The final part (I2a-18b) tel1s how to atone for sins， whether cornmitted by the dis
ciple or his ancestors. Atonement consists in offerings to the rivers of the underworld 
and in prayers. At the end we 由ld a number of hymns addressed to the four m句or
g叫S of the Shangqing school. 

Dongzhen taishang sha吻'huang minji dingzhen yulu 

6 fols. 
1341 (fasc. 1031) 

Isahelle Robinet 

"Precious Register on which 红'e Fixed the [Names of] 由e Zhenren ofthe Popula
tion Record of the Most High Supreme Sovereign， a Dongzhen Scripture?' A Sha吻
huatzg lu 上 皇 臻 is mentioned among 由e texts received by Lord Pei (see Qitzglil移
动enren R呻'un zhuan 清 噩 真 人裴 君 博 m 盯QQ IOS .23a-b， 皿d 出e sep缸ate ar甘cle
on r032 .IOS). The present text is quoted in r84 Taizhen yudi s&ï m吻keji;吻 2.sa-b， in a 
passage devoted to the works revealed to 1ρrd Pei .  The title of our work is given in 
WSBY 47.lOb (see Lagerw町" Wu-shang pi-y.剧， 228).

白le m句or part of the present work is occupied by a sermon pronounced by 出c
Most High Lord Lao to the Green Lad (Qingtong jun 青 童 君 ) on the notion of 
repent皿ce and 由e practice of confession (cankui 惭愧). The overall tone of the dis
course is Buddhist and has no apparent relationship to 由e register presented at 由c
end (4ι6a). 

Kri似ifer Schipper 
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Shangqing taiwei dijun jiedai zhenwen fa 上 清 太 辙 帝 君桔 带 舆 文 法

町 Taiweijiaodai 
Do吻'zhen taiwei huangshu jiutian balu zhenwen， 由e

Taiwei hua吻'shu 太 徽 黄 喜 ，
(wen 

Do吻mωn lingbao sandong Jeng彻o 均iieyi1侈shi
(Sha吻

F吻 baiwenjiaodai 上清 白 攸 交带， Shangqt吻 ziwenjiaodai 上清紫 文 交带)

Taiwei hua吻
shu. 

Kristofer Schipper 

Taishang qiuxian di吻lu chisu zhenjue yuwen 太 上 求 仙定簸尺 素 舆 敌 玉 文

Rank. 

xi 
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(dameng shangsheng lingke 大盟上壁重 科 ，
1241 Chuanshou sando吻Jf吻iiefalu lüeshuo 

(Chisu mizi 尺 素 密 宇 ). ηl.Ís
an 

(ne仰 内 音) 1 L吻bao wulia吻 duren shangpin miaoj;

Krist，。如 Sch�理zγ

Sha吻哩切r.g do饵r.gzhen zhihui guanshen 伽rjie wen 1二 清 洞 慎 智慧 植 岛 大 戒文

(Wu-shang pi-y剧，
4S6 Taishang 曲，叨刷刷 li咽bω 5仰归anpinjie gongdε 

qt1纫Zh01切jing

786 Ta伪吻 问仰jinglü).

4S6 Sanyuan pi叼iiegongde qi吻zhongji吻，

(nian 念 )
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numerous topics for mental concentration. lnitially， these set thoughts concerned 
good deeds and intentions， but later 由ey also dealt with Taoist rirual practice. Toward 
the end of the text， these commemorations become mystical : "He who srud.ies the 1注o
should concentrate on [nian traveling to the Gold Portal of the Shangqing Heaven in 
order to pay homage to the Most High zhenren" ( 16a). These mystic praαices belong 
to 由e Shangqing tradition. 

ln add.ition to the rules， we find in a second part of the text a discourse on their 
virtues and on their ritual recitation， for which a lamp should be installed and a special 
hymn should be sung when lighting it (2Ia-b). 

fu; shown by Schmidt ("Die Hundertachtzig Vorschriften;' 156-57)， these 由ree
hundred cornmandments have continued to be transmÏtted in Taoist monastic organi
zations until the present d伴 They were adopted by 由e Quanzhen 全 翼 order， which 
revised them and transmÏtted them on ord.ination into the highest grad臼 of their 
order. copy of the text with its corresponding ord.ination certi且cate was collected 
by H ackmann in 由e Shangqing guan 上清翻 near Qingdao and published in 1931 .  

Shangqing yuanshi pulu taizhen yujue 上 清 元 始嚣 簸 太 翼 玉 抉
1 0  fols. 
Six Dynasties (220-589) 
1 365 (fasc. 1039) 

K仇白如 Schipper

"Precious Instructions of the Most High Zhenren on 由e Register of the Primord.ial 
Beginning of the Shangqing Trad.ition" This text contains a rirual for salvation from 
the Three Evils (sanJe 三 思 ). The evil powers are here assimilated wi由 the Three 
Corpses (sanshi = 尸 ) and the Five Sufferings (wuku 五 苦 ). The subtitle， "Deliver
ance from the Form and Disappe缸ance 由rough Transformation in Flowing Light 皿d
Jade Rad.iance" (]iexi吻 dunbian liujing yugua吻 解形遁壁流景玉 光)， 山口 可pical
Shangqing terminology (see， for instance， I3S9 Sha吻qZ1锣 da叼'Ï1锣 砌ojingyindi bashu 
卢锣 1.7a) as it figures in discussions of the technique of liberating oneself from 由c
limits of corporeality (shijie 尸 解).

The work probably existed already in the fi仕h cenn呵， since it served as a source for 
Yan Dong、 靡 柬 (且 +85) commentary in 87 Yuanshi wulia吻 duren sha1切rpin mi，呵iing
sizhu 2.+oa-b; 2.+3a-5+a. Although it is d.i血c时t to allocate the work to one of the 
distinctive traditions ofthat time (judging from its lirurgical components， it seems to 
be connected more closely with 由e Lingbao tradition)， it has been reckoned 缸nong
由e Shangqing texts since at least 11皿g times (446 Shangqi吻 zho吻It:吻 zhu zh例如吻
bi 7.lb; see also 508 Wushang huanglu dazhai licheng yi 28. I+a-I5a) and was probably 
related to I387 Shangqi:吻yua阳higaosha1切yuhua吻jiutianpulu. 
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A special feature of this ritual， for which lights 缸e installed for the Nine and the 
Thirry-two Heaver毡， is the use of a medium onto whom the physical compl也n臼 山
出e body of the beneficiary of the ritual 缸e to be tr四sferred (7b: shengkω dai.xing 生

The live substitute- a  passage ( IOa) in 由e text advises 由at one not choose 
ugly or inferior persons-obtains 由e possibility to acq山re merits and to become an 
aspirant for a clerk's post under the τhree Officials (sa吻uan 三 官 ).

A pa口 ofthe text， which reveals a lacuna on 4b， is also found in ηQQ 8I.Ia-5a. 
Ursula-A咽elika Cedzich 

1 .B.3 Lingbao 

Thirry years after 由e first Shangqing revelations， in 由e same town of]urong 句
容 where had lived， and on nearby Maoshan where had had his 
hermitage， Hong's grandnephew， made a vital contribution toward 
the renewal of1证。ism through the creation of an updated scriptural canon. Whereas 
由e Shangqing revelations had accomplished 由e s归由自is between the traditions of 
由e mystery αllts of the south and the Way of the Heaven1y Master， the new Lingbao 
scriptures attempted to integrate yet ano由er import皿t as严α of Chinese religion of 
those 白白白: Buddhism (see Zürcher， "Buddhist inßuence on early Taoism"). A syn
由esis was obtained not so much by 由e blending of d匹trin臼 as 由rough integration 
on 由e liturgical level. 

This integration was founded on 由e ritual traditions of the south: the rites for 由c
establishment of the altar on which the gods descend to pa仕ake in the offerings 皿d
incarnate themselves in a medium for the duration of the ritual. Li1锣bao 噩 贾 (origi
nally also written 童保) is an ancient southern term for medium and shaman (see 
Kaltenmark， "Ling-pao，" 576-79). η1e staking out of the ritual area entailed the 山e of
five talismanic writings (wufo li 符 ). Holy mountains were sacred areas par excellence， 
and an excursion， whether in flesh or spirit， to 由ese dwellings of gods and 扭cestors
necessitated 由e possession of the Medium's Five Talismans， Liψbao wufo 重 贾 五符，
which valued so much. Bokenkamp ("Sources勺 has shown convincingly 
由at the books le丘 behind by granduncle were ofprimary import皿ce
in e1aborating 由e new syn由eSls.

Like 由e Shangqing revelations， the Lingbao canon also incorporates parrs of 
由e liturgical praαice of the Way of the Heavenly Master， to which it considers 
itself superior. According to (1016 Zhen'gao 19 . I Ib) and 
A P I (II29 Daojiao yishu 2.6b)， 出e scriptures produced by dur-
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ing the 1ρngan period of the Jin dynasry (397-402)， became the foundation of 
由e liturgical practice of 1￥Olsm. 币iÍs practice， which continues to 由e present day， 
combines the great liturgical paradigm of 由e Retreat (zhai 靶， 由e Lingbao tradi
tions of the sou由， 四d 由e protocols for the presentation of memorials of the Heav
enly Masters， wi由 the recitation of scriptures and the circular pr�tfR dance of 
Buddhism. 

Ag也n， like the revelation of the Shangqing scripturl白， the work of GE 
must have touched off a wave of supplementa.ry texts and imitations. Here， too， Lu 

established the catalogue of canonical scriptures 由at were to be considered 
as the basis for ordination into the rank of a master entitled to conduct the Lingbao 
Retreat (sandong 声而 三 洞 法 前 ). Lu's catalogue， the Li1锣bao ji:吻 shumu 噩 蕾 帽
曹 目 ， has been preserved in several sources. First， we have the list in II25 Dongxuan 
liψbao sando吻卢吻伽 均·仿y吻shi 4.8a→a (here entitled L吻bao zh01切mn移ji嘲mu
噩雪 中盟 耀 目 and including a few additional works)， also found in 由e D山由uang
manuscript Pe出ot 2337 of the SamÚJ吻卢吻dao keji化 y伪n 三洞奉 道 科 搞 懂 范 . An
other Dunhuang manuscript is Pelliot 刀56， which Ofuchi， who has studied bo由
m皿山cripts (Ofuchi Ninji， "On Ku Ling Pao Ching")， identifies as being part of a 
lost work by (active 549-551) called To叨men 通 向 or Tongmen lun 
通 向 揄 . Another version is found in 508 Wusha吻 hua吻lu 伽zhai liche吻 yz 1 .5a-7a. 
Ofuchi and Bokenkamp ("Sources") have reconstruαed 由e list of canonical scriptures 
and identified them among 由e texts transniÏtted in the Ming Daoza咱 Of l445. L的
臼talogue， as completed by Song， is divided into two main p红白: nineteen canonical 
scriptures and eight tex臼 of instructions and commentaries， presumably of a later 
date. wi由 one exception， 由e texts are presented here in 由e sequential order of their 
occurrence in the Liu-Song catalogue. As in the case of the Shangqing scriptures， 由c
text of the most famous scripture， 由 L吻bao duren jing 噩 曹度人耀 (number 15 of 
由e catalogue)， has come down to 山 mco甲orated into a work of the Song period 
(960-1279). This work is 1 Li吻bao wulia，箩 duren sha，纫rpin m叫'11锣， to be ful1y dis
cussed in part 3.B 

The most complete study of the canonical Lingbao scriptur臼 to date is Boken
kamp， "Sources of the Ling-pao scriptur臼 "
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LingblJo wuliRng duren shRngpin miRojing 噩 曹 熊 量 度 人 上 品 妙 醒 1
20 fols. 
ca. 400 
1 Li咽bao duren ji:吻 1 (出C. 1 )  
"Most Excellent and Mysterious Book of  the Marvelous Jewel That Saves Innu

merable Hwnan Beings." This Book of Salvati.on (Duren ji咽 度人粗)， as it is generally 
known， is 由e most prominent scripture ofthe liturgical Lingbao tradition. It occupies 
由e preeminent place in 由e T注oist canon， where it st皿ds as the opening juan of the 
first text， 出e exp皿ded sixty-one chapter version of the Song (960-1279; see section 
3.B.6). 

The scripture， spoken by the Tao， is divided into three parts. It begins with a long 
introductory nidãnR-narrative 由at gives a detailed description of the original revela
tion and its marvelous e伍cacy. It states 由at m 由e past 由e sacred scripture appeared 
in the heavenly spheres of the nascent universe and was bestowed on the Heavenly 
Worthy ofPrimordial Beginning (Yuanshi ti.anzun 元 始 天 尊 ). He then prom时gated
由e text by reciting it ten times. The entire pan由eon of gods and saints of the Ten 
Directions (由e eight points of the compass， the zenith， and the nadir) converged at 
由e place of recitation. Here the Yuanshi ti缸lZun suspended a pearl， 由e size of a small 
grain， in the void and made the myriad gods enter inside. A丘er 由e tenfold recitation， 
the Tianzun transmitted 由e scripture to "me" (w，。 我)， me皿ing here both the Tao (or 
D叫m 道君 ) and the individual adept. 

The revelation restored the universe to its original sinless state. Eve可one hence
h时1 cultivated 由eir inbom g∞出ess and no longer killed， injured， coveted， exhibited 
jealousy， debauched， robbed， or hated other beings. Nor did anyone abuse language 
by proffering either ßattering or injurious words. Everyone loved each other， and all 
became close as Not only all 由e living were saved， but also all ancestors. 

The first part closes with instructions for the recitation of the scripture， which 
should be done in an oratory (shi 室 ， meaI由19ji吻'shi 静 室 ) while burning incense. 
The formula given for 由e Opening of the Incense Burner (falu 费 罐 ) rite (sb) is 
adapted from the Heavenly Master liturgy. 

The core of the scripture is the second p缸t (6a-I4b). The title ofYtωnshi wuliang 
duren sha吻rpin m叫.吻 元始 知 量 度 人 上 品 妙耀 is repeated here. This part contains 
the essence of the scripture by revealing the "secretly rhyming sounds ofhidden names 
of the great gods of由e Thi町-two Heavens and of all other divine beings." The recita
tion of the scripture activates this entire pan由eon， including the Demon Kings 皿d
other celestial guardians. 
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T he由ird pan contains the revelation of the lnnurnerable Sounds of the Secret 
guage of the Great Brahman [Energies] of the Heavens ("Zhuti皿 zhong daE皿 作lyu
wuli皿g ym 藉 天 中 大梵睡裙 黛 量 音 "; 17a-end). H盯 are found the stanzas on由c
creation of the universe， named Marvelous Writings of the Primordial Beginning 
(compare 22 1íω阳hi 阴阳 chishu yupian zhenwen tianshu ji吻， q.v.). 白le stanzas of 

由c 币lirty-two Heavens 红e given here in three series: the higher，由e middle， and the 
lower， totaling twelve hyrnns. 

The date 皿d au由enticity of由is text as an early Lingbao scripture are beyond 
doubt. The earliest known commentary to the Duren ji吻 is that by Dong 靡 柬 (fi.
485) in 87 Yuanshi wulia吻 duren sha1纫rpin mi.叫吻 sizhu. Ofuchi Ninji ("On Ku Ling 
Pao Ching:' 51) has argued由at由e first nidã仰-narrative pan is not annotated by 
and由at it should therefore be a later addition， but his ar思rment is not con叽ncmg.

T he Durenjiψ has been immensely important Taoist liturgy. It borrows 仕om
Buddhism not only many elements of fo口n， vocabulary， and style， but also its ve可
funαlOn 皿 a text to be recited repeatedly for salvific ends， a function taken 仕om由c
practice of Indian sutra-reading and mantra-recitation. 咀le prescribed tenfold psalrn
ody has provided the framework for innurnerable ritual perform四ces. The esoteric 
aspect of the "sacred sounds and hidden names" h缸， moreover， inspired a great m皿y
mystical elaborations. 币US text co町esponds to nurnber 15 of the Lingbao co甲山.

B I BLIO G RAPI王Y

F由山 Kõjun， "Reihõkyõ no ke啕町

Yuanshi wulao chishu yupian zhenwen tianshu ji吻

3 Juan 
ca. 400 
22 (fasc. 26) 

Kris吨(er Schipper 

"Scripture on由e True Writs of the Five Ancients of the Primordial Beginning， 
Red Writings in Celestial Script on Jade Tablets产 T his scripture is also known under a 
number of variant titles， for example， Wup仰 zhenwen 五 篇 真 文 orDongxuan chishu 
Jt吻 洞 玄 赤 曹耀 . Originally divided into two juan， it is one of the basic texω of the 
early Lingbao canon. 

T he True Writs came spontaneo山ly into being even prior to the Prirnordial Begin
ning， launched the cosmogony， and have ever since been guarantors of the cosmic 
order. They are called "red writings" because由ey were refined in the fire of the 
Southern Heaven (I.Ib). They form由e core of this scripture， which reproduces them 
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(动ωnwen 篆 文 ;

floods. 
(也)
3

Taisha吻 li，锣bao wufo xu 

3
W听lXU

W呐 XU

(I132 Sha明吻 彻o leishixia吻 3.6b; I129 D叫iiaoyishu 

FIG URE 1 5 .  The True Writs of由e East 
(22 I.7b-8a) 

B I BLIOG RAPI王Y

Kobayashi Masayoshi， "Reihö sekisho gohen shinbun." 

Ha饰-Hennann Schmidt 

TlJishang dongxulJn lingblJo chishu y'伊e milJojing 
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22 Yuanshi wu/ao ch伪u p n zhenwen tiamhu 

22 Yupian zhenwen 

him 
171 Taishang伽19zhen zhihui shang

pin 句iie

22 η仰n zhenwen

22 
zhenwen 

Lo叨'Shi
22 币，

pian zhenwen， 

XU 

Wz.户 XU

D01移mωn li吻bfUJ XIωnmen dayi 

B I B LI O G RAPHY 

Kobayashi Masayoshi， "Reihö sekisho gohen shinbun产

Hans-HC1切ann Schmidt 
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Dongxuan lingbao wulao shezhao beifeng guimo chishu yujue 
洞玄重曹 五 老榻 召 北 事 鬼魔 赤 曹 玉 抉
7 fols. 

ca. 4-00 

1297 (fasc. 1009) 

ade-Instructions on the Red Writing of the Five Ancients about Summoning 由c

Demons of [由e nderworld] Beifeng?' This text corr臼ponds to 352 1加ha吻 剧增
xuan li1移bfW chishu yujue mitUJji吻 I.24b-3Ia. τhe ed.itor possessed only 由is fragrnent 

of the original work， since he remarks at 由e begiruùng: "Regrettably 由is version is 

incomplete (yuan 伊E 原 翩 ). A search for [由e remainder] and the edi ting of a com

plete version st山 remain to be done." This text and 由e preceding one correspond to 

number 2 of the Lingbao corp山.

Hans-Hermann Schmidt 

Taishang dongxuan lingbao kongdong lingzhang 太 上 洞玄 噩 曹 空 洞 重 章
Six Dynasties (220-589) 
D山由uang man山cript Pelliot 2399 

"Marvelous Stanzas of the Void Cavems?' Tlùs scripture of the canoIÙcal Lingbao 

co甲us is rIÙssing from the Ming DfWZR吻. large part of the text has， however， 

been recovered from 由e D田由uang manuscripts (see Õfuclù Ninji， "On Ku Ling Pao 

Ching;' 矶 时 Ofuclù Ninji， Tonkii dii.炒面， Zu仰kuhen， 2-8). 
The manuscript Pelliot 2399 contains 24-5 lines of sixteen characters. This is approxi

mately equivalent to twelve folios in 由e 1926 reprint of the Ming Dω'ZR吻 皿d appears 

to represent 由e entire scripture， with the exception of the opening sentences. The title 

of the scripture is given at the end of the marl山cript md is identical to 由at found in 
由e catalogue of the cmonical Lingbao scriptures， 由e Li:吻bfWjingmu 噩曹钮 目 .

The text opens with the description of a festive ga由ermg 皿d b皿quet at 由e court 

of the Heavenly Worthy ofPrimordial Beginning (Yumshi ti缸1Zun 元 始 天 尊 ). There 

each of the sovereigns (di 帝 ) of the Thirty-two Heavens in tum sings a hymn exto监ng

由e blissful beauty and joy 由at reigns in 由eir respective divine precincts， a meritorious 

deed 由at s町臼 countless creatures. These st皿且s (zha1切 章) occupy 由e m句or part 

of the present scripture. The final part of the text is ag也n in prose md describes 由c
delights and p红ad.ise-like conditions res叫tmg 企om 由e recitation of the scripture by 

gods and humans alike. 

Like most other stanzas in 由e Lingbao scriptures， 由e present 由iny-two hymns 

were incorporated in liturgy， to be sung during the rites of circumambulation. WSBY 

29 contains the complete text of the hymns for 由IS ve可 purpose (see Bokenkamp， 

"Sources;' 4-79). The present text coπesponds to number 3 of the Lingbao corpus. 
Kristofer Schipper 
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Dongxuan li"叨'bao yuj切 shan buxu jing 洞 玄 噩 曹 玉 京 山 步 虚 陋
I O  f01s. 
ca. 400 
1439 (fasc. 1059) 
"Lingbao Scripture on Pacing the Void at Jade-Capital Mountain?' This work 

belongs to the original Lingbao co甲us. It is listed in 由e first part of the Li吻bao
}tψmu 噩 霄 陋 目 as She1切'Xuan buxu zha吻 异 五 章 (Stanzas on Ascending 
to 由e Mysterious and Pacing 由e Void). The initial part of the text， describing 由C
celestial regions， shows in its present version distinct differences from the quotations 
in WSBY and 1123 yï伊 彻钞吻 yinyi miao切en youqi 2b， na. The core of the work is 
made up of ten st缸1Zas 由at describe the ascent to the celestial Mount Yujing (where 
由e Lingbao scriptures are concealed) and 由e gathering with immortals and zhenren， 
during which， via the recitation of the scriptures to 由e accompar由丑ent ofTaishang， 

suffering is elirninated. The stanzas are followed by several hymns (由ree ofwhich 
were adapted from 由e Shangqing tradition; cf. Bokenkamp， ((Sources:' 牛牛3-45) in 
praise of the Lingbao scriptures. short biography of E (also quoted in II23 

η伊 彻俘iing yi町i miaomen youqi 2ób) concludes our text. 
The practic口 of visualization (刑， like those concerning 由e circumambulation of 

the altar (gaozuo 高 座 ; cf. 524 Do吻xuan li吻bao zhai shωguang zhuj:化fa de吻 zhu
yuan yi nb)， and of the chanting of the st缸1Zas during 由e Lingbao Retreat are similar 
m 由e ones prescribed in 425 Sha1例ing Taiji yinzhu yujing b叫iue 5b--óa， 舟， 9b. The 
star1Zas and some of the hymns 缸e cited-with some variations-in Lu 
ritual 528 Taisha;吻 do吻mωn li吻baoshoudu yi 38b--4Ia， 23b--25a in connection with the 
transrnission of the Lingbao canon. Furthermore， hymns 仕om 由e present work can 
also be found in two other scriptures from the ancient Lingbao corpus， 344 Taishang 
do吻'Xuan li吻bao zhihui benyuan 材化 蜘吻rpin j:吻 7b--8a and 425 Shangqing Tai.J'i 
yinzhu yujiψ baojue I8a-20a. 

annotated edition of the 刀。It吻 shan ji吻 quoted in II32 Shangqing 彻o leishi 
xiang pb is no 10nger extant. The present text corresponds to number 4 of the Ling
bao corp山.

B I B LIOG RAPHY 

Schipper， ''A srudy ofB皿u产

Hans-Hen仰nn Schmidt 
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Dongxuan lingblUJ zirøn jiutiøn shengshen zhøng jing 
洞 立 置 曹 自 然 九 天 生 神 章 砸

+ 2 

as 

anzas 

Li:吻'bao ziran
jiutian she吻'Shen sanbao dayou jinshu) . 币le

can 

(san
tÚJ吻 三洞) (sanqi吻 三 清 ).

bom. 

(zhongmin 檀 民 )
(jiashen 甲 申 ).

An 

B I B LIOG RA P H Y  

Kobayashi Masayoshi， "K}'Üten shöshin shö峙。 no keisei to S皿dö setsu"; Gauchet， "Un 

livre taoïque， le Cheng-chen king了'

K市切1[er S.伽'ipper
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Lingbao ziran jiutian shengshen sanbao lÚIyou jinshu 

Dongxuan 1吻bao ziran jiutian加嘲'shen zha吻吻 la-9b，
缸1zas

Sanb刷 day，ω jinshu
]iutian shel纫'shen zha嘲弄ng. Dongxuan li吻bao ziran jiutian 
shengshen zhang ji咿劝U I . I  ]iutian 
shengshen zhang ji咽 ta皿a

FIG URE 16 . The fu of 

由e Westem direction (1$71 
I .6b-7a). Ming reprint 

Of 1598. Courtesy ofthe 
Biblio由èque nationale de 

France (Chinois 9546/666) 

Hans-He1切ann Schmidt

Taisha，叨 wuji IÚIIÚIO ziran zhenyi wuc加ngj切
sha咽jing

Li吻baoj.吻mu 噩 雷 艇 曰 as

Ku 
Tonkõ dõ，走yõ: Mokurokuhen， Zurokuhen， 

(baixing 百 姓 )
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zha咆η'U 章 担 pl皿t. These figurin臼 function as helpers and establish contacts with the 
Eight Archivists (ba吵i 八 史 )， who in 由eir turn enable humans to communicate with 
the gods (2. Ia-8a). Engraving 由e contained in this scripture onto heavy stones is 
recommended as a sirnplified method for lay believers， 企om 由e emperor down to 由c
common people. The twenty-four Lingbao diagrams (2.nb--I2b) 出at one is to receive 
after 由e fu come from 1407 Dongxuan li嘲bao ershisi she1叨 叨i吻· 白le pr口ent text cor
responds to nurnber 6 of the co甲山.

Hans-He1切ωnn Schmidt 

Taisha吻 lingbao zhutian neiyin ziran yuzi 太 上 噩 曹 藉 天 内 音 自 然 玉 宇
4 Ju皿
ca. 400 
97 (fasc. 49) 
"Lingbao Scripture on the Esoteric Sounds of the Spontaneo山ly Created Jade

Characters in the Various Heavens?' The text belongs to the early Lingbao canon and 
is listed in 由e Li吻baoji1锣mu as having two ju皿. But probably by the sixth centu可
it was divided into four juan. The present version is possibly incomplete (cf. Ofuchi 
Ninji， "On Ku Ling Pao Ching;' 37， 48). 

The work reveals 由e names of the 古lirty-two Heavens (eight in each of the four 
direαions) and eight jade characters in celestial script 由at are scattered in each of the 
heavens (I . Ib--I4a). These characters， intended for the salvation of the believers and 
由eir ancestors， are in 由e "hidden language of the great Brahma" (句fanyinyu 大 梵
隐 捂). 古le text gives details about the celestial palaces， gates， and so on. where the 
characters are located， their functions， 由e tImα at which the adept is to write and 
ingest these characters as well as 由e e佳αs of this practice (I .I5a-2.18b). The second 
half of the text provides 由e "terrestrial reading" 皿d explains both the meaning of 
由e individual jade characters， giving for each heaven a "cavern-stanza" (tÚJ吻wa吻 洞
章 ) into which the eight characters are interwoven， and illustrates 由e effect of their 
recltat10n. 

The names of由eThirty-two Heavens and the 256 jade characters are identical with 
I μ咽bao wul叨叨 duren shangpin m叫-叼 1.如功， I . I6b-17b. The present text cor
responds to nurnber 7 of the Lingbao co甲us.

Hans-Hermann Schmidt 
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Taishang dongxuan lingbao zhihui zuigen shangpin dajie jing 
太 上洞 玄 噩 贾 智 慧 男 根 上 品 大 戒 砸
2 Juan 
Ca. 4-00 
4-57 (fasc. 202) 
"Lingbao Scripture on 由e Supreme Great Rules ofWisdom Conceming the Roots 

of Guilt?' The term zuigen 男 恨 (roots of guilt) denotes bad deeds and offens口 against
the religious precepts; these transgressions lead to hell. 

This scripture， considered by Ofuchi as possibly incomplete， is part of the early 
Lingbao canon (see his "On Ku Ling Pao Ching;' 37， 料， 4-8). Its 且rst juan describes 
由e transmission of the scripture from the Heavenly Worthy of Primordial Beginning 
to the Most High 1ρrd of the Tao. The Heavenly Worthy explains 由e gradual decline 
of humanity in 由e course of the fìve k啡as-from 由e original blissful state down to 
the introduction of registers of sin -and lists fìve series of precepts (I.4-a-9b) : the Ten 
Precep臼 for creating good karma， the Ten Superior Pr臼criptions， the Ten Evils (to be 
avoided)， and the Twelve Rules to be observed. The latter can be also be found in 177 

3伪ang 由，移动en zhihui sha1级pin 功rjie 2b--4-b. 
ln juan 2， 由e Heavenly Worthy visits the worlds in the Ten Directions of space， 

where he sees people suffering in hell. From the different deities he leams about the 
causes of their suffering and by what penitence 由ey may be rebom in a p征ticul红
form after a determined period of time (cf. 4SS Taisha吻xuanyiwenren shωsan阳 脚ku
quanjieji1锣). Souls be saved 丘om hell， especially by following the methods outlined 
in the Mi吻'zhen ke (i.e.， 14II Dongxuan lingbao cha1切rye zhi户jiuyou yugui mi:吻zhen
ke). The present text corresponds to number 8 ofthe Lingbao corp山·

Hans-Hennann Schmidt 

Taisha吻 剧ngzhen zhihui sha吻rpin dajie 太 上 洞 翼 智 慧上 品 大 戒
fols. 

ca. 4-00 
177 (fasc. 77) 
"Great Superior Rul臼 of矶Tisdom产 币le classifìcation in 由e Dongzhen division， as 

indicated by its title， m山t be a later alteration since in early works like Li吻baoji咽mu
噩 曹 耀 目 and WSBY this scripture is entitled "Do咱mωn 洞 立 [li吻bao 重曹]?'

Often simply named n句.时吻， it can be regarded as one of由e basic collections for 
rules and precep臼 within the Lingbao tradition. lt describes the transmission of six 
series of ruJes from the Heavenly Worthy of Primordial Beginning to the Most High 
Iρrd of the Tao. These are the Ten Precep臼 (rb--2b) toge由er with the Twelve Rules 
to be Observed (2b--4-b). Anyone who accepts them obtains 由e grade of an Adept 
of Pure Faith (qi吻'Xin dizi 清 信 弟 子 ; II2S Doψmωn lingbao sando咽feng彻o kejie 
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yi1纫'shi
pert也n

XIUJING 524 Dongxuan li吻btUJ zhai smωguaψ 劝u jiefa de吻 zhuyuan yt 

Tonkõ dð，切: Mo切·
仰kuhen， Zmψkuhen， 

Hans-Hn明ann S，伽nidt

Don庐uan 1切 'bao yuluj￥ianwen sanyuan weiyi ziran zhenjing 

1 0  

(zhongyuan yulu 元 玉 锺

(shangyuan jinlu 
jianwen 上元金籁筒文)
hua吻lujianwen 下 元 黄 镇 筒 文 ). 刀le Li1切btUJJÏ1锣 shumu Taisha叨 h吻翩翩
U吻'bao jinlu jianwen sanyuan w，句'i ziran zhenyi jing 太 上洞 五 噩 雷 金锺 筒 文 三 元
威慑 自 然 虞 - 耀 ，

(sanbu 三 部 ) 240 

42， 利，
由eJinlujianwen)， jianwen)， 507 Taishang 
huanglu zh帅 55

508 W阳hanghua吻lu dazhai licheψyt 
Dongxuan lingbao sanyuan weiyi ziran ji吻 洞 立 噩 曹 三 元戚懂 自 然钮，

jinlu 
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tion ofthe r∞ts of思ll.It (badu zuigen 拔 度 罪 根). These are 由e rites of the Retreat of 
the Yellow Register (HI仰纫lu zhai 黄 镇 膏 ). WSBY 54， containing the classical ritua1 
for this Retreat， is entirely composed of quotations 仕om our scripture (compare a1so 
由e Dunhuang manuscripts Pelliot 31哨， Pelliot 3663， DX 158， reproduced in Ofuchi 
Ninji， Tonkõ dõkyõ: Zurokuhen， 38-钊.

The present text coπ臼ponds to number 10 of the Lingbao co甲山.

DongxURn l仰 .bao changye zhi如jiuy，ω yugui mingzhen ke 

39 fols. 
ca. 400 
1411 (fasc. 1052) 

Kris.呻γ S仿ipper

"Liturgy of the Sworn [reading mi吻 m 由e sense of m&ng 盟 ， as d侃s WSBY 51 ]  
Alliance with the Zhenren， Kept in 由e Jade Chest ofthe Nine Rea1ms of Darkness， 
由 由e Department of the 1ρng Night [由e regions of death and damnation]了' 刀山
scripture was revea1ed by 由e Heavenly Worthy ofPrimordia1 Beginning for the sa1va
tion of beings. 

The hells described here 红e the twelve infema1 regions， introduced in 457 1加ha叨
伽wxuan l吻bao zhihui zuigen sha，切rpi吻匈iieji吻. Those who dwell there are judged 
according to 由e Recompenses for the Twelve Meritorious Deeds (shi shan yinyz.ωn 十
善 因 橡 ) 皿d 由e Punishment for 由e Fourteen Acts (shisi zuibao 十 四 男部 ).

The main part of 由is long text (仕om 15b onw缸d) is devoted to different ritua1s 
for the sa1vation of the dead. The first ritua1 is intended for the release from forms 
of retribution (zu伪 yuandui badu sha吻rpin 罪福锥到拔度上品). This service cor
r臼ponds to the Retreat of the Alliance wi由 由e zhenren， Mengzhen zhai 盟 真 膏 m
WSBY 51， which the should practice at home for more 由an eighty days a year. 
Addressing prayers and confessions to the gods of the ten directions， the fai由fUI were 
to strik.e the ground with 由eir foreheads and slap 由eir faces (切切 搏舶) some 660 
times during a single service. 

A second ritua1 (25b--37a) aims at delivering 由e country from kinds of disasters. 
1bis ritua1 is 岛und WSBY 53 as the Retreat of the Golden Register (乒nlu zhai 金
鳝费 ) and constitutes 由e earliest Taoist ritua1 to be performed for the welfare of the 
state. The sacred area is built aroW1d the Five True Writs (wuzhen wen 五 翼 文 ; see 22 

Yua阳hi wu/ao ch伪uyupian zhenwen tianshu ji吻). The particip皿ts' hair is disheveled 
and their faces are smeared with mud， as in 由e Retreat of Mud and Charcoa1 (阳tan
zhai 重庆 费 ; see 1278 Dongxtωn li，移bao wugan wen). 

At the end of our text there is a short presentation of the rites of Casting Dragons 
(伽切切 投 穗 ) on 由 occasion of the transmission of the ten scriptures of the Lingbao. 
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These rites have been funher codified and annotated in Lu 410 Taisha吻
do吻rxuan li吻bao zho吻iian wen. The present text corresponds to number I I  of 由c
Lingbao co甲us.

Taisha，叨 dongxuan lingbao zhihui di咽'Zhi tongwei jing 

25 fo[s. 
ca. 400 
3巧 (fasc. 167) 

K由切ifer S伽'ipper

"Most High Lingbao Scripture on Wisdom， F仅mg 由e Will and Penetrating the 
Sublime产 This text， with the variant title Siwei di吻zhijing 思微定 志徊 ， belongs to 
由e early Lingbao canon. quotations of the work in WSBY and Bianzhe吻 lun
B抖4a correspond with the present text. A quotation in Dunhuang manuscript Stein 
1438 (D.吻iiao yi 道 教 善 ; Ofuchi Ni巾， Tonko dõ.切: Zurokuhen， 735， line 30)， which 
Ofuchi claims to be rnissing in our text， can be reconstructed almost in its entirety 
from 由e diagram on 臼-b (句. 17). A Dunhuang manuscript of the Siwei dingzhi ji吻
(PeUiot 5563; Õfuchi Ninji， Tonko tfij，句10: Zurokuhen， 53) shows only minor variants to 
18b-20a of the present version. 

The main issue of the text concerns the transrnission of a two-part contract in the 
form of a cosmic diagram (liangban lunzhuan tu 雨 丰 蝙 膊 圃 ) and of the Ten Pre-

FIGURE 17. The Memory Palace for meditating on the Tao and for 由e practice of joining 由e two

P町S (32S 任b).
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avadãna， 

as 

pañω-sila， 

as 

(er tu gui yi 二 重 嗣一).

UrsUla-A1锣elika Cedzich 

Taishang dongxuan li咽bao zhenyi ψa饵iiefalun miaoji咆

34B 
Taishang 刷刷yi zhenren sh制 侨民ηifiefalun mia句i咽、 4SS Taishang xua叫i zhenren shuo 
santu 347 Tais加ng xuanyi zhenren sh嗣 mÍROto咽 ZI.伽阳hen
ruding JÏ1移.

(Falun zu伪 法输 罪 福 )
in 由e Li吻baoji吻 shumu 重 贾 扭 吉 日 .

(d:阳hi 度 自酌，
(bao 保 ).

Kristofer Schipper 
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Tllishllng xUllnyi zhenren shuo qUllnjie flllun millojin. 

fols. 
Six Dynasties (220-589) 

348 (fasc. 
"Scripture of the Book of the Wheel， Spoken by 由e Zhenren of the Most High 

Mysterious One." This text continues the preced.ing 346 Taishllng do吻rxuøn lingba.o 
zhenyi qua叼协lun m叼吻.

The revelation of the Wheel of the Law has a marvelous efficacy that enables all 
beings to leave由e cycle of transrnigration 四d enter nirv句a (miedu 漏度 ). Through 
their asceticism，由e true hermits move the Void Sovereign， Xuhuang 虚 皇 ，who， after 
innumerable kaJpas， bestows on them由e present scripture. H田n皿s of all ways of life 
can enter into slImiU拗由组汰s to由is revelation. Lay people， by their 时igious practice， 
may obtain Delivery of the co甲se (shij'ie 尸 解). A11 persons， priests or lay， inspired 
by由e teachings of the Great Vehicle 份 伽:he咱 zhi xin 费 大 乘 之 心 ) can gain merit 
and saJvation by Iighting oil lamps， ab皿doning their riches， giving donations to由c
poor，四d by sacrificing a part or由e totali町 of their bodies. 古le text c10ses with three 
rh归nedgãthiis and 皿 epilogue.

Tllishang xUllnyi zhenren shuo santu wuku qUllnjie jing 

I I  fols. 
Six Dynasties (220-589) 

455 (fasc. 202) 

Kru切如 Schipper

"Scriprure of Encouragement and Prohibition， [in order to Escape仕om] the Three 
[Bad] Destinies and由e Five Sufferings." This is the second chapter of the Book of the 
叽'heel of the Law (Falun ji吻法输韶 )， reveaJed by the second zhenren of the Myste
rious One (see由e two preceding articles). 

First， the Tao expounds the laws of retribution. Thereupon， He (i.e.，由eTao) Ieaves 
the heavens eight times 由rough由e gates of the eight directions and discovers h山nans
submitted to 由e severest tortures in hell. The 伽'IIS who administer these regions 
explain to him由at those beings atone for由eir sins. The merciful Tao announces由c
salvation of all，由缸虫sto his 矶1heel of the Law and the teachings of Exhortations and 

Prohibitions. Through the eight gates opened by the Tao， w山 enter into nirvã早a.
At the end， there is a short epilogue on meritorious deeds， as well as three rhymed 
gãthiis. 

Kris叫作r Schipper
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Taishllng xUllnyi zhenren shuo milloωng zhωnshen ruding jing 
太 上 立 一 舆 人 就妙通帽 神 入 定 程

Falun 

(nia.n 念 )

K由切ifer Schipper 

Tllishllng zhutilln lingshu duming millojing 太 上 藉 天重 菁 度 命 妙 陋

Xiao.功:w lun

in 

(Yllngsheng 聋 生 )

anzas wllng
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天 帝 王) which form the core of the revelation. This text corresponds to number 16 
of the Lingbao co甲山.

Ursula-A咱elika Cedzich 

TRishang dongxURn lingbRo miedu wuliRn shengshi miaojing 

19 fols. 
Six Dynasties (220-589) 
369 (fasc. 181)  
"Scripture ofN盯句a [Obtained] by the Fivefold Refinement ofLiving Beings and 

co甲ses产 币ús work contains the revelations of the sacred writs insuring 由e repose， 
purification and salvation of the dead in their tombs. 

These writs， reproduced here in sacred characters (zhenwen 翼 文 )， correspond to 
the esoteric sounds of the heavens (zhutian neiyin 藉 天 内 音 ; see 97 Taisha;吻 liψbao
zhutian 附加n ziran yuzi). 币1e writs must be copied on five stones and buried at 由e
edges and in the center of the tomb. Each writ is accompanied by a talismanic order 
快mt吻 符 命 ) in 由e name ofthe Law ofNüqi吨， 出e ancient Code of Alliance with 
由e zhenren (Mengzhen jiutian Ní句i吻 wen 盟 虞 九 天 女 青 文 ).

The present work appears to be incomplete. Two versions have been found among 
由e D山由uang manuscripts (Pelliot 2865 皿d Stein 298) that contain an appendix. It 
includes a yellow memorial (huangzha吻 黄章) to be presented at the time of the 
burial of the inscribed stones and a few accounts of the e伍cacy of this rite (see also 
12归 Huangze吻 zha1阶).

On the practice of the ritual in connection with req山em services (qia阳henyi 遣神
懂 ) during the  1l四g d归asty (618-907)， see Du GUANGTING， S07 Taisha吻 hua吻lu
zha伊� 57.巾， quoting 由e liturgist ZHANG WANFU. The present text corr臼pon出 to
number 17 of the Lingbao co甲us.

Kris呢fer Sch仰w

TRishang dongxuRn lingbRO sanyURn pinjie gongde IJ切lßZhongjing 

3 8  fols. 
Six Dynasties (220-589) 
456 (fasc. 202) 
"Scripture of Great and Minor Merits， and the Classifìed Rul口 ofthe Three Prin

ciples." large part of the text is quoted in WSBY 44. This quotation corresponds to 
the Rules of the Three Principles， which are divided into three groups of sixty interdic
tions， each group being placed under 由e aegis of one of the Three 。而cials (sanguan 
三 官 ).
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J (yuli 玉唐 ).
(jiuy，ω 九 幽 )

(heibu 黑 海 ).
in 

(be&ï 

(Mi，移动en kφ 明 真 科
法 ; I4II Dongxtωn li:ψbao cha，切rye zhi户Jtuy仰 yugui mi，移动en I I  

(Zhihui sha吻rpin 智 慧 上 品 ;
1协仰，切 伽tgxuan li咽bao zhihui zuigen sha，切rpin 句句吻，

Sanyuan xiezui fa 三 元 甜
罪 法， 4I7 1协hang 砌砌o sanyuanpiηiiexiezui sha，级向.

Dongxuan lingbao enhisi sheng tuji吻 洞 玄 重 曹 二 十 四 生 圄 砸

Kris，切如 S出Ijpper

(Do吻xuan ne韧uan�户 洞五 内 翻

442 Sha吻qing hωshe1锣 彻ojun
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古董

F IGURE 18.  Four ofthe Eight Superior Effulgences ofthe vital energies (1407 6b-8b) . Ming reprint 
of 1598. Courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de France (Chinois 9546/1388) 

mãras (mowa吻 魔王 )
(lu 鲸 )

671 Taishang 叫咱 伽 棚叫叫 wucheng shang jing 
XIUJING 

(ch叨uan 出 官)
S28 Taishang do吻'Xuan

lingbao shoudu yi， 

Ursuta-A:咽ell如 Cedz协

Taishang li1咽bao w吵il XU 末 I二 重 曹 五 特 冉

xu 
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s). 

FI GURE 1 9 . 刀le Lingbao talisman ofthe north 
(388 3.IIb) .  B.C.-A.D.  

& Wti声 XU IS 

II68 La 

B I BL I O G RAPHY 

Bokenkamp， "Sources，" 4-50-58， 4-83-84-; CGF 64--66; Kaltenmark， "Ling-pao"; idem， 

"Quelques remarques sur le T'ai-chaψ Li吻-pa<J WOU作 5tU飞 Kobayashi Masayoshi， "Taijõ 

reihõ gofu jo." 

John L咽erwey
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ShanBlJ.ing 阳ijiyinzhu yujing baojue 上 清 太懂 睡 注 玉砸 曹 缺
2 0  

Dynasti口 (220-589)

a 

时 ，
n). 

liψbao shoudu yi 38←b (cf. 
( 37.la) 

(sandong 三 洞)
DatúJng zbe可i吻 大 洞 翼 程 and，

zbihui Feixi吻判lt吻 肃 行 玉 砸 .
San ua吻 wen

Shangqi1锣 上 清 is
(sha吻rpin 上 品 )， 皿d

(zbongpin 中 品 )

(xianren benye zbuan 仙 人本 棠
(D叫价吻 道 胁扭)，

( 13b). 
Daode jing 道德程 has

532 Taiji zbenren户 li咽bao zb句·化 weiyi zhuji吻Y叫仰 I2a-b，
19a-20a; III4 Taisha1切 do1切'Xuan 仰自fJbao benxi1移suyuanji吻 10ιIIa.

UrsUla-A1纫eli.阳 Cedzich



Taishang å01叨'Xuan lingbao zhenwen yaojie shangjing 
太 上 洞 玄 重曹 舆 文 要 解 上 幢
1 6  

( 220-589) 
167) 
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32.18a 
2455， Li吻bao ziran Tonkõ 

dõ，句10: Zuro切henJ 1料， 32). 

An 
Yua阳hi wu/a.o ch伪u yupian zhenwen tianshu ji吻 la-2b，

(shier de 十 二 德 )
(shier yuan 十 二踊 ).

(weiliψ shenzhou 衙 噩 神
Taisha，移 dongxuan

li，锣bao shoudu yi 
(cha阳ie sh份吻 愤甜十 万 ，

1411 Dongxtωn l吻bao ιha吻口hi户jiuy仰
yugui mingzhen ke 17b-24a). 

Zhen'gao 3 .9 -b; 
22 

Ursula-A咱'elika Cedzich 

Taishang taiji taixu shang zhenren yan taishang Lingbao weiyi 1ÚJn.庐uan
zhenyi ziran jing jue 太 上 太面太虚上 属 人 演 太 上 重 曹 戚健 洞 玄 虞 一 自 然
醒 缺
Six D严1asti臼 (220-589)

2356， 2403， 2452 

2452) 

(Li吻bao weiyiji吻jue sha，锣 重 曹 戚 儒 扭 抉 上 ). (Tonkii dõkyo， 
Zurokuhen， 
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由e long title of which is fonnd in 由e Li吻baoji吻mu 曹扭 目 preserved in 由c
D山由uang man山cript Pe山ot 2256. An 红gument against 由is identi.fication is the fact 
that the title as given in Pelliot 2452 mentions a "first part，" whereas according to 由c
Li咿baoji吻mu the work had only a single juan (compare also II2S SanlÚJ吻fe吻印。
均均iψhi 4.8a-9a). 

In all other respects 由e present text as panially pr臼C凹ed here corresponds to what 
we m町 surmise to have been the contents of the lost work. It is transmitted by 由c
zhenren of the Great Ultimate Xu Laile 徐柬勒 and deals at l臼st partially wi出 由t
ceremonies of transmission of the Lingbao scriptures. As Bokenkamp ("Sources;' 484) 
has remarked， the work was apparently aiready lost during 由e Tang or orthem Song 
d严lasties， for it is not induded in the list ofLingbao scriptures in the compendium of 
the Yellow Register rituals collected by the Southem Song Taoist LIU YON GGUAN G 
(s08 Wus，仰'切 huanglu 彻zhai lïche吻 Yt I抖何).

The manuscript Pelliot 2452 contains the long臼t fragment， with I04 lines. It begins 
with a n田nber ofh归nns sung by great Taoist patriarchs (induding Zhang Daoling 强

道 陵 ) extolling the extraordinary powers of the present scripture. The remainder， and 
also the largest patt， ofthe text is devoted to models for written petitions (zhang 章 ) to 
be presented during the ceremonies for 由e transmission ofLingbao scriptures. These 
documents do not refer to 由e restrictions 由at were supposed to limit 由c 仕equency
of the distribution of the Lingbao texts to once in forty years， but 由ey do mention the 
S山ns of money and other offerings to be provided on the occasion. These arnounted 
to not less 由an 抖，000 coins (ji叫tan 金鳝). In addition， the adept had to offer ten 
gold bracelets to be scattered in 由.e ten directions， 皿d 皿0由er ten gold bracelets to 
his or her master. 

The transmission of the Lingbao scriptures here is explicitly me四t to be made not 
only to Taoist scholars (daoshi) or lay people， but to Buddhist irama� (shamen 沙F吁 )
as well. The text endeavors to assimilate the two t但由民 dedaring， for instance， that 
"immottal" (.xian 仙 ) and "Buddha" (卢 佛 ) have exactly the same me皿ing， fo being 
merely a foreign word (huyu 胡 捂 ; see Pe血ot 2356， line 4). As to 由e original revela
tion， Xu Laile gave 由is work to his disciple GE XUAN ， who in turn transmitted it to 
Zheng Siyuan 鄙 思 遗 and also to 由e irama1Ja Zhu Falan 生 法 晴 (Pelliot 2452， lines 
90 -93). They were then given to G E  HONG who di叽Ilged them to the world while 
he was staying on Mount Luofu 罹 浮 山 during the "six由 year of the Ji四川血 建 元
era" (Pelliot 2452， lines 102-4). This date must be a copyist error， as 由e Jianyuan era 
lasted only two years ( 343-344)， and because GE HONG died in 343 . 币le present text 
coπesponds to number 23 of the Lingbao co甲山.

Kris向fer Schipper 



Taiji zhenren fu lingbao zhaijie weiyi zhuji咽yaojue
太 幅 翼 人敷噩曹雷 戒 威 懵 藉 砸 耍 抉
2 4  fols. 
Six D严lasties (220-589) 

532 (fasc. 295) 
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"InstructÏons from All 由e Scriptur臼 for the Ritual of the Lingbao Retreat， Ex
pounded by 由e Zhenren of the Great Boume?' The Great Lingbao Liturgy 噩 曹 大
法 is performed on given days， sixty times a year， by the gods Heaven. The 1￥oists 
of this world shouJd reverently 岛llow their example. 

The present work contains a complete ritual of the Lingbao Retreat (11:r-7b)， wi由
insttuctions for its 严rfo口nance. There are also indications for the recitation of scrip
tures (zhuanj吻fa 膊槌法 ) 皿d 由e lighting oflamps (ran动吻 然 憧 ) to be performed 
on vano山 occasions and for different pu甲oses， such as healing (7I:r-I2a). 

Arnong the scriptures to be recited， the first discussed here is 由e Daodeji增 道 德
粗 (I2a). Next is mentioned 由e D.ω如W zhenji吻 大 洞 虞 租 in thirty-nine chapters， 
which "shouJd not be recited in this world" ( I2b). But the Lingbao scriptures are 由c
ul由nate texts ofTaoism (D叫la 道家 )， and instructions are given for 由eir transmis
sion along with the Daode ji吻 (12ι14a).

There follow various instructions on the liturgical organization and orthodox prac
tice. The ancient Heavenly Master practice of feasting the worthy is discussed on 14b， 
and shamanistic practices are criticized on Isa-16. important passage discusses 由c
priestly hier红'chy. The fundamental ordination remains 由at of the Heavenly Master 
litur町. All priests should be libationers (jiJiu 祭 酒 ) and observe the One Hundred 
and Eighty Rules (baibashi j，化 百 八 十 庇 see Taisha1切 问仰ji吻lü). Those who 
embrace the life of hermits and receive the scriptures are inducted into an additional 
ordination as master of onc of the Five Peaks， according to 由e year in which they werc 
born. (For example， those bom in the third or four由 denary year (yin 寅 or mao 卵)
have an Fundamcntal Dcstiny (benming 本 命 ) related to 由e east and are therefore 
ordained as Dong归e xiansheng 柬 巅 先 生 ， and so on. ( I7a). 

The subsequent discussion on sacred books concerns not only 由e previously men
tioned scriptures， but a1so the Zhua吻zi (I8I:r-I9a). On 2Ob， 由e d旧社rent offìces of the 
par甘cipants in the Retreat ritual are dcfincd. The head 0伍ciant is called户shi 法 嗣 
Next comes 由c hcad cantor (dUjia1切 都 i 酌， 由e Inspeαor of the Retreat (jianzhai 
置费 )， and 由c 由ree Intendants of， respeαivel队 由e scriptures， thc inccnse， and the 
lamps (s价w 1寺钮 ， sixiang f寺香 ， side1移 侍憧) . Other priests， such as the libationers of 
the Yellow and Red and the Great One (Hω吻chi 仰伊jijiu 黄 赤 太 一 祭 酒 ; see 1294 

Shangqing hua1锣'shuguodu yiJ etc.) are perr白白d to be present but shouJd not actively 
par甘cipate. In gene时， all l注oists are rar1ked according to their diocesan ordination 
(zhilu 治 鲸 ).
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(shinian 十 念 )

KriJto，作r Schipper

Tøishøng do吻'Xuøn lingbøo zhihui benyuøn døjie shøngpin jing 
太 上 洞玄 噩 曹 智 慧 本阳 大 戒 上 品 砸

In 由e Li吻
b刷ji1锣mu btuJshen anzhi zhihui be町uan 均·化shø吻rpin 太
上消魔曹身 安 志智 慧 本脑 大 戒 上 品 ; 由e [Do吻'XUan] xitumωJï吻
[洞 五 ]消魔程， Dongxuan anzhi ji1锣 洞 豆 安 志陋， 0r Do咽'Xuan di1移动iji1移 洞 主 定
志程.

Tonkii dõkyii: Mokurokuhen， Zurokuhen， 

(劝伪'an qua可化 十善勘戒;
(shihuan 十 患 ;

Tøiqing wushibø yuønwen 太 清 五 十 八 厢 文

Hans-HC1切ωnn Schmidt 

344 1切切ψ do吻翩翩 li吻bao zhihui 
benyuan 均iie sha1切rpin

(均伪仰 伊m 十 善勘). 344 Benyuan 句iie shangpin ji吻 仕
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Hans-Hermann S必伽idt

Taishang dongxuan lingbao benxing s叼侃侃jing 末 上 洞 立 重 曹 本 行 宿 辑 程

E 
title-suyuan benxing 

归. Do咱'Xuan qiψwenp吻 洞 立葡 罔 徊 ，
Xia吻仰 伊吻wenjt吻 仙 公 捐 罔程，

full 
Ta均#拼ï Zω Xt，仰a1吻纫伊01吻锣 qψi吻wenj，乒i吻m勺)

t民c口X刘t i臼s (yuan 翩 )

(benxi吻�

4S6 Tt附加咆 由咆刷刷 li，咆b刷 sanyuanpi，叼ugo咆h φ咽zhongjing) 血ld

from 韧 Taishang dongxuan lingbao zhihui zuigen sha.咽阴 阳'1ïej;吻.
671 Taishang wuji 伽彻'() zi，γ肌 zhenyi wuche:咽fu shai咽Jmg、 our

(zhai 萧 )

sanbao 三曹 .
Hans-Hn切ωnn Schmidt 
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Taishll咽 IÚJngxuan lingbao benxing yinyuan jing 太 上洞 豆 置 费 本 行 因 镰幢

jing shumu 噩 霄 扭 曹 目 lists Xia:吻。ng qi吻wen ben.xing yinyuan 
zho吻'she7锣 nan 仙 公 捐 罔 本 行 因 碌 柬壁 睡 ; 由e Dongxtωn 
zh01纫'sheng nan ji吻mu 噩

Zh仰tgsheng nan 
cf. Ku 

(cf. Xiao句。 lun
E 

can 

apadãna 

Wu-shang pi ytuJ

(cf. Tonkõ报'JÕ:
Mo切rokuhen，

Taishang IÚJ叨翩翩 lingbao sanyi 阳qi zhenjing
太 上 洞玄 重 曹 三一 五 氯 翼 幢

Hans-Hermann Schmidt 

388 
Taisha吻 l吻btuJ WIφ xu 
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Tianhua，韧 zhenyiji:叨 天 皇 厦一幢.

Taisha吻 li吻bao tiandi yundu ziran miaojing 
太 上 重 曹天地道度 自 然 妙 陋

John L咱erwey

A.D.  

B I BLIOGRAPHY 

Hikuchi Norataka， "Taijõ re必'õ tenchi u仰 shizen myõkyõ." 

Hans-Hermann Schmidt 
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Dongxωn li吻'bao xuanyi zhenren shuo shengsi lunzhuan yinyuan jing 
洞 豆 噩 曹 豆 一 舆 人 器 生 死 翰 蹲 因 撒 醒

A .  D. 

(sishi cisi 四 峙 祠 mE ;

(]inshi zhi shi 金 氏 之 世 )

322 1元在hang
lingbao tiandi yundu ziran 

Hans-HC1切仰nn S，伽nidt

Taishang dongxuan lingbao jieye benxing sha1.叨rpin miaojing 
太上洞玄 重 曹甜裴本行 上 品妙 陋

(sanytωn 三 元 )
(阳阳n zhai 重 庆 膏，

ra， ηωnyijinzhen户lunj:句'e be阳i吻yt町uan sha1切rpin 元一金 属 法 输 就棠

348 Taishang xuanyi zhenren shuo 伊anpe声lun miaoj;吻.

ofW附加吻'gaoshangdongmi吻dafawang 鼎 上
高 上 洞 明大 法 王 .
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lation， invited his listeners by poin由19 to 由e ten directions of space (yishou zhidian 
d份'切 xuko吻 zhi zho吻 以手指黠 十 方 虚 空之 中 ; 2a). Having arrived， the listeners 
circumambulate the Tianzun 由ree times while buming incense， spreading flowers， 
and chanting the hymn of bu.xu 步 虚 . After taking up their respective places， 由ey as
cend to 由e fields of the 矶Theel of the Law of the Golden True One， deng jinzhen户lun
zhucha吻 登 金 黄 法蝙 藉 塌 (2b). "1 set the Wheel ofthe Law ofthe Golden zhenren 
in motion:' the Tianzun imrnediately annOW1ces， "in order to transform ca山es"
(3a). 币1e ritual pral1:ice that follows enables the adept to be promoted to 由e rank. 
of Golden zhenren (27a). 白le TianzW1 opens (kai 阔 ) 由is marvelous book一由at is， 
"begins his predication"-ten 由nes. τhe first time， he transmits 由e Rul口 ofConduct.
Then he "opens" Nine Fields : those of the Ten S也n臼 (5b)， of the Ten Good Deeds 
(8b)， ofthe Ten Evil Deeds ( IOb)， 皿d so on. Each opening of a field is followed by a 
h归田1. η1e origin and power of these h归nns are then expounded by 由e TianzW1 t。
由e 1ρrd ofthe Tao. The fields ofthe evil ways ofthe Ten Perversions (17a-18b) are to 

be considered with special care， since 由ese are the various forms of heterodox cul臼
(gui，伽 鬼 道) from which one is liberated by the teaching. 

Tßishßng 归"庐阳n lingbßoj￥ixing sß饵'iie 切ngwei neisi mißoji咆
太 上 洞 玄重 曹 肃行 三 界 通 微 内 思妙 陋
16 fols. 
Six Dynasti臼 (220-589)

m8 (fasc. 759) 

John l崎erwey

"Marvelous Scripture on Penetrating 由e Subtle 四d Visualizing 由e 1nterior for 
Fl泸ng in the Three Worlds:' A丘er five years of the practices described in this text， 
one is able， according to the introduction， to "fly in the Three Worlds." The phrase 
"penetrating the subtle and visualizing the interior" in the title summarizes these 
praCtlces. 

The text defines itself 豁 出e "most marvelous of the Three Caverns" ( 15b). It is 
indeed built upon the scriptures of the Three Caverns: its title indicates 由at it is a 
Lingbao scripture (note 由at 由e term tongwei also appears in 由e title of 325 Taishßng 
伽rgxuan li吻bao zhihui dingzhi t，仰锣weijing). The transrnission pledges are the same 
as 仑山se for 671 Tßishang wuji 如加 ziran zhenyi wucheng如 sha:咽}t;咽 皿.d 352 Taisha咽
制rgxuan lingb.ω chishu yujue m叫i咽 (16a; cf. 184 Tai:动饵yudi s量t mt:咽keji;咽 斗.2b-
3a)， probably because our text， like 由ese Lingbao scriptures， originally included five 

(1b-2b). The adept who 山自 由is book bears， however， a Shangqing title-disciple 
of the Thrce Luminaries (sanji吻 dizi 三 景 弟 子 ; 8a) 一皿d the book designatcs itself， 
in the Shangqing manner， a superior way (shaψ由。 上 j][ ; la). 
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388 Taisha咽 lingbtw 则如 m 皿d II68 Taisha:吻 同棚 zhongji:叨: 归-b， cf.
388 cf. 388 388 Wujù XU 

II68 Ltwjun zhongji叨 Z担; II68 Laojun II68 Laojun 
zhongji:饵fg

Taishang lingb.例 如anyang miaoji咆 末 i二 重 曹 无 隔 妙程

John L咽mη

ytωnyang 

A 刀tanyaψjing

(Tonkö dokyö: Mokurokuhen， 
3S6 Do:咽'XUan li:咽bao shangshi shz叫阴阳 shenmingji:咽·

Bianzhe，移 lun

由e Miao.向 lianhuaji吻) the Wuliang shou ji吻. 刀le

ji咽'shefangzha1锣 shi 帽 舍 方 丈

Mahãpariniypã�-sütra， 
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puri旷 (cha吻 k wo ji，锣 常寨战j筝， 6.抖，

Yuanya嘲弄吻 as

of 由e Be呼ji吻 本 隙 粗 ; S9 

Yuanshi dOngzhenj均"1'吻 1b).

him him 

him: 

(da 
all 

(切可ing 吞 精 ) (yanqi 咽 氯 )， (阳m 吐
嗣 )，

John L咱erwey
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Dongxuøn lingbøo shøngshi shuo jiuhu shenmi吻ji吻
洞 玄 重曹 上 嗣 在救撞 身命回

1iωn
ya1锣 sha吻'uan 劝'aoduji)nan ji1移 元 隔 上 卷超度糟黯钮， "Pm

Tonkõ dðkyii: Mokurokuhen， 
334 Taishøng 

Yuanya un

Tonkii dðkyii: 
Mokurokuhen， Taishang yuanya1移}t咽 太 上 元隔
扭.

(shøngshi 上 肺 )

334 Yuanyang 
红 ren n

(sha吻'shi _t 嗣 )

(刀ωnyang sha rpin 元 上

All 
Xuandu guilü 主 都 鬼律，

(ji咽n 精
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� 角 .

334 Yuanya吻 mi，呵i1锣 e

(san
an

u sha pi
334 Yuanya吻 m叼iing

to 

(sh亿un 嗣 尊 )

(tianqi吻 hui 天 理 舍 ) in

(wulia吻yijing 熊 量 盖 帽 ;
Jo.加 I咽erwey

Dongxuan lingbao benxiang yundu jieqi jing 洞 玄 噩曹本相 遣 度 劫期砸

II3I Taishang miao_向
enxia j Be即切1Bjing. 

sanyuan II3I 

Benx仰'Iß}t1锣 I.IOa) ; 由e friivaka (she吻wen 曾 国 ，
sh ian (

dafabhümi [shidi 十地]， cf. II3I Be阳tang}t吻 I.7a-b，
Bianzheng lun 

(tia叼iing dahun ziran 
wenzi 天 景 大 温 自 然文 字 ;

(pin 品 ) Be阳叨叨ji吻 (II32 Sha吻
qi吻 彻o leishi 
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仕om 由e Be阳明ngjing Bianzlm锣 lun

Ben.xiang ji1侈，

Ben.xia咽J'吻·
XÜUJdao lun ]iku 

(ra吻 槽 )

Shenzhou ji吻 神咒耀 in
1切切吻 由栩如an shenzh仰，咱 1)

Yuanyang 
sha吻bu 元隔上部 (to Dongxuan li:吻bao shangshi shuo jiuhu shenmi，锣
ji:ψ)， 由e Li1锣bao wulia1锣 durenpin 噩 曹 黛 量度 人 品 ， Dado由w zhe叼'tng 大 洞 虞钮 ，
Wuliang shenji吻 氟量神锢， Sanmei zhe叨叨 三 昧 翼 腥 ， jiej;化 道 德 前 解

Hans-Hernωnn Schmidt 

Do咽'Xuan li咽bao 伽nshuifeishu y饵"伽 揭:iaojie 幌iaoji叼
洞 玄 重曹 丹 水 肃街道度小劫妙陋

Lingbao ji吻 shumu 噩 雪 皑 喜 目 ， Lingbao ji1锣mu 噩
Xiaojie jing 

Dadoψ zh叫iing 大 洞 虞 程 m 由i町-nine
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(beiji 北 固 )，

Taisha吻 do吻'Xuan lingbao bawei zhaolong miaojing 
太 上 洞 玄 重 曹 八 戚 召 睫 妙 陋

Hans-Hennann Schmidt 

ABawei zhao仰18ji吻 in Li吻baoji吻mu

(cf. 
II32 Shangqing 白o leishi x仰18.

(bajie umm nãgarãja 
(10够朋咿 zhangren 髓 王 丈 人 of [1 .  

(sishi 四 峙 ) (阳I shuijian 投 水 筒 ;
(bawei 

[sixing 四行] 皿d [sanjie 三 界 ] ; bawei ce 
[wenJ 388 Taishang lingbao wt1户 xu 3. I2b 皿d 22 ηω阳hi wulao chishu
yupian zhenwen t阴阳huji吻 2.la-2b.

Hans-Hennann Schmidt 
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Yuanshi tianzun shuo bianhua kongdong miaojing 
元始天靠就费化空洞妙陋

Kongdong 
bianhua 

full 

(shang由。

(tianyt-ωn 天元)

(qingzhai 清 膏 )
(benmi吻 本命)

John L嘲仰哼
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Taishang IÚJngxuan lingbao sanyuan yujing xuandu daxian jing 

cf. Tonkõ dðkyõ: Mokurokuhen， 

1312 Taisha1锣 砌砌oyuqt吻}tng

(sanyuan 三 元 ) 一lines
Tonkõ dðkyõ: Moku仰kuhen，

yì 
Wudai 到 知 待 (Zhenzhe呢!J lun 

Yulan pen 孟菌盆.
(Dõ，炒dωBuk走yõ

Daozang. in 由e Yiwen

缸mm

民 allu山山1山s血10n田∞n tωO
(huωah仰u 1化七 胡 )，

John L嘲ern哼
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Works 

Of the eight texts presented below， four are works by the great patriarch and litur
gist Lu A 位h text (S24 D01纫rxuan li，锣bao zhai shωgua，锣 zhujie fa deng 
zhuyuan yi)， although compiled at a later date， is composed of excerpts from his works. 
This group of texts aptly illustrates the importance ofLu in 由e formation of the Taoist 
litur町 of由e Midd.le Ages， which was dominated by 由 Lingbao Retreats he codifì.ed 
and propagated. Lu's greatest inßuence lies in 由is field. The Daozang contains only 
two other works by Lu， a brief Shangqing transmission ritual ρ293 Shang伊-zg taiwei 
d仰n jiedai zhenwen fa) and the Heavenly Master doctrinal work II27 Lu xianshe吻
砌omen kelüe for laymen. 

As is already clear 仕om the latter work， and is constantly borne out by the tex臼 pre
sented here， the Lingbao litur自， does not break away from the mainstream of the Way 
of the Heavenly Master. The 。而cers remain first and foremost Zhen自ri libationers. 
The initiation into the newly revealed Lingbao scriptures constitutes a higher level， 
demanding imposing and costly ceremonials， as described in ρ8 Taishang d01秽'刷刷
lingbao shoudu yi. These initiations may wel1 have been intended for members of the 
ruling classes. 

Taishang dadao sanyuan pinjie xiezui shang_向 太 上 大道 兰 元 品 戒 甜 罪 上 法
fols. 

Six Dynasties 
(fasc. 

"Superior Me由od for Seeking Pardon for Sins against 由e Classifì.ed Precepts of the 
Three Origins?' The present service for 由e confession and expiation of sins is related 
to 4S6 Taishang do吻xuan lingbao sanyuan pinjie gongde qi吻zho吻jiψ. The latter work→ 
one of the earliest Lingbao scriptures， mentions rites of pardon called Sanytωn xiezui 
fa 三 元甜男 法 (3 b ; 由at ritual， in all likelihood， corresponded to 由e present text. 

The text under review， which is incomplete in some places， has been reproduced in 
WSBY under the title Sanyuan zhai (see Lagerwey， Wu-shang pi-y.剧， 1 . 

This ritual of Retreat was performed within the Pure Room on the days of the 
Three Principles， 由at is， the fifteenth day of the first， seventll， and tenth moons. At 
each stage of the performance， 由e participants knocked 由eir heads upon 由e ground 
and struck their faces (koutou zibo 叩 �.w 自 搏 )， more than 呐。o times in 由e course of 
a single service. 

K巾。如 Schipper
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Tllishllng dongxuan lingbllo户zhujing 太 上 洞 豆 置 费法简陋

白1皿ks 524 Dong.xuan lingbao zhai shωgua，移动ujie fa deng zhuJ1'ωny也

宿昏 .

to 

Dongxulln I切rgbao wuglln wen 洞 立 重 曹 五 感 文

Kri副1[er Schipper 

(阳tan zhai 重 庆 膏 ).

(zho吻 zha伪 果 萧 法 ).
(xinzhai 心肃) (zω

m吻 坐 忘 )
(jinlu zhai 金鲸膏) 皿d

(z均iao zhai 指教肃 ). to 

(j可iu 祭酒) (lushe1锣 鳝 生 ).

(sandong 三 洞 )

(sanJ1'ωn tutan zhai 三 元 重 庆 膏 )
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can 

B IBLIOGRAPHY 
Translation in Verellen et al. ， "Daoist religion，" 404--6. 

Dongxuan lingbao zhai shU() guang zhu jie fa deng zhuyuan yi 
洞 豆 置 曹 费 就 光 倒 戒 割 惶祝踊僧

K由切fer Schipper 

W阳加吻 hua栩如
dazhai licheng yi 

Licheng yi 

Zhuangzi. 

349 Taishaψ 助，切'XUIIn lingbao fazhu ji吻.

Licheng 

Du 
507 1加ha吻 huanglu zh叨叨.Ia-
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4a) - hence 由e importance of a treatise on 由is subject placed under the au由ority of 
Lu XIUJ I N G .  

K由切ifer Sch增er

Taishang dongxuan lingbao zhongjian wen 太 上 洞 支 重育 费 筒 文
1 3  fols. 
By Lu XIUJING 幢 修 静 (406-477)

410 (fasc. 
町The T注blets of the Precious Jewel." Disciples， when 由ey passed through the suc

cessive stages of initiation 皿d ordination， made oblations of wooden tablets (here 
called the Tablets of the Precious Jewel) accompanied by golden dragons， in order to 
announce 由eir new status to the divine powers. These rites were called the Casting of 
Tablets and Dragons (tl仰 切切切n 投睫筒 ).

The protocol for these rites， which Lu XIUJING presents here， draws on many 
sources， some of which can be identified. Foremost arnong them is I4II Dongxuan 
lingbao changye zhi卢tjiuy仰 yugui mi吻zhen ke. 1n fact， all rituals for the Casting of 
Tablets and Dragons refer to one paragraph ( 37b--38a) of this scripture. The True Writs 
(zhenwen 属 文 ) to be copied on the tablets， as well 豁 出.e m皿y o由er texts to be read 
during 由e ritual， come 仕om352 Taisha吻 h吻mωn lingbao c，比hUYUJ加 m仰伊吻. The
latter draws again on 22 Yuanshi wulao chishu yupian zhenwen tiamhu j;吻 (see Lager
wey， Wu-sha咽pi-y剧， 232-33).

The rites concern 由e initiation into the Lingbao tradition on two successive levels. 
The 且rst level is called the Median Oath (zho吻仰咱 中 盟 ) 皿d is confirmed by 由c
transmission of the Covenant of Spontaneity (ziran quan 自 然 券 ). 古le second level 
is called the Great Oath (dRme吻 大 盟 ; compare ρ8 Taishang dongxuan li1移bao shou
duyi). 

The oblation for the Median Oath involves one tablet， to be addressed to 由e O伍
cial ofWater (Shuiguan 7.k 官 ). For the Great Oath， one has to present three tablets， to 
be deposited ("cast") on a mountain， in wate巳 and in 由e ear由. η1Ís last tablet should 
be buried in the disciple's house. This ritual has to be repeated at least three times. 

Taishang do，叨'Xuan li吻bao shoudu yi 太 上 洞 玄 噩 贾 授度 僧
2 + 5 3  fols. 
By Lu XIUJING 隆 修 静 (406-477)

528 (fasc. 294) 

Kris时'èr Sιhipper

"Ritual for the Transmission [ of由e Co甲山] ofLingbao [Scriptures J?' Through 由c
conferral ofthe two registers (lu 鲸 ) 由at represent 由e quintessence of all 由e Lingbao
scriptures， the disciples are ordained (du 度 ) and receive the title of master. 
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In the presentation (biao 表 ) 由at stands at 由e beginning of the prl臼ent work， and 
that Lu addresses to 由e Great Master of由e M ystery (xuanzhong句fashi 五
中 大 法 脯 ， the name used in 由e Lingbao liturgy for Laozi)， Lu declares that seventeen 
years a丘er his own initiation， he had collected 嗣同/-five ju皿 ofrevealed scriptures re
lated to 由e Great Lingbao Liturgy (Lingbao 句向 重 曹 大 法 ) : "The ancient scriptures 
revealed by Yuanshi [ti皿zun]， 皿d those received by the Duke-irnmo口al [xia吻'ong
仙 公 ， 由at is， GE those 由at have appe红ed at 由e present tirne and 由at are 
au由en缸， amount altoge由er to 由irty-five juan丁， This nurnber corresponds to 由at
of the co甲山 of tex岱 included in Lu's catalogue， counting both the "old" 皿d 由c
"new" scriprures， of which the concluding remarks of the Li吻baoji:吻 shumu found 
at D山由uang says: ''The authentic texts today make up 由盯y-five or 由町y-SlX JU钮"

(see Õfuchi Ninji， "On Ku Ling Pao Ching，" 41， and comp缸e Kobayashi Masayoshi， 
"Ryü Sõ ni okeru Reihõk)咆 105-6). Lu continues by saying 由at there is not yet an 

appropriate ceremonial for the transrnission of these scriptures. Lu composed 由e
present "complete and annotated ritual" (liche吻yizhu 立成儒注)， 也r which he im
plores divine benediction， drawing on Lingbao scriptures such 豁 出e [Bamboo Slips] 
of the Golden and Yellow Register (cf. 530 Dongxuan liψbao yulu jianwen sanyuan 附加
ziran zhenji吻)， 由e "Liturgy of由e Swom Alliance with the Zhenren" (I4II Do嘲mωn
li1锣bao cha1切rye zhi户 jiuy仰 yugui mingzhen ke)， 由e "Jade Instructions on the Red 
Writing" (352 1协haψ d01纫'Xuan li1锣bao chishuy码jue mi，呵i吻)， and finally 由e Sponta
neous Book of the Real One. The latter probably corresponds to the Zhenyi ziran ji吻
jue (see the atticle on D山由uang man山cript Pelliot 2356). 

The transmission of the Lingbao co甲us is symbolized by 由e transfer of two reg
isters， the True Writs in Five Tablets (Li吻b刷 刷pian zhenwen 重 曹 五 篇 属 文 ， see 
22 Yuanshi wu/ao chishu yupian zhenwen tianshu ji吻) 扭d 由e Five Talismans (see 388 
Taishang lingbao 阳卢 xu). The transrnission includes， moreover， 由e registers of the 
Three Times Eight E伍Ilgences (Sanbu b.硕吻 三部八 景 ; see I407 Do吻xuan lingbao 
ershisi 加吨(f tujing) and 由e Inner Sounds of Heavens (Zhutian neiyin 藉天 内

see 97 Ta缸ha咽 li1移bao zhutian ne秒in ziran yuzi). Finall队 the ordinand receives 
由e Tablets of Commandment of the Eight Authorities (Bawei cewen 八 戚策 文 )，
which he carries fastened to his belt， and the Staff ofCommandment (cezha吻 策 杖 ).
On 由ese last two symbols， see 352 Taishang d01纫翩翩 lingbao chishu yujue miaφψ 
I .23a-26b. 

Lu transmission ritual is a gr皿diose ceremony. In principle， it should 
be performed on a holy mountain. In the sacred area， precious pledges of gold and 
silk abound. The two main registers 町 unrolled 皿d placed on a table in the open 
air， during the whole night of the Noctumal Audience (suqi 宿 臀)， which is 由e first 
part of the service (4a-7b). If the wind blows the registers awa队 由e ceremony has 
to be stopped 皿d can recommence only a丘er an interval of at least three days. If the 
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S缸ne由ing happens three times in succession， the disciple c缸mot be ordained (4a). 
On the morning after the su qi ，由e ceremony of the Great Oath (dameng 大 盟 ) tak.es 
place. The transfer of the registers is made in exch 皿ge for由e precious pledges (38a). 

circular Pacing the Void (b即u 步 虚 ) dance celebrates this solenm moment. There
upon由e master of the ordination recites the Ten Precepts (4Ib)， and the disciple 
pronounces 由e oa出 of secrecy (43b) and receivl臼 his ordination certificate (43 b ). 
Finally， in keeping wi由由e liturgy of the Heavenly Master tradition， a memorial is 
presented to Announce the Merit (ya吻。吻 言 功 ; 46a-49a). Following the Great 
Oath ceremon队 there is the ritual of the Cas由19 of Tablets (toujian 投 筒 ; 50b--sza). 
more complete version of this ritual is given by Lu Ïn410 Ta伪a吻do吻'Xuan
lingblU) zh01切tan wen. 

On page 49a， there is a passage indicating由c 。而ciating master's residence. It gives， 
as indications to be completed， such-and-such a prefecture (户 府 )， distriα (xian 黯 )，
皿d monastery (guan 翻). The present text m山t therefore have been revised either in 
Tang or Song times. 

B I B LI O G RAPHY 

Kobayashi Masayoshi， "Reihõ sekisho gohen shinbun飞 idem， "Ry白 Sõ ni okeru Reihõky町'

Krn切ifcr S.必i悍cr

Dongxuan lingbao she饨!Jxuan buxu zhang xushu 
洞 立 噩 曹 异 玄 步虚 章 序疏
14 fols. 
614 (fasc. 334) 
" Commentary on由e Stanzas for Ascending to M ystery and Pacing 由e Void." 

The antiq山ty of the present commentary on a part of 1439 Doψxuan li咽bao yujiψ 
shan buxu jing c 皿 be inferred from its reference to the latter 豁 出e eighth juan of the 
third section of the Li吻baoji吻mu 噩贾扭 目 (Ib). Both the title given here to由at
scripture， Taisha吻shωxuanduyujiψ shanjing 太 上 就立 都 玉 京 山 程 ， as well as由c
alternative title given elsewhere in由e comment缸Y also coπespond to the indications 
provided by the Li吻baojingmu (see Ofuchi Ninji， Tonkõ dokyã: Mokurokuhen， 365). 

The fact由at由e commenta可does not concern由e hynms in the second part of 
1439 Bωultψsugg臼岱由at由ese h严nns were not part of由e original text. lndeed， the 
au由or of the pr臼ent commentary criticizes the obtuseness of those who had changed 

由e term xuandu 立 都 (Mysterious Capital) into 动JChe吻 大 乘 (Great Vehicle) at由c
end of the third hynm (8a). The incriminated term does indeed figure， as indicated， in 
1439 BUXUji吻 (4a). The " new books:'由ose to which由e name of G E is linked， 
were由e first to advance the Taoist doctrine of the Great Vehicle (see Lagerwey， Wu
shang pi-yao， 22)， and the second part of 1439 Buxu ji叨presen臼 itself as belonging to 
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E U AN. books:' 

A. 

John L咽erwey

Taishang dongxuan lingbao erbu chuanshou yi 太 上 洞 玄 重 曹 二 部傅授融

(Siwei diψ'Zhi liangban 
tuju 思微定 志 雨 丰 圃 局 ). in325 Taishang dongxuan li1移bao zhi
hui dingzhi ω吻WetJt1切 6a-b，

Siwei d:吻'Zhiji吻 思 微 定 志 陋 .
522 

Dongxuan du li吻bao ziran quanyi. 

jun 郡 ，

in 阴 阳19Wet

(Tianzun Shij.i化 shisi chishen pin 天尊十戒 十 四 持 身 品 ， D01纫rxuan
伪'lBbao tianzun shuo shijïe jing). 
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1237 Sam/q吻 xzu彻oyt 缸

Du in S07 Taisha吻 hua吻lu zha切�

s08 Wusha吻 huanglu dazhai liche，切yi
1221 Shangqing 

li吻b刷 冉向 . 1 -14

Taishang 仙"庐M钝 lingbao toujian fuwen yaojue 
太 上 洞 玄 重 曹 投 筒 符 文 要 鼓

Knstofer Schipper 

Cho吻wen zo咽mu

yunya ij� 五 垂 牙 ; 3S2 Taisha咆 do咆划:tan lingbao CJ.由加 YUJue mta句i吻

e βtwen full 
由cβtwen

JU四.

(toujian)， 3S2 Chishu 用仰 m叫吻 I .5 -16
(410 Taishang do吻r.xuan lingbao 

zho咆uïan wen). 
22 yt侃侃shi wu/ao ch协'，(，yupian zhenwen tianshu f叼.

97 Taishang lingb.刷
zhutian neiyin ziran yuzi) 

Ursula-A吻eliluJ Cedzich 
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1 .B.4 Texts of the Dongshen Division 

1 1 

(Sanhua吻 wen

(Wi仰te zhenxing 阳 五 撮 翼 形 圃 )， al1 

Hou Han shu 
Sanhuang wen 

Day，仰jing 大有程 ver

m 

Xuanmen dayi 玄 阿 大 蠢，

Shaψ伊18jing
JING'sDayouji吻 version

(Sandong jing shumu 三 洞
昭 雪 目 )

Do吻'shenji吻 洞 神 扭 .

I I  
(badi 八 帝 ;

8η Taishang d01锣'shen sanhua1切yz，
Do吻'XUan

1i1锣baosand01锣卢吻剧。 均·化yi1侈'Shi
Dongshen 
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OIÙy t明叫uan of衅。 Dongshen badi m叫吻ji句!f
SanhJω wen

Sanhua叨 wen 1281 W均lUe zhenxi嘲 xulun 皿d

由e Sanhua，切 wen S 767 U阴阳 印吻ling bashi shengwen zhen
xtng 阳.

B IBLIOGRAPHY 
Andersen， ωTalking to the gods"; Fukui Köjun， DÕJ走yõ no kisoteki ken炒玩.. Liu Zhongyu， 咱an

huaψ wen xintan"; Öfuchi Ninji， Dõ.炒面ishi no ken炒U， 277-342.

Taisha句!f tongling bashi shengwen zhenxing tu 
太 上 通 量 八 史 堕文 虞 形 圃

A.D.  

z阳切

zhushi 柱 史 ， zhuxia shi 

Hω Han shu 
zhuxia 

(f韧ω 3己遇 ; Jin shu 

(jizhi bashi 致八 ;
(Bashi 

tu; 
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400， 

671 Taishang w叼" 幽幽o ziran zhenyi 阴Icheng
声 sha呗iing 2件0;
Tonkõ dökyõ: Zurokuhen， 10-22). 

671 Wucheng户 sha1切勿移 describes 由e

Bashi zhen.xing tu 八 史 真 形 圃 (2.12a).

1407 Do叨'Xuan l吻bao ershisi she叨叨叨，

671 Wuche1切βI sha1切iing由e
given 臼 Xuandong 仰1iJli吻户 五 洞 通 噩 符 (2.12a，

same phrase. The 671 

Wuche吻βISha1切11秽，
671 Wuche吻户

sha咆ηii咐，

Bawei wushe吻户 八 戚 五膀符，
wushe吻户 五腾符 [Talismans

671 Wuche吻卢I wuche咱 五榈
Bawei wusheng 

dynasry 切 Taisha吻 dongshen sanhua吻yi
line时E 仰nmu xuan仰t伪伽h伽#吻z锣， 篇 目 五洞 ("咄由由ey t趾he

671 WuchengβIS.切切吻 as

671 Wuche吻卢I sha1切tng 由e
as 

U盯as
terms， 问.吻 八 精 and b现rhi 八 史， as 由c
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lingbao 
lingbao 

671 

Wuche吻声 sha1切ing.
671 Wuche1移卢t

kun) 

(hlιrhu F 幅 )

qian kun， 
1294 Sha1移'qi吻 hua1锣'Shugt<<Jdu yi). 

Xuan伽'lB
t01'lgli吻卢it

(hu 胡 ; (xi咽ifu 星
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l lE噩噩
FlGURE 20. Fu of由e Eight Archivists (767 
3b). Ming reprint Of1598. Courtesy ofthe 
Biblio由èque nationale de France (Chinois 
9546/760) 

uan
dong 仰锣ling 户 is

(劝enzhu 神 主 )

to 

m I2臼 Dongshen badi yuanbian ji吻 13 16 白山 ，
(618--907)， 

As 67I Wuche1移βI sha1切11侈，
61S Chisong 

zi zhangli 
(zalu 黯 簸 ;

II2S Dongxuan lingbao sando吻feng句o kejieyi吻Jhi 4.7b).
00 
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祭 符 斗下 ;

B I BLI O G RAPHY 

Andersen、 "Talking to the gods产

Wuyue zhenxing xulun 五 撒 虞形序揄

PoulAn仿rsen

xi 

A I24I Chuanshou sandong ji吻iiefalu lüeshuo 

IOI6 Zheng，剧， Wuyue 
XU， 

(IOI6 Zhengao 

292 Han wudi neizhuan 598 Shizhωji， 293 Han 
wudi waizhuan

(sh仰tujiwen 受 圃祭 文 ).

(Sh仰劝仰 W仰U 阳fa 搜受 五 撮 圃 法 )

I240 D仰伊仰 li吻bao dmJshi shou sand01侈，吻.协lu zeri 
li (cf. Tonkõ 

dõ，切:Moku仰kuhenJ
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441 Dongxuan 1i吻b刷
刷ryueguben zhenxing 切 la-4b.

YJQQ 79. 

Shoushou wuyue 间向 授受 五 撮 圃 法
Shoushou sanhuang fa 授 受 三 皇 法

3750 皿d 2559 

K何时èr Schipper

Sanh wen

A

Tonkõ dõkyõ: MokurokuhenJ 331-32). 3750， 43) 
Tianj n (502-519) 

Xl如tego吻jinshan 声 西 撒 公 禁 山 符 and
II2S Do吻xuan 1:吻bao san.伽1;gfe1移剧。 均·化yt栩如 4.7b.

(Wuyuezhenxi1切 切 五 撮 真 形 圃 ).

Sanhua吻ji吻 are

A

Dõkyõshi no ken句战 308，

Dongshen badi miaojing jing 洞 神 八帝 妙精砸
32 

640 342) 

Kris.切如 S侃pper

Sanh侃'切 wen
Dõkyõshi no kenkYÜJ 298-317). 

803 1协hang 伽'Bshen sanhua吻yi (618-907) 
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Dongshen 
Xuanmen 

Dongshen ji
Sanhua1切 wen)

of由e Do吻'shenjiψ are
of由e Badi miaψ咽jing 八 帝妙精耀. Xuanmen dayi 

D01纫'shen
(diliu 第 六 ) of由e D吻'Shenjing 

Xuanmen dayi

Shangshu xu 向喜
basuo 

(Shisan ji1移 动阳bu
Do吻'shenJÏ1锣 I202 Dongshen badi ytωnbian 

8叼 Sanhua咽yi)，
(bashi 八 史 )

(sanyi 三 一 )， 由e

I283 Taishang dongshen xing彻o shoudu yi 
entitledXi伪engy，叫iuesanhua1切 切仰'en nei dazi 西 城 要 放 三 皇 天

Sanhua1锣 wen

[liche吻 立成] [of由e Sanhua吻声]

(阳叨un shixing; 却件 This
shixi吻 西 城 施 行 ， be 由eXichengy，叫加 西城要抉 of

Xicheng shixi吻
Tmkõdõ，走yõ:Mokurokuhen， Zurokuhen， 
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wnm

co甲山 ofSanhua吻户 in
Tonkii M'炒面: ZU1ηkuhen， 

Sanhua吻 tianwen
Taiqing Zh01切tng

Shen.x:仰 zhuan 神 仙 傅 (see， Xianyuan bianzhu 

Wu tu 五翩 圃 ).
Sanhua1锣 wen Wuyue 

II85 Baopu zi neipian 

Sanhuang户 was
Eηiiao lun 

Sanhua吻jing
Xuanmen 

II29 yishu 

Xiche1锣 yaojue

(licheng) Xicheng 
Sanhua吻户

c 刀anwen sanhuang 

(sanwen 

(Baogong 
(SanhuaψyaoyO吻
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TPYL 
BAO JING 

25.7b-缸，

dõ.句10: 724-.100， 120). 
BAO J IN G 

Do吻'shenf吻·
P仰IAndersen

l .B.5  Other Revealed Scriptures 

XIUJING 

G E  
HONG 

Taishang dongyuan shenzhou jing 太 上 洞 湘 神 咒 陋
20 ]U皿

J (抑-4-20) ; GUANGTING 杜 光 庭 (850---933) 
335 170-173) 
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worthy recipient whose rnission it was to transmÏt it in order to save m缸虫ind 仕om 由c
imminent end of the world. The work's confused and highly repetitive style confirms 
its oral， medi山nistic origins. Even 由e book's title is not definitively stated. It presen臼
itself as 由e Scripture of the Innumerable (Wu1ia1切吻 熊 量 程 ; I.Ia)， 出e Marvelo山
Scripture ofthe Central Mystery of Shangqing (Sh仰伊移 动吻rxuan mt，呵.吻 上 清
中 立 妙怔 2.la)， 由e Scripture of Divine Incantations (Shenzh仰j吻 神 咒 程 ; pb)， 
由e Book of Samãdhi (Sanmei ji吻 三 昧 槌 ) 皿d 由e Scripture of Great Exorcism 
(D呵u ji吻 大蝠程; pa; 1O. la)， among other titles. Although 由e text contains no 
evidence as to 由e identity ofits medi山n-recipient， a few elements indicate that it was 
produced by a fervent religious movement， a sect active in the Ji皿gnan region (sou由
ofthe Yangzi) at 由e beginning of the fi仕h century. 

The oldest versions of the Shenzhou户1B 红e found among 由e D山由uang m皿u
scripts (Pelliot and Stein colle∞ons) .  These versions em皿ate from a text 由at com
prised ten juan (see Ofuchi Ninji， Tonkõ dõ，均'Õ: ZU1ψkuhen， 519-63， which gives the 
best reconstruction of the D山由u皿g version of the Shenzhou jing). Two m矶山cnp岱
(Pe血ot 3233 and 2444) -corresponding to ju皿 one and seven， respectively- contain 
colophons dated 664 由at state 由is copy of the work was made in a metropolitan 
monastery (由e Lingyin gu皿 噩腊颤) by order of Emperor Gaowng for 由e crown 
prince Li Hong 李 弘 ， 由e son ofWu Zetian (r. 684-704)， named after the Taoist m臼
siah. The characters yuan 制 ， min 民， shi 世 ， 皿d zhi 治 in these two manuscripts are 
substituted in deference to 由e names ofTang emperors. During 由e first half of the 
SIX由 century， 由e Shenzh仰jing was known as a ten-juan scripture (see 319 D01纫翩翩
b切'bll() be即叨叨 yundu f均iji吻 4b-5a)， and Il2S Dongxuan 1ingbll(} san，伽移j句dao
均.盯吻'shi 4.6b， at the beginning of 由e 11皿g， still refers to 由e version in ten juan. 
The Shenzhou ji吻 maintains this form until the end of the Tang (618-907). It appears 
as such in 由e other Dunhuang copi白 白白19 仕om the seventh and eighth centuries， 
as well as in a reference in Du GUANGTING'S S9o Ð，叼'ill(} 1i啪ryanji 12.9b-lOa 
II9.7a-7b). Historical references found in 出口e first ten ju四 allow us to date 由e
original Shenzhou jing to 由e beginning of the 恤h centu町. There are several allusions 
to Liu Yu 割 格 (363-442)， 也under of the Liu Song d归asty (e.g.， 1 .3a， 9b)， 臼 well as 
可pical Six Dynasties terms such as suo1u 索虞 (2.8a)， an expression used in the south 
to designate northem barbarians. 

At the beginning ofthe Five Dynasties， D u  GUANGTING exp皿ded 由e text into 
twenty juan. This is 由e basic text of the Shenzhou ji吻 found in 由e Dll(}za吻 edition. lt
comprises 由e same ten juan (apart from some variations) of the Dunhuang versions， 
plus eight later ju皿 仕om the Tang period and two additional juan (19 皿d 20) 由at
are contempor町 with 由e scripture's original ten-juan nucleus. 

The Daoza吻 edition opens with a preface by Du GUANGTING 由at refers to 由c
wood-block printing ofthe work 由at he commissioned (preface， 3b). The title Heav-
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enly Master Transrnitter of Truth (chωnzhen tianshi 傅 翼 天 嗣 ) 由at ap严ars in the 
list of Du's titles in the note preceding his preface allows us to date Du's edition to 
由e first decades of the tenth century. This title was bestowed on hirn by Wang Y;四 玉
衍 (r. 918-926)， 由e second ruler of the Shu 蜀 kingdorn， at a cerernony of reciprocal 
investiture in 归3 (see VereUen， Du Gua吻切侈， 178).

Du's preface attributes 由e Shenzh仰 ji1侈Js revelation to a certain W;四g Zuan 王
事 ， a Taoist at Mount M句i 属 胁 山 (part of the Maoshan r四ge)， at the end of the 
Eastem Jin (before 316). Though 由is attribution c缸mot be accepted for 由e pu甲ose
of dating 由e present scripn町， it may nevertheless have a certain foundation. The 
lineage of rnasters associated with the Shenzhou jing rnight have claimed Wang Zuan 
as their spiritual 皿cestor. This order's existence is attested by 由e begin血ng of the 
Tang (cf. II2S Do吻xuan lingbao sandong feng彻o kejie yi吻shi 5-3b and 44S Dongxtωn 
li吻bao sanshi mi吻hui xingzhuaψjt侈ωnfa咿5ω wen 3a). Du no doubt received the 
order's original Shenzhou ji吻 as weU 豁 出c related liturgical texts (penitential rituals 
and rituals for requesting rain) 由at are fo山ld in his edition. These rituals (some of 
which are also found as indepcndent texts in the Daoza吻) were transmitted to 由c
Shenzhou ji:吻 masters (shenzhω M 神 咒 闹 ; also called masters of the Law of the 
Great Religion of the Sarnãdhi and of the Divine Incantations of the Abyssal Caverns 
[Do栩如an shenzhou dazong sanmei声shi 洞 拥 神 咒 大 宗 三 昧 法 嗣 ] ) when 由ey were
ordained (see II2S 均iieyi�庐hi and 44S Fangsuo wenJ mentioned above). 

The "Scripture of Divine Incantations of the Abyssal Cavems" presents itself as 
the Book of books， 由e absolute， supreme scripture. It is， in faα， at 由e sarne timc a 
prophylactic text， a liturgical manual， a reposit。可 of all 由e deities， a demonological 
rcperto吼 a contract shared by adepts and masters of the Three Caverns (san伽18声shi
三 洞 法 闹 ; 由e Shenzhou jingJs highest clerical rank)， and a passport for salvation. But 
its fundarnental r剑son d'être is 由e prophetic， apocalyptical message it contains. This 
message h臼 its foundation in a 1油ist theological setting. 币le Shenzhou jingJs ideolo回r
and litur回， are rooted in 由e Heavenly Masters organization. 

The prcsent text includes the characteristics of apocalyptical dr缸na. Its vision 
can be surnmarized as foUows: The end of the world is imminent; it coπ臼ponds t。
由e completion of a cosmic era， a Great Kalpa. The final deluge will be preceded by 
calamities 由at w山 occur in partiαIlar years of the sexag'臼imal cycle: wars; invasions; 
brigandage; social， political， and fanüly dissolution; mcteorological disorders; trials; 
imprisonmcnts 皿d o伍cial punishments; oppression of the people by tyr缸mical of
ficials; fires; 如ods; bad harvests; faI1lincs; witchcra丘 and sorcery; and， above all， 由c
cxtraordinaIγ spread of countless diseases. All 由自e affiictions w山 be brought on by 
gigantic armies of many kinds of demons (gui 鬼 and mowang 魔 王 ) 由at are mostly 
the souls of the dead. Their proliferation w山 be thc result of tlle pcople's moral cor
ruption. Instead of conforming to the true religion (出 religion of the 耻ee Caverns，
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Taiping jing 太 平 砸

l .B.6 The Taiμ吨，弄吻 [ 2万 ]

170 juan (missing: juan 11-34， 38， 52， 5�4， 73-85， 87， 94-95， 町， 119-170)
Reedited during the late Six Dynasties (220-589) 
1 I0Ia (fasc. 746-755) 
"Scripture of the Great Peace;' The term taiping 太 平 occurs from early Han 

times (206 B .C.-A . D .  220)， caracterizing the result of good gove口lffient. The work 
expounds cosmological theories and moral precepts for the improvement of the state 
and of the world in general. 

This text was originally divided into ten parts， numbered according to the Celes
tial S tems (jia 甲 ，yi 乙 ， bi1切 丙， di吻 丁， etc.). Each pan comprised seventeen juan， 
containing an unequal number of chapters (pian 篇 ). According to a table of contents 
found in a Dw由uang manuscript (Stein 4226; see below)， the number of pian of the 
entire scripture totaled 366. 

The questions of the proven皿ce， authorship， and transmission of the present ver
sion of the Taipiψ)t吻 are beset wi由 difficulties and have been 由e subject of much 
research since the 1950S (reviewed in Beck， ‘u叮‘寸The d缸at优e oft由he Taip伊t吻j乒i嘲n
由c盯te创xt und由erua山1a曲bl忖y contains much 扭C出i比en时t material (se民e 'TI扭gYi也ongto∞n咆g， "Du Ta坤4ψ伊Pμt1叨锣
j乒i吻吻 shu孔lU SUO叫J1an扭"气; Wang Min咆g， "Lun Taipi吻ji1锣 chao jiabu zhi wei"; idem， Taipi嘲
弄吻 hejiao; Õfuchi Ninji， "Taihei kyõ no raireki"; Kaltenmark， "ldeology of the T'ai
p'i吻 chiψ气 and Kandel， Taipi1切)t酬， 由ere is also ample proof由at this version cor
responds to a late Six Dynasties 1协cimento (see F也ui Kõjun， ‘'Taihei kyõ")， its au由or
being one Zhou Zhixiang 周 智誓， who presented the work to the throne in the years 
569-583， most probably in 5口， as 由is was a renchen 3: 辰 ye缸 of great prophetic sig
nificance ( Yoshioka Yoshitoyo， Dõkyõ ω Bukkyõ 2 : 130-31). 

A work with the term 仰伊叨 in its title is first mentioned in several places in 由C
Han shu in connection wi由 由e events of the years 33 B.C.  to 9. Called Scripture 
of the Great Peace and the Conservation of the Origin According to the Calendar of 
由e O伍cials of Heaven (刀anguan li btwyUan 仰伊吻Jt吻 天 宫 唐 包 元 太 平 粗 )， 由lS
work was said to have been revealed by the immortal Chijing zi 赤 帽 子 and to have 
contained instructions for the renewal of the heavenly mandate of the dynasty (Beck， 
"Date:' 155-57; Kande1， Taipi吻jing， 3-23). 

The traditions surrounding the present Taipi吻)1:吻 all center， however， on a second 
revealed text bearing the title Book of the Great Peace with Blue-Green Headings 
(Ta伊ψ qi吻U吻 shu 太 平 清 [青 ]锢 菁 ). It was presented to the Han throne in 166 
as having been obtained 丘om a holy man named Gan Ji 干吉 (or Yu Ji 子 吉 ) from 
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Langye 琅 邪 (Shandong). Fan Ye 范 睡 (398-446; Hω Han shu 30B.l084) adds 由c
information 由at Gan Ji's 胁。k comprised 170 juan and 由at he "obtained it at 由c
Quyang 曲 隔 springs" (probably in Shandong). 

Taoist sources identify G皿 Ji as a zhenren of antiquity. According to 由e preface to 
由e One Hundred and Eighty Rules of Lord Lao (μφiun yibai bashi jie 老 君 一 百 八
十 戒， in 786 Taisha1切 问iunji吻lü 2a-4a; this text antedates A . D .  400;  see Schmidt， 
"Die Hundertachtzig Vorschriften勺， 由e Way of the Great Peace (Ta伊吻 zhi dao 太
平之道) and the Teachings of Great Purity (Taiqi吻 zhi jitw 太清之 教) were first 
revealed to the world during the reign ofKing Nan 掘 ofthe Zhou (315-256 B . C . ). At 
由at time， Lord Lao came to Langye and transmitted to Gan Ji 由e Taipi叨jing in 170 
JU扭 扭d ten parts. The above-mentioned 786 Taishang Iaφiun jiψlü reproduces 由c
One Hundred and Eighty Rules a10ng with the Precepts ofXi皿g'er (Xia栩如"jie 想 雨
戒 )， and there is indeed a certain resemblance between the two codes o f  conduct. Rao 
Zon白ri (μozi Xia1价r zhu jiaozhe吻， 98-102， and "Xiang'er ji可le yu s皿he yi") has 
demonstrated the relationship of the Xiang'er precepts and 由e Xiang'er commenta可
of the Laozi wi由 由e Ta伊ψ}tng. e preface to the table of contents of the Taiping 
jing in 由e D山由u皿g manuscript quotes Xiang'er as saying 由at because there were 
so many impostors 由e l￥o recorded the Threefold H缸mony (sanhe 三 合)， in order 
由at the truth might be discerned. This Threefold Harmony is then defined 豁 出c
combination of the teachings of the ji咐， 由e Taψi1移jing， 四d 由e Way of the 
Heavenly Master (m矶山cript Stein 4226， lines 47-50). τhe short account of the his
tory ofTaoism given in 120S Santian ne仿}t吻 (钊-b) speaks of a Taipi吻 向伊吻 由at
Lord Lao bestowed on G四 川 (as well as on a certain Li Wei 李 微 from Shu 蜀 ) as a
forerunner of the Way of the Heavenly Master. 

白山， from 由e third 由rough 由e fi他 centuri白， 由e Taipi1锣1吻 (like 由e Xiang'er 
texts) was transmitted by the Way of the Heavenly Master. The 1243 Zhe叨ryifawen 
ta仿hang wailu yi (皿 early Heavenly Master text) quotes 由e Taiping jing. A first cita
tion on page 4a does not occur verbatim in the parts of the Taipi吻 }tng 由at have 
come down to us， but it is sin让lar in style and en山nerates six c1asses of superior beings 
(shenren 神人， zhenren 真 人 ， xianren 仙 人 ， daoren 道 人 ， shengren 重 人 ， xtanren 责
人)， which are a1so found， in reversed order， in juan 7I.8a of the present Taipi吻ji吻
A second， longer quote in 1243 阳ilu yi 1如14a shows affìnities wi由 1坤吻 j吻
42.la-b. 

About 570， Zhen Luan refers， in Xitwdao lun (Gωψ hm锣仰，侈 ji 9. 1则， to 由c
Taiping 句号iing as lost. The disappear皿ce ofthe 1栩栩jing at the end of the Six Dy
nasties (220-589) period is a1so documented e1sewhere. The Xuanmen dayi 玄 阿 大 革
(盯QQ 6.15a-b， where on 6.la it is given the variant title Daomen 由lun 道 阿 大揄 )，
dating from the beginning of the seventh centu巧� spe达S of two versions of the Tai
pingji吻 formerly in existence: the original scripture transmitted to Gan Ji， which was 
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entirely 10st; and a version transmitted by 由e Way of the Heavenly Master， of which 
only some 企agments remained. The latter version was called the Scripture ofthe Great 
Peace Pervading the Ultimate (1坤i吻 伽1;!JJ' Jmg 太 平 洞捶钮) 扭d once had 144 
JU皿. Again according to 由e Xuanmen dayi， a new version， complete in 170 ju扭， had
become current in recent times. This was due to 由e "rediscovery;' during the reign 
of Emperor Xuan of the Chen d归asty (569-583)， of a miraculously prese凹ed cop予 It
was "found" by 由e above-named Zhou Zhixiang， a discip1e of Zang [Xuan ]jing 藏
[玄 ] 静 ， 由e au由or of a commentary to 由e Laozi (see 72S Daode zhe叼ii咽gua吻'she1锣
yi， preface 3a). Zhou afterward lectured on 由e text in the capital and received the ritle 
of Ta伊吻户刷 太 平 法 制 ; "since 由en， the book has become widespread?' 

There are other stories surrounding 由e "rediscove旷 of the Taipi叨，吻 during
the latter part of the Six Dynasties period. These stories show， in accordance with the 
preface and postface of the table of contents in 由e Dunhuang manuscript Stein 4226， 
a marked involvement with 由e Shangqing tradition (see Yoshioka Yoshitoyo， D哟10to 
B件均0 2:7-114). G E  HONG'S library contained two versions of the Ta伊咐，吻'; one 
W豁 出口70-chapter ed.ition in ten parts. It is also known 由at 由e Shangqing tradirion 
transmitted many tex岱 of the Way of the Heavenly Master. Yoshioka's conclusion is 
therefore 由at 由e new version mentioned by the Xuanmen da.乒 (which must corre
spond to 由at of the Dunhuang manuscript as well as our text) was obtained through 
the combination of the then still extant fragments of the original scripture of Gan Ji on 
the one hand， 四d of由e Ta伊吻 do切切'移 on 由e o由er (Yoshioka Yoshitoyo， Diikyo切
Bukkyii 2: 103-4). The present text ofthe Ta伊吻}t吻 calls itself repeatedly Dongji ji吻
(see Kaltenmark， "ldeolo岛':' 2纱， and the Taipi1锣 dongjiji1锣 is therefore a p1ausible 
source. We have virtually no information， however， about 由 original Ta伊.叨 j吻
other 由四 由at， like the "rediscovered" version as well as 由e present one， it comprised 
170 juan. This fact does not prove Yoshioka's hypothesis correα but only renders the 
new verSlOn more suspeα. 

The D山由uang man山cript wi由 the tab1e of contents of the new version carries 
the title "Second Juan of the Taiping Division" (Taψt1锣 bu dierjuan 太 平 部 第 二 卷 ;
critical edition in Yoshioka Yoshitoyo， DiiJ勾10 ω Bukkyii 2: 14-63)， which means 由at is 
was copied 仕om 由e Taiping division of the Taoist c皿on， probably for 由e pu甲ose of
an ordination ceremony (see Schipper， 叮注oist ordination ranks，" 143). The manuscript 
does not observe the Tang taboo for zhi 恼 ， which makes it unlikely 由at it was taken 
仕om 由e Taoist canon of the Tianbao (742-756) era. This leaves only the early seventh 
centu可 as 由e date terminus ante quem. 

Finally， there is an unsigned Tang dynasty postface of the present vcrsion of the 
B伊咱ji吻. It is callcd Ta伊嘲弄ψβIwen xu 徨 文序， and the Ming editors placed it 
at 由e beginning of II02 Taipiψ乒栩 如呗;un bizhi， although it exclusively concerns 
our text. The户wen 徨 文 to which 由e title refers are 由e talismanic户 符 writings 由at
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ocαPYJU皿 104 to 107 四d 由at are considered， like the sirnilarTrue Writs (zhenwen 属

文 ) of the Lingbao tradirion， the core (benwen 本 文 ) ofthe revealed text. 1bis p刨出ce
traces 由e histl。可 of the Ta伊吻 ji吻 back. to Zhou Zhixiang and indicates 由at 由c
pr臼ent version coπ臼ponds to 由e one he "rediscovered了'

From the foregoing it  follows 由at Zhou most probably used whatever was left at 
his 由ne of the version transmitted by the Way of the H臼venly Master， the Ta伊吻
h吻ïji1移. This text he rewrote and enlarged considerab忡 in order to make it into a 
170-JU皿 胁。k (cf. Yoshioka Yoshitoyo， Dõ.走yõ ω Bu.岐yõ 2:141-46). Other， older ver
sions did survive 也r a long rime along with the new text (由is may explain why a 

B伊吻}t吻 is marked as lost in 1430 D，刷mψ f叼i吻 mulu)， and 由皿ks to a number 
of quotations 仕om these older versions， it is possible to see how the new version 

was made. What remains 仕om the older versions shows a concise classical style and 
a precise argumentation， while the coπ'esponding passages in 由e prl臼ent version are 
never fully identical; instead 由ey are expanded， verbose rewritings， drawn out and 
repetitive in 由e extreme (compare SDZN I.21ι23a 四d IIOla 45.7b-lOb， passim). 
Furthermore， the available original material appears to have been spread out thinly 

throughout 由c 协ok， which has "chapters" of only one or two pages in len钊1. It 
seems likely 血红 由e talismanicβIwen texts were added in order to make the Ta伊吻

Jï1锣 correspond to 由e other presrigious revealed texts of medieval 由nes， and 由山 to
jusri珩 its place in 由 企amework of由e liturgical organizarion as 由e canon of a Taiping 
division (bu 部).

N evertheless， 由e ，份ci仰nto do臼 contain much old material， which， if properly 

h皿dled， can yield import扭t insights， as Kaltenmark has shown， into 由e ideology of 
the H皿 Tai ngji:咽
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The Star Scripture is mentioned for the first time in the T01移动人 "Yiwen lüe，" 
44.I2b， in three juan. The larger nurnber of juan is no reliable ind.ication of the state 
of the work at the time， since the edition described in Siku quanshu ZOI锣mu (no.2sb--
26a)， today in 由e Tianyi ge 天 一 固 collection， compris臼 six juan， d臼pite the fact 由at
it is a simple reedition of the Daozang text. extant ed.itions， whatever 由eir title 
or attribution， are aαually copi臼 corresponding to 由e Ming Taoist canon， which is 
therefore the old口t prototype. 币le Si，切 却吻lu tianwen bian ("bubi四" 49b) mentions 
a Yuan printed edition without describing or identifying it. 

The present text suffers from many lacunae. The first sheet is missing， and only 162 
of the 283 known constellations are included. The entries' order is congruent wi由 由c
natural succession of the Twenty-eight Stellar Mansions (xiu 宿 )， distributed seven 
to each d.irection. Entries 1 to 100 deal with the seven eastern xiu and neighboring 
constellations; 101 to 162 with 由e northem xiu and neighboring constellations. Entry 
number 101 is preceded by an introduction on 由e northem xiu， which confirms 由at
such was indeed the original order of the work and 由at lacunae are mostly due to 
the loss of the second part， dealing with constellations of the western and southem 
quarters. 

矶Then compared with the star catalogues prese凹ed in Tang literature (see Need
ham， '‘'Astronomy:' 197-98)， 臼pecially with 由e Ka伊l.an zha句吻 阔 元 占 耀 of the
early eighth century (juan 60-63 皿d 65-70)， 由e present work shows obvious similari
ties both in style and content. The oracular formulas are 0丘en identical with the excep
tion that where 由eKaiyuan 劝anji吻 presents itself as a compilation of supplementary 
materials， the Tongzhan 向xiang lixil切tl锣 almost always adduces its own au由ority. lt
c皿 be safely assumed 由at 由e present work was written during the Tang (618-907). 
This da由19 is funher confirmed by some elements of internal criticism， for which see 
由e entry in Siku quanshu zongmu. In his Han shuyiwen zhishibu 2: 1502， Yao Zhe皿ong
姚振宗 缸gues 由at its integration into 由e Dωm吻 should date 仕om 由e Tang or， at 
由e latest， 仕om 由e Song (960-1279). 



21 fols. 
Tang (618---907) 
288 (fasc. 136) 
The "Scripture of the Transcendant Terrace产 The term (transcend四t ter

race) in the title of this work denotes， in 由e Chinese scientific tradition， any kind of 
observatory tower for astronomical， meteorological， or other pu甲oses. 卫lis text is 
a fragment of an astronomical treatise of unknown origin. The "Yiwen lüe，" 
4-4.14a lists a L吻taiji吻 m 由ree JU皿.

The present version includes only 岛ur headings， numbered 9 to 12. A commentarγ 
explains 由at headings 1 to 8 are lost. Heading number 10 (3a-14b)， 由e most impor
tant， is devoted to 出e description of a divination praαlCe 山ing a set of twenty-eight 
palaces， certainly linked to 由e Twent)吨ight Stellar Mansions The text can 
be dated with some cert也nty to the beginning of the tenth centu町， on the basis of 
its similarities with another treatise that in1rnedialtely follows it in the 

The mantic world evoked by 由e procedures preserved in 由is text betrays a strong 
infiuence of astrocalendric calculations of Indian origin that were widespread in 
China during the second half of the Tang (618---907)， including 由e system of the nine 
luminaries and the Greek wdiac. Titles quoted in the text belong to 由C
Greco-Indian astrological co甲us， like 由e introduced 
into China between 785 and 805 (see also the en町 on ， and the 
Jt吻 四 同 程 (Ib; 12.373)， which also dates from 由e Tang (see Xin 
Tllng sl仰， "yiwen z.町

，
3 -1548). 

One peαiliarity worth mentioning is the advanced Sinification of the system of the 
nine luminaries， among which the typically Chinese Ti皿yl 天- and Taiyi 太 - are 
used in place ofjidu and 

7 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
289 (fasc. 136) 
"Scripture on the Essential Secrets of the Transcendant Terrace for Appraising 由c

[Infiuence of] Celestial Bodies?' The title paraphrases heading 1 1  in 由e preceding 
work， ''Appraising 由e Infiuence of the Celestial Bodies" 

14b). 
The text is as 仕agmentary 豁 出e preceding one (see 6a for a rcference to missing 

passages)， with which it shares a common lexical and theoretical background. Fre-



quent quotations from a ]iuzhi ji叨 九 孰 韶 (且， 3b， 钊) confirm the obvious filiation 
Wl由 Indian astrocalenderic traditions; the ]iuzhi li 唐 (Calendar ofthe Nine Planets) 
was introduced to China in 718. 

A short introduction by 由e au由or was fortuitously preserved in the shape of a 
commentary to a quotation from the &nlun ji吻 人偷扭 (Ia-b). It explains how 
the transmission of the astrological ritual described here， going back to Guo 
璜 (276-324)， passed through Yixing 一行 (eigh由 century) and his contemporary Li 
Quan 李 茎 ， who noted it down in their Bisi jing 肇 斯 程 . The au由or claims to have 
deleted 由is part of the text while editing it around 894-897， lest sorcerers 

put it to illicit use. He ends by saying 由此 over 由e years hc changed his mind and 
was now rcady to publish a separate edition of this ve可 part. It c皿 由山 be assumed 
由at 由e received version was written in 由e first decades of the tenth century. 

The treatise is clearly divided into two parts : 由e first part (la-4b) describes a pro
tection ritual against baleful celestial i..nflucnces 皿d forms a kind of appendix to the 
divinatory procedure outlined in 288 Li吻taiji吻. It may bc noted 由at the ritual in
cludes the chanting ofTaoist scriprurcs such 豁 出e Durenjiψ 度人耀 皿d 由eXitwzai
ji叨 悄 w. 陋 (3a).

The second part (只-7a) has two paragraphs (由e first paragraph being followed by a 
commentary) and deals ag也n with the mantic world of the nine luminaries. The title of 
the second paragraph， "Dongwei dashu 洞微大敷，" anticipat臼 a divinatory method 
由at seems to have taken form under the Song (960-1279) ;  the earliest known source 
of this method is a work in the Daozang: Ziwei doushu (q.v. ; this work stipulates 
由e eq山valence of ziwei 紫微 and tÚJ咿wu 洞微). More generally， 由e procedures in 
both the present text 皿d 288 Li吻taiji吻 present many similarities with those in 
Ziwei doushu 由at may represent reformulations by later Song innovators . 

If a distinction can be made in the history of Chinese mcdicine bctween 皿 earlier
period of"Taoist medicine" and a latcr period of"Confucian medicine:' then the Tang 
(618-907) witnessed 由c final f1.ourishing ofthe former. Both SUN SIMO， at 由c begin
ning ofthe dynasty， and WANG BING，  at its later stagc， made immense contributions 
toward the preservation 皿d 由e upgrading of Chinese medical science. Sun's work 
is related m组nly to herbal drugs and 叩nbolical 由erapy， whereas bo由 W皿ρ work
on 由e Hua吻.di ne�ï吻 suwen 黄 帝 内 翻 素 罔 (see part I .A.3) and his later srudies， 



such as 由e listed here， concem mainly acupunαure 
and questions of theory. From Sun's work and other minor tex臼 assembled here one 
can see how closely Tang medicine was related to Tending Life practices. τbe reader 
is therefore invited to consult also part 

2 Juan 
(fasc. 

Juan 
By SUN SIMO revised by Lin Yi 林僵 皿d others; eleventh 
centu叮

(fasc. 
"Essential Pricelcss Prescriptions for Urgent Ills， by Zhenren Sun!' This is an 

lmpo优ant medical handbook in sections 由at contain artides concerning the 
m也n aspeαs ofpractical medicine. The tide ofthe work is not new. The "Jingji 
zhi;' quotes a.Q切地finfang 千 金 方 m 由ree juan by F皿 Shiying 范 世 英 .

According to Nathan Sivin， 由is great work of SUN SIMO was written between 
and There are three main editions ofthe book: one dating 企om the N orthern 

Song period， which is very incomplete; another from the Song， and 由e present Dω
m吻 edition (see Okanishi Tameto， Ma Jixing， 

The first two juan are edited separately under 由e tide "Table ofContents ofthe 
In addition to 由e table of contents， 出is part contains 

two prefaces and an introduction. 
The first preface is signed by Gao Baoheng 高 保 衡 ， Sun Qi 探 奇 ， Qi皿 Xiangxian

锺 象 先， and Lin Yi， members of the bureau charged with the revision of medical 
texts， founded on imperial order in For their work of revision and editing， 由ey
requested 由at 由e secretary of the imperial cabinet collect public and private manu
scripts of 由e as well as the books of the Taoist canon. Having first pre
sented 由e sources used by S UN S MO for his handbook， the prefacers briefly describe 
由e sequence of the sections of the work. 

The second preface is by SUN SIMO himself， who explains 由e reasons for writing 
出is work and the meaning of the tide. The introduction 由at follows is composed of 
two parts : ten articles for guidance written by Sun himself and originally placed 
at different placcs his work， but assembled here by the editors; and a number 
of corrections made by Lin and his collaborators. Their work consists mainly in 
由e unification of names， remedies， and medical terminolo町; a modernization of the 



meas町'es gtven m 由e recipes; a reordering of chapters 皿d 比cipes; and 由e correction 
of fauJty charaαers. 

ηle m四1 part of the work deals with 世ug therapy (juan 2 to 78)， beginning with 
pr臼criptions for diseases of mother and child. At the end of each pr'臼cription， variants 
for dosage or ingredients are indicated in small characters. These indications have been 
borrowed from later so山C臼 and are certainly due to Lin Yi and his collaborators. ln 
addition to 由e prescriptions of classical Chinese medicine， the work contains a n山n
ber ofTaoist remedies， such 笛 由C 山e of incantations or talismans. There are also a 
few references to the alchemical work of SUN SIMO. Between 618 皿d 6始， a dragon 
is said to have pr臼ented Sun with a book called Canon for the Absorption ofWater 

which the au由or abstracts here. The book describes a form of 
exorcism 由at us口 a Sanskrit 

Ju皿 79 and 80 are devoted to dietarγ ruJes. Juan 81 to 83 are on 由e arts ofTending 
Life. These chapters 山e large parts of the lost y.叫't 妻 生 要 集 ， which is also 
used in 

At the end of the work， there is a part devoted to p叫se taking and acupuncture. 
The system expounded here is 由at oftheJiayiji吻 甲 乙 艇 ， revised by Zhen Quan 
檀 of 由e Tang in his 

By WANG B I NG 王 冰 ， hao Qixu皿 Zl 臀 豆 子 ; 762 
1023 (f:ωc. 665-667) 
"Secret Instructions on 由e Mysterious Pearl of the Six Qi in 由e

咀le work is mentioned in Yu Mao's under the titleM:加 密 器 (see
VDL 134). WANG BING， the editor and commentator of由e Hua吻di
announced in his preface to shiwen 由at he wrote 

miyu 玄珠密捂， which he c1early identifies as a work on prognostication 
lb). This text seems to have been originally part of WAN G  

BING'S commentary but appears her as a separate work. indicated in the title， it 
is a detailed treatise on energy cycles (q仰n 氯 道 ) in 由e universe and in 由e human 
body. 



847 573) 

74.13a-19a. 

(701-704). 
792， 

yiwei 乙 未 year (8勾-827)丁' In yiwei， 

Xiamnen zi 
Sangωyiwen zhi 三 圄 罄 文 志 4.84a.

(618-907) 
844 (f:缸. 573)

779. 



F I G U RE 24. 

2 0  fols. 
Tang (618-907) or Five D归asties (907-960) 
932 (fasc. 597) 
"Song of the Divine Herbs， by the White Cloud Immortal?' 白lÍs is an illustrated 

catalogue of fift)吐ve medicinal plan队 Wl由 annotations in rhymed verse (see fig. 24). 
One entry lacks an 山山tration.

(矶而ite Cloud Immortal) is appellation for SIMA CHENGZHEN 
(667-735). The pr口ent work， however， is quoted only in (see 
VDL 100)， and without attribution. The book m山t therefore have been written be
tween 由e eigh由 and tenth centuries. 

The herbs have a wide range of properti白. Some are used in operative alchemy， in 
molli命mg or 缸ing minerals. Others have therapeuric virtues or help to prolong life. 
The preface to the catalogue is stated to be lost. 

4 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
933 (fasc. 597) 
"Me由od of Planting Cryptogams." This is undated text; it quotes as its source 

the instructions given by Laozi in another text， also undated: 
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in 

ηQQ 



On c10se scrutiny， the textual variants 由at exist between all 由四
verslons convey 由e impression 由at 由e pr'臼ent one is the least distorted. 

1n spite of its title， 由is book does not appear to have 四y direct relationship with 
由e Sh皿gqing scriptural tradition. The ingredients of the pr臼criptions echo the clas
sical sourc臼 on those matters BPZ). 

f切line Bmt<句 见伊r

η山 section， devoted to Tending Life is divided into 
two sections: "miscellaneous practices:' many of which involve breathing exercises in 
combination with a v白ety of other methods; and practices 由at are specifically cen
tered on "respiratory techniques." The first category comprises dietary techniques (es
pecially abstention 仕om cereals)， personal hygiene， 回哑masti臼， massage， divination 
and calendrical observances， meditation， elixir and physiological alchemy， and magic. 
The section opens with a sho町， general treatise on the Primordial Qi or 由e funda
mental life force Next comes perhaps 由e best-known representative 
ofya栩如吻 literature: attributed by tradition alternatively 
to the scholar of medicine and alchemy TAO HONGJING and to 由e 'TI皿g physician 
SUN SIMO. This t口t is followed by another work ascribed to Sun: 
Several of the compilations in 由is section are presented in the form of commentar
ies on earlier works， such as 

and on the Book of 优
Yellow Court (see also and on the Five Feasts 
Scripture. ηle work sanbu户， a r阳红盯e c∞ollec出tio∞n ofp严opu叫.ll缸
tωali臼sm盯man缸anic met由ho叫ds鸟， 1巳s 岛创llowed b忡y sever时al wor巾ks o∞n li陡f仕ι-已-优nd叫ding ma咆g目1c叫al arts involving 
mvoca征扭tions臼s趴、 du叼lta 遁 甲 (hidden period) magic， and mirrors. The discourse in 由1S
section ranges 台om homely advice on eve可day lifestyle 皿d the maintenance of good 
health to abstract philosophical speculation. The respiratory techniques 由at form 由c
main subject of part 2.A.仙， and 由at feature frequently in the other works in this 
chapter as well， are for 由e most part based on 出c 由c。可 and practice of Embryonic 
Brea由ing" described in Henri Maspero's "Me由叫S of ‘Nourishing 由E
Vital Principle.' "  
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is absent from the present text; 
conversely， 由e section 2b-3a here is missing in 

The discussion concerning 
the heart is entirely different in 由e two ver
sions. The pr口ent work is also related to 

which， in its ed.ition in YJQQ 间，
features 由e same illustrations (compare， for ex
缸nple， 7b-8b here with 曰QQ 14.6b-7b， and 

54.4a-sb with 1402 
2b-3b). These different versions all con

stitute 仕agmentary and no doubt partially cor
rupted elaborations of the same basic material 
(see also 

1n his preface 由e author explains that he 
had selected and ordered a set of Taoist texts 
for the initiation of novices. The categories 
ind.icated in 由e preface correspond exaαly to 

those found in 由e text: illustrations， glosses， pa由ology and med.ication， 出erapeutic
breath四swallowing， seasonal taboos， and 白rmnasti臼.

10 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
1400 (fasc. 1049) 
"Book on the Nourishment of the Spirits of the Yellow Court， a Supreme Purity 

Scripture了' The present text is listed in the T01f:庐例， "Yiwen lüe" (see VDL 148). More
over， YJQQ 14 contains a first 由自e pages of which 
红C 由e same as this text. The first pa仕 se岱 out a system combining meditation on 由c
spirits of the body， as prescribed by the Book ofthe Yellow Court (see 331 

with the worship ofthe gods 
of the sexagesimal cycle and the so-called "hidden period" magic. 
such， the title of the 盯QQ version seems more appropriate. However， a丘er 由e first 
three pages， which bo由 tex臼 have in common， the 盯QQ version， beginning at 由c
end of page 3b， contains a treatise on 由e Five Viscera and the d.ifferent ways to nour
ish them 由at is similar to 1402 
(q.v.)， whereas our text is from the beginning to the end devoted to 由e cult of the 
gods of 由e sexagesimal cycle. these texts must have a common background. 1n 



spite of the Shangqi吻 ep'出口， there is no clear relationship with 由e scripturaJ canon 
of the s缸ne n缸曰e.

1 3  fols. 
Commenta可 by Li Qiansheng 李 千 乘 ; late Tang (618-907) ? 
1401 (fasc. 1050) 
"The Book of the CentraJ Landscape of the Yellow Court of the Most High?' This 

is a sequel to 由e two other versions， the "Inner" 四d 由e "Outer:' of the Book of 
the Yellow Court， and 

It carries a second title: But 
this mention of"Huang-Lao" (由e Yellow Emperor 皿d Laozi) was probably intended 
to give the book an antique aura. Its description of the inner world is also more 
straightforw缸d 四d piαuresque 由四 出at of other versions. The work is listed in 由c
bibliographical chapters of the shi 皿d in 由.e T01移动均 由臼e chapters aJso mentÏon 
the commentator (see VDL 147). 

Li Qiansheng is unknown. His name is preceded， at 由e begiru由19 of the text， by 
his ordination title of Shangqing 归anming zhenren 上清元命 真 人 ， which was cur
rent during 由e l1皿g. His extensive glosses draw on a variety ofwell-known sources， 
all classical but not exclusively from 由e Sh皿gqmg c皿on. The 马It:吻 易 韶 is quoted 
on page 5b 皿d ag扭1 on 9b. 古le Dadm切JÏ1切 大洞耀 is aJso 0丘en referred to， which 
suggests a late Tang date. 

口 也Is.
Tang (618-907) 
1402 (fasc. 1050) 
"Precious Scroll of the Zhenren on 由e Six Receptacles and Five Viscera of the Yel

low Court of Shangqing." This work is a short treatise on 由e visualization of the Five 
Viscera， with illustrations (see fig. 26). A related text， though wi由 different illustra
tions， is found in ηQQ I4.3b-1科. The latter's illustrations 町 identical to those in 

the contents of which again recaJl 由e present 
work. The beginning of the YJQQ version is tnmcated and 由e text has been conßated 
with a 吻 由at does not correspond to 由e Daoza吻
work of the same title， In fact， this version 



(盯QQ 14-) seems to be a different elaboration of 
432 The version 
incorporates extensive passages of the present work 
(54.lOb of the corresponds to 5b of 
our text) 由at do not feature in 由e extant edition 
of 432 Moreover， bo由 263
and the present text contain numerous identical 
passages. 

abridged version of the present work is also 
found in 

5 fols. 
By Yin Yin 尹情 ; presented in 

(fasc. 533) 
"Commenta可 on 由e Five Feasts Scripture Pro

nounced by Laozi." Yin Yin (d. 74-1)，  a prominent 
Taoist 皿d Confucian scholar under Emperor Xuan
wng (r. served variously as imperial re
monstrator abbot of the 
Suming guan 南 明 翻 temple in Chang'an， and 
Jixi皿 归an 集 暨 院 academician (see 
200打03; 53.16b-17a; 

364-). The presentation date at the end 
of the author's preface is prl口erved only in the edi

tion of this commentary in 叮QQ 6I .5b-IOb， where it is titled 
The short Five Feasts Scripture itself is entirely preserved within this commentary. 

It does not appear independently in the Daozang (for ano由er edition of the scripture， 
see Za吻wat 功wshu 6:58; in 由at version， Yin Yin's introductory paragraph appears at 
由e end). The scripture comprises five st缸lZas consisting of four five-character lines 
each. The 曰QQ edition shows 由at the five stanzas were associated wi由 the Five 
Directions of space: east (lines 1-4)， south (lines 5-8)， north (lines west (lines 
13-16)， and center (lines 1与oist "kitchen b皿quets" were originally 
communal feasts 由at constituted important part of the liturgical system of the 
Heavenly Master movement (see Ste血， "Spéculations mystiques et thèmes relatifs a山
‘cuisines"') .  1n the present work， the five kitchens 缸e assimilated with the Five Viscera 
(wuzang 五 脯 )， 皿d 出e concept of the ritual banquet is recast in tcrms of physiologi-



cal alchemy. In his introductory paragraph (Ia)， Yin Yin relates the harmonization of 
vital energy (qi) to 由e satisfaction ofthe Five Vìscera， which in tum bal皿C白 白e Five
Spiri岱 ( ). a result of realizing these conditions， desire is elirninated. 
"In 出is scripture，" says Yin， "obt但ning provisions for the Five Viscera is lik.ened to 
seeking f4∞d in the kitchen. Hence the reference to Five Kitchens." Commenting on 
Yin Yin's interpretation， Du GUANGTING claims more explicitly 由at praαicing this 
scripture will enable the adept to stop eating 12劝).

Du GUANGTING also states 12.2b) 由at 由e
formed part of the 11组qing bu 太 清 部 section， 由at is， 由c 由ird of the Four Supple
men臼 (s�声 四 脯 )， cont但由ng alchemical works， in the 11皿g Taoist canon. A second 
commentary， according to Du， had been written by Yin Yin、 contemporary Zhao 
xi扭曲 趟 仙 甫 (且 732; see 53. IIb). The same scripture， titled 
钮 ， was also contained in 由e Buddhist canon of the Tang period (see 

18.672a). The Buddhist version is， moreover， represented by a set of D山由uang
man山cnp岱 (studied in Makita Tai町õ， 351-61) and is st山 found in 由C
Taishõ canon (T 85， no. 2894). Its five s or incantations， 町anged in the Buddhist 
verslon m 由e spatial order east-south-center-west-north (Stein 2673; M汰ita 354-55)， 
were charactarized by Du G UANGTING as "spell ã ã" 

12.2b). It seems lik.ely 由at the scripture， wi由 i臼 Buddho-Taoist content 皿d
quasi-magical use， originated as a late Six D归astl臼 (220-589) Tantric "book of spells" 
(zh叫ii咽 咒 程 ; cf. M达ita Tai町õ， Gi.炒õ 367， and Strickmarm， ''The Consecra
tion sütra"). In Tang times (618-907)， 由e text was fiercely disputed by the Taoist and 
Buddhist communities， as bome out by Du GUANGTING'S tale of alleged Buddhist 
plagiarism， which claims to document the origin of the sep缸ate Buddhist version 
circ时也ng at 由at time (see 12.2b一声， 皿d Verellen， "Evidential 
Miracles，" 250-51).  

28 fols. 
Late Tang (618-907) ? 
766 (fasc. 534) 
"Ill山trated [Me由od] of the Four Energies for Conserving 0町、 Health产 At the 

end of the unsigned and undated preface (page 3b)， the title of the present work is 
given as reading "Four Seasons" instead of"Four Ener
gies." Several Song catalogues， such as the quote the work under 



由e present title (see VDL 96)， stating 由at is was written 
by 由e daoshi Liu Ding A number of people wi由
由IS name c皿 be identified for 由e Tang (618-907) 四d
Wudai (907-960) periods， but none of them is known 
to have been a daoshi. 

The work describes and depi但 由e viscera 
五脯， liu户 六 腑 ) 皿d 由eir functions， linking them to 
由e seasons and to 由e to be observed to keep in 
harmony with their changes (see fig. 27). A number 
of the practices as described here were common in 
Tang texts， such as 

1 fo1. 
Anributed to SUN S IM。 那思遵 (58!?-68û)
835 (fasc. 571) 
"Inscription on Preserving Health" This is an abstract 

of the main principles for m也nt也ning good health as 
found in most of the Tending Life texts， such as SUN 
S IMO'S 

This short text was engraved on the gate of an 
anon严nous person. is quoted in 

2b. 

2 Juan 
Text attributed to Jiuxian jun 九 仙 君 ; commentary to Zhonghuang zhenren 中

Tang (618-907) 
817 (fasc. 586) 
叮be Most Pure Veritable Book of the Yellow Center." This is a didactic poem in 

seven-character verse. Bo由 由e Ji皿i皿 Jun 皿d Zhonghuan zhenren are m严hical fig
ures， 出e latter being considered the master of the Yellow Emperor 

26b-27a). Zhonghuang is 由e center of the body. It is also a 



n缸ne for the spleen. According to the unsigned and undated preface， this 
also called Treatise on the Womb Receptacle 

or Book of  the Yellow Center of the Womb Receptacle 
The eighteen sections originally formed a single juan. This is 

also the version pr臼erved in 盯QQ 13， which is identical with the present one， except 
for some elements (由e preface has a commentary， but part of由e commentary we have 
here is missing). A version of the present work in one juan is listed in the 

12.2b under 由e title Book of the Yellow Center of the Inner Landscape 
see VDL 80). 

The form and content of the present work is comparable to 
with its commentary by Bo Lüzhong 白 履 忠， Liangqiu zi 梁丘子 (且

722-72的. quoted by Bo in YJQQ II.24b and 抖b， 四d 12.6a， 19b， 
20b， 皿d 21b， but the citations do n'Ot c'Orrepond to 由e present work. 

The w'Ork explains how 'One c皿 gain inner vision 由ough physical exercises. The 
first chapter c'Oncems 由e abstenti'On 仕om cereals， the Three Worms， and the Three 
Cinnabar Fields. The second chapter describes Embry'Onic Breathing， how t'O visual丘c
body energies， and heavens and palac口 inside the body. The necessity for c'Oncentrat
ing one's mind 由rough an impeccable moral conduct， 缸nong 'Other 由ings， is stressed 
(2.nb). The c'Ommentary adds 由at practicing Embry'Onic Brea出ing requires the help 
of an assistant (2.2b)， which may indicate 由atthese practices were carried 'Out in c'Om
munities 'Of adep臼.

7 fols. 
Early T:皿g (618-907) 

821 (fasc. 569) 
"Instructi'Ons of the M'Ost High 1ρrd Lao for N'Ourishing Vitality." This work 

consists of a c'Ollection of diverse gymn目位 四d respiratl。可 practices， 缸ranged in 
b山 paragraphs. Each of these sh'Ort texts c皿 be f'Ound in works 'Of the early T:四g
(618-907)， and 由e present c'Ollecti'On should date to 由e same period. 

The text states 由at it was "transmitted by Hua Tuo 草ft to Wu reflect
ing the usual attributi'On 'Of its first technique to Hua (see 82B.2739). 
Song catal'O伊es mention a j加 老 子 五 禽六氯抉 (VDL 102) 由at
undoubtedly corresp'Onded t'O '0町 w'Ork. The first two paragraphs of the present text 
are entitled "Wuqin 五禽" (D皿ce 'Of the Five Animals; 

2.7a-8a) and "Liuqi 六 氯 " (The Six Brea由s)， respeαivel予 The method is 
ext皿t in n山nero山 analog'Ous versi'Ons (e.g.， j仰 1b--2a). The 由ird
paragraph， a general discours on diet缸γ methods， is also reproduced in 



The final paragraph concems respiratory techniques， in particular 由c
method of the Six Breaths for healing d.iseases of the Five Viscera. analogous ver
sion is found in 

fols. 
By Jingli xiansheng 京 里 先 生

(fasc. 
"Marvelous Record from the Golden Chest on Qi-Eating [as Practiced] the Im

mortals产 The identity of the Master of the Capital City， Jingli xiansheng， is 山水noWIl.
We also have a collection of alchemical me由ods，
仕om 由e same author. He is mentioned in 由e bibliographies as the author of 

in twenty-由ree juan. This title is also mentioned in Song catalogues (VDL 

The present text contains a selection on d.iet町， 咆m由-swallowing" 仰伊 服 氯 )，
and gymnastic me出ods 由at 缸e extant elsewhere in Tang collections. partiαIlar， 
由e part on curing various diseases 由rough 彻φlin 理 引 gymnastics can be 
found in many 0由er exce甲ts are included 
in (e.g.， 7a-9a 皿d 14a-18a in 由e present text corr臼pond to 9a-IOb 
and la-4b in the and in 

fols. 
Tang 

(fasc. 
''Various Accounts of the Essential Elements of the Three Cavems." This is a small 

notebook with prescriptions on miscellaneous subj叫 culled from a nun阳 ofwell
known sources， none of them later 由四 由e Tang The text begins with in
structions for daily gymnastic exercises for novices. There are precise ind.ications， and 
no source is given. The next item is on self-massage， with exce甲臼 仕om
and other Shangqing texts. Another item treated in some dep由 is rheumatism and 
other ailments 由at provoke stiff皿d p扭曲址 joints. For these ailments， a Spell of the 
Northem Sovereign for Curbs and Twists is given. Other topics concern 
herbs， the classification of inunortals， and different kinds of incense. This work looks 
like a scrapbook of a Taoist amateur of the Tang d归asty.





2 Juan 
Liu Ci 嚣。 前 ; tenth centu可?
848 (fasc. 573)  
"Notes on [Me由叫S of] Nourishing Life for Common Use." Liu Ci was a recluse 

of Maoshan 茅 山 (Ji四gsu). A biography of a Liu Ci figures in bo由 the]iu Wudai 
124 and 由e Wudai 50. A native ofHebei， Liu was famous for his military 

prowess. He died during 由e reign of Shizong (95牛--959) ofthe Later Shu. No men
tion ofTaoism is made in his biograph队 and it is uncertain whether its subject is 由c
au由or of our text. 

The present work is listed in 9.17a as 
VDL I35) ; 由e "Yiwen zhi，" 205.5195 notes only one juan. 

In the preface， 由e au由or confesses to having fallen ill due to overindulgence in 
food and drink. His cond.ition led him to 由e d.iscove可 由at 由C 红t of prolonging life 
d.id not lie in 由e ingestion of drugs or the search for immortali町， but simply in achiev
mg 由e proper balance ( Ib). 

The text comprises ten basic rules for 由e observation of diet hygiene. The first two 
sections deal wi由 f∞d and drink in gene时， followed by certain precautions to take 
during the Four Seasons and some prescriptions to combat fatigue and d.iseases caused 
by noxious winds. The last two sections concem rules related to sexual hygiene and 
prohibitions regarding hours and days of the year. 

2 fols. 
T皿g (618--907) 
842 (fasc. 572) 
"Baopu zi's Discourse on Tending Life产 This work is mentioned in 由e

among the works ofGE HONG (VDL II3) .  The title ofthis brieftract is explained by 
its opening citation of a celebrated and 仕equently quoted passage from 由e Baψu zi 
(BPZ 18.368)， which was in inspired by 由e H Jt吻 皇 人 相 .

This work is 皿 assemblage of commonplaces on 由e of nourishing vitality. Most 
ofits constituent elements are derived 仕om Tang (618--907) wri由19S. 币le same text IS 
also found， with small variants， in In addition to 由c
passage taken 企om 由e Bøφu zi， the work contains quotations 仕om 由e Xia;η仰ji吻
小有粗 (cited also in lu I .5b) of Feng 
Junda 封君 遥 (刷 币'29xnz，yamni吻 lu I . IOa; 3a). Compare also 2a 
with 838 Yø咱且对栩如nmt吻 lu I.9a. 
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ent work is composed of fragmen囚， some q山te unrelated to 由eir title， Possibly， 由ey
derive from the same so町ce.

3 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
1245 (fasc. 991) 
"The Clear-Mirror Method for Use by 1￥oists of the Sacred Treasure Register:' 

This text provides no indication of authorship or date. It is a shortened version of 
It is also identical， apart from two brief passages in 由c

text (on pag臼 2a and 3a)， with (2功). wi由 mmor
variations， the text as a whole is to be found in ηQQ 48， in 由e sections 
titled "Laojun mingzhao fa xushi 老 君 明 照 法 叙 事 :' "Mingzhao fa 明 照 法 ，" and 
"Mozhao fa 摩 照 法 丁' ηle text is a medley of selected passages dealing wi由 由e use of 
mirrors for meditation practices. 

1 9  fols. 
Tang (618--907) 
1405 (f:臼C. 1050)
"B∞k of由e Function of the Spirit of由e Origin of the Matrix， Who Bestows 1ρng 

Life." This is a small manual ofEmbryonic Brea由ing and other common 
Tending Life praαlCes pop叫ar during 由e Tang. The author， who terms himself a 
"rus缸" relates 由at he met a certain Mr. Wang on Mount Luofu 罹 浮
山 (near Canton) during the Dali era (766-779; see page IOa; 

24 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1427 (fasc. 1055) 
"Discussion on Consen也19 Health according the Forest of 1坦oists， a 1￥lqmg 

B∞k:' This is a collection of pr，臼criptions on lifestyle， ho山ing， eating， self-massage， 
自明masti臼， and brea由mg exercises. 

The present work is listed in Song catalogues (see VDL 151). The name Daolin 道



林 (Forest of Taois岱) may refer here to Zhi Dun 支 道 ， whose religious name was 
Daolin and who was one of the authors of the now lost a 
forerunner of most compilations of the Tang period on Tending Life techniques (see 

preface). 
The present text is similar to juan 81-83 of by 

SUN SIMO 673). There are， however， many discrepancies and， at times， the order 
of the rubrics differs. The quotes the table of contents of a No时lem
Song edition of the which seems to indicate 由at 由at
edition， which was not reedited by Lin Yi 林懂， was c10ser to 由e present text (see 
Okanishi Tameto， 593). 

The second rubric in the present work is entitled "Huangdi zaji 黄 帝 雄 忌" (岛1is
cellaneous Interdictions of the Yellow Emperor; 9a-I3b). It is possible 由at this rubric 
prl臼erv自 由e text of an otherwise lost work titled ji 黄帝辑散食
忌， quoted in 由e "Jingji zhi;' 34. 1043. 

3 fols. 
T皿g (618--907) 
840 (fasc. 572) 
"Discourse on Conserving Health and Tending Life according to Pengzu?' This 

work consists of a series of general considerations on precautions to observe， e对lorta
tions to moderation， and prl臼criptions of hygiene for the prolongation of life. The 
prescriptions are typical of life-tending literature of the Tang period. 

3 fols. 
SHI  JIANWU 施屑 吾， h刷 Qizhen zi 栖 鼻子 ; after 806 
853 (fasc. 575) 
"Oral Formula for the Dispersal of Doubts Conceming [由e Practice of] Tending 

Life?' The treatise was well known in 由e early Song (960一1279)， al由ough not always 
under the same title. Both the 9.8b and 由e Xin Ta吻 5仰， "Yiwen 
zhi;' 59.1523 list a one juan. The adds 由at 由e au
由or， S H J IANWU， a presented schol缸 (乒nshi 道 士 ) of the Yuanhe period (806-820)， 
was a recluse ofXishan 西 山 in Jiangxi. The pr口ent title figures in ηQQ 88， but only 
the section on pages na-I2b corresponds， with some variants， to our text (Ia-2b). The 
rest of the YJQQ text is actually an exce甲t 仕om another work， the 
元 篇 (cf. 3o.9a， ηQQ 88.13b， and the postface). 



The text existed in its present fonη during 由e early period of the Southem Song 
dynasty. This is evident 仕om the slightly abridged quotations in DtWs.加 35.归，

although the order is slightly different 2a， 巾， and 3b of our text) .  
The essential ideas contained in the work resemble those in SHI J IANWU'S S

pian 三 住 篇 (see D 30). Much emphasis is l也d on 由e preservation of 
形 (body)， qi 氧， andshen 神 (spirits or divinities) through 由e praαice ofHolding 由c
One The au由or adds 由at 证 adep臼 could live secluded from common 
mortals in a state of ataraxy， 由ey would be able to keep both their qi and within 
the body. 

2 9  fols. 
Tang (óI8-907)? 
1 272 (fasc. 1003) 
"Codex for Taoist Masters of the Three Caverns Who Live in the Mountains and 

Practice Physiological Refinement." This small manual opens both with instructions 
for absorbing 由e qi (声qt 服 氯 ) 皿d 由e ritual for 由e transmission of the instructions. 
It contains d.irections for m达ing various elixirs， abstaining 丘om cereals， ingesting fu 
for healing， and col1ecting minerals and plan岱 in the mountains. 

The respirat。可 exercises at the beginning of the work contain an otherwisc un
known technique， for which 120 breaths in 由ree series， named 

inhaled. Also the "apo由ecaries' measure" used in the alchemi
practice (2归) is wo由 noting: one "inch呵uare spatula" is 

equivalent to two "pinch口" (cuo 撮 )， eq山valent to four "spatul笛" (daogui 刀 圭 )， or to
eight "beans" This manual seems to have been largely compiled from other 
texts: IIb-I5b is 由e same as "Gushen rniaoqi jue 谷神妙氯前' ηQQ 6I. Iob-15a; 
20a-23b derives from "Qingling zhenren Pei jun zhuan 清噩 真 人费 君傅:' ηQQ
I05 . 15a-I7b， 105.4-a-5a; for 24b-25a， 26a-b. 

1 3  fols. 
Five Dynasties (907-960) ? 
4-18 (fasc. 192) 
"Treatises on 由e Mutation ofthe Spirit through Keeping 由e Qi Firm and on 由c

Nine-Times-Transmuted Precious Elixir." The first treatise ("Guqi huanshen lun 固 氯
渥神 揄，" la-2b) is a short prose te双 缸，且ng 由at one should preserve 由e "essence，" 
由at is， semen not simply by re仕aining 仕om ejaculation but also by recycling 
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m 由e year 900 (Guanghua 3). Since the text mentions explicitly 由e Tang dynasty 
(618-907) at 由is point， it is likely 由at it was compiled at a later date. 

6 fols. 
Attributed to YUN 奥 简 ; Five Dynasties (907-960)? 
1054 (fasc. 727) 
"The Scripture in Nine Sections on Inner Alchemy." This is a spurious work at

tributed to YUN (d. 778， The book is first 
mentioned in 由e Toψzhi， ''Yiwen lüe;' 5.22b. 



Both the preface， dated 8岖， 皿d 由e colophon are also ascribed to Wu YUN， but 
由e former states 由at 由e text was transmi往ed to 由e au由or by Li Bo 李 白 (701-762)，
whereas the latter writes "by an old m四产 The colophon also indicates another title 
for 由e present text， 由e Ne仰n she哼仰 内 丹 神诀， 皿d criticizes another text revealed 
by a certain N皿tong F皿 dajun 南 毓 樊 大 君 in 818 (cf. 

Consequently， 出e present work m山t pos时ate 由e latter. 
The "scripture" deals wi由 the techniques of preserving life transmitted by 1ρrd 

Mao 茅 君 to Fan. 古le text is divided into nine short sections， each with a heading. It 
belongs to 由e Maoshan tradition and describes simple tecru呵U臼 ofvisualization 四d
pacmg 由e Dipper; abso甲tion of the rays of sun， moon， and the Seven Luminaries;  
the method of the Six Qi; and so on. 

The text also places emphasis on good deeds in order to accumulate "hidden merit?' 
Through the practice of these techniques， the divinities are moved to descend and 
inhabit the adept's body， thereby assuring the latter of immortality. The teπn neidan 
内 丹 is not used in 由e alchemical sense and is defined as the collection of divinities 
within the body ( Ia). Both the preface and the colophon consider Embryonic Breath
ing as an ineffec口ve technique for preserving life when practiced on its own. 

3 岛ls.

Farzeen Baldrian-Hussein 

Commentary by Huanzhen xi皿sheng 幻 真 先生 (late ninth centu町?)
130 (fasc. 59) 
"Commentary on the Book of Embryonic Breathing?' 白白 is a small， somewhat 

theoretical work. 币le authors of the 28 consider the com
mentator to be also the au由or of the book itself. However， the JÏ1切 also exists 
in a separate version， without commenta可 (see

The real name of Huanzhen xiansheng is unknown. He is considered to be 由c
au由or of (where y仰 幼 stands for 
an import皿t treatise on Embryonic Brea由ing. This text is also included in the 卫tn)t

(ηQQ 60. 14a-27a)， where it is followed immediately by 由e present text 
(27a-28屿， called simply 

has a preface mentioning the Tianbao era 
(742-756). ηle same preface can， however， also be found with 

ascribed to a certain Taiwu xiansheng 太 黑 先 生 (on 由e relationship 
between these two tex岱， see Maspero， 咱1e由ods，" 46O-ÓI n. 3)， 四d 由e same preface 



is found again at 由e beginning of a short treatise entitled 
燕 先 生 服 氯 法 (盯QQ 58.8b). Here， instead of Tianbao， 由e Dali era (766-779) is 
indicated. 

The commentary on 由e a vocabul缸γ 山ùike 由at of other Tang tex臼
on 由e sarne subject. For instance， on pages la 皿d 3b the term 也d to be 
eq山valent to The 曰QQ version is slightly shorter and has a few variant 
readings. A1so， both a passage at the end ofthe commentary， beginning 

and the final Inscription on Emb可onic Brea出ing
are lacking in the 盯QQ version. The passage beginning was actu

ally taken 仕om (17b)， yet 皿o由er treatise on 
the same subject， which dates from 由 late Tang period (see Maspero， essay on 
Taoism;' 339 n. 57). its present form， the work under d.iscussion m坏 therefore， be 
a compilation of a later period， prior to 由e publication of the 盯QQ.

The commentary expl也ns that the practice of Emb可onic Br'臼由ing enables one 
to keep the Primordial Qi (ytω叫i 元氯) and 由e gods within the body and 
thus to a忧也n immortality. 

1 fo1. 
14 (fasc. 24) 
"Book of Embryonic Brea由ing." This text is， but for 由e first line， identical to 

(see above)， also found in ηQQ 60.27a-28b. 

fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
131 (fasc. 59) 
"Oral Formulas and Songs on 由e Principal Secrets of Embryonic Brea由ing." This

small， anon严no山 work treats， in prose and verse， the same topi臼 as those found in 
and is 由us probably of a later date. The substitution of the 

character li 理 for zhi 治， in obse凹ation of the Tang taboo， is another indication of 
由e possible date of the work. 

The au由or recalls brießy the main poin臼 concerning the absorption of qi : dietet
ics， sexual hygiene， the exercises of the Six Qi (liuqi 六 氯 ) to be practiced in times of 
illness， and so on. The last exercise is to be found nowhere else and may have been 
invented by the au由or himself. 



17 fols. 
By Qiangming zi 强 名 子 ; first ha1f of the tenth centu可
264 (fasc. 1 3 1 )  
"Inscription on 由e True Qi Returning to 出e Origin." epigr atical text on 

the subject of brea由ing and meditation， in classical， four-charaαer phras臼 m 由c
style ofMing inscriptions， accompanied with 四 explanatory commentary. The author， 
usmg 由e pseudonym Master of the Forced N ame (i.e.， 由e Tao)， tells 山 in his undated 
preface 由at during 由e Zhenming years (915-920) ofthe [Later] Liang dynasty he vis
ited Mount Taishan and met 四 inunortal who transrnitted to the "四 ofspitting 
out [由e old] and inhaling [由e new; 阳m 吐 嗣 ] 皿d perfecting 由e body [lianxi� 
辣形 ]产 The immortal told him not to divulge 由自e secrets before twenty years had 
passed. Now 由at 由IS w;豁 出e case， 由e au由or worked these instructions into a new 
scripture (xi:可t栩 新 翻 ) for inscription in public places and on holy mountains. 

The comrnentary draws on a nurnber of sources， such 豁 出e Hω吻tingji吻 黄 庭
耀 and 由e Tøi.xi ji嘲 胎息 耀 .

25 fols. 

Kris.呻r Schi萨T

By SIMA Bo严m Zl 白 雪 子 (6+7-735)

277 (fasc. 1 34) 
刀1is text is part of the jiψryi by SIMA (q.v.). 

9 fols. 
Tang (618-907) ?  
819 (fasc. 568) 
"Most High Scripture on Emb可onic Brea由ing and Tending Life." This is a short 

treatise compiled from a nurnber of well-known texts. The names of the Three 
nabar Fields and the stages of the transformations of the body are 由e same as in 

Our text differs， however， from the latter treatise， since it also adopts some specific 
Sh皿gqing techniques for 由e absorption of astral concretions， coπ臼ponding to 由c
viscera and to particular periods of the calendar cycle. Each of the viscera and periods 
is put in correlation with a specific type of expiration. The Tables of the Five Viscera 
(由e illustrations have been lost) 町 s arized here 仕om

JÏ1锣 (see also QQ 14.4a-1 3a). The text clairns to belong 



to 由e Maoshan movement， since it p1ac自 由elf under 由e patronage of Fusang dad.i 
JUfl 扶 桑 大 帝 君 .

22 fo1s. 
Tang (618-907)? 
也o (fasc. 569) 

Jean Ltvi 

"Great Purity Scripture on the Harmonization ofQi产This text， in one juan， is men
tioned in the Song catalogue 助加she吻xubian彻o siku q脱f加 mu (VDL 92). 1t shows 
close affiniries with certain passag自 由 82s Yanli嘲xianshe1移j切地fiu向t}t;句!J (compare
9b and 17b-18b 82S Xinjiu户qiji吻 2b 四d la-2b， respe∞vely). Similar1y， the three 
techniques of smelting， 1etting roam， and closing 由e qi are practically identical with 
those in Y:皿ling's 皿由ology (comp红e 18b-21b with 82S Xinjiuβψ}t叨 勾b The 
relationship with Songshan Taiwu xia阳he叨 叨ii1锣 (q.v.) is prob1ematic; both works 
appear to be based on 由e same kind of materials. 

币le pr臼ent work， seeking to break with earlier trad.ition 皿d 由e practices of its 
tirne， attacks the old manuals on breath absorption as 0佳ring nothing but vacuo山
visualizations， calendrical rul白， 皿d a p1e由ora of useless if not harmful prescriptions. 
The treatises on Tend.ing Life (ya吻'Sheng 费 生 ) of the ear1y 'TI四g， such as 837 Zhen
zhongji (9a-IOb)， seem to be particular1y sing1ed out for criticism. Instead， 由is work 
advocates spontaneity and natural harmon队 as weU as more flexib1e praα1C臼 ofbreath
abso甲tion 由at would compatib1e with the 1ife of an official. 

k u
8 fo1s. 
T阻g (618-907)? 
822 (fasc. 569) 

Jean Ltvi 

"Oral Instructions on Breath Abso甲tion of Taiqing." This work is mentioned in 
n山ner。因 Song catalogues (VDL 91). The Tongzhi， "Yiwen 1üe;' attributes these in
structions to Fan Zongshi 樊宗嗣 . Accord.ing to 由e YJQQ， 由e ms臼structio∞ns c∞onvey 
t由he method ofWa扭ng Lao 王 老 (阳s优ee ηQQ 6臼2.1风a龟， 叮a组1qφ10咆g Wang Lao k阳ou旺lchu孔luan缸an fa 太
清 王 老 口 f傅粤 法 f 皿d 59.1曰2a屯， 叮a缸iqing W皿g Lao �阳ou山lchu丑lua皿n 且fuq啡if也= 太清王老 口 f傅粤 服
氯法 m

W皿g Lao (see also ηQQ 62.IIa and the postface， "Wang Lao zhenren jing houpi 王
21b 

The ed.ition in ηQQ 62. la-2b resemb1es an extract of the same work in ηQQ 
59.IIb一月b; it is sufficiently different 仕om 由e present work to suggest 由at 由e two 



might be separate elaborations of a common source. The following passages cor
respond: la-3b 皿d ηQQ 62.Ia-4-民 钊-b 皿d ηQQ 62.13b-I4-b; 5a-b and ηQQ 
62.7a-8a; 6a-8a and parts ofηQQ 62.8b. Beginning on 归， 由e two texts diverge. The 
YJQQ version is 10nger but does not represent 由e original text (62.9b). 

ηlis manual， d口pite indications to 由e contrary in the preface， is prirn缸ily ad
dressed at novices who might experience serious troub1es when practicing the breath
ing techniques. It offers a s田vey of common breath absorption and dietary techniques 
由at were cuπent under the Tang， respresented by such works as tiaoqi 
jing 皿d i n qljï吻· ηle closing invocation corresponds to 
the one used in 由e establishment of the sacred area in 
7.9b-IOa. 

4- fo1s. 
Tang (618--907)? 
823 (fasc. 569) 
"Exp1anations of the Breathing Method of Zhuangzi?' This is a small manual on 

breath absorption. 币le work probab1y dates to 由e 'TI皿g (see 
i mu 2.27a; VDL 138) .  Li Quan's commentary in Hua吻di

I .2a， close to 由e Zhuangzi's 旺 子 famous parab1e (chapter 3) of the fire 由at passes 
from 10g to 10g (see la in 由e present text)， is exp1ained in terms ofTending Life 

The final part， concerning Embryonic Brea由ing ( ixi 胎 息)， is closely 
related to (see ua-b). 

2 Juan 
Eighth-nin由 century?
82牛 (fasc. 569) 
"Brea由 Scripture of Master Great N onbeing of Mount Song产 This work is preced

ed by a preface in which the au由or declares to have received its method ofEmbryonic 
Bre抽血g ( ixi 胎息 ) in 由e Dali reign period (766-779)  in the form of oral instruc
tions by Master Wang (Wang gong 王 公 ) ofLuofu sh四 罹 浮 山 (cf.

ji吻). According to the version in YJQQ (see below)， 出e encounter 
took p1ace at Gaoyou 高 鄙 .

This work is mentioned in several Song catalogues (see VDL 90). ηle entry in 
B吻zhi， "Yiwen 1üe;' identifies 由e au由or as Li Fengshi 李奉峙 (乱 8划， otherwise
known for a method cited in 



states 由at 由is master was from Songsh皿 1017 5 . I a a reproduces a series of 
breath absorption me由ods， coπesponding by and large to 由e present text. They are 
attributed to a "Saint ofSongshan，" identified in a note as Li Fengshi. Another version 
ofthis text (see below)， however， ascribes it to Huanzhen 幻 翼 ， 由e annotator of 130 

(q.v.). 
While Master Wang has not been identified， he is cited in 831 
d 8b. A note explains 由at 由e Longg四g 髓 嗣 method in question was transmi忧ed

by ZHANG Guo. The present work refers to Wang Lao 王老 (cf. LZ1T 
皿d 由e U切w μo frequently associated ZHAN G  Guo in hagio
graphic writings. One of the methods in 由e pr臼ent work appe红s under the name of 
ZHANG Guo， who died at 由e beginning of the Tianbao era (7.牛2-756)， in 825 

ji吻 4otr.5a. These indications sugg刨 出at 由e present work 
represents Taoist writings belonging to the second half of the eighth century. 

The Huanzhen version is found in 归8
and 曰QQ 60.I4oa-27a. It represents essentially 由e same text， with slight 

divergences. More complete if less systematically org缸lÍzed versions of most of the 
methods in the present work are found in 820 Other Tang and 
Song collections reproduce the work partially (see ηQQ 59.8a-IO 皿d 73.na-b; 818 

16a-b). 
The conten臼 ofthis work can be grouped under three headings: respiratory prac

tices ( I . Ia-IOb)， dietary regimens and general recommendations ( I . IOtr.I3b)， and the 
由eory of Embryonic Brea由ing (I.I3tr.2.+a). By defining Embryonic Brea由ing as 
form of natural alchemy or "hidden cinnabar" it sugg'臼臼 an mner 
alchemical approach to its subject. 

yuanqi jue 劫 虞 先生服 内 元氯 抉

Preface fols. 
828 (fasc. 570) 

Jean Lévi. 

"Instructions of Master Huanzhen [for Youzhen， read Huanzhen 幻 虞 ] for 由C
Absorption ofPrimordial Brea由产This is another version of 
加叨 叨.吻 (see preceding entry). 

Jean Lévi. 



26 fo1s. 
Annotated by Sangyu zi 桑 楠 子 ; late Tang (618-907) or Five D归臼ties (907-
960) 
825 (阳C. 570)
"Master Yanling's Collection of Ancient and Modern Treatises on Brea由 Abso甲

tion." 卫lÏs text is mentioned in several Song catalogues (see VDLI09). Master Y;缸诅ng
皿d S皿岛电 zi have not been identi.fied. The two appellations may refer to the same 
person. Internal evidence， such as 由e references to Guo， date the work t。
由e period between the nlid-eigh由 centu可 and the Five Dynasties (907-960). 

Items 1-13 of the work's fi丘een me由ods， toge由er with San自ru zi's commentaries， 
also app臼r m ηQQ 58， 59， and 61. The two versions are textually close. However， in 
由E ηQQ version the methods from 由e pr臼ent work are found interspersed 缸nong
passages 仕'Om 'Other sourc口. Other extracts in ηQQ 58-6I -for examp1e， from 
qi咽 W切ψ Ltw ko解加刷 刷ing 太清王 老 口 博 氯腥 (59.ub-13a) and 
声qi卢1:9 中 山 玉植服氯钮 (60) are found in more c'Omplete versions elsewhere in 
ηQQ (62 and 83， respectively)， which suggests 由at 由e YJQQ version ofthe pr臼ent
text is cited， but via 皿 an由01。由r mc'O甲orating exttacts from other works as well. The 
present work is also quoted in (q凡).

The methods involve breathing techniques related t'O Embryonic Breathing 
胎息 ). There 红e no references to 由e Maoshan me由ods of astral abs'Orption and few 
to visualizati'On. 币le commentary 'Of Sangyu zi is of a practical nature， emphasizing 
spont皿eity and regular but measured application. 

7 fo1s. 
Tang (618-907) 

829 (fasc. 571 ) 
"Discourse 'On the Subtleties ofEmbryonic Breathing." This work preced白 血。由er

with a sinlll缸 tide， a treatise by S M (647叮35).
The present text criticizes certain techniques found in the 1atter (2a). The work is 1isted 

由e as comprising 3 juan， but the "Yiwen lüe:' mentions 
a in one ju四 (see VDL
88 皿d 124) 由at seems to correspond to 由e prl臼ent w'Ork， also ascribed to La'Ozi. Our 
text was well kn'Own at the end of the ninth century (see 

ηQQ 88.8a 
The work compris口 three different texts: ''Taixi jingwei lun 胎息 精 微揄" (la-3a)， 

"Neizhen nliaoyong jue 内 真 妙 用 扶" (3a-5b)， and 叮aixi shenh山 neidan qifan jue 



in 





6 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
832 (fasc. 571) 
"Instructions Pointing out Errors in Practice， by the True 1ρrd Mao， Direαor of 

Destiny of Supreme Purity." This is a small gt且de for brea由ing exercises. 1ρrd Mao is 
Mao Ying 茅 盈 ， the eldest of the three Mao brothers and one of the divine patriarchs 
ofthe Shangqing revelation. His hagiography survives par白ally in YJQQ 104.1Ob-20a 

Here， however， in spite of the title， there seems to be little or no connec
tion with the Shangqing scriptures (see p缸"t I.B). The breathing exercises are s时aight
forw缸d 四d practical， and the instructions do not use Sh皿gqing terminology. The 
daily practice is coordinated with the time cycles ofthe decade and 由e twelve months. 
Part of the text c四 be found in ηQQ 6I .17b-18b under 由e title "Method for 由E
Abso甲tion of Qi during the Twelve Mon由s"

3 fols. 
833 (fasc. 571) 
"Spirit and Brea出 as Sustenance for 由e Body" is mentioned in a Song catalogue 

(VDL 131) .  abridged version is found in ηQQ 34.15b. The work should therefore 
be of a Tang (618-907) or Five D归asties (907-960) date. After a brief discussion of 
由e relationship between Breath (action， mother of Spirit) 皿d Spirit (word， son of 
Brea由)， on 由e one hand， wi由 Fo口n， or 由e body， on 由e o由er， 由e text adduces 由c

and the YeUow Court Scripture for exalting 由c
merits of interior meditation. 

3 fols. 
Attributed to SUN SIMO 踩 思 道 (581 ?-682)
834 (fasc. 571) 
"lnscription on Concentra由19 由e Spirit 皿d Re也ling Breath产 This work is a short 

plece on 由e steps of the This attribution is doubtful. Note 
由at the work is listed in Song catalogues as 皿on严nous (VDL 101).  lt is probably of 
a Later T.四g (618-907) or Five D归asties (907-960) date. 

The work is entirely reproduced， under the title 



Jue 太 清 存 神 鲸 氯 五 峙 七 (吴 放， m ηQQ 33.I2a-14b， where it follows a partial cita
tion of hence perhaps 由e attribution SUN SIMO . A similar t忧ex且t 
iβs fc岛伽3础und in 4仰0ωo
(intent c∞O∞nt优emp抖la扭tion or also 0旺Cα.rrs m 由e p严r口ent work 

币le text is divided into three parts: a general introduction on respiratory practic白，
in four-character verse; five preliminary steps for a忧也ning the Tao; and seven subse
quent grades for the advanced adept. 

2 fols. 
Attributed to HONG 葛 洪 (283-343) ; probably Tang (618-907) 
II86 (fasc. 870) 

]ean LéPi 

"Separate Instructions from 由e Master矶'110 Keeps to Simplicity." 1bis text contains 
two paragraphs : one on Emb叩onic Brea由ing (tai.xi 胎 息 )， the other on g)明mastics

The text does not correspond to any passage in ne伊an but
is mentioned as a sep缸ate work in Song bibliographies (VDL II3). The bibliography 
of the lists it as having two chapters. 币le present version is therefore but a 
fragment of a Tending Life manual， dating 仕om the Tang (618-907). 

3 jU皿
Nin由 centu呵?
1423 (fasc. 1055) 

Krist，。如 Sch理W

"Veritable Scriprure of the Original Tao of the Taiqing [Heaven]产 This scriprure is 
mentioned in the 9.8b and other Song catalogues (VDL 85). The 
text was originally revealed by Laozi to nineteen persons， who subsequently attained 
inmlOrtality (3.2b). The scripture was， however， first diffused in 818 when N皿tong
Fan d句m 南 就 樊 大 君 revealed it to Meng Zhexi四 孟 藕 仙 .

The latter transmitted it to Wang Xuwu 王 虚 蟹 ， who recorded i t  i n  writing (3劝).
咀le scriprure is criticized in a pos臼cript attributed to Wu YUN ， in a text with a preface 
also dated 818 and revealed by Nantong F皿 创un

The with a comment町 by Yin Zhi 醺
芝 ， is a Southern Song version of the scriprure based upon another edition. Al由ough
出e first ju皿 in both versions is identical， except for the last line， juan 2 and 3 in 由c
present text contain many laa皿ae (see， e.g.， 2.1a-rb， 3b， 4a， 皿d 3. la). A long passage 
of the same scriprure is quoted in 13.loa-ub， which seems to have been 



in 

in 

in 
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3 Juan 
By Chuze xiansheng 楚 潭 先 生 ; compiled in 758 or 759 on the basis of an earlier 
verSlon 
881 (fasc. 582-583) 
"Record from the Stone Wall of the Great pu且可， This text attributed to a master 

of Chuze， is a collection of a1chemica1 recipes， foUowed by sections dea1ing wi由 rules
for 由e ingestion of the elixirs. According to Xin Ta吻ShU 59巧21， the t口twas edited in 
three juan during the Qianyuan 乾元 period (758-759) of the Tang by an anon归no山
。伍cer of Jian动ou 制 州 (in modem Sichuan)， on the basis of an earlier version at
tributed to Su Yu g 酥 元 明 ， who ap严ars Su Yu四Jang 酥 元 朗 in Gujin tushu 
j伪eng 古 今 圃 曹 集 成 18:24o.9b--IOa， quoting 丘om a verSlon on 由e Lωifushan zhi 罹
浮 山 志 (Monograph of Mount Luofu). He is ascribed there a Shibi ji 石 壁 起 四d is 
said to have retired on Mount Luofu at the end of the six由 centu可 (cf. CGF 435， n. 16; 
Chen Guo缸， D，刷m栩如anliu xukao， 314-15; and Soymié， "Le 1ρ企ou chan;' 122). 

More 由an sixty recipes are given a1toge由er in this important collection. Their 
so山ces are not mentioned， but the Shibi ji appears to be doseJy reJated to 由e cor
P山 of writings developed around the Ta叨叨jiψ 太 清耀 during 由e Six Dynasties 
(220-589). 咀le recipes are often followed by details of the medica1 pro严rties， 四d 由c
由ird juan is mainly concerned with rules for 由e ingestion of the eli.xirs and descrip
tions of their effects. 

Many a1ternative n缸nes of the eli.xirs， usually listed toge由er wl由 their recip白， 缸C
the same as 由ose given in SUN SIMO'S Ta叨叨 danji吻Y叫'ue 太 清 丹 耀 要 挟 (ηQQ
7I.2a-3b) 四d in Shiyao erya (cf. Sivin， Chinese alchemy， 76-79， 258-59). Bo由 a Shibi
ji 皿d a Chuze ji吻 楚潭韶 红e mentioned in Shiyao erya 2.3b and 2.7a， respectivel予
No relationship， on 由e other hand， is found between 由e synonyms of the substances 
given in ju皿 1 of Shiyao erya and those in 由e two lists of the pr臼ent text (2.9a-IOa). 
The short accounts of minera1s in 3.12b--14a form 由e basis of those in ]inshi bu 
wujiu shu jue. 

Daoza吻户ωnliu xu缸。， Chinese a/chemy; 

Fabrizio p，吃伊dio



fols. 
By Zhang yinju 强 悟、 居 ; between 7+2 皿d 770
887 (fasc. 586) 
‘'Treatise on Metals， Minerals， and the Numinous Powder [i.e.， Cinnabar] of the 

Zhenren Zhang?' η1e author of this text， 由e zhenren or recluse Zhang， can 
be identified as Zhang Jiugai 强 九咳， hao H山世un 1n the bibliographi臼
of 由eJiu Ta1锣 shuJ 59.15埠， 四d 由e S01锣 sh毛 205♂91， he is atttibuted commentaries， 
now lost， to the Zhuangzi and the Longhu jing 撞虎腥 . According to 由e former cata
logue， he was active during 由e reigns of Daiwng (763-779) and Dezong (780-805). 
A sentence in 由e present text (+b) shows 由at he was born in 720 or slightly earlier， 
and 由at his work dates from between 7+2 皿d 77o.

Toge由er with the Qjan to吻Jue 渭通抉p 出e Longhu ji1切 is the main textual au
由on可 ofthis treatise. The passages exce甲ted 仕om 出口e tex岱 红e not found in their 
present versions: some sentences quoted as deriving from the Longhu ji吻 are now
由e Zhouyi cantong qi 周 易 参 同 契 (e.g.， those on 2b， 归， 四d 9a correspond to 
Zhouyi ωnt，仰rg qt卢nzha吻 to吻zhen 1.2归， 2.巾， and 2.2Ia， respectively)， while 由c
passage quoted on 归-b as coming from the Qian 仰19J仰 is found in Guwen 切19hu
H栩 如加 3.8b.

The text is divided into twelve pian 篇 (chapters) and is devoted to as many sub
st皿ces or alchemical preparations (cf. Kaltenmark， "S ary:' 6+-65). Each pian 
generally describes 由e cosmological associations， 由e function in drug prescriptions 
(jun 君J chen 臣， etc.)， 皿d the action on 由e human body of a substance; the latter as
peα is emphasized in the final section. The passages on 由e cosmological associations 
of cinnabar and mercury (5a) 皿d 由e and yang substances (臼-b) 缸e s arized 
in Dadan pian 2b. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 



大 洞 鲸 虞 曹 陋修伏噩砂 妙 哉
21 fols. 
890 (fasc. 586) 

大洞镰 虞 曹 陋 九渥 金 丹 妙 缺
1 7  fols. 
By C HEN S HAOWEI 隙 少衡， zi Ziming 子 明 ， hao Hen回rue zhenren 衡 撒 真 人 i
between 712-734 
891 (fasc. 586) 
"Wonderful Instructions for 由e Subduing of Cinnabar" and "Wonderful 

Instructions on the Golden Elixir of the Nine Cydes" bo由 "Supplementary t。
由e Dadong Scripture on 由e Refining of the Authentic Treasure产 These works de
scribe two complement红y methods for 由e re也ung of cinnabar and its transmutation 
into an elixir. Several statements (e.g.， preface of a and 4b; 
Jindan 1 b) show 由at 由e two works originally had different titles 皿d formed
a single treatise， said to contain instructions on 由e Dat切切 lian The 
latter is also attributed to CHEN SHAOWEI in 9.19b and 
205.519牛 (cf VDL 78). 

The place names mentioned in both tex岱 were in simultaneous official use only 
during the first four decades of the eigh由 centu可'. The dating suggested by this evi
dence is confirmed by 由e expression tianyuan 天 元 (preface of 
la)， which probably refers to 由e Xiantian 先 天 and Kaiyuan 阔 元 reign periods， 由at
IS， 7日-741 (cf. Zhang Zigao， 209-10). The original treatise 
was not written later 由皿 734， when a reduced version of the two parts was submit
ted to the throne by ZHANG Guo (cf artide on 

CHEN SHAOWEI refers to 由e first section of the present work as  "Lingsha qifan 
lun" 噩砂七运输 orptan 篇 (Treatise on the Seven Cydes of Cinnabar) 皿d to 由c
second as "Jindan erzh皿g" 金 丹 二 章 (Two Essays on the Golden EI出r). 币le two 
sections retain titles close to these in and 
68 .9a-25a jin彻n erzha吻 九膊金 丹 二 章). The inclusion of these texts in 
reverse order in the shows 由at 由e separation into two distinct works had 
already taken place by the early eleventh centu可; 由IS sep缸ation is also suggested by 
由e entry cited above， which lists only the title of the first text in 
a form similar to 由e pr.臼ent one. The original title of the 且rst section appears in the 
present work as its subtitle. 

CHEN SHAOW町、 work is one of the main sources of Tang alchemy (cf Sivin， 



"Theoretical background:' passim). In the first text， centered on cinnabar， the main 
process of each 可de consists of the treatment of the produα of the previo山 cycle，
yielding each tÏrne a "gold" (jin 金 ) that can be ingested or used as the main ingredient 
in the next cycle. In 由e second text， the final product ofthe previous seven cycl白， now
defined as "mercu矿' (gong 柔 )， is used 部 由e main ingredient for 由e preparation of a 
"cyclically transformed elixir" (huandan 遣丹). The treatment by fire-phasing (hωbω 

includes here six cycles rather than nine， as would seern to be irnp1ied in both 
the original and the current title of this sectio∞n (ji仰uhu，仰:an orηjiωuzhu仰4ωan叽， "气、m口llne四e r町eversl剑'S10∞ns俨

or "ni咀me比e-tÏrne臼s 叮cled"勺)
The de臼scriptions臼s ofcinna曲ba红r m 由e first (preface and Ia-寸3b切) 扭d of mercury 

the second (9a-b) form the basis of those given in Longhu huandan jue I . Ia-IOb 皿d
Tong)仰 jue 3b-4b. A s a可 ofthe preface of the first text， as well as part of its 

instructions on fire-phasing (5a-b)， 红e found in Daoshu 3I.Ia-2a. 白le beginning 
of the preface is reproduced in Quan Taψ wen 90I.7a-b. 

B I B L I O G RA P I王 Y

Zhonggωg'础i hua.

shi. 

7 fo1s. 
Seventh or eighth centu可?

892 (fasc. 587) 
"Me由od ofthe Highest Nine-Cycled Cinnabar， Proteαing the Spirit and Divinely 

Transrnuting产 This text describes the preparation of an elixir through the treatment 
of cinnabar in nine stages. In a different 皿d o丘en more reliab1e version of the same 
method， found in Yinyang jiuzhuan cheng z斜n dianhua huandan j凯 由e final prod
uct is said to tr皿srnute (hua 化 or dianhua 黠 化， "世皿srnute by proje出on") 0由er
metals into gold. The expression shenhua 神化 (divine 世ansrnutation) in the title of 
由e present text refers， strictly speaking， to 由IS propeπy. 

The title of this work is not listed in any bibliography， with the possib1e exception 
of Shiyao erya 2.挡， which rnentions a Weili1移 jue 衡 重 放 . On the basis of this 
evidence， and of references to p1ace names officially adopted during the Tang period 
(618-907)， the dating would be restricted to between the seventh and the eighth 
centu可-

The vario山 steps of the proc臼s are related to passag口 ofthe Zhouyi cantong qi 周
易 参 同 契， usually quoted and briefly cornrnented upon at the end of each section 
article on H:ωndan jue).  The quotations are rnissing in the 1ast two sections. The 



text of the final section seems in fact to be either incomplete or altered， as it does not 
include the description of the ninth stage of treatment. 

2 1  fols. 
By ZHANG Guo 强 果 ， h刷 Gushen shan ren 姑射 山 人 ; submitted to the throne 

ffi 73"'非
896 (fasc. 587) 
''Veritable Essential InstructÏons on the Great Divine Cinnabar." This is an abridged 

version OfCHEN SHAOWEI'S treatise， now found 
and 

ZHANG Guo's s 町 is identifiable as the text listed in 
9且a as on 由e Ingestion of Cinnab叫， and in
由e bibliography of the 59. 1521 as jue 丹 砂 抉 (Instructions on 
Cinnabar; VDL The en in adds 由at 由e text was submitted 
by ZHANG Guo to 由e emperor (i.e.， Xuanzong) in 734. 

The elaborate constructÏon OfCHEN S HAowEI's treatise is lost in ZHANG Guo's 
abridgment， which omits important sections， such as the whole preface， and gives 
short s aries of others. Most passages concerned with doctrinal ra由er 由an practi
cal instructions and roa-b， on the cosmological asso
ciations of mercury extracted from cinnabar) are excluded. At the end of this version 
(17a-2Ia) are four me由ods not found in CHEN S HAOW町's work and unrelated to 
the main text. 

2 Juan 
By Mei Biao 梅 彪 ; preface dated 806 
901 (fasc. 588) 
"Synonymic Dictionary of the Mineral This is an alchemical 

lexicon followed by lists of n of elixirs and methods and by a bibliography of 
alchemical and other tex臼. The preface is by Mei Biao (b. ca. 750)， who was a native 
ofJiangyuan 江 源 in modern Sichuan. He states there 由at his work was compiled to 
supply the lack of entries concerning minerals in 由e Eηa 商 雅， but he also alludes to 
the widespread use of "secret nam白" alchemical literature. 



The first juan gives a list of more 出an 500 synonyms for 164 (or 167， also counting 
subentries) names of mineral， vegetal， animal， and human substances， as well as labo
ratory ins en臼 (cf. Chen Guo缸， xukao， 383-442). The sources 
of the various synon归ns are not mentioned. The second juan includes three lists of 
n缸nes and synonyms of elixirs， a list of n缸nes of alchemical methods， and a list of 
about 100 tex臼 mostly concerning alchemy. 

Thirteen nam臼 in the second list of elixirs (2.1b-3a) appe缸 toge由er with 由e1r
synonyms， with occasional variants but in 由e same order， in juan of 

where the corresponding methods are given. Several of these names and syn
onyms are also found in SUN SIMO'S 
7I.2a-b. τne latter also includes twenty-four names of elixirs found here in 由e third list 
(2.6ι叫 cf. ηQQ 7I.3a-b)， which shows 由e close relationship arnong 
D吻吻y叫仰， 四d ju皿 1 of Sivin， 76-79， 258-59). There 
Is， on 由e contrary， no direct relationship between the synon严ns of substances given 
by Mei Biao and 曲 "secret names" listed in ji 2.9a-roa， nor between these syn
onyms 皿d the colle<..LÏon of glosses found in other alchemical sources (cf. Pregadio， 
气Jn lessico alchemico，" 16-21). 

According to 由e p比face， the work was originally in one ju凹， and as such it is 
listed in IO.4a and in "Yiwen lüe，" 67.28a (cf. VD L IOO ). 
Against Zhu Yizur由 朱 彝 靠 。但归709) opinion 由at 由e second ju阻 is a later addi
tion (see the colophon reproduced at the end of the 
edition) stand Mei Biao's own words asserting 由at his work is divided into six 
篇 (chapters)， as we have it today. All 由e later editions， both Chinese and Japanese， 
are derived from 由e edition. 

Chinese alchemy; 

10  fols. 
Tang， after 686 
907 (fasc. 589) 
"Instructions on 皿 Inventory of Forty-five Metals and Minerals." This is a short 

treatise on 由e dealing wi由 substances used in the prep缸ation of 
elixirs. Bo由 2.38b and lüe，" 
67.28a (cf. VDL 100) include its title， omitting 由e word jue 抉 (instructions). The 
reference to Jinzhou 锦州 as a source of cinnabar la) shows 由at 由c
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21 fols. 
Ed.ited by Shen Zhiyan 沈 知 言 ， hao Buyi 布 在 ; late ninth centu町， based on 皿
earlier version 
942 (fasc. 598) 
"The Secret Arts for Penetra由19 由c 岛lystery产 This is a collection of alchemical 

recipes ed.ited by Shen Zhiyan， a native of Mount Jin'e 金幅 山 in modern Sichuan. 
According to 由e preface， in 864 由e au由or received the Secret Essentials ofVarious 
Masters on 由e Divine Elixirs in three ju皿
from a Master Zheng 尊ß公 from Huainan 淮 南 . The latter is probably Zheng 
Xuan 都豆 ， to whom 7.19a and other Song catalogues 126) 
ascribe a three juan. stated in 由c
preface， Shen Zhiyan's compilation also was originally three juan. The bibliography 
of 207.5314 assigns 由e bishu 由e same number of juan. The same 
catalogue ascribes a JU皿 to an anon严nous
author of the xi皿tong period (860-874)， while 
2.37b attributl臼 a T01纫翩翩 mtaφue 通 玄 妙 扶 in one juan to Bo Zhiyan 波知言， Iikely
to be a mistak.e for Shen Zhiyan 沈 知 言 (cf. 126 and 139). 

The text includes recipes for more 由皿 two dozen e1ixirs， occasionally giving details 
of their med.ical properties. There is a gradual shi丘 from mineral to vegetal substances 
in the lists of ingredients. One of the compounds da ， or Elixir to 
Escape the S er Heat; 14b-1妇) is said to have been offered to and ingested by 
Emperor Yizong (r. 860-874). The last recipe is followed by 由e description of a rite 
(18b-19a) in which the officiant is instruαed to wear the robes of a daoshi 道 士 ， visual
ize d.i白血ties， and utter an invocation be也re the ingestion may take place. 

6 fols. 
By Qi 1ì山 西 推 ; 812 

943 (fasc. 599) 
"Record of the Truthful Transmission of the Di叩le Flying Powder?' This short trea

tise begins wi由 a testimo町� dated 8 12， in which the au由or demonstrates the e伍cacy
of the a powder based on mica -and relat，臼 how he succeeded 
in obtaining the best recipe for it. The text is reproduced in ηQQ 74.20b-26a and 
quoted in Song catalogues (see VDL 169). 

According to his testimony， Qi 1ì山， from Gaoyang 高 隔 (Hebei)， was befriended 
by his uncle Huishu 晦叔， a member of the Censorate 
Huishu told Qi 由at ju皿 28 of S S IM 0 's indeed contained this recipe 



ia y 82.22a; 由e Northern Song ed.ition ofthe same 
med.ical h皿dbook quotes it in juan 27). Moreover， a Taoist called Wu Dan 臭丹 ， client 
ofthe honorary supernumer町 secretary Cao Junyi 曹
君 彝 ， told his patron 由at 由e best version of the recipe was to be found in the 

Later， Cao indeed happened to discover a man山cript of the 
containing 由e recipe， in the chapel of the house of the late Li Bi 李 泌 (d. 754) ofthe 
imperial secretariat. 

The YJQQ version of the present text specifies that the recipe figured in juan 153 
of the Taiqing d.ivision of the Taoist canon. 1n yao_向吻， 由e recipe is at
tributed to a zhenren of the Western Peak (Xiyue zhenren 西 撒 真 人)， and instead of 
the herb Jtt )， ginseng is prescribed. 

B I B L I O G RAPHY 

22 fols. 
T皿g (618-907)? 
947 (fasc. 599) 

Catherine Despe阳

"lnner Book ofJade Puri旷 This is an alchemical treatise 由at is mainly theoretical 
in nature but also contains some pralαical instructions. The statement "At present， in 
our great Tang empire . . ." (3b) could indicate a Tang date. 咀le

2.38b lists a 
which could be 皿 alternate title of our text. The present title 

first occurs which records two juan (VDL 99). The treatise 
belongs to a group of cognate tex臼 由at all mention a but the 
sentence on transmission by Yuanjun (阳7π叫a叫) 0ω

Most parts of the present work can be found in other alchernical texts. For the 
(Ia-7a)， see 20a-27a， which contains some variants. Each ver

sion includes sentences missing in the other (cf. 2a and 5b of our text and 
j仰 Z钊， 25a， and 25b); in one case (刑， 由e text seems to have been deliberately altered 
(cf. 913 22b). 
金制秉 (2b-ua)， compare 941 la-6b. The la忧er employs a dif
ferent order of presentation and a slightly different terminology. This section includes 
practical procedures for fixing mercu町'， m达ing a reaction vessel， casing， and so on. 

A third section describes a helical type of fire-phasing (na-I7b) similar to 由at
described in 16b-I7b (preface dated 1052) ; 由is section 
explains the increase and decrease in the weight of fuel over a period of nine months. 
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lu 慰解躁
9 fols. 
Preface dated 855 

928 (fasc. 597) 
"Record of Arcane Expl皿ations产 Read xuan 五 for xf，ωn 慰 in the title， which is 

first mentioned in the Cho吻wen zongmu 9.2妇. The Xin Tang s，仰， "Yiwen zhi，" avoid
ing a taboo， writes T01切iielu 通解鲸 and notes 由at 由e preface was wri忧en in the Da
zhong period (847-860) by Hegan Ji 屹 干 票 ， governor ofJiangxi (see VDL 166). This 
coπ臼pon出 to 由e preface of our text which， although anon严no山， is dated 855. 

The book was known under different titles : Xuanf化 lu 五 解 簸 ， XMFtj化 lu 胃 解
簸， Yanmen gong m叫·化 lu 属 问 公妙解簸 ， and Tongjie lu 通解簸， (see Chen Guofu， 
Daoza吻yuanliu xukao， 327-28). Moreover， Hegan Ji wrote aLiu Ho吻 zhuan 割 j扫毒
由at Chen Guofu believes to be identical wi由 出e Xuanjie lu (Daoza吻yuanliu xukao， 
328) .  

The book also appears in ηQQ 64; 944 Yanmen go吻 mt.叫ïe /u (see following 
ent可) is a shorter and incomplete version. It is possible 由at the title 1ρrd ofYanmen 
属 问 公 (in Sh皿xi) refers to 由e au由or.

TheXua负iie lu is considered to be 由e first printed book on a scientific subject (see 
Needh矶 ‘'The historical development of alchemy，" 时， and Caner， The invention 
of1>>切切切， 59). 币1e book deals wi由 elixir poisoning 四d its antidotes. It was first 
revealed to the Han alchemist Liu Hong i'J 池 by Jiuxiao jun 九 雷 君 in 122 (Ib). 
Liu Hong engraved it on stone; in the eigh由 century it was discovered by 
GUO [LAO] ，  who presented 由e text to Emperor Xuanzong (7b). 

The author extracted only 由e most important sectÌons 仕om this work， thosc on 由c
identification of mineral ingredients and the formulas for neutralizing toxicity (Ib). 

η1e text (1b-7b) is presented as a dialogue between Liu Hong 皿d Jiuxiao 
The latter explains the danger of preparing and ingesting mineral elixirs without 
understanding bo由 the true nature of the ingredien臼 四d natural laws (4b)， since 
each ingredient possesses its own particular poison. Liu Hong's recipe for an antidote 
based on five ingredients (Shou.xian wuzi 8a) is followed by 
a poem of praise by Guo.  

Of interest is the cultivation of the "Three Ones" (sanyi 三一) within the body as 
an alternative path to immortality (6b). The expression sanyi is also used to designate 
由c 由民 perfeα elixirs 伪钞ω 歪酌， such as she呐 神 符 ， baixue 白 雪 ， 皿djiuzhuan
九膊 . For these elixirs， see also 906 ηn 劝enjunjinshi wu xia，锣lei.

fnven阳n of printing; Guo缸， DtWZa吻yuanliu



8 fols. 
Tang (6r8-907) 

9件 (fasc. 599) 
"1ρrd Yanmen's Record ofMarvelous Explanations?' This work on elixir poisoning 

and its antidotes is discussed in the preceding article on lu， of which 由c
present text is a shorter version. This text contains some variants， the most import皿t
being 由e use of the character bao 保 instead of The pages lu 归-9a

红e missing from the present text. 

42 fols. 
Attributed to Yin Changsheng 隆 景 生 (Former Han period， 206 9) ;  
before I052， probably Five Dynasties (907--960) 
906 (fasc. 589) 
"Yin Zhenjun亏 [Treatise on the Theory of] Categories of Minerals and Metals?' 

This work， ascribed to 由e immortal Yin Ch皿gsheng， is not listed in any of the bib
liographies， but it is quoted in 5b (preface dated I052). 
Another text， most probably of the Five Dynasties (907-960)， seems to allude to it 

hu nda baiwen j仰 6a).
Most of the books quoted in 由e text are of the T:皿g (6r8-907) or Five Dynasties 

period; 由e Bi)刷Jue 挝、 要 鼓 mentioned on page 35a could be a reference to 
Moreover， Chen Guofu dates 由e text between the Tang 皿d

the end of the Five Dynasties on the basis of the place names. The date of the work， 
nevertheless， poses problems: on two occasions it quotes a Shilu 寅簸， 由c 且rst tirne 
regarding 由ree grades rb)， 由en concerning the st。可 ofYu the Great 
大 禹 and 由e perfect medicine (r8b--r9a; cf. 由e tale recounted in 

xu r). The classification of the elixir in 由ee grades， of which 加价 神符 lS 由c
most important， can be found in such pre-Song (960-I279) works as 5a 
(preface dated 855) and 7a-b (for GE HONG， lS a 
drug only of the second categof)飞 cf. Baψu 4.7b). However， the source 
of the is unclear. 

The work is divided into twenty sections， each of which is devoted to a mineral 
or metal. Each section is followed by a discourse on 由e mineral's or metal's category 
and best possible combinations (or "marriage") wi由 other substances. The esoteric 
nar口es of substances used 红e commonly found in other alchemical texts， such as 
S and u ji1纫仰. It may be noted 由at Bo He 吊



和 is presented as 由e teacher of Yin Changsheng (37a)， and 由at lead 仕om Persia is 
considered superior to lead from Jiazhou 嘉 州 (32b-35b， 37a-37b). 

B I B L I O G RAP H Y  

Guo缸， Daoza吻yuanliu xu.缸。， 331.
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Attributed to Huang Xuanzhong 黄 豆 锺 ; Tang (618-907) ? 
916 (fasc. 593) 
"Song of the Refining of Cinnabar in the Westem Still on Mount Penglai:' The 

"Yiwen zhi;' mentions 由is work with Huang Xuanzhong as its au由or (see 
VDL I57). Bo出 由e To吻.zhi， ''Yiwen lüe;' and the mention a 

one juan by the same au由or (VDL 
158) .  The latter title coπesponds be位er to 由e text we have here， inasmuch its conten臼
concem almost exclusively 由e description of many kinds of medicinal herbs. The 
au由or is indicated at 由e beginning of our text as acting direαor of the Department 
of State， gr:皿d master of the Palace with Golden Seal and Purple Ribbon of the Han 
dyna ( This title， 
however， corresponds to Tang not Han (206 220) nomenclature. The mis
leading element com臼 from the presentation (la-2b) of the work， where the "au由or;'
who signs as an immortal official of Penglai shan (one of the islands of Immortals in 
the Eastem Sea)， tells a fable about his acq山sition ofhis esoteric alchemical knowledge 
and 由e presentation thereof to Emperor Wu of the Han (compare 

At the time of the presentation， the author was already retired on Penglai， 
and out of compassion for 由e emperor sent one ofhis divine pages to bring the book 
由e to cou民.

The text consists of some 170 poems on vegetable substances to be used in alchemy. 
Each poem is accompanied by a paragraph giving 由e various (poetic) names for the 
herb. Chen Guofu 33牛-35) has shown that some place n缸nes
used in the text coπ臼pond to Tang administrative geography. 

Kη均作r Schipper and Yuan Bi咽li嘲



8 fols. 
T皿g (618-g07) ? 
884- (fasc. 583) 
"'Secret Instructions for 由e Practice of Alchemy according to 由e T:也qing Trad.i

tion?' 刀le text is divided into two parts. The first concems 由e m达ing of 
沙 ， 皿 elixir 由at enables the adept to become an Earth Immortal. This elixir is in fact 
excrement obtained a丘er a period offeed.ing on rich food， followed by a short period 
of vegetarianism. The excrement has to be eaten in small portions over a period of 
a丘een days， followed by another period of rich fì∞d， 四d again one of eating excre-
口lent.

A丘er 由自e practical instructions follows a paragraph on 由c 由c。可 of Embryonic 
Breathing Titled eryong fa 坎雕二 用 法" (6a-7a) ; 由is paragraph 
is taken from ji叨wei "Neizhen miaoyong jue 内 属 妙 用 抉" (3a-4-a)，  a 
T缸19 text. It describes the Mysterious Female according to the He
shang gong commentarγ ofLaozi 4-， 叮bis is 由e nose and the mouth." It continues by 
saymg: 町When 由 Mysterious Female is established [ i.e叮 fully formed] it is lik.e 由c
ßower stalk 由at grows out of the melon. This is 由e moment when the yin [p红包] first 
get 由e matemal energy" (6a6). From this moment springs the human being， which 
then develops outside the womb. The retum to the womb be enacted by learning 
again to breathe lik.e 皿 emb可o

fols. 
Tang (618-g07)? 
94-5 (fasc. 599) 

YURn Bi:咽1;:咽

"Handbook for [Making] Black Frost." 币lis is short recipe for the making of a 
由ug to counterbalance the cinnabar compounds (danytUJ 丹费)， which， confeπmg 
Iρng Life， were strongly yang (see Ib). 咀lis text is also included in ηQQ 77-ub-13b 
and should， therefore， date from 由e Tang (618-907) or Five D归asties (907-960) 
period. 

The recipe calls for 由e oxidation of!ead， 企om which white crystals were taken for 
repeated treatrnent and ingestion as a powder. 

K说'stofer Schipper URI悦 Bil饨'81i:咽



fols. 
Tang 

(fasc. 
"Miscellaneous Methods for Alchemical Elixirs by the Taiji zhenren了> A small collec

tion of recipes， using esoteric names for most of the common ingredien臼. The work 
is illustrated， but the relation between the drawings and the contents of the work is 
山lclear. The place n组口臼 used in 由e text point to a Tang date. 

Kris时èr Schi挣erand Yuan Bi1锣ling

2 Juan 
T皿g

(fasc. 
"Book of the Divine 1mmortals Nine Elixirs Obtained 由rough 由e Ninefold Trans

forrnation of the Liquid Pearl?' This alchemical work is mentioned in the 
(VDL 72). Almost no elements for its dating 红'e available. 

The text is in a poor state， and some parts have been displaced or are missing. It could 
well datc to 由e Tang period， d口pite 由e use of the character zhi 泊 (normally a Tang 
taboo). 

According to Chen Guofu present text is linked 
ji1切仰， because it star臼 out wi由 a commentary on 

由e poem "Zhenren ge 真 人 歌" that can also be found in 
(由e beginning of the poem is missing in our text). 1n fact， although there is some 
rcsemblance between 由e two versions， thc wording is so ditferent in places as to make 
any conclusion on their relationship a ma忧er ofco时ect田e. However， the nine kinds 
ofelixir 由at are listed and explained 由roughout 由e book are those also given in juan 

of seem， therefore， 由at 由e prcscnt work is a sequel 
to the latter. Among the more original materials of the present work is a Recipe for 
Reviving the Dead attributed to Lü Gong 吕 恭， 四 immortal of 
old who used a herbal drug to reanimate the mcmbers ofhis family who had died dur
mg 由e two hundred years he had spent in 由e mountains (2.Iob-na). improved 
method calls 岛r 出C 山e of the placenta of a child born the day of the fi他 lunar
mon由.

Kris时èr Schipper and Yuan Bingli栩



5 JU皿
Tang (618-907) ? 
919 (fasc. 595) 
"Complete Collection of the Lead and Mercury， Male and Female， Great Trea

sures:' This text is a handbook on laboratory alchemy. The expression 
here is a mystical term for 由e opposite and complement町 principles : stands for 
the sun (yang)， as 由e sun st红包 its cycle in 由is sign; andgeng st皿ds for 由e m∞n
(yin)， as its ascent begins in 由at station 1 .4b 皿d 9I3

4b， 5a). The me缸lÏng of the title of the present work is explained in 9I3 
1 .5a: ''The two treas町es of sun and m∞n are 由e supreme 臼senc口 [ji吻

精 ] ofHeaven and Earth. 叽Then andge1锣 红e moved by each other's 臼sences， 由ey
undergo transformation and their shining lights take form and materialize as minerals 

This work is in fact a collection ofvarious texts. Juan 1 begins with instruction on 
how to make 由e Casket of the Bubbling Source Elixir 
法 丹 ). The method is preceded by a preface (I.Ia-5a) signed by Zhao Naian 趟耐庵 ，
hao Zhiyi zi 知一子， and dated with the cyclical characters Since the 
preface mentions (2a7) 由e Baoying era (A.D .  762)， it seems that bi吻chen here stands 
for 776 or a later recurrence of the cyclical date. Zhao relates how he obtained this 
method from two masters， Zhang Fuhu 强 富 壶 and Yang Jiuding 榻 九 鼎， both 企om
Sichuan. There are 山山trations on 9b and IOb， 由e la位er showing how the 
immersed in water and the fire is placed on top. One of the aims of the procedure is 
to make arti且cial gold. 

J uan 2 is devoted to me由ods for m达ing gold and silver. It is understood 由at only
high-class people should praαice these methods. The artificial gold should be used 
only for sa白ng 由e poor， 皿d not for private weal由. 。由erwlse， 也e di世ne p山山h
ments would be terrible (2.3b). A table of different kinds of artificial gold is given on 
4.2b. The instructions are followed by a colophon (2.IOb) signed by a person named 
Qingxu zi 清虚子 仕om 由e Jinhua dong 金革洞 and dated on the third ye缸 of the
Yu缸由e era (808). The cyclical characters following the date 缸e wushen 戊 申 ， 四 error
for wuzi 戌 子 .

Other datable elements in 由e text are rare. The names Rihua zi 日 辈 子 ( 3.7a) and 
Wuzhen Dongyang zi 悟 真 洞 隔 子 (I.21b) have not been identified. The 

}t栩如m 丹房镜源 is quoted in Zhao Naian's preface ( 1 .2a) as dating 仕om 762. The 
itselfis quoted in 4.3a-8b. This text is roughly 由e same as 

(q.v.). Chen Guofu ( ao i 344-45) states 由at 由e place 
names used in this text point to a Southem Song (1127-1279) or even Yuan (1279-1367) 
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7 fols. 
Commentary by Huang Tongjun 黄 童 君 ; 11皿g (618-907) 
888 (fasc. 586) 
"Wei Boyang's Expl扭扭on of the Sevenfold Cyclically Transformed Eli刀r." This

short alchemical work comprises a jue 扶 (皿 oral formula; la-3a) 皿d age 歌 (a song;
3a-7a). It is ascribed to BOYANG， 由e tr础tional au由or of the Cantong '1i 参 同

The work erya. (preface dated 806) mentions a Q伪n li吻rshage 七 反 噩
砂歌 (2.3b; lings，加 重砂 皿d dansha. 丹砂 缸e synon严nous). version ofthis text with 
由e commentary by Huang Tongjun was known in the early Song period 71). 

Another version of 由ejue without the commentary figures Cantong '1i 
1b-2a， and thege is reproduced， with some slight variants， 

ing yubei zi (3b-4a)， under the tide Yaopi吻F 瑶瓶歌 : Yaopi1锣 being the first two 
characters of the poem. 

The fo口n叫a deals with the origin and transformation of mercu可 and cinnabar: 
bo由 substances originate from 由e yua叫t 元氯 (Primordial Qi) and acq山re form 
由rough its transformations. This reference to ytωnqi is 由e most striking difference 
between our text 皿d 由 Ca.n仰19 which does not use the term 

pω叫i， although it mentions a weimiao yua.n '1i 微妙元氯 (subtle and marvelous qi) 
on one occasion. The commentaries on 由e two versions are completely different. 
for the poem， it describes the vessel and lute used for making the sevenfold cyclically 
transformed elixir. It is di且cult to judge whether the text refers to interior practices 
or to aαual alchemy: on 由e one hand， 由e adept is instructed to seal the vessel and 
conduct (yin 引 ) 由e qi (4b; 由e gloss says ne切 内 氯J inner qi); on the other， there 
are directions to immerse the cinnabar for three days in a cold spring to eliminate the 
p01son， 皿d finally to take three p山s a day (6a-b). 

9 fols. 
By TAo ZHI 陶 植 [植] (d. 825) 
922 (fasc. 596) 

Farzeen Baldrian-Hussein 

"Explanations on 由e Cyclically [Transfonned] Gold [Elixir]丁' ηle author died in 
the mountain r皿ge of S由山g shan 四 明 山 in 8巧， according to a Yuan source 
Z叨叨 zhenren Wuzhen pian zhushu 4. 13b). 

This short alchemical treatise， in three sections， is included in 叮QQ 70， "Neidan 
fajue 内 丹 法 鼓 :' with a few textual variants and wri由19 shu 街 forshu the tide. 
There is also 皿 abridged version 32.28a-33a. 



The treatise was popular during 由e Five Dynasti臼 (907--960) . It is quoted by 
PENG (d. 960) 2. 15a and 

I2a (preface dated 962). Judging from 由e quotations， 由ere must 
have been m四y editions of our text in the early Song (960-1279). Those quotations 
in j加 6a， 7a， 16a COIT<臼pond to 由e present text (钊， Ia， 2b)，
but the long passage quoted in 6b-8a was exce甲ted 丘om a different 
version. Moreover， nb includes a quotation 仕om a Tao Zhi

三 篇 由at is missing in the Daoza吻 edition (由e is often quoted 
as Tao 植篇 or 篇 beca e of its three sections). 

The treatise comprises a short preface， three sections， and a poem. The first section 
interprets a series of quotations， mainly from the and 由e

The second section refutes 由e possibility of prolonging life 
由rough the ingestion of an elixir made with mercury or cinnabar. The third section 
deals with correspondences and numbers used in fire-phasing. 

2 0  fols. 

Farzeen Baldrian-H ussein 

Attributed to Zheng Siyuan 鄙 思 遣 (i.e.， ZHENG YIN);  Five Dynasties (907-
960) 
924 (fasc. 596) 
"The Synopsis of the Essentials of the M ysterious Tao of the True Origin?' This text 

contains explanations conceming alchemical pr皿is and meditative self-cultivation. 
The author points out eπors a practitioner should avoid. Such eπors could lead to 
physical injuries like burns (via， e.g.， the unintentional production of gunpowder， 
3a). This work c缸mot have been written at the time of Zheng Siyuan (Westem Jin 
[265-316] ) ，  the quotations ofLiJi 李 勤 (594-669) and ofYANLuo ZI (ca. 93←943) 
indicate. 

The work comprises three paragraphs: "Chujia yanzhen jing 黯 假 串串 翼 鳞" (Mirror
ofWrong [Practices] and of the Realization ofPerfect [Re叫ts] ; Ia-IOb)， "Zhengzhen 
plan 嚣 舆 篇 " (Evidences of the Pe出α [Me由ods] ; IOb-I6a)， 皿d 由e "Lianxing pi皿
鲸形篇" (Sublimation of the Outer Form; 而a-20a). Much emphasis is laid on 由c
interpretation of alchernical process臼 in the sense of neidan 内 丹 and 由e cultivation 
ofthe mind (I8a; are many quotations 
仕om scriptures 
(nb， 1归， I9b). 白1Ìs work shows the influence of deities， cosmic energies， as町onomy，
皿d the calendar on alchemical procedure (see， e.g.， nb-I2a). 

F阳切n C. &iter 



23 fo1s. 
Preface dated 962 
926 (fasc. 597) 
"Shining Mirror ofthe Cyclical1yTransfonned E1ixir." anonymous preface dated 

962 states that the author was a native ofZitong jun 梓 温 郡 (Sichuan) ; he lived during 
the reign of Meng Chang 孟 起 (934-965) ofthe Westem (or Later) Shu 蜀 dyn臼ty.

The complete title of the treatise should be ac
cording to 由e preface. 卫1e 2-4.ob writes 

in one juan. The title is therefore abbreviated. 
Moreover， 由e text in one juan comprised 由irty-由ree pÜJn 篇 or sections (preface)， 
whereas the present work has 出irty-four

The is a col1ection of alchemical poems (wi由 some prose) 
attributed to a vast array of Taoist worthies， some historical， others 1egendary. The 
five poems at the beginning (2a-6a) were written by 由e au由or himself_ each deal
ing with a direction， element， or metal， with their secret names appended at the end. 
These poems are fol1owed by 由町y-four of oral formulas excerpted 仕om
vanous sourc口: For the 6a) and 
(7a-8a)， see 937 2a-4a. The 
fairly abridged in our text. For 由e L ifu ko叼 罹 浮 先 生 口 故 ( a)， 而增

醺 士 髓 踵 中 口 鼓 (22b)， compare . ， ， 皿 I2b， respectivel予
see 233 8a. 

5 fo1s. 
By Liu Chon白rong 柳 冲 用 ， Xuanming zi 五 明 子
931 (fasc. 597) 

Farzeen Bald作棚-Hussein

"Sesame Song?'This is a poem on Inner Alchemy in which sesame is not mentioned 
at all. The title was probab1y chosen because of the metaphoric significance of the 
nameJ:时'e1移 巨 腾 (literally， "gi皿t winner" ) given to the tiny grain because of its great 
dietary value. said in 由e thirty-first chapter of the "Ses皿1e

giv1口 10ngevi职 cinnabar， if transmuted， can be absorbed" (see 1000 
1 .2Ib). 

This text is mentioned in several Song catalogues (see VDL 96). It quotes 由e Tao
a title sometimes used to designate 922 (see 

由at work， 2.5a)， by TAO ZHI (d. 825). Our text also quotes a passage ofthe 
(see 1000 I .24b 皿d ju阻 挡)， as wel1 as the 





Z H 
ZHI'S 

Farzeen Bald竹棚-Hussein

Farzeen Bald1切n-Hussein



9 fols. 
Attributed to Qingxia zi 青 霞 子 ; ninth centu可 or later 
1083 (fasc. 741 )  
"Secret Directives on 由e Dragon 皿d 由e Tiger." Read for A!though 

由c 口tle of this short alchemical text is not mentioned in any bibliography， 由e Chong
9.2Ib 皿d 2sa VDL 161) mentions a Qj吻'Xta

one juan and a
two JU皿 by Su Yuanming 酥 元 明 (i.e.， Qingxia 

zi， see CGF 制的. These titles couJd refer to 由e present work since it is also attributed 
to Qingxia zi. The book was first transmÎtted to Dong Shiyuan of Mount Don回rue
柬 撮 董 即 元 by 由e recluse ofLuofu Qingxia zi 罹 浮 晤 士 青 霞 子 in 789 (8b). It was 
由en handed down to Zhang 1油 ofJianzhou 制 州 强 陶 in 803 and later to Li Fen of 
Jingnan 荆 南 李 汾 (for Li Fen 李汾 or Li Tuo 李 缸， see 刃8 4b) in 838， 
四d finally to Chengjun 成君 . 1n one bibliography ofthe early Song (VDL 91)， Zh四g
I坦o was considered the author of 881 traditionally attributed to Qing-
Xla 

Much ofthe material in 由e text itself， be found in other books of the late Tang 
(618--907) or the early Song (960-1279)， although not in 由e same order. For the 
Guge 古 歌p 由e quotations attributed to Wei jun 魏 君 ， 四d 由ejue 扶 (4a-6b)， see 

sι6b. Similarly， for the quotations on pages 4b-7b， see 
Ia-3b. Our text seems more complete and less corrupt 由皿 the others. 1n l08S 
材加 功， the seven poems at the end are attributed to ZH eigh由
century). 

The text deals wi出 由c 由eory of correspondences， cyclical transformation， the 
complementarity of泸n and yang， and fire-phasing ( Ia-8a). Cinnabar is accepted as 
由e sole drug of immortality (3b-4a)， 四d emphasis is laid on 由e secrecy of textual 
transmission (8b). The entire work is a comrnentary on the basic ideas of the 

巧 也Is.
Nin由.-ten由 century
238 (fasc. 113) 

Farzeen Baldrian-Hussein 

"Yuany皿g zi's Collection [of Verse and Comrnentary] on the Gold Liq山d产 币le
气oUection" compnses one alchemical ne伪m 内 丹 poem with comrnent缸γ ascribed

Yuanyang zi 元隔子. 卫le text is listed as one Juan， 由
(VDL 163). 



ZH I 

ZHI.  
Farzeen Baú力切n-H鼠ssem

ZHANG 

ZHANG 



However， the work 32.25a glV臼 a long yet abridged extract from 由e preι 
ace， followed by the text in which both cornmentary and poem are mixed. 

The preface 皿d 由e poem deal with outer alchemical topi臼 皿d 由e true under
standing of natural law (Ia-2b). They wam a伊nst 由e fatal e陆出 ofelixirs prepared 

mineral substances (2b-4<l quotes ZHANG Guo). The work ends wi由 anecdotes
on testing disciples before impar由19 由e secrets to them (5ι6b). 

The Xin w，吨feng 新 文 堕 edition of the erroneously plac口 由C 伊em be
fore 由e preface. 

Farzeen Baldrian-H侃fsein

In 由is section， Laozi chronicles have been grouped under sacred annals， while lives 
ofvario山 gods， saints， 四d immortals are discussed under hagiography. Although the 
devotional and writings in 由e subsection titled "Sacred Annals and Records" 
also contain broadly hagiographic narratives， 由ey are treated separately here because 
由ey served pu甲oses and explored themes 由at distinguish them from the purely 
hagiographic compilations (see the introduction to 2.A.6.a). Sacred geographies are 
treated here "records"; and gaze忧民rs and inscriptions are ga由ered the subsec
tion titled "Mountain and Temple Monographs; Epigraphy产

古le following subsection comprises four distinct subjects or genres : chronicles of 
由e acts and manifestations of Laozi， a spiritual lineage， and sacred geog
raphy. The Tang development of the Laozi annals tradition begins with a chronicle by 
YIN WENCAO . 1t was presented to Emperor Gaowng (r. 649-683) and survives only 
in citations (especially I02. Ia-6a). The "True Record ofthe Most High ofUn
di佳rentiated Beginning" is 由ought to be close to 由IS
chronicle in period and bac峙round. 1n late 11四g times， Du GUANGTING w豁 出c
principal contributor to 由is genre. His ten juan (see 

IO . I2a) was lost by the time of the Ming canon compilation (see 
I .I9b)， but is likely to have exerted a major influence on 由e Song 

continuations of the tradition (see part 3 .A.6.a). Du's 
2 (see part 2.A.I.a) should be consulted in 由is context. His a 

court memorial， is discussed in the present section because it also includes an extensive 
chronicle of Laozi manifestations. Like the "τrue Record:' t11e "1nner Preface to the 
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2.A.6 

in deference to Emperor Taizong's (r. 臼6-64-9) personal name， Shimin 世 民 - and is 
probably not later 由an 由e eigh由 cenru叩·

stands as an early representative of a new phase in the 
developrnent of Laozi annals， a phase 由at took shape against the background of the 
sage's adoption 臼 由eTang irn严rial farnily's 四C臼tor. Fur由erex缸nples of such annals 
include the work of YIN WENCAO already mentioned， as well as 

and other works by Du G UANGTING .  The ge町e continued to flourish under the 
Song (see and ).

A briefintroduction and quotations (Ib) are followed by 由e first "discussion?' The 
quotations are of verses by Qi皿 Xiu 荤秀 (zi Chengshu 成叔， fl. 280-290， see
60. 1635) - citing his soψ 老 君 颂 - and Xue Daoheng 薛 道 衡 (fl. 570， see 

57.14-05-8)， citing 由e 84-8.la-5a). 
A丘er 由e first discussion， the work chronicles the transmission， embedded in a dia
logue between Lord Lao and Yin Xi， of a varie巧， of teachings attributed to Laozi. 
These teachings are concerned mostly wi由 alchernical and physiological methods and 
include 由 L叫ïnfa 镰 金 法 (6b-7a)，

金液扭 (7a; c( zh01纫i吻 玉 唐 中 耀 (IOb;
(I2a; and 由C

I句·化 简 解 comment町' (I3b; This chronicle is followed 
by a s ary of 由e 西 ( 5a I8b
account ofLaozi's Conversion ofthe B红bari皿s (huahu 化胡) in the West (I8b-20a)， 
of his second meeting with Yin at the Black Sheep Market (Qin白rang
in Chengdu (20a-2Ia)， and of his ascension into Heaven (2Ia). A further discussion 
elaborates again on 由e (2Ib-22b). 币1is discussion is followed by two 
additional Laozi revelations: the "Cun sanyi zhi fa 存 三 一 之 法 f 皿 inner alchernical 
meditation method (22b-24-吟， and instructions for entering the meditation chamber 

24b-27a). 

B I B L I O G RAP H Y  

"Taishõ kongen shinroku 

20 fols. 

Du GUANGTING 仕 光 庭 ; 885 
593 (fasc. 329) 

F惚悦。iscus Verellen 

"The Record on the Veneration ofTaoism through 由e Ages产 This work was writ
ten as a memorial addressed to Emperor Xizong (r. 874-888). According to 

10.归， the original title was 



Du records the major even臼 m 由e history ofTaoism， 臼pecially its 
officia1 or imperia1 patronage 皿d support. According to Du， the history of the officia1 
veneration of Laozi 四d ofl:运oism reaches back. to 由c 白ne of the Zhou dynasty 
1050-221 The most important expression of such acts of official veneration w豁
出e establishment of temples and cloisters and the ordination ofTaoist priesω for these 
religious establishments. Du's record featur口 出e many apparitions of La.ozi or ofhis 
m臼sengers 由at le自由nized imperial rule. Such app红itions or visions were perceived 
and reported by Taois臼. The plac臼 where these even臼 occurred were suitable for 由C
establishment of religious institutions. Du takes into account 由e fact 
由at 由e Tang emperors claimed Laozi 豁 出eir ancestor. Consequently， he focuses his 
attention mostly on even臼 related to the Tang house. 

η臼s work features 由e religious legitimacy of imperia1 rule， which is based on 
divine approval， itself manifested in the apparitions of Laozi. Du does 
not give 皿y indication as to his sources. 

B I B L I O G RA P H Y  

fols. 
772 (fasc. 55牛)

&iter 

"Inner Preface to the Golden Book of the Most High 1ρrd La.o产 This text connects 
由e hagiography ofLaozi wi由 由e story of由e compilation of由e Daodeji吻 道 德 耀 
According to the colophon b y  the unknown author， who calls himselfXuanshi 立 即 ，
this work presents a critica1 documentation. It claims to be more precise 由扭 曲e other
current works on 由e subjeα. The i 2.22b lists this 
work， which， consequently， must have been wri位en during the eleventh century at 由c
latest. 

The text describes the legendary birth of La.ozi and his rank as a universa1 deity. 
He served the Zhou rulers as official， teacher， and prophet. There are detailed reports 
about his encounter with Yin xi 尹 喜 ， about the revelation of the Daode jing， and 
about the Conversion of the Barbarians. 币le Daodeji1锣 is an objeα of veneration for 
由e immortals who reside in the heavens. Here on E红白， 由at scripture can be used 
for meditation and recitation. 

F如切n C. Reiter 



1 2  fols. 
(fasc. 73) 

"Shangqing Genealogical Record of [由e Affiliation wi由] 由c刀uee Worthi白" This
work belongs -toge由er with II2S 

(q.v.) -to 由e group of texts related to 由e enigmatic Jinming qizhen 金 明 七
翼 . This work was recorded， and at 由e s缸ne time provided with a commentary， by 
Jinming's disciples Xuhuang daojun 虚 皇 道 君 ， Xuwu zhenren 虚 先 真 人， Jiuti皿
zh四gren 九 天丈人， 皿d o由ers (IOb) who had also already transcended the historical
teπ臼trial sphere. The information about Jinming qizhen in 斜6

7.IIa-b may have been taken 仕om 由e present text ( 3b). 
The Three Wonhies in the title， hypostases of the Three J ewels 

Sanskrit， tri )， are directly related to the scriptures of the Three Cavems. 
The intention of this work， to confirm Jinming qizhen as the divine 皿C臼tor of the 
Taoism of the Three Caverns (sando吻 三 洞 )， 由山 becomes clear. The veneration and 
visualization of the Three Worthies in connection with the Shangqing and Lingbao 
scriptures， the 皇 由e tuJ 五 撒 [真 形 圃 ] 皿d
Laozi's Text in Five 咀10山皿d Characters represen飞 according
to 由e commentary， Jiru四ng's original teaching (Ia). 

Among 由c 由ree divine masters of transmission la-4a) whose secret 
n缸n口 are given in freely composed characters， Jinming qizhen， being the representa
tive ofthe present 由时， is placed in 由e last position. Subsequently， Jinming's heavenly 
inauguration by the Three Worthies during 由e Chiming 赤 明 era， which he obtained 
together with Gaoshang jiutian shanghuang 归anJun 高 上 九天上皇 元 君 四d Jiutian 
shanghuang laojun 九 天 上 皇 老 君 ， is recounted. Instructions for copying， keeping， 
and venerating the genealogical record conclude this work. 

9 fols. 

UrsUla-A1锣elika

Attributed to Liu Ch叫lOg 割属静， hao Gu皿gcheng xiansheng 唐 成 先生 ;
preface dated 920 

(fo臼C. 198)
"Record of the Three Masters产 On the liturgical function of the Three Masters， see 

the article on 44S 
咀1e preface bears the cyclical datege，纫chen 庚辰 (920). This book is wrongly a盯ib
uted to Liu Chujing， for the au由or calls himself the "disciple [of Ying Yijie F! 夷 筒 ]



Master Guangcher噶 厦成 先 生" ( 8b). The only person k.nown to fit 由is description 
is Du GUANGTING (see LZTT 40. IIa-I3a)， but Verellen (Du Gua吻U咐， 18 ) adduces 
a nurnber of good reasons for calling Du's authorship into doubt. Liu Chujing was 
in any case not 由e disciple ofYing Yijie， who is 由e "initia由19 master" in the present 
text， but codisciple， with Ying， ofFeng Weili皿g 揭惟 具 (4b-sa). Liu died in 由e year 
873 (see 602 Xiandu zhi I .14b; note 由e cyclical date xinyou 辛 国 does not coπespond 
to Xiantong 14). 

Feng's master was Tian Xuying 田 虚 JJ! . According to 由e account given here， Tian 
ended his career on Mount Tiantai after having lived a long time on 由e Southem Peak， 
where he received from Xue Jichang 薛 季 昌 由e Shangqi1锣 砌d01移 上 清 大 洞 . Tian's 
three most important disciples were Feng Weili皿g， Xu Lin阱1 徐重府， 皿d Chen 
Guayan 隙 寡 言 . He is said here to have lived more than 200 years. 

The Yinhua lu (ca. 860) confÌrms 由at Ti皿 was one of the greatest Taoists of the 
C缸ly ninth century (4.92-93) .  He could control rainfall， and he also performed Yellow 
Register rituals. Like 由e present text， 由e Yinhua lu associates Tian with the Southern 
Peak and mentions the same three disciples from Tongbo shan 桐柏 山 (in the Tiantai 
range). The Yinhua lu does not， however， mention Xue Jichang and does not say 由at
Tian hirnself went to Tiantai. 

Xue was a disciple OfSIMA CHENGZHEN who was not integrated into the Sh皿g
qing lineage (304 λ旬oshan zhi 1I .2a-sa). His biography mentions the names of none 
ofhis disciples (LZIT 40.la-b). It may be， 出erefore， 由at the transmission story told 
here is designed to justify a new lineage (cf. CGF 29-30). According to 由e very last 
line of Tian Xuying's biograph机 he was "出C 皿cestral master of the me由od of 由c
Three Caverns used nowadays in the Jiangzhe 江 浙 area?'

Feng Weili皿g is said to have received from Tian， on the Southern Peak， "the secre臼
of the Three Caverns产 Around 820 he accomp皿ied his master to Tiantai and "spread 
the method of the Three Caverns originally transmitted by Sima Chengzhen and 
Master Tian throughout the Jiangnan area." 

Ying Yijie (810-894) was initiated successively in Zhengyi (by the Eighteenth Heav
enly Master， Zhang Shaoren 强 少任， at Iρnghu shan 髓 虎 山 )， Dongshen， Dongxuan， 
and Shangqing practices. According to 由e present text， Ying w:豁 出e eigh由 master
in the Shang伊19 句向 上 清 大 法 lineage， after TAo HONGJING， WANG YUANZHI，  
PAN SHI ZHENG， SIMA CHENGZHEN， Xue， Tian， and Feng. Ying's ritual practice 
included， therefore， both Zhengyi 皿d Shangqing elements-"ascension of the altar 
to review 由e registers [yuelu 固鲸]" and recitation of  the Hua吻切切jiψ 黄庭锢，
respectively-and it led to his "direct reception ofthe transmission ofthe zhenren?' 

B I B LI OG RA P H Y  

Du Gt俐ngti咽、 17-27

John L咱erwey



1 5  
By Du a丘er 905 
590 (fasc. 325-26) 

2.A.6 

"Evidential Miracles in Support ofTaoism 产 In his undated preface 由e au由or states
由at s皿ctuaries and images have overlords， and veritable writings and transcendent 
rituals have gu缸dians. Since every sacrilege inevitably implicates 由e offender， super
natural manifestations abound. Characteristically against this ba瓦ck峙ground of ret巾u
tion叽1飞， the book narra优s incidences of mi让ra缸cu叫1让lous intervention 由a挝t fi缸lr口rm岱sh c∞ognizable 
evidence f岛or tenet臼s of t由he T汪油oist挝t tωa剖I由. 

The imperial preface is eηoneously ascribed to Emperor H山zong (r. I IOO-II26) 
m 由e present text; 由e same preface also occurs in the edition in 盯QQ (II7.la-b)， 
an 皿由ology compiled a century before 由e reign of H山zong. The latter version 
plausibly attributes the preface to Emperor Zhenzong (r. 997一1022). It may be noted 
由at 由c ηQQ edition (122. 16a-b) features a further text attributed to Zhenzong: a 
preface to 由c 刀m仰tghuming m叫i吻 天 童 建 命 妙 辑 . This scripture， an antecedent 
of吻2 Taishang taiqi吻 tiant01切 huming mia伊矶 IS 由e subject of a miracle tale by Du 

in 由e present collection. 
According to Du's preface， 由e original D叼iiao li吻ryanji comprised twenty juan. A 

corresponding version survived at least into the thirteenth centu可 (see Zhizhai shulu 
jieti 12.347). Some 50 percent of the present text (82 of l67 titles) is duplicated in 由c
ηQQ edÏtion (juan II7吁， 120.la-1料， 12I . 7a-13b). The editors of the Siku quanshu 四
靡 全 毒 ， disαssmg a 且丘een-juan version with identical subheadings， described 由c
ηQQ version s山口marily as a further abridgment of the original (see Siku quanshu 
m叨mu 147.3072). Yet the YJQQ substantially complements 由e present text. Wi由
由irty-six additional stories (YJQQ 120. 14a-22a， 12I.la-7a， and juan 22 in extenso)， it 
allows the reconstitution of 22 percent of the original (in terms of titles)， against 由c
25 percent (in terms ofjuan) missing in the present edition. 

The present text belongs to 由e first decades of the tenth century and draws pre
dominantly on Sichuanese material， reflecting 由e author's activities as head of the 
Taoist communi可 there under the late Tang and the Former Shu. The latest dated 
event (7.2b) is a ritual performed by W四g Zongt皿 王宗坦 (d. 913) in 905. Du 

served as tutor to Wang Zongtan， the second son of Emperor Wang 
Jian (r. 907-918) 皿d first heir apparent (908-913) of the Shu kingdom (seeX切 Wudai
shi 63 -789). 

The book is organized according to eight categories of supernatural agents effeαing 
the miracles recounted: 

I. Patron deities of temples， monasteries， and sacred sites 
2. Deities represented by sacred statues and paintings 



3. Apparitions 皿d interventions of 1ρrd Lao 
+. Manifestations of the Heavenly Master 
5. Various deities， true immortals， and spirit officers 
6 E伍cacious scriptures， or their tutelary deities， and other sacred writings 

(talism皿s， registers) 
7. Supematural power emanating from bells， chimes， and other liturgical 

utensils 
8. The e伍cacy ofthe rituals of the Retreat and the Offering and ofthe written 

petitions pr臼ented therein 

The "Evidential Miracles" constitutes a m勾or sourcc on Buddho-Taoist relations 
under 出e Tang and Five Dynasties. 咀le work bears witness to tensions and rivalries 
between the two communities in the wak.e ofthe Huichang (8+1-8+6) proscription of 
Buddhism， its polemical thrust heightened by 由e Taoist appropriation of the li栩如n
JZ 噩自由起 miracle tale， originally a Buddhist apologetic gcnre， to the detrimcnt of 
Buddhism. 

B I B L I O G RAP H Y  

8 
By Du GUANGTING 杜 光 庭， completed between 921--925 
591 (fasc. 327) 

Pranciscus Verellen 

"Record of Marvels." This work contains undated preface by 由e author. Shen 
Shilong 沈 士 髓 (juren 辜 人 graduate in 1597) asserted 由at Du composed this work 
in order to fiatter Meng Chang 孟租， 由e second ruler of the Later Shu (r. 93+--965)， 
whom he allegedly served as a magician (see Shen's preface to 由e huihan 秘而
靠 国 edition cited below). This 叽ew was correαed by the Siku editors who observed 
由at 由e even臼 in the book referred to the Former Shu 皿d 由at， in f町， Du had not 
survived into the Later Shu (sec Siku quanshu zong1仰 14-+.2995). The Luyiji neve时le
less has the appearance of an 0伍cial presentation (see the concluding remark of the 
preface) to the second ruler of the Former Shu， W:四g Y;皿 王衍 (r. 918-925). Du's cam
paign for the house ofWang and his express fai由 in their future as rulers of Shu (see， 
e.g. ， 5.6a) date the book before 9巧， 由e year in which thc Former Shu were ousted hy 
由e Later Tang. On the other hand， the latest dated event in the text (6.7b) places its 
completion a丘er 26 Februarγ 921. 

Some 60 percent of the present edition has been transmitted separately through 由C
B伊.吻gua吻ii. Early synoptic versions are also preserved in Leishuo 黯就 (归 "。由s)



2.A.6 

扭d S，加φI (twelve stori臼). One of由e two man山cnp岱 m 由e Peking ational Library 
bears colophons by Qin Silin 秦 四 麟 (go吻'she1锣 寅 生 nominee between 1573-1白的
and He Zhuo 何 悼 (1661-1722)， and a colophon and coUation not，口 by Huang Pilie 
黄 圣 烈 ( 1763-1825). Several useful ed.itions have survived in congs，加 最喜 from 由C
Ming period onwards. The ed.ition in Bice huihan contains significant vari四ts to 由c
pr'口ent text， well as prefaces by Shen Shilong and his coed.itor Hu Zhenheng 胡震
亨 (1569-164-4).

While the most complete extant texts are 红ranged in eight juan， 由e Song version 
comprised ten juan (see h e 6.3b). A significant part of the text lost 
from ed.itions and manuscripts can be recovered from 由e Taiping gua吻ï， namely， 
twenty-four additional stories ag也nst some 138 titles in 由e Daoza吻 ed.ition (ca. 14 
percent in terms oftitles， depending on the division ofthe text into separate items). 

Du's work inco甲orat臼 a wide range of trad.itional material as weU as events based 
on contempora可 or near-contempora可 sources. Other material or events were 
witnessed by 由e au由or himself. transmitted to him orall机 or derived from ωrrent 
。因cial documents. 

the literary and religio山 framework of an avowed mirabilia collection 
由e zhiguai 志惺 trad.ition evoked in Du's preface anteceding his work)， the Luyi ji 
served a manifest political pu甲ose. At the time of its presentation， Du occupied 出c
rank of vice president of the Board of Finance shila咽 严 部侍 郎 ) and acted as 
chiefTaoist advisor to Wang Yan. His "Record of Marvels" not only bolstered a sense 
of cuJtural cohesion for 由e region of Shu but also pointed to the historical preceden臼
for its political independence and asserted a cosmological sanction for 由e succes
sion of its current rulers to 由e Tang d严lasty. The political implications of Du's more 
outspoken support for the kingdom of Shu were apparently objectionable enough to 
E红ly Song ed.itors to have been excised from the text incorporated in 
(compare， eι 2.6a-b in 由e present text with 86.559-60). 

B I B L I O G RA P H Y  

.

6 fols. 
434 (fasc. 196) 

Francisc:ω Verellen 

"Scripture and Chart for 由e Mysterious Contemplation of Man-Bird Mountain?' 
This is a text of mystical geography， said to have been written by Tiand.i 天 帝 (2a)，
conceming the mountains (由ere is one of them in each of the endless worlds) inhabi
tated by 由e M皿-Birds， spirits of hybrid shape; 由e mountain itself has a man-bird 



2.A.6 Sacred Hisrory and Geography 

The map of Man-Bird Mounr in 

(434 _la). Ming reprint Councsy of thc 

Bibliothèque nationale de France (Chinois 

shape. A map for 由e contemplation 
ofthe mountain is given on 归 (see fig. 

its authors arc said to be Jiulao 
xiandu jun 九 老 仙 都 君 and Jiuqi 
zhangrcn 儿 氟 丈 人 .

The text can be divided into three 
parts : a dcscription of the pccu
liarities ( shape and nature) of the 
mountain， on top of which is found 
the palace of Yuanshi tianwang 元
始 天 王 ， thcrc Xi wang mu 西 王 母
was initiatcd to the Tao (la-2b) ; (2)  a 
detailed description of thc ritual for 
由e contemplation of the mountain 
(2b-4b) ;  and a list of the sevcn 
namcs of thc mountaÍn and its fan
tastic animals and miraculous plants 
(5b-6a) .  For this last part， compare 

5b-6b. 
The version of this work in titlcd 

presents no major variants， with 由e exception of the 由ird part， 
which is missing. 

Some passages of the text arc quotcd WSBY: in particular in 4.8a-b， where 由c
text is quoted under the title of w11卢ji咿 洞 五 瓦 符 也 a name that prob
ably refers to the lost 符 人 see CGF 

1 7  fols. 
By S IMA 

27 (fasc. 677-702) 
"Plan ofCelestial and Terrestrial Palaces and Residences." According to the author's 

preface， the original work ωnstitutcd a gazctteer in two juan. work 
corrcsponding to 由at descriptioI1 and attributed to S I MA was cata
logued in the thirteenth c ntu ( 12 .347) undcr the titlc 

Gazctteer of Celestial and Ter-



restrial Palaces and R，臼idenc臼). A separate version was reported lost at the time of the 
compilation of the Ming canon (1430 1 .2a). 

The present register localizes various categories of sacred sites and identifies their 
presiding deities. The sites are grouped， in accordance wi由 traditional sacred geog
raphy Miura K山1Ïo， "Dõten fukuchi shõkõ勺， under Ten Great Cavern-Heavens 

1b-3b)， Thi町-six Lesser Cavern-Heavens (3h--9a)， and Seventy-two 
Blessed Places 侨tdi 福地 ; 9a-17a). Sima's entries may be compared wi由 those ofDu
G UAN GTING i n  the coπ臼ponding sections of S99 
dated 901 (see 3b--4b， 6ι胁， 皿d 8b--na， respectively). 

Du G UANGTING'S account continues with a catalogue of the Twenty-four Dio
ces口 (ershisi zhi 二 十 四 治 ). It nlight be conjectured 由at the second juan of Sima's 
original work applied 由e same traditional scheme. Shen Cengzhi， in faα， wrote his 
briefnotice ofthe present work in (250-51)， on the tacit ass山nption
由at 由e compilation 1032.28 Eηhisi zhi (q.v.) in 由e following chapter of YJQQ (28) 
constitutes juan 2 of Sima's work. 

17 fols. 
By D u  GUANGTIN G 杜 光庭 ; 901 
599 (fasc. 33 1 )  

Pranciscus Verellen 

"Record ofthe Cavern-Heavens， Auspicious Sites， Holy Mountains， and Marshes， 
as well as of the Famous Mountains?' This is a work of religious geography 由at was 
compiled in Sichuan (Chengdu)， according to 由e preface dated 901. The author's 
aim was to collate and transn1Ït the indications of religious geographic data 由at were
given in yuji1移 植 山 玉 腥 . 咀咀s source had formerly been incorporated into 
the Taoist c四on (see 969 ji， preface Ia) but is no longer 
extant. D u  GUANGTING describes the connections between the spheres ofthe divine 
and the human world. These connections become manifest in the many residences of 
the deities and 由unortals 由roughout 由e cosmos and in the world ofhumans. Deities 
皿d immortals take residence in selected sit白， where temples or belvederes should be 
established (preface). This idea was especially current during 由e T:皿g period， as other 
texts in the Taoist canon document (see， e.g.， SDZN 7.la and II2S 

1 . I2b--13a). 

B I B L I O G RAP H Y  

within." 

F阳切n C. Reiter 



Hagiographies， 岛r 由e p山po⑤臼 ofthis subsection， are lives or coUections of lives 
ofTaoist sainω and immortals. Chronicles of the acts and manifestations of Laozi are 
grouped under the heading "Sacred Annals and Records" in 由e preceding subsection， 
2.A.6.a. The material below faUs into two groups: individual lives and coUections. The 
former-of which only a smaU fraction survive， judging by the numerous references to 
individual benzhωn 本傅 and neizhuan 内 傅 titl臼 m 由e hagiographic literature- are 
here repr臼ented by 由E 山山trated hagiography ofW;皿gzi Jin 王 子 晋 ， 由e "Veritable 
Illustrations with Eulogies" (612 T01移bo a 
fragment 仕om the "Annals of Huangdi" ρ'90 皿d by the 
"Biography ofTao [Hongjing]， the Hermit from Huay:四g" ( 0 
ne zh . 币1e 叮ì:ue Lords Wu and Xu" (449)， by contrast， jointly treats the found
ing patriarchs of a school， the Way of Filial Devotion (Xiaodao 孝 道 ). 咀1e rem扭1-
ing coUections show a variety of c1assifìcatory criteria: 由E 咆upplementary Lives of 
Immortals 勺29S groups its subjects according to the categories '�咀'As仄附叩叫α阳cenαn
s剖ω1旧ons俨" and "H团idde∞n Tr阻a皿nsf4巾f岛or口rma旧a扭d∞ons矿"飞'; Du γ‘ Enco∞oun江mtl优'ers"
x切nga仰n叨庐严t Z劝hu.ωan叫V P抖laces 由e empha吕础s剑1臼s o∞n r陀evelatory contacts on 由e border between 
the worlds of humans and immortals; 由e san1e author's "Assembled Immortals of 
Yongcheng" /:叫 classes toge由er female immortals. In the 叮lang
Huai" coUection (S9S 1时， 由e principle of selection is regional， while， 
finaUy， "Presumed Immortals" (299 it is thematic， highlighting 由c
problem of recognizing immortals in 由is world. 

fols. 
Compiled by 

(fasc. 
"Veritable IllustratÏons with Eulogies of the Imperial Chamberlain of Shangqing 

皿d Zhenren of [Mount] Tongbo?' 咀1is is a hagiography， in e1even scenes， of the im
mortal Wangzi Jin 王 子 青 . At the head of the main text， following 由e author's pref
ace， is a more e1aborate version of the work's title 由at adds the honorifics 飞sSlstant
of the right with j田isdiction over 由e Office ofthe Five Peaks" 
五 撒 司 右 粥 ) 皿d "Immortal 1ρrd W皿g 王 仙 君" (3a). For information on w;皿gzl
Jin-also known as Wangzi Qiao 王 子 雷 ， 由e son 皿d crown prince of King Ling of 
由e Zhou B .C . ) 一出e preface refers the reader to 由e (see and 由C
L仰ian zhuan 列 仙 博 (see Kaltenm础， Le remarking 由at



Sacred and 

3 4 .  Wangzi Jin dcsccnds on a c10ud charior to Tongbo shan (612 14a-b， scene 8).  

official historiography recorded his traces Up to his death， while Taoist books focused 
on his a丘erlife as 皿 immorta1 (Ib). 

Wangzi Jir也 heavenly honors and appointments form the subject of severa1 of 
the handsomely illustrated scenes highlighting important episodes in his career from 
crown prince to Shangqing saint. Each scene begins wi由 a narrative account， some 
citing earlier sources (especially 由e and a separatc biography， 
博 )， and includcs a description of the corresponding illustration， noting ritual vest
ments， sites， pa1ac白， and paraphernalia of iconographic interest. This dcscription is 
followed by a culogy in cight four-character lines and by 由c 山山tration itself. Scene 7， 
for example， shows the saint in audience with Yuchen dadao jun 玉 晨 大 道 君 (see his 
hagiography 
at the Gold Portal where Wangzi receives his insignia and charter of 
appointrnent ( I2a-I3a). In scene 8 ( I 3b-I4b; fig. 34) his title is prod也med as 

ria1 chamberlain assistant of the right wi由 jurisdiction over 由e Five Peaks， zhenren 
叽Tang of Tongbo) and he is seen descending on a cloud， about to takc up his post 
as governor of Mount Tongbo (Ti且由 shan 天 台 山 ， Zhejiang). Scene ( I4b-Isb) 



Sacred History and Geography 

Wangzi Jin descends 仕orn Heaven to reveal scriptures to Yang (612 18a-19a， scene n) 

depicts Wangzi Jin holding court in 由e Palace of the Golden Court Cavern (Jinting 
dong 金庭洞 )， the Cavem-Heaven ofTongbo. 

The special interest these items in Wangzi Jin's hagiography held for S IMA CHENG
ZHEN can be appreciated 仕om the siting of the Tongbo guan 桐柏酣 temple， founded 
in Sima's honor in 7II ，  directly above Wangzi Jin's Cavern-Heaven (see 

Both the temple emplacement and this hagiographγs emphasis on w:四gzi Jin's 
association wi由 由e Shangqing Hcavcn underline 由e links between the Tiantai school 
ofTaoism and the textual tradition ofShangqing， in which S IMA CHENGZHEN oc
cuples 由e place of a patriarch. Indeed， thc present work culminates in the descent of 
由e Iρrd ofTongbo， clad in crimson robe and hibiscus cap， to Maoshan 茅 山 ， as one 
ofthe zhenren responsible for the Shangqing revelations in In the final scene， the 
Maoshan visionary YANG is depicted standing on a raised platform， with brush 
and paper in hand ready to take a dictation cf. I . 2b， where 由IS
apparition ofTongbo zhenren is also listed). 

Franciscus 防rellen



Jean LéPi 



Sacred Geography 

If so， some questions arise with r，口peα to juan 3 ofthis biography: although the preι 
ace states 由at the work compris臼 three juan， 由e last juan is based entirely on docu
ments 由at are not mentioned during the critical discussion of sources in 由at preface. 
Both Song H山zong's decree of [124 conceming the expansion ofTao's honorific narne 
四d 由e e叫ogy by 由e poet Su Xiang 酥 库 (I065-II47) have to be reg缸ded as later 
additions， unless we consider the possibility 由at 由e work originally consisted of only 
two juan-which would be in keeping wi由 a statement in 由e

(VDL 1料).
The other parts of the text give an account of TAO HONGJING 's 0伍cial career 

(juan 1) and of the religious life he lead after his rerreat to Maoshan 茅 山 (in 492). Jia 
Song lists individually his sources of inforrnation. His pr由lary source was the record 
kept by TAO HONGJING'S nephew， Tao Yi 陶蚓， until 499 and then supplemented 
by Pan Quanwen 潘 泉 文 around 502-508， which has been prese凹ed only in a ve町
incomplete version 
I07.lh-nb). addition， Jia used 1016 and 421 must 
have contained autobiographical material (cf. 由E 红ticle on 由e la忧er)， and also Tao's 
literaIγ works (see Occasionall队 Jia Song also draws on 
o伍cial historiographical works like Tao's biography in 51 .742-43 . We m山t
consider dubious the various citations 仕om aJ&'uan 集 卷 (presumably an abbrevi
ated title)， in which Tao is calledxiansheng 先 生 throughout (e.g.， 2.lb). Even ifthose 
quotations 仕om]:伊an stem from an unidentified part of an earlier edition ofTao's 
literary works， 出ey CaIlOot be 仕om l:泊's own h皿d.

B I B L l O G RA P H Y  

1 3  fols. 
449 (fasc. 201) 

Ursula-A，锣elika Cedzich 

"Biographi臼 ofthe Two True 1ρrds Wu and Xu of the Way ofFilial Devotion." This 
work is one of the earliest accounts ofthe acts ofXu XUN and his eleven disciples， 证
the date of 819 mentioned in the text (9b) is accepted. This date confliαs， however， 
with the indication 由at 560 years had passed since the apo由eosis ofX u  XUN in 292 
(9b). The text contains， with m句or vanan臼， all ofthe material found in B o  YUCHAN'S 
263 33-36， as well as a useful lineage of masters up to 683 ( 13a-b). 

B I BLIOG RA P H Y  

Jean Lévi 



3 )Uan 
Compiled by Shen Fen 沈 汾 ; Southem 'D皿g (937-975) 
295 (fasc. 1 38)  
"Supplementary Lives of Immortals?' Citations of 由is work in 

and its listings in several Song bibliographi臼 (see VDL 168) refer to the title as 
The author's name at the head of each ju皿 is accompanied 

by the titles xian liψ 朝 精郎 前 行 漂 水 幌 合 (仕ont
echelon gentleman for court audiences and county magistrate of Lish山 [Jiangsu
The hagiography ofNie Shidao 眉 即 道 (3 .6a-14b) mentions 由e sovereign Wu Taizu 
(r. 902-905)， the founder of the Five D归asti口 Wu kingdom in Huainan (3 .I2b and 
14a). Given Shen Fen's appointment in the same Jiangsu region， and 由at his book 
was anthologized by 由e editors of in 978， it is likely 由at 由e au由or
lived under thc Wu kingdom (902-937) andjor its successor， the Southern Tang 
(937-975) .  A collection of lives from the same period and region， 
lu by Wu Shu 奥 椒 (947-1002)， has an entry on a Taoist wizard identified as 飞往en
dant censor Shen Fen shiyu 沈汾侍御" (19a-b)， while another Southern 'D皿g writer， 
Liu Chon哥咀m 到崇遣， uses 由e same ap严lIation to refer explicitly to 由e au由or of
the Xu xian 劝uan (see Liu's jinhua 2.60 四d Yu Jiaxi， zh
19.1220) .  Some so町ces gIVe 由e author's personal name as Fen 动 (see CGF 2牛0;
quans，仇4 却嘲mu 146.1252). 

In his own preface， where he refers to hirnself as "Fen 汾" (Ib)， Shen attributes 由c
scarcity ofTaoist hagiographic records both to the elusive nature of the immortals 四d
to 由e failure of 0伍cial historiography to acknowledge them. the specific impulse 
for undertaking his own compilation， Shen names the loss of c1assical works 
籍 ) in 由e "ßames of war" d田mg 由e Zhonghe reign period (preface 2a)， referring to 
the chaos and destruction 由at accomp阻止d 由e sack ofCh皿g油 by Huang Chao 黄
巢 and the exile ofEmperor Xiwng from the capital in 881-885. 

The Taoist canon edition of this work represen岱 由e earliest e:xtant version， along 
with the citations (eight biographies) and II3B (twe町-five
biographi臼). The Xu xian zhuan was also reproduced in 由e Shut户 (由e 100-)U皿
series)， vol. 1059)， 
and o由er co咿'shu 草 蕾 editions.

The "Supplementa可 Lives" forms a structured compilation of individual biog
raphies of immortals (xianzhuan 仙酌， 由e typical format of contemporary Taoist 
hagiography， exemplified by the n山nerous works of D u  in 由lS gcnre. 
One of the tales in the present collection， titled "Wang Kejiao 王 可 交 " (2.13-15b)， is 
in fact also found in Du's (2.Ib一边， and again cited in 
II2. IOb-nb as derived from the latter source). Shen Fen groups his material in two cat-



Franciscus 防rellen

A 
124B 

124B 

B I B LI O G RA P H Y  
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Transcendence and diTline passion; 

F阳切n &iter 



2.A.6 

丹隔 (Jiangxi) is generally acknowledged to have written 由is collection of episodes. 
In the Song cata10gues 由is work is listed as comprising three juan (cf. VDL 102). 

The collection contains twenty-five stories of persons who lived in Wu's home 
pro叽nce and in other provinc口 a10ng the named Jiang 皿d Huai Rivers du且ng 由c
second ha1f of the 11皿g (618-907) and under the Wu (902--937; in which the author's 
father held an 0伍cia1 position)， and Southem Tang (937--975) dynasties. The fi思rres
in the stories demonstrated supematural abi1ities in different fields such as prophecy， 
hea1ing， alchemy， or communication through dreams. The dates mentioned in the text 
range from 769--957， 由us reaching up to the childhood of the au由or， who probably 
collected most of the episodes himse1f (IOa， 14b). Written sourc臼 on which Wu Shu 
may have drawn are not apparent- except for 由e st。可 of Qu Tong 瞿 童 (21b-2sb)，
which is based on Wen Za的 温 造 account of Qu Boting 瞿 伯 庭 (cf. VDL 164--65). 

Juan 
Yinfu 归J1an 隐 夫 玉 筒 ; Five Dynasties (907--960) 
299 (fasc. 151) 

Hans-Hcrmann S伽tidt

"Biographies of Presumed Immortals:' The au由or of these twenty-two biogra
phies has not been identified. The biographies were compi1ed a丘er 由e Tianbao pe
riod (抨击756). According 10.9a， 由is work had on1y one ju皿
However， the aπ皿gement of the texts in 由ree Juan coπ臼ponds with the indications 
by the author yinfu 归jian in his preface. 

The twenty-two texts contain didactic dia1ogues， stories about hea1ers， visionary 
encounters and experiences， which toge由er make clear 由at 由ese "biographies" have 
to be considered as specimens of chuanqi 傅 奇 1iterature.

BIBL10GRAPHY 

F阳切n C. &iter 

This subsection discusses inscriptions marking temples and sacred mountains， 
beginning with 由e Sm彻ao ste e by Cui Rong 崔
融 (65日07). The Qingyang gong inscription 臼64
comp1ements Du G u AN GTI N G'S account in of the Tang restora
tion after the Huang Chao 黄 巢 rebellion in 884. The work 

gives 由e text of a stele inscription at Mount 



CHENGZHEN. GUANGTING'S 969 

山

Zhu 

(cf. 



by the military govemor of Xichuan (Chen Jingxuan 隙敬踵， d. 893;  24a-b). The 
1atter document， dated 30 September 884， is also reproduced in 
9.24a-b. 

Other samp1es ofYue's 0伍cial writings are preserved in 
合 集 (1070) and 1ater compilations. The present text appears to represent the ear1iest 
四d most comp1ete extant version of the Qingyang gong inscription. 

Another firsthand account ofthe miracle commemorated by the inscription is con
tained in 593 I6b-20b. Dated a few months after Yue's compi1ation 
(4 January 885) ， 出is text refers to the imperial edict ordering 由e present inscription 
(20a). A further record in two juan was extant during the Song but reported lost before 
由e compilation of the Ming canon (see 86). 

The inscription commemorates a 10cal portent of the quelling of the Huang Chao 
rebellion (878-884) ， the imrninent restoration of the Tang under Emperor Xizong， 
and the end of the Chengdu exile. In addition， it surveys incidences of both 10yalist 
and supernatural support for m严hical as well as recent historical rulers. 

B I B L I O G RAP H Y  

5 fo1s. 
By Wei Ping ( ?) 衡 阳
970 (fasc. 610) 

Franciscus Verelle饲

"Tang Stele at the Temp1e of Master Zhengyi on Zhongyan Terrace of Mount 
Wangwu?' The commemorative stele for SIMA CHENGZHEN (647-735) provides 
an outline of the master's 1ife.  The in the title should read 
master's posth山nous name， conferred by Emperor Xuanzong. is elsewhere 
used correctly within this text (4a). The a1teration 自 to Zheψ 正 results prob
ab1y from 由e taboo on Emperor Song Renzon庐 personal name， Zhen :tl自 (see CGF 
57). This stele features a unknown elsewhere， of S IMA CHENG ZHEN， namely， 
Daoyin 道 隐 ( Ib). According to this inscription， S IMA CHENGZHEN settled in 
Wangwu shan 王 屋 山 in 724 (2b) and died there in 735 (3b). The 1atter date does not 
accord with 出at of 727 found in Sima's biography in the]iu 192 and in 969 

Chen Guofu noted 由at 由E
author ofthis inscription was probab1y one ofthe discip1es of SIMA CHENGZHEN;  
Chen 由us considered the indication in 由is text more reliab1e. 

There is some uncertainly as to 由e correct graph for the author's personal name. 



GUANGTING 杜 光 庭 (850-933)
969 

Kwo:割!t1 Hing 

GUANGTI NG 

S IMA CHENGZHEN 

S IMA CHENGZHEN， 
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3 Juan 
By WU YUN 奥蜀， zi Zhenjie 桌 筒 ， hao Dongy皿g poS由山no山 title
Zon伊uan Xl皿sheng 宗 主 先 生 (d. 778)
1051 (fasc. 726-727) 
"Collected Works of Master Zongxu四产 ηl.Ïs collection is preceded by 四 undated

preface by QUAN DEYU， vice-president of the Board of Rites shila1锣 檀部侍
QUAN DEYU occupied 由at post from 802 to 810. He is a1so the au由or ofWu

YUN'S biography 1053 Wu zunshi zhuøn. 
Wu YUN was a prolific writer whose complete works amounted to 450 chapters 

(piøn 篇 ). Twenty-five years after his death (ca. 803)， the collected works were com
piled by Wang Yan 王 颜 m 由irtypiøn and presented to the throne. That edition was 
later obtained by one ofWu YUN'S discipl白， who then asked QUAN DEYU to write 
a preface (see preface 2b-3a). 

古le present collection is incomplete， since， according to QUAN DEYU， it originally 
comprised twenty juan (see 10.β Wu zunshi zhulln 2a). Later bibliographies record 
ten or e1even ju皿. The collection comprises on1y twenty-four of the thirty sections 
mentioned in 由e preface. The preface a1so inc1udes the tit1口 of twe1ve sections， of 
which fo山 are missing in the pr臼ent work (preface 2a-2b). Moreover， 10ρ zo1芮'18"""

t由hree sections， a1so formed part of the collection (see 
Wu zunshi zhuan 3a). 

Ju皿 I 皿d 2.la-9b comprise eight户-rhapsodies in irre思d红 verse. Some of these 
meditative in nature (see， for instance， "Xixin fu 洗心赋" and "Dengzhen fu 登

翼 赋"; 2.3a-7a)， others descriptive (2.7a-9b). The "Xu皿归an fu 立 猿赋:' written at 
Mount Lushan， includes a short preface. The ''Yiren fu 逸人赋" (I.4a-8b) is a dia
logue between a rec1use 皿d an inter1ocutor: the rec1use discourses on 由e import四ce
of disdaining wor1d1y honors in favor of preserving 由e integrity of body and spirit. 
The "Si huanchun fu 思 渥 淳赋" (2.la-3b) contains some barbed referenc臼 to 由E
"Buddhist c1ique." 

咀lefo-rhapsodies are followed by 由ree lun-discourses， all mentioned in the Chong
wen zoψmu (see VDL 町， 109， and 129). 

咀le most famous of these lun-discourses is the "Shenxian ke xue lun 神 仙 可 事
揄" (2.9b-16a)， which upholds 由c 由eSls 由at inunorta1ity can be attained 由rough
the exercise ofwill and through study-a refutation ofthe c1aim by 由e Six Dynasties 
poet Ji K皿g 牺 康 (223-262) 由at inunorta1ity was innate and cou1d not be attained 
through study or exterior me皿s. 古l.Ïs work is inc1uded in 由E 盯QQ 93. Ia-7b. 

币le "Xinmu lun 心 目 揄" (2.16a-I9b) is presented in the form of a dia10gue be
tween 由e eyes and the heart， each accusing the other of1eading him astray. It is in fact 
a metaphorica1 ta1e aimed at 由e emperor: the heart represents the ru1er who blames 
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and to the new dynasty. Cenain events， such as 由e aUSplCIOUS pO口ents produced at 
the coronation ofWang Jian and 由e death and funerals of the latter， are well docu
mented. 

The were written for a great variety of liturgical services. We find the classical Re
tteats of a general nature， as well as a great number of specialized Offerings 
(jitw 醺 ) addressed to 由e stars and， on the occasion of special dates or events- for 
example， ordination-to specific deities， such as the God， and immortals. The 
most lmport削 Offering services are called Zhoutian 匈切 周 天 大 醺 and
句切 罹 天 大 醺 . These vast rituals， which are described here for 由e first time， 町
said to be based on 由e "四cient Lingbao liturgy" (6.lIb). 

B I B L I O G RA P H Y  

The encyclopedic and analytic compilations on 由e categories ofTaoist literature， 
thought， and practice in 由is section offer an insight into 由e structure of the mental 
universe of medieval Taoism. The "Principal Meaning of 1￥oism" (II24 

anal严es 由e twelvefold classification ofTaoist writings in 由c
canon; "The Pearlbag of the Three Caverns" (II39 lays out major 
categories ofTaoist theory 皿d practice; and ''The Pivotal Meaning ofTaoist Docrrine" 
但29 categorizes theoretical concepts and terms. The "Phonological 
Glossary" (II23 lik.ewise concerned with problems 
ofte口ninology， is a fragment of a once extensive glossary of由e Taoist canon. The final 
group of texts 一 "Forest ofOpinions" (1262 "Discussion ofthe Standard Works 
ofTaoism" (II30 and "Collection of Accomplished Sayings" ρ033 

- consists of compilations of citations. 

fols. 
Seventh centurγ 

(fasc. 760) 
"Principal MeaI由19 ofTaoism." This work deals with the classification of the Taoist 

writings into twelve divisions Ia-b) and with 由eir characteristics. 
Õfuchi Ninji demonstrates ("On Ku Ling Pao Ching:' 33-36)， the is 
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capita1. The editors' preface evokes the vicissitudes of the transmission ofT泣。ist books.
1n faα， their scholarly project was s∞n followed by 由e attempts of the Kaiyuan pe
riod (713-741) to reconstitute 由e canon itself (cf. 52. 1 6b). 

mentioned in the editors' preface， 由e in six sections had been 
compiled jointly wi由 the glossary. 币l1S S ary account ofTaoist doctrine， accord
ing to citations 仕om selected scriptures (see the list in Yoshioka Yoshitoyo， 

398-400)， is aII 由at survives of the larger work. 币le six sections address 
the following subjects: (1 Cosmogony (由ohω 道 化 ) ; 但) Pantheon 
(劝 阻d (4) Cosmology and sacred geography 侨'1ïe 法 界 ， (5) Taoist 

practice and (6) Scriptural traditions (ji1级向 耀 法).

B I B L I O G RA P H Y  

shiro饵.，

5 Juan 
By Ma Zong 属穗， zi Yu皿h山 元 啻 ; 787 
1262 (fasc. 1000-1001) 

Franciscus 

"Forest of Opinions?' This is a compilation of selected passag臼 仕om philosophi
works from the pre-Qin (221-206 up to 由e Six Dynasties (220-598) period. 

ηle two prefac臼 by Dai Shulun 戴叔偷 and Liu Bing Bocun 伯 存 )， dated 
786 皿d 787， provide information about the compilation ofthis collection: Ma Zong 
used as a basis Yu Zhongrong's 庚仲容 (476-549) work Zichao 子钞 m 由i呵rjuan (of 
which onJy 由e list of books used for 由e compilation has been pr臼e凹ed; cf. 由e bib
liographical appendix to but he modified 由e length of the individual exce甲包，
由us creating his own selection in six juan. 

The present fragmentaIγ version of the in five ju皿 contains extracts from 
sixty-nine works (由e table of contents lists seventy-one)， aImost half of which are lost 
today. However， an abridged version of the ηlin in six ju皿 is still found in Shωifu 
II . IIa-Ba. Although the table of contents in 由e Daozang edition corr臼ponds， apart 
from a few exceptions， to 由e Shut户 edition and a1so to the list of works exce甲ted in 
由e Zω剧， 由e order of the textual extracts in juan 5 of the present text differs from 由E
table of contents. Also， the passage given under ''Wangsun zi 王 强 子 " in juan 2 do臼
not come 仕om that work (cf. the version in the Shωifù). 

Shortcomings of this kind have been noted 皿d correαed in later critical editions， 
such as 由e one of 1797 commentated by Zhou Guangye 周 庸 棠 ， which a1so contains 
a compilation of scattered fragmenrs from 由e Compilations of missing passag口
仕om Juan 2 皿d 6-found， 岛r eXaI11ple， as 皿 appendix to the 



英殿聚珍 edition-merely contain the respective paragraphs from 由e SIn呐 verslon.
For a d.iscussion of numerous 0由er editions of this text， see Hu Yujin， Siku 

， 1018-19. 

4 Juan 
Tang (618-907) 
1130 (fasc. 764) 

Hans-Her明IUIn S，伽"础

"Discussion ofthe Standard Works ofTaoism." Despite 由e title， 由is work is not 
a d.iscourse but an encyclopedia in which the anon严nous compiler has assembled， 
under each heading， a selection of citations 仕om Taoist writings. Originally compris
ing 由町y juan (see it most likely dates 
仕om (由e first half of?) 由e 'TI皿g d归asty. In the present four juan version more 由m
seventy texts are cited， most ofthem from the Six D归asties (220-589) period. Seven 
tex岱 红e probably of a later date 皿d quoted only in other compilations of the seventh 
and eighth century. About a dozen texts， such as 
棠辑程 (3.4b) and are 
otherwise unknown. 

Two D山由u皿g fragments， Stein 3547 and Pe山ot 2920， contain parts of juan 1 of 
the present work. The first sixteen lines of Stein 3547 precede 由e beginning of the 

in 由e Daoza吻. Moreover， an intemal reference to 由e headings "Moun
tains" 四d "Vestments and Adomrnents" ( I.I2b)， which are not prese凹ed in our text， 
confirm the fragmentary character of this encyclopedia. 

The prese凹ed four juan contain more 由an fi句， headings on the following topics: 
classification of deitics (juan 1 ) ;  ranks and titles ofTaoists (juan 2) ;  forbidden actions 
and wrong mental attitudes (ju皿 3); omcns， dreams， gymnastics， r臼plratory exer
cises， and operative alchemy (juan 4). 

Very likel队 由e D山由uang manuscripts Pelliot 2459， Pelliot 2469， Pelliot 27勾， Pel
liot 3652， Pelliot 3299， and Stein 1113 -which， according to Õfuchi's studies， probably 
belonged to one and 由e same scroll- and pres山nably also Pelliot 2443 (see Õfuchi 
Ninji， 349-51 ;  801-10) are fu由er fragmen臼
from the lun: 由ere， too， we find the binominal headings wi由 occasionally
very brief entries; the same， otherwise little-known texts are cited， and the same abbre
viated titles are used (e g. ， Moreover， Pelliot 
2459， line 101， has a commentary by 由e compiler 由at， like the occasional expl皿ations
m 由e present text (e.g.， I . lIa; 2.7a)， star臼 with 由e formula "Now explain" 

The indications of the juan of a work from which the citations 红e drawn are， 
however， missing in 由e Daoza1锣 verslon.
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The 山咀且cation of Taoist traditions 由at began in 由e fi丘h centu町 A.D. reached 
its a山ninating point during the T:皿g d归asty (618-907). 咀le groundwork for 由IS

unification was laid by XIUJIN G  (406-477) in his 
目 四d in his codification of the liturgy of the Way of the Heavenly Master (see 

In a different w吼 works by TAO HONGJING (452-536) 
such as and the jiψ 贯 重位棠腥 (see

equally a忧empted to provide a global 皿d 山世fied view of the 
Taoist traditions 由at were current in those times. 

币le great encyclopedic undertaking， constituted a further step 
toward the integration of the different traditions into a single system (see Lagerwey， 

32 and passim). However， inasmuch 豁 出is enterprise aimed at 由c
establishment of a state religion， 由e Way ofthe Heavenly Master and its liturgy were 
virtually excluded. The collection and collation of tex臼 for 由e compilation of the 

was carried out at 由e Tongdao guan 通 道颤 under the direction of 
WANG YAN (d. 604). Bibliographic p叫ects continued at 由e abbey during 由e S山
dynasty (581-白的， when its name was changed to Xuandu guan 立 都 酿 . manuscript 
of 由e Laozi bianhωp吻 老 子 壁化程 discovered at Dunlmang has a colophon indi
cating 由at it was copied in 612 under the guidance of a master of the Xuandu gu皿
in order to be included in the imperial library (Seidel， divinisation Lao Ts仰，
59-60， and Ofuchi， 325). Thus 由is manuscript must have 
been part of the general compilation effort undertaken at the abbey. Moreover， 由is
m皿uscript shows us 由at at 由at time the collection and collation ofTaoist tex岱 was
no longer limited to the scriptures of the Three Caverns (Sando吻jing 三 洞扭 ) but
also included more ancient works. The editors treated the ancient messianic text of the 

ji:吻 Wl由 由e utmost respect， since all archaic and corrupt charaαers and 
sentences were copied verbatim. All 由e Taoist scriptural traditions were 由us 山1Ïted
for inclusion in one great canon. is well known， on 由at occasion the ancient tex臼
were subdivided into four par包， 由e so-called Four Supplements 

does not as yet mention the But WANG YAN'S catalogue， 
called the Bag of Pearls from the Three Caverns not to 
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overall system in which 由e adept could make his or her way from the first religio山
instruction during childhood to 由e highest levels in the divine 0伍ce.

We have listed the texts in 由is section according to 由e organization of the Tang 
c皿on. Beginning from the lowest level， the One and Orthodox Way 
of the Heavenly Master.、 we present 由e 'TI也ping and Taixuan divisions， but not 由E
Taiqing division， as there is absolutely no proof由at 由e texts of that part of the canon 
were ritually transmitted wi由in the framework of the overall liturgical organization. 
For instance， there is no ordination title 由at corresponds to 由e possession ofTaiqing 
tex盹 and these works， mostly manuals for the Tending Life practices， m山t therefore 
have been in general circulation. The textual traditions 
洞 制 神咒 槌 and the e吻mω 异 玄 扭 曲 not have 由eir own divisions. They 
are therefore classi且时， by 由e T:皿g liturgists， either as part of the Dongshen division， 
or as separate groups somewhere between Dongshen and Dongxuan， 由at is， as "lesser 
Lingbao" tex岱. Notwi由standing 由e vagueness 由at surrounded 由eir canonical sta
tus， these texts were transmitted liturgicaily and commanded special initiations and 
ordination titles. 

6 Juan 
By Jinming qizhen 金 明 七 属 ; early Tang (618-907) 
II25 (fasc. 760-761) 
"Regulations for 由e Practice of Taoism in Accordance wi出 由e Scriptures of the 

Three Cavems， a Dongxuan Lingbao Canon." This work presents standards for 由C
Taoist's life and professional activities. Originally 由e work was arranged in three juan 
( I . Ib);  see 9.声， where 由e title rea也 ndo 卢吻勋。 均 三 洞 奉

It is not known how or why the work was remodeled to comprise six ju扭，
nor when the title was expanded. The present edition is incomplete， as is shown by 
由e quotations found in I .1a and SDZN 6.13a. 

This is Jinming qizhen's main work (see also 

which sets the standard for 由e integ时， hierarchically structured system of 
Taoism 由at was to retain validi可 由roughout 由e Tang d归as可. The exaα date ofthe 
work remains to be ascertained. Whereas Õfuchi Ni时i， on the basis of intemal evi
dence， dates it to about the middle of the seventh century， Yoshioka， mainly relying on 
dates given in argues for a date around 550 (Yoshioka 
Yoshitoyo， 39-牛5) . But the lack ofhistorical evidence for the 



existence of such complex， state-sponsored Taoist institutions in the six由
century- corresponding largely to the Buddhist as described in the present 
text一leaves doubts abollt Yoshioka's thesis. 

Õfuchi Ninji Il5 ff.) describes the D山由u皿g 丘agments
of this work， and Yoshioka Yoshitoyo's 3 :77-219 contains a complete 
J apanese paraphrase of the text. 

The relationship of the present work to other tex臼 provides a basis for its tenta
tive dating. On the one hand， the work itself (1.缸， I .I2a) clearly relies on 

a now lost passage (cited in 
y仰伊 17b--18b) shows a parallel with 

ji:吻 IOb. On the other hand， repeatedly ( IOa， na) 
refers to our text as Qizhen's Apart 仕om 由e citation 仕om a Sando栩 如 in SDZN 
6. 13a， not found in 由e present text， the earliest historically reliable references to 由E
code date 仕om 由e early eighth century (see 

8b). 
This work shows essential features of Zhengyi Taoism， which received substantial 

imperial favors at 由e pr白山ηed time of the book's compilation. According to 由e preι
ace， Jinming qizhen had divided his work into three juan-comprising 512 individual 
paragraphs and eight additional sections containing standards for the ceremonial 

J udging by the number of individual p缸agraphs still extant， more 由皿
one third of the text is lost. Some of these 10咀t portions are found in 由e Dw由uang
manuscripts Pelliot 3682 and Stein 809 (Ofuchi Ninji， 
U5-r6; 219-22) ;  17归8b contains a 
lost passage， ofwhich manuscript Pelliot 3682 is a direct continuation. Another note
worthy passage is found in 9a-IOa 

They份 in eight sections， completely preserved in ju四 4 to 6 of the pr'臼ent text， 
originally formed a single ju阻， 由e final juan 3 (see 6.I2a). Song bibliographers still 
referred to 由is original version in three ju四 (VDL 74)， but among 由 D山由u皿g
manuscripts there existed already a version in five juan (Pelliot 2337; Õfuchi Ni时1，

n6-2I; 223-42). 
The first part of the work (juan 1-3) offers detailed descriptions of ten categories 

ofTaoist religio山 activities ("the production oficons;' 2.la-5b; "出e copying of scrip
tures;' 2.5b--7a; etc.). This part opens wi由 a presentation of the rewards or punish
ments obtained for evil 皿d g'∞d deeds， all of which are quoted from 
l'吻 (1.缸， I2a) ; compare Yoshioka Yoshitoyo， pI7-33 .  The second 
part Uu四 4-6)， consisting of eight sections， provides instructions for the performance 
ofliturgical services (see fig. 36). The ra血 由at mark 由e career of the Taoist priest 皿d
由e respective registers and scriptures 由at the Taoist receives step-by-step are all listed 
and described in great detail. Possibly the most important data are provided by two 
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fols. 
By 
1240 (fasc. 990) 
"Alrnanac for Determining 由e Proper Dates for the Transmission of the Registers 

皿d Commandrnen包 of the Scriptures of the Three Caverns to 1泣。ists， of the Dong
xuan Lingbao C皿on?' The au由or states m 由e introduction (la-2a) 由at 由is booklet 
was compiled for easy reference on the basis of a larger manual， 由e Comprehensive 
Rules of the Three Cavems in twenty-one juan (see 

The almanac is organized according to 由e classification of scriptures in the ruerar
chical order of initiation and transrnission current at the time. On the elementary level， 
we find the ordinations of the One and Orthodox Way of the Heavenly 
Master: first 由e registers of immortals and spirits for lay 
people， then 由 Diocesan registers for 由e ordination of masters. 

The next step concerns the transmission of the marked by 由c
ordination to 由e Lord Lao Gold Button Register 
This step is followed by the transmission of the 

The initiation in the Lingbao scriptures corresponds to 由at of the Covenant of 
Spontaneity quan 自 然穿 ) 皿d 由 registers of the Scriptures of the Median 
Oa由 (zho吻m吻png 中 盟 耀 : a general narne for 由e revealed Lingbao scriptures) 
皿d the True Writs To this category are appended the transmission of 
a nurnber of ancient texts， grouped together 部 由e Five Methods f 五法 . These 
texts are 由e [L叫iunj

[三 皇] 内 文， 由e wt仿 [重曹] 五符 ， and 由c
tu 五 崩 虞 形 圃 . ηlese five old tex臼 were grouped toge由er by TAO 

who wrote a ritual for 由eir transmission (see Dunhuang manuscripts 
Stein 3750 and Pelliot 2559).  classifies them here as Lingbao. Under 
a separate heading， the au由or inserts a register of the River Chart 
曹鲸 ; see wruch is related to 由e cult of the Dipper stars 
and to 由e Sacrifice ofthe Nine Sovereigns 

币le final stage of initiation is marked by the transmission of the Shangqing scrip
tures. At the end of the almanac there is a discussion on 由e importance of performing 
transrnission rituals in an orderly fashion. 

K仇S切1[er Schipper 
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由e moment ofhis or her ordination into the different r缸也 ofthe liturgical organiza
tion， 皿d 由ey a比 confi.rmed in written documents signed by 出e guarantors 保

who aα as sponsors of the ordinand. 
The text provid臼 models for 由e documents corresponding to ordinations as mas

ter of (1) 由e Way of the Heavenly Master 
(3) 由e jiψ [洞 湘 ]神 咒 程 ; (4) 由c

Dongshen 洞 神 scriptures; (s) 由e (6) 由e Dongxuan 洞 立

scriptur白; and (7) 由e Shangqing 上 清 scriptures.
A simil红 text is given in Isa-16b. There， on pages I6a-b， 

simple indications are included on 由e appe缸四ce of the Three Masters: "red-brown 
face， with a small beard:' et cetera. 

26 fols. 

By 713) 

1212 (fasc. 878) 

Kristofi衍 灿ipper

"Complete Ritual for Offering to the Gods of Registers of the Three Caverns， the 
Five Me由ods， and the One and Orthodox Covenant了

，
A list on page 8b gives all 由c

titles ofthe registers venerated in this celebration. These titles comprise virtually all 由
initiation documents of the time. They were presented by the s缸ne author in several 
。由er works as well， for instance， 

The ritual shows 由at 由e registers 缸e unrolled and placed on the altar， toge由er
with the offerings. There is a detailed illustration of this altar on pages 4a-sa (fig. 37). 
It c皿 be set up ei由er on a holy site before a cave， or in 扭Y calm and clean place. 

The m句or pa仕 of the ritual is taken up by 由e rites of inviting and invoking the 
deities of each register 9a-24a). There are twemy-four 
Zhengyi registers 由at correspond exactly to those given in 

Next to these twenty-four registers we find the Tablet of the General 
Inspector of Merits see 

and the gods of the different dioceses， quoted according to the Diocesan Codex 
17a). 

offerings are vegetari四. Wines and mea臼 are strictly forbidden. Instead of wine， 
由e libations are made wi由 water

Kristofer ScJ.咂er
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30 fols. appendix: 
Mid-T;皿g (618-907) 
12件 (tωc. 991) 
"Protocol of the Ritual Pledges [to Be Given] on Receiving 由e Registers， in Hier

archical Order:刀 As an appendix， there is a Protocol of the Dioceses of the Heavenly 
Master (see hereunder). The pledges- rice， paper， and writing utensils， silk， silver， 
and gold-are divided into ten rubrics， each corresponding to a hierarchical degree in 
由e Taoist org皿izational frarnework and linked to the transmission of registers and 
scriptures. At each new level， the pledges become more costly， ranging from a pair 
of silver rings at 由e first initiation to 由ree pωrs of rings， nine 
ounces of fine gold， five bronze mirrors， and many rolls of silk for the final bestowal 

Each degree has its own corr臼ponding ordination titles and ritual offices， from 
Taoist of Pure Faith and disciple [Observing] the Ten 



ωmmandments at 由 outset， to True Man， disciple ofThree 
Effulgences， from the Great Cavern of the Mysterious Capital of Highest Purity 

at the end. 
The hierarchy of scriptural traditions accords entirely with 由at of the midd.le of the 

Tang period， 臼 given by ZHANG WAN F U  in his 1240 

The registers command the divine energies ofthe universe， and each adept， accord
ing to his or her birth date， occupies a particul缸 position in 由is framework 

The cosmological taxonomy is different for each tradition， and the 
present work gives tables for determining each individual's position (7b-I2b). 

At the time of the transrnission， messages written on wooden tablets 
are presented to the gods so 由at 由ey may know the adept's n缸ne. Other tablets， 

cal1ed are sent to inferior deities. Some of these tablets have talismans， 
which are reproduced at the end of the work. 

Those Taoists who lived religious communities were required to have a docu
ment showing their affiliation to 由e monastery The example shown here 
(Isa-I6b) is similar to 由at given in 

by ZHANG WANFU. 
The present work incorporates， from page 19b on， 皿 lffiport皿t document called 

the Protocol of the Dioc白白 of the Heavenly Master， Part yi， 
It is by Zhang Bian 强 酶 ， descendant of the 由irteen由 generation of the 

Heavenly Masters officer of the guard of the prince of 
Wuling of the Liang dynasty 梁 武 陵 王 The latter was Prince Xiao Ji 萧自己 ， 他h son 
of Emperor Wu and established at Chengdu 成都 in Sichuan. He died in A.D.  553 in 
由e srruggle for the succession of the throne of Emperor Jianwen. 

This protocol gives the list of forty-four dioceses with their geographical and cos
mological locations. They are divided into four groups. There is a commentary 由at
compares different versions of this text 皿d 由at quotes 由e 科 This 
commentary probably dates from 由e Tang period. 

17 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
792 (fasc. 564) 

K由切ifer Sch啦er

叮en Items of Taoist Ceremonial?' This text most likely dates from 由e Tang. It 
refers repeated.ly (IOa; 1钊) to 
named here and [jie] 七 量 科 [戒 ] (comp町， e.g.， Ioa Wl由 11勾
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Master. This is demonstrated by 由e faα 由at we hear for 由e first time of the 1ρnghu 
shan family around 770， at which time they clairn to be descendants of the thir
teen由 generation. From the we 
know 由at the linear descendants of the First Heavenly Master had already arrived at 
由c 由irteen由 generation by the middle of the sixth century. Du tells 
山 that it w;豁 出c 由irteen由 "Heavenly Master" of the Longhu shan family who ex
changed the rule 由at 由e registers for 由e ordination should be inscribed on wooden 
table岱 (ban 版 ) for 由eir copy on paper， "so as to assure a wider distribution" among 
lay people and clergy as protective talismans 1 I .5b). A complete 
version ofthe twenty-four registers as 由ey m山t have been distributed by 由e Longhu
sh皿 cult is given in Two rituals edited by 
Du G

Y也 concern the worship of the gods of these registers. 

2 3  fols. 
Attributed to Jinming qizhen 金 明 七 贵 ; early T:皿g (618--907) 
674 (fasc. 353) 
"Divine Register of the Supreme Three Origins for Securing 由e House产刊e narne

ofJinming qizhen is associated with one of the most important works for 由e hier红
chical systematization ofTaoism: 
Here he appears as 由e recipient of a new revelation in a 3: 申 year on Mount 
k皿让m 崖南 (Ia). The 1ρrd of the Great and Infinite Tao， Most High J ade Emperor 
of the Ultimate Supremely Supreme Primordial Beginning (Wushang shangshang 
归anshi taish皿g 严血uang 费 上 上 上 元始 太 上 玉 皇 ) transmits to Jinming qizhen 由c
Correct Teaching of the Pure and True [Pneuma] zh吻向 清 真 正 剧， or
the Teaching of the Great Vehicle In the 
closely related 

y甘叼、 and 在Jso
Jinming communicates with Gaoshang tianbao )'l血u皿g 高

上 天 曹 玉 皇 . The present teaching is intended for the salvation of mortals 臼 a future 
generation of heavenly beings 

On 出e basis of the dates in Jinming's Yoshioka Yoshi
toyo ("Sandõ hõdõ kakai gihan no seiritsu ni 臼山te，" 43) concludes 由at 由e cyclical 
characters stand for 由e year 552. Ass山ning， however， 由at 由e present text， 由c 由ree
similar texts atnibuted to Jinming qizhen mentioned above， and 
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of the compass. A detailed table of their taboo n缸nes is given at the end 

fols. 

Early Tang 
(fasc. 

Kristofer Sch仰w

"Ritual for the Transrnission of the Tablet of the lnspector of Merit， of the Zhengyi 
Canon产 The office of inspector of merit is 由e highest in 由e Heaven1y
Master hierarchy of the Tang， 皿d the Tablet is 由e foremost insignia of this 
rank. On1y those who have obtained of the registers and passed a1l lower grades 
are eligible for 由IS 0伍ce compare na). It confers 出c
right to hereditary transmission of the funαion of master to descendants (Ia 皿d 3a). 
The present text envisages a1so the possibility of transmitting 由e dignity of 
to "由ose who dwell in the Tao" (zai 印。 在 道 )， 由at is， those who live in a monastery 

la). The dz侈ong are leaders of由e dioceses stands for zhi 
治 in deference to 由e Tang taboo) 皿d are qualified to confer the diocesan ordination 

except for 由e Ya1切rpi1移zhi 隔 平治 : 由e o伍ce ofd;吻。吻 of由is foremost
of a1l dioceses is reserved for 由e 1inear descendants of the first Heaven1y Masters ( Ib， 
由e comment缸y quotes XW]ING).  

咀le pr口ent text makes a1most no reference to the ritual of transrnission but consists 
of a series of mode1 documents for the investiture， n缸nely， 由e text to be written on 由C
Tablet two memorials， one presented on 由e eve of the night 
of transmission， 也e other 由e next morni吨， when the insta1lation is confirmed. 

The present text is marked as missing from the Ming canon in 
b. This oversight occurred， no doubt， because the text is marked as an appen

dix to (see the pr臼ent text Ia， subtit1e). 
lndeed， holding 由e ten registers of is a prerequisite for obt也mng

由e rank ofdψ吻 (see

fols. 
Early 11皿g

(fasc. 

Kru旬ifer S必'ipper

"Protocol of the Section of Ritual Registers， of the Zhengyi Canon?' This is a 
collection of rites and documents for promoting disciples to superior to 由c
ordinary lay registers， but without conferring the diocesan ordination and the quality 
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19 fols. 
Seventh to tenth centu町

1032 Yunji qiqian 28 (fasc. 677-702) 
"The Twenty-four Dioc臼es?' 白l1S anon严no山 text derives for 由e most part 仕om

JU四 7 of SDZN (see the list of correspondences by Lagerwey， in Schipper， du 
ηmji Qiqian， 1 : 36 n. 48). The following 由ree passag口 红e exceptions: (1) 3a-4b， 
taken 仕om a lost work by Du  GUANGTING (see Xianzhuan shiyi 仙傅拾遣， quoted 
in Taiping gua叨叨.2另一36); (2) 5b-7a， from D u  GUANGTING'S Da仰。 li吻ryan
ji 2.1Ob-I2a， also quoted in YJQQ U7.14a-b; and (3) ub--l2a， from Yuntai zhi zho吻
[neiJ lu 雪 台 泊 中 [内 ]鳝 (see ηQQ 牛.nb-I7a).

The present work， then， essentially combines seventh- or pre-seventh-century 
material (由e SDZN passages in turn refer to predecessors) with early ten由-century
additions by Du GUANGTING.  1n addition to 由e above sources， the present text rnay 
represent elernents ofDu GUANGTING'S Ershisi hua tu 二 十 四 化 圃 in one juan (not 
extant; see Song shi， "Yiwen z町

，
4.5190; see also Dongtian卢diyuedu mi吻'Shanji

ua-15a)， orofjuan 2 0fSIMA CHENGZHEN'S 刀andigo吻声 tu (盯QQ 2冗 see
or a cornbination of both. 

The preface， citing the Zha吻 tianshi ershisi zhi tu 强 天 前 二 十 四 治 圃 vla 万o Hun
yuan she咆uï 7.6a-7b， recounts the legend oflρrd Lao's revelation to Zhang Daoling 
强道陵， which led to the institution of the dioceses (see Santian ne仿ji吻 I .6b;
WSBY 23.4a-9a). The text lists and localizes the original Twenty-four Dioceses in 由ree
hierarchical orders of eight， with accoun臼 of the topography 皿d legends associated 
with each sacred site and of the four additional dioceses instituted by Zhang's succes
sors to complete 由e correspondence between the systern of the dioc白白 血d 由at of 
由e Twenty-eight Stellar Mansions (xiu 宿 ).

20 fols. 
T四g (618-907) 

1239 (fasc. 990) 

Pranciscus 防rellen

"Concise Treatise for 由e One and Orthodox Cultivation of the True [Way]?' The 
purpose of the work， as defioed in the unsigned and undated preface， is "to expl但n 由c
profound meaning of the main points for 由e c叫tivation of the Registers of the Three 
Caverns (sando吻 lu 三 洞 臻 )， so 由at one rnay understand 由at the doctrines prornul
gated by 由e highest saints 皿d gods in respects are in complete agreement with the 
rnyste可 ofmysteries." The registers， which are 由e foundation of the scriptures of the 
Three Caverns， enable the initiates to marshal the gods and subdue the demons， and 



出山 to progress on the road to immortali可. 咀le text refers to other manuals， such as 
1I2S 

4-) and the Protocol of the Dioc白白 of the Heavenly Master 
see The pr臼ent work seems to be incomplete， as 

the explanations on 由e sacrifice of the Registers announced on page sb 
are no longer found. 

The registers are presented here in three main groups. On the most elementary level 
we find those of the Way of the Heavenly Master， in reversed order of importance: 
first the Precious Register of the One and Orthodox Covenant with the Powers， in 
Twenty-four Degrees 
皿d 由e Register of the One Hundred and Fi丘y Generals 
十 将 罩 鳝 )， which represent 由e higher ordinations; 由en， at the end (page IOa)， 由c
Register for Children The contraα 由at proves 
由e legal transmission follows 出口e registers. There is 
also a special paragraph on ordination and liturgy. 

The middle level lists 由e talismans， diagrams， in1ages， 四d
writs of the Sar由uang and Lingbao traditions， equally pr口ented in a descending 
order. A long 皿d important comment盯y explains 由e different practices 由at belong 
to 由is level. There are bread由19 exercises， meditation praαices， as well as the dancing 
ofthe Paces ofYu and Pacing the Mainstay 

The uppermost level is 由at of the Shangqing division. Here we also find twenty
four degrees， as well as a document con且mung 由e legi由nate transmission. A final 
paragraph is devoted to the rules to be observed when copying all 出口e registers. 

fols. 
Eigh由 century

(fasc. S64-) 

Kris，切如 Schipper

咆cripture on 由 Liturgy of the Zhengyi Masters." This scripture de曲， ill 由irty
different topical sections， with specific questions of ordination， ritual， and the conduct 
of life. It corresponds in its overall conception to 由e l￥oist codices 由at tlourished 
in the seventh and eighth centuries. The registers and rules given for the grad臼 of
ordination within the Zhengyi tradition， and also the hierarchical order of the daoshi 
within the clerical system -from 由e lay degrees up to 由c

-follow the outlines provided by such st皿dard works 
aS II2S 4-.sa-j .3b. 

A remarkable feature of the present text is its description of life in Taoist institu
tions 皿d of certain aspects of their organization. On 18a-b it says， for instance， 由at
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of 

and next to 由e Five Emperors， 由e Directors ofDestiny (simiψ 司 命 )， and 由e deities 
of the sexag白山ul cyde. 

ηle altar for 由ejiao is built either in 由e counyard of the house of the patron， or 
inside the house. lt is divided into three square concentric parts， separated by parti
tions made of strips of red fabric with openings at each of the four 
comers. ln 由is sacred area are placed different kinds of offerings， such 
as fn血， cak.白， D臼tiny Rice (mi吻mi 命 米 )， salt， be皿s， et cetera， as well as n山nero山
oil lamps. There is only one officiant， who is seated to the south of the area， facing 
north. 

到 fols.
T四g (618-907) 
795 ( fasc. 564) 

K栩如 S命'ipper

"Ritual Forrnulas for 由 Exteriorization of the Officials， according to the Zhengyi 
Tradition， Toge由er with Their Corresponding Petitions." This work may be a 仕ag
ment of a larger liturgical manual， as a gr四t number of different petitions existed in 
由e Heavenly Master liturgy (see zi zha吻li).

The text contains four rites， all conceming 由e release from spells and 由e effects 
of sorcerγ. ηle first rite is called the "retum to normali旷 (huishan 沮 善 ; Ia-5b)， for 
diseases caused by witchcra丘. 咀le person who cast 由e spell is called 由e "e叫1 person" 
(eren 恶 人 )， and his or her name shou1d be indicated. The pr臼entation of the peti
tion c皿 be completed by me四s of an exorcism with the help of a talisman (4b-5b). 
The next rite a1so concems hea1ing 5b-IOa). Here the illness is caused 
either by witchcra.ft or as a resu1t of past misdeeds committed by 由e patient. The 由ird
petition concems liberation 仕om prison (lmi la哼U 阔 牢 献 ; IOa-I4b). A!though the 
text does mention rea1 imprisonme时， it primarily concerns 由e arr臼t， by vengeful 
demons， ofthe souls ofthe patient. The principal aim ofthe rite is therefore the libera
tion from spirit possession. The fina1 item is called "return end repent皿ce"
沮 化 ; 同b-2Ia) and concerns slaves who rebel and， possessed by ma1evolent spirits， 
constant1y away 仕om their master's house c红rymg away 由e latter's property. 
order to obtain his recove町， 由e master of the slaves proceeds to 由e s皿αuary

of a monastery for the rite to be performed. 
Kristt乒r Schi押w
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796 564-) 
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u布'JU 祭酒] and disciples [ 1;阳h 臻 生 ] alik.e， according to 由eir hierarchical position. 
When hnngry， one is allowed to eat， but only vegetari皿 f∞d. . . . A丘er 由e midday 
meal， [even] 阴阳 should not cross one's tee由产 These injnnctions corr，臼pond t。
由ose given arnong the Twelve Rul口 of the Retreat in 由 ritual itself 

The last rule is also quoted in 9. I2b as deriving from 
a now lost liturgical treatise of the Heavenly Master tradition 

(compare also For I. 1缸， 由c
purpose is 由e healing of 山ness.

The two texts have been preserved in the n刷'M'锣 are parts 
of the same service. According to service lasted one night 
皿d one day and comprised the rituals of"three times practicing 由e l旨。"
句。 三 峙 行 道 )， 由at is， 由e morning， noon， and evening rites. The ritual of 

coπespon也 to 由e first of these， while con
tains 由e text of the octurnal Announcement be performed during 
由e preceding night. 

咀le 0伍ciant is an inspector of merit of one of the Heavenly Masters' dioceses， 
indicated in yi， by way of exarnple， 豁 出e Yangping zhi 隔 平 泊 ， 由c
first in rank arnong the dioceses 

Ib). The service is performed for the benefit of a patron 
4-a). The xi，纫彻o 行道 ritual culminates in a 

triple 0日元ring ofincense. This simple service is， in spite ofits many Zhengyi elements， 
essentially modeled a丘er 由e Lingbao liturgy. 

fols. 
Tang 

(fasc. 565) 

Kris时Ì'r Schipper 

"Ritual for the Consecration of the Altar:' This is a preliminary ritual for 由e pun
fication and the protection of the altar for 由e l'ao 酵、 offering in a Retreat 
service (pages Ib 皿d 6a). The present ritual， i n  many respects， resembles the rites for 
由e pun且cation of the altar in 

by ZHANG WANFU. The officiating master's ordi
nation title on 3a is identical wi由 由at given in yi by Du 
GUANGTING.  The present text m町， therefore， be a 'TI皿g version of  the ritual. 

The altar is described as having three levels， on which the gods ofH臼ven 皿d Ear由
and their subaltem deities all have their proper place. At the beginning of the ritual， 
由e o伍ciating master invokes the Divine Beasts of the four directions 

and the gods， especially the Three Officials Then he proceeds to 
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2.B.2 The Orthodox One Way ofthe Heave!Ùy Maste r [4ßI] 

through the deterioration of the tomb or由e site. The text mentions the divination 
practices由at have determÏned the selection of the site of the tomb (2a). 

卫le altar is installed to由e le丘of the road由at leads to the tomb. The ritual appar
ently comprises only two libations. It is严rformed by an 1nvocator (zhuren 祝人 ).
The entire text is c10se to 80I Zhengyi jiaozhai yi. 

TaishlJng jinshu yudie blJozhlJng yi 太 上 金喜玉牒曹章僧
13 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
806 (fasc. 566) 

Krir，切if'erSchipper 

"Protocol of the Most High for由e Precious Petitions Written on Jade Tablets." 
This short manual contains the rites of exteriorization (chψuan出官) and of invo
cation (qi臀) of deities for the presentation of four petitions. The text begins with 
a prayer for pardon and peace on behalf of a fanlily befallen by山luck (la-3b). This 
prayer is followed by a General Memorial for the Announcement ofMerit (ya吻ong 言
功)， pr口ented on the occasion of a comm山lÎty assembly on由efi丘h day of the tenth 
month， when the registers of the followers are revised四d updated (3Jr.5b). Then 
comes a supplication for a sick child (sJr.8b)， and， finally， a petition linked to an exor
cism (8Jr.I2b). Among the ritual objects used for this exorcism， there are a bow and 
five町ows (12b). The altar was constructed on由e b缸1k. of a river. First the petition 
was presented and burned; then由e likenesses of the demons were p也nted，皿d th臼C
C面自由were placed in a box and immersed in the river， special care being taken由at

由ey did not surface. 1n the event由at由e rite could not be performed at a riverside， 
a bucket of water could also be used. 

All petitions had to be copied in 100 copi白， which were first purified by fumigation 
皿d由en placed before the image of the deity. Only when， after three days，由ey had 
not been blown away by a思1St of wind or polluted by the excrement of mice or rats 
could由ey be used. 

TlJishlJng xUlJnci zhuhulJ zhlJng 太 上宣踵助化章
5 JU皿

Krir，切ferS，仿ipper

Compiled by Du GUANGTING 杜 光庭 ， htW Gu皿gcheng xi皿sheng庸成先生
(850→33) 

617 (fasc. 339-340) 

"Most High Memorials That Proclaim Mercy 皿d Are Helpful in Working Won
ders." This is a collection of twenty-由ree zhlJng章memorials used for different 



[ 4ß2 ]  2.B.2币leOrthodox One Way of the Heavenly Master 

purposes. Most of the memorials concem various kinds of illnesses and misfortunes 
and were presented in times of crisis or as preventive measures. 

There is no reason to doubt the attribution to Du GUANGTING. It may be 由at 由c
patriarch compiled 由is collection in order to reconstruα a work with the same title: 

the Xuanci zhang宣葱 章 by a certain Master Yu虐先生ofthe Tang， which was lost 
during the turmoils 由at marked the end ofthat dynasty (s自 由e preface to Sha吻qt吻
wuyuan yuce jiuli吻feibu zhangzou b�向上清五元玉阳九噩肃步章奏挝、法， 1n I220 
Dao_向hui严an 179.1a). 

The collection contains a memorial for a daoshi's presentation of his personal 
record of sins to the Three Officials of Heaven， E红由， and Water (Daoshi tiandishui 
m吻uan shoushu luzhuang zha1切 道士天地 7.k 三 官 手 蕾 鳝 肤章 ; 二 12a-l归) . This 
memorial is a unique testimony of the praαice of writing full confessions of one's sins 
in order to obtain forgiveness by 由cηlree 0伍cials (Sa吻uan sho阳hu 三 宫子喜 )， a 
practice 由at goes back to t1le origin of the Heavenly Master movement (see Sa吻例
zhi 8.2饵， quoting theDianlüc典略). According to our text， the adept had to establish 
a record (luzhua吻鳝肤 orbuzhua吻簿肤) of all his or her transgressions since the 
age of seven sui， itemizing them one by one， gi机ng full details of places and dates， 
avoiding any circumlocutions or flowery paraphrases， and presen由19 everything in 
a straightforward manner， as in an official dOCUOlent (2.I2a and 13a). The same juan 
contains a number of other memorials to be pr臼ented by daoshi， not only to atone for 
their sins but also to ask for protection， for instance on their travels "Daoshi严lanxtng
zhang道士速行章"; 2.6b--8a) 

A long Memorial to Arrest the Puppy Devi.l "Shou qu缸lZi gui zhang收犬子鬼
章气3.la-4b) relates to cases of possession by 由is fe缸乱址spirit， more fully named the 
Puppy Devil from under the Stone (Shixia qu皿zi gui石下犬子鬼)， which especially 
attacks children. Other demons 由at cause childrens' diseases缸'e also named: the 
Wet Nurse仕om Heaven's Prison (Tiar由o rumu天牢乳母) and 由e Washing Bride 
(刀huan xi硕4洗洗新捕). Other memorials also provide interesting glimpses into 
medieval demonology. 

Kristo作r Sch仰w

Taisha1叨 dongxuan lingbao suling zhenfu 太 上 洞 玄 重 曹 素 噩 虞 符
3 Juan 
Attributed to Masters Lu XIUJING睦修静(牛06-477) and Du GUANGTING 
杜光 庭 (850-933); preface by Du GUANGTING， after 913 
389 (fasc. 184) 
叮Ì1le Talismans of the White Numen from the Supreme Mysterious Cavern of 

由e Lingbao [Canon ]了
，
According to 由e preface， 由e text was bestowed on Zhai霍

[Fay四 法言J， zi Qianyou乾艳， by the Heavenly Worthy in 由e form of one scroll of 



2.B.2 The Orthodox One Way ofthe Heavenly Master [ 483 ]  

vermilion writing. The revelation is said to have taken place during 由e Qi皿归皿乾

元 reign(758-760) in the area of the Y;皿gzi gorge at Wushan.咀le date appears to be a 
mistake for Kai归皿阔元(713-741)， since the author's account of the subsequent his
tory of the text refers to Tianbao (see below). Al 由ough Zh挝、hagiography does not 
supply realistic dates (aged forty-one in 755， died in 836)， it is lik.ely， nevertheless， 由at
he was active in the reign ofEmperor Xuanzong (r. 712-756; see LZTT 4I.17a-20a). 

ηle talismans are said to have reached the capital during the Tianbao period (742-
756)， and 由ey subsequently Hourished in both popular and official circles throughout 
the middle Yangzi region of modern Hubei and Eastern Sichuan. 币le preface names 
Duan Chengshi段成式(ca. 803-863) among adep臼of the text after it had reached 
Xiandushan仙都山(Fengdu). Duan's fa由er， chief minister Duan Wenchang段文昌
(773-835)， had been a benefactor of the Xiandu temple on 由at site (see his Xiu Xiandu 
guanji 修仙都翻起， dated 833， in �防nyuany"切hua 822.3b-4b). It was in this temple 
that Du GUANGTlNG obtained the present text in 906， while conducting a search for 
lost scriptures. Later， Du took it upon himself to enter 由e text into the Taoist canon 

(see preface). 
The attribution varies in each chapter heading: juan 1， "Master Lu飞juan 2， "re

ceived by Master Lu"; juan 3， "received by Master Du?' The title of the work does not 
figure in 由e ext皿t Dunhuang catalogue of Lu XIUJING'S Lingbao canon. A lacuna 
is indicated at the end of the present text. 

The p比face is signed "Guangcheng唐成Du Guangting:'山mg 由e religio山title
由at Du received in 913 (see Verellen， Du Gua1切切切， 163-64). Designs of the talis
mans-with commentaries and instructions for use (swallow， attach to part of body， 
etc.)一皿d incantations are included. The talismans serve as cures for various pains 
and diseases， ag但nst depression， and in exorcism. The preface mentions， in addition， 
reviving the dead， conjuring rain， and warding off wild aninlals -referring prl白山TI
ably to a more complete version of the collection. 

Taishang laojun hunyuan sanbu fu 太 上老君混元三 部 符
3jUan 
Tang (618-907) 

673 (fasc. 352-353) 

Pranciscus 防rellen

"The Three Fu of the Origin of Chaos， 由e Most High 1ρrd Lao?' Sanbu声 三 部
符may have been a generic name for talismans in gene时， perhaps as an allusion tl。

由c 由ree fu 由at enabled Shen Buhai申不害(d. 377 B.C.) to govern the k.ingdom of 
Han wi由 Taoist inaction and peacefulness (see Huainan zi 20). The term Hunyuan， 
Laoú's epi由et since Tang tinles， is perhaps misplaced here; the original title could 
have read: Taishang hunyuan 问iun sanbu卢t.
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A Sanbu户lu in two ju皿 is mentioned in Song catalogues (see VDL 75). Du 
GUANGTING、X仰zhuanshiyi仙博拾遣relates由e story of a Taoist by由e name of
Shi Deyi史得- who， during由eXi皿tong period (860-874)， found a book called 
Uφiunsanbu声ßoating on由e water during a ß∞d. It had not become wet，四d he
took it home. A night，由e di白ne guardian of the book appeared to him in the form of 
a young lad and said: ''The precio山fu of the Most High have long circulated among 

由e people. . . . Many mistakes have appeared. This coπect version is now given to you 
so由at you may save people仕om illness四d distress" (Xianzhuan sh悦.， in Yan Yiping， 
D叫iiaoyanjiu ziliao 1.102-3). This story seems to indicate that a collection of talismans 
known as Sanbu声existed prior to由e new revelation received by Master Shi. 

咀1at由e present collection dates to由e Tang period (618-907) is bome out by a 
number of details. The cornments由at accompany由e talismans speak ofTaoist adepts 
asjijiu祭酒andlush吻臻生， whereas由eir sanctuary is called a zhitan治理(I.6b).
Other titles mentioned are regional inspeαors (cishi束Ij史; p9b)， two-由0 山and
bushel 。而cials(erqian shi二千石; 2.21 b)， and district 0伍cials (xiangωn膊官 ; 2.15a). 
These缸e all Tang and pre-T皿g titl口.

A commentary on page I.2b of our text mentions "the Three Fu and all 0由ers"
(sa时uβljiy勾化户三部符及一切符)， which may indicate由at some talismans were 
added to由e original collection. 

τhe fu are by and large intended for exorcistic p田poses， and出eir uses reßect 
the daily worries of a rural population. The talismans缸.e classified in twenty- seven 
categories， ranging丘om由e protection of houses 皿d crops against rats to avoiding 
epidernics and evil 0伍cials. A single love talisman is found on 3.29a. From the com
mentaries and spells由at accompany由E 缸， some information on medieval popular 
religion may be gl臼ned. We learn that ghosts (gui 鬼) were wont to steal people's 
clothes， rock由eir beds， and cause them to lose由eir hair (I.34b-35a). In one instance， 
we are told a legend: Han Wudi's palace was haunted by dog spirits (quaψuai犬↑圣).

Xi w皿g mu西王母gave由e emperor a fu to put on the walls of his dwelling，四d
由e scourge subsided (2.na). 

Si yin qi juefa思印氯哉法
6 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
869 (fasc. 579) 

Kris呵。'Schipper

"Magic Formulas Using the Mind， the Seal， and the Breath." This is a short but 
important collection of various rites of exorcism. The seal is由e Yue Seal of the Yellow 
God (Hua栩'shen yue劝ang 黄 神越章 ; I.b) already mentioned by GE HONG in the 
context of similar rites (BPZ 17.89). Here "Yue" may me皿int，栩lio， as GE HONG also 
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us臼由e expressionyuezhang as a technical term. Apan from their great similarity with 
由e practices described by GE HONG， the present formulas also show distinct charac
teristics of the H臼venly Master tradition (for instance， ''Tianshi jijiu天嗣祭酒"; 3b). 
Their is also a marked resemblance wi由由e healing rites， using由e same seal， in 1270 

Zhengyi fawen xiuzhen zhiyao Isb-20a . ηle rit臼 combine brea由ing techniques (hold
ing one's brea由) wi由 visualizations 皿dYubu禹步pac臼 (bujiuji步九胁; la). 

The exorcisms concern spirits， wild animals， and other d皿gers encountered in 
mountains: ev且严rsons， epidem邸， tree sp让its， baleful stars， phantoms， heterodox 
cults， discontented ancestors， and so on. 

Of a distinctly pop叫ar nature，由e present forrnulas could weU correspond to 皿
cient practices. Several details， such 豁出e allusion to由e power of由ev，可ra (jin，主'fa吻
金刚; 3b)， point， however， to由eTang as 由e time when由e prl口ent coUection was 
produced. 

Beidi qiyuan ziting yansheng bijue 北 帝 七 元紫庭延生挝、鼓
10 fols. 
Tang or Five Dynasties (seven由-ten由 centu可)?
126S (fasc. 1002) 

Kris时ìr Schipper

"Secret Instruction for Prolonging Life， of the pu甲le Court of the Seven Origins 
[Subject to]由e Northern Emperor." This协ok is said to have been revealed to GE 
XUAN by the Most High 1ρrd Lao in 239 皿d to have been transmitted to the world 
during 由e Wei严riod (220-26S) by a certain Mr. Ye冀先生 (Ia). It is included as a 
whole in ηQQ 2pa-IOb (only the talismans are different) and may weU be of late 

T皿g or Five Dynasties date. It is connected with the later Bei，伽lji吻 北斗陋 tradi
tion， which likewise is de也led as a text for prolonging life (yamheng 延生) and which 
has m皿y elements in common wi由由e pr臼ent work (see 622 Taishang xf，ωnli咽bei
doubenm勿在'fyamhe1锣 zhe吵吻).

The book describes a ritual for presenting offerings to由e gods of the ßig Dipper， 
with the aim of averting calamity， obtaining blessings， and saving one's ancestors. At a 
given moment in the ritual， the script calls for "burning money:' implying that use was 
made of sacrificial paper money (7a). Seven lamps are lit in the sacred area， and destiny 
is interpreted by由e m缸mer in which由ey bum. The eight and ninth st红s of the Dip
per are identified as Gaoshang严血u皿g 高上玉皇皿dTaiwei dijun太微帝君，皿d
it is said由at if one succeeded in visualizing them， his life would be prolonged by 300 
or 600 ye红'S，r，臼pectively (2b; compare 7S2 Taishang xf，ωnling beidou benmi啪yamhe吻
jiψzhu 2.2归). One of the incantations is entitled "ßeidou yansheng shenzhou 北斗
延生神咒 " (8a). It closely resembles the "ßeidou changsheng congming she皿hou�t
斗吴生晴明神咒" found in 7S2 Be仰ujing zhu 3.lsa-b (as well as in modern editions 
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of the scripture). N ote that the latter version of the incantation is found identically 
in 1227 Taisha吻 zh吻uojiumin zo吻zhen biytw 9.响，where it forrns part of 由e rite of 
lighring "lamps for prolonging life， in 由e pattem of the character chi敷丁'

2.B.2.c Miscellaneous 

Zhengyi lun 正一辅
7 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
1228 (fasc .  988) 

PoulAndersen 

"Discussion of the Orthodox One Way of the Heavenly Master." This is a short trea
tise in question皿d皿swer forrn， in defense of the ancient Heavenly Master liturgy. 
The work is listed in the Cho吻wen zo吻mu (see VDL 97). The mention of the Ming 
dynasty (Da Ming 大明) on page 2， line 10， must be an alteration by the editors of the 
Daoza吻for Da T:扭g 大唐. Similar changes occur elsewhere in 由e Taoist c皿on.

The discussion begins with the question of why there are n山nerous T注oist tradi
tions， each ofwhich claims to be a divine revelation. The皿swer IS 由at each tradition 
is intended for different kinds of adepts， cultivated and uncultivated， of different 
peno也 However， of all traditions， the Orthodox One Way of the Heavenly Master 
cons口tutes 由e fundamental norm. Questions then address the issue of liturgy， 皿d
especially 由e relationship and the relative value ofthe Heavenly Master ritual ofMud 
and Charcoal for the Forgiveness of Sins (ωtanx均d重庆甜健) and the Lingbao Pure 
Retreat (Li1切bao qi1移wai 重 曹 清 膏 ). Can 由ey be perforrned toge由er? The teacher 
refuses 由is amalg缸nation. The Heavenly Master tradition is earlier 由an G E XUAN'S 
Lingbao liturgy. At the出口c 由e forrner was revealed， there existed only 由e Lingbao 
Five Talismans (阳ifu 五 符 ; see 3881加hang li:吻伽 wufu xu). The faπ阳s Five True 
Writs (脚 zhenwen 五 翼 文) were fabricated later (page 3a， line 10， 皿d 3b， line 1). In 
gene时， the rites of the Heavenly Master tradition， especially 由e Teaching Retreat 
(zhijitw zhai 旨 教 膏 )， are simple 皿d rustic in comparison to 由e magnificent celebra
tions (ShC1钮lJuan盛颤) of the Lingbao liturgy. wi 由 a great ftourish of quotations of 
由e D刷deji吻 道德程， the teacher prov1自 由e greater au由entici可 of the simple and 
sober Zhengyi tradition. 

K市k卢r Schi押w
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Daoyao linglJi she吻ui pinji咽 道 要 重献神鬼晶陋
27 fols. 
Ca. sixth-seventh century 
1201 (fasc. 875) 
"The Scripture on the Ranks of the Essential Spiritual Forces， Divinities， and 

Spirits了， This work presents categories of divine potencies， representing specifìc 
spheres of competence. It was wri配nin the late Six D归asti口 period (220-589) or， at 
the latest， under thc earlyTang (618--907; see ze Cheng， "Dur由uang思lXieben Ta伊ng
}J咽wenzi canye，" 55-56， and Ofuchi Ninji， Tonki5 dðkyi5: Moku仰kuhen， 351). 

币le text pr口ents由e n缸白白of early s也nts， toge由er with the n组刮目of the deities 
controlling由e forces of nature such as water， mountains， calendrical tÌIηc， et cetera. 
The text also makes mention of both widely established cults， such as由e deiti臼of
the Earth Altar (4a-5a)， and local cults like由at ofKuang Su匡俗onMount Lu鹰山
(6b). Special attention is given to由e nanle by which a de町can be summoned. The 
nanle forms the basis for ritual formulas or prayers introduced by this text. 

The text refers to由e Sh皿gqing，Lingbao，四d Zhengyi traditions of the Six Dy
nasti臼period， as shown by the list of the deities of thc sexagesimal cycle (13a-16a)， 
which also can be found in 790 Ni呵。"Bguilü I.4b-7b. 

Taishang sh嗣li锦�ia zhifu baotai huming miaφ叼
太 上 就六甲芭符保胎撞命妙陋
8 fols. 
Tang (618--907)? 
50 (fasc. 29) 

Flot切n C. Reiter 

"Scripture of the 0伍cers in Charge of the Energies of the Sexagesimal Cycle， for 
Protecting由e Embryo and Guarding Life?' It is said to have been revealed by由E
Heavenly Worthy of Primordial Beginning (Laozi in 1:皿g popular belief) to his dis
ciple Yìn xi尹喜.

This prophylactic scripture is based on由e register of 0伍cers of the sexag臼imal
cycle of the Heavenly Master tradition (e.g.， "Jiazi W;皿g Wenqing甲子王文卿，
etc.)-spiri岱of the Original Destiny (yuanchen 元 辰). Here these officers are ritually 
invited to protect mo由er and child ag也nst evil spirits and black magic (gu 矗 ; 2b) at 

由e moment of birth. Women红e invited to copy由is scripture and worship it (7b). 
K仇刷如Schipper
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Taishang zhengyi zhougui ji吻 太 上正→咒鬼陋
10 fols. 
Tang (618--907)? 
1193 (fasc. 875) 
"Collection of Incantation Spells for Exorcisms of the One and Orthodox， Tr皿s

mitted by the Heavenly Master." Certain spells are in rh严ned verses of seven， four， 
and five words. From page 4b onward， the text compris臼invocations，prayers， and 
incantations in prose for由e purpose of exorcising 由e demons of heterodox cul岱
(ye，伽野道). In a final paragraph，由e entire text is presented as a scripture (ji叨耀)
transrnitted by由e Zhengyi zhenren正一真人to all his libationers. 

FIGURE 38 .  Seal for 

use in exorcism (1270 
19b). Ming reprint of 

1598. Courtesy of the 

Bibliothèque nationale 

de France (Chinois 

9546/1252) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Kris时'èr Schipper 

Zhengyi fawen xi附加n zhiyao 正一法文修 虞 旨 要
20 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1270 (fasc. 1003) 
"Essentials of the Practice of the True， from the One 

and Onhodox Ritual Canon." This is a small collection of 
miscellaneous practices. The first part is devoted to breath
ing techniques and町mn臼tics (彻ηm事号1; Ia-IIb).咀le
second part deals with healing: different forms of diagnosis 
through observation and四alysis (chahou察候)，也llowed
by treatment由rough exorcism (xi吻切行禁) by means of 
a seal (I2a-20a; fig. 38). 

The seal technique is explained by a cert也n Li Daohua 
李道化. A number of the instructions for breathing tech
niques in the first part are borrowed仕om由e Sh四gqing
scnptures. 

Srrickrnann， "The Seal ofthe Law;' 10-20. 

Taishang zhengyi fawen jing 太 上 正 一 法文陋
8 fols. 
Tang (618--907)? 
1204 (fasc. 876) 

Krist侨r Schipper

"Scripture of the Most High Zhen伊Ritual Canon."回is is a hybrid work combin
ing Heavenly Master and Lingbao teachings. The exact relationship with the Zhengyi 
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fawen canon is unclear. We may have here 皿飞bstraα of由C臼sentials"(句句'ao道要)，
a form of short liturgical scripture popular in Tang tim口.

The text reveals， first， 由e origin of suffering in the world: the sins of h山na.r臼ty
bring about punishrnent from Heaven in the form of legions of demons causing dis
eases. Nine forms of disaster U仰九厄) are defined (2a-3b); next，出e names of nine 
ugly and murderous demons (Jiu chou sh.吻Ut九酶敬鬼) 红e given; finally，由e text 
presen臼由e emissaries of the Five Emperors (阳di li帝)， the diseases由ey convey， 
and the knives and swords (彻o刀)由ey wield. 

τbose who meditate upon由eT:♂yi jiuku tianznn太一救苦天尊， copy由IS scnp
ture， and recite it nine times while nntying nine knots (j:句彷解精) made in tress口 of
black silk will escape all cala.r由ties.

ηle text ends with a short ritual of atonement addressed to由e Heavenly Worthies 
of the Ten Direαions (li sh份'切tianzunfa檀十万天尊法).

Wushang santian fa在hi shuo yinyu zhongsheng miaojing 
摆上 三 天 法嗣就雁育费生妙耀
5 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1197 (fasc. 875) 

K叩切1[er Schipper 

"Marvelo山Scripture for the Protection of the People， Spoken by 由e Supreme 
Ritual Master of the Three Heavens." The first day of the eleventh moon of the 4-.穴h
year ( ge吻m庚戌) of the sexag臼imal cycle， Zhang Daoling强道睫， Ritual Master 
of the Three Heavens (santian如"三天法闹)， moved by由e suffering of the people 
who have been under attack for several months by hordes of demons led by a "newly 
appe缸ed chief" (xin在hu guishi新出鬼闹，4-b; comp红C由econtract for由e purch皿e of
a tomb， dated 4-85， mentioned in Stein， "Religio山Taoism and popular religion:' 64-)， 
descends on Yuntai shan雪噩山in Langzhou圃州(Sichu皿). There he reveals to a 
Taoist named Cheng Fadao成法道(4-a) 由e pr四nt scripture "for由e protection of 
由e people." Since由e outb山st of demonic power is the result of"heterodox worship 
of gods and demons" (yinsi guishen淫me鬼神; 3b)， it su血ces to ask a monsatic Ritual 
Master of the Three Cavems (chujia sando吻户shi出家三�司法嗣) to perform a Ling
bao Retreat with Divine Incantations (shenzhou 1i1移bao qingzhai 神咒噩曹清萧; 1b-2a， 
see 6S4 Taishat锣dongshen tia咐。吻xiao mohug俐，咱)， according to由e method of the 
Retr四t ofSpont四eity(ziran zha份自然需法; 3a). Then the Heavenly Master in per
son， folIowed by his disciples W皿gChang王最皿d ZhaoSheng趟异， will descend 
in order to exterminate the demons by means of a "divine fu of the Most High." 

Vario山elements suggest a Tang date: the title of the Taoist master，由e names gtven 
to the Rctreat， the administrative organization (zhou x切n xiang 1'1'1黯娜;牛的.币1e
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n缸ne of Langzhou did not exist prior to由e reign of Em严rorXu缸1ZOng (712-756). 
Thegengxu date cou1d refer to由e years A.D. 770， 830， or 890. 

}。加I咽mη

Taishang dongshen tiangong xiaomo huguo jing 太上 洞 神 天公消魔撞圄陋
3JU四
654 (fasc. 343纱) 
u咆Scαωr口ipture of由elρr时dof He臼av归enf岛orDe臼st盯roy泸ingDemo∞ns and Prot忧ecting由eStat优c丁

η1山iβs remarkable t优ex立te口xp抖la缸lns由e origin and fu缸1卫nc∞tion of a c∞Oπc臼sponding "Re盯臼t岛r
De臼st町roy沪ing Demons and Protecting the State?' The 1ρrd of Heaven is Yuhuang玉
皇，由e J ade Empero巳who was given charge of the world when the Three Pure Ones 
(sanqi1移 三 清 ) retired after the genesis of the world had been completed. 币le faα 

由at由is is a Dongshen scripture of the Most High is signific四t，for all the books of 
the Three Cavems are presented as having issued from the mouth of 1ρrd Lao， who 
resides in the Taiqing太清or Dongshen洞神 Heaven (2.抖， ób). Dongshen seems 
also to be equated with Zhengyi， inasmuch as the Nine Heavens of the Shangqing 
revelation 皿d由e Thirty-two Lingbao Heavens are said to be "outside" the Three 
Pure Heavens of the Zhengyi cosmogenesis (2.7a). 

SunXubo探虚白，Taoist master at由e court of Hui囚ng (r. lIOQ-II2纱，mentions 
a "Lingbao tiangong zhai重贾天公费" ( 1224 Daomen di1纫' zhi 3.4a). The t口t itself 
trac口 the Retreat back to a certain Wang F句m王法道 (d. 742) ofJianzhou盒f]，}'i'! (in 

由e Shu area of Sichuan) who， a丘er completing由e Lingbao Retreat of the 1ρrd of 
Heaven， armounces由e merit obtained and presen臼a memorial (2.la-b). Accord
ing to her biography in 298 Lishi zhenxian tidao tongjian houj;叫.lób--I9a， Wang F句m
received at由e beginning of her career由e Zhengyi Register for the Prolongation of 
Life and was later chosen to receive the method of the Lingbao Pure Retreat and 0ι 
fering for Thar虫ing Heaven and Earth.咀lis Pure Retreat is described as being close 
to由e Lingbao Retreat of Spontaneity (Lingbao ziran zhai 重曹 自 然 膏 ) and is said 
to have been much practiced in Sichuan. Whereas in Li'nan里南，it is simply called 
Pure Retreat， in Shu it is called the Retreat of Heavenly Merit (gong功instead of 
gong公).

The Retreat of the 1ρrd of Heaven may be performed "in order to obtain birth 
and growth仕om the Great T泊， or to give由缸虫s to the heavens for covering and 
to由e earth for supporting all beings， to obtain the forgiveness of sins or to pray for 
good forrune， to supplicate for timely wind and rain to ensure abundant harvests of 
cere曲，to expel pestilence and poisoned qi， or in order to bring down g∞d forrune 
and extend life" (2.4b). Among由e twen吁seven可pes of Retreats revealed by Lao
jun， the Retreats of the Golden and J ade Registers were for山e by由e emperor only， 
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皿 d the Retreat of the Yellow Register was for the sa1vation of the dead (2.3a-4a). By 
contrast， the Retreat of the 1ρrd of Heaven was intended for由e people and w臼to
be performed for the living by a Ritua1 Master of the Three Caverns and Orthodox 
Unity (2.2b， 3.5b). 

Dongzhen santiRn bihui 洞 舆 三 天撼 藕
7 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
1350 (fasc. 1033) 

JohnL栩'eTW，η

''The Personal N ames of the咀rree Heavens;二This is a small but interesting manua1 
for ritual praαice for private or liturgica1 use. It contains a nurnber of simple rites for 
mmor o伍ciants (here simply called daoshi; 3b) who have received the ordination of 
气heThree皿d由e Five" (阴阳 三 五 ; la)， meaning the registers of the Zhengyi tradi
tion (compare 1239 Zhengyi xiuzhen lü切 2b-lOb).These rites conferred the status of 
True Being of the Origina1 Destiny， Pacing 由e Fundamenta1 Structure of the Three 
皿d由e Five of the Red Sky (ChitiRn SRnwu bugang yuanming zhenren 赤 天 三 五 步铜
元命 真 人 ; see 1237 Sandong xiu彻。yi 4b)，由山 enabling由c 。而ciant to marshal the 
Great Left and Right Generals of the Three皿d由e Five of the Red Sky (Chitiansan脚
Z叫ω da jia吻un 赤 天 三 五左右大将 罩 ; see our text page 6a). The rites contain 
much ancient materia1， but the invocation of the nine Dipper stars (pagl臼2b-3a) is 
the same as由at in由e Hetu j;仰吻 lu 河 圃九星 鲸 (see 1392 Shangqi栩 伊ujueci lu 
23a一问a) 皿d again inηQQ 24. 17b-18b， which clearly shows由at the manua1 belongs 
to由eTang period. 

The first rite-which has given its title to the entire manual-is 由at of the invo
cation of the True Names (zhenmi吻 真 名 ) of the Three Heavens and the persona1 
nam口of the Three Masters (sa阳hi =嗣; here defined， in由e m缸mer of the ancient 
Heavenly Master rnovement， as Zuo Wushang左费上， You Xuanlao右玄老and
Zhong Taishang中太上).These names are to be called out loud in times of crisis. If 
由is invocation proves to be insu侃cient，one should perform the dance of the straight 
Paces of Yu of the Divine Turtle on heavenly stilts (shenkui tianqiao zhi Yubu 神 疆天踊
直 禹 步 ; Ib) while pronouncing the above-mentioned invocation of the Dipper stars. 
An a1ternative method is 由at of "Reclining in the Dipper" (wodou巨人斗 ; compare 
ηQQ 24.16b ff.). 

The manua1 next presen臼a nurnber of healing and exorcistic rites to be performed 
for lay people， on request. The first service takes the forrn of a simple pr，口entation of 
an oral memorial (缸mzhang 口 章; 3b)， accomp皿ied by ln侈a1切步搁dancing. The 
head of the household should prepare offerings to由e seven stars of the Dipper (not 
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nine， as in the previous rites)， of wine， cakes， and fruit (dried jujubes and chesmu剧，
由at should be eaten on由e spot by the 0伍ciant. On more important occasions，由c
same rites should be performed， but由is time accompanied by a great offering (句'taO
大醺川b). A service of an even higher grade demands a communal banquet of the 
Three and the Five (sanwu chu 三 五厨)， for which a number of outside persons have 
to be invited. To the expenses for feeding a group of lay people is added the outlay of 
fai由offerings (.刷刷信物; 6a) of bolts of silk. 

At the end， the text en山nerates the Ten Highest Commandments (Sha吻 rpin sh价
上品十戒; 6剖，也llowed by the list of ten evil actions. These lists come仕om4S7Tai
sha吻 IÚJ吻'Xuan lingblW zhihui zuigen shangpin 句.盯叼 1.6日b， 四d are also found 
in 463 Yao.xiu keyi jielü chlW Pb-3b， which shows由at由ey were current in由eT:皿g
period. 

Kris吨fer Schipper 

Taisha咽 laojun shuo jieshi zhouzu jing 太 上 老 君 在解愕咒韶砸

3 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 

652 (fasc. 343) 
"Scripture岛r Dissolving Spells， Spoken by the Most High 1ρrdLao产The text that 

bears the alternative title "Scripture for Eliminating Spells and Bewitchments" (]iechu 
zhouzu yanmei ji吻 解 除咒祖庸魅程 ; 2b) was probably the central part of a minor 
ritual. Believers who have been bewitched bye叽1 persons are to ask a Taoist Master 
of the Three Caverns (sando吻 白oshi 三 洞道士) to recite由is scripture， whereupon 

由e Five Emperors and their retinue will destroy all demons. 
ηle text is loosely related to Foshω zhωmei jing 佛就咒魅程 (T2882)， where， 

但nong others， the Five Emperors 红e sent to destroy persons who have bewitched 
others. To the wording used in our text-that their heads shall be broken into seven 
pieces (tl仰po zuo qifen醺破作七分)-the Buddhist scripture adds "like the twigs of 
the Ali tree" (ru ali shu zhi 如 阿梨橱枝).

Hans-Hemωnn Schmidt 
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Taipingji吻chao 太 平髓纱
10 JU皿
Tang (618-907) 

IIOI.b (fasc. 746-747) 

2.B.3 The Taiping Division [胡]

"Selected Excerpts仕'Om the Scripture of the Great Peace." The editors of the Ming 
Daoza吻mco甲orated 由is work into the incomplete version of IIOI.a Ta伊吻jing
(originally in 170 juan)由at由ey had at their disposal， placing it at由e beginning in 
order to make up for the missing first ten juan of the work. ln faα， however， this is 
an independent work， pres山nably of a later date，也rning to provide an abstract of the 
scripture. Its ten ju凹， numbered仕'Omjia甲togui哭， are supposed to give由e es
sential content of each chapter of the main work， which was divided into ten similarly 
numbered parts of seventeen juan each. 

The present work was used extensi、rely by Wang Ming (Ta伊吻jt吻hejiao) to com
plete由e lacunal IIOI.a Taipi吻}t吻version of the Daoza吻. However， the anon归口ous
author of our "Selected Exce甲ts" probably used a different version of the Great Peace 
Scripture. The comparison wi由 the table of contents of the 170-juan Ta伊吻}t咐， as 
given in the Dunhuang manuscript Stein 4226， shows由at， to begin wi由，由ejia part 
of one text does not correspond to由at of the 0由er.lndeed，由ejia part as outlined 
in the Dunhuang manuscript corresponds to由e contents of the last臼ui) chapter of 
the "Selected Excerpts了， As to由e first chapter of our present text， it draws heavily on 

由e fourth-century 442 Sha吻qi吻houshe吻彻φiunl句ii (see Wang Ming， "Lun Taipi1锣
ji吻chao;' and Taiping jing hejiao， 1-7). Because these elements丘'Om由e Shangqing 
tradition are completely absent from IIOI.a Taipiψji1侈，WangM山g ("Lun 1均吻
jingchao勺considers由e first chapter of our book to be a falsification. This assertion 
should be qualified . Although there is a clear difference in the ordering of the te:xt as 
given in the Dunhuang manuscript and由e present work， it is by no means certain 

由at由e 170-juan T aipi ng jing did not include similar Shangqing material. lndeed， the 
D山由uang man山cript appends at the end of the table of contents of the 170-juan ver
sion a quotation from由e Ta伊i吻ji1切(Stein 4226， lines 605 ff.)由at is similar to， at 
certain points even identical with， the text of the first chapter of our work， as well as 
its original source， the 442 Sha吻qz吻houshe吻彻俘'un 1句ï. It may，由erefore， re吕on
ably be assumed由at由e text of our first chapter (jia) was indeed part of the Ta伊吻
jt吻. Wang Ming's opinion to the contrary rests on由e dating of the Taipi吻}t吻as a 
H皿(206 B.C.-A.D. 220) work， as a result of which由e presence of quotations from 
a fo山甘1-century text can represent only a falsification. Yet由is view should be quali
fied by taking into account由e history of the rewriting of the Ta伊吻ji吻by Zhou 
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Zhixiang周智警during由e Chen dynasty (569-583; see IIOI.a Tai，抖ngjing). Zhou 
was a Taoist of the Maoshan (Shangqing) school， which held that the Latter-Day 
Saint (Housheng d叫un 後壁道君) was a reincarnation of the Lord of Great Peace 
(Taiping jun太平君). Our text (I.4b) states由at由is lord's Book of the Great Peace 
(Ta伊吻zhiji叨) should be studied by all who hoped to be saved from由e impending 
apocalypse.刀1e inclusion of this material at the beginning of由e 170-juan Ta伊叨jing
is therefore not也π山tous， but accords well wi由 the circumstances of the compilation 
of邮咐c仰仰笛we know由em.

Another point由at should not be overlooked is由at there町many discrepancies 
between由e two texts in the remaining par臼， t∞. Wang Ming's ingenuity in collating 
both works conceals the faα由at a great number of passages in the prcsent text have no 
counte甲art in由eIIOI.a Ta伊嘲弄吻version (for instance、compare 2.13b to 2.16b). 

Since 'TI皿g Yongtong ("Du Ta伊.吻ji吻 shu suojian勺，由e present work has been 
ascribed to LÜQIU FANGYUAN (d. 902)， au由or of 393 Taisha叨 伽1;ßxuan li1锣blUJ
dagaψ chlUJ and editor of I67 Dong.翩翩 lingblUJ zhenling weiye 阳. Although scholars 
have accepted由is attribution by and large， the evidence on which it is based appears 
to be slin1. The Ta伊吻l'吻 chlUJ is first mentioned by JIA SHANXIANG'S 774了ω1m移
动uan 4.巾， which lists it among由e works related to由e Ta伊吻jing， saying: "In 
addition to由e m血1 scripture [zhn切't11;ß正租]， there are the Selected Exce甲ts of the 
B叭!J [jingJ in ten juan. The au由or IS山由lown. He gives a general outline of由c
scripture following its table of contents产 Farther on (18b)， Jia again writes at length 
about LÜQIU FANGYUAN， concluding: "He also profoundly studied the Ta伊吻

卢19皿d wrote a commentary to it in thirty juan， entirely grasping the essenti.als of the 
text?' Jia borrowed the material on Lüqiu丘om由e latter's biography in 29S XU xian 
zhuan 3.科.-6a. Lüqiu's comment红y， also known from other sources (see Wang Ming， 
Taψ吻l'吻 hejω)， therefore cannot be assimilated to由e pr四nt Taipi嘲弄吻 chlUJ.
That Lüqiu did write a general outline of the Lingbao canon (如LingblUJlÚ韧a嘲chlUJ)
does not prove由at he was also the au由or of the present text. It should also be noted 
由at由e general outline of the Lingbao canon， notwithstanding the word chlUJ钞m
the title， is in faα a work of an entirely different nature. 

Taiping jing she叹fun bizhi 太 平陋堕君秘旨
7 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 

1I02 (fasc. 755) 

K而切ifer Schipp衍

"Secret Instructions of the Sage-Iρrd of the Scripture of Great Peace." This short 
treatise on由e practice of Keeping the One (shωryi 守 一) is signed by the Great Min
ister Lord Green Lad (Shangxiang qingtong jun上相青童君)， one of the foremost 
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immortals of the Shangqing revelations (see盯QQ 4.7b). Its direct link. wi由1101.a
Ta伊吻ji吻 is not clear， but JIA SHANXIANG (774-币u协tgzhuan 4.18b) lists a Taipi1锣
bizhi - "said to have been transmitted by the Great Minister 1ρrd Green Lad and由at
disαlSses由e me由ods of Keeping由e One"-among the subsidiary texts of the great 
scripture. 1bis text must be the present work. 

τhe main theme of the treatise is the rmity of the Three Energies: essence (ji吻酌，
godhead (shen 神 )， and pne山na (qi 氯).

2.B.4 The Taixuan Division 

Chuanshou jingjie yi zhujue 傅授陋戒健在缺
17 fols. 
Early 11四g (6吗--907)
1238 (fasc. 989) 

Krim卢rSchipper

"Annotated Instructions for the Protocol ofTransmission of the Scripture and由C
Rules产This work concerns由e tr皿sfer of the Daode ji:吻道德醒，its commentaries， 
and由e coπ臼pond.ing ritual texts， which， toge由er， form出eTaixuan d.ivision of the 
Taoist canon of the Tang dynasty (see list on page 4b). The present work is included 
扭d listed 豁出e eigh由 scroll (ju四) of the group of texts of the division. Thus，由c
SDZN (s.sb) quotes由e "Annotated Instructions" as "Number Eight of the Taixuan 
Scriptures;' and 124-0 Dongxuan 句bao daoshi sh仰刷伽tgji:吻i协lu zeri li 4b refers 
to our book as "Annotated Instructions by 1ρrd Lao for the Transmission of the 
Dongxu皿 Division.

For a study of the pr臼ent protocol and a discussion of its date as an early Tang 
work， see Kusuyama， RDshi densasu， 140-钊and 261-67. 

The rransmission of this group of texts of the T:组xuan d.ivision coincides wi由 由c
conferral of a corresponding rank in the Taoist hierarchy of the times. The ordinand 
is called a d.isciple of the register (lusheng 簸 生). During由e ceremon队he or she is 
presented by a Master of the咀lree Cavems (sanIÚJ叨声"三洞 法前) to a Great 
Master of Highest M yste可 (Taishangg，翩翩an户shi 太 上 高 立 法 嗣 ).The latter title 
is borne by those who poss臼S由eDaodeji吻，皿d it is indeed this master who confers 
the ordination (compare 1125 n吻xuan lingbao sandong fe7tgdtw均-叨叨'Shi4.7a). Ac
cording to由e present protocol， however， the ordinand does not himself receive由IS
title. Instead， after having received the Taixuan division scriptures， he is simply called 
Disciple of the Three Treasures (sanbao dizi三曹弟子; compare also 1244- Shoulu cidi 
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声xin yi 6a). The text indicates， moreover，由at when the ordinand is called upon to 
o伍ciate， his title will be Ritual Master of由eDaodeji嘲. He must await the moment 
when， having advanced through successive srag白， he w山become Master of the Three 
Caverns (see 14b). The present ordination is therefore regarded as only one stage of 
many more to come. 

白le oa由(me吻wen盟文;而a) delivered by the disciple is also known仕om other 
documen臼; it is found in WSBY 37.2b-3b， as well as in由e D山由u皿g m皿uscripts
Pelliot 2347， 2350， 2417， and 2735， all dating from由e period between 709 and 757 (see 
Schipper， "Taoist ordination ranks;' 137). 

The Taixuan division as defined by the pr'臼ent protocol contains no more出m
seven works comprising ten scrolls: the Dao de ji吻"in large characters" (without 
commentary) ;由e Heshang gong and由eXi皿g'er commentaries; the Annotated and 
Illustrated Instructions by Lord Lao for Meditation (Laφ'"un sishenωzhujie 老君恩
神 圃注戒; this should be the same work as 87S 1协切切 问iu n da cunsi阳zh叼仰);

由e p民sent protocol; and， finall队the Rituals for the Spontaneous Retreat and for由E
Audience (Ziran zhai 自 然 肃 and Ziran chao 自 然朝) of the Old Lord. These rituals 
are no longer ext皿t.

The rules to be observed by由e disciple are called the Essential Commandments in 
ηrree Classes (sanpin y，呵'"ie 三品要戒; 9a).币ley were originally issued by Xiang'er 

(see pagC3 b ) 皿d should therefore be由e same 豁出eDaodezu吵吻 Xia吻如j化 道德
尊耀想雨戒mentioned in 7，臼Ta仰'移均iu n j，句吻 la-b.

Taisha饵!J sandong chuanshou daode jing zixu lu baibiao yi 
太上三 洞 傅授道德髓紫虚镰拜衰锚
19 fols. 
Edited by Du GUANGTING杜光庭( 85C>-933)

808 (fasc. 566) 

K�时èrSchipp衍

"Ritual of由e Presentation of Memorials for the Transmission of the Register of由E
pu甲leVoid and由eDaodeji吻，m由e Tradition of由eLiturgical Scriptures of由e Three

Caverns?' The ordination of thez1xu lu紫虚蟹marked the first step in the hierarchy of 
Taoist masters in T:皿g times. The present ordination ritual is divided into two parts: 
a ceremony of repentance， probably coming at the end of the period of retreat and 
seclusion of the ordin四ts(la-I2a)， and a句ocha吻 道塌ritual， to be performed three 
days later by the discipl臼themselves， or， if由ey are not yet capable of perfoffi1Ìllg it 
correαl机by the senior master who has sponsored (jianbao睦保) their ordination. 

The first part is composed m但nly of h归nns and texts of repentance. At the end， a 
memorial缸mouncmg由e merit and seeking atonement for sins is presented (ya吻ong
x吻ω zha吻 言 功甜温章 ).
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The second part marks the actual ordination. The disciples， who are referred t'O by 
the title 'OfNewly Ordained in由e Register of由e Pu甲le Void (xinshou taisha吻白ode
gaoxuan gaoshang z仿u dizi 新 搜太 上道德 高 立 高 上紫虚弟 子 )， receive: 由eDaode
png‘、'1由出e black tassels and由e golden bu忧'On"on由e wrapper (qingsi jinniu青栋
金组);由e register Gaoshang zixu tianshu bilu高上紫 虚天喜挝、鳝; 由e commentarγ 
by HESHANG GONG (Heshang gmg zha吻'U 河 上公章句); the Rules of Xiang'er 
(Xiang如y叫·仿 想雨 要 戒 ) ; 8万Taishang 同iun da cunsi ω zhujue; 1238 Chuanshou 

ji吻ieyi zhujue; 666 Xishe吻p'切 由eMiaozhen xuanji吻 妙 晨 五 昭 ; the Liujia cuntu 
六甲存圄;由eLiza1移yuli摩藏玉唐(由is may well be 皿o由er title f'Or II68 Taishang 
laojun zho嘲jing); and the liturgical rituals由at c'Oπ臼pond to由e qualifications 'Of the 
masters 'Of this rank. 

Taishang laojun da cunsi tu zhujue 太 上老君 大存思圄注抉
25 f'Ols. 
EarlyTang (618-907) 
875 ( fasc. 58'0) 

Kristofer Sch仰w

"Instructi'Ons 四d Illustrations 'Of the Principal Visualizations 'Of the Most High 
Iρrd La'O;二 A scripture bearing this title existed bef'Ore the seventh centu可: 1238 
Chuanshou ji叨叨zhujue 4b presents aμφiun sishen ω zhujue 老 君思神 圃 注抉 as
the seventh 'Of the ten juan 'Of the 11但xuan secti'On of the Daoza吻. The present text 
addresses the transmissi'On and recitation 'Of the basic scripture 'Of this seαIOn， n缸ηely，

由eD aodej i吻道德昭(23a， 24b， YJQQ刊.6a)， and it refers to由e Xia栩如 zhu 想 雨

注， 也'0 'Of the same secti'On (na; see 1238 Chuanshou ji叨叨zhujue 4b). Finally， a few 
paragraphs c'Orrespond t'O prescriptions given for the transmissi'On 'Of the Laozi in由C
WSBY ( WSBY 37.la屯， 5b c'Orresp'Onds t'O曰QQ43.曲， 弛， 16b-I7a).

This text is quoted 豁出eLa伊n cunst 阳 老 君存思圃 in 463 Yaoxiu keyi jielü chao 
( where 2.7a-8a corresp'Onds t'O 18a-21b of the present text; 8a5-bl is n'Ot found in 'Our 
text). Wi由 由e excepti'On 'Of 4ι功， 19a-b， 24b--25b and all drawings， the entire text 
c'O町臼p'Onds， apa口仕om a few variants， t'O paragraphs <)-18 of the曰QQ、editi'On of 
由e L叫iun cunsi tu in eighteen p红agraphs (pian篇) with a preface (xu序; 43.3a-17b). 
The original text certainly induded the seven supplementary paragraphs f'Ound in由c
ηQQ: paragraph 5 is the 'One由at deals with the tr皿smission 'Of由eDaode户叨'; p红a
graphs 6 and 7 describe the entrance 'Ont'O the sacred area and therefore c'Onstitute由C
c'Ounterpart t'O paragraphs 12四d 13， 'On the subject of lea白ng the sacred area (盯QQ
43.13a-14a corresponds t'O 875 13a-14a). P缸agraphs 1 t'O 4， finally， are also essential， as 
由ey describe the transf'Ormation of the Hall 'Of the Retreat int'O the Mountain 'Of the 
J ade Capital， Yujing shan (玉京山) and the visualizati'On of the Three Treasures and 
由e Da'Ode tianzun 道德天尊 of the Ten Directi'Ons. Pages 4ι9b， which are missing 
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F 1 G U RE 39. Visualization of the Three Pure 

Ones (875 2Ia-b). 

FIGURE 40. Visualization of由e gods while ascending the a1tar (875 2Ib-22b). 

in the YJQQ， m山t also belong to由e original text， for visualizations described in these 
pag臼 are announced at the beginning of the paragraph (87S Ia;盯QQ 43.8a). In 由c
text of theηQQ由e山山trations are said to be lost (曰QQ钊.，b).

The preface in由E盯QQ describes由e fundamental importance of the methodical 
practice of visualizations to obtain great enlightenment (句ue大壁; 4，.，b). Visualiza
tions may be performed in a seated position (paragraph IO) or lying down (paragraph 
II; see 87S 12a-b). The text also provides descriptions of visualizations specific to 由E
six different hours of the day for praα1Cmg由eTao (xi吻彻。行道; paragraph 14， 14b)， 
四d of visualizations由at must precede the ascension of the rostr山n (仿nggaozuo登
高座)， whether for the purposes of predication or recitation (paragraphs 15 to 17; 87S 
血-22b) (see figs. 39一牛牛).

JohnI栩仰q
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FIGURE 4-1. Vision after ten由0山and rccitations of thc Dωdeji，切 (875 勾b-24-b).

FIGURE 4-2. How to mcd.itatc bcforc 

sleeping (875 I2b). 

暴辈
辈t
蒙面

F I G URE 4-3 . Vision after emerging tTom 

meditarion at night (875 14-3.-b). 

FIGURE 4-4-. Visualizarion before ascending由c

chair for giving a sennon (875 1gb). 
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Taishang laojun neiguan jing 太 上老君 内 酣 睡
7 fols. 
Early Tang (618-907) 

641 (fasc. 342) 
"Book of the 1nner Vision， by the Most High 1ρrd Lao." 1n 1241 Chuanshou san

h嘲弄吻'te户lu lüeshω 2. 5ι7a ZHANG WANFU quotes extensively 仕om由is work 
(2a-6a)， which， s巧rlistically as well as in content， shows affinities with 620 Ta缸ha1切
切'un shω chang qi叨Z吻mi，叫.吻(compare page 5a.6 of the present text). 

The work treats由e theoretical background of ecstatic introspection， the develop
ment of the embryo， the nomenclature of the spirits of the body， and the state of 
ataraxy. 1t has exerted a wide influence and is often quoted in later commentaries. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Kohn， 叮aoist Insight Meditation." 

Taishang laojun xuanmiao zhenzho吻 neide shenzhou jing 
太上老君 主妙枕 中 内 德神 咒 髓
3 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 

872 (fasc. 5 80) 

Kris向fer Schipper 

"Divine Spells of 1nner Virtue， from the Mystical Pillow of the Most High 1ρrd 
Lao产 To judge by the bibliographical record， this little manual must have been very 
popular. From 1237 Sandong xiu勋。yi 5b we know that it was one of the texts transmit
ted on ordination into the rank of Gaoxuan daoshi 高 王 道 士 . At the end of the Tang， 
it was used by lay people as well (S90 D呵iao li栩如nji 12 .8a-b;由e same story is also 
included in S92 Shenxianganyu zhuan I. 13a-b). 1n Southem Song times (U27-1279)， 

由is text was still used liturgically (1221 Sha明ing l吻.bao 句向 3.2Ia). 1t also found its 
way into imperial and private libraries (VDL 15). 

A丘er a short introduαlon， 由e text provides a protective spell and then several 
methods and formulas to be put into practice at night， before sleeping， in order to 
ensure a q山et rest. 

Zhenzhong jing 枕 中 醒
3 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1422 (fasc. 1055) 

K由切如 Schipper

This is由e same text as 872 Taisha，切 问iun xuanmiao zhenzho咽 neide 加时ω
jù切(q.v .) .

Kristofer Schipper 



TRishRng IRojun jiejing 太 上老君 戒 陋
29 fols. 
Early Tang (618-907) 
784 ( fasc. 5 62) 

2.B.5 Sanhuang Scriptures and Rituals [ SOl 1 

"Commandments of the Most High 1ρrd Lao." As explained at由e beginning of 
由.e book， 出e sage， after having transmitted the Daode JÏ咽 道 德 昭 to Yin xi 尹 喜，
aJso gave him these rules， at由e latter's request， during their joumey to India. 

As indicated on page 29b，由e present text， with commentary， is incomplete . The 
mention of a "自rst part" at由e beginning and a reference to a later chapter on page 
I3b indicate由at由e book comprised more由an one juan. Part of the work， with its 
commentary (pages 7b to IOa 皿d nb to I9a)， was reproduced in YJQQ 39. 1 4b-I6b. 

The commandments- which consist of the fìve interdictions of murder， the丘，
lewdness， untruth， and aJcohol-correspond to由e p a位a-SilR that Buddhism pre
scribes for its lay adepts. Here， twenty-fìve guardian deities proteα those who have 
adopted the ru1es (see page na). Then the text indicates n山nerous correspondences 
between the Five Commandments， the Text in Five Thousand Characters (由e Daode
ji吻)， the Five Viscera， the Five Emperors， and others. 

Before pronouncing由e commandments， 1ρrd Lao quotes a hymn in three stanzas : 
由e Formula in Praise of the Scriptures (Li.f吻zh u 檀酣兄)， first found in344 Taisha1锣
剧增mωn lingbao zhihui benyuan 句iie shangpin f吻 7a-8a.

ß I ß L I O G RA P H Y  

Kohn， "The Five Precep臼了'

K由此卢r Schipper

2.B.5 Sanhuang Scriptures and Rituals 

As during由e Six Dynasties (220-589) period， under the Tang (618-907) the San
hua1锣 wen 三 皇 丈p 由e fundamentaJ text of the Dongshen division， did not develop 
into a major tradition but remained almost invisible. The contents of the pr臼ent sec
tion reflect this state. lt seems as if the Dongshen division existed mainly as a minor 
ordination grade within the Tang liturgical organization， since a sizeable proportion 
of all texts preserved are related to this institution. Moreover， because the originaJ 
Sanht仰1;8wen texts were in fact little more由an the taJismans of the Three Sovereigns 
and由eMap of the True Form of the Five Sacred Peaks (Wuyue zhe阳mg 阳 五 撮 真
形 圃)， both a form of diagrarη， it seems由at由e Dongshen division aJso became the 
reposit。可 of other similar docurnents and their accompanying rituaJs. The work 1202 

Dongshen badi yuanbian jing deaJs with methods of magic and prognostication linked 
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to 由e Eight Archivists (bashi 八 史 ) -spirits of 由e Eight Trigrams -whereas other 
rites involve the powers of the River Chart (Hetu 河 圃 ). That 由e Sanhuang wen 皿d
Wu户u zhen.xit切 切 talismans continued to be popular in Tang 回到自 can be seen from 

m皿y contemporary accoun臼 (c( CGF 77). 

Dongshen badi yuanbian ji，叨 洞神 八帝元赞陋
39 fols. 
Eigh由 or ninth century? 
1202 (fasc. 876) 
"Scripture of the Mysterious [read :aωn 五 for yuan 元 ] Transformation of the 

Eight Emperors， of the Dongshen Canon." 咀le present book describes a technique 
of divination based on the Sllnlffioning of the Eight Archivists (bashi 八 史 )， 由e spirits 
of the Eight Trigrams (2b-7a). An earlier version of this technique is found in 767 Tai
sha吻 tongli吻 bashi 加吻wen zhen.xi，切 切， which may be dated to 由c 由ird or fourth 
century A .D . ，  and which represen臼 由e period before the methods related to 由e Eight 
Archivists were classified as belonging to 皿y partiα.tlar tradition. As testified by 由c
present book， and by references to 由e Register of the Eight Archivists (Bashi lu 八
史 鲸 ) in other Tang dynasty texts， these me由叫s were later absorbed as par臼 of the
Dongshen canon (s饵， e.g.， 1I2S Dongxuan 1吻'hao sandong j句白o kejie Y吻'shi 4.7b). 
The title of the present book is found in the fourteen-juan list of the Dongshen JÙ秽，
included in 切 Taisha吻 dongshen sanhuang yi 5a-b， in which juan 7-9 are listed as 由E
由ree p红包 of the Badi :aωnbian ji吻 八 帝 王 壁陋 (see 640 Dongshen badi miaojing 
ji吻). The content of the books listed in 803 Sanhuaψ yi seems to comprise practices 
related to 由e Eight Archivists (c( 由e survey of the contents of a Do吻'Shen jing in 
fourteen juan - referring to 由e same set of material as 803 Sanhua吻yi-found in 1I2S 

k可ïeyi吻'Shi 4.7b). Thus it seems likely 由at 由e present book corresponds to 由e title 
listed in 均 Sanhua吻yi.

A version of the method described is said to have been edited by the Buddhist monk 
Huizong 惠 宗 ， who lived on Mount Songgao 高 高 (34a-b). No由ing is known from 
由e st皿dard historical sources about this monk， but the information of the present 
book places hinl somewhere in the third or early fourth century A. D. The author makes 
several comparisons wi由 H山wng's version， stating that Huiwng used special names， 
incomprchensible to noninitiates， for the herbs used， as a p红t of the method， in the 
preparation of medicines (preface 2a)， and 由at he expanded the section on forms of 
the Paces ofYu (Yubu 禹 步 ) so as to include more 由四 ninety variants (nb). 

白lC prcsent version is associated with another line of transmission (3间， originat
mg wl由 an immortal by 由e n缸ne ofYan Daoseng 延 道 僧 ， who in 508 rcvealcd the 
method to three persons staying in 由e wcstern mountains in Youzhou 幽 州 (Hebei).
The line of transrnission comprises six stages， ending with one Zu Ji t且宿， and in-
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cludes two Buddhist monks 仕om由e Yongt组Sl 永 泰 寺 monaste可�There was a Yong
tai si on Mount Songgao， but it was so named only in 706 (see "Zhongyue Yongtai 
si bei 中 撒 永泰 寺碑;' dated 752， inJinshi cuibian 89. Ia-5b). Thus the pr臼ent version 
m ay be tentatively dated to由e eigh由 or ninth centu可·

The book is divided into 且丘een sections， coπesponding to various elements or 
aspects of the technique of summoning the Eight Archivists. These elements include 
the Paces of Yu (section 牛， l Ia-I3a);由e fu of the Eight Trigrams (B吻ua声 八 卦符 )，
one set of which is swallowed and another suspended at由e sid臼 of the altar (section 
5， 13a-16b) ;  and 由 preparation of a medicine (section 6， 16b-I9a). The central part 
of the technique is a large off元ring (ji 祭 ; section 10， 23a-2sb).咀le effect of these ele
m ents is由at the Eight Archivists are "surnmoned and made subservient" (zhaoyi 召
役 )，四d the overall aim is that the spirits w ill appear in front of the practitioner (shuren 
俯 人)，who may ask由em questions about由e future， past， and distant events (section 
11， 2Sb-27b). A second红γ effect is由at these spirits wiU be at his service and provide 
protection as weU as 皿y conceivable kind of blessing (2b-归，27a).

The technique of summoning由e Eight Archivists is described in the present book 
as more elaborate and more esoteric由皿 m由e earlier 767 Bashi she吻wen zhenxing 阳.
It c皿 be performed only by a male practitioner， who preferably uses a secluded place 
in the mountains where he has constructed a temple (shenshi 神 室 ) especially for由c
performance of the practice (I9a-20b)， and who keeps even 由e offerings free from 
由e poUuting touch of female hand.s (巧a). Compare the ritual carried out in people's 
homes， preferably by a husband and wife in unison， described in 767 Bashi she吻wen
zhenxi吻 tu. Note also 由at 由e present book modifi自 由e standard cosmological 
setting presented in 767 Bashi 如吻wen zhenxi吻 tu-where 由e Eight Archivists are 
described as delegates of the archives of fate in the Big Dipper -by referring to 由c
spirits as "assistant scribes of the Southern Dipper" (N andou shizuo 南 斗 史佐 ; Ia， 2b). 
N evertheless， there is a clear connection between the two forms of the technique. The 
names of the spirits in 767 Bashi she吻wen zhenxing tu are found in 由e present book 
in the n缸nes of the set of fu to be s山pended at the sides of the altar ; these names 
accompany由e new names given to the archivists in the present book. Moreover，由t
actual form of the two sets of fu clearly shows them to be related to由e two sets of the 
first part of 767 Bωhi she吻wen zhenxi1切 切， as does由e agreement on出e funαional 
division between the two sets. 

PoulAn命，宫附
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TRishRng sRnhuRng bllozhRi shenxilln shRnglu ji吻 太 上 三 皇 曹 曹 神 仙上 鲸 醒
T四g (618-907)?  
854 (fasc. 575) 
"Supreme Scripture on 由e Registration as a Divine Immortal [由rough the Per

formance 0叮 the Precious Retreat of the Three Sovereigns." The book describes a 
method of performing a Retreat (zhR伪 膏法) belonging to 由e Dongshen tradition. 
The practitioner refers to himself as a disciple of that tradition (dongshen dizi 洞 神弟
子 ; 5b)， and the division ofthe Dongshen c皿on into books， each transmitted by one 
ofthe Three Sovereigns and the Eight Emperors (badi 八 帝 )， is alluded to (1b-2a， 5b; 
see 640 胁ngshen badi mi叼iingjing). The main elements of the Retreat comprisc ablu
tions， o能rings of incense， and 由e lighting of larnps (rRnde吻 然憧). It is concluded 
by 皿 offering (j叫· 醺僵 ) to 由e Three Sovereigns (5a-6b). 

Dongxulln lingbRo hetu YR咿!lCie sRnshiliu tiRn zhRiyi 
洞 京 重 曹 河 圃 仰甜 三 十 六 天 膏健
4 Juan 
515 (fasc. 292) 

Dongxulln lingbllo hetu yRngxie sRnshiliu tuhullng zhlliyi 
洞豆置费河圃仰甜 三 十 六 土 皇 膏健
4 Juan 
Late 'TI皿g (618-907) 
516 (fasc. 292) 

PoulAndersen 

"Rituals of the Retreat of the Rivcr Chan for Atonement to the Thiny-six Heavenly 
[Emperors] and Ear由ly Sovereigns， of the Dongxuan Lingbao C皿on." According t<。
由e text itsclf (5b， and passin吟， 由is ritual was part of a Prayer Retreat of the Median 
Principle (Zho吻yωn qiqiψ dazhai 中 元前斤2青 大 膏 ) celebrated in a sacred 红ea (shan 
埋 )， in accordance wi由 由e Dongshen 洞 神 洁 白白. The detailed instructions at 由c
beginning of SIS Do吻'Xuan lingbao hetu yangxie sanshiliu tian zh叼i for 由e construc
tion of this sacred area， wi由 i臼 three altars， tell us that in 由e center of the shRn there 
had to be a ßagpole， fi丘een feet high， with a banncr bearing the fi仕een sacred signs of 
由e SRnln仰移 tianwen 三 皇 天 文 (la). Therefore， 出is Lingbao Retreat is bascd on 由C
S皿hu四g Register. 

Each of the four juan of SIS Tian zhaiyi contains the prayers addressed to nine 
Heavenly Emperors (in 由c 且rst ju皿 the passages 7 to 9 are missing)， and the four 
JU皿 ofthe present text follow a sirnilar pattern. Each god has a different secret narne 
(hui 器) but the sarne epi由et: True Essence in Response to 由c Great Tao of Supreme 
Nonaction， Most True， Most High， Negated Nothingness (Taishang wuwu zhizhen 
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wushang wuwei dadao 内199an zhenjing太上 熊 熊 至 虞 摆 上 黑 属 大道臆感 翼 精 ).
A similar epi由et is applied to the gods invoked in 由e cognate 80S Taishang fÚJ吻'Shen
taz严an hau sa印刷ya叨'xieyiJ edited by Du GUANGTING. 

Taishang tlongshen taiyuan hetu sanyuan yangxie yi 
太 上 洞神 太 元 河 圃 三 元 仰 甜健
31 fols. 
Edited by Du GUANGTING 杜 光 庭 (850-933)

805 (fasc . 565) 

Kristofer S必i押er

"Ritual of the River Chart of the Great Origin， for Atonement to 由c 古lree Princi
ples， a Dongshen Canon产 Al由ough this ritual is cognate to 515 Dongxtωn lingbao he阳
"吻:xze sa阳hiliu tian zhaiyi and 516 Dongxtωn liψbao hauya咽:xie sanshiliu 阳huang
zha切， there are many dissimilar details， notably in the layollt of the sacred area (shan 
埋 ). 卫lÍs group of rites may derive 仕om 由e Hetu dazhai 河 圃 大 膏， which the em
perorTang Xuanwng (r. 712-756) asked LI HANGUANG to perform on his behalf on 
Maoshan 茅 山(see j04 Maoshan zhi 8.9a). 

The present text accords with other liturgies edited by Du GUANGTING (cf. the 
ordination title on 2Gb)， and the attribution would present no di伍culty were it not 
for 由e faα 由at on Ib 皿d 岛llowing there is a reference to a Hua吻lu 1创E吻 yz 黄
臻 立成僵 containing detailed diagrams of 由 sacred area. This text could be 由c
work of a certain Lü Yun 吕 雪， a contemporary of ]IN YUNZHONG (fl 1224-1225; 
see 12.习 Shangqing lingbao 句向 44.17b). The work 466 Li1切切 li1切iiao jidu jinshu 
319.18b quotes由e same text as an au由ority for the layout of the altar. On the other 
h四d， it seems 由此 也e Hau dazhai was no longer celebrated in Southern Song times 
(1127-1279 )，四d 由e reference to Hua，移lu 1伪engyi may be a later inte甲olation.

Dongshen sanhuang qishier jun zhai fangchan yi 
洞神 三 皇 七 十二 君 费方 惯健
8 fols. 
Edited by D u  GUANGTING 杜 光庭 (850-933)

804 (fasc. 565) 

Kri.m卢r Schipper

"Ritual of Repentance to 由e( Four) Directions during the Retreat of the Seventy
two Lords of the Three Sovereigns， from the Dongshen Canon产 1his rite of pardon 
is cognate to 80S Taishang 伽rgshen taiyuan hetu sa，吧?仰n ya吻:xieyi. The seventy-two 
lords (Jun 君) correspond to the four directions of Heaven and E arth， respectively. 
1n each of these eight directions there are nine lords. To each group is addressed an 
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offering of incense， flowers， lamps， and other 由ings， and blessings are invoked for 由c
ruling emperor. In addition， a final prayer is addressed to 11也)'l 太 一 .

Tllishang tÚJngshen sanh侃侃r.gyi 大 上 洞神 三 皇 融
r 3  fols. 
Early11皿g (6r8-907) 
803 (fasc. 565) 

K而归扣 Schi纱W

"RÍtual of the Three Sovereigns:' This text contains the liturgical protocol for 
the transmission of the scriptures of the Dongshen division and related talismans 
and writs. The ceremony for ordination and irútiation into the arcana of one of the 
seven canonical degrees is comparable to 由at of the Taixuan division contained in 
1238 Chuanshωji:切均i zh叼'ue. Bo由 texts resemble each other in 由e way 由 lists of 
scripturl口 to be transrnitted are presented; 由e two tex臼 should belong to 由e same 
period， 出e begin血ng of the Tang. 

The pr臼ent text appe缸S to be incomplete. The Opening of the Incense Burner 
(falu 费罐) rite is not matched with a corr臼ponding "closing" 快切 徨 罐 ) rite at 由C
end. 卫le ritual stops abruprly wi由 由e presentation of the attributes of the Three Sov
ereigns. It is probable 由at 1284 Taisha1切 由吻'shen sanhua吻 chua阳houyi coπesponds 
to 由e rnissing final part of our ritual. 

The ritual offers important info口nation on 由e contents of the Dongshen division 
in Ta咆 times. Of the tex臼 listed on pages 5a-b， 出e first eleven juan (out of fourteen) 
are early， since 由ey are already mentioned in 由e Do吻'shen bilu 洞 神 秘簸 catalogue
(in WSBY 30.3a). According to this source， one juan was devoted to each ofthe Three 
Sovereigns and 由 Eight Emperors (badi 八帝). We find a confirmation of 由IS ar
r皿gement in eleven juan in ηQQ 6.nb-I2a， with the additional information 由at it 
was the work ofTAO HONGJING .  The s缸ne passage states earlier on 由at as a r，臼ult
of the addition of three juan of ritual， 由e number of juan had been raised to fourteen. 
This number coπesponds exaαly to the list provided in 由e present text. The passage 
of由c ηQQ coπ口ponds， according to Ofuchi Ninji (Dõl炒õshi no ken句Ü， 28Q--92)， to 
the Xuanmen dayi 玄 阿 大 髓 ， a Taoist encyclopedia of the beginrúng of the sevcnth 
century. 

The fourteenth juan in the list is a ritual oftransmission (Sanhuang chuanshou yi 三
皇博搜懂 ). 古山 ritual may well correspond to 0町 present text. As a matter of faα， a 
quote in YJQQ 6.Ioa 仕om 由e fourteenth juan of thc Dongshen [.jing 招] corresponds 
to a passage on page 12b in our text. Howcver， other quotations from the samc source 
(ηQQ 6.na; SDZN 2.8a; SDZN 4-.9a) do not corrcspond. 白le fourteen juan of the 
Dongshen division， toge由er w1由 the related talismans and writs， are also mentioned 
in II2S Dongx:ω li:ψω s刷刷!ß'feng.伽 kejieyingshi 钉b.
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The present ritual gives 由e texts of all 由e doc山nents and memorials used for 由E
transmission and describes the transferal of the different scriptures and talismans. 
The sacred characters of the Writs of the Three Sovereigns (Sanhua吻 wen 三 皇 文 )
缸e translated and read aloud by 由e master， 四d 由e disciple repeats the sounds a丘er
him. 

The ritual contains m皿y e1ements ofthe Heavenly Master tradition (see the ordi
nation titles ofthe officiant on pages la and 2b)， whereas the transmission ritual given 
in WSBY 38 corresponds more c10sely 由e Lingba。 可pe.

Kris时èrSιhipper

Tllishllng dongshen sllnhullng chullnshou yi 太 上 洞 神 三 皇 傅 授 倔
1 6  fols. 
Early Tang (618--907) 
1284 (fasc. 1005) 
"Ritual 岛rTransmission of the Scriptures of the Dongshen Division?' The first part 

of the text is missing; there is a Closing of the Incense Burner (户lu 徨罐) rite on page 
14a， whereas thc corresponding "opening" (jalu 费罐) rite is absent from the begin
ning. The different writs and talismans mentioned on l3a 红'e all listed in 803 Taishan 
dongshen sa嘲uanyi. All this points to a c10se relationship between the two fragments， 
which may indeed have originally belonged to 由e same text. 

The scriptural transmission corresponds to an initiation and ordination as disciple 
of the Inner Light of the Three Sovereigns of the Dongshen [Canon] (dongshen san
hua咱 仰伊吻 dizi 洞神 三 皇 内 景 弟子 ).

τhe larger part of the remaining ritual (la-lOb) contains the text of the Register of 
the True Officials (zhe吻uan lu 翼宫鲸) of the Three Sovereigns， which is transmit
ted to the ordinand by 由e officiating great master. This master states in a long text of 
atonement (daxie 大甜; 1Ob--l3a) 由at 由e prescribed period between two initiations 
for this ritual canon is foπy ye红s. The transferal of the sacred writs 由en takes place 
by fixing them on different parts of the ordinand's c10thing and body (13a). Finall队
出e disciple is prl口ented to 由e gods (chaobai 朝拜 )， 皿d 由e officiants leave the altar 
to perform 由e customary rites of c1osure. 

Taishllng dongshen Xi1叨dao shoudu yi 太 上 洞 神 行 道授度 健
15 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1283 (fasc. 1005) 

Krist旷èr Schipper

"Liturgy for 由e Transmission of the Dongshen Division." In a truncated and， 
perhaps for this reason， unsigned colophon， the author explains that he compiled 
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由e present liturgical protocol because at his time the rituals for由e transmission of 
由e Dongshen scriptures had become incomplete or were no longer well known. He 
claims to have made 山e of different canonical sources. Indeed， the part more speci.fi
cally devoted to transmission (chuanshou yi 傅搜懂 ; IOa- 13b) is by and large similar  t。
由e coπesponding ritual in WSBY 38 (Shou Dongshen sanhuang yi pin 授洞 神 三 皇 健
品). The text of the oa由 (me吻wen 盟 丈)， which our text mentions on 1巾， is provided 
in WSBY 38.2b. 

A1beit in an abbreviated wa队出e present work gives由e complete protocol for a 
service of transmission. First there is a Nocturnal Announcement (suqi fa 宿臀法;
la-Ib)， followed by an  Announcement of Merit (yangong fa 言 功 法 ; 1b-3a). After 
the Retreat， the great litur自， begins with the solemn invocation of the gods (Dong
shen xing由oyi 洞神行道懂 ; 3a-6b) and the Offering (Dongshen sanh邸'切jiaojiyi 洞
神 三皇醺祭 懂 ; 6b--9a). The ritual area is then cleared for the rites of transmission 
(chuanshω yi; see above)， 四d an audience rite (chaoli 朝 檀 ; 13b-lsb) is held for由c
presentation of the ordinand to由e gods. 

Taishang dongshen wuxing ZlJn 太上洞神五 星 理
7 fols. 
Attributed to Zhang Heng 强衡， zi Pingzi 平 子 (78-139)
976 (fasc . 614) 

Kris.切ifer S必i饨衍

"H归110s to由e Five Planets， a Dongshen Scripture of the Most High?' This work 
contains in fact no chan民 poems， or hyrnns to由e glory of the planets， but a treatise 
on these stars，由c让 deities， and powers. The present title is eπoneo山.

Zhang Heng was a prominent scholar， astrologer， and mathematician. The pres
ent work recommends burning incense 皿d presentingjiao 醺 offerings to由e O伍ce
of Water (shu伪 水府) as a means for avening由e baleful influence of the planets at 
certain conjunctions; it also 山es nam臼 like N句le 那 撮 for the planet Ven山 (Jinxing
金星 ). A1由ough由e s可Ie is archaic， it is not a Han text. There is an interesting pas
sage on the risks posed to由e co山1: by powerful empr臼S臼 (7b).The work could be 
ofTang date (618-907). 

Kristofer Schipper 
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2.B.6 Dongyuan and Shen伊uan Scriptures and Rituals 

2.B.6.a The Do吻ryuan shenzhou ji吻

Reference is made， for this section， to 33S Taishang 伽m例 shenzh仰 jiψ. The 
original work in ten juan dates from由e late Eastern Jin (317-420). At the beginn ing 
of the Five Dynasties (907--960)， Du GUANGTING expanded the text to twenty juan. 
This is 由e basic text of the Shenzh仰 卢移 神咒辑 found in 由e Daoza吻 edition. lt 
cornpnses由e sarnc ten juan (apart from some variations) of the Dunhu皿g verslons， 
pl山 eight later ju四( 1 1 to 18) from由e Tang period (618--907). At the beginning of 
由at dyn皿ty the tradition of the Dongyuan shenzhou ji吻 was recognized as a Taoist 
order (see I/ZS Dongxuan 1:吻bao sandoψ卢ng，伽 均teJZ1纫'Shi qb and 44S Dongxuan 
li吻bao sanshi minghui xingzhua1切þ锣uanfangsuo wen 3a). Several rituals， which Du 
included in his twenty-ju皿 edition， are also found separately in由e Dao zang .

Taishang dongyuan shuo qingyu longwang jing 太 上洞拥在精雨髓王幢
4 fols. 
362 ( fasc. 180) 

"Scripture ofthe Dragon-Kings for Praying for Rain， Preached by the Most High， 
[Lord of ] 由e Abyss." ηlÌs text corresponds to 33S Taisha吻 lÚJ吻ryuan shenzhω ji1锣
13.la-4a (see Mollier， Une apocalypse tao仰， 64). From above the Thrce Heavens the 
Iρrd of the Way sees 皿 epidenlÌc spreading throughout the world. Seated on a cloud 
of five colors， he descends and， having attracted with his radiance thc dragon-kings of 
all the heavens， he preaches由e O时lOdox Way to them. He concludes by enjoining 
them to save由e people with a torrential rain. 

Next the Tao spe汰s to describe a ritual for averting all manner of misfo民une. The 
ritual consists in reciting， over a period of three days and three nights on a sacred area 
composed of "the thrones of the nine dragons and the images of the five saints;'由c

"m缸velous scripture of thc divine formula of the dragon-kings of all由e heavens?' If， 
a丘er the ritual is completed， a house is struck by lightning during由c cnsuing storm， 
由e f:缸nily involved must write the naIηes of the dragon-kings of the Four Seas and 
S山pend them in 出e four corners of the house and 由en bum incense and invoke 
由e dragon-kings. The latter will then spew forth water， and由e spirit of the ßarnes 
w山 hide itself under the earth. Finally， says the Tao， the faithful should worship由c
dragon-kings regularly on every day of the new and由e full moon. 

John ú咽erwey
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Dongxuan li咽bao bajie zhai suqi yi 洞 京 重 曹 八 部 曹 宿 唐 僧
9 fols. 
Tang (618--907) 
1296 (fasc. 1归009的) 
"R且itual for 由e [阳F日lrs沉叫t叶] Night Communication ofth忧e Retreat of t由he Ei屯ght No叫de口s丁

The title r陀ef岳-古rs tωo t由he divisions of t由he solar y'严E缸皿'. This minor Lingbao Retreat i岱s me∞n
t∞i归on肘1比ed in 4 攻句3 丑oxiu keyi jielü chao 8. 巾， where it is said 由at its aim is "to wash away 
new and old sins?' There is no evidence 由at is was practiced either before or a丘er 由c
Tang. 

We do not find here 由e rites of installation of the 0伍ciants 皿d 由e proclamation 
of rules for the Retreat that 红e common m 由e suqi 宿 臀 rituals performed at the start 
of larger Lingbao se凹ices. A丘er 由e pr口entation of the memorial (ci 祠 )， there is a 
proclamation of the Ten Rules (sh仿 十 戒 ).

Kristofer Sch仰w

Taishang sanwu bangjiu jiao wudi duanwen 州 太 上兰 五傍救醺五 帝 断 瘟 僧
1 2  fols. 
T皿g (618--907)? 
809 (fasc. 566) 
"Offering to 由e Five Emperors for Abolishing Epidemi臼， Th缸业S to the Immedi

ate Succor of the Most High Three and Five?' This is a small domestic service to be 
perforrned in the case of epidemics. It is related to 由e Do叨叨4仰 shenzhou tradition. 
The present offering could be performed in co时unction with a shenzhou zhai 神咒膏
(la)， and the officiant has the title of IÚJ咽ryuan dizi 洞 湘 弟 子 (2a). Among the offer
ings are listed five dishes ofFate Rice (mi吻lu mi wupan 命操米五瞌 )， as well as wine 
and dried deer meat (j切bu 酒 脯 ). Not onJy these offerings but also the style in which 
由e text of the ritual is wrinen are archaic 皿d primitive: The oral prayer (kouzhong 
C归 口 中 祠 捂 ) is partly in rhymed four-character phrases (3b-5a). The offering oftea 
(5a) suggests a popular ritual of the Tang dynasty. 

Taishang dongyuan sanmei shenzhou zhai chanxie yi 
太 上 洞 拥 三 昧 神 咒 膏憾甜健
20 fols. 
Edited by Du GUANGTING 杜 光庭 (850--933)

5勾 (fasc. 294) 

Krisi切如S命iηer

"Ritual of Confession and Atonement for the Retreat of the Divine Incantations of 
由e Samãt扬i and the Abyssal Caverns [Rev臼led] by the Most High." This text， signed 
by Du GUANGTING， belongs to the Tang liturgical tradirion ofthqsS Taisha1移 剧，移·
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pωn shenzhou jing (see also 526 Taisha，锣 dongyuan sanmei shenzh仰 zhai qi吻tan xÌ1移
dao yi and 527 Taisha，锣 伽wyuan sanmei shenzhou zhai sh份叨 cha吵). The hymns (S01锣
颂 ) for the Ten Directions of this ritual (2a to end) are indeed 由ose (apart from some 
variations) in which juan 15 of the Tang version of the ShenzhωJI吻 神咒昭 "B山U
jiekao 步 虚 解 考 " [Pacing the Void to Avoid Punishment] main1y consisted (2a-1Oa). 
These hymns are， themselves， likely revisions of ancient hymns found in juan 3 (2a， 
3b， 弛， 缸， 9b， and IOa) ofthe original (甜h century) Shenzhou jing. 

The fact 由at Du signed independent editions of 由is Shenzhou jing penitential 
ritual (see also 527 Sh伽移 cha仰) testifies to his personal interest in 严rpetuating this 
liturgical tradition -during the first decades of the tenth centu呵， he also edited and 
prefaced 由e Daoza吻edition of the Shenzhou ji吻 in its extended version of twenty 
juan-and to the undeniable impon皿ce of this sui generis tradition during 由e 'TI皿g
dynasty. This ritual was performed by the masters of the Shenzhou ji吻 神 咒 耀 嗣
(445 Do叨翩翩 li吻bao sa阳hi mi吻hui xingzhua吻j叨uanfa，锣'suo wen 则， also called 
masters of由e Law of the Great Religion of the Samãdhi and the Divine Incantations 
of the Abyss (II25 Dongxuan li:吻bao sandong ftng剧。 均iieyi咽约i qb)， who formed an 
order within the sacerdotal Taoist system of the Tang dynasty (cf. 1237 Sando咽xiu御。
yi 8b; II25 K&jie YÌ1锣'shi; Schipper， ‘'Taoist ordination ranks"). 

Compared to the version found in Shenzhou ji叨 15， Du GUANGTING、 "ne旷'
liturgy shows a concern for systematization and conformity with current religious 
tastes. No mention is made of the archaic Pacing the Void rites . The mediumistic， 
spoken aspeα of juan 15 of the Shenzhou ji吻�wi由 由e stereo可ped formula "the Tao 
says" (Tao yan 道 言 )， is almost completely absent (except for one example : 2b). 

The ritual is intended for a f:缸nily to cure illnesses， to expel demons， avoid natural 
calan四es， and so on. Proselytism， which had been at 由e core of the 由erapeutic皿d
liturgical perform四ces of the masters of the Shenzhou ji吻 m 由e e红ly stages of the 
movement， is st山 alive: families are encouraged to receive the sacred book (4a.7)， 由at
is， to become initiated. Rites of confession are performed by 由e participants in the 
ten directions; the Shenzh，ωji吻 and the hymns and incantations are recited. 

B I B L I O G RA P H Y  

Mollier， Une apocalypse tamste， 157-67; idem， "Döen shinju kyö s缸gi dentö"; Schipper， "Taoist 

ordination ranks�' 

Christine Mollier 
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Tllishll:饵"B IÚJngy秘IIn SRn棚ei shen确。u zhlli φng，邸n xing，郎。 yi
太上洞湘三昧 神 咒 费 清 且 行 道融
8 fols. 

Edited by Du GUANGTING 杜 光庭 (85D-933) ?
只6 (fasc. 294) 

"Morning Audience for the Retreat of the Divine Incantations of the SRm饰品bi and 

the Abyssal Cavems [Revealed] by the Most High." n咀s is the Morning Audience 

ritual of the liturgy of the Dongyu扭 曲enzhou order. The preceding text (S2S Tllishllng 
h吻UIInslInmei she刷刷 zhllichlln.xte yi) as well as the next one (S27 Tllishll:咆伽抑制
slInmei shenzhou zhlli sh份'锣 chllnyi) equally belong to 由is service. These three rituals 

do not forrn a complete set. Not only those for the Noon and Evening Audiences are 

missing (see note on page la)， but probably others as well. There are no fundamental 

reasons against 由e attribution to Du GUANGTING ;  the c1airn "edited by Du，" how

ever， is a1so fo山ld in a nurnber of texts of obviously later date. 

The o伍ciant is identified as a Great Ritual Master of the Three Cavems who， on 

this occasion， "respectfully performs 由e rites of the Retreat of Great Samãdhi and 

Divine Spells" (page 2a). The pu甲ose of由e service is clearly of a healing and exorcistic 

nature. The invocation of divine helper spiri臼 (pages 臼 to 7b) is based on 由e liturgy 

ofthe Heavenly Master school (SRntia1呐shi Zhe吻ryi 均切 三 天 法 嗣 正一科 品 ).

Tllishllng IÚJngyulln sRnmei shenzhou zhlli shifRng chllnyi 
太 上 洞 湘 三 昧 棉 咒 膏 十万慢僧
1 0  fols. 

By Du G UANGTING 杜 光 庭 (85C>-933) ? 
527 (fasc. 294) 

Krisi呻r Schi伊

"Ritual of Confession to the Ten Directions for the Retreat of the Divine Incanta

tions of the SlImãdhi and 由e Abyssal Cavems [revealed] by 由e Most High." 白白s work

forms part of Du GUANGTING、 "new" liturgy of 33S Tllishllng 由咽pωn shenzhω 
jing. It is c10sely linked， indeed complementary， to ρS Tllishllng do吻户ωn sllnmei shen
zhω zhai chan.xte yi. Both of these rituals of confession are signed by Du and consist 

mainly in 出e same hymns to 由e Ten Directions found in juan 15 of the Tang Shenzhou 
ji吻 (see S2S Chanxie yi). 

Ch对stineMoUier 
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Tllishllng 仙ngy侃n sllnmei dixin 9饵IIngming zhengyin tIIiji ziwei fumo 
zhigui zhengftu edao R向jixillng shenzhou 太 上 洞 澜 三 昧 帝 心 光 明 正 印
太 匾 紫 微 伏 鹰 制 鬼 拯 救 惠 道 集 福 吉 祥 神 咒
5 fols. 
Tang (618-907) ? 
386 (fasc. 182) 
"Spell ofA山picious and Exorcistic Power， of the Lwninous Heart Seal of SamãdhiJ 

from the Don回ruan Tradition?'咀lis longest of all the titles in the Daoza吻 introduces
a strange spell composed of long and incomprehensible phrases (a standard length is 
twenty-five characters) 由at all end in the refrain ''j，仿ia，锣乒n tan ch仙" 吉 祥 音 檀姆
妈f mc皿mg appro也mately: "a山picious sounds ! resounding clappers !" The present 
text， which might be a 仕agment of a lost work (an isolated subtitle appears on 2a)， is 
山也ke any known text of the Don回ru皿 tradition.

Krisi切ifer Sc，悦目er

Taishllng dongyulln beidi tianpeng huming xiaozai shenzhou millojing 
太 上 洞 拥北帝天盖 撞 命 捕 捉 神 咒妙幢
7 fols. 
Late Tang (618--907)? 
53 (fasc. 29) 
"Marvelous Book of Divine Incantations of Tianpeng， for Protecting Life and 

Abolishing Disasters， a Most High Don回ru皿 Canon Spoken by 由e Emperor of the 
N ortll." This is an eschatological scripture 由at advocates the practice ofthe rites ofme 
Emperor ofthe Nortll. The method ofthe Emperor ofthe Norm for k.illing demons 
(Beidish，嘲uizhifa �t帝煞 鬼之法) is found， among 0由er minor rites， in 1016 Zhen'gao 
IO.IOa-ub (cf. also 1016 Zhen'gao 15.la-4b) and in 421 De吻'zhenyinjue 2.na-13b. 白le
same rite appears in 14-0 Sha1纫伊切 wozhongj仰 2.17a-18b， but under the title "Memod 
of the Emperor of the Norm." 咀le rite consists mainly in calling out the names of 
由e Six Heavenly Palaces of Fengdu in order to marshal the demon-k.illing armies 
(me titles here are different 仕om those given in 由e above-quoted texts)， as well as in 
reciting 由e famous Tianpeng Incantation (see 1016 Zhen'gω IO.IOb-na). According 
to TAO HONG]ING'S comment缸y (1016 Zhen'gao nb)， 由is memod was revealed to 
YANG XI .  It may well be， however， 由at the memod originally belonged to an older 
and independent liturgical tradition (compare 49 D01移动m 叫i beidi ziwei shenzhou 
mtaφt1锣) 由at also continued to exist in later times (see 1412 Taishang yua阳hi tianzun
shω beidi户mo shen劝仰 miaojing) and 由at was related to eschatological expeαations 
姐d beliefs. 

白le present text indeed reveals a marked apocalyptic backgroWld. According to 
me words of me Heavenly Wortlly of Primordial Beginning， traditional virtues have 
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completely disappe红ed; bandits and demons， wild animals and natural calamities in
jure and k.ill people. The nurnber ofvictims ofthe exactions by 0伍cials are increasing. 
The mingling of the living with the dead and the spread of the forces of the demons 
of the Six Heavens are 由e ca山e of the appearance of the Three Catastrophes (sanzai 
三 炎 ) and 由e impending end of the kalpa. Only zhai 费 Retreats and 由e recitation 
of the names of the heavenly palaces and gates， as wcll as of由e Tianpeng Incantation， 
can save 由e fo但由ful.

B I B L I O G  RA P H Y  

Mollier， "La méthode de l'Empereur du nord." 

CJn宫tineMollier 

Taishang dongyuan ciwen shenzhou miaojing 太 上洞阑酣瘟神 咒妙程
2 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
54 (fasc. 29)  
"M町e10山 Scripture ofDivine Incantations of the Abyssal Caverns， [Pronounced 

by] the Most High for Avoiding Epidemics:' This text advocatcs thc practice of short 
Retreat rituals to save the sick. It was joined to thrcc other short sc呻tures in 由e samc
juan of the Ming canon. Like thc other 由ree， 由is work dates from thc Tang period. 

The text describcs how the Heavenly Worthy of Primordial Beginning revealed 
由is scripture in the Supreme 1:皿g Palace (Shangyang gong 上 隔 宫 ) to the Heavenly 
Worthy of the Abyssal Caverns， Dongyuan tianzun 洞 翻 天尊 ， for 由e purpose of sav
ing people from devastating illnesses. These calarnities are due to 由e perverted hearts 
ofh山n皿 beings who do not respect the Three Treasures. Their names 红e noted down
by the emissaries of the Five Emperors (wudi li 帝 ) and other divine authorities. In 
retribution for sins， these gods send epidemics 皿d disasters， not only to hurnans but 
also to domestic animals， causing them to fall 山. To be released and to have one's name 
erased 仕om 由e registers， 也milies should establish sacred areas (彻ocha1锣 道 塌 ) and 
practice Retreats， reciting this scripture and offering incense. 

Chr币:.stineMollier 
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2.B.6.b The Shel叨Mumz Mjiaoji吻

Tøishang dongxuøn lingbao xuanjie shouhui zhongzui bøohu jing 
太 上 洞 玄 重 曹 宣 戒 首 悔 壤 罪 保 撞 陋
3 juan (由e first juan is missing) 
Tang (618-907) 

460 (fasc. 203) 
"Scripture ofProtection for the Proc1amation ofthe Conunandments and the Con

fession of All Sins." This scripture presents itself as a comp1ement to 由e She吻'XUøn
Jmg 异 立 相 (see II22 Taishang 1i吻bao 如吻'XUan ne仰ojingzh01锣hepin shuyi shu) .  It 
was to be transmitted to those who had already received 由e former scripture， as well 
as a (votive) Writ in Seventy-two Characters (Fangsu qishier zi 方 素 七 十 二 字 ) 皿d
出e Supreme Great Register (Wusha吻 da1u 燕 上 大鲸; 3 .na). Since these two related 
documents are already mentioned in the S加吻'Xuanjing itself (see WSBY 34.I9a)， we 
may conclude 由at 由e present work is 1ater. Eve可由ing points to a date in the Tang 
dynasty. There are references to the calender of periodic Retreats (2.2b)， to 由e l￥ng
adminisrrative system (2.3b)， 皿d to Taoists 1iving in hermitages ( 3 . IOb). 

咀le scripture originally comprised three juan， of which 由e first is 10st. The second 
juan contains 由e text of five confessions for 由e benefit of"male and female officers" 
(nønnüguan 男 女 官 ; 3b)， donors (劝亿加 施 主 ; sb)， 。而ciants (chen 臣 ; 7a)， parrons 
(zhaizhu 肃 主 ; 8b)， and all the souls in hell ( IOb). These confessions should be per
formed according to 由e Lingbao rites (Lingbao zha份 重贾 膏 法 )， as the Taishang 
daojun 太 上 道 君 declares to 由e Heavenly Master Daoli吨 天 肺 道 陡 (3a).

In the third juan， Taishang daojun exp1ains to the Heaveniy Master 由at confes
slon proαres the salvation of the living and the dead， as it eliminates the faults 由at
otherwise would be reported to Heaven by 由e censors (.吻ω zhi shen 伺 遇 之 神 ; 8a) 
who live in each person's body. Lay peop1e are therefore advised to invite a Master 
of the Scriptures (jingshi 耀 嗣 ) to come to their house and recite 由自e Wri臼 of the
Confessions of the Ascent to M ystery (She咱'XUan h吻ω zhi wen 异 玄悔温之 文 ) six
tÏmes a day for a duration of either one day or three consecutive days (IOa). At the 
end of the text there is a ritual for its transmission， by a Ritual Master of the Ascent to 
MysteIγ (Shengxuan声而 异 五 法 闹 ; compare II2S Dongxzωn 1ingbao sandm锣fe吻dao
kejieyi吻"Shi 4.8a) : the U1timate Contract ofthe Supreme Interior TeachingThat Leads 
to Heaven (Neij，阴 阳shang tÚ吻tian b勾uan 内 教知 上 登 天 事 弄 ; IOa). 

John l嘲erwey
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2.B.7 Lingbao 

2.B. 7.a Scriptures 

The Lingbao scriptures constitute 由e most vol山ninous part ofTaoist tex臼 of the
Sui (581-618) 皿d T:皿g (618--907) periods. 币le reason for this great nurnber of texts 
may be sought in the development of monastic τ￥oism during the late Six Dynasties 
period. The history of 由is development has yet to be written， but it seems certain 
由at it was mostly sponsored by govemmen臼 and 由e ruling classes (see Schipper， 
"Le monachisme taoïste勺， inasmuch as the monastic comrnunities were modeled on 
由e Buddhist sa1切切. From 由e beginning， Lingbao scriptures 皿d liturgies had been 
subjeα to Buddhist influence. This canon， therefore， naturally came to occupy a cen
tral position in monastic Taoism. In addition， Buddhism was gaining an import四t
foothold in popular devotion during 由e s缸ne period. 

The inte甲enetration ofBuddhism and Taoism accentuated the rivalry between the 
t\\吼 Their mutual antagonism is refiected in the famous debates， 。丘en sponsored by 
由e emperor himself， between Buddhist and Taoist scholars in the late sÏxth and early 
seventh centuries. These debates， in turn， m山t have provided an incentive for 由c
composition of the large doαrinal treatises brought toge由er below in part 2.B.7.a . 1 .  

These scriptures present themselves as superior teachings with respect to the 
original Lingbao texts. A related characteristic is the fact 由at 由ey 缸e obvio山ly very 
much infiuenced by Buddhism， and specifically by its great siitras such as 由e Mia呐
lianhuaji吻， 由e Daho niepan ji吻， 皿d 由e l研'imojie suoshuo ji1锣. Taking the form of 
doctrinal treatis白， these scriptures discuss all aspec臼 of Buddho-Taoist thought and 
institutions. Although 由ey observe the classical form of the revealed scripture， 由elr
authors were 0丘en well-known clerics. As Wu Chi-归's pioneering study of the Be叼i
jing 本隙程 has shown， Liu Jinxi i1J 道喜 and Li Zhongqing 李仲卿， the authors of 
由IS 叮aoist siitra:' were famous monks living in 由e capital. Li Zhongqing par甘cipated
in the debates at the imperial academy in 由e presence ofEmperorTang Gaozu himself 
(Wu Chi-yu， Pen-tsi king， 11-14). 

These texts must have been extremely popular during the Sui and early Tang 
periods， given the presence of n山nerous copies found among 由e Dunhuang m皿u
scripts. No less 由an eighty-one manuscripts of the Benji jiψ have been retrieved at 
DUI由uang (see Wu Chi-归， Pen-tsi k勿在民 1). This scripture originally comprised ten 
jωn， of which only two survive in the Ming Daoza吻 (see 336 1加hang 伽'lgxuan
li吻baoyebao yin，严anJ￥吻).

The saIηe period saw 由e development of a genre of texts 由at constitute the oPPO
site of the large treatises: the short doctrinal and prophylaαic texrs here assembled 
in part 2.B.7.a.3 . ηle main characteristic of these miniature妥吻 锢 ， some OnlY ten or 
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so lines long， is 由at 由ey were manifest1y written for lay people， to be constant1y re
cited or even worn on the body as amulets. Some of the most famous popular 1与oist
texts be10ng in 由is group， first of all 白o Taishang 同仰 shω chang qi，纫ïng m叫iing，
but a1so 19 Taishang shu移xuan xiaozai humi吻 miaojing 四d 65 Taisha吻 zhenyi bao 
户mu enzho叨ji1锣. Many of these short texts were engr盯ed in stone. The D山由uang
manuscripts contain n山nero山 copies. A number of commentaries were written on 
these texts in later times (see part 3 .A. I.e). The fact 由at 由臼e and a number of other 
scriptures in 由is chapter do not be红 由e ep1出口 Li咿b刷 in their tit1es， but are instead 
considered as revea1ed by Taishang laojun 太 上 老 君 ， might indicate 由at 由ey do not 
be10ng here but should be c1assified instead 缸nong 由e T:也m皿 diviision. lndeed， as 
can be ga由ered from 1430 Daoza吻 quejing mulu I . I6b-I8b， the Yuan Daoza吻 c1assi
fied them 由山. There are， however， two reasons 由at 由IS ex缸nple has not been fol
lowed here. First， we have no evidence 由at texts such as 620 Taishang laojun shω cha吻
ql1切i叨 叨俘ï吻 were indeed inc1uded in the Taixuan division during Tang times; 由
avai1able information indicates， on 由e contrary， 由at 由is was not 由e case. Second， the 
text itse1f， by c1aiming its transmission by GE XUAN， square1y places the work in 由E
Lingbao tradition. 

Between the two extremes -the long doctrina1 treatises and the short "essentia1s of 
由e Tao" (由oyao 道 要 )， we have a large number of scriptures of medium length， here 
assembled in part 2.B.7.a.2. These texts might be subdivided ag缸n into severa1 groups. 
The first group represents texts 由at continue 由e tradition of由eJ.吻 阻 (scriptures)
of the Six D归asties period. These JÏ1移 discuss genera1 doctrina1 issues and re1igious 
practices. Another group of texts concerns more specifica11y 由e liturgica1 practice of 
由e S山 皿d Tang periods， 白pecially 由e masses for 由e repose of the dead， 由e servlCes 
for redeeming the sou1s in hell， and the fasts to be observed at periodica1 interva1s by 
c1erics and laymen a1ike: 由e Six Yearly Months of Fast and the Ten Month1y Days of 
Fast (liuzhai shizhi 六 膏 十 芭 ). Someji1侈， such as 662 Taisha叨 问iun shω bao户mu
enzhong jing and 647 Ta伽嘲 shuo zhuanlun wudao sumù锣 �印刷 Jt1侈， 缸'e direct 
adaptations of Buddhist sütras， whereas other scriptu民s， such as 650 Taishang úwjun 
cha，纫胁。切yisuan miaoji1侈， have in turn been adapted as Buddhist texrs. 

The late Tang period saw 由e deve10pment of the first loca1 schools of the Lingbao 
tradition.  One ofthese schools， linked to the cult ofthe patri红ch Xu XUN (Xu Jing
yang �，午 施 隔 ) and known 豁 出e Way of Filia1 Piety (xiao伽 孝 诲， is well known 
through hagiography (see Schipper， ‘τaoist ritua1 and loca1 cu1ts") .  Onexiaodao scrip
ture of the Tang period has been preserved in no less 由an three different versions (66 

Yuanshi doψ'zhen cishan xiaozi baoen che吻句。ji吻� 380 Do，切xuan lingbao daoyao ji吻，
四d Il12 Taisha，锣 伽rgxuan lingbao baxian wa，移}t叼iejing)， a fact 由at demonstrates 

由e great pop叫白ty of the movement. 
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2.B.7.a. l The 1ρng Treatises 

Taishang dongxuan lingbao yebao yinyuan jing 太 上洞玄重 曹 囊相 因 撮 陋
1 0  Juan 
S山 (581-618) or early Tang (618-907) 

336 (fasc. 174-175) 
"Scripture of the Most High from the Dongxuan Lingbao Canon Regarding Retri

bution and Karmic Causes." The original title of 由is text (Taishang yebao yinyuan 
}t:吻; see IO.IOa 皿d Du出ua咆 manuscript Pelliot 2387) did not include the classifica
tory terms 伽19XURn 1:吻bao. The Most High Lord of the Way is the disciple of the 
Heavenly Worthy of Primordial Beginning (4.6b) and the au由or of this text， which 
is composed of his responses to 由e questions of the zhenren of U niversal Salvation 
(Puji zhenren 普 糟 真 人 ).

Among the twenty-one manuscripts of various p红臼 ofthis text found at D山由u皿g
(0缸chi Ninji， Tonkõ dõkyõ: Mokurokuhen， 85-100)， only juan 2 and 10 are not repre
sented. A comparison with the present text shows 由at a passage in 6.7a conceming 
the 咱anging of 由lag口" (i.e.， paintings) was apparently not in 由e original text (see 
Õfuchi，Mokurokuhen， 92). One of the D山由u皿g manuscripts (Õfuchi，Moku仰Ikuhen，

96) is dated 753 .  Ofuclll situates two others (page 94) toward thc beginning of the 
seventh century. A much abbreviatcd， but essentially accurate citation of 7. la-3b may 
be found in II23 yi加 剧侨吻yinyi miaomen y'叫i 9b-IOa. 

h 皿 article on II2S Do吻'XURn li:叨bao sand01切fe1移向。 均iie yi咽'shi， a book 由at
cites 由e pr臼cnt text simply as "the scripture;' Yoshioka， responding to criticisms of 
Õfuchi 皿d Akizuki， defends a date between 530 and 550 for the production of both 
texts (Yoshioka Yoshitoyo， "Sandõ hõdõ kakai gihan;' 41-42， 53-85). 币le Yebao jing is 
indeed quoted in a text 由at dates to 由e early Tang (Õfuchi Ninji， Dõ，句lõshi no ken断Ü，
227-29). On the other hand， it recommends the "release ofliving animals" (fa吻'she1锣
放 生 ， 6.弛， 9.2b)， a practice 由ought to have been introduced only by Zhi Yi 智自
(538-598). 

The Yebao jing is divided into twenty-seven sections， probably in order to corre
spond to 由e twenty咄咄n grad臼 in the hierarchy of hcavenly disciples of the scrip
tures ofthe Three Cavems (IO.4a; see SDZN 7.22b， quoting SONG WENMING). At 
the outset， the entire universe having been illumined by the light of the Heavenly 
w。由y of Compassionate Countenance (ciyan tianzun 憨 颜 天 尊 )， the readers are 
invited to contemplate the heavens. They see first the celestial assembly discussing me 
Unique Vehicle (y伪E咱 一 乘 ， 1且)， 由en a land whose king sets an example for his 
subjects by "alienating his person [劝eshen 擒身] 皿d giving liberally in order to find 
由e true Way" (I .3a). Next readers see a land where， on 由e contr町， an evil king goes 
so far as to kill the very "body of the Law" (户shen 法 身 : dharmakya) ofmonks (I . Ioa). 
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Finally， readers visualize the punishmen臼 infl.icted on evil 严rsons either in hell or by 
m臼ns of reincarnation. 

ηlis first section se臼 由e tone for all 由at follows: moral and social hierarchies are 
identical， and the search for the Unique Vehicle， preached by monks through public 
exegesis (jiangjing 靖招 ) 一 由e greatest of all sources of merit (7. 7b) - becomes a 
matter of state concem. The goal is to "take 由e teaching of the books of the Three 
Caverns and to use whatever means are expedient (sha叫iao fangbian 善 巧 方 便 :
upãya-kaufaJya) to convince and induce all beings to embody and understand the 
orthodox Way and to enter the Unique Vehicle" (5.ub; compare 9 . I6a). 

1n his great s归由etic undert达ing， 由e au由or of the Yebao ji吻 wrote what appears 
to be 由e first d口cription of the moral and ritual system of monastic and state-spon
sored Taoism 由at was to play so important a role in the T:皿g. 1n 由is context， we 
may note his description， thenceforth standard， ofthe calendar (4.7a-ua)， ofthe nine 
types of Retreat (5-3b-4b; see also II38 Wusha吻 biyao 49-57)， of the Five Meritorious 
Acts (6.I2a-I3a: making statues， copying sacred texts， founding religious institutions， 
performing rituals， and undertaking acts of charity)， of the rituals to be performed 
every seventh day up to and including the forty-ninth day a丘er the death of a p缸'ent
(8.5b-7的， 皿d ofthe Grand Offering ofthe Capital ofMystery (9. Ib-na). 

The Unique Vehicle contains not only the great method of the Three Caverns 
(2.4b) 皿d 由e Retreats described in the 由町y咄 sections of these scriptures (4.6b; 
compare 10.4功， but also the scriptural method revealed at Jinming sh皿 金 明 山 ; 由E
present book; 由e Sheng:aωnji吻 异 豆 昭 ; and the "seven 由0山凹d fu 皿d char臼 皿d
four thousand divine formulas" (6.巾， 3a). Among the nine types ofRetreat mentioned 
above， we find 由e exorcistic Retreat known as the Divine Formulas for 由e Exp叫slon
of Epidemics and Sweeping Away Pe凹erse Spirits (5 .4b). In general， it is clear 由at
the present text aÎn1s， in the first place， to explain and to prove- hence 由e "exemplary 
tal口" 由at 0丘en follow 由e explanations of practices (e.g叮 5.9b， I4a， 6.Ib) -as well 
as to be all-inclusive. The zhenren of Universal Salvation， a丘er receiving the simple 
method (jianyao zhi fa 简 要 之 法 ) of the Grand Offering (9.lOb)， states that "even 由c
Unique Vehicle is difficult to enter"; he therefore asks the 1ρrd of the Way to reveal to 
hirn a s山nrnary of the simple method (jianyao zhi li 筒 要之理 ; 9.14b). 币le 1ρrd of 
the Way expl也ns to 由e zhenren 由e Twenty-four Gates by which all may gain access 
to salvation (see 1句 Taiji zhenren shuo ershisi men j的'ï:吻).

The zhenren， however， desires something still simpler， and the 1ρrd of the Way 
therefore explains to him how at once to reduce everyt恤g 由at is ''without appear
皿ce" (wuxiang 贵刊 : 似k!a�) to 由e Unique Vehicle and to destroy all that "has an 
appear皿ce" (y阳叨叨 酣日 : s，仰伊�) in order to "equalize the ten 由0山皿d me由
ods" (9. 16a). 1n conclusion， 由e lρrd of the Way recounts how， through the ages， he 
has assumed all m缸mer of forms and names， 仕om Yuanshi 元始 to X吐lUang 虚 皇
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(IO.7a)， as weU as those of a Confucian (Ruwng 儒 宗 ; 8a) and of Guanshiyin 醒世
音 (9a). Since aU tlùngs derive from the Most High， i t  is enough to  "expr口s sponta
neously 由e good intention to come before me" to make confession for one's sins to 
be pardoned (pb). A single 由ought can cleanse entirely one's "shining mirror" 皿d
enable one to recover the "lost true nature;' 由at is， 由e nature 由at w画 "originaUy calm 
and pure;' 由e "1￥o-nature" innate in eve可one (3.14a-b， 7-7b). 

The Yebaoji吻 is thus a syn由esis ofBuddhist and T泣。ist elements， the latter deriv
ing primarily 仕om 由e Lingbao scriptures. The Ayu wang jing 阿 青 王 髓 ， translated 
10 5 12， IS 由e likely source of the practice of the "alienation of one's person;' perfo口ned
for the first time by 由e Liang emperor Wudi in 528 (Kenne由 Ch'en， Bt础lhism in 
China， 125). The vow to be reborn in 由e Pure Land (ji吻切 浮 土 ; 5.9b) recaUs 由at of 
Hui归皿 慧 遣 (344-416). Above aU， however， the Dabo n印刷ji咐， translated in 421， 
and theMiaofa lianmωjing， translated in 406， seem to have in且uenced our text: to 由c
former may be attributed 由e idea of the original p旧时 ofhuman nature， a reflection 
of the Tathãga归-garbha 由eory， 四d to the latter bo由 the mention of Guanshi泸n and
the idea of a Unique Vehicle (see Kenneth Ch'en， Bu功协常m in China， 117， 307). 

These two texts are among 由e most popul红 of Buddhist sütras. Nonetheless， 
it is possible 由at 由e Yebao jing、 use of them derives from the Buddhist schools 
of the period. The descriptions of decadence 由at appear before the presentation 
of the method for saving and protecting (乒uhu zhi fa 救 革 之 法 ; 6.3b) and 由c
ritual prescriptions (均化 科戒) of Laozi (IO.5a) suggest 由e influence ofXinxing 信 行
(540-594; see Kenneth Ch'en， Buddhism in China， 297-99). The emphasis placed on 
simple me由ods一由at to "save and protect" consists in the invocation of the Heavenly 
Worthies Who Save 仕om Distress in the Ten Directions (6.钊) -recaUs the praα1Ces 
preached by 由e propagators of Pure Land d匹trine in 由e slX由 and seventh centuries 
(see Kenneth Ch'en， Buddhism in China， 343-46). The Lotus Sütra， finaUy， with its 
由eory of由e U nique Vehicle， became the supreme sütra of the Tiantai school founded 
by Zhi Yi. Ass山n10g 由at such inftuences indeed underlie the Yebao ji吻， a late six由 or
early seventh centu巧， date could be assigned to it. 

Taixωn zhenyi benji miω'.ÍÍ1:明 末立 良 一本瞟盼扭
18 fols. 
Early seventh century 
I I I I  (fasc. 758) 

John L嘲erwey

"B∞k of由e Original Term of the True One:' This text constitutes 由e second juan 
of the original Tai.xt刷 撒切 be叼ii m叫.吻 (abbreviated Be仰伊ψ 本 阳 里 ) in ten 
juan， which is no longer extant as an integral text. Wu Chi-归 reassembled it as f;缸 as
possible 仕om numerous D山由uang m皿uscripts (for its textual history， see his Pen-tri 
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ki叨， 15-24-). On1y juan 2 and 9 are extant in the Daozang (see also S9 Yuanshi do吻wen
jueyiji吻 and 329 Tais.加吻 由ngxuan lingbω kaiyan bimi zang jii吻).

The work dates 仕om 由e early seventh centu町. According to Zhenzheng lun 3.569C， 
由e first five ju皿 were written by 由e Taoist Liu Jinxi 11 道 喜 of the S山 dynasty
(581-618). Li Zhongqing 李伸卿 en1arged the work to ten juan. According to 由c
biographical information Wu Chi-yu gathered on b。由 authors， they lived sometime 
between 560 and 衅。 (Wu Chi-yu， Pen-tsi king， 11-14). The earliest quotation 仕om
由e Benjiji吻 is found in Bianzheng lun (T 2IIO) 8.5牛4a-b. This work was probably 
completed in 629. 

The term benji 本 隙 (original terminus， fundamental origin) is nowhere explained 
in the ext皿t parts of the work. 1n Buddhist scriptures， from which Liu Jinxi pres山n
ably borrowed the te口n， it denotes 由e origins of su能ring and of the cycle of trans
migration， narnely， ignorance and desire (Wu Chi-归， Pen-tsi ki吻， 5-10). According 
to our text， suffering 价nnao bing j眉恼 病 ) can be healed by 由e medicine of wisdom 
(zhihuiyao 智 慧 藕 ) engendered by 由is scripture ( IOa-b). 

咀le Benjiji吻 lS， on 由e whole， a theoretical work that has to be seen in 由e context 
of the Buddho-Taoist debates of the period， in which the two authors themselves 
participated (Wu Chi-yu， Pen-tsi ki吻， 12-14-). Basic questions concerning Taoism are 
discussed here， or are answered by 由e Heaven1y Worthy ofPrimordial Beginning 四d
other gods， 山mg n山nero山 terms 皿d concep臼 borrowed 丘om Buddhism and the 
dialectical logic of Mãdhy缸nika teaching (也r instance， 6b; 13b). 

1n this second ju矶 山 Heaven1y Worthy enumerates twelve distinctive marks 
(yin 印 ) by which 由e true doctrine differs from false teachings (5b-7a)， expounds ten 
ways of conduct 豁 出e prerequisite for 由e correα insight (zhengguan 正 由; 7ιh 
na-16a)， and gives explanations about his real body (zhenshen 真 身 ) and its manifesta
tions (yiψrshen 臆身 ; 3a; 16b). 

A list of textual differences between 0山 edition and various D山由u皿g manu
scripts- mostly 仕agments， 由e earliest of which (Stein 3135) dates 仕om 678一IS pro
vided by Õfuchi Ninji， T onkö dokyii: Mokurokuhen， 133-41 .  A commentary to 由IS JU四
ofthe Be句句ing has come down to 山 as a fragment (Pe出ot 3027). 

For 血 expl皿ation of由e subtitle "Fushu pin 付 嘱 品 " (1时mαions) of the pr臼ent
second juan， see the next article concerning S9 刀ω阳hi do吻zhenjueyi ji1移·

B I B L I O G RA P H Y  

Jiang Boqin， "Benji ji吻 归 Dunhuang daojiao"; Kaltenmark， "Notcs sur le Pen-tsi ki啪";
W四 Yi， "D山由u四g daojiao wenxian Benji jing"; Wu Chi-归， Pen-tsi ki1事 Yamada Takashi， 

"Taigen shinJichi honsai 句'õ ni tsuite." 

Hans-Hennann Schmidt 
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Yuanshi dongzhen卢eyijing 元舶洞 舆 泱疑陋
1 7  fols. 
Early seventh century 
59 (fasc. 3 1 )  
"Dongzhen Scripture for R，臼olving Doubts [Spoken] by  [由e Heavenly Worthy 

o叮 the Primordial Beginning产 卫lis text coπ'esponds to juan 2 of 由e Beπ1t1'ψ 本 瞟
陋 and is 由us essentially the same as IIII Taixuan zhenyi be叼t m叼't饨!J. It contains， 
however， more textual varian臼 and is corrupt in two places : I2a-13a  (printing block 
.lCtUWU 宿 五 ， 10) is merely a repetition of 8ι9b (printing block xiu脚， 7) ; 17a has a 
number of lacunae (see IIII Benji mia侨'移 17a).

The present title， "Scripture for Resolving Doubts:' is derived from the contents: 
on 由e one hand， 由e Heavenly Worthy of Primordial Beginning himself resolves 
doubts by answering the questions put to him (Ib， 16a-b) ; on the other hand， just 
before "entering mystery" (she1纫'Xuan rumiao 异 五 人 妙 ; 3a)， he enttusts 由e lρrd of
the Tao wi由 the task (hence the subtitle ‘'fushu pin 付 嘱 品 " given to 由is jum in HII 
Benji mUwjing) of dispersing doubts， and Xu Laile 徐柬勒 is assigned to help him 
disseminate 由e teaching (声， 4b--5a).

This title was already cuπent in the eigh由 century， as our text is quoted as Taisha叨
j叫做ng 太 t泱疑醒， for instance， in II23 Yiqie da听咽yinyi miaomen yo叫i I2a and 
Ch切时 23.553

Taishang don，庐饵an lingbao 切iyan bimi 回叼jing
太 上 洞 玄 重 贾 罔 演 秘 密 藏陋
15 fols. 
Early seventh centu巧F
329 (fasc. 167) 

Hans-Hm仰nn Schmidt

"Lingbao Scripture 由at Opens the Treasury of Secrets?' This scripture coπ口ponds
to the ninth ju扭 of由e Be叼iijiψ 本 隙 陋 (see 由e article on IIII Tai.xuan zhenyi be叼i
mt，叫.吻). The altemative title comes from 由 text itself， where it is also explained. 

ln keeping with the remainder of the Benji ji吻， 由is juan treats philosophical and 
由eological themes. ln reply to Taiwei dijun's 太 微 帝 君 question about the bodily 
characteristics of the Heavenly Worthies of the Ten Directions of space， Taishang dao
Jun 太 上 道 君 expounds different concepts， distinguishing， on the one ha时， between 
the immaterial body without shape (daoshen 道身 ) and 由e physical body (she咿rhen 生
身 )， 皿d， on 由e other hand， between the original body (benshen 本 身 ) -a primordial 
condition unpeπ町bed by affliction 由at is equated with the Tao-nature (彻仰ng 道
性 ; 到-and 由e manifest body (jishen 胁 身 ). Farther on， he e1ucidates 由e concept 
of differentiated teaching (b句iiao 别教) and explains 由at he teaches according to 由E
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understanding of the masses in two halves or extremes 由at finally lead to the middle 
pa由 四d the correα insight (zhengguan 正眼; 9a-IOb). Thus the Most High Lord of 
the Tao has opened the treasury of the secrets of body， mouth (differentiated teach
ing)， and heart (correα insight; 12b-13b). After tracing 由e line of oral transmission of 
the text 仕om Taidi 太 帝 to himself， Taishang daojun concludes by calling upon Taiwei 
dijun to write down and transmit this text. 

Taishang miaofa benxiang jing 太上 妙 法 本 相 陋
3 Juan 
Sui (581-618) or early Tang (618-907) 
II31 (fasc. 764-765) 

Hans-Hermann Schmidt 

"Scripture on 由e Origin 皿d Appearance of the Wonder缸1 Law:' A note at 由e be
ginning of this text states 由at it is "incomplete:' lndeed， even its title cannot be lUlder
stood without reference to 319 Dong.xuan lingbao benxiang yundu jieqi jing 归， where 
ben 本 (origin) refers to the beginnings ofthe luminous teachings ofTaoism (动叼iiao
道 教)， and x叨叨 相 (appe红四ce) designates 由e "powerful appear皿ce [we仿切19 戚
相] ofthe me由创s of出口 与o [彻ofa 道 法 ]" 出at are revealed in the Three Worlds for 
the salvation of all beings (compare our text 1.17b). 

The two Benxia:.吻 scriptures -3I9Jieqi ji1锣 and the present text-m山t have origi
nally belonged to 出e sarne work. Not only do both belong to the catechetical genre 
using questions and r口ponses， 由ey also use 由e sarne curious formula for introduc
ing questions， "1 have received your gracio山 response; allow me to request fur由er
answers" (3时均iji1锣 14a; 1131 Benxia1锣ji1锣 1.7a). In addition to 由elr common use 
of vocabulary typical of the volurninous τ注oist sütras ofthe seventh century (heyigu 何
以故， su哼izhe he 所 以 者 何 ， birn 譬 如 ) 由ey also share references to 由e ten 由unortals
(319 ]，叼iji吻 7b; 1I31 Be即由ngji吻 1. 14b) and to Kunlun (319 J.叼iji吻 10b-I2a; 1131 
Be时t.ang卢1;8 3.6a-b). 

Among the twelve manuscripts of a Benxiang ji吻 found at D山由uang (Ofuchi 
Ninji， Tonkõ 例ryõ: Mokurokuhen， 295-304)， 由e first fo町.， all untitled fragments， cor
respond to parts of juan 1 and 3 of the present text. Two other manuscrip臼 mention
由e narnes of sections (pin 品 ) 5 and 21. Pelliot 2388 identi且es itself as juan 23 of the 
Taishang miaφ be即iangjing (j:ωn 卷 is undoubtedly an error for pin 品 ). Part of 
Pelliot 3091 corresponds to a citation in YJQQ 7. na-b of a Be阳叨叨ji吻 。19]:叫iji吻
1b-2a closely resembles 由is passage， but it is impossible to decide which of the two 
passages preceded 由e o由er).

Among 由e m皿y citations of a Benxiang ji吻 in 463 Yaoxiu 均lijielü chao only three 
are fo山ld， and these only p红tially， in 由e present text: 12.I2b， 12.胁， and l .3a-b in 463 
Jielü chao correspond to 1 .14a， 2.8a-b， and 1 .2a in Il31 Benx仰1;8JZ1叨� respectivel予 The
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last passage is also found in Pelliot 2357. Of a total of seven varian民 all three texts differ 
twice， the present manuscript is in agreement once wi由 4-63Jielü chlW and once with 
II31 Be即叼吻 l'叨， 皿d the laner two agree 由ree tÏrnes. One of the citations in the 
4-63 Jielü chlW ( 1O.7b-8a) contains remarks ag血1St 由e venality of libationers (j￥'tU 祭
酒 ) 由at seem to be in contradiction wi由 what is said in 由e pr臼ent text concerning 
Taoists who "Iive at home了

，
The style of all other citations in the 4-63 Jielü ch/UJ differs 

greatly from 由at of our text. 
Neither 由is text nor 319 Jieqi ji:吻 contain 皿y of the n山nero山 citations of a Ben

xiangji叨 in II32 Sha咽qing 句o Ieishi xiang. A passage quoted in 3 .5a-b and attributed 
to Benxia吻1':吻 section II，  however， includes a list of texts close to 由at at31旷叼iji咱
5b-6a. Other citations refer to Ben.叨叨jing sections 1 to 20. 

If， finally， we consider 由e relationship between 由e two tex岱 m 由e DlWza1秽， 由c
Dunhuang fragmems， and related citations in 由e Xiao.伽 lun (see article on 319 Jí叼
jing)， it is clear 由at 出e present text is indeed incomplete and pr<白山nably 由e produα 
of modifications of a six由-centu可 Benxiangji1锣. As an example of such changes we 
may note 由at 由e pr臼ent text invariably writes tianzun 夭 尊 (lfeavenJy VVorthy) 
where Pelliot 2396 (lines 70， 85， and 87) has Jinglao 静 老 . This modification in the 
present text is especially clear in view of the fact 由at a Jinglao tianzun appears in 
Stein 2122 (Ofuchi Ninji， Tonkii dõ.切: MokU1ψIkuhen， 302， 304) and in a citation of 
由e Be阳仰'1gji1锣 in II32 Leishi xia吻 4.lb (note 由at Jinglao is prese凹ed once in 1I31 
Ben.xiang ji吻 "恼， corresponding to Pelliot 2396， line 100， which reads Jingxuan 

静 五 ).
The main aim of the present text is to de位1e Taoist practice， 也r "由e zhenren is 

interested onJy in practice， not n缸nes" (2.7b; compare 3.4b， IIa) : "lfe who neither 
speaks nor n缸n臼 embodies Emptiness" (2.lb) ; "to practice Emptiness is to honor 
one's mother， to follow the Tao is to revere one's fa由er. . . . They are my original 
parents" (3.9b). To achieve 由e Tao， which is "truth and purity" (I.Ib)， one must have 
bo由 knowledge and willpowe民 for 由ey who lack them are like 扭imals: "τhey know 
their mother， but not their father" (2.6b). Knowledge seems to refer primarily to 
knowledge of the inevitability of karmic retribution. VV山power IS req山red to puri珩
the three sources of bad karma， for "bad fortune does not come of its own; it is 由c
actions of the body， the mouth， and the heart 由at bring it about" ( I .2a). 

Successful practice also depends on 曲1ding a good master and steering clear of 
m胁。 外 道 . "An enlightened master;' we read， "is 由e gate of the Tao"; he is "由c
father 四d mother of a Taoist" ( I . 13b， 3 .8a). The term waidao refers at once to "foreign" 
and "materialistic" ways. Those who adhere to waidao "see everything upside down: 
由ey begin 由eir teaching with Plenitude and so give 山icit pleasure to the crowd" 
(2.lb). All ofjuan 3 is devoted to an argurnent 扭ned at convincing a certain "mother of 
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出e d臼ert" (yemu 野母) -together with her accomplices， all of whom have the narn臼
of barbarians or wild animals-to forego her excessively materialistic understanding 
of li岳， ca山ality， and salvation. 

Ta.isha.ng da.lÚlo yuqing jing 太上 大 道 玉 清 醒
IO Juan 
Eighth century 
1312 (fasc. 1022-1024-) 

John l咽erwey

"Scripture of Jade Purity of the Great Tao of the Most High了' This sc口pture is at 
once a polemical anti-Buddhist text and a syn由esis of the Taoist literature of the Six 
Dynasties. Yuqi吻 玉清 (Jade Purity) does not refer 皿y longer to the highest heaven， 
it is but the heaven of the Palace of the Clouds where dwell the Heaven1y Worthies 
of Great Compassion (2.17a， IO.Ib--2a) 皿d ofthe Gold Portal (2. 12a; compare 1 .27a)， 
as well as 由e Supremely Great Tao (8.14-b) and various zhenren in 由e service of the 
higher gods. These zhenren 红e Baoguang 曹 光 ， whose birth m严h recalls that ofLaozi 
(7. la-b) ;  Tongxuan 通 玄 ， who describes the Way for 由e kings of the foreign coun
tries who have come to the wor1d of the Great 11皿g 大唐世界 (8.巾， 3b) ; Mengwei 
盟戚， who wou1d appear to be Zh皿g Daoling 强 道 陵 ， as he is associated wi由 由E
reve1ation ofthe rituals (we以 威慑) ofthe Way ofthe Orthodox One (9.巾， 2b). This 
zhenren is a1so 1inked t。 由 Way of Filial Piety (xiaodao 孝 道 ; 9.loa; see also 9 .5b). 
The zhenren Zhonghe 中 和 四its Heaven on 由e days of由E币l1'ee Principles (sa.nyz，ωn 
三 元 ) -the seventh or 由e fì丘eenth day of the fìrst， seventh， and tenth months. These 
visits are the occasion for final expl皿ations of由e Way ofCompassion (cibei 句。 慈 悲
道 ; IO.la-2a). 

These divine beings toge由er save h山n皿ity by 由eir "expedient means [户ngbian
u 方便 力 ] of great compassion" (2.4-b)， 由at is， by 由e preaching ofbooks such as 由IS
one， by the invention of methods of all kinds ( I.I2b ff.)， by 由e proc1amation of ru1es 
of conduct (jieke 戒科; l . 3 3a; see also 1 .27a)， and so on. But if this wor1d of infìnite 
adaptation to the needs of suffering creatures also includes a "teaching wi由out words"
(3 .2妇; compare 4-.IOb)， it is inferior to the Heaven ofthe Great Net， where the adept 
can visit (ye 揭) 由e Primordia1 Worthy (Yuanzun 元尊) and where he or she m山t
"communicate with the spirit" (yi 劝enjiao 以 神 交 ; 6.7b). Higher still， the adept en
counters 由e Heaven1y Worthy of the Void (Xuwu tianzun 虚黛 天 尊 ). Then the adept 
enters the domain of the Way of Silence of the Most High (Taishang mi1切't 由Oji1锣 太
上冥 展 道 境 )， where there are "neither visits nor words?' Finall机 he or she reaches the 
domain ofthe Way ofGreat Space (Taixu 彻φ吻 太 虚 道境 )， "where 由ere is nothing 
to see." And yet， 由e H臼ven1y Wo时ly of由e Great Peace (Taiping tianzun 太 平 天尊 )
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seems to dwell there. Moreover， the Way of Great Peace (Ta伊吻 缸。 太 平 道 ) (8.3b) 
IS 由e omnipresent ideal at all levels of the universe: 由e empire， for exar口ple， "now" 
lives in such a tirne (I .4b; compare 2.8a， 4.IÓb， 7.I2b， etc.). 

In 由is world at peace， the obsession with classifications has ceased :  the spiritual is 
now identical with the social hierarchy (see especially I .3b， 沛， 胁， 2Ib)， and it seems 
now less urgent to divide Taoist books into Three Caverns一 出e te口n is used but twice 
(9.2Ia， 1O.22b) -由皿 to affirm 由at all such texts belong to 由e "Way oflife" (she吻剧。
生 道 ) 由at mak臼 it possible to "exti甲ate the qi of death" (9. lóa). The author is none
theless well acqu也nted with earlier Taoist writings: he not only mentions the Ways of 
Great Peace and of the Orthodox One， but also either mentions or 山es 1364 Shangqing 
t:úJngzhen zhihui guanshen 均iie wen ( I.3Ib)， 由e Ko"，胁，锣ziran li1纫wa叨 空 洞 自 然 重
章 (4.2óa)， 由ε 由町y-nine S田1Z3.S of 6 Shangqi1切 由dong zhe叼It1移 (4.ISb， IO.nb)， and 
由c 由i町-two heavens of 97 Taishat锣 li吻bao zhutian 附加in ziran yuzi (7.3Ia-32b). 

He also mentions and describes the practices 由at lead to long life， as well as 由c
following rituals : the Grand Retreat of the Nine Realms ofDarkness σiuyou dazhai 九
幽 大 膏 ); the Grand Offering ofthe Median Principle (Zho栩yωn 砌xian 中 元大献 ;

3.9a) ; 也e Retr臼臼 ofthe Three Principles (Sanytωn zhai 三 元 费 ; 4.27a) ; the Retreat 
and Offering rituals (zhaijiao 均It 肃醺科儒 ; I.39b; compare 9.lóa， 19b); 由e practic口
of absorption of energies 侨ψ 服 氯 ; 8.2sa) 扭d of"spitting out 由e stale and t达ing in
the new" (t:吻u naxm 吐 古 刷 新 ; 8罚， 1O.18b). This book is also rich in informatÏon on 
the constitutive elements of ritual: 由e Striking of the Metal Bell and the Stone Chimes 
(m吻}ïnzhongji y叨叨 瞩金锺掣玉 磐 ; I . Isa); 由e Pacing the Void (bω4 步 虚 ; 2.1归，
4.6b); the singing of"powerful st皿zas for expelling demons" 价I1no li叨wa1移 拂魔
重 章 ; 3-IIa) ; 皿d 由e purification of the altar by "contracting se凹四臼 to whom one 
issues orders" (yuechi tongpu 构敷僵偿 ; S .23a; comp红e 9.I9a). 

This text would seem to represent a new phase in Buddho-Taoist relations. Bud
dhist vocabulary 皿d style are still very much in evidence， as 由e following， much 
abbreviated list shows: heyi gu 何 以 故 (I.29b); yi吻'Shen 臆 身 (7.I3a) ; wujin za1切 如
毒藏 (4.2Sa) ; sanjie 三 陪 (IO.22b) ;jiand仰fa 渐踊法 (1O.23a) ;ji吻'she 精 舍 (1O.30a).
Even the subordination of mental to bodily practices seems to make 山e of Buddhist 
reasoning. For exarnple， understanding (ruli 人理) is not as impoπ皿t as "putting 由c
body in order" (li江hen 理 身 ; IO.Sb; compare lo.8b: "to destroy 由e body to find 由c
Way resul岱 山 由e survival of the Way but 由e destruction of the body" ). The attack 
00 the discourse on Vacuity (ko吻 空) recalls the idea 由at "由e Viαorious . . . have 
declared beyond healing those who believe in Vacui旷 (see Lamotte， L加'Cignement
de Vimalakïrti， 49). 

The Vimalakïrti-nirdesa in p红甘cular seems to have been consulted frequently by 
由e au由or of the present text， as evidenced by the discourse on 由e "four major ele
meo臼" 。仰 四 大 ; 10巧a; see Lamo配， Venseignement， 228); by 由e oegative attitude 
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toward "teaching with words" (yanjiao 言 教)， in spite of the fact 由at 由is book itself 
fits that category (牛IOb; compare I .29b 皿d Lamotte， llenseignemen凡 响 臣， 沪的， by 
由e st。可 ofthe t汰ing of food (4.22a; see Lamotte， 阿malakil饰� 319); by 由e multi
plicity of the "domains of the Way" (2.14a) going hand in hand with the supremacy 
of empty space (6.7b; Lamotte， 问maJakirti， 396) ; and by the "middle Way" (IO.Ia; 
Lamotte， 阿'malakirti， 301). 

But all these borrowings notwithstanding， we a1so find in this text a remarkably 
explicit and nationalistic rejection ofBuddhism : it is ca11ed the religion of"salvation by 
extinction" (miedu 漏度 ; I .26a; comp缸e 7.lsb， 34a， 10.8b). No由ing is more shocking
to a Taoist 由an the suicide by fire (5haoshen zim仿 烧 身 自 源; I . 30b; compare 7. 14a， 
9 .na) practiced in this "foreign way" (wai剧。 外 道 ; 5 -I4b). 1n any casc， 由is religion 
lacking in "true methods" (5hifa 寅 法 ; 1 .30b)， of"allegorical discourse" (biyu zh伪ω
譬 哺之 在; 1 . 3 Ia)， cannot even pretcnd to an autonomous origin， for it was first taught 
by the Heavenly Worthy of the Latter-Day Saints (Housheng tianzun 後望 天 尊 i
I .27a) 一 出at is， Laozi -to his disciple， 由e Old Master (Gu xiansheng 古 先 生 ) : "1 
ordered him to use it to convert 由e frontier regions . . . ; 由ey are regions difficult to 
civilize， inhabited by people without harrnonious qi" (l .3oa-b). An entire section of 
由e present text， 四ωp抖ng all ofju皿 7， is devoted to the description of the "use of 
由e Way to civilize the barbarians on all sides" (彻o hua siyi 道化 四 夷 ).

This scripture was produced prior to 753， 出e date of one of the five manuscript 
仕agments 仕om Dunhu皿g (Pelliot 2257; Õfuchi Ni巾， Tonkõ dðkyõ: Mokurokuhen， 
304). The anti-Buddl山t polemics call to mind the ferocity of Buddho主运oist debates 
at 由e beginning of the Tang (618--907). 

B I B L I O G RA P H Y  

Schipper， "Purity and strangers气 Yamada T;汰ashi， "Daijõ da由jgyokusei kyõ n o  seiritsu." 

Taishang yicheng haikong zhizang jing 太 上 一 乘 海 空 智 藏 陋
I O  Juan 
Early Tang (618--907) 
9 (fo皿C. 20-22)

John I栩erwey

''1be Most High， Unique Vehicle Scripture of Sea-Space， the Reservoir of Wis
dom?' According to Xuanyi 五 届 (且 684-704)， a Haikong ji饨!f in ten juan was written 
by Li Xing 黎 舆 and Fang Chang 方 景 ， 由e first a Taoist of Yizhou 盆 州 (Sichuan)，
the second a 1坦oist of Lizhou 遭 州、I (Hunan; c( Zhenzhe吻 lun S69c). Early citations 
of this text can be found in SDZN (4.9b corresponds to 3.la of the present text) and 
I128 Dao仰n 卢炉 xiangche栩 cixu ( I . I2a-13b， corresponding to I . 191:r-20a， 但--9a).
The word za吻 藏 (reservoir， reposit。可) here a1so means "womb" bccause its usage 
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clearly derives 仕om foza叨 佛藏， "womb of Buddha-hood" (Tathãgata艺'farbha; see 
Kohn， E叫 Chinese mysticism， 148) .  

古le doctrinal content of 由is text is summed up in its title : Haikong zruzang is  in 
由e first place 由e n缸ne of a true adept (zhe阳hi 虞 士 ) who， by posing questions to 由C
Heavenly Worthy ofPrimordial Beginning， elicits a major part ofthe text. It is said of 
H也kong zhizang that "his body is like the sea and his heart like space; his a耶rment
[li 理] includes 由at which is ‘beyond 由ings': he is a reservoir of wisdom" (I.2a-b). 
This reservoir of wisdom is also "like a great sea: no matter what enters it， its taste is 
constant" (4.7a). Haikong hin1self is described as "pennanence and joy: he dwells in 
由e reservoir of jewels 由at does not change" (P9a). Being "neither 由IS nor 由at;' he 
is not absolutely fixed， and "it is because all 由e dh红ma are empty 由at he is called Sea
Space" (5.19b). Indeed， there is in reality no difference between the Heavenly Worthy， 
Sea-Space， and 由e Way: "1 am the reservoir of hidden jewels of the U nique Vehicle's 
Sea-Space ofwisdom" (6.16a). 

This Unique Vehicle is set in opposition to 由e Lesser Vehicle (referring to 1￥oists 
who achieve only terrestrial immortality; 5 . 18a， 8.2Ia) and ag也nst 由e Taoism of those 
who "direct famili白 血d convert 由e people" (IO.3b， 7a). It is also contrasted with 
"foreign ways" (8.I2b， 9.Ib) and， above all， with the αIlt of"heavenly demons" (tianmo 
天魔; 4.30b， 5 . 13a-15a). It is a Great Method (句向 大 法 ; 9.14a) that enables 由e adept
to understand the books of the Three Cavems and the Seven Parts (6.22a). It should， 
由erefore， be transmitted only to 1泣。ists who "have already received the Lingbao True 
Writs and who understand perfectly 由e subtle meaning of the Dongxuan scriptures" 
(plb). 

The Taoism (功叼'taO 道 教 ; 3 . 1缸， 牛.29b) ofthe Unique Vehicle is monastic， for un
less 由e adept "leaves his fam旷 (4.22b， 6.2b-归， 8.8b)， he cannot 仕ee hin1self from 
attachrnent (zhω 著 ， 4.32a， 7扫)， nor recover his "balance" (pingtÚ叨 平等 ， Juan 
7)， that is， the Tao-nature- defined as "perm皿ence， joy， selfhood， and tranquili旷'
(chaψ le wo ji吻 常赞我j争 ; 6.2a， 7且， 14a) 一出at even the hungry demons possess 
(5.5b). Preaching is essential to 由is monastic 1注oism， for it liberates people from 
由eir "doubting he缸臼" (2.8a) and from 由eir "unbelief" (2.I2a). This preaching is to 
be done after the sole meal of the day， taken at noon ( I .且， 3 . 17b， 8 .29b， 10.13a). Lay 
believers contribute 由rough giving (bushi 布施; IO .2b)， even of the self (sheshen 措
身 ; 8.la)， and by making Pure Offerings (jÏ1彻01移 津供; 5.7a， 8且). But in order to 
reach nirv句a (miedu 漏度; 2.2b) in the Land of Extreme Joy (Jile guo 捶 嚷 圄 ; I. la， 
8.26b-28b)， one must transcend the distinction between 白白ng and receiving (sheshou 
擒受 ; ju扭 的 by "entirely transcribing" 伊t}t 普缸， juan 10) this text， 由at is， by "re
ceiving its imprint" (shouji 受言己 ; IO.16b). 

In order further to situate 由is text with respeα to other scriptures of the same 可pe
皿d 严riod， 由e following points may be noted: in 由e text itself (4.28b)， 由e revealing 
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H臼ven1y Worthy is 由e one ofGreat Compassion; the end ofthe book， 仕om 8.7a on， 
is a prolonged departure scene， punctuated by the lachrymose pleading and fì.nal ques
tions of the Worthy's audience. At last， a丘er a long discourse on the decadence 由at
w山 occur 8，000 years after his departure (IO.2a-J2a)， the Heaven1y Worthy confides 
侨tzhu 付 嘱 ) his teaching to a "king of由e dharma" (Jawa1切 法 王 ; 10.18b)， promises 
his listeners 由at 出ey w山 one day see him again， and then disappears. 

B I B L I OG RA P H Y  

Kohn， Early Chinese myrtic例， 147-49; Sunayama Minoru， Zui Tõ diikyõ shisõshi. 

Wushang neibi zhenZllng jing 费 上 内 秘 舆 藏砸
10  Juan 
Early Tang (618--907) 
4 (fasc. 14-15) 

John L嘲erwey

"Supreme Esoteric Writ of the True Reservoir?' In the text the title is defined as 
follows: <<币le bodi臼 and natures of all beings are pure; celestial truth and the ortho
dox Way are hidden within: 由at is the meaning of‘rrue r臼ervoir.' 白lis rrue reservoir 
is neither interior nor exterior; it is not 由e aggregate of the dharmas， nor 由at of all 
beings， neither the Way nor its manifestation. Because it is， in the final 四alysis， not 
no由ingness but silence， we call i让t ‘、5民ecαret
由i岱s s仄criptur陀e of由ε 町u山e r陀es优er凹vOJ让r Wl山11 have u山unl让1mπma咆gma旧a由ble merit 由a挝t will enable him to 
s附c臼e me m p严erson an叫d a缸CαωCωomp阱lish 由由e sup严reme W;阳aγ， (2.1 科). This work is a "scripture 
of the Great Vehicle" 由at enables the practitioner to find his way to the Mountain of 
Spiritual Comprehension (Lingjie shan 噩 解 山 ; 2.8a)， where the Heavenly Worthy 
of Primordial Beginning reveals 由is text in the form of responses to 由e doubts of his 
disciples (I . Ia， I O . I Ib). 

白1Ïs book is quoted for 由e first time at 由e beginning of the eigh由 century in #3 
Yaoxiu keyi jielü chtUJ. It distinguishes itself丘om other Buddhist-influenced scriptures 
of the period by its insistence on 由e fundamental identity of all beings一由ey 红C
identical with respect to the "nature of the Heavenly Worthy" (I . 13b) 皿d to 由e "body
of由e Way" (3 -7a， 9.2b) 一 皿d on a fixed social hierarchy (see IO.na) 由at corresponds， 
ultimately， to a spiritual hierarchy based on capacity and merit (5.2b， 6. 12b). 白le aim of
由e propagators ofthis form ofTaoism (daojiao 道 教 or xtω叼tao 五 教 ; 6.13a， 7.2a) is 
to "open 由e gate of expediency" (Jangbian 方 便 ; 9.7a) so 由at all may have acc臼s to 
由e "power of fearlessness" (6.3b) and to 由e joy (9.nb) to be found in 由e "ultimate 
field of the Way" (jiψψ 彻ocha咽 究 竟 道 塌 )， 由at is， in the Mountain of Spiritual 
Comprehension in the land ofthe Hall ofGreat Good Fortune (Da futang guo 大 福
堂 圄 ; 5 . la; on this name， see Lagerw町" Wu-shang pi-y剧， 41).
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Ignorance， avarice， and anger are 由c 由r自 由ings that sep红ate peOple 仕om 由IS
mountain ( I .  7a). Of these three sources of 由e "overturning" (dian句。 颠倒) of the 
rru由， 由e first is 由e most important: "Ignorant people， people of superficial under
standing， do not comprehend the Great Way and lose their etemal and rrue nature; 
they misunderstand the orthodox scriptures and classify them" (4. lb; compare 9.loa). 
In reali町， all sacred texts derive from the true reservoir-the golden mouth of the 
Heavenly Worthy (4.2b) - and all me由ods belong to the orthodox Way (3 .7a). The 
Heavenly Wo口hy himself owes his n缸ne to 由e fact 由at he is "identity， without dual
i旷， (3.1I) .  

It is therefore necessary to give up 由e superficial methods of the Lesser Vehicle 
(3 .Sa). The way of the immortals not only is extremely difficult， but also leads to lon
gevi町" not to liberation (4.9a). The Heavenly Worthy knows 由is because he himself 
tried that pa由 before enco山ltering his "supreme and venerable master， who put an 
end to my doubts and taught me how to lose myselfin 由e Way， to enter 由e five spaces 
where there is nothing [wu w叼ian 五 鼎 阁 ]， to kill 由e five demon 由ieves， to cling to 
the One and never change" (S.7b-8a). In order to reach 由is land of the Way where all 
is one， adepts m山t use 由is book to train themselves in 由e practice of double nega
tion. They m山t also observe a series of twenty咄咄n comm四出口ents (6.6a). Above 
all， "in the end" (jiuji吻 究 竟 : the title of the thirteenth and final section of the text)， 
由ey m山t "practice assiduously" 由e five "virtu臼 ofg∞d fortune:' to wit， reverence， 
compassion， readiness to accept humiliation， regular progres皂 白d charity ( 10抖).

2.B.7.a.2 Medium-Len阱 Scriprures

Dache吻 miaolinji叨 大乘妙林幢
3 Juan 
Early T:皿g (618-907) 
1398 (fasc. 1049) 

Jo加 1咽mη

"Marvelous Forest of the Great Vehicle?' τhe first of the ten sections of 由IS sum
mary (yaoyan 要 言 ， I .民 2.17b) of the doctrine of the Great Vehicle explains at some 
len哥h 由e meaning of the term miaclin 妙林 (ma凹elo山 forest) in the title ( I .6b-7b). 
To hear this teaching produces the same effect as to eat 由e fruits of a marvelous forest; 
also， a forest reproduces itself， provid臼 shade， and adapts to the wind. The magical 
forest of the present book is located near the Palace of Primordial Yang in the City of 
由e Seven Treas田臼 on the Mountain of Unin1aginable Discourse (Busiyi shan 不 思
靖 山 ; I .Ia)， also known 豁 出e Hall ofGreat Good Fortune (Dafu tang 大 福 堂 ; 2.7b). 
This forest produces the sounds of the sermon of the Heavenly Worthy of Primor
dial Beginning-also called the Heavenly Worthy of Great Virtue ( I .2lb) or of Great 
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Compassion ( I .巾， 2.7a) -prior to his retum to 由e Marvelous Land of Etemal J oy 
(Changle miaotu 臭费妙土 ; I.Ib)， 由at is， the Pure Land (Jingtu 7争 土 ; 2.lOb). 

In reali吼 however， 由is Pure Land of the etemal joy of the Three Pure Ones does 
not exist (3 .7a). There is but One Vehicle (2.6a)， not two (3 .9a). Beyond the pale of 
this "city of jewels" (2.I2b， p6a) there is nothing but the 由i町-SlX qu臼tions known 
as "pervcrse views" (I .22b) and the thirty-six views 由at are "incoπect" (3.14a). The 
literature of the 出irty-six se∞ons in the Three Caverns， in other words， belongs t。
由e past， and this text poses the basic issue in these terrns: if"silent extinction [jim勿 在
漏 ] is in the breast" (I .24a)， and ifthe "Three Worlds are domains ofthe Way" ( 3 . 10)， 
of what use is 气orreα practice" ( I .2Ib) or the "appearance ofthe Heavenly Worthy in 
this world" (3 . 12a). Their mωn function is to show 由at "it is because there is no self 
由at my person lives forever in the Pure Land of etemal joy": "to search for the Way 
by physical means" is therefore a "great illness:' for it presupposes the existence both 
ofthe body and of evil (3 .7a-b). Correct practice and divine appe红anc白， 由山， enable 
adepts to "transcend practice" (劝e1纫均 膀 霄 ; I .  7b)， but also， when 由ey take the forrn 
of a book， to protect those who own and recite it (3.17a). 

This text relies heavily on 4- Wushang neihi zhenza吻ji1锣 皿d9 Taisha吻yicheng hai
kongzhiza吻jing for both its vocabulary and i岱 红gumen臼. However， it recommends 
(3 .2a-5a) 由e very "spirit of certainty" U加diψxin 诀定心 ) 由at9 Haikong jing ( IO.9a) 
opposes. A citation contained in ηQQ 89.2b--3b corresponds to I .I5a， 20a-21a. 

John I嘲erwey

Taishang laψm xuwu ziran benqi ji吻 太上 老 君 虚 燕 自 然 本起陋
15 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1438 (fasc. 1059) 
"Book of the Origins of the Void Spontaneity by the Most High 1ρrd Lao了， This 

is a philosophical treatise 可pical of eigh由-centuryTaoism. The vocabulaIγ一仕om 由c
dialectical as well as from the conceptual point of view， 因pecially terrns like biru 譬
如 (or biruo 譬若) and 由e phrase su伊 zhe he 所 以 者 何 一is reminiscent ofBuddhist
influenced texts ofthe seventh century. The entire text as we have it here is reproduced 
m ηQQ 10. The few variant readings in 由c ηQQ version are mostly preferable to 
those of the present version. 

The text begins wi由 an explanation of the cosmology of the 由ree qi， red， yel
low， and white. Lord Lao， au由or of the Daode ji吻 道德昭 (6b)， is pr口ented as a 
transformation of 由e second of 由ese ql， 由at IS to say， 由e yellow and harrnonious 
"pneuma" of the center (zh01移加 中 和). The tcrrn translated as void in the title of the 
pr臼ent work is composed oftwo characters: the first，xu 虚， designates 由e red qi， 出c
second， wu 蟹 ， the yellow qi. The red qi is called the One of the Left; it encourages 
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good deeds. The white qi is 由e One of the Right and encourag口 c白1. The yellow qi， 
called the One of the Center， is "由e spirit ofmy body， the child ofthe Tao" (8a). He 
who liberat口 himself丘om all desire 皿d "holds to the Void . . . may obtain the Tao of 
spontaneity" (2b). 

In consequence， it is recommended to hold to the Void， ra由er th皿 to retain 由c
qi of one's body. In order to do 由is， one m山t read 由e scriptures continuously and 
由us awaken to 由e faα "由e spirits of the body are born from the 1泊， which is pure 
and calm" (3a). It is also recommended to do good deeds and so obtain merit (倪， 8a).
The greatest merit accru臼 to "him who， with a heart full of compassion， desires to 
save all those who are in distress" ( 13b). Under no circumstances should one imitate 
由e exoteric Taoists (wai daφ切 外 道 家 )， who "isolate themselves in 由eir chamber 
and forcibly shut their ears and eyes" (5b). One should also take care "when one sees 
a god， not to address it， because it may be a pe凹erse deity come to seduce you" (lsa). 
In gene时， all active me由ods (youwei zhi fa 有 属 之 法 ; na) should be avoided， such as 

gymnasti臼 (彻ηtn 尊 号 I )， alchemy， 皿d offerings (jiooji 醺祭)， 四d one should never 
be satisfied with the results of one's studies (I5a). 

Wushang dacheng ylJojue milJojing 燕 上大乘要 鼓 妙陋
n fols. 
T皿g (618--907) 
58 (fasc. 3 1 )  

John l嘲erwey

"Marvelous Supreme Epitome of the Great Vehide产 This brief scripture revealed 
by the Heavenly Worthy ofPrimordial Beginning to the Most High 1ρrd ofthe W.坏
of Da futang guo 大福堂圃 ， IS a summa可 (ya够解 要 鼓 ) of the great Taoist sütras of 
the seventh to eighth centuries. It is built around a modified version of the Parable 
of the Burning House in 由e lρtus Sütra: in order to induce his children to leave the 
burning ho山e， a father prornis臼 them three kinds of vehides， but once 由ey 缸e out 
of danger， he gives them only one Great Vehide (3b-4a). In like manner， the Heavenly 
Worthy urg白 白e lρrd ofthe Way to stop 山ing 由e me由ods of the Lesser Vehide and 
to spread 由e "true methods ofthe Lingbao teaching" (3a). In these decadent times， he 
adds， there is no greater merit 由四 to org皿ize Retreats (zhaij化 肃 戒 ) and to preach 
由e present text， nor any demerit greater 由an criticizing this text (8a-IOa). Helping 
others to understand the import皿ce of this text will also be greatly rewarded. 

The 山e of由etenn shouji 受 起 (receive 由e Iß1prmt; 巾， 6a) makes it likely that 由1S
text is later than 9 Taisha吻严加叨 haikong zhiza吻ji吻·

John L嘲erwey



YU4nshi tianwllng hU4nle jing 元 始 天 王 歌 集 陋
15 fols. 
Tang (618--907) 
臼 (fasC. 32)
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咆cripture ofHappiness ofthe Heaven1y Kings， [Spoken by 由e Heaven1y Worthy] 
of Primordial Beginning产 A丘er a tour of ins严αion in the countries of the Ten Direc
tions， and before returning to 由e supreme Daluo Heaven， the Heavenly Worthy of 
Primordial Beginning entr山岱 价Izhu 付 嘱 ) the True Books in 11让町-six Seαlons 
to the heavens of the 3，000 worlds. The Heaven1y 1ρrd ofthe Nine Qi then asks 由c
Heaven1y Worthy what should be taught to the evil kings who inhabit the Yuanli 宛
手IJ Heaven below. 

Evil， repli自 由e Heaven1y Worthy， is due to 由e faα 由at 由e people do not believe 
in moral causality. He therefore preach自 由e present scripture "in order 由at the kings 
ofall coun白白 mayknow happiness [huanle 歌集] 皿d bring peace to 由eir territories" 
( 2a). Thereupon the merciful Worthy describes a complete-可pically Tang-progr缸n
of rites d口igned to ensure 由e happin臼s ofthe coun町·

The king of the coun町 ofTrue Patience (shllnren 善忍; 刑， after having listened 
to 由e Heaven1y Wo时ly， puts his program into practice: he gives up his palace， his 
parks， 四d all 由e beautifuJ sites in his country and b山I也 abbeys in them. There he 
chooses the best among his su同ects to "enter 由e W;町， promote orthodox rites， and 
help the state rransform the people." Soon， the famili臼 ofthe wealthy begin to imitate 
the king by donating money for the Field ofVirtue (yitian 莞 田 ; 4a). Some people 
practice 由e sha栩qi吻 dado吻l'呐吻 tianblUJ do吻zhen sllnyuan xi吻剧。 上 清 大 洞 金
房 天 雪 洞 翼 三 元行道 ， "so as to sublimate matter飞 others perform twelve different 
kinds of ritual. Among these rit白， those of the Don白ru四 shenzhou 洞 制 神 咒 ， 由c
Zhengyi 正 一 ， 由e Taiping dongji 太平 洞面J and 由e Wuli皿 xingdao 五鲸行 道 are
P红甘cularly noteworthy. 

The fame of this utopi皿 state rises to the heavens， and the heavenly kings， over
joyed (huanle)， come down to Ear由 to observe and proteα it. The most perfect natu
ral hannony reigns until the day the king and his entire court "rise to heaven in broad 
daylight" (6a). 

The remainder of the text gives 出 list-for each of six categori白: zhenren， J ade 
Lads and Maidens， 叼iras U切gaψ 金 刚 )， divine kings 四d generals 一of 由e 100 
agen臼 sent by the Heaven1y Worthy to all those who emulate the practice of 由at
blessed land. 

John I咽erwey
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Dongxuan lingbao zhutian shijie ZIlohua jing 洞 玄重曹甜天世界造化程
12 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
321 (fasc. 1 65) 
"B∞k of the Transformations of the Worl也 ofthe Different Heavens产 This book 

is divided into seven sections. The first section is an inttoduction (kaixu阔敖) to 由c
cosmology of the kalpas and to the ethics of retribution according to 由e Five Paths 
(阴仰。 五 道 ). 卫le last section ( 1 1  b) is a plea for 由e promotion of Taoism by 由c
expression of the Great Vow (dayuan 大 厨 ; 12b) for universal salvation and by 由c
contractual transmission (tongqi xiaψb仰 同 契 相 受 ) of the present scriptu.re. 

Sections 2 to 6 are "words of the Tao." They are organized according to a decreasing 
hierarchy that begins with a description of the world of the four directions centered on 
Mount Kunlun， and ends with an account of infernal tormen臼. Section 2 ( 13a) incites 
the listeners to fast ten times a month. Section 3 (5b) urg臼 them to respeα five 由mgs:
life， goodness， purity， discipline and trust. According to section four (7剖， the worlds 
ofall 由e heavens have large caves where zhenren live and "never die?' People who lead 
a seαd缸 life cannot imitate them. To do so， one has to be Taoist and live in seclusion. 
Section 5 (8b) describes the cosmic cycles: natural calamities make small kalpas， social 
decay large ones. A丘er all has been desttoyed by the simultaneous appearance of seven 
suns， the Heavenly Worthy renews the world (9a-b). 

The present text is probably 由e 1油ist answer to 由e Si tianwa吻ji吻 四 天 王粗，
a Buddhist apocryphal work written around ρ7 (Soymié， "Les dix jours de  je阳e du 
taoïsme，" 2). While plagiarizing the Buddhist sütta (4b--5a)， it also modifies it: Kunlun 
replaces Sumeru， and Taiwei dijun 太微帝君， replaces Indra. The name of the country 
to 由e w臼t ofK山甘un， Datang guo 大 唐 圃 ， also sugg白臼 由at 由e present text is from 
由e Tang period. 

The Mountain of the Power也1 Bird (Lingniao shan 噩 属 山 ) from which the 
Heavenly Worthy reveals 由is scripture (Ia)， is the Mountain ofthe Man-Bird (see 434 
Xuanlan renniao shan j，吻切).

Taishang dongxuan lingbao sanyuan wuliang shou jing 
太 上 洞 豆 重 胃 三 元 赞量蕾帽
14  fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
323 (fasc. 166) 

Jo.加 I咽mη

"Scripture ofIncommensurable 1ρngevity of the Three Principles， from the Dong
xu皿 Lingbao Canon of the Most High." This texts consists of twenty北ven mcom
mensurable (wulúmg 费 量 ) methods revealed by the Most High 1ρrd Lao during a 
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"great 曰sembly" held in 由e Palace of the Three Principles. "Incommensurable longev
ity" is one of the blessings promised those who recite， copy， and distribute 由is text 
(ηb-14a). 

A11 me由ods， says the Most High， come from the Tao and may be s山nmarized 豁

出e practice of contemplative wisdom (guanhui 翻慧). 咀le fì.rst of the twenty-seven 
incommensurable methods- twenty-seven is also the number of paragraphs in 336 

3ιrha1切 由，切'XJωn li1锣btWyebao yinyuan jiψ-teaches how to "distance oneselffrom 
由e body" ()仰nshen 遣 身 )， the last how "to bear 由e unbearable产 Each method has 
ten modalities : one keeps the body at a distance by means of wisdom， compassion， 
patience， good works， work on one's hean， amelioration ofkarma， assiduity， 由e regu
lation of the body， 由e elimination of desire， and 由e "universalization of the heart" 
(pu.xin 普 心).

Tai，曲ang do饵庐阔n li叼b嗣 shihaogongde yi叼侃n miaoji叼
太 上 洞 立 噩 贾 十 唬 功 德 因橡妙腥
9 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
337 (fasc. 176) 

John I栩erwey

"Ma凹do山 Scripture of the Karmic Retribution of the Merit of the Ten Epi由ets，
from the Dongxuan Lingbao Canon." Seated on his Lion Throne of the Seven Trea
sures in the World of the Rejection of the Sag臼 (q仿Jan s，均'Je 囊 胃 世 界 )， the Most 
High lρrd of the Tao expl也ns to a zhenren named Universal Salvation (puji 普 渭 )
the merit to be acquired by the recitation of the Ten Epi由ets of the Original Master 
(benshi 本 嗣 )， the Heavenly Worthy of Primordial Beginning， in 仕ont of his statue 
(pages 2b 扭d 8a; compare the Ten Epithets of the Heavenly Worthy in 由e Lo耐rgjiao

ji咽 撞踊耀， quoted by Li Shaowei 李 少 微 in 87 刀fflnshi wulia吻 duren sha吻rpin
m仰伊吻 sizhu 2.28b). ηlese epl由ets 缸'e esoteric words of the Great Brahma (句向n
yJn.川 大 梵悟、 自 酌， translated into hwnan speech byTianzhen huangren 天 真 皇 人 皿d
others (4a; compare 97 1协hang li咽bao zhutian neiyin ziran yuzi I .1a). They all express 
由e capacity of the Original Master to save all beings， because he is 由e Supreme Tao 
(wusha吻 币。 解 上 道 ) on wruch "the ten 由0山四d practices depend" (4a). 

The ninth epithet-Master ofImmortals 四d Zhenren -contains all the others， and 
由e explanation given for this title is therefore the longest of all (sa-8a). It is also the 
most original contribution of the present scripture. Here we 位ld what is probably 由c
most 皿cient defìnition of the Twelve Sections (shier shibu 十 二 事 部 ) of the books of 
由e Three Cavems. The "worthy scriptures in thir吁six sections" (Sanshiliu zunjing 二
十 六 部 尊 耀 )， source of all forms of salvation， are themselves expressions of the three 
bodies of the master: 由e Body of the Law (xuwu户shen 虚知法 身 ， or dharnωkaya) ， 
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由e Body of Retribution (ziran baoshen 自 然、部身 ， or sambhogakãya)， and the Body of 
Transformation (yuanshi h侃rhen 元始化 身 ， or nirn现'fJakãya).

Taishang dongxuan lingbao sumi叨yinyuan mingjing 
太上洞玄 重曹宿命因镰明幢
1 1  fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
338 (fasc. 176) 

Jo.加 I咽erwey

"Lwninous Scripture of the Karmic Causaliry in Former Lives， 仕om 由e Dongxuan
Lingbao Canon of the Most High." A Dongxuan liψb刷 刷仰'移ym.. 户ωn miaoji咽 妙
扭 is mentioned by Du GUAN GTIN G in his "Zhaitan jingmu 膏擅耀 目 " (see so8 

Wushang huanglu dazhai liche吻yi I .6a-b). The Most High 1ρrd of the Tao (Laozi) 
here explains to Ym xi 尹 喜 出at people's present conditions have their "karmic origin 
in their former lives." Nine paragraphs， each foUowed by a hymn， list such items as 

由e six things and the five sins 由at determine whether one is to be reborn in Heaven， 
as an animal， 皿d so on. The six 由ings (2b) resemble 由c 且ve 由ings of 32I Dongxuan 
li:吻bao zhutian shijie zaohua jiψ 6a， 皿d it is only in this passage 由at 由e present text 
山自 由e pronoun rucao 放 曹， which appe红s several times in 由e 32I Zaohua ji1锣·

咀le beginning and the end of the present Suming jing are 臼peciaUy interesting. 
At the end， the text distinguish臼 Three Ways: the Way of Communication wi由 由c
zhenren， 由e Way of the West， which derives from the "d.ivision of the body" of the 
Tao narned Ta由ãgata (rulai 如来)， and the Way "spit 仕om 由e mou由" of Laozi into 
Yin Xi's ear. 咀le beginning of the text traces m严hological history back in time 仕om
由 me由od of由 ηrree Treasur'臼 (sanbao zhi fa 三雪 之 法 )， attributed to Yu 禹 ， back 
to Fuxi 伏 疆 皿d Nügua 女 姻 and to 由e Three Ways of the Origin (yuan.句0 元 道 )，
of the Beginning (劝t 始 )， 四d of Hurnani可 (ren 人 ; see I20S Santian ne仿j吻 l.3a).

Jo加 I栩erwey

Taishang dongxuan lingbao chujia yinyuan jing 太 上 洞 豆 重 曹 出 家 因橡砸
20 fols. 
Seventh century 
339 (fasc. 176) 
"Lingbao Scripture on 由e Karrnic Ca山aliry ofThose Who Leave Home [in order 

to Devote Themselves to the Religio山 Practice]产 Since about 20 percent of this text is 
quoted (partly abridged) in II23 Yiqie dt叼.吻yinyi miaomen youqi， it rnust have existed 
by 由e beginning of the eigh由 century at 由e latest. 

1n the narrative 仕arne of this scripture， two hundred monarchs appear before 由C
Most High Heavenly Worthy 皿d express their wish to give up their worldly life. From 
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hirn由ey learn about all由e g∞d deeds and pious works由民由ey have accomplished 
皿d由at mark由eir present existence. Therea丘er由ey receive the commandments for 
由e initial stage of perfecrion (chuzhenjie 初 真 就) and make the appropriate promis口
皿d vows. 币1e text continues by explaining the threefold meaning of the term chujia 
出 家 : to leave home， to enter into religious pracrice，皿d to forsake every也mg pro
fane. Toge由er， these由ree steps define a Taoist master. In many exampl口，our text 
illustrates 由e importance of 1马oists for society and the commonweal， substantiates 
由e significance of their position， and shows how hostile attitudes toward them have 
catastrophic results. 

Taishang shuo zhuanlun wudao suming yinyuan jing 
太 上 就 回蝙五 道 宿 命 因橡陋
8 fols. 
647 (fasc. 342) 

Hans-Hermann Schmidt 

"The Most High Proffers 由e Scripture Conceming Reincarnation into the Five 
Paths according to the Karma of Previous Lives." During a retreat in the ninth month， 
the Most High 1ρrd Lao，也llowed by a cortege of immortaIs， takes up his seat at由c
foot of a huge tree whose 丘山ts heal all illnesses. When Zuoxuan zhenren左玄 翼 人
asks hin1 a question about karmic causality， 1ρrd Lao， who is also called Tianzun and 
the Tao， uses 由e tree 豁出e metaphotic basis of his sermon， '' 1bose who do g∞d 
are like this tree:由ey grow ever taller， and there is no limit to the fruit由ey be红了， 1n 
like manner， everyt恤19由at happens to people in this life is由e result of what 由ey
have "planted" in previous lives. Those who desire good forrune in future lives must 
begin to do good now. They must， above all， pra∞ce由e Way re伊larly and not wait 
until由ey fall sick or encounter ill fortune. 卫1e greatest metit is to be obtained by由c
recitation and distribution of this scripture. 

The present text is quite clearly modeled on Shan)e yi;吻uojing: 由e place from 
which the se盯non is preached， its 由eme，由e s町ucture of its phrases， and even， on 
occasion， the language are identical (compare 2al-3 四d 2b6 here with Shan)e yi咽uo
l'咱 1380cI←17).The administrative term zh叫un lingzha吻 州郡 舍最 (4b) cannot 
be used to date由is text， as it derives 仕om 由e Buddhist sctipture ( 1383a). It is worth 
noting， finally，由at 由e prospect of p山ushment threatened by the Buddhist text to 
those who work in由is life as 劝告rong 嗣 公 or shimu 嗣 母 (I38Ic) is not found in由JS
Taoist sütra. 

John I嘲erwey
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Taishang laojun shuo changsheng yisuan miaojing 太 上 老 君 就最 生 益 葬 妙 砸
IO fols. 
Early Tang (618-907) 

650 (fasc. 343) 
"Wonderful Scriprure on 1ρngevity and Increasing 由e Life Sp扭， Spoken by 由E

Most High 1ρrd Lao?' τhere is indirect evidence for the existence of this scripture in 
the seventh cenrury， in 由at a Buddhist adaptation of it， Qi句ian Fo she硝11'吻 七 千 佛
神符程 is already listed among 由e apoc可pha in a catalogue of the year 695 : Da Zhou 
kandi1移 动m纫ïng mulu 15 .47钊-<:. 币lfee scriptures in one juan each 红'e listed there: 
Fo sh削 yisuan ji叨 佛 就 盆 算 程 ， Fo shω qi Fo she硝l }t吻 佛 就 七 佛 神符耀 and Fo 
劝ω卢uan she呐j吻 佛 在 益 算 神 符程 . A later catalogue， Kaiyuan s，均iÜUJ lu 18.677C 
(dated 730)， remarks 由at all three titles repr臼ent one and the s缸ne work.

1n the present scriprure， 由e generals of the six cyclical jia 甲 combinations (li可m
jia吻仰 六 甲 鸭 罩 ) 町， 彼 此 behest of the Most High Lord Lao， entrusted with 
eliminating calarniti口， protecting 由e people， and prolonging their lives. Also， fi仕een
fu are revealed 由at are to be carried on 由e body and that serve 由e same p田pose.

The Buddhist version of this scripture shows rn四y textual parallels (including 由c
fu) with our text. It is， however， partly abridged (由e mention of Zh皿g Daoling 强
道 幢 is， of course， missing)， 皿d the fu are not called ‘T也shang [or dadao] shenfu 太
上 (大道)神 符 ;' but "seven-thousand-Buddha" (qiqian Fo户 七千佛符 ).

Hans-Hemωnn Sc仇仰体

Taishang laojun shuo bao户mu enzhong jing 太 上 老 君 就 鞭 父 母 恩重阻
8 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 

662 (fasc. 345) 
"Scriprure on the Rewarding ofParental Kindness， Spoken by the Most High 1ρrd 

Lao?' This scripture is a 1￥oist elaboration of Fumu enzhong JÏ1锣， an a严C可phal Bud
dhist text rnentioned in Da Zhou kandi:咽 zhongji咽 mulu 15 .474a (dated 695). That 
scripture gives an account of the manifold hardships and privations 由at p缸en岱 un
dergo in order to bring up their progeny. Particularly noteworthy is 由e well-observed 
description of the rnother-child relationship during pregnancy， birth， and the child's 
growing up. Pious children can return 由e kin也E豁 出ey have received by cop严ng and
reciting 由e scripture for their parents and by rnaking offerings during the ulJambana 
festival on 由e fi丘eenth day of the seventh month. 

The present work contains all essential par臼 of that Buddhist scripture， paI甘y ver
batirn， partly rearranged or expanded and， of course， given a Taoist veneer: in 由e place 
of Buddha， Ãnan巾， 皿d ullambana， we find Taishang laojun 太 上 老 君 ， H也kong
zhizang zhenren 海 空 智 藏 真 人 (see the seven由-cenrury 9 Taisha吻y伪E吻 haiko吻
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zhizal锣ji吻)， 四dzh01切ryuan 中 元 . A few noteworthy amplifìcations include 由e short
treatise on 血ial piety (1b-2a)， the enumeration of the tormen岱 of hell for impio山
children and ofheaven1y blessings for dutiful ones (5a-6b)， 四d 由e instruction to have 
agaosha咽Jtψde户shi 高 上 浮 德 法 嗣 master preach on 由is scripture on 由e first day 
of each month (7b). 

B I B LI O G RA P H Y  

地izuki K皿'ei， "Dökyö to b由kyö no fubo enchö kyö产

Hans-Hermann Schmidt 

Taishang laojun shuo yisuan shenJ弘 miaojing 太 上 老君就 益 葬 神 符妙幅
6 fols. 
Tang (618-907)1 
672 (fasc. 352) 
"Wonde晶Il Scripture of the Divine Fu for Increasing 由e Life Span， Spoken by 

the Most High ù】rd Lao产 The contents of this scripture largely correspond to 6so Tai
sh叼 Uφiun shω cha吻加吻yuuan m叫iing. Its narrative frame (transmission ofthe 
scripture from Taishang laojun 太 上 老 君 to Zhang Daoling 强 道 陡 ) 皿d its overall 
structure， however， are more coherent than 6so η:suan mi，呵t1侈， which could point to 
an earlier date， 口pecially since the present work also contains fewer repetitive ernbel
lishments. Both texts also differ in the number and kind of fu. The present scripture 
contains ten fu:  seven for the stellar divinities ofUrsa M句or and three for those of the 
Three Terraces (san切 三 台 ). 咀le former are also found in 7S3 Beidou qiytωnjinxuan 
yuzha栩 如牛b.

Hans-Hermann Schmidt 

Taishang dongxuan li吻bao tianguan jing 太上 洞 玄重雪 天 嗣陋
6 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
987 (fasc. 618)  
"Scripture of the Gate of Heaven产 In a succinct manne巳 由is li位Je treatise plac口

religious practice in 由e context of the world's struαure. It begins with a description 
of the emergence of this srruct山C 仕om one period to 血。由er: ''The r，∞t of Heaven 
and Earth" (Ia)， 1ρrd Lao changes his n缸ne after each cataclysm， when a new w让verse
appears. He was first called Ww四ng Jun 知 名 君 ， then wi山hang xuan1ao 熊 上 五 老 ，
and Jater Taishang laojun 太 上 老 君 . After having passed yet again through Xuanmiao 
五 妙 ， 由at is， ha叩19 undergone rebi巾， his name became Gaoshang laojun 高 上 老
君 and he created the present 山uverse by "differentiating the original qi" ( Ib). Of this 
qi， Taishang laojun is later said to be "the father and the mother" (4a). 
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Using 由e Lingbao 皿d Shangqing scriptur<白， our te双 then describes 由e umverse， 
with its Thi町-six Heavens， Thi口y-six Worlds， and Three Offices. In this lU1iverse， 
由e Taoist's goal is to "ascend to the realrn of the Three Pure Ones and 臼cape forever 
仕om 由e cycle of reincamation" ( Ib). Above all， one m山t insure 由at one's narne is 
never entered into the registers of death by 由e censors of the Three 0伍ces. One can 
do this by taking refuge in the Heaven1y Worthy of the Ten Directions. 

The novelty of the present text， in comparison with the Six Dynasties texts it 山风
lies in its description of the appearance of the ten Heavenly Worthies. This description 
is intended to enable one to visualize them at 由e sarne time one commits oneself into 
their hands. For the images of the sovereigns of the 1birty-six Heavens and 由eThirty
S皿 Worlds， 由e text refers to 由e Registers and Portrai臼 ofthe Immortals (Xianban ωji 
仙班 圃籍 ).

Taisha叨 dongxuan lingbao guowang xingdao jing 
太 上 洞 玄 噩 曹 圄 王 行 道 砸
1 2  fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 

1113 (fasc. 758) 

John L咽erwey

町The Books of Kings Who Practice the Tao?' The substitution of the character dai 
代 for 由e Tang taboo character shi 世 ， as well as stylistic features， confirm 由e Tang
date of this work. The Heaven1y Worthy of Primordial Beginning begins by expl血1-
ing to the Most High 1ρrd of the τ坦o how， moved by h山ηan 19nor皿ce， he travels 
the lU1iverse and ass山nes di能rent aspects一ofa sage， a Taoist， a scholar， a Confucian， 
even of a palace lady一in order "to help the sovereign establish the rites and instruct 
由e people丁

，
But scriptures are not sufficient， 由e Lord of the Tao replies. People stiU 

harbor doubts. It is true that the people are dullwitted， admits the Heavenly Worthy， 
and 由at is why one has to lead them gradually (jian 渐) to enlightenment. It cannot 
be done suddenly (dun 踊 ). Then the 1ρrd of the Tao sugge跑 出at 由e best me皿S
of reforming 由e people would be "henceforth to entrust 协劝u 付嘱] 由e soverelgn 
with the teaching of the saints， for whether 由e teaching of the scriptures flourishes 
or declines depends entirely on hin1" (2b). 币1e Heavenly Worthy assents， vowing to 
leave his teaching after his departure (guoqu 温 去 ) to the kings， the ministers， and all 
由ose， men and women， who exercise au由ority over 由e people. 

1n the twenty-odd paragraphs 由at follow， the Heavenly Worthy gives instructions 
for managing religious affairs. One m山t， to begin with， "establish herrnitages and 
initiate [印 度 ] 由e people产Then thousands of chairs for predication (jazω 法 座 ) 町
to be instituted， and Taoists should be invited to explain "由e profolU1d meaning of 
the Seven Subtle Sections and the Three Caverns of the Great Vehicle" (3a). Officials 
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shou1d receive "the registers and 缸， the ru1es and scriptures of the 币lree Caverns" 
(7b). For the first fi丘een-day period of each season， 由ey shou1d "set up great Wheels 
of the Treasure [blUJ1un 曹 输 ] and light ten 由ousand spirit lamps in imitation of the 
constellations." During 由is period， 。伍cials shou1d invite 1￥oists to carry out rituals 
and explain 由e scriptur臼 of由e Three Caverns (8a-b). 卫le Heavenly W。由y also pre
scribes that on 由e days of由e Three Origins， 由e ceremonies of the Great 0仔ering of
the Heavenly Capital (Xuandu daxian 立 都 大 献 ; 归) 四d of the Casting of Dragons 
(阳4 切19jian 投髓筒) be carried out (9b ). 

Jo，加 I嘲nτPey

Dongxuan lingbao taisha咽zhenren wenji jing 洞玄重曹 太 上 舆 人 阔 疾 陋
3 1  fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
m6 (fasc. 758) 
"白le Zhenren of the Most High Enq山res into Illness?' According to 由e preface to 

the work， 由e zhenren， also calIed Real Person without Beginning (Wushi zhenren 知

始 真 人 )， is one of the few among 由 由ongs of spiritual beings who have come to 
hear 由e Lingyao baozang tianzun 噩 耀 贾 藏 天 尊 preach on a text of the Great Vehicle 
titled lVi叫ian wen 五 千 文 who truly understand the Heavenly Worthy's explanations. 
At the end of his sermon， the Heavenly Worthy chooses Real Person without Begin
ning and three other zhenren - among them Zh皿g Daoling 强 道 睦 -to C红可 his
message of salvation to the world in 由e "eons to come." 币len 由e Heavenly Worthy 
"divides his body and his names，" that is， he produces the Three Vehicles or Caverns 
and assum臼 for himself ten distinct names. At 由e same time， he becomes subject to 
a multitude of illnesses 皿d sufferings. "Why?" asks Real Person without Beginning. 
"Because 1 have a body，" responds the Heavenly Worthy (see Laozi 13). 

The m扭1 text is composed of the Heavenly Wo时旷s teachings in twelve sections， 
followed by 由e expl皿ations of Real Person without Beginning. In the first of the 
twelve sections (Questions Concerning Illness)， 由e Heavenly Worthy explains 由at
由e seventy-two forms of sickness 仕om which people suffer are the result of their sins. 
"That is why，" he says， "1 divide my body into seventy-two saints?' Those who rec
ogmze 由at 出eir "true body" is not 由eir "body of flesh" will be saved. 币le best way 
to learn how to distinguish these two bodies is to engage in Retreats at which， while 
we红mg 由e fu and registers ofthe Three Caverns， one performs the si.xfold recitation 
of the scriptur臼 in order to control the six emotions of one's physical body. 

The following sections consist primarily in the enumeration - much as is done in 
336 1协hang do吻翩翩 1i吻baoyebao yinyuan ji吻 (see 1妇-b here and 336 卫nyuanji1锣
2.la ff.) 一 ofwhat a healed person can he缸" see， and so forth， without being troubled， 
and then of the karn1ic effects of a given mode of practice. τhe Heavenly Worthy 
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declares himself to be "由e fa由er and mother of all beings : 1 have compassion for 
you， 1 love you. . . . Why are you not merciful in tum so as to repay my kin也less?"
(I2b， 13a). 

币le zhenren Real Person without Beginning's primary concern is to explain ritual 
practice: of particular irnportance is 由e recitation ofthe Wuqian wen because it is "白c
spirit ofthe Five Organs" ofthe Heaven1y Worthy (I7a). The Confucian view 由at it is 
an exoteric teaching is legitimate， but it is above alI "由e body of由e Great Saint" (20a). 
That is why， when an adept of the Higher Way dies， it is more appropriate simply to re
cite the present text during Retreats on 由c 出ree sevens (由e seventh， fourteenth， and 
twenty-first days after his dea由) 由四 to perform the ordinary rites of mouming. 

In a more general vein， among alI extant rituals， on1y those wri忧en by the Latter

Day 5aint (Housheng 後壁 ; 24b) should be used. The method of the Three Heavens 
is to be used for rituals of offering. The ritual code of this method， 由e Xuandujù伊
立 都 曹 格 ， contains oaths 由at "protect 由e qi" attached to each of its articles. Finally， 
recitation of the present text enables one not on1y to resolve alI 由e problems of this 
world， but also "gradually to enter into samãdhi" (shendiψ 神 定 ; 26b). "All 由at:'
concludes the text， "is 由e result of study; it does not happen of itself." 

John L嘲erwey

Taishang xuandu miRoben qi1组jing shenxin jing 太 上 支 部 妙 本清静身心砸
6 fols. 
Tang (618--907) 
35 (fasc. 27) 
"5cripture of the Marvelous Root of the Pure Calm of Body and Mind;" It is from 

the Abbey of Prirnordial Yang in 由e Capital of Mystery (Xuandu) 由at 由e Heaven1y 
Wo时ly of Primordial Beginning， the Worthy of Great Compassion， explains how to 
recover 由e original purity of the body and the heart (由e m切oben 妙本 of the ti.t1e). 
His sermon on 由 reversal (d肌伽 颠倒) of 曲 "correα nature" elicits from his 
ceIestial audience a hymn of joy， but 由e zhenren of the Explanati.on of the Law (角化
法解; see 371 Taishang dongxuan lingbao san阳 wuku badu shengsi m叫ing)， knowing 
how "doltish" people are， asks how to perform the ritual of salvation. Ten times each 
month， responds the Heaven1y Worth队 adepts should sit in 由eir Pure Room and， 
a丘er passing in review the filthiness of heart and body， 由ey should wash the body 
with the "warm water of the incense of the Law (声仰吻 邸'切 法 香 渴 )" 四d purify 
the heart with the "incense of q山et contemplation (j.饨lJlfuan 静翻)了'

Another zhenren， worried 由at in these latter days people's minds are too benighted 
to understand the Law， asks how 由eir borrowed (j叼仰 假 有 ) bodies could parti.ci
pate in salvation. You have truly understood the Unique Vehicle， replies the Heaven1y 
Worthy: human nature and characteristi.cs (.均吻rxiang 性 相 ) are empty， and the body 
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is but a "tempor红y abode" d自由ed to decay. Whoever incorporates emptiness no 
longer needs a body. But inasmuch as people have bod.ies， 由ey must perform ritu.als. 
Even after 由ey die， 由eir kin should ereα "great treasure altars" and recite 由e present 
text so that the deceased c皿 retum to the Pure Void. 

A丘er a hymn， the Heavenly Worthy e由ales a five-colored light 由at illumines 由E
entire universe and elicits from his auditors a confession and 由e prayer (_pωn 颐 ) 由at
all beings be saved. The Heavenly Worthy then opens hell so that the hungry demons 
can ascend to 由e "sphere of the 1凰"

Taishang jiuzhen miaojie jinlu duming bazui miaojing 
太 上 九 虞 妙 戒 金罐 度 命 拔 罪 妙 幢
9 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
181 (fasc. 77) 

John I嘲'erJVη

"B∞k of the Golden Register for 由e Redemption of Sins 皿d for Salvation， [1n
duding] 由e Marvelous Commandments of the Nine Zhenren了， This book was in 
existence during 出e Tang， as a manuscript version discovered at D山由uang (Õfuchi 
Ninji， Tonkõ dõkyõ: Mokurokuhen， 326) attests. The text may even be as early as 由e sev
enth centu.巧， if it corresponds to 由e]iuyoujiψ 九幽程 that Xuan Yi 五 届 attributes
to Liu Wudai 割熏 得 (Yoshioka Yoshitoyo， "Eisei e no negai，" 237; see 370 Taishang 
h吻mωn lingbaosa印刷川1Ï1锣xuandu 向xianji1锣). The present text is quoted under 
this tide in II67 Taisha咽gany吻pian (26.6a)， and the termjiuyou (Nine Realms of 
Darkness) actu.ally occurs in the tide- between 由e words dum吻 度 命 and bazui 拔
男 一ofthe Dunhuang m矶山cript.

The present book envisages 由e redemption of sins-especially those of the dead 
who already suffer in the Nine Realms of Darkness， but also those of the living- by 
the transmission ofthe Nine Commandments ofthe 矶Ib.ite Slips of the Golden Reg
ister (Jinlu b.句iianjiuzhen mia号化 金鲸 白 筒 九 翼 妙 戒 ) during a Great Retreat of the 
Nine Realms of Darkness σiuyω dazhai 九 幽 大 膏; sa). 

Two charms mentioned in these slips m山t be transmitted at 由e s缸ne time. They 
are 由e famous jiuku zhe听4 救 苦 虞 符 and cha栩如叨 li1绍rfu 臭 生 噩 符 由at deliver 
from suffering and bestow eternal life. The Heavenly Worthy ofPrimordial Beginning 
reveals both charms and commandments at the behest of the Emperor of the North 
of Fengdu (Fengdu beidi 事都北帝 )， who pleads for mercy for all 由e suffering souls 
for whom he and his demon officials (guiguan 鬼 官 ) are responsible. The revelation 
takes place on a day of assembly in the Palace of the Three Principles (San归皿 gong
z 元 官 )， in the World of the Nine Purities (Jiuqing miaojing 九 清妙境). It enables 
sinners to become zhenren ofthe Nine Palaces (Jiugong zhenren 九 宫 真 人 ; 8a). 
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All 由e lirurgical manuals of the Southern Song period (1127-1279) advocate 由E
rransmission of these comrnandments (for example I224 Damnen di1移动i 4.30b; s# 

Lingbao yujian mulu 27.la)， but 由ey reverse the order of the first two. The work #6 

Li切切ojid;叼mhu 290.IOa restores 由e original order. D u  GUANGTING  quotes a 
]iu:dJen m叫均iinlu dum吻 m叫ing 由at does not correspond to 由e present text (S07 

Taisha增 加ω咽lu :dJaiyi S6.9a). 
The same pages (la-7a) of this t口t can be found in 14I2 Taishang :pωmhi tianzun 

shω beidi户mo shenzhou miaφ叨 6.Ia-7a.
John I嘲。1I'ey

Yuanshi tianzun shuo Fengdu miezui jing 元始天靠就事都减男醒
3 fols. 
73 (fasc. 32) 
"Scripture of Redemption from Sins in 出e Netherworld of Fengdu， Pronounced 

by the Heavenly Worthy of Primordial Beginning:' This scripture deals with ritual 
measures to be taken for the salvation of one's deceased paren岱. For a period of two 
years， while the dead person is brought before 由e ten judges (Shiwang 十 王 ) of 
由e netherworldly courts， the living accompany him or her by accumulating merits 
由rough 由e performance of rites (Rerrea岱， Offerings， recitation of scriprures). These 
rites finally cancel the burden of the dead person's guilt and exempt him or her 仕om
punishment in one of the twenty-four hells situated under Mount Fengdu. 

The idea of a bureaucratic otherworldly tribunal with ten co山ts presided by ten 
royal judges originated in a Buddhist-inspired popular milieu in China. The earliest 
transrnÏtted m扭山cript of the apocryphal Scriprure of the Ten Kings dates from 9始，
but there is good reason to ass山ne 由at beliefin 由e ten kings-and possibly also ritu
als fc田山ing on them一existed considerably earlier. The Da Ta1锣 neidian lu of 664， for 
example， lists a Shiwang zhe吻ryejing 十王正棠耀 by a monk named Fa严m 法 霎 who
lived roughly around the same time. 

The date of this 1￥oist scripture on 由e ten kings -which lists new Taoist n组n臼 for
each of the deities， in addition to those nam臼 borrowed 仕om the earlier sources一is
uncertain. However， rituals to 由e ten otherworldly judges are propagated in some 
compilations oftwe监h- and thineenth-century1运oist lirurgy (see， e.g.， 122I Shangqing 
lingbao 句向 S4.19b-20b)， while heavily criticized in others (e.g.， 1223 Shangqing li1锣bao
句向 44.19a).

B IBLIOG RAPI王Y
Teiser， 5crip切re on the Ten Ki，纫's; Yoshioka Yoshitoyo， "Chügoku rninkan no j igoku jüõ产
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Tllishang shier sha吻rpinfeitian falun lJuanjie miaoji吻
太 上 十 二 上 品肃天法输勘戒妙陋
10 也Is.
Tang (618-907) 
182 (fasc. 77) 

2 .B.7 Lingbao [ s钉 ]

"Scripture of the Twelve Superior Rules of Admonition of the Wheel of the Law of 
由e Flying Devas." 1bis text is spoken by 由e Taiji zhenren 太植 真 人 (Xu Laile 徐柬
勒 ) and 由e Zuo xianweng 左 仙 翁 (GE XUAN). The recitation ofthis book abolishes 
the twelve kinds of sin (murder， the丘， heterodoxy， calumny， lies， jealousy， cupidi町，
wra由， stupidity， infideli町.， lack of 缸ial piety， 皿d drunkenness). 咀le rules against 
these sins are related to the Marvelous Commandments ofthe Nine Zhenren (Jiuzhen 
m叫t.e 九 虞 妙戒; see 181 Taisha吻jiuzhen m叫iiejinlu dumi1锣 bazui m叫吻).

In spite of its title， the present work appe红s to bear no relation to the Book of the 
Wheel ofthe Law (Fal:仰jing 法输程; see 3# Taisha吻助，切mωn 协移.baozhenyi quanjie 
声lun mi，呵.吻� 34ß Taisha吻.xuanyi zhenren shω 仰伊falun m叫吻" 445 Dongxuan 
lingblW samhi mi1锣hui xi，移动ua1移þ锣uanfangsω wenJ 皿d 347 Taishang .xuanyi zhen
ren s，仇ω miao仰18 zhuamhen rudi1移ji1移). It contains two nonrh严ninggã.伪衔， and it 
makes a distinction between Taoists who have "le丘 由e fanúly" (ch叼iia 出 家 ) and those 
"wi由m 由e fanUly" (zaijia 在 家 ). It therefore likely dates from the Tang period. 

Kristt卢r Schipper

Taiji zhenren shuo ershisi men jie ji吻 太 面 翼 人在 二 十 四 阿 戒陋
8 fols. 
Tang (创-907)
183 (fasc. 77) 
"Scripture of the Twenty-four Pr，口criptions， Spoken by Taiji Zhenren?' 白山 scnp

ture begins by listing 由e vano山 periodical days ofRetreat， during which 由e prescnp
tions 由at foUow are to be recited-either by a group in 由e oratory (ji咽"Shi 静 室 )
or by a master ofthe ritual (2a-b). Offens臼 ag也nst 由e twenty-four interdictions are 
punished in the twenty-four heUs named a丘er 由e to眈山自 由at await the sinner there 
(3a-6b). τbe recitation of the interdictions is recommended for the salvation of the 
deceased during 出口even-tim白也ven-day period of mourning， for pregnant women， 
and in life-threatening situations (7b). 

A rh严nedgãthã in praise of由自e prescriptions concludes the text. 
The present work is mentioned as Zhenren ershisi jie ji吻 真 人 二十 四 戒锢， to

ge由er Wl由 由e corresponding heUs， in 1221 Shangqi1锣 U吻bao 功功 34.nb--I2b (identi
cal with 547 Li吻baoyujian 3I.27a-b)， 42. la， and 58. 13b， in connection with se住mg up
由e forty-nine huiyao 沮耀 lamps for 由e souls of the deceased. 

Hans-Hermann Schmidt 
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Taiyi jiuku hushen miaojing 太 一敬苦撞 身 妙 陋
6 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
351 (fasc. 177) 
"Marvelous Life-Protecting Scripture ofthe Great One Who Saves 仕om Distr口s."

During an assembly in 由e Qingwei 清微 Heaven， the Most High 1ρrd Lao asks the 
Heavenly Worthy of Primordial Beginning (yuanshi tianzun 元 始 天 尊 ) to enable 
people who suffer in 由e Three Worlds to parti叩ate in 由e heavenly joy created by 
his light. That is the role of the Heavenly Worthy Who Saves 仕om Distress (Jiuku 
6缸1Zun 救 苦 天 雪)， responds 由e Tianzun， for he is capable of transforming himself 
into a Taoist， a marshal， or even a Chan master in order to save all beings. Supplicants 
need only to invoke him. 

The Tianzun immediately proceeds to do precisely 由at， and the savior ap严ars as a 
young child. After 1ρrd Lao has demonstrated his capacity to trans岛rm himself and 
save liv白， 由e Tianzun says to him :  "You are my qi; 1 am your root. What 1 know， 
you know. This is the Nine Yang essence 由at is very powerful. You must keep it secret 
皿d never reveal it" ( 3b). Lord Lao then concentrates in order to create a formula to 
encapsulate 由e power of the Nine Yang (由e qi of the orient 仕om which comes 由c
One Who Saves from Distr臼s). The Tianzun continues with a litany of the times 
when recitation of 由is formula， toge由er Wl由 由e pr臼ent text， can save one from 
distress. lnasmuch as the savior descends to the human realm regularly on 由e third 
and ninth days of each mon由， adep臼 must also worship him on these days in 由elr
Pure Room. 

Shangqing ji吻ui yuji咽 xi.倍hen zhixuan miaojing 
上 清 金 匮 玉镜修 翼 指 玄 妙 陋
17 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
3s3 (fasc. 178) 

Jo，加 L嘲erwey

"Ma凹elo山 Jade Mirror in a Golden Casket Elucidating 由e M ystery of the Practice 
of Perfection产 币le Slgr甜cant part of the title， repeated in 由e text ( 1  a)， is xiuzhen zhi
翩翩 修 翼 指 五 (explanation of the mystery of the practice of perfection). 古le term 
yujiψ 玉镜 (jade miπor) does not appe红 m 由e text; it probably refers to 由e text 
itself: like a mirror， it enables one to "see clearly" ; and as a precious objeα， it is en
closed in a golden casket (jingui; see 16b， 由e "powerful st缸1ZaS of the golden casket" ). 
Iρrd Lao's title， Holy Ancestor (she1锣'zu 壁 祖 i 缸， na)， 四d on of the titles used for 
lay people， Men and Women of Pure F组由 (qi吻xin nannü 清 信 男 女 )， suggest 由at
this text belongs to the Tang period. 
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The present text is a s山nmary (YlUlJan 要 言 ; 同 ofTaoism revea1ed by the Most 
High Iρrd of the Tao for the benefit of lay people， who are some口mes called People 
of Pure F但由 (qi吻rxin zhi liu 清(言 之 流 ; la; compare 9b). The text is later 由皿 3万
Taishang d01纫mω lingbao santu wuku badu she1纫'si miaφ吻， which it quotes (4b-sa 
皿d IOa-b correspond to 37I She吻'st m叼1Iψ 6a-b and 7a-b， respectively). 

A丘er 由e Iρrd of the Tao briefly describes the spirits of the bod队 由c 叮马o explains" 
the importance ofthe practices ofnourishing the heart (2a) 皿d 由e qi (3a). The adept 
m山t a1so perform many charitable works and， most importantly， save his ancestors 
before he can "unite with the Tao" by me皿s of interior alchemy (4a-sa). The present 
S山nmary is apparently intended to take the place of the regul缸 practice， which "ordi
nary people" lack the time to caπy out. 

The s田nmary is followed by a ritua1 to be performed for one's deceased parents. A 
statuette represen由19 由e deceased is set next to the images of the Three Pure Ones 
after having first been st缸nped with the Sea1 of the Nine Zhenren (出ey are probably 
linked to the Nine Prescriptions of I8I Taishang jiuzhen miaojie jinlu dumi吻 bazui
mtaφ咽). Three times per day for 由ree to nine days (sa)， one must 由en make a con
fession of sins. Otherwise， one may invoke the Heavenly Worthy Who Saves 仕om
Distress (Jiuk.u ti皿zun 救 苦 天 尊 ) 3，000 times. After every 100 invocations， one m山t
stop and bow to 由e Three Pure Ones and to other appropriate deities whose fu are 
given in the text. 

Taishang dongxuan lingbao santu wuku badu shengsi miaojing 
太 上 洞 玄 重 曹 三 重 五 苦 拔 度 生 死 妙 陋
7 fols. 
Tang (618--907) 
371 (fasc. 1凶81)) 

}。加 I咽erwey

Ma缸rv呢elou山IS Scripture ofSa1va挝血tioαn 仕om Lif仕e and Death in 由e lnfe町no创r Wa叮丁ys and t由he
Five回e S缸uff佳enn甘1n咆1喀gs."丁." A丘c町r having explained t由he ß乍钊i仰mta仰o xz，ωn町ryz z功he1叫11-;'吻移 微妙玄 一 翼 陋
tωo a celestia1 assembly in the World of Everlasting Happiness (changle shijie 员集世
界)， 由e Lingbao tianzun 重 雪 天 尊 emits a light of nine colors that illuminates every
由ing in the Ten Directions and the Nine Hells. Distressed by what he sees in 由e hells， 
由e zhenren of由e Explanation of由e Law (Fajie zhenren 法 解 量 人) asks the Tianzun 
for an explanation 皿d a solution. The explanation is 由at people become depraved 
at the end of an era (shimo 世 末 ) ; 由is depravity results in their rransmigration into 
the Three Inferior Ways (sanω 三 重 )， which are followed first by the Five Sufferings 
(阴阳 五 苦 ) in the various hells and then by the Eight Difficulties (baJnan 八 黯 ) 一出c
eight obstacles to a devout life-when they are reborn. The solution (4b-Sb) is the 
purification of the Three Karmic Sources (sanye 三 棠 ) 一由e mou由， 出e heart， 四d 由c
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body- and of the Five Poisons (wudu 五 毒 ) of the senses， and followed by praα1ce 
of the Eight [Forms ofGood] Conduct (baxi吻 八 行 ). Even 由e Heaven1y Worthies 
of the Three Times (Sanshi tianzun 三 世 天 尊 ) achieved the state of nonaction in 由IS
manne民 condudes the Tianzun. 

咀lat is all very well for future and present generations， responds 由e zhenren of the 
Explanation of the Law， but what is to be done for those a1ready in the hells? Since 
the entire ritual of salvation (qianba zhi ge 遣拔 之恪 ) is recorded in the scriprures of 
the Three Caverns (Sando1移 动ongji吻 三 洞果槌; 6a)， the Tianzun presen臼 here only 
a s山nmary: if even 由e "0伍cials who study the 1注。" m山t save their 皿cestors before 
由ey can save themselves， how much more is 由is rrue of ordinary people? As s∞n as a 
parent dies， one must sumrnon the Tianzun who lives "beyond 由is world in the Palace 
of the Far East. . . . One need Only tum to him in one's mind， fix one's thoughts on his 
venerable countenance， and call out his name;' for he has vowed to save every li白ng
being， and he will come， just as his name sugg臼队 "in search of the voice" (xumhe1纫
寻暨). One rnay also light nine larnps to 山山mne 由e lρng Night (see 1411 Dongxuan 
lingbao cha吻口hi户jiuy仰yugUt mt1锣zhen ke rsb-24a). 咀le lamps rnust be lit over a 
period of forty-nine days. One rnight also make a so叫-b缸mer， copy and disseminate 
由e present scripture， or give alms to 由e p∞r. As a r，口叫t of由白e rneritorious deeds 
(gongde 功 德 )， 由e nam臼 ofone's p缸'en岱 红e removed 仕om the Black List and their 
souls c皿 then ascend to the Pure Land. 

This text is quoted in 3S3 Sha1锣q吻ji叨Ut用ft1移xiuzhen zhixuan m叼
.
吻 (q.v.) .

Taishang dongxuan lingbao wangsheng jiuku miaoji吻
太 上 洞 玄 重 曹 性 生 救 苦妙幅
r 4  fols. 
T皿g (6r8-907) 
373 (fasc. r8r) 

John l嘲erwey

"Scripture for Saving [Deceased P:红ents] 仕om Distress in Future Lives." This 
scripture appears to be a Tang recension of 371 Taishang 由ψxuan lingbao san阳 阳ku
badu sbe叨si mÚWJ'i1矶 from which it takes its main thernes and character， and even its 
tit1e (see 2a， 7b). It plac臼 greater emphasis， however， on proselytism and pedagogy. 
Those who receive 由is text 缸e called upon "to spread it to those who have not heard 
it" (rob) and to exhort others to perform 由c 咱ve acts ofphi1anthropy" (nb-r归). 卫le
Heavenly Worthy proceeds to calcu1ate the return one may expect on each charitable 
"investment;' whi1e also warning 由at "if one's wealth is not enough to redeem [加
楠 ] 0时's sins， the wealth has no weight" ( r3a). 

The ritual and institutional instructÎons are also more precise 由an m 由e 371 Badu 
shengsiji吻. To save one's ancestors， one m山t ask a Taoist master (daoshi 道 前 ) to 
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perform a severi-day Retreat (2a). If one wishes to use "由e text of the five medita
tions，" one must "invite a master and receive it in accordance with the co仕" (8a). 
Among the five charitable acts， three consist in giving money to religious institutions 
and inciting others to do likewise (I2a-b). Frequent reference is made to the merit of 
those who "Ieave 由e family" in order to dedicate themselves to 由e religious life (6a， 
9b， I2b). The ritual for one's deceased paren臼 should be done on 由e forty-nin由 and
one hundredth days， for "within fo町-nine days their sins are judged and within one 
hundred days 由ey enter one of the Five Pa由S" (7b).

John L嘲erwey

TRishRng dongxURn lingbRo j切r.ggong miRojing 末 I二 洞 立 重 曹津供妙幢
10 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
376 (fasc. 181) 
"Ma凹elous Scripture on 由e Pure Offering产 This Pure Offering-here revealed 

to GE  XUAN by his three masters : 由e zhenren Yu1uoqiao 曹罹翻， Guangmiaoyin 
光 妙 音 ， and Zhendinggu皿g 真 定 光 ， already mentioned in 346 Taishang dong.xuan 
li咽bao zhe叩 qω叼U声lun m叫.吻- is intended to replace the Grand Offering of 370 

Taisha吻 伽rg.xuan lingbao san:如栩如'1J:咆划'/.RndU d.阳ianjing (IOa). Unlike 也.e lattel飞
the Pure Offering must be made not only on 由e days of由E ηlI"ee Principl口， but also 
on 由e days of the five la， 瞄 festivals. Whereas in 370 D即仰nji1移 出e most important 
由ing was to recite the revealed scripture， 由e pr'臼ent text emph皿lZeS 由e performance 
of a day-Iong ritual 由at α血ninates at noon in a gig四tic offering- as large as a moun
tain， 由e text says (3b， 9a) -for all hungrγ sou1s. The present text also insists on 由c
danger these souls represent for the well-being of the li叫ng and emphasizes 由e duty 
every pious son has toward his natural parents and his "true parents." Less importance 
is attached to 由e sufferings of出口e hungry sou1s and to 由e karmic origins of their 
suffering. 

ηle pr口ent text c皿 be distinguished 丘om its predec臼sor by a style 由at is more 
obviously influenced by Buddhism. Witness the frequent use of the double negative 
(for instance， "neither birth nor dea由"; 7b) and 由e disrinction between exhaustible 
(youjin 有 蛊 ) and inexhaustible (wujin 氟 噩 ) offerings (6a). Such terminology is typi
cal ofTaoist texts of the end of the six由 四d 由e beginning of the seventh century. 

Joh饵 L咱erwey
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DongxURn lingbRo zhonglJing weiyi jing 洞 京 重 曹锺磐威融 髓
7 fols. 
Tang (618-907)?  
53 1  (fasc 29S) 
"B∞k of the Protocol for [Sounding] 由 Bell and the Chime Stone产 These two 

instruments announce the hours of the service and punαuate 由e ritual recitations. 
The bell m山t be struck a certain number of times for different occasions. Errors are 
p山lÏshed by Heaven. 

This is a small didactic scripture of uncertain date. lt contains twelve hymns (so栩
如 皿d agãthã (ji 匍 ) celebrating 由e virtues of the instruments. All 由e hymns and 
the gãthã are rh严ned.

K巾。如 S仇ipper

DongxuRn lingbRo jiu zhenren 阳ifu sRngui xingdRo gURnmen ji叨
洞玄噩 曹 九 虞 人 五 徨三 周 行 道 自问陋
8 fols. 
T扭g (618-907) 
990 (fasc. 白的
"Scripture ofthe Nine Zhenren for the Contemplation ofthe Gates and the Prac

tice of the Tao by Means of the Five Restorations and the Three Returns产 The Nine 
Zhenren are listeners who， upon hearing the words of the T泊， proceed to an altar 
area to show lay people how to advance in 由e Way 皿d transcend all difficulti口. The 
咀ve restorations and three returns" undoubtediy refer to a retum to 由e proper use 
of the five senses 皿d of the sRnye 三 棠 (由c 由ree sourc口 ofkarmic disorder， namely， 
the body， the heart， and the mou由). Frequent reference is made to "returning to 由c
r∞t;' to 由e Wa机 to the heart， and to const皿可'. The ga刨 出e adept contemplates are 
presumably 由e gates ofthe senses， which he or she controls as the result ofhis or her 
"practice of the five victories" (+b--sa). 

This praαice enables the adept to 臼cape 丘om 由e Nine Dark Realms ofhell. Each 
hell is described 豁 出e p山lÏshment for a specific sin : ag也nst the Tao or its De， against 
one's nature or ag组nst reason， or against one ofthe five Confucian virtues. Each kind 
ofsin a盯acts a specific demon 由at attaches itself to one or 皿0由er as严α ofthe per
son (one's knowledge， one's w山， etc小 The first hell is govemed by the Jade Emperor， 
由e next 由ree by the Three Sovereigns， and the last five by 由e Five Emperors. By 
avoiding 由e various sins， adepts can purifY 由eir hearts， recover "true constancy，" and 
ascend to "the supreme place" or to "the fruit of the Great One." 

Jo加 I咽erwey



Do吻'Xuan lingbao taishang liuzhai shizhi shengji ft吻
洞 玄 重 曹 太上六 费 十 匾堕自己陋
9 f'Ols. 
Eigh由 t'O tenth centu叩
12'0'0 (fasc. 875) 
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"Lingba'O Scripture 'On 由e 5ix Annual M'Onths 'Of Fast， the Ten M'Onthly Days 'Of 
Fast， and the Records 'Of the 5也nt产 This is 'One 'Of twelve scriptures printed in 1016 at 
由e request 'Of WANG QINRU'O (Xu Zizhi tongjian changbian 86. IOb). Bibliographic 
menti'On of this scripture is found in Bishu sheng xubian彻o siku queshu mu 2.2Ib. The 
scripture contains a c'Ompilation 'Of the different kinds 'Of fast and 由e calendrical dates 
pertaining t'O 由em， wl由 a discussi'On 由at emphasizes the spiritual c'Omp'Onent 'Of the 
fast， referring to 由e weU-kn'Own passage in Zhua吻'ZÌ 'On 由e Fast 'Of the Heart. This 
discussi'On is f'OUowed by a selecti'On of citati'Ons from various works (the sources are 
n'Ot n缸ned) 由at introduce the basic ideas ofLaozi's teaching. 

At least the part 'Of this text dealing wi由 the fast (1b-4a) seems t'O come from the 
l'Ost Xuanyz，ωn hua:吻'di she1切i 五 元 皇 帝壁祀 in ten juan， written by YIN WENCA'O 
between 679 and 684 (see "Ym Wenca'O bei 尹 文操碑;' 9S7 Wω4 切4纫fJuω4ωan zt)秒ψ，咀仰1

b )t 门 I.牛ι9b忧): 由e p豁邮sa唔g臼 z且a 扭d 3归a-斗4a a陀 cited in463 曰阳仰t切u 均d句jiel仿ωlω'ü ch.刷8. lbι-2风a ， 8 .3拘
a臼s c∞onung 仕'Om 由e S，助'he栩ii仰州t句ïji刃F吻E锣矶，倪; in464 Zh切a呵t}t仿Eυlωu la←-2a and 8b 由ey 红'e cited under the 
title Hu印刷 仇仰侈'di加叨i 混 元 皇帝壁祀 and She1切协�. 古旧 part of the pr口ent
text als'O shows the s缸ne f'Ormal divisi'On (presentati'On with a subsequent discussi'On， 
lun 揄 ) as a fragment 'OfYIN WENCA'O'S w'Ork prese凹ed in 盯QQ I02 .la-6a and als'O 
entitled Hunytωnhua吻'di shengji ji咽·

On the basis of c'Orresponding passages in W5BY and Zuowang lun 坐忘揄 (YJQQ
94.lb)， a number of sentences 'On pag臼 科-b， 5ι6a， 皿d 7a-8b can be shown to c'Ome 
仕'Om 由e lost Mitwzhen jing 妙 舆 扭 . A passage 'On pag口 6a-b is from the Wenzi 文 子
(746 Tongxuan zhenji1移 5.2a-牛b). A paragraph 'On pages 8h-9b is als'O found in ηQQ 
55.8ι9a， where 由e s'Ource is indicated as 1ìψ吻 bilu 玉清挝、臻 .

Y翩翩:hi 伽rgzhen cishan xiaozi baoen cheng，郎。问
元 始 洞 翼 踵 善 孝 子 部恩成道陋
6 f'Ols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
66 (fasc. 32) 

Hans-He1切ann Schmidt

"B'O'Ok of the Filial 5'On， Good and Merci且址， Wh'O Repays His Debt [t'O His Par
en臼] and s'O Achieves the Ta'O?' 5ee the foU'Owing article on 380 Dongxzωn lingba。
如0)'，ωJti咽·
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Do叨xUlln lingbllo daoyllo ji吻 洞玄噩曹道要跑
8 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
380 (fasc. 182) 
"Book of the Sumrnary of the Tao产 卫ùs text， toge由er Wl由 66 卫ω阳hi do吻zhen

cishan xiaozi baoen cheng白。)t叨 is one of the basic texts of the Way of Filia1 Pie可 (xiao
彻。 孝道 ; see a1so 449 Xiao勋。 WuXu er zhenjun zhua.n). J udging from 由e conceprual 
四d linguistic s由ùlarity of由e present text 四d 66 Che1锣剧。ji吻" as well as from 由e fact 
由at the last sentence ofboth texts is identica1， it seems likely 由at 由自e two texts were 
written by 由e same person. The 山e of cert但n terms and rurns of phrase borrowed 
仕om seven由-cenru町 Taoist literarure-such as Rea1 Tao (zhen刷。 虽 jÆ ; 66 Che1锣勋。
l'吻 4b)， 时 [Great] Supreme Tao (wushang [da)伽 氟上 [ 大 ] 道 ; 66 Che吻向0)，吻
la; 380 Daoy旧jiψ 6a) -sets a terminus post quem for 由e date of由臼e texts. The 山C
of the term wuJ切 m吻 黛 垂 藏 (inexhaustible reservoir; 380 Daoyao jing 7a) sugg口岱
a date around 700 (C( Gernet， Bu功lhism in Chinese soci，呵， 210-17). Traditionally， the 
xiaodao is considered a branch of Lingbao Taoism. 

Both the present text and 66 Che1移向oJt咿 constirute "words of the Tao;' but the 
latter is 由c 咆asic text" (benwen 本 文 ) of the movement， while the pr口ent text is - as 
its title states -a "sumrnary of the Tao" (由φ刷 道 要 ; 4-b). The title of 66 Che1锣句。ji:叨
emphasiz臼 its 由eologica1 priority over 由e "s山nm缸y" by liI汰ing itself to 由e highest 
of the Three Cavems (Dongzhen 洞 虞 ) of the Three Pure Ones (Yu皿shi 元始; see 
Ib: 阳sha叨 砌砌oyuanshi tianzun 黛上大道元始天尊).

B。由 texts are panegyri臼 to 由e xiao砌0， but it is 66 Che吻勋。jing 由at describes 由c
teaching's origin: the zhenren of the left， 出e right， and the center tak.e form by be
coming differentiated from the Primordia1 Beginning (Ia). A丘'er 90，000 ka1pas， 由ey
leave the "jade matrix" with bodies 由at are luminous "like 由e new moon." Another 
90，000 ka1pas later， "they transform themselves into babies and attach themselves to 
their Rea1 Mother" (Ib). There， 由ey gradually grow up， while waiting for the right 
time to reenter the world. 

Each of these "true kings of filia1 pie旷'-this is 由e epithet given them by 由e Yuan
shi tianzun 元 始 天 尊 -rules over one of the Three Luminaries (sa吻ω吻 三 光 ; 由E

sun， the moon， and the Big Dipper). 。甲h皿s are able to "repay 由e p口mordia1 debt 
to their parents" by worshiping the Three Luminaries (4a-b). The three zhenren "love 
life and reject dea由" (2a). All that is evil-eating meat， drinking wine， stea1ing， and 
adultery-is therefore alien to their way. Those who follow 由e Way ofFilia1 Piety are 
as powerful as the Tao (2b). They are able to discard the Five Anxieties (3b) and to 

control a coun町， a body， 山ness， or the Ten Thousand Things (4a). In the land of an 
enlightened king (mi吻wang 明 王 ) who governs according to 由e "rules of the teach
ing" (j，叫化 教戒) offilia1 piety， there will be Great Peace 仰伊吻 太 平 ). It su血ces to 
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recite this text in order to repay one's debt， 四d to initiate a ritua1 concert in Heaven 
臼 well. Therefore，由e Ch e吻剧。卢W must be di伍lsed by all possible means. 

According to 由e present text，由e Supreme Way pu岱 皿 end forever to由e cycle 
of life and death， to suffering 皿d karmic causa1ity (6a)， for 血ia1 piety never leaves the 
Gold Portal (由e source of life) and由ω closes off hermetically由e way ofd臼由(7a).
Filial piety is related to maturation (ch eng成 ) 豁 出e Tao is to birth (Ia). Those who 
are not grateful to their parents are worse由an animals: 由ey are sinful souls (2a). 
But so great is 由e comp吕sion of a 副ia1 person由at the True King of High Bright
n口s (Gaoming zhenwang 高 明 真 王 )， on seeing those sinfuJ souls in由e eighteen 
hells， transfo口ns himself. 由缸业s to由e light in his filial heart， into由e "cloud of an 
immortal!' This cloud converts the entire 田lÍverse and enables such souls to receive 
forgiven口s， "to wash themselves in由e mysterio山 ford 皿d to ascend 出e Phoenix 
Steps" (3a). After having made their confession由ere，由ey return to their tombs. 
From由ese tombs由ey then appear to their descendants in dreams (仰移meng 通事)
and e对10 rt them to "repay their debts." Once the descendants have done this， their 
ancestors ascend to由e Southern Palace. 

Thus， concludes the Tao， "sinful souls receive forgiveness 皿d go on to practice 
the Tao， while由eir descendants， enlightened by their dreams， practice filial piety. But 
those who follow my way should first practice filial piety and， in the second place， 
practice由e l￥。"(3b). 

Tllishllng IÚJngxuan Ii吻bllo baxilln 1l11lng jillojie jing 
太 上 洞 玄 噩 曹 八仙王教强砸
7 fols. 
Tang (618--907) 

III2 (fasc. 758) 

John I嘲仰'ey

"Scripture on the Rules and Teaching for the Eight Immorta1 Kings." This text is 
identica1 to 66 Yuanshi do吻劝'en cishlln xia.ozi baoen che吻砌oji吻. It defi.nes itself as 
"由e statement of the rules and of the teaching Uiaojie 教甜] of the supremely great 
Tao to由e enlightened kings of earth" (6b). The Eight Immorta1s mentioned in由E
title do not appear in由e text. 

John I嘲erwey
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2.B.7.a.3 Short Doctrinal and Prophylactic Texts 

Taisha吻 shengxuan xiaozai huming miaojing 太 上异 豆 消 灾 疆 命 妙砸
2 fo1s. 
T皿g (618-907) 
19 (fasc. 巧)
"Marvelo山 Sc口pture ofthe Most High E1evation to Mystery， which Protects Life 

and Averts Disaster?' From the Palace of the Fivefo1d Brightness (Wl山ning gong li 明
宫 ) in the Forest ofthe Seven Jewels， the Heavenly Worthy ofPrimordial Beginning 
emits a ray of light 由at illurnines 由e misery of all beings sunk in the River of Passion 
(Aihe 爱 河 ) and the Sea of Desire (Yi山al 欲海). Addressing himself to all beings， 由C
Heavenly Worthy e对l0rts them to understand 由at 由e vacUl町 of things is no more 
cenain than 由eir perceptib1e reali句: "Those who know 由at vaa且可 is not unreal and 
由at 出e perceptible reality is not mere appear皿ce are enlightened， and have even 
begun to penetrate 由e m红velo山 sounds产 He concludes by saying 由at when this 
scripture is recited， a host of gods will come and proteα 由e adept. 

The 1皿guage 皿d 由e argumentation of the text are 可pical of the first centu可 of
the Tang period. Two undated Dunhuang manuscrip臼 (Õfuchi Ninji， Tonkõ diikyõ: 
Mokurokuhen， 如俨16) are titled Taisha1锣 shengxtωn humi吻ji咽·

This work has remained popular over 由e centuries. Du GUANGTIN G  recounts 
a miracle linked to its recitation (see Verellen， "Evidentia1 miracles:' 237). The Song 
emperor Zhenzong (r. 997-1022) wrote a preface to it (盯QQ I22.16a-b). Its recita
tion was pan of the celebration of the Huanglu zhai 黄鲸膏 during 由e Song (see 
508 Wushe吻 huanglu dazhai liche叨 yt. 12且， 皿d 1224 Daomen di，移动i 5.6a). There 
are several commentaries : by LI DAOCHUN (101 Taishang she嘲翩翩 .xiaozai hum吻
m叫ing zhu)， by WANG JIE (100 Ta伽ng shengxuan xiaozai shω humi，锣 m叫't吻)，
四d by Zhang Bo 强 自 (312 1加仰ng shn移:xuan .xiaozai humÍ1锣 m叼叼 song).

Taishang laojun shuo xiaozai jing 太 上老 君 就 消 .w. 髓
6 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
631 (fasc. 341) 

JohnL嘲erwey

"Scripture on Warding off Calamities， Pronounced by the Most High 1ρrd Lao?' 
Al由ough no details are known about the origin of this text， it is one of those minor 
scriptures typical of由eTangperiod. Bo由289 Cheng且对ψU吻taibiyao jing 3a and592 Shen
xian ganyu zhuan p8a mention a Xiaozai j吻:， probab1y r，仕rring to 由e present text. 

The scripture， revealed by Lord Lao to Yin xi 尹 喜 ， lists the 由i町-SlX 呵ira (jingang 
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金 刚 )， twenty-five divine k.ings (shenwang 神 王 )， twenty-seven strong men (lishi 力
士 )， and 嗣同r-seven Heavenly Masters (切切hi 天师， residing above the 由irty-six
heavens)， all of whom were to be invoked when a household suffered from demons， 
diseases， or other calamities. When male or female believers recited 由is scripture， all 
misery came to an end. For 由e Buddhist polemics about 由e appearance of jingang 
and l伪i divinities in Taoism， see Bianzheng lun 黯ðiE 揄 8.547a--c.

Hans-He1叨例nn Schmidt 

Taishang changsheng yanshou ji fude jing 太 上 最 生 延 毒 集 福德陋
2 fols. 
Tang (618--907) 
21 (fasc. 2勾5)
"咆Scαripture for t由he Prolonga挝血tion ofLife and t由he AcαCαu山1且mτnuωIla血tion ofFeli比1C1町町 皿d 岛Meηrit丁

During 皿 c∞nc∞ount优er in the land of t由he Ma唔gic City (Hu山1且ad出heng 思伊10 化 城 圄 )， 由c
Divine King oflρng Life 皿d the Protection ofFelicity (Changsheng hufu shenwang 
员 生 理 福神 王 ) asks of the Heavenly Worthy of Primordial Beginning what rites 
should be performed by those who， overwhelmed with misfortune， wish to enter 由E
Gate of the Law (ru famen 入 法 阿 ). 吁ou should first teach them how to pur均 由elr
bodies， hearts， and mouths and 由en transmit to them the superior methods of the 
Three Caverns:' 出e Heavenly Worthy answers. He then adds two fo口nulas， one for 
由e prolongation oflife， 由e other for 由e accurnulation offelicity and merit. One must 
recite these [0口nulas according to a specific rite and calendar. The text concludes wi由
a h严nn of thanks chanted by the Divine King， and with the audience's vow to follow 
the Supremely Great Tao. 

John L嘲nτvey

Yuanshi tianzun shuo she吻tian delÚJO jing 元始天靠在生天得道幢
2 fols. 
T皿g (618--907) 
24 (fasc. 27) 
"Pronouncement of the Heavenly Worthy of Primordial Beginning on Li叫ng m

Heaven and Obtaining the Tao." Written in 由e usual s可le of Mahãyãna 1￥oist scrip
tures (彻che吻jingdian 大乘耀典)， 由is text is a short s山m町 ofsuch physiological 
practices as the circulation of the harmonious breath (taihe zhe叫i 太 和 !真 气 ) and the 
interior vision (neiguan 内 翻 ). The recitation ofthis scripture is already mentioned in 
an inscription dated 980 σinshi cuibian I25. 19b) and listed in the Bishu sheng (see VDL 
100). Some liturgical manuals of the Song period (for example， 508 Wusha嘲 huanlu
dazhai 1:份。移yi 12.2b; 1221 Shangqi:咽 liψbω 句向 55.3Ib; 1224 Daomen di吻'zhi 5.7b) 
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also advocate the recitation ofthis scripture in由e conte双 of rites for 由e salvation of 
由e soul. 

Jo.加 I栩例句

Taishang yuanshi tianzun zhengguo zhenjing 太 上 元 始天尊理果 真 幢
r fol. 
Tang (618--907) 
47 (fasc. 29) 
"True Scripture of the Most High Heavenly Worthy of Primordial Beginning 

on Rewards产 This brief scripture deals with the rewards (zhe咆{!1UO �置果 ) that can 
be obtained through its transmission and constant recitation: heavenly protection， 
roaming the Shangqing Heaven， immortali町，四d由e destruction of demonic powers. 
Ordinary mortals are rewarded with longevity， domestic happin臼s， and redemption 
of their souls from postmortem punishment. A hyrnn recapitulating these ideas con
cludes由e scripture. 

Ursula-AngelibJJ Cedzich 

Taisha，叨 yuanshi tianzun shuo xuming miaojing 太 上 元 始 天 尊戴帽命妙醒
r fol. 
Tang (618--907) 
48 (fasc. 29) 
"Marvelous Scripture for the Prolongation of Life， Spoken by the Most High 

Heavenly Worthy of Primordial ßeginning." Taishang daojun 太 上 道 君 having been 
ordered by Yuanshi tianzun 元始天尊 to save people from suffering by spreading "his 
me由o町' enjoins human beings to invoke the two zhenren ofGreat Mercy-the zhen
ren ofGreat Charity (彻hui 大 惠 ) and the zhenren who Saves from Distress (jiuku 救
苦 ) -whenever由ey are sick or in di伍culty. η甘s indication will su血ce to save them 
皿d "prolong由eir lives." 

In the hymn由at follows，由e Iaity are called Men and Women ofPure Fai由 (qi 吻
xin nannü 清信 男 女 ) ， a term characteristic of the Tang period. 

Taisha吻yuanshi tianzun shuo dayu tongwang jing 
太 上 元 始 天 靠 在 大 雨 髓 王 陋
3 foIs. 
Tang (6r8--907) 
51 (fasc. 29)  

Jo加 L咽erwey

"Scripture ofthe Great Rain-Producing Dragon-Kings， Spoken by the Most High 
Heavenly Worthy of Primordial Beginning." At the heart of 血is text we find 由c
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names of sixty-eight dragon-k.ings for invocation in periods of drought. Good men 
and women (shan nanzi shan nüren 善 男 子 善 女 人) are encouraged to go wherever 
there is a drought to copy 由is text， transmit it in a "pure and solemn" m皿ne飞 and
then ask a Ritual Master of Great Virtue (GlUJde户rhi 高 德 法 嗣 ) to recite it in a "Tao
ist arena." The altar may also be called a Pure Land (ji:叨tu i争 土 ) ， 皿d one may use it 
to pray for rain on 由e six monthly days of fasting (加zhai ri 六 肃 日 ; Ib). To all these 
ex缸nples of typical Tang terminology can be added the expression "For what reason?" 
(hη，;.gu 何以故; Ib). The text begins in 由 same way as 62 Yuanshi tianwa吻 huanle

l'吻: "When Yuanshi tianzun had completed [a tour of inspection] of the Five (Ten in 
62 Huanle jing) Directions . . ." 

Taishang huguo qiyu xiaomo jin. 太 上 撞 圄 而 雨 消魔醒
4 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 

52 (fasc. 月)

John L嘲'erwey

"Demon-Slaying Scripture for Protecting 由e Country 皿d Praying for Rain;" The 
zhenren Moonlight (YufiJua吻 月 光) arrives at Yujing shan 玉 京 山 on a white crane 
and announces to the Heavenly Worthy of Primordial ßeginning (Yuanshi tianzun 
元 始 天 尊 ) his desire to save 由e people of the yanfu 固 浮 world from all natural 
calamities. The zhenren requ臼臼 由 口pedient means (向'Zgbian 方 便 ) to accomplish 
this task. The Tianzun then lists his spiritual powers 由at 飞bide in 由is world and save 
仕om all diffic时口旷 (2a). When people encounter difficulties， 由ey need merely recite 
由is book. 

The zhenren then asks for a ritual 仰而 法 事 ) by which to obtain rain. Transmit 
my teaching in the Yanfu world， the Tianzun says. TeU them， wherever 由ey may be， to 
create altars (归nchang 擅塌) with images of the Wo时lies (zu即侈ng 靠像 ) and flags， 
and then to recite 由is scripture and perform a Retreat and an Offering (zhaizhuan 膏
霞). These acts w山 cause 由e gods to send dragon-k.ings and masters of thunder and 
rain to make the clouds app臼r.

At 由e end of the b ∞ k， 由由e Tian缸anzl
功 instead of Taiωf伪ha1吻z锣fJ. Among t由he god出s t<ωo whom the offi佳c盯ering is addressed， there is a 
Father and a Mother ofCelestial Merits (tia吻。吻户mu 天功 父 母 ; 如).

John L嘲erwey
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Taisha1叨 zhenyi bao fumu enzhong jing 太 上 虞 一部 父母恩重陋
2 f01s. 
Tang (618-907) 
65 (fasc. 32) 
"Scripture of the Most High True One for Repaying One's Debt Toward One's 

Iρving Parents." By request of the Shangzhi 上 智 ， 由e Heavenly Worthy of Primor
dial ßeginning recalls the heavy debt eve可 human being owes his or her paren臼. He
then 1ists the rituals one may perform in repa严nent. If one's parents suffered 仕om
illness due to evi1 demons， one should perform rituals called 彻ochang 道塌 . A丘er 由c

death of one's parents， one should begin with the observation of a Retreat (zhai 费)，
of fony-nine days， and then on one's own birthday， one should remember 由at it was 
one's paren岱 who gave one 1ife. 

The recitation of the present text is advocated in 1224 Daomen di吻zhi 5.归·

Zhenzang jing yaojue 虞 藏 醒 要 敌
6 f01s. 
Tang (618-907) 
96 (fasc. 48) 

John I栩erwey

"Epitome of the True Reservoir Scripture?' Two brief passages aside， this sumrnary 
is entirely composed of citations from 4 Wushang neibi zhenza吻 jing. The first of 
the added passag臼 trea岱 由e importance ofkeeping the commandments (3句-7) ; 由C
second passage criticiz臼 as useless such Buddhist practic臼 as giving oneself to a tiger 
and self-imm01ation by fire (4bl-8). 

Jo加 I咽erwey

Taishang do吻翩翩 l切r，gbaoguanmiao jing 太 上 洞玄重曹自妙陋
2 f01s. 
T皿g (618-907) 
326 (fasc. 167) 
"Scripture for Contemp1ating the Marvelous according to 由e Lingbao Tradition." 

刀山 scripture corresponds， 仕om 由e first 1ine (Ib)， to 400 D01纫mωn li1锣bao di地rguan
Jt1锣 4a to the end， and to the 1ast paragraph of 1036 Zuowang lun (beginning on 16b). 
The text is mentioned in 由e Suichu tang shumu 23b (see VDL 172) and must date from 
由e 11皿g or Five Dynasties (907-960) period. 

Isabelle Robinet 
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Taishang dongxuan 1切rgbao hu zhu tongzi jing 太 上洞 玄 重 曹 疆藉 童 子 幢
3 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
328 (fasc. 167) 
"Lingbao Scripture of the Protecting Lads?' The "Protecting Lads" mentioned in 

the title are emissaries of the stars 由at govem the destiny of h山口缸uty. Those whose 
lives are threatened by 由e harmful actions of the "dogs of heaven and earth" must 
burn incense and recite 由is text， which is primarily an invitation both to 由e Lads of 
the true qi of the seven stars of the Big Dipper and to the Lads of the beams of qi from 
the Five Directions. The conclusion shows 由at it is 由is recitation 由at enables 由c
Lads to ca町 on their work in the world. The passage Ib-2a derives from 336 Taisha吻
dm纫'Xuan li1锣baoyebao yin�ωnp1纫 8.7a.

John I栩erwey

Taishang dongxuan li咽bao sifang dayuan jing 太上洞玄 重 曹 四 万 大 脑 砸
5 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
抖3 (fasc. 176) 
"Lingbao Scripture ofthe Great Supplications [to Be Pronounced] in the Four Di

rections." 1n this scripture， 由e Heavenly Worthy pronUses to those who seek to obtain 
the 1￥0 -be it in their mountain retreats or in monasteries -that 由ey shall reach their 
goal if， in the moming and in the evening， 由ey speak 由e given supplications into the 
four directions and pronounce certain benedictions (zhuytωn 祝踊 ) before and a丘er
eating and drinking. 

Of the four series of supplications for oneself and for others (fourteen directed to 
由e sam臼 皿d zhenren in the east， eleven to those in the sou由， nine to those in 由c
west， and seven to those in the north; la-3b)， 由e first two are based on 22 Yuanshi 
wulao ch创uyupian zbenwen tian.均叨叨 3.IIa-13a. 币le second part of the present text 
( 3b-5b) consists ofvarious benedictions 由at are spoken m也nly for the donor (zbaizhu 
膏 主 ) of the meal at nlidday (zh仰rgshi 中 贪 ). Some of those passages (钊， 4b-5a， 而)
缸e also found in 1410 Do吻'Xuan lingbao qianzben ke 29a-b. 

Hans-Hennann Schmidt 

Taishang lingbao zhihui guanshen jing 太 上 重 曹 智 慧 翻 身 砸
2 fols. 
First half of the Tang (618-907) dynasty 
350 (fasc. 177) 
"Lingbao Scripture on Wisdom and the Contemplation of the Body?' This short 

text probably originated during 由e first half of the Tang dynasty. 1n 771 it was carved 
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in stone in 由e Yon伊皿 guan 永 仙 翻 (near Chang'an) under the title 0:吻.吻 zhi
huigua阳henji吻 清 津 智 慧 眼 身 耀 (see Chen Yuan et al.， D，叫iiajinshi lüe， r53-54). 
The theme of this scripture， which conspicuously re1ies on Buddhist teπninol。由r and 
ideas， is 由e contemplation of the body and its componen臼， which in med.itation are 
found to be absolute1y void and 山us。可'. Thereby one attains to a consciousness in 
which one is no longer subject to suffering; 由山 one gains liberation (jiet削 解脱).

The three hymns to wisdom 由at condude 0町 text are also found in S24 Do嘲翩翩
li吻bao zhai shωgua吻 zhujie fa de1移 动印刷yi 7b-8a 四d 1364 Shangqi1锣 dm移动m
zhihui guanshen 匈·仿 wen ra-b. 

Hans-He1切ωnn Schmidt 

Taishang dongxuan li吻'baofuri miaojing 太 上 洞 玄 重 责 福 日 妙髓
3 fols. 
Tang (6r8-907) 
355 (fasc. r79) 
"Marve1ous Lingbao Scripture on 由e Days of Blessings?' 1n this sma11 treatise for 

use by lay people， the latter are invited to observe a fast on all days of blessings 协作
福 日 ) mentioned in 由e text (for the list of such days， see 464 Zhaij位 lu pass由1). 币le
mere recitatÏon of this text sufficed to avert misfort山le. It was therefore a high1y meri
torious act to copy and d.isseminate it. 

Taisha叨 shenzhou yanshou miaoji吻 太 上 神 咒 延 喜 妙醒
2 fols. 
T皿g (6r8-907) 
358 (fasc. 179) 

Jo.加 I咽erwey

"Wonderful Scripture of the Divine Formula ofInvocation by the Most High Lord 
of the Tao for Prolonging Life." 咀山 short scripture is 皿 abridged and obviously 
popularized version of 6so 1加hang 同iun shω cha1纫'she1移yisuan m叫.吻 or 672 Tai
sha吻 laojun shuo yisuan she币t m叫ii吻. For instance， the genera1s of the cyclical jia 
甲 combinations are not listed ind.ividually， and the fu 由at 红e shown and explained 
in detail in the above tex臼 缸e mentioned only briefly in 由e present text. 1nstead， 
emphasis is placed on the simple recitation of this short scripture. 

Hans-Hen仰nn Schmidt
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Tllishang daojun shuo jieyulln badu milloji，叨 太 上道君就解 冤拔度妙醒
2 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
372 (fasc. 181) 
"Marvelous Scripture for Sa1vation and Delivery from Enmity产 This expl扭扭on

of the Essentia1s of the Tao (Da.oyao 道 要 ) by the Most High 1ρrd ofthe 1泊， in the 
Baqian Forest 八藉林， illuminates the entire universe and accentuates 由e contrast 
between the hells and the Halls ofHappiness. What have those who suffer in the for
mer done? asks the zhenren of Great Faith (Duxin zhenren 度 信 翼 人). The 1ρrd of 
the Tao expl也ns 由at 由e zhenren， full of comp皿sion， decided to avail himse1f of the 
light of 由e "golden words" to di叽lige on Ea抽 出is book 由at de1ivers from soπow 
and rescues 仕om sins. Lay people are told to recite it six times during a retreat in 由d
Pure Room. 

Tllishang dongxulln li，叨bllo tianzun shuo jiku jing 
太 上 洞 京 重 贾 天 靠 自克 糟 苦 髓
3 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
375 (fasc. 181) 

John L咽erwey

"The Heaven1y Worthy Explains How to Overcome Di血cu1ties了， Whether it is for 
a difficu1t childbi巾， for sickness， or for a case ofbewitchment (gu伽 矗道 )， "invoke 
my name and 1 sha11 be attentive to the voice [xunshe吻 毒罄] 皿d come from Heaven 
with all my host direct1y to this house to save the sick， drive away 由e wandering sou1， 
and oblige it to return to its origina1 body [be阳hen 本 身 ]产 The Heaven1y Worthy is 
invoked (zhouq吻 咒藕) by 由e seven names given at 由e beginning of the text. 

咀le People of the 1坦o (Ib， 2a) 红e a1so invited to provide for "my servants， the Tao
ists，" to make books and statues， to establish temples and abbeys， and to recite 由is text 
three times a day. 

The reference to the Three Ways (wuji da彻。 知 幢 大 道 ， wushllng zhe吻'zhen 砌o 黛
上 正 属 道， and 阴阳 阳ipi1移 qi吻lUe 砌彻。 知属太平清构大道 ) seems to allude to 
1205 SlIntian ne仿兵吻 I.3a.

John I嘲erwey
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Taishang llUJjun shuo chang qingjing miaojing 太 上 老 君 就常清静妙醒
3 fols. 
First half of the Tang (618-907) 
620 (fasc. 341) 
''Wonderfu1 Scripture on Pe甲etual Purity and Tr皿q山H町" Spoken by the Most 

High lρrd Lao." This text probably dates 仕om 由e first half of the Tang d归asty. Bi
dian zhulin 16.3b lists a manuscript of this text 仕om the brush ofHuaisu 慢 素 ， dated 
785. An autograph in the calligraphy of Liu Gongquan 柳公槽， dated 840 (卫仰'Jan
guoyan lu 雪'厘温眼鲸 ; 3 .16b)， which was later carved in stone， features only a few 
variant characters (Zh01钮，刷 刷fa b叫ï zubian， "Liu Gongquan川.201-5). 币le work 
757 Taishang laojun shuo chang qi咆.，jingjing zhu 23a mentions an erntion with a COffi

mentary by SIMA CHENGZHEN，  andNanyue zo吻'She嘲弄 3.7a stat口 出at Li Simu 李
思 慕 (see453 Nanyuexiaolu 1 3a) wrote expl皿ations for this scripture. However， today 
no trace of these two commentaries can be found. For the discussion of an autograph 
oftheQi1切。移ji吻 attributed to Yang Hu 榻枯 ofthe Liang dyna町， but most likcly 
dating from 由 Tang， see Li Weiran， "Songta Qj吻.吻jin.，扩

The work gives instructions on how to restore bo由 由e constant purity of the spirit 
(shen 神 ) 由at is 0仕en upset by the mind (xin 心 )， and the pe甲etual atar皿y of the 
mind 由at is frequently harassed by desire: first by regarding alI phenomena as empty 
(ko咽 空 ) 皿d nonexistent (仰 氟 ) and then by transcending this view. One who fol
lows these instructions will gradually attain the Tao. 

ln an epilogue， G E X U AN describes the line of transmission of 由is te泣， which 
he has now recorded for 由e first 由ne， from the Queen Mother of the West down to 
himself. He also notes 由at 由e two zhenren， Zuoxuan zhenren 左 王 真 人 and Zheng
yi zhenren 正一 真 人 ， en山nerate 由e wonderfu1 effeαs 由at arise from reciting and 
holding on to the scripture. 

古lÌs scripture enjoyed great esteem among 由e Quanzhen Taoists. Not only does 
由e term q吨ηImg 清静 play 四 important role in WANG ZHE'S teaching (see， for 
instance， II56 Ch01纫rya吻 zhenrenji1锣uan yusωjue， passim)， but also the present text 
belongs to 由e handful of scriptures， 由e recitation of which w臼 recomrnended by 
Wang ("Zhongn扭 曲回 shenxian Chon町皿g zhenren qu皿zhen jiaozu bei，" 973 Gan
shui xianyuan lu I.8a). For the recitation of the scripture during the Huanglu 黄臻
ritual in the Song dynasty， see ρ9 Li1移bao wujing 吻ang.

B I B L I O G RAP H Y  

Li Weir扭， "Songta Qj7切吻Jf吻"; Zhongg制约呐 bianji zub仰， "Liu Gongquan;' 2.201-5. 

Hans-Hermann Schmidt 
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Taishang laojun shWJ anzhai bayang jing 太 上 老 君就安宅 八隔醒
2 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
634 (fasc. 3+1) 
"Scripture on 由e Eight Yang and on [Securing] Peace for the House， Spoken by 

the Most High 1ρrd Lao." This short text probably dates 仕om 由e Tang d归asty.
It shows a close correspondence， partly verbatim， with a section in TiRndi baya吻
shenzh仰ji咱 142抖， a Buddhist text. The latter scripture， 由e translation of which is 
attributed to Yijing 蔬 津 (635-7时， was first listed in a bibliography and described in 
800 (Zhenyωn xindù切 政ijiRo mulu 28.I017a-b) .  It was condernned as apocryphal in 
Beishan lu 2.582C (completed in 806). 

The pr口ent scripture giv臼 no expl皿ation for 由e term b.町'ang 八 隔 (Eight Yang)， 
whereas the Buddhist text (1424b) equates "eight" wi由 "discrimination" (jenbie 分
别 ) and wi由 由e eight kinds of perception (bashi 八赣) 皿d expl也ns yang 豁 出e "clear 
understanding" of the principle of emptiness and nonexistence (kongwu zhi li 空 费
之 理 ). While the Buddhist work further discusses topics like burial and marriage， 
由e present text limits itself to 由e pacl命ing of dwe山ng places : wherever the dragon 
deities (仰when 髓 楠 ) have been disturbed and death-bringing forces (sha 煞 ) have 
been aroused in 由e course of digging for the construction of a house， all harm can be 
averted and harmony and peace secured by reciting 由is scripture. 

The mention of a Bayang jing in 289 Chengxing li吻tai biyao ji吻 4a pr白山nably
refers either to 由is text or to 63S 1协ha吻 问iun shω 阳xie baya1侈，咱·

Ha侃s-Hermann Schmidt 

Taishang laojun shWJ buxie bayang ji吻 末 I二 老 君在辅甜八隔幢
2 fols. 
T四g (618-907) 
635 (fasc. 341) 
"Scripture on 由e Eight Yang and the Amends， Spoken by the Most High 1ρrd 

Lao?' This scripture largely corresponds to 制 Taisha1切 问iun shuo anzhai baya咱
)t吻. It could be a later version of the latter， since the list of divinities is more exten
sive here. Also the use of the scripture is specific in 由at its recitation should be done 
a丘er 由e construction works (由at disturb 由e forc臼 residing in 由e ear由) have been 
completed. 

Although the use of our text within the framework of a ritual is not explicitly men
tioned， it is clearly related to 由e anzhai zhai 安 宅 肃 described in 4-66 Li叨bao li吻m
jidujinshu (especially 198 . 1b-2b and 320.17b-19a). 

Ham-Hermann S命midt
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TRishRn 伽ljun shω ShR叨lJi miezuij￥ifu miRojing 
太 上 老 君 戴 上 七 漏 罪 集 福 妙 牺
4 f'Ols. 

T皿g (618--907)? 
1170 (fasc. 839) 
"W'Ondr'Ous Book 'Ofthe Seven [Stars] 'On High That Ab'Olish Sin and Gather Hap

piness， Spoken by the M'Ost High 1ρrd La'O!' This scripture f'Or recitati'On in w'Orship 
'Of 由e seven Dipper stars that c'Ontr'Ol fate is sirnilar to 622 Taisha吻 mωnli吻 be幼m
benmi吻"即heng zhenJÏ1锣. The passage 'On v'Ows pron'Ounced t'O 由e d谊erent stars 'Of 
the c'Onstellati'On (2a-b) is partly identical in w'Ording t'O 由e h归nns in 622 Yansheng 
zheψ吻 8ι9a.

古lis w'Ork was included in the Taiging divisi'On by the edit'Ors 'Of由e MingDaoza栩j
it 由us seems un1ikely 由at it was still currently in use f'Or liturgical pu甲'Oses in modem 
times. We may theref'Ore suppose 由at 由e present scripture is earlier 由四 622 Ya阳heng
zhenjing， and 由at 由e f'Ormer has perhaps inspired the latter. 

Kristofer S仿驷衍

TRishRng shuo tongz.hen gRohuRng jieJURn ji吻 太 上 就通 翼 高 皇解 冤 腥
2 f'Ols. 
Tang (618--907) 
I件9 (他C. 1063)
"Scripture 'On Communicating with the Zhenren， High and August， and 'On De

liverance from Calamity， Sp'Oken by the M'Ost High [1ρrd 'Of the Ta'O]了， This text is 
identical with 372 Taishang 砌够iun shωj句uan badu m叫吻.

TRishRng dongxuRn jizhong jing 太 上洞立精隶陋
3 f'Ols. 

T四g (618--907) 
1460 (fasc. 1064) 

Hans-Hermann Schmidt 

"Scripture 'On Universa1 Deliverance， from the D'Ongxuan Can'On 'Of the M'Ost 
High产 This text is a small jewel 'Of m'Onastic and dia1ectic Ta'Oism 'Of the seventh and 
eigh由 centuries. It deals succinctly with 'One 'Of the m'Ost fundamental pr'Oblems 'Of 
Ta'Oism， the 'Origin 'Of evil: d'Oes evil stem 仕om 由e spirit (shen 神 ) 'Or 仕om kn'Owledge 
(shi 强 ) ? Compare 由e discussi'On 'On 由is subject in 9 1汕加增卢cheng haiko吻 zhiza吻

l'咽 1.22a f[ The pr臼ent text mak.es it app红ent 由at in 由is new f'Orm 'Of Ta'Oism 由c
hum皿 being is n'O l'Onger c'Onsidered as a body filled wi由 spmts 由at 'One must try t'O 
retain， but as a spirit end'Owed with kn'Owledge. 0时's difficulties stem from the l'Oss 'Of 
'One's "Iucid nature" (mi吻'Xt，移 明 性 )， 由at is， from 'One's misc'Oncepti'Ons c'Oncerning 
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one's real originS. One does not own one's body but is on1y its temporary occupant. 
白le paren臼 who gave one life are not true p缸en臼 (hence the role of monasticism). 
Once one has understood (阳 悟 ) that one is born from the Void Spontaneity 
(xuwu ziran 虚 氟 自 然 ; see 1438 Taisha咿 问仰 刷刷 ziran be印户叨， one w山 no
longer be a prisoner of passions or the body: "He will have a body no more; his 
spirit and body will become one; he will have found his original parents and achieved 
由e Tao." 

币le version of the present text in ηQQ 3I.7b-IOa has on1y a single important vari
ant: on page Ibl， shui 在 should read 刷 赣.

Taiji zuo xiangong shuo shenJ切j切 太 植 左 仙 公 就神符陋
7 fols. 
II I7 (fasc. 759) 

John I栩'erJVη

"Scripture of the Divine Talisman Spoken by Taiji [Zhenren] and Zuo Xiangong?' 
Zuo xiangong is 由e title ofGE XUAN . 1n 由is text， he recoun臼 the transmission of an 
elixir， 由e medicinal power of which "equals 快 符 ) 由ose of divine m达ing" (shenzao 

神 道 ). Ge himself received 由e elixir 仕om 由e zhenren Taiji 太憧 (i.e.， Xu Laile 徐来
勒 ) and in  tum transmits i t  by  way of the present text to Zheng Siyuan 鄙思遣 (i.e.，
ZHENG YIN). Even 由ough the alchemical recipe revealed here is said to lead to 由c
supreme Way， it seems to be ranked lower than intemal practic臼. At the beginning of 
由e text， we see GE XUAN li讯ng m 由e Huayang Cavem 草 隔 洞 ， where he practices 
holding the Three Ones (由e nihuan 泥丸 ， 由e jiaηl!Jong 辑宫， 皿d 由e dantian 丹
田 ， according to a note). This practice enables him to gain "a profound understand
ing oflife 皿d dea由， to forget his body altoge由er， to solidify his nature， 四d to enter 
ilirough wisdom into the True Way." It is in this state of trance 由at he sees the misery 
of all beings and decides， at 由e request of one Wang Xingcheng 王 行 成 ， to reveal 由C
essential Way (yao彻。 要 道 ). At the end of the text， Ge "returns to his original heaven，" 
lea叽ng it to Zheng Siyuan to propagate his method. 

Beidou jiuhuang yinhui ji吻 北 斗 九 皇 睡藕陋
4 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 1 
1456 (fasc.l064) 

I伽 I唱mη

"B∞k ofthe Secret Names ofthe Nine Glorious [Stars] ofthe No出em Dipper."
The Ursa Major constellation hω seven visible stars 皿d two hidden ones， Fu 脯 皿d
Bi 粥 . This short text describes 由e stars and their functions and commends medita
tion. Visualizing 由e stars obtains their protection. 
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币le text is identical to YJQQ 24.9a-1科， a section titled "Beidou jiuhuang zhiwei 
zongzhu 北斗 九皇脑位穗主 了' It is di面cult to establish which version represents 出E
original， but inasrnuch as the YJQQ section clearly forms part of a larger excerpt from 
a now lost Xuanmen baohai j￥吻 五 阿 黄海耀 (judging by its title， a Tang text)， it 
would seem 由at 由e present version was copied 仕om 由e latter source. 

Krist咖 Schipper

2.B.7.b Litanies 

白us section ga由ers texts of repentance 皿d pardon called chan 憾， a term consid
ered to be 由e transliteration of the Sanskrit �tf，mã (confession; also wri盯n chanmo
懂磨 or chaffl() 叉 磨). The chan constitute a special category of texts， half scripture， 
half ritual. Like rnany other liturgical rites of Chinese Buddhism， their creation is 
traditionally attributed to Ernperor Wu of the Li四g d归asty (r. 502-549). 刀le 'I泣。ist
counte甲arts of the Buddhist chan 缸'e mainly adaptations 企orn major Lingbao scrip
tures， to which 红e added long lis臼 ofnarnes of great deities whose pardon is irnplored. 
Beca山e of the repetitive nature of chanJ we have chosen the term litany for 由is type 
of chanted text. 1￥oist litanies becarne current during 由e Tang (618-907) and have 
rernained an irnportant p缸t of'I泣。ist liturgy. 

Taishang cibei daocha吻 xiaozaijiuyou chan 太 上 蓝 悲 道塌 消 fÆ 九 幽懒
10 Juan 
Attributed to GE XUAN 葛 玄 ; p比face by Lr HANGUANG 李 含 光 ; eigh由
centu町
543 (fasc. 297-299) 
"Litany for the Ritual of Mercy of the Most High， for Deliverance frorn CalaI11i

ties and the Nine Realrns of Darkness丁， 1n the t1Us text， the Most High is called the 
Merciful Wo时ly (Cizun 葱尊) . By rneans of a dialogue with Puji zhenren 普 清 真
人 ， he reveals and explains 由is ritual of confession 由at rnakes it possible not only to 
ward off misfortunes 由at threaten 由e coun町" but also to save one's 皿cestors from 
punishrnent in hell ( r .20b-2Ia). The text rnakes a clear distinction between these two 
uses of the ritual: 由e first use is for 由e peace of the living (pi吻Jan zp. 安 )， 皿d 由C
second is for offerings to 由e dead (zhuijian 追 爵 ; r .8b). 

The attribution to GE XUAN is expl也ned by Lr HANGUANG in his preface. A丘er
receiving the books ofthe Three Caverns frorn Xu Laile 徐柬勒， writes Li， GE XUAN 
extracted from thern 由eir rnost salient features in order to cornpose 由e present litany. 
However legendary， 由is story accurately links the litany to 由e Lingbao tradition as
sociated with GE XUAN and， thereby， to 由e Zhengyi ritual tradition (see Lagerwey， 
Wu-shaψpi-y，剧， 24-25). At the beginning ofthe present text we read that "the Three 
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Cavems c皿 all be included in the Unique Vehicle. . . . Onhodox Uni巧r combines the 
Three Vehicles" (I .Ib-2a). 

As Yoshioka has shown (Dõkyõ to Bu地rõ 1 : 393-99)， this text is at least in part in
Spl时 by 由 Cibei伽'cha吻 cha咐， in ten juan， traditionally attributed to Liang Wudi 
(r. 502-549) 皿d probably dating at least in part from 由at period. The pr口ent litany 
does indeed resemble its Buddhist proto可pe， not only as regards its title and the titles 
of several of its sections， but also in its use of certain key phrases， as well as in its overall 
strucrure. Yoshioka nonetheless dates 由is text to the eigh由 century. If we are correα 
10 ass山n10g 由atWu Zetian (r. 684-705) is not among 由e "seven deceased emperors" 
(qimúw 七周) mentioned at I . IIb， 由e date of composition could be set between 763 
(由e date ofDaiwng's accession to 由c 由rone) and 769 (由e date ofLI HANGUANG'S 
dea由).

As stated in 1抖， m皿y of the texts of both 由e confessions 四d 由e expl皿at10ns 10 

由is litany are citations， either abridged or adapted， of 336 Taisha1锣 助ngxuan lingbao 
yebao yin_户ωn jiψ (I.5a-b here corresponds to 336 Yebao yinytωn ji吻 10.Ib-2a， 3b; 
6 . 1臼-b to 4.1I>-2a; IO.na-I2b to IO.4a-6b; etc.). The last citation， moreover， shows 
dearly 由at the dialogue between Puji zhenren 皿d Cizun in 由e present text is based 
on 由at between Puji zhenren and Daojun 道 君 in 336 Yebao yinytωnji吻·

Starting wi由 由e east and ending wi由 the zenith and the nadir， each ju皿 is devoted
to one of the Ten Directions. The vows 由at follow each confession and sequence of 
salutations are always addressed to 由e Lingbao tianzun 天尊 of the relevant direc
tion (see， for instance， I .nb 扭d 2.4b). Each sequence of salutations-with the sole 
exception of the 1础， which is elicited by the depth ofGE XUAN'S sense ofgratitude 
to Xu Laile (IO.17b-18a) -begins wi由 Yuqing jian阱1 tianzun 玉清降福天尊 and
Xunsheng ji吐u ti四zun 寻暨救 苦 天 尊 ， followed by one of the ten directional tian
zun (see I . Iob， etc.， and II25 Dongxuan li吻bao sando吻feng剧。 均iie yi吻shi 6.Ia-b). 
τhe adept calls on a total of 1，170 tianzun and zhenren in the course of the forty-two 
salutation sequencω (IO.I9b). 

Taishang cibei jiuyou ba.zui chan 太 上 慈 悲 九幽 拔 男 惯
1 0  Juan 
Tang (618-907) 

544 (fasc. 300-301) 

Jo.加 I咽erwey

"Litany for 由e Mercy of the Most High for Deliverance 仕om the Nine Realms 
of Darkness and the Remission of Sin." As 由e title indicat吭 由is lit皿Y is related to 
543 Taishang cibei 砌ochang xiaozai jiuyou chan. Among 由e many parallel passages， 
those in juan 9 皿d IO show most dearly 由e derivative nature of the present work 
(compare， for instance， our text 9.4b-5a wi由 543 Jiuyou chan 4.1b-2a， and again 
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9.协-9a， IO.4b-5a， and 8ι9a with， respectively，用]iuyou chan 6. 1b-抖， 5.17ιI归， 四d
5.6b-7a). 

币le pr臼ent text pr'臼ents itself as a sermon delivered by X山uang daojun 虚 皇 道

君 to Puji zhenren 普 清 晨 人 . As in S43 ]iuy，仰 chan， here also each juan is dedicated to 
a direction， begin血ng with the east. Each juan contains two litani口， which are usu
ally composed of the "appellations of response" (yi吻hao IJ!.眼 ; 2.lb) of fi丘y tianzun 
天 尊 . The first appellation ofthe 100 in each juan (from juan 2 to 10) is alw町s 由at
of the tianzun of the relevant d.irection. In juan 1， 由lS ap严llation cκcurs after 由ose
of the Three Treasures (Cibei sanbao tianzun 惑 悲 三 曹 天 尊 ) and of the Savior 企om
Distress (Xunsheng ji由u tlanzun 毒磐救 苦 天 尊 ). 刀le acts of obeisance are followed 
by confessions and discourses on moral ca山ality and meritorious rituals. 

The ritual system always prescribes the invitation of a master (俨吻'shi �青嗣 ， see， 

for instance， 1 .6a). Ifit is true 由at the confession of sins can resolve all problems (see 

7.9a) and may be performed on any day of the religious calendar (see 3.5a 皿d 7.剑，
the author nonetheless clearly thinks of such confession in 由e context of tituals for 
由e repose of the souls of the deceased， 白pecially paren臼 (see 4.4a). The Way ofF诅al
Piety (xiao.伽 孝 道 ) of descendants who have 由is kind of rite perforrned for 由elr
paren岱 "ascends to 由e O伍ce of Heaven， which decides 由at 由e deceased may leave 
由e hells forever in order to ro缸n in bliss and live eternally in 由e Hall of Happiness" 

(S.9a). 
lt may be noted 由at the list of Retreats given in 0町 text (8.8b)， in contrast wi由

由e more traditional list given in S43 ]iuyou chan 6.ua-b， mentions a Retreat of the 
Em严ror of the North (Beidi zhai 北帝膏).

ÚJozi xiangming ji咱 老 子 像 名 陋
10 juan (ju皿 6-8 are missing) 

T四g (618--907) 

661 (fasc. 345) 

John L咽erwey

"Scripture of 由e Symbols and Names [of the Heavenly Worthy， Revealed] by 
Laozi." This text contains litanies for recitation as an act of repentance and in order to 
achieve absolution (chanhui 愤悔). These litanies are said to be revealed by Laozi for 
the salvation ofh山n皿ity. On 由is work， see Ofuchi Ninji， Tonkõ MI句'Õ: Mokurokuhen， 
316-21 .  

The nam臼 of the tianzun 天 尊 缸e arranged according to the cosmic directions 
east， south， west， north， northeast， zenith and nad.ir， and this arr四gement also des
ignates 由e contents of the extant chapters of the work. For each d.irection there are 
short introductory and conclud.ing statemen臼 attributed to Laozi. Taois臼 and lay 
people alike can recite these litanies of repentance to avoid p山llshment in 由e heUs 
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or ca1amities of other kinds. The text a1so speaks about the positive effeαs on one's 
furure rebirth and the remission of guilt obtained by reciting 由自e litanies. Practica1 
instructions state 由at the deities， some ofwhich are described， shou1d be repr臼ented
by figures or p组ntings on scrolls and venerated in templ口. Such devotiona1 practices 
a1so bear good results when 由e country is threatened by war or other crises. The lita
nies were to be used in prayer in connection with lamp liturgies (此，移 动ifo 煌之 法 ).
Following these liturgies， celebrations of purification and preaching sessions display
mg 由e scriptures of the Great Vehicle of the Three Cavems cou1d be performed. In 
由IS wa队 divine help and salvation were sure to be obtained (lo.8I>--9a). 

F协切n C. &iter 

Taishang li吻bao shifang yi咽'hao tianzun chan 太 上 重 曹 十 万 睡就天尊愤
10 juan (juan 1 皿d 3-9 are missing) 
T皿g (618-907) 
542 (f:臼c. 296) 
"Litany of the Heavenly Worthy of the Ten Directions Who RI臼pond to Invoca

tions!' The expression yi:吻htw 醺就 (literally， "appellations of response") refers to 
由e n缸nes of the different tianzun 天尊 coπ臼ponding to their religio山 role and by 
which 由ey may be invoked. In like manner， 543 Taishang cibei 由ochangxiaozai jiuyou 
chan 10.13b， spe达S of "names 由at correspond to different manif臼tations" (huashen 
yt吻htw 化 身 愿就)， 四d ag血1， in 1O. 19a， of the Tianzun ofthe Ten Directions， each 
of which is the Primordia1 Beginning， born in the Ten Directions in co町espondence
with the qi (yi:吻qi er she吻yu sh份吻 臆 氯 而 生 于 十 方 ).

Originally， the present work contained 1，200 names of the Tianzun of the Ten Di
reαions ( 1O.12a). Like the extant two juan， each ofthe ten ju皿 m山t have prescribed 
acts of obeisance to 120 tianzun divided into three equa1 sections (pin 品 ). All 由自E
acts of obeisance and confession culminate， at the end of the 由ird section， in a series 
ofvows for 由e g∞d of all beings. These vows are 由e expression of the desire of the 
person reciting them to obtain the Supreme Tao (阳shang Tao 辑 上 道 ; 1O.12a). 

币1e expression wl阳仰'移 Ttw-as well as others such as heyigu 何 以故 (why)， zhen
d嘲 真 性 (true nature)， sancheng 功功 三 乘 大 法 (great law of由e Three Vehicles) 
allows us to link 由e present text to 由e Lingbao tradition of the first half of the Tang 
d归asty. More precisel队 出is text， like the above-mentioned 543 Jiuyou chan， is largely 
composed of excerpts from 336 Taisha1锣 由吻xuan li1纫'bao yebtw yin，户ωnji吻 (for in
stance， 2.la-2a of our text corresponds to 336 Yebtw yinytωnji咿 3.ηb一巾， 血d 2.2b--4a
t0336 Yebtwyinyuanjing 3.3b--5a). As 由e same passages are a1so found in 543 Jiuyou chan 
2. la-2b and 6.la-3a， we may conclude 由at both litanies use 由e same procedure for 
condensing 由e text of 336 Yebao yinyuan ji吻， and a1so 由at 由e present work departed 
more significantly 仕om 由e Yebtw ji吻 由an 543 Jiuyou chan (compare， for instance， 
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336 1号baoyinyz.ωnJZ1锣 3.5a3-5 with our text 2.3b2-5 皿d S43 ]iuyou chan 6 .2b6-7). The 
present text also differs 丘om 由e two others in 由民 its protagonists are the Most High 
(Taishang 太 上 ) and Miao四19 zhenren 妙行 真 人 .

Taishang 锦阳制饵 "统嗖切r.g sanyua饵 pi饵�ie ba.zui miaoji咆
太 上 太 玄 女 青 三 元品强拔罪妙耀
3 Juan 
Tang (618-907) 

36 (fasc. 28) 

John L咽erwey

"Marvelo山 Scripture That Abolishes Sins ag也nst 由e Classified Ru1es of the Three 
Principles， Spoken by the Most High Most Mysterio山 Nüqing了' 古山 is a later ver
sion， in the form of a litany (baochan 曹 愤)， of 4S6 Taishaψ do吻'XUan li吻bao san严an
pinjie gongde qi吻zho吻p吻， an early Lingbao scripture. The reference in I .lOa to 由E
canons and statu臼 of the Holy Tao of the M ysterio山 Origin (xuanyuan sheng彻。 五
元堕道) confirms the overall impression 由at 由is is a Tang work. 

Taishang dongxuan li吻'bao sanshier tianzun yinghao jing 
太 上 洞 玄 重 曹 三 十 二 天 尊踵唬陋
2 JU皿
Tang (618-907) 

I121 (fasc. 759) 

KristG才èr Schipper

"Appellations of Response of the Heavenly Worthy of the Thi町-two Heavens." 
Only two ju皿 (12 and 22) of this litany remain. These two ju皿 each provide 由e 200
names for one of the Thi町-two Heavens. Juan 12 deals with 由e Qingming hetong 
位m清 明 伺 童 天 ， which， 缸cording to 1 Li吻bω wulia吻durensha:吻仰 m叫't:咽 I.挝、
is the third of the Thirty-two Heavens : it is located in the World of Desire (see WSBY 
4.Ia) 皿d provides 100 "merc且Il appellations of response" (2a) for the east 皿d 100 for 
出口ou由. Juan 22 deals with the Wusi ji四面rou tian 知思江 由 天 ， 由e twenty-second 
of the Thirty-two Heavens (1 Shangpin m吻.吻 I .9a) : half of the names coπespond 
to the west， the other to 由e north. According to WSBY 4.巾， 由is heaven is located in 
the World of Appearances. 

On the basis of the available evidence， it is difficult to determine the original length 
of this text. The notes attached to the titles indicate 由at juan 1 to 1 1 皿d 23 to 26 are 
missing. Perhaps there were， originally， 400 names， 由t is， two juan for each heaven， 
but such a hypothesis wou1d not account for 由e fact 由at the third heaven is located 
in juan 12 and the twenty咽cond in ju皿 22.

Juan 12 giv1口 what is perhaps the best explanation of the rationale of the text. The 
beginning of this chapter mentions a celestial assembly brilliantly illuminated by the 
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sun: overjoyed， "sain臼， zhenren， and immonals are all promoted产 An immonal then 
臼b 由e lρrd of Heaven how the sins of the people of the inferior world cou1d be for
given. They must burn incense and light lamps， visualize deiti臼 and honor a m描ter，
由e lρrd answers. Then， having chanted a hymn， 由ey must surrender themselves to 
the Heavenly Wonhy whose nam臼 are listed further on， and 由ey must vow to have 
their own names struck off the lists of the Me吻zbenjiuyou yz，仰 伽吻rye zhi han 盟
翼 九幽 玉 匮 最 夜 之 函 .

John I嘲erwey

Taishang cibei lÚJochang miezui shuichan 太 上 慈 悲道塌械罪 水懂
3 )Uan 
T皿g (618--907) 
545 (fasc. 301) 
"Water Litany for the Remission of Sins， a Ritual for the Mercy of the Most High了'

At first sight， 出e present text appears to be a Taoist version ofthe Buddhist Cibei shui
chanfa in 由ree juan by Zhi泪1皿 知 玄 (d. 881)， where the wordshui *- is expl扭led as 
"the water of sanmei with which the karma of resentments is washed away" (45.968c). 
However， the two texts appe红 to have only 由eir titles and the nwnber of juan in 
common. The term shui in 由e title of the Taoist litany is not explained but seems to 
refer to 由e shu伪 水 府 ， 由e O伍ce ofWater， 由at is， heU (I.lb). There is one juan for 
each of the Three Principl臼 (sanyz，ωn 三 元 ).

The Essentials of 由e Tao (Daoyω 道 要 )， which the present work represen岱 m
typically 11皿g m四ner (I . Ia)， consist in 由e confession of one's sins and the dispatch 
of petitions to Heaven (sha吻zba，锣 上 章 or sha:吻biao 上表; I . Ib 皿d 3.6a). 卫lese
tasks 缸e best done on the days of the Three Principles， or on 由e days of the five la 瞄
festivals. Most imponant is 由e confession of the sins of the members of one's lineage， 
由en those of "clerics and lay people， living or dead" (3.4a)， and finally those of aU 
beings ( 3 .7a). The import皿ce of filial piety (zh仿切。 至孝 ; 3.6b) is stressed. 

The list of sins we find here foUows 由e same model-that of 336 Taisha叨 幽叨翩翩
liψbao yebao yinyz，ωnJz吻- as 由e preceding two texts in the Daozang， which also are 
litanies for 由e Mercy of the Most High. The procedure is also the same: obeisances 
(six 由n臼 ten per juan)， foUowed by confessions. 

Taishang IÚJngzhen xianmen jing 太 上 洞 鼻 青阿腥
34  fols. 
Tang (618--907) 

6r (fasc. 31) 

Jo加 I咽erwey

"Book of the Gate of Sages." The present text， which is a litany of S63 Taishang li吻
baoji吻mi吻feixian duren ji吻fa (not of S73 Xuanzhu geJ as 由e text announces on page 
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1a) 皿d nam自 由e "bodies of response" (yi1伊hen 臆 身) of the Heaven1y Worthy of the 
Ten Directions， must originally have been called the Book of the Gate of the Sag口 of
Lord Lao (μφiun xianmen j吻 老 君 青 同 程 ; 1a)， as Lord Lao's name appears twice 
in the text， at the beginning and at the end. The pr口ent title is probably due to 出c
fact 由at the scripture is included in 由e Dongzhen division of the D刷m吻·

The confessions linked to these litanies of names deal with on1y three sins: killing， 
由eft， and concupiscence. These are 由e first three of the five sins prohibited by 出E
Five Commandments given during the Tang to Taoist initiates (see 784 Tai.协t仿ω5劝ha吻 仇4φφ伊�;归.ρu
ji，句'eji勿F吻移 6bι-7b切). In each sequence， 由e adept first confesses his or her sins of murder， 
由eft， and concupiscence in the religious realrn -ki血ng， for example， "to mak.e a 
sacrifice to gods and demons" (7a) -and then confesses the same sins in the profane 
world. There are 由us three times two groups of names for the four direα10ns， 出c
above， and the below. The goal of this practice is to "enjoy 由e fruits of etemal joy" 
(6b). Given the reference to "the images ofthe transcendental powers" (Ii，纫rxiang 噩
像 ; 1b)， it may be 由at these litanies were recited in 仕ont of the statues or po盯aits of 
the Heaven1y Worthy. 

John L咱erwey

Taishang YUlJ.i吻 xiezui de吨JZhen baochan 太 上 玉清 甜罪 登 翼 曹 慑
6 fols. 
190 (fasc. 81) 

Taishal叨 shanglJ.ing rangzai yanshou baochan 太 上 上 清 穰 灾 延 需 胃 懒
6 fols. 
191 (fasc. 81) 

Taishang 郎ilJ.ing bazui shengtian baochan 太 上 泰清 拔 罪 异 天 贾 慑
7 fols. 
192 (fasc. 81) 
The above three titles form one work. There is no indication as to 由e date ofthe 

text. 咀咀s type of scripture seems to have emerged during the Tang period. 
The text of the "Precious Litany ofRepentance of the Most High Heaven ofYuqing 

for the Forgiveness ofSins and Ascent to Heaven" (190 1耐hang�ψ吻riezuide，纫zhen
baochan) is divided into two parts. The short introductory remarks by the Most High 
explain 由at repentance is indispensable for 由e extinction of the old karma. Without 
repentance， which by implication has to be perfo口ned ritually， there is no way to 
have one's name inscribed in the Golden Registers of the J ade Hall. Recitations of 
由e litanies of all the saints listed here helped to save the souls of the ancestors. At the 
S缸ne time， such recitations secured good luck for posterity. The recitations were made 
before an image of Laozi. The reciting person entrusted himself or herself to all 由c
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deiti臼 and s但nts named in the litanies of this text. Each litany is introduced by a short 

p红agraph depicting bo由 由e transgr<臼sions demanding repentance and the recitation 

of the subsequent litany. One of the sins listed here is the veneration of heretic cults. 

The second part of this scripture is arranged in almost the same way. It contains a 

description of ten typ口 of crimes or faults with their consequences for the after-life， 

including P山lÏshmen臼 m 由e hells and the conditions of rebirth. 

The "Precious Litany of Repentance of the Most High Heaven of Shangqing for 

Averting Misfortune and Prolonging Life" (191 1汕'ha叨 sha咽俨ψ mψ'zaz ya阳b仰
baochan) is also divided into two parts. The short introduαory remarks by the Most 

H igh recommend the recitation of this scripture to those who wished to enlist divine 

help to overcome illness and distress or other di伍culties， including those caused by 

slander. On the retums of oneγ‘personal des由ly day" (benming 作 本命 日 ) of birth， 

one should sacrifice in front of images of the Three Pure Ones (sanqing 三 清 ) 皿d
recite 由is scripture. This sacrifice could be perfo口ned by a Taoist priest rather than a 

lay person. 

The second part of this work addresses specific groups of persons， like 0伍cials who

go astray from the right principles， or physicians 皿d soothsayers who take advantage 

of others， or merchants who deceive their customers. 1n each case 由e most effective 

religio山 means of salvation 红C 由e litanies presented in 由is text. 

币le "Precious Litany of Repentance of the Most High Heaven ofTaiqing for 由c

Eradication of Guilt and Ascent to Heaven" (192 1加ha1切 切U]t1移 bazui she吻tian
baochan)  is again divided into two parts. A revelation made by 由e Heavenly Worthy 

of Primordial Beginning introduces 由e first part. 1n 由is respect 由e text may be com

pared with 189 Taisha吻 lingbao chaotian xiezui 功uhan. The Heavenly Worthy spe达s

about the p也n且Il suffering 由at h山nanity has to endure in hell. This suffering is due to 

Ignor四ce of the Taoist scriptures. Being led astray by wrong convictions， most people 

are unable to renounce sin and guilt. The methods of repentance， especially the recita

tion of the n缸nes of all saints， 红e praised as 由e best way to accomplish 由is rcnuIIda

tion. Such recitations can also bolster the defenses ag也nst future sin and guilt. 

The second part of the text speaks about those who have indulged in profane affairs 

and not restrained their sensual desires. They must adrnit their faults， and， showing 

repent皿ce， 由ey should recite 由e litanies presented in 由1S part. 

Flo<饲a饵 C. &iter 

Taishang xiaomie diyu shengzhi tiantang chan 太 上消碱地鼠异陪天堂懂
吗 fols.

537 (fasc. 296) 
"Lit皿Y of the Most High for Destro泸ng Hell and Ascending to Paradise!' The 

person reciting 由is text begins by t达ing refuge in ten Heavenly Worthies for each of 
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Nine Realms ofDarkness (jiuy仰 九 幽 )， and then for all the hells ofFengdu 暨都 and
Taish皿 泰 山 . The Heavenly Wonhy of Primordial ßeginning then promis口 his help 
to those who copy 由is scripture and recite it. The text ends with a prayer addressed t。
由e Compassionate Worthy of the Gold Portal (Jinque cizun 金 嗣 慧尊)， 凶险19 him 
to save 由e reciter 皿d all his or her ancestors. 

The first part ofthe text， conceming the Nine Realms ofDarkness， is based on 1缸

Ta伽吻jiuzhen m坷的iinlu dum饵fJ bazui m叫i饨fJ.
John L咽erwey

2.B. 7.c Rituals and Rul臼

The Tang d严lasty witnessed a great development not only in Taoist monastic insti
tutions， but also in liturgical creation. 咀le classical ritual canon of the Lingbao Fast 
or Retreat (zhai 膏)， with its set pattem of three or nine Audiences (chao 朝 )， becarne 
universally adopted during this period. The flowering of liturgical art and the lavish
ness ofthe performances can be imagined from ZHANG WANFU'S eyewi四ess report 
of the rites of transmission of the Lingbao rar虫， to one of the princess臼 ofthe Tang
imperial family (see 阳 Chuans.伽 sandoψj吻协lu lüe阳).

古le present section gives an incomplete picture of the importance of the Lingbao 
liturgy of the periods concemed. The reason for 由is fragmentarγ representation is 
由at most of the fundamental liturgical manuals， especially those by 由e greatest Tao
ist liturgist of all times， Du GUANGTING，  became standard reference works for later 
generations. They were therefore reedited time 皿d ag组n and have come down to us in 
later versions. This transmission process also characterizes Du's 507 Taisha吻 hua吻lu
zhaiyi) which， in spite of the m皿y alterations and its incompleteness， still contains so 
much original material 由at we have included it here. It should， however， be studied 
alongside wi由 other and later manuals 由at also contain many elements ofDu's tradi
tIon， 四d 由at therefore complete 507 Taωa叨 hua吻lu zha机 such as 508 Wusha叨
hua吻lu dazhai liche吻yi by JIANG SHUYU. 

Taishang dongxuan sandong kaitian feng.ω yubu zhimo shenzhou jing 
太 上 洞 玄 三 洞阔天凰雷 禹 步 制 魔 神 咒髓
4- fols. 
T皿g (6r8--907)? 
385 (fasc. r82) 
"B∞k ofDivine Spells 皿d ofthe Paces ofYu 由at Open Heaven and Marshal Wind 

四d 币lunder to Dominate Demons: A Liturgical Three Cavems Text of the Dong
xuan Division." This is an early scripture about the Thunder Gods (leishen 雷神) 皿d
由eir role in rites of exorcism. The text is spoken by yi吐mang 玉 皇 (Haotian 归huang
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sh皿gd.i 吴 天 玉 皇 上 帝 ) to Shuifu fus四g dad.i *府扶桑大帝， lfl 由e presence of all 
由e bodhisa盯as (zhutian pusa 藉 天 菩 睡 ). He mentions his own legend on Ib--2a. 

ηle text does not mention the Paces of Yu (1ì时u 禹 步 ) at all， but introduces a 
spell to conjure 由e Thunder Gods 皿dytÚl!a (yecha 夜 叉 ; 2b). All 由IS SU自由岱 a To皿g
date， a hypo由esis supported by the fact 由at the Southem Song text 叮也yi ti缸lZhang
jilei p且I Jlng 太 一 天 章 宿 雷霹露租了 in 1220 Daofa hu�严an I40. lOa-14b， reproduces 
由e present book in a new version， with the title Haotian yuhua叨 shangdi bishou 
yuhu zhilei shenzhω }t吻 吴 天 玉 皇 上 帝 秘搜 禹 步 制 雷神咒陋， rewritten to match 
the Five Thunder Magic (wulei fa 五 雷 法 ) of the Taiyi tianzha吻yangleipili 句向 太
一天章隔 雷霹 量 大 法 introduced， according to 1220 D叫向 huiytωn 139.19b， by 由e
Thirtieth Heavenly Master， Zhang JOOan 强 锢 先 (1092-II26 ). 

Kris.切如 Schipper

Taishang dongxuan lingbao shangpin jie jing 太上洞玄 噩 曹 上 品 戒陋
8 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
454 (如C. 202) 
"Lingbao Scripture on the Supreme Rules." The various series of prescriptions of 

which 由is text is composed come mainly 仕om 由e revealed Lingbao sαiptures but 
have been p缸由 altered or exp皿ded: for 由e nidãna formula (Ia-b)， 由e exhortations 
to Ten Good Deeds (归-4a)， and the ruJes for obstructing 由e SIX sense org四s (5a-b)， 
see 177 Taishaψ份'移动enzhihuis.仰'切rpin 均为 la， 8a-9b， and 6a-7a. For the retribution 
for nine evil deeds (4b) and the h严nns (7b--8吟， see 344 Taisha吻 命向I;gXlωn li吻bao
zhihui benyuan 均ie sha吻rpinji吻 3b--4a 四d 16a-I7a. For the ten k.inds of disease and 
wonder缸1 remedies (6a-b; 由is is a selected series of 100 good and 100 evil deeds)， 
see μψn xu阳乒吻 老 君 虚辑程 ， as quo时 m 硝 Yaoxiu keyi jielü chao 5. 1归-23b.

Hans-Hermann Schmidt 

Do叨翩翩 lingbao tianzun ShU6 shijie jing 洞 玄 重 曹 天 靠 在十戒陋
2 fols. 
Sixth century 
459 (fasc. 203) 
"Lingbao Scripture on the Ten Rules， Spoken by 由e Heavenly Worthy?' This scrip

ture contains two series of commandments: the Ten Rules (劝t}t.e 十 戒 ) and the Four
teen Rules for SelιControl (shisi chishen zhi pin 十 四持身之 品 ). Their observance is 
linked to 由e grade of an Adept of Pure Fai由 (qi吻rxin dizi 清信弟子 ).

Eight Dunhuang m皿山cripts of 由is text have been preserved， some of them as 
仕agments. They include the doc山nen臼 ofinitiation (mengwen 盟 文 ) 由at record 由c
transmission of these ruJes from master to disciple. ηle oldest manuscript， Pelliot 
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2347， bears 由e date 709 (see Õfuchi Ninji， Tonkõ dii.走yã:Moku仰kuhen， 108-10; Zuroku
hen， 197-20I). 

However， the two series of rules in our text were combined into one scripture as 

时间 the six由 century: TheXiao吻。 lun 9.149c cites a Sh仿 shisi chishen j吻 十戒 十
四 持 身 程 ; 由e passage quoted， however， refers to a ritual of transmission not found 
m 由e present version. 

Our text has been composed almost entirely 仕om passages in the following early 
Lingbao scriptures: 177 Taisha吻 h栩'zhen zhihui sha吻仰 句iie sa， 2b; 325 Taishang 
do吻'XUan li吻baozhihui dingzhi 切咿weiji1移 7b; 4-57 Taisha吻 dongxuan lingbao zhihui 
zuigen sha吻rpin 匈.时'移 I.sa-b.

Dongxuan li吻'bao qianzhen ke 洞 玄 噩曹 千 翼 科
30 fols. 
Seventh century 
1410 (fasc. 1052) 

Hans-Hennann Schmidt 

"Code of the One Thousand Zhen." This text contains the code orally transmitted 
by the One Thousand zhenren to GE XUAN in A.D .  2牛o on Mount Laosheng 劳盛，
at the behest ofthe Most High Lord ofthe Tao (Ia-b). 

By the beginning of the eighth centu呵� at the latest， 出is text e:xisted under a form 
由at by and large coπesponded to 由e pr口ent version: 463 Yaoxiu keyi jielü chao cites 
about 80 percent of our text; the textual variants in4Ó3]ielü chao are sometirnes clearer 
皿d more comprehensive， but occasionally 由at version is much abridged. Only two 
citations there (2.巾， 9.sbS-9) cannot be found in 由e present text. 

1n the manner of the Buddhist vinaya， 由is work gives detailed regulations for 由c
daily life in a monastic comm田世町， pertaining to mo出s as well as to nuns (7a-b， 
而a-17a). These ordinances are not systematically arranged; for instance， re思血tions
about eating are scattered throughout the text. A complex monastic organization is 
discernible， which is clearly patterned a丘er the Buddhist model and for which there 
is no evidence before the Sui dynasty (S81-618; e.g.， permanent monastic property 
endowments [cha1移动u 常住]; IOb， nb; controllers of the monastery [ga吻wez 嗣
稚]; 舟， 8a; se凹皿岱 [Jiψren ì争 人 ] ; 如， 4b). The main topics of the work are 由e Ull
tiation of male 皿d female novices by decree of the monarch (wa吻 chiyu du 王 敷 舆
度 ; 18a-19a) ; confession and absolution (3b-4a， 而b-17a) ; disciplining of comm田让ty
members (note 由at obstinate offenders can be brought before the monarch and pun
ished under secular law; 4a-b， 7a-8b) ; vestments (岛r 由e Sh皿gqing， Lingbao， 四d
S四wu traditions; 6b-7a) ; hygiene (14b-Isa， 16a); personal belongings and monastic 
prope町， illness， and deathbed rites (20a-b). 

Hans-He'I切ann Schmidt 
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Dongxuan du lingbao ziran quanyi 洞 玄 度 重 曹 自 然 穿 僧
7 岛Is.
522 (fasc. 293) 

Dongxuan lingbao ziran zhaiyi 洞 玄噩 曹 自 然 膏健
6 fols. 
Early T:皿g (618-907) 

妇3 (fasc. 293) 
"Ritual for the Transmission of the Covenant of Spont皿eity." This ritual corre

sponds to the ordination of the first degree (chume吻 初 盟 ) of the Lingbao litur，町，
Wl由 a subsequent Retreat service (S23 Dongxzωn lingbao ziran wa加). The text of the 
ritual for transmission here is similar， and in many instances even identical， to 由at of
129S Taisha1锣 h咽xuan liψbao erbu chuanshou yi. 

The present ritual is mentioned in the catalogue ofLingbao texts in II2S Do吻xuan
lingbao sando咽j吻dao kej;仿yiψ'shi 4.9b. 

ηle transmission of the coven皿t of spontaneity (ziran quan 自 然券)， as an initial 
stage of the Lingbao ordination is already mentioned by Lu XIUJING in his 410 Tai
sha吻 彻tgxuan li1锣bao zhongjian wen Ib. ZHANG WANFU confirrns repeatedly 由at
由is ord.ination service remained current in Tang times (see 1241 Chuanshou sando吻
ji1切勿户lu 1:能shω I.2a， I .缸， and 2.18b). 

At the moment of ordination， 由e certificate was divided (卢n quanqz 分券 契 ; 而)，
or， more precisely， broken into halves (poquan 破券; 4a). ZHANG WANFU， in the 
above-mentioned passage， liI虫s 由is rite to the adoption of six rules， whereas our 
pr臼ent ritual prescrib自 由e promulgation of ten rules (shijïe 十 戒; 7a)， which m山t
COITI臼pond to those recorded in 129S Taishang 由吻mωn li吻bao erbu chuanshou yi. 

咀le Retreat of Spontaneity (Ziran wai 自 然膏 ) is a classical se凹ice of由c 彻ocha吻
道塌 可pe， to be perforrned as an act of merit on 由e day ofthe transmission (see 2a). 
The service is performed on behalf of the ord.inand， here called 彻彻o dizi 大 道 弟 子 ，
and sponsored by a patron 但haizhu 肃 主 ; 6a). 

Taishang dongxuan lingbao wudi jiaoji zhaozhen yujue 
太 上 洞玄重曹五 帝 醺 祭 招 虞 玉 鼓
7 fols. 
Edited by Zh皿g Chengxi皿 强承先 ; Tang (618-907) 
411 (fasc. 191) 

Kri.r.切如 Schipper

"Jade Instructions for 由e Sacrifice to the Five Emperors 皿d for Summoning the 
Zhenren?' These instructions correspond to a section from 3S2 Ta仿haψ白白'Bxuan ling
bω ch合hU YUJ仰 m叫ii吻 (2 .20a-28b). Zhang Chengxian， a Taoist master ofthe Tang 
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d严lasty (see so8 Wusha吻 hua1锣lu dazhai 1:伪n锣yi 2o.9b-nb)， stat臼 in a concluding 
remark that he extracted this ritual (台om 由 original work) 四d edited it to serve for 
an independent ceremony. On the day of transrnission of the two registers of由eLi咽
bao wulao ch伪u 噩贾五老赤蕾 and the stafffor commanding the Eight Daunters (see 
由e article on ρ8 Taishang do嘲rxuan lingb刷 shouduyi)， 由1S sacn且ce shou1d be held in 
order to s山nrnon 由e heavenly zhenren. After 由e initial performance， 由1S ceremony 
shou1d be repeated three times at intervals of three years. 

Taishang huanglu zhaiyi 太 上 黄镰 费健
58 JU四
By Du G UANGTING 杜 光 庭 (850-叫933)
507 (fasc. 270-277) 

Hans-Hermann Schmidt 

"Liturgical Manual for the Yellow Register Retreat?' The last part of the pr臼ent
version contains a number of dated prefaces and colophons. The earliest date is 880 
(54.26吟， which corr臼ponds to 由e time d田ing which the author， then at Chang'凹，
had begun his work on the revision of the Lingbao liturgy. The second date is 891 
(colophon to the chapter on the recitation of scriptures; 52.17a). This date is accompa
nied by the wor，出: "revising 由 liturgy at 由 Diocese ofYuju 玉 局 泊 ， at Chengdu产
In this colophon， Du deplor白 白e destruction of the Tang Canon in the two capitals as 
a r臼u1t ofthe rebellion ofHu皿g Chao (880-884). The last date is 901 (57.lb). Th山，
由e present manual contains texts 由at were elaborated at different periods in the life 
of the author. 

币le hua吻lu zhai 黄鲸萧 was no doubt the liturgical service most commonly cel
ebrated from the seventh to 由e thirteenth century. For Du， 由is Retreat cou1d se凹E
由e most diverse p山pos臼: p臼ce and prosperity for 由e coun町， salvatÏ.on for 由c
anc臼tors， repose of the dead， prevention of natural disasters， propitiation of demons， 
皿d so on. His manual became an authoritative source for 由is liturgical practi.ce and 
served as a model 由rough the entire Song (960-1279) 严riod， even when the hua吻lu
zhai became exclusively a service for the repose of the dead. Thus Du is constantly cited 
and referred to by 由e liturgists of that period. However， those citatÏ.ons in their works 
由at c四 be identÏ.fied in 由e present version ofDu's manual all come from the last part 
(juan 什57)， whereas a great number of other citations can no longer be found and 
must have come 仕om parts of the manual 由at are now lost. 

JIN YUNZHONG， 由e au由or of I223 Sha1锣qing li1锣bao 句向， possessed a version 
of Master Du's Hua1锣lu zhaike 黄簸膏科 in forty juan (preface Ib) 由at dated 仕om
890-892 (17.19a). This edition， according to J叽 containcd some 230，000 characters 
(22.3a)， 皿 averagc of 5，750 characters per juan， 由ling approximatcly sevcnteen double 
folios in the arr四gemcnt of the prcsent Daoza吻 edition. This average length corre-
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sponds to 由e length of the last juan (臼pecially 49， 51， 口， 53)， while 由e Juan at 由e be
ginning of the work are much shorter， averaging no more than eight folios. Moreover， 
由e pr臼ent ÐaoZR1锣 version， al由ough comprising a larger number of juan 由m 由c
version in Jin、 poss臼sion， contains only some 190，000 characters. It m山t therefore 
be incomplete， which is also apparent 仕om the table of contents of the manual 由at Jin 
handed down to us (39.1b-2b). Comparing 由is table with the conten臼 ofthe present 
verslon， we see 由at ju皿 10 to 12 (service for the birth of a crown prince) and juan 
40 to 48 (saving the ancestral souls from hell) did not exist in Jin's cop予 The latter 
opened with three chapters on the Establishment of the Alt缸， 由e Preliminary Rites， 
and the Noctumal Announcement (suqi 宿 臀 )， which the present version lacks. ηlese 
three chapters are often quoted in other Song sourc臼 (see508 W阳ha吻huanglu 彻zhai
l创engyi 2.8a-b， 16 passim， and 19.1a-7a; 由e remainder of ju皿 19 and the entire juan 
20 of this work coπespond to juan 56 and jUar! 刃， respectivel队 in our version of D的
m皿ual).

The remaining juan are， to judge by 由eir titles， 由e same in bo由 versions， but ar
r皿ged in a different sequence. They Car! be divided into two groups. The first group 
is made up of the 位lal juan mentioned above. Their common characteristic-their 
relative len阱-res由 仕om 由e fact that these are 优xts annotated by the au由or.
His commentary comprises long discussions， for instance on 由e True Writs (zhen
wen 属 文 ; 54.Ib-2b)， 由at later because famous (cf. Jin， 1223 Sha1例吻 l吻bao 句向
18.29a-30b). But even in 由is group， some elements 红e missing. In ju皿 50， on 由c

Dispersal of the Altar ar!d the Offering (翩翩n shejiao 散喧鼓醺 )， we no longer find 
the discussion of the jiao 醺 ritual quoted by Jin (39.3a-4b; compare also 508 Licheng 
yi 15.2b). Du's m四ual， as pr<口erved in the present Daoza吻 version， has suffered major 
modifications. 

These modifications become all 由e more apparent wi由 the second group， compris
ing ju血 1 to 48. Here， with the exception of juan 1， 由e texts are completely devoid 
of commentary. Moreover， the rituals have been much 出口pered with. For exarnple， 
instead of the original Invocation of Guardian Gods (weili吻 zhou 街噩咒) in five 
verses (see 1223 Shangq吻 l吻bao 句向 22.14a-15a)， we find he自 由e short form叫"
used in the luotian 句加 罹 天 大 蘸 of 由e Song period (compare 由e beginnings 
of 477 Luotian d句iao zaochao keJ 478 L刚刚 创iao wuch.ω keJ 皿ld 479 L阳tian 如�iao
wanch例 如 with those of juan 10-12 and 13-15 of the present manual). The rite of the 
Opening of the Incense Bumer (falu 费 罐 ) is also very different from 由at used by 
Du GUANGTING (cf. 1223 Shangqi吻 li吻bao dafa 22. 15ι17b). Instead， we find here a 
formula similar to 由at used in 466 Li吻b刷 l句qjiaojidu jinshu 16.lb and passim (com
pare 由e present text 42.巾， passim). 

W抽 出e exception of a few juan (抖， 55， 56)， 由e authoritative manual of the great 
liturgist of the Tang has come down to us in a late and altered version. A comparative 
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study with manuals from the Song， especially those by JIN YUNZHONG and JIANG 

SHUYU (s08 Liche咽yi)， might help partially to reconsrruα 由 original work. 

Jinlu zhlli lJi阳n yi 金罐膏昏檀懂
n fo1s. 
By Du G UANGTING 杜 光庭 (85ü-9H)

483 (fasc. 266) 

K由吨fcr Schippcr 

"Rites of Commencement of the Retreat of the Go1den Register." The向切 wlli 金
臻膏 should in principle be perfo口ned by 由e monarch hirnself. However， in 由e pres
ent text， 由e re矶山tions given as to 由e offerings 皿d p1edg臼 ind.icate the possib且ity
由at 出e patrons could also be ord.inary peop1e (shuren 庶 人 ; 同 who are allowed to 
spend 1ess for the ritual. 

The first half of this work concems 由e installation of the ritual area (jinlu tan 金

鳝.tl j 2a-6a). 币le 1atter is similar to 由at of Du GUANGTING'S hUIl1纫lu zhai 黄 镇
肃 (see s08 W阳ha1锣 huanglu dazhai liche:吻yi 1-2) but 1arger， cornprising a surface of 
1，800 square feet (200 square rneters)， surrounded by hundreds of 1amps and fi.lled 
WI由 precio山 articles， such as five dragons in gold for 由e rite of Cas由19 Dragons 
and Tab1ets (tiω 切切iian 投睫 筒 ) at the end of the service (see Chavannes， "Le jet des 
dragons"). 

This ritual area is consecrated by the ritual of the Noctumal Announcement (s叫i
宿 臀 )， 由e text of which is given in the second half of the pr臼ent work. 卫le ritual 
st缸ts wi由 a purifì.cation of the altar (}i阴阳n 禁 擅 ). At the center of the ritual is 由E
rite of installation of the True Writs of the Five Directions (W同向移 zhenwe:n E. 方 翼
文 j 8b--9b). The suqi ends with a Ceremony for the Prornulgation of the Rul臼 (shuφ'te

m吧?咱 就戒威慑 j nb) to be observed during the Retreat. 
The present version of由esuqi ritual is s由úl缸 to thatofDu GUANGTING'Ssuqi for 

由e Retreat of the Yellow Register (hua吻lu wai 黄 镰 膏 )， as prese凹ed in s08 Wushang 
huanglu dazhai liche吻yi 16. But in 由e present version， one part seems to be 1acking: 
the rite of the Installation of the Offici皿臼 (buwi 楠躏) 由at， in Du GUANGTING'S 
rituals， followed inlmed.iately after 由 劝叼 W咿 (see Du's own d.iscussion concem
mg 由is point in S07 Ta佑hang hua吻lu wa加 n.3a-b).

It should be noted 由at among the series of jinlu zhai rituals 由at follow our text 
m 由e Ming Dω'za:嘲 there is a 山ùque version of the installation and promulgation 
由自 由 #6 Jinlu dazhai buzhi sh，叼iie yi. However， the series to wlùch the latter text 
belongs has another version of the suqi (484 ]inlu dazhai suqi yi)， 由is time without 
由e installation rite. Moreover， in the series of jinlu zhai rituals of which our text is 
由e first item， all the other texts 缸e of a 1ater date， 皿d 由e relationship between the 
present work by Du GUANGTIN G  and 由e others is by no rne皿s clear. It should be 
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observed， however， 由at on1y the present text contains the necessary instructions for 
由e installation of the altar. 

μ吻bllo lillndu wuxilln IInling zhenshen hUllngzeng zhllnBfi 
噩 曹 鲸 度 五 仙 安 置 损 神 黄 帽 章 法
7 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1292 (fasc. 1009) 

K由时èr Schipper

"Rites for [出e Presentation of] the Memorial on Yellow Silk.， 由e Pacification of 
the Sou1s， and the Tempering of the Five Immortals." In 369 Tllishll吻 白'切mωn ling
bao miedu wulian shengshi miaoji吻， one finds five direαional Heaven1y Writs 由at 缸C
to be inscribed on colored ston臼. Th臼e stones 红e then to be buried in 由e grave， in 
由e Five Directions， in order "to keep the sou1 in peace and retain the spirit" (anli吻
zhenshen 安 重 损 神 ). τhe wri臼 are called Li:增加o moudi [某帝] liandu wuxian anl吻
zhenshen m仰伊 [某氯] t臼nwen， which explains the title of the pr臼ent text. The Five 
Imrnortals are 由e spirits of the Five Viscera， which one m山t nourish and refine so 
由at 由ey pass (印 度 ) from darkness into the Southem Palace (369 Miedu ji吻 7b-8a).
白也 369 Mieduji吻 refers on1y to 由e rite ofthe 严tition on yellow silk (8剖， but in 由c
D山由uang manuscript Pel1iot 2865， 由e present text is an integral part of 369 Miedu 
)t:吻. Archaeological finds reveal 由is ritual to have been practiced in 由e 'TI皿g and Song
periods (960-1279) (see Morg扭， "Inscribed Stones"). 

The pr臼ent work includes the text of 由is petition and then describes its coπcα 
presentation. At midnight， in 由e place where the deceased lies in peace， 由e master
whose title， Dongxu皿 lingbao chidi xiansheng zhishen da 阳hi 洞 五 重 萤 赤 帝 先 生
歪 翼 大 法 嗣 (Ia)， is not otherwise known-faces north， lights five incense bumers， 
se臼 out 由e five weights (阳:zhen 五 锺 )， 由at is， 由e five writs of the 369 Miedu ji吻，
and then declaims (zous，切，切 奏 上 ) 由e petition. 

A丘er ha世ng le丘 the writs exposed throughout 由e night， 出e master buries them 
由e next moming at dawn (sa). 

B I B LIOG RAPHY 

Morgan， "Inscribed Stones产

John L嘲erwey
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LingbRo bRnjing zhRiyi 噩 雷 宇 景膏僧
19 fols. 
Tang (618-907) ? 
517 (fasc. 293) 
"Rirual for a Half-Day Retreat产 This small service comprises three Audiences to be 

held， r臼peαively， at dawn ( la-5b)， early in the moming (5a-Ioa)， and late in 由e morn
ing (IOa-1间， as well as a Triple Libation (san.xi.Rn 三 献 ). The Retreat is performed for 
the inauguration of a newly built or restored house. The text specifically mentions the 
case of an official who is about to enter his new residence ( 18a). 

The libations are made to the gods ofthe soil， the site， and the region. There are also 
other offerings: incense， l剑nps， silk， and coins (由eir number is related to the patron's 
Fundamental D白山y [benmi嘲 本 命 ] ). These offerings 町 placed at 由e five cardinal 
poin臼. The text， moreove民 mentions the pr臼entation of pledges of fai由: pieces of 
silver， as well as camels and horses， prl白山nably in ceramics or made ofpaper (17a). 

τhe altar is surrounded by four mirrors. Moreover， Stellar Swords (xi吻彻o 星 刀 )
红e placed on each of the cardinal points. At the end of the service， sacrificial paper 
money is burned (shaohua 烧化; 19b). 

This small service is classical in form and vocabulary. It is possible 由at it dates from 
the second half of the Tang period. 

TRishRng lingbao yugui min.庐hen zhRi chRnfRng yi 
太上重黄 玉 匮 明 虞 膏懒 方 健
9 fols. 
519 (fasc. 293) 

TRishRng lingbRo yugui mingzhen dRzbRi ChRn_问yi
太上噩曹 玉 匮 明 虞 大 费惯 方 僧
9 fols. 
520 (fasc. 293) 

TRishRng lingbRo yugui min.庐hen 伽zhai yRngong yi 
太上重黄 玉 匮 明 翼 大 膏 言 功 健
17 fols. 
By Du G UANGTING 杜 光庭 (850-933)

521 (fasc. 293) 

KriJ吨ferSch仰'er

"Retreat of the Swom Alliance [仰'移 明 m 由e m臼ning ofme吻 盟 ] with the True， 
台om the Jade Case of the Divine Jewel了

，
According to 由e definition given by Du 

GUANGTING，  cited in 1224 Daomen di1锣zhi ó且， 由c 也m of由is Retreat is the release 
of ancestors from hell and 由eir subsequent tr缸lsfer to paradise. 
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These three rituals are p红ts of a service to be celebrated 山lder 由e auspices of 
members of the imperial family for 由e repose of the soul of a deceased ruler (see S21 
Mingzhen dazhai ya吻m移yi 2a). 刀le two rituals for Atonement toward the [Ten] Di
reαions (cha响'移yi 懂 方 懂 ; SI9 Mi，移动en zhai cha伪吻yz 皿d S20 Mi吻wen 伽zhai
chan_向嘲yi) 红e similar to each 0由er. The Announcement of [Acq山red] Merit (yan
gongyt 言功僵) is followed by a Presentation ofTablets (阳Ijianyi 投筒懂; 8�I2b) 
and a Sacrificial Offering (shejia。 在醺; 12b-end). 刀lese 出ree succeeding ceremonies 
mark 由e end of the Retreat. A complete progran1 of a me吻'zhen zhai 盟 真 肃 IS glven 
in 466 L吻bao li吻仰jidujinshu 2.7�lOa. 

ηle rituals and their texts are classical in form. A comparison between S21 Yangong 
yi and 由e sarne ritual in Du GUANGTING'S S07 Taisha吻 hua吻lu zha加 4-9 reveals 
many similaritiα. Some elements of the present ritual are nevertheless of a later date， 
such 豁 出e offering of paper money and horses (qianma 锺 属 ; in S2I Yangong yi 16a). 
This practice was 0伍cially adopted during the years 1008-1016 (see 1224 Damnen di吻
zhi na-sa). 

The me，移动en zhai seems to have originated wi由 early Lingbao scriptures such as 
I4II Dongxuan li饨(Jbao changye zhi fu jiuyou yugui mingzhen ke. Lu XWJING mentions 
it， saying: "It is performed by the adepts themselves for the salvation of the souls of all 
generations of ancestors， even those who lived in 由e remot臼t past" (1278 Dongxuan 
li吻bao 1In侈'an wen 6a). 

B I B LI O G RA P H Y  

Chav皿nω， "Le jet des dragons产

Li吻blJoμ:you chlJ咽rye qishi duwlJng xuanzhlJn. 
噩 曹 九 幽 最夜起尸 度 亡 玄 章
10 fols. 
T皿g (618--907) 
610 (fasc. 334-) 

Kris叫作r Schipper

"Marvelous Stanzas for Resuscitating co甲ses and Saving the Dead 丘om 由e lρng
Night ofthe Nine Realms ofDarkness， a Lingbao Scripture产 The text is composed of 
twenty-six stanzas to be recited in a ritual of p缸don. A Buddhist parallel to 由e pr口ent
ritual is anlong 配 D山由uang m皿山cripts: Chizhai niaψ chanhui liwen 搏费念佛憾
悔檀文 (Stein 382)， which is  a Pure Land text. Compare alsoDache:吻sizhai ri 大 乘 四
肃 日 (Stein 1164-). ln all 由自e rit自 由e o伍ciant recites 由e st缸1ZaS while kneeling in a 
given direction and making a prescribed number of prostra∞ns. The ritual is linked 
to certain days of fasting (加zhai s，仇:zhi ri 六 肃 十 直 日 ; 7b). 

The resemblance to these Buddhist rites as well as a specific vocabulary make it 
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almost certain 由at 由e pr臼ent text dates 丘om 由e T:皿g period. In particul缸.， La.ozi is 
called the Great S唔e (幽sheng 大 壁 ; 且)， and Taoism the Teaching of the Great Sage 
(伽hengjiao 大堕教; 同.

The order of the directions toward which the adept must kneel does not coπ臼pond
to 皿y established sequence， and the number of prostra口ons， likewise， does not cor
respond to 由e usual symbolism. 

John L嘲erwη

TlJishlJng dongxuan lingblJo wuyue shenfu 太 上 洞 玄 置 费 五 撮 神 符
15 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
390 (fasc. 184) 
"Divine Talismans of the Five Peaks， from the Most High Dongxuan Lingbao 

Canon." The text contains a small collection of talismans， including not only those 
corresponding to 由e deities ofthe Five Peaks and their zhenren (la-7b)， but a1so those 
of the White Tiger (bohu户 白 虎 符 ; 8a一切， 由 Five Stabilizers (脚:zhen户 五锺符 ;
8ιllb)， 由e Great Peace (仰伊.吻声 太平符; llb-I2b)， 由e Power也1 Virtue (we他户
戚德 符 ; 12b-14b)， and， fìnally， 由e Five Generals (wu jia1切仰户 五 将 罩 符 ; 14b-15b). 
For 由e last talisman， our text giv臼 a legend町， line of transmission， 仕om Fan Li 范矗，
由e stat臼man ofYue 越， to empress Lü 吕 (Gaohou 高 后 )， 由e spouse of  Liu Bang 
(247-明 B.C. ).

The text 由at accompanies the talismans of the Five Peaks continuously quotes a 
work called "Images of the Divine Immortals产This Shenxia，n 阳 神仙 圃 is a1so quoted 
in other texts. For instance， I407 Dm纫'Xuan li1纫htUJ errhisi sheng tujing repeatedly cites 
a Li叨btUJ shenxúm tu as 由e source of the twenty-four sets of talismans it contains， 
皿d there exists a variant version of this revealed Lingbao scripture， called Dongxuan 
lingbtUJ slJn切 ershisi she吻 阳 (ηQQ 80)， 出at simply has Shenx仰z ω. Among 由c
twenty-four se臼 oftalismans originating in 由is Shenxian tu we also find those of the 
Five Peaks (Shenxian 阴阳 zhenxi吻 阳 神 仙 五 撒 真 形 圃). Bokenkamp ("Sources of 
由e Ling-pao scriptur白了 458-60) has shown 由at both this set of talismans and the 
others derive originally 仕om different texts kept in GE HONG'S library. 

Our conjecture is， therefore， 由at here too we have a Lingbao adaptation of an 皿
cient version 仕om 由at same so町ce. Indeed， the pr臼ent text contains several archaic 
e1ements. The talismans are used for 由e protection of the country 四d 由e king's 
palace， and 由ey 红e cult objects to which sacr凶ces (ji 祭 orjiao 醺 ; 缸， 15a) should 
be made， 臼pecially animal sacrifices. For the wuzhen户， 由e sacrifice of a water buf
falo， a sheep， and a pig (SIJ即he，锣 则 三牲物; 9a) is req山red. 咀1e cult of the Ta伊咐
户 demands horns of water buffalo 皿d sheep， 皿d 120 poun也 of pork as a substitute 
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form ofsa阳he吻 三 牲 . For the protection of the pa1ace， our text proposes to mak.e 

five statu臼 of wax mixed with suJfur， each one fourteen inches high， to be placed in 

vessels 由at are hung 仕om the beams of the great hall (7b). 

All of these elements are high1y anachronistic with r口peα to the revea1ed Lingbao 

scriptures of the fourth and fi仕h centuries， and even more so with regard to later 

Lingbao monastic practices. They belong instead to 由e sphere of 388 Taisha吻 lingbtUJ
wufu xu. 币le present adaptation shows no influence from any of由e revea1ed Lingbao 

scriptures. It is not quoted in any Six Dynasties source. For these reasons， it seems 

improbable 由at 由e pr臼ent version was made d山mg 出e Six Dynasti臼 period; it is 

more likely a produα ofTang antiquari缸l1sm.

Shangqing gaoshang yuzhen zhongdao zongjian baohui 
上 清 高 上 玉 虞 嚷 道 棕 tii 曹嚣
7 fols. 

Tang (618--907) 

443 (fasc. 198) 

Kristofer Schipper 

"Comprehensive List ofPrecious Taboo N arnes of the Exa1ted J ade Zhenren of [由c

Heaven of] Supreme Purity?' ηle book begins with a list of taboo names of v红10US

deities， followed by a p皿sage from a Purple Phoenix Register (Z侨'移 lu 紫黑簸).
Both the tide of the book and the quotation of 由is register seem to indicate a rela

tion to 由e Shangqing tradition， especially to 1372 Sha1例i吻gtUJshangyuchen j告增加
qusu sha1叨iing 皿d to 由e Z:侨吻 ch命hu 紫 周 赤 曹 . The latter text is mentioned in 由c

]iuzhen mi栩如 (in 1314 Dongzhen taishang suling do栩如an dayω mi，呵't1切 5Ib， 52a) ; 

it is， moreover， quoted in 412 Sha1移庐ng peiβIwen qi吻quanjue 2a 皿d in ηQQ 7.7a， 

9 .nb. The Song cata10gues mention a Dongzhen 切切;ingjiuwen z�作吻 chishu 洞 翼 睫
景 九 文 紫周赤 菁 m one JU皿 (see VDL 122). 

In 由e present 切ok， however， 由e Purple Phoenix Regis阳 is said to have been 

transmitted a10ng wi由 the Bawei cewen 八 威 策 文 ， which is a text originally associated 

with the Lingbao tradition (see 352 Taisha吻 助，锣刷刷 liψb刷 chishu 用;ue mia吗�ï吻
I.24b-26a). The next section of the present book (钊-ób) is said to be derived 仕'Om

chapter 75 of 由eJinguang mi吻吻 金 光 明程 of the Sanhua1切 切仰en dazi 三 皇 天
文 大 字 .

The closing account of the regt址ations for 由e transmission of the book includes 

the form of a contraα (qi 契 ; 6b-7a)， in which 由e tide of the recipient is given as do咽

xuan ziran wushang sandoψdizi 洞 五 自 然知 上 三 洞弟 子 . 咀le practice of combining 

materia1s 仕'Om the Three Cavems and 臼signing them to 由C 山e of priests ordained in 

由e Dongxuan division is well attested in tex臼 ofthe late Tang 皿d 由e Five Dynasti臼
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(907-960). See， for instance， 1237 Santúmg xi仰切o yi ólr7a 四d 1239 Zhengyi xiuzhen 
l叼i IIιI2a， 17a-b.

Taixuan bajing lu 太 玄 八 景 镰
43 fo1s. 
T皿g (618-907) 
258 (fasc. 120) 

Poul Anderren 

"Register ofthe Great Mysteries' Eight Effulgences." Exactly the same text is also 
found in 1407 Dongxuan lingbao enhisi sheng 均1叨 3a-48a. I臼 utilization 皿 a register 
conferring initiation and ordination， as is the case here， however， did not come into 
山e before 由e T:皿g. Hence its p1acement in 出lS seαlon. 

According to 由e exp1四ations given in 由e text itself， 由e name of the Eight Efful
gences derives from twenty-fo山 sacred diagrams， written in "golden script 皿d jade
characters" (jinshu yuzi 金 曹 玉宇 )， 由rough spontaneous transforrnation of the three 
times eight luminous spirits of the body of the 1ρrd Li， the 5aint Who Is to Come 
(Housheng Lijun 後 重 李 君 ).

The present register is the second in importance to be transrnitted to initiates into 
由e texts of the Lingbao canon (阳isha吻 li咽bao do吻mωn dizi 太 上 噩 曹 洞 玄 弟 子 i
see 1125 Dongxuan lingbao sando叨卢嘲剧。 均·化yi吻'shi 4.8a， where the more complete 
title of Sanbu 切-吻 ziran zhizhen yulu 三部八景 自 然 至 虞 玉臻 is given) .  The sarne 
regis民r is also mentioned in 1239 Zhengyi xiuzhen 1句IÍ I8a (under the title Taishang 
baji吻 chentu lu 太 上 八 景 晨 圃 簸 ). ZHANG WANFU， in his catalogue of the Ling
bao scriptures， mentions a B呢iing 抑制n 八 景 内音， probab1y referring to 由e present 
regls即 (see 1241 Chuansh仰 sandongji吻·化falu l仰�shω I.8a).

Xuhuang tianzun chuzhen shijie wen 虚皇天 靠 初 翼 十 戒 文
8 fo1s. 
180 (fasc. 77) 

Fang Lii咆

''Text of the Ten Rules for 由e Initial Stage ofPerfection， [Spoken] by the Heavenly 
Worthy Xuhuang产 The devotee receives 由is te双 on the occasion of his or her first 
initiation (kaidu 阔度; ra). In the early eighth centu町" ZHANG WANFU wrote 由at
novic臼 (xin chujia 新 出 家 ) received the chuzhen f仿 初 虞 戒 ， but he did not spec的
the number of those rules (178 Sando1移 动。吻ie wen， preface; 1241 Chuanshω sandong 
ji吻iie户lu lücshuo I.Ib). Besides the pr臼ent set， there are still other series of chuzhen 
jie: 339 Taishang 加wxuan /;吻-bao chujia yinyuan ji吻 非5b 1ists ten prohibitions 皿d
ten prescriptions， 四d 1.习7 Sando剖�xiuda.o yi 3b mentions eighty-one injunctions of 
由e same n缸ne.
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The present ten rules 红'e also found-though without the explanations 由at follow 
each injunction一in 1033 Zh叨n zoψ I.6b-8a (identical with ηQQ 40.7a-8b). Apart 
丘om 由e explanations， our text appe红s to be posterior to 由at passage: whereas in 由C
I明 Zhi)仰 M吻 version the rules are pronounced by a Heavenly Zhenren (tianzhen 
天 虞 )， our text is more specific in citing X由u皿g ti皿zun 虚 皇 天尊 instead of a zhen
ren. Rule 9， calling for loyalty， filial piety， and so on， fi事lfes as the first prescription in 
the present version， toge由er with 皿 expl扭扭on explicitly emphasizing 由at in 由c
scriptures of the immortals， loyalty and piety ocαpy 由e foremost place. The passag臼
in 1033 Zhiyan 却ng I .8a on 由e consequences of keeping and breaking these rules 红C
not contained in our text. The pr'口ent text therefore reprlωents a later recension of a 
T皿g work.

For a d臼cription of the usage of these rules in Quanzhen 金 黄 Taoism， as well as 
for a translation， see Hackmann， "Die Mönchsregeln，" 142-70. 

2.B.8 The Dongzhen Division 

2.B.8.a Scriptures 

Taishang santian zhe咽faji吻 太 上 三 天 正 法醒
11 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
1203 (fasc. 876) 

Hans-Hn切ann Schm体

''1be Scripture of the coπect Law of the Three Heavens产This is a title 由at belongs
to 由e Shangqing scriptures (it is mentioned in 426 Sha1例i吻 taishang basu zhe吵'移
4， 1331 Do嘲zhen shangqi咱 shenzhω qizhuan qibian wutian JÏ1锣 打b， and 1016 Zhengao 
5且). The Three Heavens are 由c 由ree upper heavens (which here bear names different 
丘om those in 由e Shangqing texts). Our work is attributed to 由e king of the Xiaoyou 
Heaven， also known as 由e Green Lad (Qingtong jun 青 童 君 ).

The present text is not one of the Shangqing tex臼 revealed to YANG Xl.  First， 
most of the quotations from our text do not agree with quotations 仕om a Santian 
zhn纽向ji;吻 由 other works (e.g.， WSBY， SDZN， 1132 Sa吻qi吻 dao leishi xia咐， 叮QQ
2.4b-8a). Only quotations from works later than WSBY， such as Xiao剧。 lun and 
YJQQ 2I.la， correspond， and only for 由e first page. 

Moreover， the present text (8ι9a) quotes 184 Taizhen yudi siji mi吻keJÏ1锣 5.6b-7b，
a text later 由an 由e Shangqing revelation. Also， except for 由e stanzas on pages 4a-b， 
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the tenninology and content of our text also do not correspond to those of the Sh皿g
qing sch∞1. 

This work m山t therefore be an apoc可phal text of the seventh century， at 由e ear
liest. It appe缸S to be fragmentary， containing only the preamble to a d.iscussion of 
apotropaic texts， which are not included. The pre缸nble deals wi由 由e first appearance 
of these texts， 由e让 subsequent transmission in the heavens (la-5a)， and the rules for 
those who poss口s them (5b-end). The Heavenly Lads 皿d M但dens proteα the adept 
who poss臼ses any of these works (enumerated in IOa-b) and 由e regl血tions govem
ing their transmission. 

A cornmentary recounting the words of the Green Lad accompanies 由e first two 
pag臼 ofour text 皿d presents the outline of a cosmology. 

To supplement the material of this work， see 1395 Shang伊18 dadong jiuwei b，取切。
如'1ïng m:阴阳， 412 Shangqing pei如wen qti饥18q:阳饵jue， 4月 S加咆壁ing pei fuwen boq侃侃
jue， 姐ld 414 Shangqi:咽rpei fuwen jia:咽rquanjue.

B I BLI O G RAP H Y  

000 Masao， "Taijõ santen seihõ-kyõ:' 304-9. 

Isahelle Robinet 

Dongzhen gaoshang yudi dadong ciyi yujian wulao baoji吻 洞 翼 高 上玉 帝 大
洞 雌 一 玉 横 五 老 曹 陋
58 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
13月 (fasc. 1025) 
"Precious Scripture on 由e Female One and Five Elders." The title refers to 由C

Sansu yuanjun 三 素元君 (Lad.ies of由e Ciyi 雌一 )， feminine d.ivinities dwelling in the 
Palace ofthe Golden Flower， situated in the brain， as well as to 由e wulao 五 老 (spiri岱
of the registers). 

The present work groups toge由er various methods， taken probably 仕om d.ifferent 
sources of varying degrees of au由enticity with respeα to the original Shangqing 
revelation， and relates them to these feminine d.ivinities. The methods are all old， ante
dating WSBY (six由 centu巧r)， which 丘equently quotes them; 由ey 红'e o丘en presented 
as formulas accompanying sacred writings. Overall， the presentation accords perfectly 
with Shangqing te口ninology and its p扭曲eon， suggesting 由at 由is work dates from 
a period shortiy a丘er 由e revelation. However， the present form of the text， which is 
mentioned in the ancient anthologies under vario山 titles， is probably later 由皿 由c
seventh century. 

咀le text comprises: proced山es supplementary to 由e Dtu如18 zhenji吻 大 洞 翼 粗
(la-19a and 57b-58b) ; med.itation methods related to 由e Lad.ies of C制 (19b-24a 皿d
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牛3ι53b); a "long" version of Dongfi 吻 1吻 洞 房陋， more complete and probably 
more au由entic 由四 133 Taishang dong_声吻 Mφ吻 zhu (抖a-27b) ; instructions 由at
are also found， in P缸， in 1330 Dongzhen taiyi 均仰 臼仰nyinshu dongzhen xzω叼iing
( 37lr42b) ; passages from 1016 Zhengao (27a-3Ib) ; and a long fragment of a method 
(53ι57b) 由at at one time was part of 1376 Sha1纫qing 臼打hang di_jun _jiuzhen zhong_ji咿
but 由at no longer appears in 由at work. All these texts and methods aim at having 
one's n缸ne inscribed on 由e Heavenly Registers or at untying the knots of predestined 
dea由.

Dongzhen taishang sanyuan liuzhu jing 洞 翼 太 上 三 元流珠砸
7 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1318 (fasc. 1027) 

Isabelle Robina 

"Scripture on 由e Three Principles and 由e Moving Pearl?' The title of 由is work 
refers to the d.ivinities of the Moving Pearl (liuzhu 流珠) Palace， located in the brain. 
It also refers to meditation-related practic臼. But 由is composite work only partly fi臼
the title. The earliest mention of it is found in 1314 Do叨劝'en taisha吻suli1锣 dongyuan
dayω mia侨ng l5b 皿d in 由e biography of Maojun 茅 君 (s民 304 λ缸oshan zhi S .13a). 

The first page deals with the Mo白ng Pearl Palace; it may be a 仕agment of a text 
concerning med.itation on 由is palace. It is this section 由at probably giv1臼 our work
its present title. However， the essential part is missing. The charms (llr3a) are also 
found in 81 Dongzhen taiwei hua嘲'Shu tiandi _jun sh忻吻.Jinya吻 5ψ嘲 5a， as ind.icated 
( Ib). The r臼t of the text is made up of passages taken from 1016 Zhengao. 

Dongzhen xi wang mu baoshen qiju jing 洞 虞 西 王 母曹 神 起 居 醒
19 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
1319 (fasc. 1027) 

Isabelle Robina 

"Scripture of the Queen Mother of the West for Cherishing Spirits and [Reμat
ing] Comportment产 This work tak臼 its title and a g'∞d pan of its material from 1016 
Zhengao. The laner， in fact， contains a Baoshen _ji吻 revealed by Pei jun 裴 君 to TAO
HONGJING， described as "not ha叫ng appeared in 由e world产 Thus 由e present work 
is not one ofthe texts revealed to and recorded by YANG XI . 币le only texts revealed 
to Yang under 由is title 红e the fragments in 1016 Zhengao. The pr口ent work， then， 
consists of a collection of revelations made to YANG XI  and presented under a title 
由at coIT'口ponds only to 由e beginning of the text. 刀1Ìs first part may be no more than 
由e remn四t of a much larger collection. 
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Nevertheless， the title fits 由e conten岱 ofthe work as a whole inasmuch as 由is text 
lays out rul臼 and rituals for the adept to observe in daily life. 

Most of the passag臼 10 由is collection (la-I2b 皿d 14a-16b) 红e tak.en from texts 
in 1016 Zhen'gao， though there are sometimes important differences in wording. 
Other paragraphs (I2b--1钊) not found in 由e Zhen'gao are pr臼ented as tex包 revealed
to YANG XI by 由e s缸ne divinities and are written in 由e s缸ne vein as those in 由c
Zhen'gao 

白le end of the work (16b--18b) is a1so similar to 426 Shangqi:栩 taishaψ basu zhen
JZ叨 26b--28; the last two instructions probably derive from a different source. The 
Dunhuang manuscript Pe山ot 2576， lines 13-end， is identical to 由e pr，口ent te泣， except 
由at pages 8a-nb are lacking. 

Isabelle Robinet 

Dongzhen taishang shuo zhihui xiaomo zhenji吻 洞 翼 太 上 就 智 慧 消 魔 虞 幢
5 JU皿
Tang (618-<)07) 
1344 (fasc 1032) 
"Scripture of Wisdom That Annihilates Demons." This scripture comprises texts 

from various periods. The first two ju皿 are exorcistic texts. The three remaining 
JU皿 contain statements on wisdom expounded in a Buddho-Taoist terminology. The 
whole work may have been assembled during the Tang period， as sugg臼ted by quota
tions found in 1129 D叫iiao yishu 5 .2a (corresponding in the present text to 3.刑， 104
Sha吻'qt:吻 句do吻 zhenji吻yujueyinyi 3b (2.5b here)， and 盯QQ 49.la-b (5ι6a in 由c
present text). 

The first juan of this work constitutes 出e Xiaomo ji吻 消魔粗 of the Shangqing 
co甲山. Other scriptures bearing 由e s缸ne n缸ne also belong in principle to the Shang
q1Og co甲山 but were "never fully revealed产 咀ley 红e merely quoted in 1016 Zhen'gao. 
Yet another set of Xiaomo ji吻 belong to 由e Lingbao school. The 184 Taizhen yudi siji 
mingkeji吻 3.6b attributes seven juan to 0田 scripture， as does the present work itself 
( 1-2b， 4b). In reality， these are nonrevealed chapters (see I .3b and 4b). Page I .3b men
ti.ons only one juan. 

The first juan contains an introduction， probably of a later date， and a "preface" 
(4b--5a)， which is quoted by 1016 Zhen'gao (18.伺-5 and 耳俐， correspon缸"
4blO， 5且， 四d 5blO in 由e present text). The preface c皿 also be found， in pa匠， m
184 Mi吻keji吻 (I.5a-b). There only the passage dealing wi由 由e org皿ization of the 
Infemal 0伍C臼 (guan 官 ) is included. The introduction is followed by h严nns， 由c
first of which (6a-IIa) relates the revelati.on of the scripture in Heaven. These h归nns
are closely related to the n画uiongyuji吻zhujue 大洞玉耀注款 (quoted under 由is title 
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in 1130 DlUJdian lun 4.16b， corresponding to I.8b in the present text; 由is part is also 
found in 13ω Sha吻qingjiutian shangdi zhu baishen neimi吻}t叨).

The remainder of the text consists of a hierarchical en山neration of drugs and 
medicinal plants that expel demons and illnesses. Tlùs list has been inco甲orated
into n山nerous other tex臼 (1360 Neimi:吻，咱 3b-7a; 292 Han Wudi neizhuan 6a-7b; 
ηuya吻 zazu 2.4b-sa; it was also inco甲orated in 由e Daojiji吻 道胁程; see WSBY 
78.3ι6a). 

For ju四 2， see 1334 D吻'zhen taisha吻 shenhu yinwen， wlùch contains 由e same 
text. 

Shangqing dongtian sanwu jin).仰叨 xuanlu yiji1叨
上清 洞天三 五金刚立镰僧陋
30  fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1390 (fasc. 1046) 

Isabelle Robinet 

"Scripture Concerning 由e Shangqing Register of 由 Three-Five 1-句ra Bearers 
仕om 由e Cavern-Heavens?' This text belongs-to judge by its terminology， the names 
ofits deiti白， and other details-to the Jinming qizhen 金 明 七 翼 group. In form and 
structure 由is text is simil红 t0 1388 Sha咐，吻jinzhenyuhua吻sha吻户ωjiutian zhen
li饨g sanbai liushiwu bu yuanlu; it gives instructions conceming the documents and 
rites for the transmission of the Register of the Three Generals， named Ge 葛 ， Tang
唐， 四d Zhou 周 . The model for 由is register is undoubtedly the Sa印刷jia1切'un lu
三元膊罩簸， listed in Tang so町ces under the ordination hierarchy of the Zhengyi 
organization (see， e.g.， 1239 Zhe吻ryixiuzhen l均内b and II2S D01纫xuan li1锣blUJsando栩
如g由o kejie)吻'Shi 4.6a). The personal names ofthe generals 町， however， modified 
m 由e present text (cf.， e.g.， 1212]ituJ sandm锣 zhenwen Mφ zhe1纫ryi me叨叨 lu liche1锣
yi I2b--13a). 

The transmission of the register is accomp缸ued by 由e spli位ing of a symmetrical 
contract into two halves (sanwu qi 三 五 契 ) and by the transmission of a fu and an 
inscribed ceremonial tablet (ceban 策板). The modifications in the wording of the for
mulas and documents， when compared to 由e original Zhengyi models， coπespond 
exactly to those in 1388 ]iutian zhenli吻 sanbai 1:倪rhiwu bu lu. 

Ursula-A栩elika Cedzich 
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Dongzhen tRishang daojun yU4nfÚJn shangjing 洞 虞 太 上道 君 元月 上砸
+1 fols. 
13+5 (fasc. I032) 
"Superior Scripture of the Mysterious Cinnabar." This text states 由at it was rrans

mitted by 由e Great 1ρrd Green Lad (Qingrong d勾m 青 童 大 君 ). It takes its title 
(read xuan 豆 foryuan 元 ) from 由e narne of a palace situated in the brain. 

The work is divided into three distinct p红包， of which the first 皿d the third 红C
also found in 1314 Dongzhen taisha吻 suli吻 伽'9yuan day仰 mUwjing. Part 1 (la-12b) 
is similar to 12b--22a of the latter. It deals with the contemplation of the palac口 m 由c
brain and of their diviniti臼. The 由ird part (20a--end) is the XU4ndU jiuzhen mingke 
玄 都 九 翼 明 科 found in 1314 Dayou m叼.吻 +6b--end. The sarne title is found in 1409 
Taishang jiuzhen mi栩如.

币le second part (12a-20a)， however， which follows on 由e first part without rransi
tion， is a text of completely different origin， wi由 the marks of tlle One and Ortllodox 
[zhe吻ryi] Way of the Heavenly Masters : it giv臼 由e narnes of the Nine Heavens and 
the Nine Eartlls， none ofwhich accord with those listed in Shangqing texts. 

Dongzhen 阳isha咽 bafÚJo mingji ftng 洞 舆 太 上 八道 命 籍 醒
2 JU四
1328 (fasc. 1029) 

Isabelle RiJbina 

咆cripture of the 1油lets of Life of the Eight Ways产 币lis scripture is mentioned 
in 184 Taizhen yudi siji mi:栩如jiψ 2.8b. The "eight w町s" are 由e solar and lunar or
bits (Ia-b); 由ey give 由eir narne to a practice described in 由 beginning of the text 
(I . la-3b) 由at is based， in an exrremely simplified form， on the Eight 1油lets of the 
Mysterious Mother (XU4nmu bajian 玄 母 八 筒 ) found in 1323 Dongzhen taishang basu 
zhe1叨.吻fushi 仰t.e hU4ψhU4 jue 23a-2sb. This part of the text is also found in ηQQ 
SI.la-3b. 

白le description of this practice is fol1owed (+a-b) by general remarks on 由e inter
dependence of being and nonbeing (you 有 皿d wu 熊 ) 皿d on life 四d dea由. ηlere
fol1ows (6a-12b) a list of the ca山es of various disasters and failures 皿d ofthe me皿s
to remedy them 由rough rites of expiation. 

The first juan ends with a colophon stating 由at it was received by 由e Lady WEI 
HUACUN . 

The second ju皿 is devoted to a ritual very much resembling the Shangqing ritual 
of the Three Originals (sanJU4n 三 元). 币lis juan reproduc臼 a number of passages 
from Shangqing texts or apocrypha (2.7a-9b: 1379 Sha1例i栩如di qisheng XU4nji hui
tian ji即iao ji1切; IOb--nb: 13S2 Dong:劝en taishang ta仿iao Iangshu 6.3ob--3Ia 皿d 1324 
Dongzhen ta创ang basu zhenjing de剖�an声zha miao jue 7a-b; 2Ia-23b:  13S2 1元衍切。
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ta，移'Shu 1O.2tr-5b; 27tr-29a: 1317 Dongzhen shangqi，锣 kaitian san阳 qixi，锣 yidu JÙ锣
2. 14a-15b ). 

This work can therefore be considered a Shangqing apocryphal text， dating frorn 
before 184 Taizhen yudi siji 仰'移keji吻 四d after 1352 Ta仿iao ú事'移'Shu 10， which it cites 
explici冉 It is one of the texts testifying to the early ritualizati.on of the Shangqing 
school. 

Isabelle Robinet 

Taiwei dijun ershisi shen huiyuan jing 太 微 帝 君 二 十 四 神 回 元陋
6 fols. 
T四g (618-907) 
1455 (fasc. 1064) 
"Scripture of the Twenty-four Spirits That Retum to the Origin， Revealed by the 

Sovereign lρrd ofthe GreatTen山ty?'Al由ough this rned.itation rn皿ual on 由e twenty
four original spiri岱 ofthe body has been included only in the 1607 supplernent to 由e
Ming canon， it is no doubt 扭 扭cient text. The practi.ce of visualizing 由e spirits of 
由e body -eight for each of the three levels (sanbu bashen 三部八 神 )一is well known 
仕orn 由e Shangqing scriptures， and 由e n缸nes and descriptions of the deiti.es 豁 出ey
are given here coπespond entir由 to those found in a nurnber of Six Dynasti.臼 texts
(see Robinet， La réve1ation du Sha吻qt1锣， 75). The ti.tle of the present work cannot be 
found， however， in the bibliographical sources at our d.isposal for 由e early period. The 
Gacshang bacshen mi栩如ji吻 高 上 曹 神 明科翻 quoted on 2b is equaliy unknown. As 
it is unlikely 由at 由is work was cornposed during the Song (960-1279)， it has tenta
tively been given a place here. 

The text describ臼 由e twenty-four deities and quotes 由e invocations to be pro
nounced when visualizing 由ern.

Sha吻'lJi吻 huaxi吻yinjing de，叨'Sheng baoxian shangjing 
上 清 化 形 睡 景 置 异 保 仙 上砸
5 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1369 (fasc. 1040) 

K币tofi仿 Schipper

"Superior Sh皿gqing Scripture forTransformation， Disapp臼r皿ce，Ascension， 皿d
Securing Irnrnonality产 刊e first part ( Ia-3b) of this text is a pasti.che of the exercise of 
由e Eight Gates ofthe Mysterious Mother (Xuanmu bamen 豆 母 八 阿 ; cf. 13习 D01移
zhen taisha吻 basuzhe叼ii1锣卢ωhi ri如u: 仇ωnghuaj仰 17a-end). 币le second part (3tr-4b) 
is taken 企om 1377 Shangqi吻 taishangjiuzhen zh01切If吻Jm'伊hen shendan jue 11ιI2b. 

Isabelle Robinet 
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ShlJnglJing huiYIJO fi句侃ng γiyueji能'8hUIJ shlJngji咆
上清迥耀肃光 日 月 精 草 上 砸
5 fols. 
Tang (618--907) 
1370 (fasc. 1040) 
"Supreme Shangqing Scripture for Returning to 由e Light [or Returning 由c

Light] and Flying in 由e Splendor of the Quintessential Radiance of 由e Sun 皿d
M∞n产 ηùs work is an 皿由ology ofh归nns 由at 红e p红tly inspired by other Shang
qing texts (compare 3b-4b 皿d 1332 Dongzhen taisha咽 zidu ya咱栅咆 she:叩刷 bian

p1锣 2a; also 4b-5b 皿d 1016 Zhe:ngao 4.6b). Buddhist influence is indicated by 出e use 
ofsuch expr臼slons as 咀lree Tre笛山es (sanbao 三 曹 ; 2b) and Great Vehicle (dache:ng 
大 乘 山b).

ShlJnglJing t4ixilJO yinshu yun.仙" 制政i e币略问
上 清 太 雷 睡曹 元 虞 洞 肃 二 景 砸
7 fols. 
Tang (618--907) 
1199 (fasc. 875) 

IsabeUe &bina 

"Scripture of the Book Concealed in 由e 11组xiao Empyrean on 由e Original Truth 
for Flying to 由e Two Heaven1y Bodies了， This title bears li时e relation to 由e content 
of the text. Sh皿gqing books about 冉ring to 由e two heaven1y bodies deal with fiight 
to the sun and m∞n. Here we have two extracts from 1317 Dongzhen sha吨fJqi吻kaitian
santu qixing yidu ji吻: pages la-6a of the present text co町臼pond to 2.6b-IIb in the 
latter， concerIÙng the rite of penitence invoking the five planets; 四d 臼-b correspond 
to 1317 Yidu ji:栩 如-b， a short 仕agment on 由e stars of the Dipper. 

ShlJ咽'lJing t4iji zhenren zhuemsuo shixi叨 biYlJojing
上清太面 翼 人撰所施行 秘 要 砸
7 fols. 
Tang (618--907) 
1363 (fasc. 1039) 

IsabeUe &bina 

"Scripture of the Essentials of the Practices of the Zhenren of the Supreme Pole?' 
This scripture borrows its title from 1016 Zhe:ngao 9.如. It is sin世ar to juan 9 皿d lo of
由at text as well as to passages 仕om 1319 Dongzhe:n xi wa吻 mu baoshe:n qizhu ji吻·

IsabeUe &bina 
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S加叨'lJing hetu neix制njing 上 渭 河 圈 内 立砸
2 JU四
T四g (618-907) 
1367 (fasc. 1040) 
"Book of the Interior Mystery of the River Chan， 企om 由e Sh皿gqing C四on产

卫lis text (6a-I2a) contains the "Precious Shangqing Register of the River Chart" 
(I396 Sha吻qt1切 hetu btuJlu)J as well as all 由e formu1as 皿d d町田nen岱 for transmission 
lacking in 由at text. However， the prl臼ent work does not give 由e rmag臼 ofthe Nine 
Sovereign l..ords (Jiu huangjun 九 皇 君 ) of the stars of the Dipper， but only 由at of 
the Nine Ladies (4tr-Sb). 

咀le present text may well be identical or related to a Hetu ne拼 河 圃 内把 or Hetu 
抑制m 河 圃 内 篇 transmitted bý 由e Shangqing pa町iarch Lr HANGUANG to Tang 
Xuanzong (r. 712-7S6)， who in 753 asked 由 patriarch to celebrate a River Chan 
Retreat (H彻 zha; 河 圃 膏 ) on Maoshan 茅 山 based on 由at text (see 304 }.旬oshan
zhi 2.9a). According to two successive replies by Lr HANGUANG ， 出e Retreat was 
celebrated the following y'臼r. In the "Chronicle of Maoshan" 由e text on which this 
ritual for atonement (zhaixie 萧 甜 ) was based is called Hetu neipian (304}.伽oshan zhi
2. 17a). 

币le work IZ24 Daomen di吻zhi p2a-b 皿d 6.2b quot臼 theHetu 抑制an as a source 
for 由e emplacement (shenwei 神位) of the H伽jiao 河 圃醺 or]iuyuan jiao 九 元 醺
(see 80S Taisha:咆 由咆'Shen ta:机脚 hetu sa:仰'mn yangxie yi). 

Jinjue tl伽n sanyURn zhenyi jing 金 嗣 帝 君 三 元 翼 一惺
7 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
253 (fi臼C. 120)

Kri.m卢r Schi押w

"Scripture of the True One of the Three Principl臼 of the Imperial 1ρrd of the 
Golden Portal产 刀山 text coπ臼ponds to IjI4 Dongzhen taisha吻suli1锣 扁咱庐ωn day，ω
m叨叨 27a-38b. It existed， however， already in Tang times as a separate scripture， as 
it is given in extenso， wi由 some variants， in ηQQ SO.IOtr-18b， under the title ]injue 
dijun sanyuan zhe仰ji1切仰 金 嗣帝 君 三 元 晨 一陋 抉 .

B I B LI O G RAP H Y  

Andersen， The Method o[ Holdi句!J the 四ree Ones. 

K仇:.sto[er Sch增衍
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Tujing jiutian jinxiao weishen wangzhu 阳iyuan shangjing 
玉 景 九 天 金害 威 神 王 祝 太 元上砸
10 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
256 (fasc. 120) 
"1be Superior Scriprure of the Supreme Origin， lnvocation of the King of the 

M句estic Spirits of the Golden Empyrean ofthe Nine Heavens of the Jade Capital?' 
This text is later 由扭 曲e Sh皿gqing revelations. lt includes tex臼 仕om 由at co甲山 m
pastiche form and may be identical with the YUji1切 切归anji吻 玉 景 太 元醒 men
tioned in 304λ伽oshan zhi 9.3b. Note also 由at the rules for transmission， as given on 
pages 2a and 妇， would indicate 由at 由e present text is posterior to 由e formation of 
由e Lingbao canon. 

The first six pages expound an apotrop组c method based upon 由e name and 由C
visualization of the King of the M ajestic Spirits of the Golden Empyrean mentioned 
in the title. This method comprises a talisman of the great tiger (dahu声 大虎符); 
ano由er talism扭， of"vast clari旷， (hωluo 豁"fE.; 6b)， resembles 由e talisman of the sun 
in 392 Shangqi吻 bωl刷 qip仰'声. From 7a to the end， our text is also found in 1337 
Dm移动en taiwei jinhu zhenfu. 

The present work is further mentioned as a register (lu 簸 )， under the title Tai
sha栩 用户，锣 jiutian jinxiao weishen yuzhu ji咽 太 上 玉京 九天金霄戚神 玉咒陋， ln
II2S Dongxuan 1，吻bao sando叨 卢咱砌o 均iie yÍ1伊hi 4.IOa， toge由er with a series of 
Shangqing registers conferring 由e title of Master of the Dongzhen Law (Dongzhen 
声shi 洞 真 法 嗣 ).

Taishang shengxuan sanyi rongshen bianhua miaojing 
太 上 异 玄 三一融神费化妙幢
2 Juan 
38 (fasc. 28) 

Isabelle Robinet 

"Book of the Ascent to Mystery through the Transformations by Means of the 
Fused Spirit of the Three Ones." 1bis work is a patchwork， rather 由皿 a s归由白白， of
different elements. The first juan is presented in 由e form of a Lingbao discourse by 
the Heavenly Worthy of Primordial Beginning on karma and the Void Spontaneity 
(剧仰 zzran 虚 知 自 然 ) : if most people are subject to reincarnation， it is because 由ey
do not know 由at the real nature is essentially pure and quiet (1 . 1屿， and 由ey are not 
acqu血lted wi由 由e Unique Vehicle (I.2a). As a result， they use active me由ods (youwei 
布 局 )， 由e happy rewards of which gradually decrease (I .3b). The nonactive method 
consists of returning to the origin (I .4a). This method is explained in the second ju皿，
which presents itself as 由e "words of the Tao;二 These words suggest 四 ancient text on 
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ya1锣'sheng 萤 生 (Tending Life)， with its d臼cription of the Three On口， the Nine Ones， 
由e palaces of the 加dy， and their cosmological counte叩arts. ηle nonactive method 
consists in pr，臼erving one's prinlOrdial qi and nourishing one's spirits (2.7a). ηle text 
conUflu口 w1由 multiple de曲由ons ofthe teTn1s hundun 混沌 皿d qi 氯 .

The teTn1 rongshen 融 神 (fused spirit) does not occur in the present text; it is found 
in 39 n附加咆 缸句in sanguang jiubian m;臼句mg.

John I嘲erwey

Taishang daoyin sa1叨ua吻jiubian miaojing 太 上 事 引 三 光 九费妙醒
I O  fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
39 (f:臼c. 28)
"Marvelous Book of Daoyin Exercises U sing the Three Lurninaries and N ine Trans

formations?' The Three Lurninaries whose energies (qi) 由e adept is to "conduα and 
pull" (彻哼m 尊 号 I ) are the sun， the m∞n， 皿d 由e stars. The "nine transfoTn1ations" 
probably refer t。 由 Laozi of the Nine Transformations (Ioa)， that is， to 由e transfor
mations of Laozi linked to 由e sun's course across 由e s忡 (cf. Seidel， La divinisation 
de Lao Tseu， 92 ff.). The referencc.，_ in 40 Taishang 白φItn sa1锣ω吻 baowen m叫'ù锣
to 由e nine transformations of the eight assemblies (3b) would seem to confirm 由lS
interpretation， for the texts of the eight assemblies mentioned there (3a) coπespond 
to 由e "soun也 ofthe eight assemblies" given here (2a-sb). 

Two distinct ritlω are described， both of which are to be performed during odd 
(yang) months. 白le 且rst rite consists in "conducting 皿d pulling" the eight differ
ent forms of the qi of the τbree Luminaries. These exercises are accompanied by the 
above-mentioned soun出一h归nns一四d by 由e swallowing of fu. The second rite is 
one of salutations 皿d confessions addressed to 由irty-two (i.e.， 也ur times eight) 
Laozi tianzun 老 子 天 尊 .

Two of three lines cited from a Daoyin sa叨ω嘲弄吻 毒 引 三 光程 in the SDZN 
(3 .2科) are found here ( Ib). 

John I咽erwey

Taishang daoyin sangU4ng bao:.劝'en miaojing 太 上 军事 引 三 光曹 舆妙醒
4 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
40 (fasc. 28) 
"Marvelous Book of D明明 Exercises Using the Three LllfllÏnaries and Precious 

Zhen." This text stands in relation to 39 Ta伽吻 M叨叨叨ω吻jiubian m叫吻 as
由e preface 皿d pos白ce to certain Sh皿gqing tex臼: it first recounts 由e manner of its 
revelation and then lays down the procedure of its proper transmission in accordance 
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with the S拼 mt:吻ke (184 Taizhen yudi 哼ï mi，锣ke jing does not mention 由is text). 
At the beginning， the Heavenly Worthy of Primordial Beginning and his court are 
seen veri命ing registers of the Three Principles when a strange light， streaming from 
由e eastem and westem horiwns and foUowed by immortals， suddenly iUumines 出E
assembl予 The Heavenly Worthy explains how the transformations of the Tao lead， 
出rough the alternation of sun and moon， to the creation of the celestial admini
stration of the Three Luminaries. Then he transmits to a zhenren a "text of the eight 
assemblies"一the h严nns of the other Sangua吻，吻-that had until then been hidden 
m 由e palaces of the 1山nm缸les.

Dongzhen taishang zishu luzhuan 洞 舆 太上 紫蕾臻傅
20 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 

1342 (fasc. 1031) 

John L咽erwey

"Record of the Register with Purple Writing:' This undated work is mentioned in 
the bibliographical chapters of the S01锣 shi under the title Taisha吻 zishu luzhuan 太
上紫毒鲸傅 (see VDL 88). A sentence from page 5a of the present text is quoted in 
TPYL 677-lIa as coming directly from a Taishang zishu lu 太上紫蓄银 At 由e end of 
the work， there is a reference to 1ρrd Wang 王君， a saint often linked to apoc可phal
Sh皿gqing texts， which may imply a reference to 由e l切切吻 zishu wa吻iun Z1.xU 太
上 紫喜 王 君 自 序， a section of 1316 Dongzhen sha吻qt吻 taiwei d布仰 bu tia吻.a，移fei
d可ïjinjian yuzi sha吻吻.

τhe work consists of sermons and dialogues of a marked Buddhist character per
taining to oral formulas revealed by a number of gods of the Taoist p扭由eon (Yuanshi 
tianzun 元始天尊 ， Yu扭曲i tianwang 元始天 王 ， Taishang daojun 太 上道 君 ， Xi wang
mu 西 王 母 ， and o由ers).

At 由e beginning of the work， the contents of the revelations are defined under the 
complete title 咆uperior Scriptures Containing the Esoteric Instructions on 由e Five 
Secrets， 由e Six Mysteries， the Three and the Nine， and the Orthodox One" ( Wuyin liu
miao sanj阳hengyi mizhi sha，切吻 五 隐 六妙三 九 正一密 旨 上酌， later abbreviated 
as Liumiao mizhi. All of these instructions are said to have been transmitted originally 
by the Taizhen zhangren 太 虞 丈 人 to 由c 矶Tenshi xiansheng 文 始 先 生 .

xi wang mu is at 由e origin of the revelation of five essential oral instructions (kou
lue 口 抉 )， which 红e related to the 由ree principal scriptural traditions of the Dong
zhen， Dongxuan， and Dongshen canons (8b). Next， xi wang mu explains 由e nature 
of the liumiao 六妙， the latter being linked with the use of certain special characters 
(see pages 9a-b). 
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2.B.8.b The Shangqi吨 Registers

Do吻rzhen taishllng taisu yulu 洞 翼 太 上 太 素 玉 鳝
8 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1338 (fasc. 1031) 
"J ade Register of the Great Simplicity产Asirr咀lar title is mentioned in the biography 

ofPei jun 裴君 m ηQQ I05-2妇. Our work is listed in the bibliographical chapters of 
由e Song shi (see VDL 86). It consists of a number of llÙnor instructions concerning 
V红10US pracnc口.

咀le work divides into iliree sections. The first two sections comprise 由irty columns 
of text each， due to the fact 由at 由ey were taken 仕om either the 119 or 由e 1244 edi
tions of the DllOza吻� which were printed in blocks of 由irty columns. The resulting 
text fragments stop short in the middle of a phrase. 

The first 由iπy columns ( 1  b-2b) probably represent 由e text itself. The first five lines 
can also be found in ηQQ 9忡， while 由e rest comes from 1330 Do咿劝en 臼切 均m
taidt:Jn yinshu do，纫'zhen xua叼iing 14b-16b and 20b. 

The next 由irty columns (3a-钊) 缸e extracts from 81 D01移动en tlliwei hua吻'Shu
tiandi jun sh侨'切pnya吻 S呢ii吻 2b-3b. The pages 由at follow (4ι6b) concem 由c
transmission of 1316 Dongzhen ;hangqing Taiwei di_jun bu tiangang 卢i dij订iinjian
yuzi shan.:_叨叨， a Shangqing text， with a model of the conttaα (qi 契 ) of transmis
sion， followed in turn by a Shangqing formula invoking the sun by means of 
talismans. 

Do吻rzhen 蜘ishllnn ca吻ryuan sha咽lu 洞 翼 太 上拿 元上鳝
7 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1340 (fasc. 1031) 

Isabelle RDbinet 

咆uperior Register of the Azure Origin产 This title is mentioned in the biography 
ofPei jun 裴 君 (曰QQ IOS.缸， 巧a) and in 184 Taizhen yudisiji mingke ji吻 2.7a-b. The 
oldest quotation from our work (4b) is found in 1129 D叼例如'hu 2汕.

Al由ough it borrows its title from the Shangqing school， our work certainly ap
peared later than the revelations to YAN G  XI (364-370). It reveals 由at 由e doctrine 
of the Sandong had already attained an elaborate stage of development (4a-b). 1n 
addition， 由e influence of the Lingbao doctrine can be seen clearly in references t。
由e Twenty-eight Heavens， the Daluo Heaven (Ib 皿d 2b)， 皿d the Three Primordial 
Qi (4a). 

The Three Vehicles into which sacred texts were classified led the adept to aban-
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don progr臼sively his or her family， the world， and even the sacred texts themselves. 
This scheme ret1ects the evolution of Taoism， under the inßuence of Buddhism， to
ward an increasing emph臼is on med.itation. It is virtually unknown before由e Tang
period. 

Shangqing yuanshi gaosha栩如huangjiutian pulu 
上 清 元 抬 高 上 玉 皇 九 天 藉 鲸
16 fols. 
T皿g (618--907) 
1387 (fasc. 10牛5)

Isabel/e Robinet 

"Sh皿gqing Register of the Jade Emperor of the Nine Heavens 仕om the Most 
High Primordial Beginning产 This work is a register of Shangqing d.i叫niti白， all of 
which are deities from 13归 Shangq吻yuanshi bianhua baozhen shangqi:ψ妥协ng tai
miao Guishan xuanlu. For example， 2al-2 corresponds to 1393 Guishan xuanlu 3 .20a; 
2bl-2 corresponds to 1393 Guishan xuanlu 3.2钊; 2b5-7 corresponds to 1393 Guishan 
mωnlu 3 .25a; 四d so on. Many of these deities are由e same as those in 168 Yuanshi 
gaoshang yujian dalu. 

币lis register consists of elements of an ancient san_户ωn 三 元 (币lree Principles) 
ritual stemming 仕om由e Shangqing movement. It is associated with the recitation of 
Shangqing texts， and it dates， at least in part， 仕om由e slX由 centu巧， at the latest (see 
Robinet， La révélation du Sha咽qi1侈， 2 :216-24).

Isabel/e Robinet 

Shangqing jinzhen yuhuang shangyuan jiutian zhenli吻 sanbai liushiwu bu 
yuanlu 上清 金 翼 玉 皇 上 元 九天 真 重三百 六 十 五 部 元鲸
25 fols. 
Attributed to Jinming qizhen 金 明 七 翼 ; early Tang (618--907) 
1388 (fasc. 1045) 
"Sh皿gqing Register of the Three Hundred and Sixty-Five True and Divine Forces 

from the Nine Heavens in 由e Upper Origin of the Gold Zhenren Jade Emperor." 
Arnong由e texts of which由e transmission is attributed to Jinming qizhen，由e present 
work alone contains 皿 explicit date: in 551， Jinming is s缸d to have received on Mount 
Dailing 带 锚 由e final revelation of this register from Gaoshang tianbao )'l血uang 高
上 天 雪 玉 皇 . 古白s date is Yoshioka's main evidence for dating the whole group of 
tex臼 to the middle of the six由 century (Yoshioka Yoshitoyo， "Sandii hiidO kakai gihan， 
39-92). Yet， this da由19 remains open to doubt (cf. the articles on 674 Wushang sanyuan 
zhenzhai linglu and II2S Dongxuan li吻bao sando吻户tg彻o kejie yingshi). The fact由at
由e present work first quot臼 Jinming ("Jinming says . . 丁') and then continues in direct 
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speech (吨， Qizhen， received . . 产) could indicate 由at it was recorded by a disciple. On 
the other hand， 674 Zhenzhai linglu 16b， also attributed to Jinming qizhen， seems to 
refer already to 由e contents of our text (ua-19b). 

Al由ough a Sanbai liushi阴 阳 lu is not mentioned in 112S Sando嘲卢咿dao 均·化
yJ1移而:， a closer look at 由e present register reveals 由at it was， like 674 Zhenzhai linglu， 
derived from a model of the Zhen囚ri tradition: the Register of the One Hundred and 
Fi句 Generals (Yibai wushi jia:吻fun lu 一 百 五 十 膊 罩簸) was adapted here into a 
register of three hundred and sixty-five generals. 

Like its model， the present register is composed of two par也 (183 sha吻li:叨 上 噩
plus 182 zhenliψ 贵 重 ) of a complementary nature (yang 皿d 泸n) . Transmitted suc
C臼sivel队 由ey form 由e complete register， called zhilu 治臻. Following 由e register， 由c
text describes the ritual of transmission， which also adopts 由e struαure of the Zheng
yi liturgy: lnvocation (ch吻ωn 出 官 )， Presentation (biao 表 )， 四d the Announce
ment of Merit (ya吻。ng 言 功 )， followed by 由e composition of petitions written on 
wooden tablets (baici 白 刺 ) and paper (zhizha1侈 品氏 章 ). Minor modifications include 
由e wording of由efalu 费罐 刷 出e signing of the documents (由e so-called 叫吻
太 清 ; 抖b--2sa). This transrnission ritual is followed by 由e program for ano由er ritual， 
which， after 由e transmission of the register， can be held to obtain relief from calami
ties， and other events of rnisfortune. An exhortation not to sep红ate 由e text， 由at is， 
由e register and 由e liturgical p凹， conclud口 出is work. We also leam here (抖b) 由at
Jinming's organization was founded on 嗣同r咄 dioceses (刷 刷， m contrast to 由c
set of twenty-four under the Heavenly Masters. 

ShangfJ.ing gaoshang Guishan xuanlu 上 清 高 上 疆 山 玄臻

39 fols. 
Tang (618--907) 
1394 (fasc. 1048) 

Ursula-A，纫'elika α，dzich

"Mysterio山 Register of Mount Turtle." This text is a Shangqing register 由at bor
rows its title from 1393 Sha吻qi啪 yua即hi bianhua baozhen sha1切i栩jiuli吻 taimiao
Guishan xuanlu. The te:xt also appears in ju皿 2 of the latter， and in 138S Sha1移qing
do吻wen tianbao 刷刷，移 sa叼iing baolu 2. lt is mentioned among 由e Shangqi栩 如 10
1239 Zhe吻ryixiuzhen 1:向li 17b， 皿d in 304 Maoshan zhi 7b. 

Is，础elleRobinet 
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ShanglJ.ing tÚldong jiuwei batÚlo tÚljing miaolu 上 清 大 洞 丸微八道大幢妙露
6 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
139S (fasc. 1048) 
"Wonder也1 Register of the Great Scripture of the Universe." T刊heφμμuwei b.伽仰砌uω0 九

微八道 iβs 由E口C∞OωsmoωS.]iUl脚vet 九 微 IS e呵q山V叫ale∞nttω0)饥朋m 九豆 (Nine My严st优er时les吟)，ji
tian 九夭 (Nine Heavens; cf. 2a刮)， 0町r sa翩n仰n):ρz仰uwei :aωnd叫du 三 天 九微 玄 部 (仙岛M句yste优町E町n
ou山s Ca叩pl让tal oft由he Nine Subtleties of the Three Heavens [arranged vertically] ) ;  b.ω切。
八道 is eq山valent to 由e eight points of tlte compass. The expression jiuwei b.ωiao 
therefore designates 由e cosmos in its two dimensions， horiwntal and vertical， and in 
terms of earthly and heavenly space. 

The text is a fragment of 1203 Ta伪ang santian zhe嘲向Jf1秽， an ancient Shangqing 
text only panially pr臼erved. A part of our work (归-Sa) is in fact quoted in WSBY 
3I . lob-nb 四d 32.lob-nb， under tlte title Santian zhe1级向ji:吻 三 天正 法 扭 . The be
ginning of the pr口ent text is a shortened version of 1203 Zhe地协jing ua-b; further 
along， other titl白， which also 且gure in 1203 Zh何协j吻r， are found. 

η1Îs text is entirely devoted to exorcistic charms， some of which bear names derived 
from the Sh皿gqmg co甲山 (hubao户 虎 豹符 ; shenhu声 神虎符); reference i s  also 
made (3b) to their transmission to 由e venerated saints of the Shangqing writings. 
咀le conten臼 of tltis work derive mainly 丘om Santian zhe1级向jiψ material， but its 
fonn follows 由at of later works : the final pag口 (6a-b)， for instance， refer to a ritual 
function， suggesting 由at 由is is a fragment of an ancient text (late four由 or early fi丘h
century) later inco甲orated into a liturgical 仕amework and adapted accordingl予

Sha1叨lJ.ing hetu baolu 上 清 河圃 曹 罐
9 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1396 (fasc. 1048) 

Isahelle Rob切et

"Precio山 Shangqing Register of the River Chart产 This register is based on 由c
secret nam口 (hui 嚣 ) of the Nine Sovereign Lords (Jiu huangjun 九 皇 君 ) 一也t is， 
由e nine stars ofthe Dipper (Beidou it斗 )， seven of which 缸e visible and two invis
ible) -and of 由eir Ladies 伪ren 夫 人 ). This nomenclature of 由e Dipper becarne 
current in Tang rin1es， and 由e present register dates to 由at period. It is quoted in l240 
Do吻xuan lingbao 仰'shishou sand01叨叨iie户lu zeri li sb by ZHANG WANFU. 

The present text is  incomplete， as i t  ends its instructions for transmission of tlte 
register (8a) with the words: ''They present a memorial as follows . . ." The complete 
version of the present work is found in 1367 Sha吻qt咽 hetu neixuan j吻 6a ff. 

The register (Ia-b) includes， for meditative purposes， 由e pictogram of the Nine 
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Palaces and the Nine 1ρrds. A similar Heru register is reproduced as part of 1209 Tai
sha吻 zhe吻ryf1n&叨叨户luyibu 34b-38b. 

Yuanshi gaoshang yujian dalu 元 抬 高 上 玉榆大簸
12 fols. 
Tang (618--907) 
168 (fasc. 73 )  

Kris吨fer Schipper 

"Great Register of the J ade Rule of the Most High Primordial Begin血ng?' This 
register combines other Shangqing texts or registers bearing the tide "Great Register 
of the J ade Rule." It is based on 354 Sha咽qmg sanJ1ωn用iian sanyz.ωn bujing and in 
part duplicates 由at text. 

Our work can be divided into three major parts. The first part coπesponds to 354 
Sanyuan 均iing 4a-b. The second part presents 由e same p皿由eon (but gives only half 
the number of divinities) as 由at found in 1387 Sha吻qi1移pωnshigaosha1移 yuhua1纫

jiutian pulu. ηUS IS 由e Shangqing pan由eon; 由e gods correspond to those in 13刃
Sha1例。'fgJ1ω阳hi bianhzω baozhen劝吻T1'ψjiuling taimiao guishan xuanlu， to which 
are added the divinities of the Nine Sh皿gqing Heavens. The third part of our text 
corr，臼ponds to 354 SanJ1ωn b吵ψ 4b-nb.

Shangqing zhongjing zhu zhensheng bi 上 清 隶陋藉 圄 堕 挝、
8 Juan 
446 (fasc. 198-199) 

Isabelle RJJbinet 

"Secret Book of the S但n臼 皿d Zhenren of the Sh皿gqing Scriptures." As the tide 
indicates， 由is text is a systematic survey of all 由e Shangqing spirits 皿d gods， com
p诅ed 仕om 由e writings of that school. This pan由eon is presented in tabular form and 
was probably intended for rirual p山poses. The names of the spirits and divinities 缸E
o仕en accompanied by charrns representing 由e deiti臼 in graphic form. Each listing is 
preceded by the title of the work or method from which it derives. Despite frequent 
cross-references to avoid repetition， certain n缸n臼 appe红 several times under the tide 
of one or more listings， as well as in the methods outlined. The work 166 Yuanshi 
sha吻zhen zhongxian ji is included in these listings (5-3a-6b) 皿d some of the Lingbao 
divinities are also named (7.I2a). 

The present text (8.I2a) mentions Liang Qiuzi's 梁丘子 commentary on 由eHua吻
tingji吻 黄庭粗 (in 263X切zhenshishu 55-60) and therefore dates， at the earliest， from 
the second half of the 'TI皿g.

Isabelle RJJbinet 
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Sha，叨'qi咽 huoluo qiyuan fu 上 清 豁 落 七 元 符
5 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
392 (fasc. 185) 
叮msmans of the Seven Principals of the Vast Clarity?' The expression huoluo qiyuan 

豁落七元， a p侃tic name for 由e seven stars of the Dipper constellation， is 皿tenor
to 由e Shangqing scriptures and occurs in a great nurnber of them. Sometimes it 
is explained as a name of the cosmic emanations 由at s町ucture the universe (see 
ηQQ 9.2a). 

Essentially， the present text contains the reproductions of the fourteen ta1ismans 
that， together with the colophon， are also found in 1392 Sha吻qtng 伊su jueci lu 
3ιób. 

Shangqing dongzhen tianbao dadong sanjing baolu 
上 清 洞 虞 天 曹 大 洞 三 景 曹 镶
2 Juan 
1385 (fasc. 10钊)

Krisi切if'er Schipper 

"Precious Registers [Corresponding to the Grade] of Disciple of the Three Lu
minaries of the Great Arcane， a Heavenly Treasure of the Shangqing Dongzhen 
Division?' The present work contains fo田 registers to be transmitted as part of the 
initiation into the Shangqing canon， which marks the high臼t level of the Taoist hier
archy of the Tang period and corresponds to the ordination of disciple of the Three 
Lurninaries of the Great Arcane (由doψ sanji1移 dizi 大洞三 景 弟 子 )， hence the title 
of our text. Each of the registers given here corr臼ponds to a degree (jie 陪) of initia
tion giving access to 由e (Shangqing) Dongzhen division of the canon， here called 
Yuqi吻 bu 玉 清 吉� (see note on page I .Ia， and similar ootes 00 I .归， I.2ób， etc.). 四E
four registers 红e:

I. Ta1ismannic Register of the Golden Tiger (Taisha吻 dijunjinhu户lu 太 上 帝 君 金
虎符锺 ; I . Ia-9a)， with its complement and counte甲町， the Talisman o f  the Divine 
Tiger (Taisha咽 shenhu声 太 上 神 虎符 ). Bo由 registers have protective powers. 

2. Register of由e Flying Paces of the Void and Perrnanent [Stars] (1协ha吻卢-ibu
ko吻cha吻 lu 太 上肃 步 空 常 镰 ; 9a-2óa)， 由e practice of which comprises 皿 elabo
rate choreography二 allowing 由e adept to travel in the eotire universe. An ioteresting 
diagram 00 pag臼 I. 18b--19a shows 由is choreography in detail (fig. 45). There is also， 
on page I .19a， the model of a sort of visitiog card 由at 由e adept should car町 on his or
her head when traveling the stars. This ancient art is cooducive to 由e status ofTrue 
Beiog of Supreme Purity (Shangqing zhenreo 上 清 真 人).
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..... 

FIGURE 45. Choreography for由e paces of the Kongchang stars (巧8S I . I8b-19a) 
Ming reprint OfI598. Courtesy of the Biblio由èque nationale de France (Chinois 

9546/1366) 

3. Register for the Three Leaps to the Two Luminaries (1切切叨 叨iψsanben lu 太
上 二 景 三 奔 鲸 ; I.26b--4Ia) . The two luminaries are the sun and the moon， but a leap 
to 由e st红s (benchen fa 奔 辰 法 ) is added. 

4. M ysterious [read xuan 五 for yuan 元 ] Register of the Turtle Mountain (Tai
shang Guishan yuanlu 太 上 靠 山 元鲸). This document occupies 由e entire juan 2 皿d
is subdivided into three parts (pin 品 )， each repr臼enting a degree. 

AlI registers are derived， respectivel队 丘om 由e foUowing weU-known Shangqing 
texts: 1337 Dong.动en taiwei jinhu zhe:响、 133Ó D佣rgzhen taishang ji:呻阴 阳如 zhenwen
)J:咽、 阳 Shangqi:咽 阳hang biant，吨 wanhua yumi:咽jing， 皿d 月94 Shar.叨rjingg.ω
shang Guishan xuanlu， as weU as 仕om some minor texts (see Robinet， La rlPélation du 
Sha:.咽9叼、 。.0-21)

Krist伽 Sch仰er
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而飞� )4

FIGURE 46. Mandala-like diagram (巧86 2b--3a). Ming reprint of 

1598. Courtαy of the Biblio由èque nationale de France (Chinois 

9546/1367) 

Sha1叨qing dadong sanjing yuqing yinshu juelu 上 清 大 洞 三 景 玉 清 隐曹 抉 蘸
16 fols. 

Tang (618-907) 
币6 (fasc. IO钊)
"Register for the Instructions for 由e Secret Writings of the J ade Purity of由e Three

Luminaries of the Great Arcane， a Sh皿gqing Text?' Al由ough the title refers to 由c

highest stage of the Taoist hierarchy of the Tang period (由e dadong sa;吻ing degrees)， 

由is is in fact a simple prophylactic register with talismans， pr白山nably for lay people. 

The talismannic secret writing are mandala-like diagrams， some of which resemble 

those found in 429 Shangqi吻 cha吻'she吻 baojian tu (句. 46).
Other talismans are of a more paπicul缸 kind. They are written with ei由er green or

red ink， and each line is carefully annotated as to the color 由at has to be used (pages 

l3a-Isb). 

Kristofer Schipper 
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F IGURE 47. Talisman ofthe Register ofthe Nine Phoenix Ladies (1392 3a). 

Ming reprint of 1598. co田tesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de France 

(Chinois 9546/1 373) 

Sha吻qing qusu jueci lu 上 清 曲 素 缺 酣 蘸
24 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 

1392 (fasc. 1046) 
"Register for the Instructions on 由e Emanations frorn 由e Labyrin由， a Shangqing 

Te:xt产 This is an illustrated collection of registers， app红ently for lay people， of differ
ent periods and origins. The first register， the Qusu jueci lu 曲 素放酣簸， which gives 
its n缸ne to the entire collection， is also no doubt the most ancient one. It is linked to 
1372 Sha吻f吻glUJsha吻yuchenj吻仰 伊:su sha吻.吻 (where 由e rneaning of the title 
is explained on la) and contains sorne parallel passages wi由 it， including its legendary 
connection with Taiji zuo zhenren 太 植左 贵 人 . The beginning of the present work 
corresponds to 1372 Q;翩 翩吻吻 IOb--I2a， but our te:xt contains 由e original True 
Writ of the Mysterious Hill ofthe Phoenix Pneurnata of the Nine Heavens (]iutian 
卢吻qi xuanqiu zhenshu 九天周氯五 丘 真 喜 ; 到 句. 47)， a rernarkable and， to judge 
by 由e n缸nes of the deities it contains， probably ancient docurnent. This True Writ 
is rnissing frorn 加 Qusu sha吻.吻， where it has been replaced by a picture of ninc 
heavenly ladies surrounding a rnajor deity. Frorn the context it would seern 由at 由IS IS 
a picture of the Most High True 1ρrd of the M ysterious H山 WI由 the Nine Phoenix 
Ladies. His presence here appears to be the result of an eπor by a copyist， who wrote 
"Xuanqiu taizhen jun 玄 丘 太 具 君 " (IOb) instead ofXuanqiu 伽hu 五 丘 大 喜
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F IGURE +8.  Cosmic diagram showing the emblematic 皿imals
of the four quaners， the sun and the moon， with a character for 
b够'on m 由e center (1392 lob). Ming rep由1t of 1598. Courtesy of 
由e Bibliothèque nationale de France (Chinois 95+6/1373) 

Another instance of a garbled transcription is to be found on page na of 1372 Qusu 
5切切吻 (passage concerning the rites oftransrnission; see our text， la). The relation
ship between our text 皿d 1372 Qusu 蜘吻吻 shows 由at our text represents a rnore 
original， albeit incornplete， version of the Shangqing scripture. 

The next part of the present co11ection contains a series of talisrnans of the sun， the 
rnoon， and the Five Planets (Hωl仰 伊严an lu 豁 落 七 元 摄 ) (句. 48). These talisrnans 
are also found in 392 Sha1例ing hel:ω qzyuan声. Another series of talisrnans fo11o啊，
由is tirne for calling up 由e dragons of the Ten Heavens (Shitian zha。如移 lu 十 天 召 蘸
鲸 ) (句. 49).

The final p缸t of the text contains an irnportant series of ritual syrnbols 由at belong 
to 由e highest stage of Shangqing initiation of the Tang period. Transrnitted by a high 
Shangqiψ 彻do栩如hi 上 清 大 洞 法闹 ， 由is stage is characterized as 由e Final Way of 
由e Return of the Chariot (h叼iU b吻。 迥 草 旱 道 ). Adepts would have reached 由IS
stage after having received the True Scriptures of the Great Arcane (Dadong zhe叼'Z吻



FIGURE 50 .  The chariot 

of the final retum (1392 
24a-b). Ming reprint 

Of1598. Courtesy ofthe 

Biblio由是que nationale 

de France (Chinois 

9546/1373) 
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FIGURE 49 . Illusrration ofthe 

Shangqing register for marshaling 

由e dragons of the Ten H臼.vens

(1392 7a-b). Ming reprint Of 1598. 

Courtesy of the Bibli。由èque

nationale de France (Chinois 

9546/1373) 

大 洞 翼 耀 )， 由at is， during 由e Tang， 由e complete co甲山 of Shangqing tex臼 (cf. II2S 

Dong.xuan li:咽b嗣 sa:叫啕fe:咽缸。 kej化yi咽'Shi 5且-2b).
The registers transmitted at 由is stage are， r，口pectively: (1) 由e Register for Invoking 

由e Dragons of出e Eight Powers (Bawei zhao切'Iglu 八 威 召 撞 簸 ; IOa)， complete wi由
table臼 (jian 筒 ) and True Writs (动'enwen 虞 文 ) to be deposited (阳 投 ) in a sacred 
place when making offerings to 由e dragons; 四d (2) 由e Register of the Nine Stars 
of the River Chart (Sha:吻伊'Ig ta仿uan hetuji叨叨 lu 上清太 玄 河 圃 九星 臻 ; cf. 1396 
Sha:咽机rg hetu baolu). 

A piαure of the chariot ofthe final retum marks the end ofthe registers (fig. 50). 
K由时èr Schipper
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2.B.8.c Manuals， An曲。logies， 扭d Encyclopedias 

Assembled here are a number of secondary sources concerning 由e private and 
由e liturgicaJ practic臼 of Shangqing Taoism. Most of these works are composed of 
citations 仕om different so山C白， and many books 盯e anthologies composed of pas
sag口 taken from major Shangqing scriptures. 1sabelle Robinet， in La réve1ation du 
Shang庐'侈， has compiled a nearly e对U山。ve invent。可 of these 皿由ologi臼 and has
traced the majority of the sources 由ey quote. 

Most of these texts are di且cult to date wi由 precision. In principle they could 
have been composed at any time between the end of the Six D归血口。 period (a丘er
TAO HON G]ING，  456-536) and the Southern Song (II27-1279). 1n fact it seems plau
sible to assign all of them to 由e Tang dynasty (618-907)， because during 由at period 
Shangqing texts enjoyed a wide cirαlation among literati. Many of these texts were 
copied by famous ca血graphers such as Yan Zhenqing 颜 真 腼 (709-785) who were 
wont to make small collections of them for private reference or as collectors' items. 
As manuaJs for Tending Life techniques these anthologies became obsolete with the 
development of 1nner Alchemy theories and practices at the end of the Tang and 由C
Five D归asties (907-960) periods. 

2.B.8.c. l Practices 

Shangqing jinmu qiuxian fa 上 清 金母 求 仙 上 法
23 fols. 
By Li Xuanzhen 李 立 翼 ; Tang (618--907) 
391 (fasc. 185) 
"Superior Me血。也 ofthe Search for 1mmortality of由e Golden Mo由er ofHighest 

Purity.产 The prefix does not indicate that 由is text belongs to 由e Shangqing canon; 
it is， rather， a generaJ term for Taoist scriptures of the Tang d归asty. The author， who 
hails from Liaodong 遗 束 ， identifies himself in 由e colophon (22a) as a Master Who 
Wanders in the Arcane of the Northem Peak (bei仰yOflX1，ω:n xiansheng 北 撮 道 主 先
生 )， a S血 D归asty and Tang title for daoshi who had been ordained and obtained the 
Lingbao registers (see I130 Daodian lun 2.2a-4b 皿dl407Do吻xuan lingbao ershisi sheng 
tujing 19b). Moreover， Li states 由at he belonged to 由e Chongxu皿 guan 崇 五 筒 on
L山han Ú量 山 . These establishments had been founded by Emperor Xuanzong in 由c
second year of the Tianbao era (743). During the Five Dynasties and Song pe口ods，
由ey were renamed Chongxuan guan 崇 五 颤 .

This smaJl text propounds 由e coπcα way to write a number of Lingbao talismans 
皿d to reveaJ their correct readings (yin 音 ). The talismans are 由e Taisuya吻'She吻yt
shijiu声 太 素隔生→ 十 九符 . 咀ley were， as stated at 由e beginning of the te:xt， given 
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to W:皿g mu 王 母 for her greater enlightenment. Li taught 由is method to his d.isciple 
W四g Yanzhen 王延 虞 and to m皿y others during a seven-year period， beginning in 
由e yearge吻wu 庚 午 and end.ing in bingzi 丙 子 . These dates could correspond to 
790 and 796， respectivel予

ShRngqi咽 huachen sRnben yujue 上 清 革 晨 三 奔 玉 哉
5 fo1s. 
Tang (6 1 8-907) 
牛09 (fasc. 191) 

Kris吵r Schi押w

"Precious Formulas of the Highest Pure [C皿on] for the Threefo1d Flight to 由E
Glistening Dawn." This is not a Shangqing scripture， although it us臼 much of the 
vocabulary of these texts， but a 1ater work conceming med.itation on 由e seven stars 
of the Dipper consteUation and the two invisib1e stars Fu 蜻 皿d Bi 粥 . These stars 
entered Chinese astro1ogy in 1ate Six D严lasties (220-589) 皿d ear1y Tang times， and 
由ey are presented here as a novelty. 币ley are identi.fied with 由e deities Taiping jinjue 
housheng d.ijun 太平金嗣後壁帝君 and Taiwei tiandi 太 微 天 帝 . These two stars 
and the Po1e Star toge由er form the three st红s of the Huagai 草 董 consteUation 由at
dominated Heaven above aU other consteUations， first among which were the Dipper 
stars. 

ηle med.itation method prescribes the visualization of the gods of the three st红s of
由e Huagai. Their light illuminated the inner 1andscape， so 由at 由e spirit might 企eely
m缸η inside. Here we find 由e familar imagery of the YeUow Court (huaψti吻 黄 庭)
and 由e Sh皿gqing scriptures. A nurnber of rhymed formulas and detailed instructions 
accompany the method. 

Asanben 三 奔 method was practiced by a daoshi caUed Hou .Kai 侯楷 (d. 573). His 
biography in lZIT 30.I2b has a note exp1aining 由at 由e term sanben was used origi
naUy to designate the sexual techniques ofthe YeUow Emperor (Hua嘲'disanben yunü 
zhi shu 黄帝三奔御 女 之 街 )， but that could not be the case here， where 由e meanmg
seems to be 由e Shangqing method of the high flight (gaoben 高 奔 ) to 由e stars. 

ShR叨'qing xianfu qionglin ji吻 上 清 1理府理林陋
24 fo1s. 
1403 (fasc. 1050) 

K仅由fer Schipper 

"Book 仕om the J ade Forest of the Dwelling of the Immortals户 This is 扭 扭由ology
of excerpts， dealing m也nly with meditation and Tending Life techniques. Most of the 
quotations are cul1ed 仕om different Shangqing scriptures (see Robinet， ÚJ révélatwn 
du Shangqi吻， 421)， but other sources are also used， among them the Dongshen Divi-
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sion (Dongshen bu 部 ; 7b) and the Lingbao canon (Liψbω ji吻 韶 ; 8a， IOa). From 
page 18a onward， 由ere are a nurnber of citations form 由 1016 Zhen抑.

ShlJngqing 切iji zhenren shenxilJn jing 上清 太面 真 人 神仙砸
26 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1404 (fasc. 1050) 

KriJ-.阳ifer Schi，卸er

"Book of the Di、rine Imrnortals ofthe Great Principle产 This is an an由ology of vari
ous meditation and Tending Life techniques taken exclusively 仕om Shangqing so町.ces
(see Robin町， LIJ réve'lation du Shangqi1侈， 421). The fust part (la-4b) deals with 由c
respiration techniques known as Cloud Sh∞臼 (yunya 霎 芽 )， placed under the aegis 
Of WEI HUACUN. The next 仕agment contains some practical instructions concem
mg 由e meditation on the divine p红tner， the Mysterious Zhenren (Xu皿zhen 玄 翼 ).
Frorn page 7b to page 20a， we find various well-known methods for 由e abso甲tion
of stellar energies and the circulation of qi inside the body. The last part of the book 
contains practical information concerning physiology and personal hygiene. 

ShlJngqing dongzhen jif，ψong ziflJng tu 上清洞 翼 九宫 紫 房 圃
6 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
156 (fasc. 68) 

Kristofer Schipper 

"四旧trations of the Purple Roorn and the Nine Palaces， according to 由e Shang
qingTradition?' The present text is divided into two parts : a nurnber ofillustra口ons of
different aspects of the pantheon (la-4a; see fig. 51)， and a text called "Jiugong zifang 
san dantian jue 九 富 紫 房 三 丹 田 抉 " (Formula of the Three Cinnabar Fields， the 
pu甲le Room， and the Nine Palaces; 4ιób). This text giv臼 a short description ofthe 
gods of the body. Titles similar to 由at of the pr臼ent work are rnentioned in various 
sources. The oldest is 671 1加ha吻 wuji 彻彻o ziran zhenyi wuche1切户 shaψji吻 2.12a，
which mentions a Jiugo吻 Z份ψ tu.

τbe illustrations for 由is description of the interior world are lost; the present text 
is entirely unrelated to 由e preceding irnages， which， to judge from their content 四d
captions， rnust have been part of 155 Sancai di吻wet tu. 

Kris吨fer Sch悴er
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FIGURE 5 1 .  The Palace ofthe Mysterious Elixir in the body， dwelling of 

由e Taiyi zhenren (156 3a-b， detail). 

Shangqing taiyi ji叼ue yuxi jinzhen ji 太 清 太 一 金 嗣 玉 重 金 舆缸
8 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
394 (fasc. 185) 
''Annals of the Golden Zhenren of the J ade Seal of the Golden Portal of the Su

preme One." This is an apocryphal text of the Shangqing school. The text as a whole 
is an amalgam of仕agments clumsily clapped toge由er. Its title is inspired by a title in 
the biography of Pei jun 裴 君 (ηQQ I05.9b) . ηle present text (妇) is quoted under 
a simplified title as Ta制 jinzhen ji 太 一金 属缸 in SDZN 5.4a and 3b， 皿d in II32 

Shangqing 彻o leishi xia吻 2.lb. A passage on page 5a is quoted in TPYL 679.7b. Our 
text， therefore， existed under 由e Tang.

The greater part of the text is made up from quotations from the biography of 
Iρrd Pei mentioned above. 白lere are， however， references to tex臼 other 由an those 
ofthe Sh皿gqing revelation， and one long passage (牛b) is even alien to 由e Sh皿gqmg
ttadition. 

Isabel/e Robinet 
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Shangqing ziwei dijun nanji yuanjun yuji吻 baojue
上清紫微帝 君 南面 元 君 玉 醒 曹 哉
10 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
406 (fasc. 19。
"Precious Instructions of 由e J ade Scriprurl臼 by 由e Ziwei Dijun and 由 Nanji

Yuanjun， from the Shangqing Canon产 This short text is almost entirely composed of 
quotations from 由e Sh皿gqing scripruresj see， among others， 4何 Sha1秽qing zijing 
jun mω咽chu zili吻 向un dm.功'移 sha吻ii1锣 4a-I2a， which precedes 由is text in 由C
D刷'M1锣. Only the subtitle (7a) has been added， as well as the few lines of instructions 
on 由e last page for the ritual of homage to be perfo口口ed upon entering the Pure 
R∞m. 

Shangqing pei j弘wen qingquan jue 上 清 佩 符 文 青 券抉
10 fols. 
412 (fasc. 192) 

Shangqing pei Juwen boquan jue 上清 佩符文 白 券 抉
II fols. 
413 (fasc. 192) 

Shangqing peiβIwen jiangquan jue 上 清 佩 符 文 静 券抉
4 fols. 
414 (fasc. 192) 

Sha吻'qingpei Juwen heiq.ωnjue 上 清 佩符 文 黑 券 抉
3 fols. 
415 (fasc. 192) 

Shangqing peiβIwen huangquan jue 上清佩符 文 黄 券 哉
7 fols. 
416 (fasc. 192) 

K由tofer Schipper 

国Instructions Concerning Shangqing Talismans丁' Toge由er， these 且ve works form 
扭 扭由ology of excerpts from the m句or Shangqing scriptur臼 (由e sources 缸e gener
ally indicated) concerning proteαive talismans. Notwi由standing the orientation by 
color， which presupposes a specific dassification according to direction or function， 
由e exce甲ts under each category do not coπ口pond to 皿y particular criteria. 咀lese
five tex岱 do not appear to be linked to any ritual ofliturgical transmission. 

It is probable 由at 由e excerpts were originally accompanied by drawings of the 
talismans. This anthology appears to have been a collector's item， probably dating 
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台om 由e Tang dynasty. The five texts are mentioned in 由e To吻zhi， "Yiwen lüe" 
(VDL 76). 

Shllngqing slInzhen zbiylUJ yujue 上清三 翼 旨 要 玉 哉
20 fols. 
Tang (618--907) 
422 (fasc. 193) 

Kri.s时èr Schipper

"J ade Formula of the Essential Principles of the Three Zhenren?' This is a collec
tion of fragmen臼 culled， for the most part， 仕om vano山 Sh皿gqing writings. 币le
first part of the text (Ia-I2b) is taken 仕om I3I9 Dongzhen xi wang mu baoshen qiju ji，切
只.-I6a， whereas pages 17a-I8a come from I389 Sha吻qi1移gaosheng Taishllng da彻。lun
由咽zbenjinJlωn baji吻yulu 6b-7a. 咀le 且nal part of the work is found in IOI6 Zhen'gao 
Is.Ia-2b. 白le source of the fragrnent on pag臼 12b-17a has not been located， except for 
a passage on r抽 出at is fo山ld in Dunhuang manuscript Stein 6219. That text pr，臼ents
itself 臼 a summ町， (daφ1110 道 要 ) based largely on a Ziran ji吻 自 然醒 .

The text ω a whole deals with praαices such as massage， prayer， exorcism rites， and 
ritual interdictions. 

Shllngqing 归"庐henji咽制jue l二 请 调 慎幡温言k
28 fols. 
Tang (618--907) 
423 (fasc. 194) 

Isabelle Robina 

"Formula for the Absolution of Sins." This work is composed m组nly ofSh皿gqmg
texts， and of texts inspired by 由at school. It c矶 be divided into four parts. 

ηle first part (ra-sb) contains a method of Lord Pei 费 君 ， which is found in his 
biography (盯QQ IOs.sa-6b and 12a-1归). 咀咀s method consists of confessing one's 
faults to 由e Ernperor of the North and of invoking 由e gods of the Three Principles 
on 由e days when these deities assemble to re叽se 由e registers of life， especially at 由c
由ne of the auturnn eq山nox.

A second part (sb-7b) contains three methods of Xu Hui 奇制， one of which is 
a variant on 也e WUt01飞， 五 逼 me.由od found in 426 Shangq吻 taisha咽 basu zhe吵吻
20a-2sa. A second method is linked to 由e Zhaoling furen 昭 重 夫 人 ， one of the god
desses at 由e origin of the revelations to YAN G XI . This method， which consists of 
invoking the plane臼， seems also to have been inspired by 426 Basu zhenjing 21 b and 
20a. The third method in 由is section coπ臼ponds to I3Tl Shang俨吻 taisha吻jiuzhen
zhongji;咽j叨叨如咽 shen缸:njue IOa-b. 
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In the third part， 由e text on pages 7a-8a coπ臼ponds to 1330 Dongzhen 仰伊 均iun
taidan yimhu d01移动en xtωnp'移 到b--37a， whereas 8h--9a is tak.en from 皿 山虫nown
work called the Annals of Master Liu (Liu xiansheng ji 割 先 生 起).

In the fourth pa丘， 仕om page 9a to the end of the work， we find a description of 
由e huiyuan 沮 元 method 皿 originally given in 1377 Shendan jue 4b--IOb. 

Sha吻qing xiωJ1叨ji1叨'即 上 清 修 行 幅 抉
29 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
427 (fasc. 19S) 

Isahelle Robinet 

"Formulary for Shangqing Practices?' This work is an authentic 皿由ology of pre
scriptions belonging to 由e Shangqing school. Each practice is preceded by a title， 
Wl由 a gloss indicating the source of the chapter concerned. With 由e exception of 
由e passage 10 b--1巾， which derives 仕om a Lingbao scripture (352 Taisha吻 do吻xuan
li吻b刷 ch伪u yujue mi.叼ii1锣 I.2Sb 皿d 2牛的， all the other texts in 由is work originate 
仕om Shangqing wri由19S : 1016 Zhengao (由e first page; 由is source is not indicated 
m 由e present text); 639 Huaψ肌 5伽Wqt吻 j句M 均iun 1i1伊hu ziwen sha吻.吻j
1313 D01纫zhengaoshang yudi 彻d01锣 ciyiyujian wu/ao b.呵Z吻; 1380 Shangqi1锣 taishang
hua吻'Su sishisi fa1锣乒F锣; I3IS Do吻z劝hen sha嘲.qt吻咱 f伊i吻y刷 zt.ω5约hu妥μn吻垃'en zho吻吻.￥吻z吻耶j 巧144 

D胁01吻纫zhen t，归at.ωs均b加a1吻2锣fJ suli吻，吻锣 d01吻切
ba句ii1吻E锣fJj卢k均t}t勿'吻E纫韧，历; 137!万'9 Sh加'a1吻纫f伊t1吻锣庐川Idi q伊命b加e1吻锣mωn吻ψ1)甘φii h切uωi例u仰:anj.乒't:仰叼仰OJÏ1移-

The last paragraph of our text (2sb to 由e end)， which cites aXiaomo ji吻 消魔程 ，
is not found in extant works bearing 由at title but in ηQQ 47.IOb--na. 

Shangqi叨 xiushen yaoshi jing 上 清 修 身 要 事 陋
3 0  fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1269 (fasc. 1002) 

Isahelle Robinet 

''The Essentials ofthe Practice ofPerfection?'This is 由e same text， under a different 
title， as 427 Shangq吻 xiuxingji吻iue， with 由e excepti.on of a fragment in 2b--3a on 
由e teclu让que of grinding one's teeth. 

Isahelle Robinet 
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Shangqi吻 badao biyan tu 上 清 八道 秘 言 圄
I O  fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
430 (fasc. 196) 

F I G UR E  52. Ascend.ing to 
Heaven for an aud.ience in 

mids山nmer (430 钊-b). Ming 
reprint of 1598. Courtesy of 
the Bibliothèque nationale de 

France (Chinois 9546/427) 

"Chart of the Discourse on the Essentials of the Eight Directions了' 古山 is an ill山
trated version of the Ba彻o biyan 八 道 挝、 言 meditation exercise 丘om l376 Sha吻qt吻

taishang dijun jiuzhen zh01切ii吻 (I.ub-Isb) (fig. 52). 

Shal叨'qing hanxiang jianjian tu 上 清 含 象 制 锺 圄
9 fols. 
Attributed to SIMA CHENGZHEN 司 属 承 横 (647-735)

431 (fasc. 196) 

Isabelte Robina 

"The Sh皿gqing Diagrams of the Cosmic Signs Embodied in Mirrors 皿d Swords."
This work is a comp且ation of six brief chapters dealing with three mirrors and one 
sword， artifacts rendered spiritually significant by virtue of由e cosmic d口igns engraved 
upon them (句. 53). Due to these engravings and by 由e unique power of the Tech
nique of the Four Discs (sigui zhi fa 四 规 之 法 )， 由e mirrors reveal the real form of all 
由at 由ey refleα (Ia-4b; c( II26 Dongxuan lingb，刷 刷oxue ke)口.8b; 124S Dongxuan li吻
bω 彻oshi mi1切吻fa Ib; 1206 Shan，;何吻 mi吻iiany，叫iing 2a). Two additional 缸， yin 
and yang， endow the two faces of the sword with the forces of submission and attack 
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FIGURE 5 3 .  Magic swords (431 5a-ób). Ming reprint of 1598. Courresy of the Bibliothèque 

nationale de France (Chinois 9546/428) 

(4b-7a). Details of the fabricati.on and historical transmission of such arti.facts (8ι9a) 
皿d a short formula for 由e smel由19 ofsilver 仕om sand (归-9b) close the text. 

According to one chapter (7ι8a) this entire text 皿d its accompanying diagrams 
were presented by SIMA CHENGZHEN to 由e Emperor Xuanwng (r. 712-756)， who 
responded with a brief poem， included in 由e text. 

咀le memorial of presentation is signed Wu Ji 奥及 and dated 1005.  Since Wu Ji 
lived from 1014-1062， either the attribution of this memorial or 由e date 1005 is erro
neous. 

Shangqing changsheng baojian tu 上 清 最生育锺圃
4 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
429 (fasc. 196) 

Pauline Bent，句 KojJler

"Sh皿gqing Illustrations of Precious Mirrors of 1ρng Life?' 币lÏs work contains 
seven illustrations of magic mirrors adomed with various symbols 皿d talismanic signs 
(且g. 54).

The title has jian 锺 for min叨. in deference to 由e Song taboo of the character jing 
镜 (see Chen Yuan， Shihuijuli， 154). However， within the text 由e original character 
卢W occurs (Ia and 2b)， ind.icating 由at 由e text dates from before the Song. 

Qjyu xiuzhen zhengpin tu 七 域 修 虞 撞 品 圃
8 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
433 (fasc. 196) 

Kristofer Schipper 

"Diagr缸n Demonstrati.ng the Hierarchy of Degrees of the Practice of the True 
[τ与0] 皿d of the Seven Regions [of 由e Immortals]丁

，
This text contains (如一5b) a list

of Shangqing methods taken 丘om IOI6 Zhen'gIUJ na-b. It establishes a hierarchy of 
由e spiritual degrees of those who practice 由e school's discipline. The description of 
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锺

F I GURE 54. Magic mirrors (429 la-2a). Ming reprint OfI598. Courresy of 

出e Bibliothèque nationale de Fr皿ce (Chinois 9546/426) 

出臼e degrees follows the panerns 1也d down in 426 Shangqing taisha1切 basu zhe句iing
(4a-5b and 8a-b) and in 428 1协hangftixiψjiuchenyuji吻 (2b--3a). According to these 
sources， the Seven Regions are: 由e Yuqing， Shangqing， Taiji， 皿d Taiqing Heavens; 
the Nine Palaces of the celestial immortals; the Nine Palaces of the terrestrial immor
tals; 四d finally 由e cavern-heavens (dO吻tian 洞 天 ). The last two "regions吁ound here
红e in addition to those listed in 426 Basu zhe可i吻 皿d 428 ]iuchen户价'!ß.

Shangqing zho吻zhenjiaojie dexing jing 上 清 隶 舆教戒德行程
2 Juan 
458 (fasc. 203) 

Isabelle Robinet 

"Scripture on the Religio山 Precepts and the Practice of Virtue of the Multitude 
of the Zhenren of Shangqing?' This work is composed entirely of exce甲ts 仕om I016
Zhengao， especially juan 2， 4， 6， 10， II， 皿d I2.

Sha1叨.qi叨 dad01叨jiJ切。叨 chaoxiu bijue shangdao 
上 清 大洞 九 富 朝 修 撼 哉上道
9 fols. 
Compiled by Zhou Deda 周 德 大
569 (fasc. 319) 

Is，甜elle Robinet 

"Superior Shangqing Method of Secret Formulas for Audience in the Nine Palaces 
of the Great Cavern?' This is a systematic presentation of the practices pert也ning to 由C
Nine Palaces of the brain. The practices are taken from 1314 Dongzhen taishaψ suli1锣
dongyuan dayω miaoqi吻·
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Ziting neibi户e xuιxingfa 紫 庭 内 梅 鼓修行法
1 6  fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
87+ (fasc. 580) 
"Method for the Practice of the Secret Formula of the Purple Court产 The Purple 

Court (ziting 紫庭) is a celestial dwe血ng situated in 由e brain. The title here refers 
especially to 由e first part of the present text， composed entirely of exce甲ts 企om
Shangqing scriptures， as well as 仕om BPZ 17. 

咀le opening pages (la-5a) are devoted to methods described in 639 Hua吻tian
shangqi吻jinque dijun li吻'Shu ziwen shangJÏ1锣 na-I2b and 8b--12b， and in 179 Taiwei 
lingshu ziwen xiaπ;i zhenji sh吨ui吻 3b--+a. Our text occasionally giv臼 variant tcrms 
and additional elaborations. The following pages (6a-8a) contain extracts from 1016 
Zhengao 9.8a-17a. Page 9a to the end the present text is composed of passages from 
由e BPZ 17. 

Shangxuan gaozhen Yanshou chishu 上 京 高 虞 延 毒 赤 吉
凶 fols.
877 (fasc. 581) 

Is，础'elle Ro扳回

"Red Book of the Most Subtle Great Realizcd Yanshou?' This text is composed 
of passages 仕om Ju皿 9 and IO of 1016 Zhengao. Yanshou 延 毒 is an imrnortal who 
figures in 由e latter work (9.na). The title "Red Book" is usually reserved for texts of 
由e Lingbao sch∞1; page 2a of our text quotes 388 Taishang li吻bao wt仿 XU I.22a. 

The present text has been tampered with (words inserted on page 9a， and titles 
changed on 9a and 9b). Passages 丘om 1016 Zhengao are 0丘en worded differently: 
in some places the actual Zhengao text is presented as a gloss (compare 4b with 1016 
Zhe吻'ao 10.25a-b). Not all of the numero山 textual variants are likely to be due to 
errors by 由e copyists. The Zhengao quotarions are considerably at variance with the 
received version. Possibly the version 丘om which our au由or drcw his quotations was 
not 由e same recension of 配 Zhengao as the one we now know. 

Dongzhen taishang basu zhenjing ji栩如o sanjing miaojue 
洞 翼 太 上 八 素 虞幢精耀兰 景 妙 鼓
6 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1320 (fasc. 1028) 

Isabelle Robinet 

"Wondrous Formula of the Three Heavenly Bodies of Essence from the True 
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Scriprure of the Eight Purities Revea1ed by the Most High， of the Dongzhen C皿on?'
This is one of severa1 texts connected with 426 Sha吻qi:嘲 taishang ba.su zhenji吻 由at
postdate 由e Shangqing revelation. This work 426 Basu zhe吵，锣 is probably one of the 
oldest texts of this group， for it appears under the title Ba.su ji吻 in II30 Daodian lun 
29a (our text 4a). 

The three heavcnly bodies are， according to 由e first part of the work， the sun， the 
moon， and the Pole Star. In rea1ity， this work consists of one method for absorbing 
由E 臼sence of thc stars of the Dipper， and another for absorbing 由c 口sence of the 
Five Planets. At the end of the text (pages 料.--6a) there are three import皿t paragraphs 
devoted to 由e worldly and spiritua1 discipline of Sh皿gqing adepts. 

Dongzhen 阳ishang basu zhenjing .!ICi.ω'i gongye miaojue 
洞 虞 太上 八 素 虞 醒 修 霄 功 案 妙 哉
14 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1321 (fasc. 1028) 

Isabelle Robinet 

"Wondrous Forrnula for Acq山ring Meri臼 from the True Scripture of the Eight 
Purities Revea1ed by the Most High， of the Dongzhen C皿on?' 咀lÍs text is related to， 
but postdates， 426 S仰'移qing taishang basu zhe码iing (cf. 出e references to Lingbao in 
抽 血d 13b). 

The work presents ritua1 precep岱. The fìrst of these precep岱 are attributed to 184 
Taizhen yudi siji mi吻keji吻" where， however， they are not now found. The other rules 
are quotations 仕om the Ritua1 of the Most High (Gaosha栩 如 高 上科 )， 白 山虫nown
work. 

Dongzhen taish，饵:ng b，ωu zhenji叼 sanwu .!ICi叼b棚 miaojue
洞 舆 太上 八 素 真 假 三 五 行化妙缺
11  fols. 
Tang (创-907)
1322 (fasc. 1028) 

lsabelle Robinet 

"Wondrous Forrnula for Practicing Transformation by the Three and 由e Five?'This 
work is related to 426 Shangqi吻 taisha吻 basu zhenji吻， but of much later date. Here， 
the Three refers to the 由ree cognitions (sanzhi 三 智 ) ofHeaven， Ear由 and H山nar臼ty;
the Five， to 由e five sagacities (脚hui 五 慧 ) of Confucianism: benevolence (ren 仁 )，
righteousn臼s (yi 莞 )， ritua1 comportment (li 檀)， knowledge (zhi 知)， 四d f:但由ful
ness (xin {言 ).
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This Confucian ele01ent and a number of expressions of Buddhist 、origin ("reborn 
among 01en"; "greatest vehicle"; 3a) tes崎 由at 由is text does not derive from the same 
source as those texts revealed to YANG XI .  

The present text (7a) i s  quoted in 396 Dong.xuan 1i吻'bao ziran jiutian she吻shen
zhangji嘲jieyi 2.3b， under the title Bas盯iing 八 素 耀 . The O1ethod for meditating on 
the Green Lad (Qingtong 青 童 ) that is found at the end of our text (9a-IIb) is si01ilar 
to 13IS Dongzhen sha吻qing qi吻仰 zishujingen zhongji嘲 2.IIa-I2b.

Dongzhen taishang basu zhenjing zhanhou 俨uding miaojue 
洞 虞 太 上 八素 虞 陋 占 候 人 定 彤、鼓
10 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 

巧巧 (fasc. 1028) 

Isahelk Robinet 

"Marvelous Formula for Divining by the Stars and Entering into Meditation?' This 
text is related to 426 Sha1秽qing taisha吻 basu zhenji:吻 皿d presents O1e由ods of αF 
mg 山s by O1editation on 由e spirits of the body， and of expelling harmful infIuences 
(bad dreams， pol1ution) by O1assage. 咀le nam口 of the body spiri臼 红e those of the 
Shangqing tradition， but the style of the work bears little rese01blance to 由e writings 
ofthat sch∞1. 

Taishang dongzhen ji叨 dongzhangfu 太上 洞 舆 髓洞章符
8 fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 
85 (fasc. 37) 

Isahelk Robinet 

"Talis01ans and S归口bols of the Cavern， 企001 the True Sh皿gqing Canon." This is 
a s01all col1ection offu (some are missing)， togil由er with the spel1s and dOCUfllents to 
be used alongside them. The first item is 由eD01移动'angj衫， 仕001 which the col1ection 
takes its title， and which is used for expel1ing 由e shi 尸 de010ns in the body. 咀lÎs fu is 
to be pra∞ced daily， momi吨， and evening. 

白le next ite01 consists of a series of protective talismans to be used in conjunction 
with the famous mi吻mo zhω 命魔咒 (5a) also used in Lingbao liturgy (and 由at is 
here called Miexie zh仰 诫 邪 咒 ). 咀le final series of fu is related to 由e seven stars of 
由c Dipper and to 由e god Taiyi 太 一 . All of 出口e texts 皿d talis01ans belong to 由c
Sh皿gqing canon. 

Kris吨fer Schipper 
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Do，叨rzhen ta.ishøng shøngqing neijing i同 舆 太上 上 清 内 陋
1 1  fols. 
Tang (618--907) 

1347 (fasc. 1033) 
"Esoteric Shangqing Scripture of the Most High， of the Dongzhen C皿on?' 刀山

small hybrid text reveals 由e secret talismans (or nam臼) of the Nine Heavenly Zhen
ren， of the Nine Heavens where 由ey dwell， and of the Five Emperors (wudi 五帝 )，
all for personal protection. 

2.B.8.c.2 Liturgy 

Shln叨qing tiønbøo zhøi chuye yi 上 清 天 曹 曹初夜健
10  fols. 
216 (fasc. 84) 

Kris.切fer S.份1主严T

"Ritual of the First Night of the Retreat of the Heavenly Treasure of Superior 
Purity产 This rituaJ must be perfo口ned the night before 由e three audiences of a Heav
enly Treasure Retreat (3b， 9a) - a  Retreat 由at can be celebrated only for recipien臼 of
由e Ultimate Method ofthe Superior Purity (Sha吻伊吻 b份 上 清 事 法 ; la)， which is 
linked to 由e scriptures of the Dongzhen or Shangqing canon. The ritual is a Heav
enly Treasure Retreat because of the relationship between the lord of the Heavenly 
Treasure 四d 由e Large Cavem in 318 Dongxuan li;栩bao ziran jiutian shengshen zha1锣
JÏ1移 Ia. The pr'臼ent ritual includes a h严nn in three stanzas (7a-8b). It is a modem ad
dition -Ofuchi dates it a丘er 由e Yuan period (Ofuchi Ninji， "On Ku Ling Pao Ching，" 
47) -to 由e same 318 jiutian sh吻'Shen zha吻1';吻·

A丘er describing the revelation of the Shangqing literature to WEI HUACUN， 223 
Qj咿weiyuanjiang 句fa mentions a Retreat of the Heavenly Treasure and says 由at it 

is a form of the thW1der method (le伪 雷法 ).

Dongzhen ta.ishø叨 阳ixiao la吻'Shu 洞 翼 太 上 太 雷琅蕾
10  Jll皿
1352 (fasc. 1034-1035) 

John L嘲erwey

"Peerless Book of the Empyrean产This work is a collection of rules and regulations. 
Its title is borrowed from a Sh皿gqing text: ss G40shang taixiao 仇ngs，加 qiongwen di
zhangji吻， which provid口 出e material for 由e first juan. 

卫le n山nbering of由e Jllan J山ηps directly 仕om one to 由ree al由ough the number
ing ofthe paragraphs remains consecutive. Juan 3 consists of extracts from 184 Taizhen 
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yudi sijï mi1锣keJÏ1锣 (ju皿 1， 2， 牛， 5 ) 皿d 仕om 1409 Taishang jiuzhen mi.栩如 (similar to 
I314 D01移动en taishang suling do吻pωn dayou miaoji吻 54a-65b).

The following juan are concerned with various ritual elements; Taoist clothing; 
rul口 ω be observed in copying and prl臼C凹ing (ches岱， tables， hangings， etc.) sacred 
books; donations to be made on transmission; re思ùations for performing Retreats 
(zhai 膏) ; rules goveming 由e relationship between master 皿d disciple; and moral 
precep岱 (see 8.4b-5a， coπ臼ponding to ηQQ 38.13a-b). 

Ju皿 5 IS sm世ar to 129 Ta仿iao la1切'Shu qiongwen di;劝a吻jue. Our text (8 .na-I2b) 
reproduces a tomb contraα 丘om 1016 Zhen'gao 1O.16a-17b. In the 1ωt juan (1O.2b-5b)， 
a number of hymns derive from 1328 Dongzhen taishang badao mi咆.，)tJZ1移 2.2Ia-23b，
imitating the initial p红包 of it.

Dongzhen taishang basu zhenjing Ikngtanβtzha miaojue 
洞 虞 太 上 八素 虞 髓 登檀 符 札 妙 抉
14 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1324 (fasc. 1028) 

Isabelle Robinet 

"Wondrous Formula for Ascending the Altar and Dispatching Charms and Me
morials， 仕om the True Scripture of the Eight Purities产 η山 text is related to 426 
Shaψqing taisha吻 basu zhe叼't吻 and deals wi由 the construction of the altar and the 
sacred area， and with the chz侈uan 出 官 ritual for exteriorizing body deities 由at is 
characteristic of Zhengyi practices. Our text (钊-b) reproduces an invocation found 
in 1378 Sha吻q吻jinzhen yug仰'锣 b叨叨Jeijï吻 14a-b and 4b-6b， a shortened form 
of the register (切 臻) 仕om 354 Sha明吻 sanyuan yujian san，仰n b叼.吻 4.1巾， and 
speci且cally n缸nes the latter work. 

τbe present work is an example of the ritualization of texts related but posterior t。
由e Shangqing revelations. A quotation (8ι9a) from 184 Taizhen yudi sijï mi栩如JZ吻
5 .2钊， m p红Uαù缸" points to a later date for our text. 

Taishangj挝bu wuxing jing 太 上 琅步五星幢
1 0  fols. 
T皿g (618-907) 

637 (fasc. 341) 

Isabelle Robinet 

"Scripture of Pacing the Void and the Five Planets." This is a small manual with 
exce甲ts form various Shangqing tex臼 on 由e practices of pacing 由e Dipper stars and 
visualizing 由e pl四ets by means of meditation. 

The first part (Ia-4b) derives from 876 Taisha吻 阴仰叨 f切ωn k01纫cha1切ue; 由c
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remainder corresponds to 426 Shangqing taishang basu zhenjing (loa-18b， 2Ib， and 26b 
to end)， with the exception of a passage on 8a-b of our text， which derives from 1016 
Zhen垃fUJ 3 .17a-18b. 

Taishang feibu nandou taiwei yujing 太 上 肃步 南 斗 太 微 玉 扭
9 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
638 (fasc. 341)  

Is，础'elJe Robi回

"Jade Scripture 仕om 由e Taiwei on Pacing the Southern Dipper?' This scripture 
contains instructions on pacing the constellation N andou 南 斗 . Transmitted by 
Chisong zi 赤松子， the True 1ρrd of the Great Void (Taixu zhenjun 太虚 真 君 )， 由c
present text is related to 637 Taishang卢i仇I W侃仇，移jing， to which it may be a seque1. 
The text expl也ns 出at 由e adept needs to know the true n缸nes (zhenmi:吻 翼 名 ) ofthe 
six stars， and to c红ry 由e fu representing 由eir real form (zhenxing 真 形) on his or her 
body (or to ingest 由em) in order to pace 由e coπesponding hun 魂 and po 魄 st红S
and， 也lally， the constellation itself. A丘er several years of practice， 出e adept becomes 
a zhenren of the Shangqing Heaven， and finally he or she ascends to 由e Yuqing 玉 清
Heaven (1b-2a). Consequently， 由e text provides 由e fu 由at protect the adept during 
his or her ascent to 由e st缸s， followed by instructions for pacing 由e five hun 皿d seven
po stars and， finally， 由e six st红's of the N andou. For 由is practice， drawings of the stars 
connected by lines are prepared and laid out on 由e ground. Then the adept pac臼 由臼C
stars while visualizing 由e divinities 皿d reciting invocations. Our text concludes with 
a list of the pledges for 由e transmission of the scripture. 

Sha吻qi叨 zhuzhen zha吻'So叨 上 清 藉 舆 章颂
14 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
608 (fasc. 334) 

Hans-Hennann Schmidt 

"H归nns of All 由e Zhenren of the Supreme Purit)几，" This work is a collection of 
h严nns from both the original revealed scriptures and later works. The last hymns in 
由is collection come from 由e e缸Iy Lingbao canon. 

The work contains， successive1y: ( 1 )  HyInns for Pacing the Void (bu.xu 步 虚 ;
la-2b)， 由e texts of which 红e not found elsewhere; (2) songs extracted from 1372 
Sha吻qJ咽 gfUJshang yuchen fe1伊ai qusu sha1切ïng (2b-7b)， 1328 Dongzhen taisha吻
badao mi吻ï ji吻 (2Ia-23b)， 1352 Do咱zhen taisha1切 taixiao 1m纫'Shu (IO.2b-sb)， 四d
1458 Taishang d01纫zhen huixuan zhang (in extenso) - all of these are a poc可phal;
( 3 ) 由e complete text of 1459 Shangqi吻 jinzhang shier pian; and (4) hymns 仕om
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S32 Taiji zhenren 声 li1叨blUJ zhaijie 附加 zh巧iing y，呵ue (22b--2间， an early Lingbao 
scnpture. 

Zhon庐ian zanso吻 lingzhang 瑛 仙 疆锢噩章
1 3  fols. 
Tang (618-907) 

613 (fasc. 334) 

1�础eUe RDbina

"Marvelous Stanzas of the H严nns of the Inunortals产 Here we find a number of 
poems revealed to YANG XI by the gods and godd口S臼 who appeared to him. τhe 

poems are preserved in the 1016 ZhenglUJ. 币le pr臼ent text also contains a number of 
chan臼 仕om 由e early Lingbao canon， such as 由e Zhihui 50ψ on pages 8a--9a. This 
h严nn comes from 425 Shangqing Taiji yinzhu yuji吻 b叫仰 18a-20a.

Zhuzhen gesong 藉 舆 歌颂
22 fols. 
Tang (618--907) 
980 (fasc. 615) 

1s，呻eUe RDbina

"H严nns ofthe Zhenren."白白 is a collection of poems， songs， ditties， 四d liturgical 
hymns 仕om 由e co甲us of Shangqing scriptures. The poems are mostly from juan 3， 
4， and 13 of 1016 Zhengao. The songs on pages 7a-b derive from the st。可 ofthe meet
ing between xi wang mu 西 王 母 皿d H皿 Wudi (r. 140-87 B .C . ) in 292 Han Wudi 
neizhuan. On pag'臼 8a-lOb， we 也ld other hymns extraαed from biographies of the 
Shangqing immortals， where 由ey are sung by deities when the latter reveal themselves 
(compare WSBY 20.nb--I2b， excerp岱 from the stories Of WEI HUACUN 扭d Lord 
Mao; see also 盯QQ 96.12a-b). 

ηle songs on pag臼 la-b derive 仕om 1314 D01移动en taishang 5uli，锣 dm切只tan 功砂仰
mω听ψ 66b--67b; those on pages 3a-b， 仕om 1332 Dongzhen taisha吻 zidu yanguang 
5henyuan bian ji吻 2a-b.

Shangqing zhu zhenren shoujing shi song jinzhen zhal叨
上清藉 虞 人授陋峙颂 金 翼 章
5 fols. 
Tang (618--907) 
1374 (fasc. 1041) 

1saheUe RDbina 

"Golden Hymns of the Zhenren of Supreme Puri町" Sung on the Occasion of the 
Transmission of the Scriptures产 The title ofthis small collection is representative ofits 
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conten也 Especially prominent is the saint WEI HUACUN， who appeared to YANG 
XI and transmitted texts to him. 

The present collection corresponds exactly to ω8 Shangqing zhuzhen zha吻'50吻
IOb--l4a， toge由er with 1459 Shangqi吻 jinzhang shier pian. The hymns have been 
copied from 1016 Zhengao 3 .8a and IOb--IIa， 13ω Shang伊咽jiutian shangdi 劝u baishen 
netmt1切 乒吻 归-b， and 1330 Dongzhen ta秒i d仰n taidan yinshu do吻zhen xua吵吻
la-b. 

Isabelle RDbina 

Sha叨lJ.ing Jf1ushang jinyuan YUIJ.吻jinzhenfeiyuan bω yuzhang 
上 清 黛上 金 元玉清金 黄肃元步虚 玉 章
6 fols. 
Tang (618----907) 
1375 (fasc. 1041) 
"Superior Shangqing Stanzas of Pacing the Void， Flying to 由e Origin of the 

Golden Zhenren， in the Jade Purity [Moun出n] of the Golden Origin?' Based on 由c
model of the liturgica1 伽脚 步 虚 h归m of the Lingbao 创on， 挡 回ven in 1439 Dong
xuan 价wbaoyzψ咽 shan buxuj￥咐， 由e pr臼ent Sh四gqing version has the customary 
ten stanzas in fìve-charaα'er verse， 也llowed by four st缸lZaS in four-character verse. The 
vocabu1ary shows a marked Buddhist influence. 

Taishang IÚJ吻zhen huixuan zhang 太 上 洞 翼 徊玄章
3 fols. 
Tang (618----907) 
1458 (fasc. 1064) 

Isabelle RDbina 

"St缸1Zas on the Return to Mystery产 τrus h严nn is also found in ω8 Sha吻qi吻 zhu
zhen zha吻'song 8a-lOb. 

Sha吻'lJ.ingjinzhang shier pian 上 清 金 章 十 二 篇
3 fols. 
Tang (618-907) 
1459 (fasc. 1064) 

Is，础elle RDbina 

叮'we1ve Golden Stanzas of the Shangqing产 These verses are also found in 608 
Shangqing zhuzhen zha吻'song IOb--l轧

Isabelle RDbina 
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2.B.8.c.3 Encyclopedias 

ShRngqi吻 wozhongjue 上 清 握 中 抉
3 Juan 
Attributed to TAO HONGJING 陶 弘 景 (456-536)

140 (fasc. 60) 
"Shangqing Instructions to Be Kept in Hand?' While the work corresponds to 由c

data listed in bibliographical so山'ces from 由e Song dynasty (960一1279) on， there is no 
prooffor 由e existence of a book of that title before 由e Tang (618-907). Moreover， the 
references to a 肋Izhongjue in 44ó ShRψ庐'切 zhongji1移 动u zhenshe1锣 bi 7.Ib-sa show 
由at 出at work was far more voluminous 由an 由e text transmitted from the Song. 

The ascription to TAO HONGJING seems to derive 企om a biography of uncertain 
date (quoted inτ'PYL 666.lb)， according to which Sun 1￥0 1j串串自 and Huan Kai 恒 圃，
both disciples ofTao， received from 由e master secret instructions to be kept in hand 
(wozhong b伽E 握 中 挝、缺 ).

The 阶Izh01锣jue do臼 in fact bear close resemblance to TAO HONGJING'S con
firmed works， p红ticularly 由e 421 DC1移zhenyinjue， but comparisons between parallel 
passag臼 in both works reveal a degree of correspondence (not only in the main text 
but 丘equently also in the commentary) 由at can be explained only by extensive bor
rowing. These comp红isons suggest 由at 由e ß旬Izhongjue is not an original work but 
a condensed remake ofTao's De吻zhenyinjue by a later au由or (cf.， e.g叮 421 Dengzhen 
yznJ抑 I.3a-rrb with our text pa-2b). 

The conten岱 of the present text comprise exce甲也 仕om 1316 Dongzhen shRngqing 
归zwez 均iun bu tiR吻a吻fei 均iiji叼iÍRnyuzi ShR吻.吻 ( I .la-4a; 由e beginning is lost) ; 
a number of methods transmitted in [016 Zhengao 9-10 皿d in 421 D吻zheny叼仰 zj
and excerpts from 由e biographi臼 ofSu Lin 酥林， the Mao 茅 君 brothers， W:皿g Bao
王 褒 (3.7b-9b; cf. 424 Shangqing mi吻ta吻 yuanzhen ji吻仰)， and WEI HUACUN 
(3.IOa-b; cf. 421 De嘲'ZhenyinJ仰 3.la and 3 .23b-27b). All ofthese items were also topics 
ofTao's original De咱'Zhenyz:η;ue. 

S加咽qing dRO leishi xiRng j二 清道氟事相
4 JU皿
By Wang Xuanhe 王慰河 (臼. 683)
1132 (fasc. 765) 

Ursula-A:咽elika CedZi灿

"The True Appearanc臼 of the Categories [Pert也ning to] the Tao of the Highest 
Purity?' The title is indicative of the conten臼 ofthis encyclopedia. For the author， see 
also SDZN. Intended as 皿 aide-mémoire， 由is work lists the names and residences， 
with their localizations， of divinities， saints， 皿d legend红y and historical fi廖rres. These 
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residences are named bdpe.伽马palace， pavil:仰:， and so on. The deities Qingtong jun 青
童 君 and Xi w:皿g mu 西 王 母 ， and 由e patri红ch Lu XIUJING， 红e among 由e figures 
included in 由is text. Its account of the residences do口 not attempt to be exha山tlve
(3 .14a). W:皿g Xuanhe makes no distinction between the spheres of m严hology and 
historγ. 

咀le sources， always indicated， are mostly Shangqing texts dating 仕om 由e Six Dy
nasties period (220-589). Other references 红e to 由e Ta伪'l.ßji1锣 太平耀 (3.6a) 皿d
to Zhang Daoling 强 道 睦 (I.7a). W:皿g XUaI由e's system of categories is consistently 
applied to his materials. The heavenly palaces contain the archives where the scriptures 
of the Shangqing tradition had been stored until 由eir revelation to h山nanity. It may 
be 由at 由e divinities conferred their revelations by appearing in 由e recipient's worldly 
belvedere or palace， 由at is， in a temple. 
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